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Preface
The 23rd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics is organized on behalf of the
European Physical Society by the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, State Committee on
Science, Technologies, and Industrial Policy of Ukraine, and the Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical
Physics (BITP). The Conference is held in the Cinema Hall, Kiev, Ukraine. The Scientific Program
and paper selection have been the responsibility of the International Program Committee appointed
by the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division, All other arrangements have been made by the
Local Organizing Committee.
The Book of Abstracts contains the Conference Program and the Abstracts of the Invited and
Contributed Papers. The Conference includes five Review Invited Lectures (45 min) and 21 Topical
Invited lectures (30 min). The invited Lectures will be published as a special issue of the Journal of
Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion. A copy will be sent to each registered delegate.
The Program Committee met in March 1996 and selected 449 papers out of 497 submitted abstracts. The main criteria for selection were relevance to the Conference and quality. 24 contributed
papers were selected for oral presentation (20 min), 423 contributed papers are presented as posters
in four Poster Sessions. The contributed papers will be published in the Conference Proceedings
which will be sent to all registered delegates.
The Post-Deadline Papers will be selected by the Program Committee on the first day of the
Conference.
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A. TOKAMAKS

UA9900012
TOKAMAK REGIMES WITH NEGATIVE MAGNETIC SHEAR
GeraJci A. Navralsi
Department of Applied Physics, Columbia University, New York, USA
It has been well established by MHD equilibrium and stability calculations that there should
be significant advantages in operating tokamak plasmas with elevated centra* values of q and nonmonotonic ij-profiles which have negative magnetic shear in the center of the plasma. These
advantages include access to the second stability regime for high-n ballooning modes, stabilization
of trapped particle modes, very good alignment of the self-generated bootstrap current with the
equilibrium current at high-beta, and stable equilibria at high normalized beta (/3,v > 6) for low-n
kinlc modes with a nearby conducting wall. The greatly improved capability to determine the
q -profile inside a tokamak plasma (primarily through Motional Stark Effect (MSE) measurements)
has led to the reliable production and study of these equilibria with negative magnetic shear in most
of the large tokamaks worldwide (e.g. DIII-D, JET, JT-60, TFTR, and Tore Supra). These
experiments have provided strong support for the encouraging theoretical predictions of access to
the second stability regime through ihe achievement of high values of central pressure and large
pressure gradients which are stably supported in the region of negative magnetic shear.
Tokamak operation in this regime with negative magnetic shear has exhibited improved
global confinement with associated strong peaking of the ion temperature, plasma rotation, and
plasma density in many cases. These confinement improvements have also been correlated on
DIII-D, JT-60, and TFTR with the observation of a dramatic reduction in local transport
coefficients. The ion thermal diffusivity and the particle diffusivity have been observed to decrease
to the level of neoclassical transport in many of these experiments. In DIII-D this effect has been
extended in high current plasmas (qgs ~ 4) with the observation of ion transport at the neoclassical
level in 80% of the plasma volume. The combination of good confinement (H > 4) and high
normalized beta (j8# > 4) at low 495 resulted in higher stored energy (>4.2 MJ), higher fusion
gain (Qdd ~ 1.5 x 10"3), and triple the total DD fusion power (28 kW) compared with the best
values achieved previously in DUI-D with hot-ion VH mode plasmas.
Another important feature of this regime with negative magnetic shear is the observation on
TFTR and DIII-D of a reduction in the level of plasma turbulence in the plasma core during the
period of reduced ion transport. Measurements with Beam Emission Spectroscopy and FIR
scattering show a reduction in the level of plasma turbulence below the noise levels of the
measurements during the period of neoclassical ion confinement on DIII-D. The suppression of
plasma turbulence observed in these experiments with negative magnetic shear is consistent with
the theoretical predictions of turbulence suppression due to Electric field shear (generated through
large pressure gradients and/or toroidal momentum input) which have emerged as an explanation of
the turbulence suppression and confinement improvement in the tokamak plasma edge associated
with the H-mode transition.
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UA9900013
A Review oT Dimensioiiless P a r a m e t e r Scalinn Studies

by J.G, Cordcy ci al.

To enable one to predict accurately the confinement properties of the next generation of larger
devices such a ITE a series of dimonsionless parameter scaling studies have been on JET and
DIII-D. The only parameter which varies from todays devices to larger is the dimensionless
1 armour radius p/L. All of-the, other dimensionless parameters [5, V*, q are kept at thi same
values as they will have in ITER.
The type of discharrr being studied is the ELMy H-mode since this is thought to be the main
operating mode of ITER. Two sets of experiments were completed on JET, the first pair of
pulses were at low field 1T/1MA and 2T/2MA. In comparing these pulses both the global
energy confinement time and the local transport are found to scale in a gyro-Bohm manner wilh
T
the X " WP*> ' m s w a s '" s n a r P contrast to a higher field pair of pulses 1.7T/1.6MA and
3T/2.8MA where the global energy confinement was found to be Bohm like. A careful
examination of the local transport of these pulses showed that over a large pan of the radius r/a
< 0.8 the transport was of a gyro-Bohm character. Indeed it will be shown if one subtracted
the energy lost through the ELMs one approximately recovers a gyro-Bohm scaling for the
global confinement. The reason for the large power loss through the ELMs in the case of the
high field pulse is thought to be due to its close proximity to the H-mode threshold.
To confirm the validity of the dimensioniess scaling approach, and show that no other variables
are important experiments; have been completed on JET and DI11-D in which all of the nondimensional variables were held at the same value. The confinement times were then found to
scale inversely with toroidal field B as predicted by theory.
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Mechanism of Ion and Electron LH Pleating on the
FT-2 Tokamak
V.N. Budnikov
A.F.Ioffe PbysicoTechnical Institute, 194021, St.Petersburg, Russia
Absorption mechanisms of LH waves in tokamak plasmas: stochastic absorption, Landau
damping, and mechanism associated with parametric decay instability have been understood
in early 80's. In spite of this fact, attempts of ion heating on a number of devices have not
been successful. It can be accounted for by incomprehension of specific function of these
mechanisms in concrete experimental conditions.
A long-standing study on the FT-2 tokamak allowed to come to following conclusions:
1. There exist two channels of transfer and absorption of RF power. Wave excited by a
grill at the frequency / 0 can penetrate to the plasma interior and excites daughter wave at
/i ~ 0.7/o with large frequency shift. It meets local LH resonance in the decay region nj,
where an effective interaction with ions through the stochastic mechanism takes place.
2. Wave of fB can decay at the plasma edge exciting IC harmonics. However high frequency
daughter waves fo — njd do not get absorb here, but propagate to the center, and get absorbed
in their local LH resonance at nLH(f0 - n / n ) < nui(fo), since N^(fQ - n/ ci ) < A'||(/o) or
absorbed thiough the second decay by scheme 1.
3. Slowed down waves (ui/kx ~ 2y/2i/rt,ui/k^ ~ 2%/2^7-J excited by parametric instability
can interact not only with ions but with electrons also through the Landau mechanism. In
this case fast ions E{ ~ 8T, and electron beams Ec ~ 8TC arc generated.
4. Increase of Tc rises up parametric instability threshold Pth ~ Tc/nc , that is the local
density in the interaction region becomes higher. At high enough electron temperature
instability can not be excited at all and wave is absorbed in LH resonance by ions through
stochastic mechanism. Electron heating is absent in this caw?.
Thus, all the. interaction mechanisms turn out to be interconnected. Parametric instability
excites daughter waves, which can effectively be absorbed through stochastic mechanism (by
ions) and Landau mechanism (by electrons). Increasing 7C switches of] parametric instability
and leads to linear absorption in the LH resonance.
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Theory and Experiment on the Collisionahty Dependence of P
H R Wilson. M Alexander*, J W Connor, D Gates, R J Haslie, C C Hegna+, T C Hendcr,
R J La Haye', L L Lao', E J Strait' T S Taylor1, II Zohm'
UKAEA, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 3DB, UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)
'General Atomics, PO Box 8S608, San Diego, California 92186, USA
*MPI fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D-S5748 Garching, Germany
+
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 5370C-1687, USA
Tokamak experiments operating at low collisionality observe a /?-limit significantly below
that expected from ideal MHD (Troyon limit), which may have important consequences for
ITER. COMPASS-D, ASDEX-U and DIII-D identify low m/n tearing modes in these low
collisionality discharges which are not generally present at higher collisionaiity; these are
proposed as the cause of the reduced /8-limit. An interpretation of these results is given by a
non-linear neoclassical tearing mode theory in which the self-consistent perturbations in the
bootstrap and ion polarisation currents due to the island itself determine its evolution. The
bootstrap current provides a drive (provided dp/dq < 0); however, the polarisation current
can damp the islands, and is the dominant mechanism for islands below a critical width
Wc. Thus no magnetic islands are predicted with a width smaller than Wc, whose value
depends on the ion collision frequency parameter, vjac,c. In particular Wc ~ t~ll*ppi for
ViJ€u.e>/l and Wc ~ e^'ppi for c,/ca'«<l (ppi is the ion poloidal Larmor radius, /', the ion
collision frequency, t the inverse aspect ratio and w.c the electron diamagnetic frequency).
Magnetic noise, from sawteeth or ELMs for example, must therefore provide a 'seod' island of
width W > Wc for an island to grow to large amplitude and therefore degrade confinement.
Comparison with the observations of m/n = 3/2 or 2/1 modes in seven DIII-D discharges
show good agreement, provided the transition from a 'collisionless' to a 'collisional' regime
is assumed to be at Vi/at>.c ~ 0.3 and the level of noise results in islands ~ 2cm (see figure,
showing the critical island width for the q = 1.5 and q = 2 surfaces for each shot). Data
from COMPASS-D and ASDEX-U have also been included to cover a wider collisionality
range.

|»3/2 or 2/1 mode observed o No 3/2 or 2/1 observed ~~j
4

inferred collisionality ;

3.5

inferred seed
perturbation

(cm)
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This work was funded jointly by the UK Dept. of Trade and Industry and Euralom.
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Improved confinement with plasma profile and shape controls in JT-60U
Y. Neyatani and the JT-60 Team
New improved confinement regimes of reversed shear and high triangularity
discharges in JT 60U have bx-.en developed witli optimizing uiiTenl profile and shape controls.
'Die reversed shear regime has been established with the formation of internal transport
bairier (ITB) and enhanced confinement both for ions and electrons. The hollow current
density profile was created by raising electron temperature with NB heating during current
ramp up. The 1TB was formed by additional NB heating after the formation of reversed
magnetic shear. The radial position of ITB was so large as at r/a~0.65. The electron
temperature readied tlie value comparable to the ion temperature (6 8 keV at Ip-I.2MA). We
obtained an H-factor of 2.6 with ELM free H-mode and of 2.3 with ELMy H-mode. The
reversed magnetic shear configuration has been sustained by LHCD for 7.5 s, which was
encouraging toward the steady-state operation. Characteristics of radiative divertor have also
been investigated with reversed shear configuration. Gas puff of mixed Neon and Hydrogen
was applied to discharged Ip—1.2 MA and P N B - 1 5 MW. A radiative divertor was established
with the ITB formation. The heat flux on the divertor was reduced to 20% of the beam power
due to the divertor detachment
To improve the H-mode confinement, the effect of plasma shape has been investigated
with changing triangularity (5). The onset condition of giant ELMs which restricts H-mode
confinement can be given by the a-parameter (-grad-pe(jge/(Bt2/(2poRq952))) used in the highn ballooning mode analyses [1], where a is the normalized edge pressure gradient. Edge
density and edge temperature at the onset of ELMs with 6-0.4 were improved by factor of
1.3-1.4 and 1.5-2.0 compared those with 8-0.1, respectively. As a result, a-parameter at the
onset of ELMs increases and tlie ELM free period increases by factor 2 to 10. The attainable
B-value limited by low-n pressure driven modes were so improved that the limit of BN for
8>0.3 was 1.3 times higher than that for 8=0.1. A full non-inductive current drive at 1 MA has
been demonstrated for about 2 s in combination with a high bootstrap current and beam
current drive fraction with PN~3, Bp~3 and H=»2-2.5. Degradation of H factor with density at a
high 5 was smaller than that with a low 8.
These two improved regimes should be useful for the steady state operation with tlie
improved core confinement and high density divertor operation
Negative-Ion Neutral Beam (N-NBI) injection has started in JT-60U. The N-NBI
system developed in JT-60U has a beam energy of 0.5 MeV and a maximum injection power
of 10 MW. The negative-ion generation and acceleration tests were initiated in 1995. The
beam energy of >0.4 MeV and the beam current of -13.5 A were achieved after 4 months
conditioning in the first negative ion source. The installation of the second ion source is to be
completed in March 1996.
[1] Y. Kamada et al., in Plasma Phys. Control. Nucl. Fusion Research 1994 (Proc. 15th Int.
Conf. Sevillie, 1991) Voll, IAEA, Vienna(1995) 651.
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Fully non-inductive Tore Supra operation
Equipe Tore Supra (presented by X. Lilaudon)
DRFC, CE Cadaraclie, F-13108 Sainl-Paul-L-i Durance, Prance.
Experiments in different tokamaks have shown that the modification cf the
magnetic shear may contribute to the enhancement of the tokamak performances The current
density profile modifications are generally the results of a rapid change of the plasma
parameters and arc transient in nature. The combined use of various heating and current drive
schemes is necessary in order to maintain and ultimately control the required q-profilc in
steady-state. In this context, various stationary non-inductive plasma regimes have been
obtained in Tore Supra with the separate or combined use of Lower Hybrid Current Drive
(LHCD) and Fast Wave direct Electron Heating (FWEH).
Recent, major improvements in the Tore Supra control system permit
reproducible long-pulses plasma operation for up to 75 s in fully non-inductive regimes.
Steady-state improved confinement LHCD operation has been realized by maintaining the loop
voltage at exactly zero while the LH power is feedback controlled to keep the total plasma
current constant. In this mode of operation, stable high-lj discharges have been maintained
during 70 s at a plasma current of 0.6 MA with up to 3 MW of LH power and a total injected
energy of 195 MJ. By varying the LH antenna phasing, the central LHEP (LH Enhanced
Performance) electron temperature transition, interpreted as the formation of an internal
"transport barrier", has been reproduced in a systematic manner and measured by independent
electron temperature diagnostics: Thomson scattering and the rccendy installed ECE radiometer.
Similar stationary experiments were performed with the fast waves in the direct
electron hearing mode. In this regime, stationary states (flat electric field profiles) are readied in
a reproducible manner with more than 50% of bootstrap current (during 5 s) at Pp up to 1.
To decouple the electron temperature profile from the current density profile,
high-ppFWEH experiments have been recently combined with LHCD at reduced loop-voltage
(< 0.1V and up to 80% of non-inductive current). A total injected power up to 7.2 MW (LH:
3.6MW, FW: 3.6 MW) has produced stationary improved confinement with peaked electron
temperature profile (central value up to 7.0 keV at central density of 3.5 1019 nv3). The noninductive current density profile is experimentally determined and compared with the simulated
bootstrap current and LH current density profile. The non-linear coupling between the qprofile, and the non-inductive sources (LH and bootstrap) is investigated in detail to explain the
new equilibrium phase reached with the combined heating schemes.
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Invited Paper for 23rd EPS Plasma Physics Conference

Particle Drift Effects on the Alcator C-Mod Divertor
I.H.Hutchinson and the Alcalor Group

Imbalances between the inboard and outboard legs of the single null
divertor in tokamak AJcator C-Mod are observed to reverse when the
direction of the toroidal field is reversed. Asymmetries like these,
which have been observed on most divertor tokamaks, may be important
for the ITER divcrtor. They show that cross-field particle drifts in
the scrape-off-layer are a major effect and need to be included in any
realistic modelling.
On Alcator the imbalances are measured by embedded probes in the
target plates, tomographic reconstructions of bolometry and line
radiation, and visible imaging. Density imbalances of about a factor
of ten at the targets are observed at moderate < n e > , increasing
as < n £ > is raised until they are almost balanced when the
hotter side detaches.
At low density, where the imbalance is large enough to perform the
analysis, the data indicate that the electron pressure is imbalanced,
thus arguing against momentum imbalance as the cause of
these drift-induced effects, and so against some of the previously
proposed causative mechanisms. Instead, a substantial power flux
imbalance exists, much of which is attributable to radiation
imbalance. It is suggested that poloidal E f x B 0
convection is a plausible candidate as the underlying cause of the
asymmetry, amplified by radiation or thermoelectric current effects.
The convection is a source of power imbalance, it has the right
direction, the right order of magnitude and the right dependence on
<n g > through the electron density at the plate.
A reciprocating mach-probe in the scrape-off-layer shows parallel
particle flows, up to about 0.3 times the sound speed. The flows are
likewise largest at lowest density and decrease as density increases.
Their direction is consistenf with the E f x Bg drift and continuity.
Recent operation with bofonized molybdenum divertor surfaces
shows that for higher power flux into the divertor, the imbalances
are reduced. Further analysis of this data will be given.
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Electron Temperature Fluctuations in
Drift-Resistive Ballooning Turbulence
A. Zeiler, J. F. Drake; and D. Biskamp
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM Association, 85748 Garching, Germany
We present three-dimensional nonlinear fluid simulations of collisioaal plasma
turbulence valid in the cool edge of fusion devices, in particular tokamaks. Our
electrostatic drift wave model includes curvature driven resistive ballooning modes.
As an extention of our previous work, where we considered only fluctuations of
density, potential and parallel velocity, we add electron temperature fluctuations.
The dominant feature of the previous system was the distinction between a ballooning driven regime, where turbulence and transport are strongly localized in the
unfavourable curvature region, and a regime, which is driven by a nonlinear streaming instability, and where the field line curvature plays no role. It is shown that
qualitatively this distinction of the regimes is unaffected by Tc, but quantitatively
the inside/outside asymmetry caused by the ballooning drive is strongly increased,
the particle-transport being four times larger at the outside compared to the inside. In the nonlinearly driven regime the turbulence level is significantly reduced
compared to the ballooning regime and compared to the simpler system without
Te fluctuations. We identify the parallel heat conductivity as the source of the reduced turbulence level. The turbulence level in the regime driven by the nonlinear
streaming instability without Te fluctuations depends essentially on one parameter,
the size of the Larmor radius ps compared with the characteristic transverse scale
length Lx of the eddies. This behaviour is reproduced if Tc is included, leading to
a significant reduction of the fluctuation level and finally to a stabilization of the
nonlinear mechanism if ps/Lx is increased.

"Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 20742, USA

UA9900020
Investigation of Temperature Profile "Perturbations
by means of High Resolution ECE-diagnostics
P.C. de Vries, G. Waidmann, A. Kramer-Flecken, A.J.H. Donne*, F.C. Schuller*
Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich, GmbH.
Association EURATOM-KFA, D-52425 Julich, Germany
'FOM-instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Associatie EURATOM-FOM
P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
An experimental investigation of temperature profile perturbations due to MHD-tearing
modes is performed on the TEXTOR tokamak (R,a = 1.75,0.46m, BT - 2.25T, Ir =
350kA). A tearing mode or magnetic island is expected to have a specific localized effect on
the temperature profile. If the heat transport along the closed flux surfaces of the magnetic
island is of the same order as the perpendicular transport a sustained temperature gradient
exists over the island1'2. This condition is expected to depend on the island width and the
local collisionality. A minimum island width for temperature flattening in TEXTOR can
be estimated to be w fs 2.5cm.
By means of an ECE-diagnostic with a good time and good radial resolution (~ lem)
m = 1 and m = 2 MHD-oscillations as precursors to disruptions can be studied. These
MHD-oscillations are attributed to rotating magnetic islands. Temperature profile contour
plots show clearly the magnetic island structure as closed isotherms. Due to the good
resolution radially flat temperature regions between n w 3 and 10cm have been observed.
The location of the rational j-surface, which depended strongly on the profile peaking,
could been determined within ~ lcm.
The temperature variations on different sides of the rational ^-surface are out of phase
with each other. Although the MHD-oscillation outside the island is harmonic, time traces
monitoring the island interior show perturbed oscillations due to the different transport
conditions inside the magnetic island2. The sinusoidal oscillation is 'chopped' at the 0point, i.e. a low temperature area exists which is nearly flat in helical direction. The
chopping causes higher harmonics to appear in the frequency spectrum of the temperature
variations inside the islands2. Similar behaviour of MHD-oscillations have been observed
at density traces, which indicates that a density flattening occurs aswell. However the
island width has to be larger than w « 7cm.
A somewhat higher temperature in the middle of the island with respect to the separatrix have occasionally been observed which is unexpected. Large m = 2 islands have been
found to become asymmetric. In these cases it has been observed that the O-point was
pushed towards the plasma centre with respect to the X-point. Utilizing a high resolution
ECE-diagnostic can reveal, considering the different transport conditions, accurate and
local information on magnetic islands which is otherwise difficult to obtain.
'B.Ph. van Milligen ct al., Nud. Fusion 33 (1993) 8.
2
R. FiUpatrick, Plasma Phys. 2 (1995) 825.
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Perturbative Transport from Sawtooth Propagation and I X ' R I ! Modulation
in ASDEX Upgrade
F. Rytcr, W. Suttrop, J. Kollcrmeyer, F. Leutercr, A G Peelers,
ECRH, ASDEX Upgrade and NBI Teams
Max-Plaiick-Institut fur Plasma Pliysik, IPP-EURATOM Association
Postfach 1533, D-85740 Garching bei Miinchcn
This papers describes and discusses the experiments and analyses performed in ASDEX
Upgrade to determine the electron heat diffusion coefficient (%c) via I wo perturbative methods:
sawtooth propagation (X e ST ) and ECRH modulation (Xc KCRH )- The heat wave propagation of
sawteeth and ECRH modulation was investigated under various conditions such as deuterium
and hydrogen plasmas, ohmically-heated and NBI-heated discharges at different densities,
current and magnetic field. In these discharges the magnitude of the sawteeth varies by a factor
of about five. The ECRH experiments were performed with on-axis and off axis deposition at
modulation frequencies between 25 Hz and 1 kHz. The amplitude of the ECRH power
modulation can be varied between 0 and 400 kW. The heat pulse propagation is observed with
the 45 channel ECE radiometer which provides a fast (33 kHz) and sensitive (= 0.0S eV)
measurement of the electron temperature perturbation and generally covers 80% of the plasma
minor radius. The analyses are performed with 2 methods: Fourier transformation using a slab
model and a time-dependent code in cylindrical geometry which also includes damping effects.
Power balance results (XePB) are used for comparison.
The sawtooth analysis yields j ^ values larger than those from power balance by a factor of 1.5
to 6 and Xe ST exhibits no correlation with Xe PB - 1° contrast, the ECRH modulation gives
^ECRH < 2 j£ePB. This discrepancy is attributed to the large perturbation caused by a sawtooth:
it is shown that the Xe ST values align well when plotted versus the amplitude of the associated
temperature perturbation just outside the mixing radius. It appears also that the perturbation
associated with a sawtooth is, generally in ASDEX Upgrade, significantly larger than that of
ECRH modulation. This is interpreted in terms of the energy expelled from inside the q=I
surface during a sawtooth crash (100|is) which corresponds to a power of several MW. An
ECRH power scan shows no measurable influence of the modulation amplitude in the range
applied here (PECRH S 400 kW). It is therefore concluded that, under the conditions of the
experiments performed in ASDEX Upgrade, the ECRH modulation reflects the transport as
otherwise yield by power balance, whereas the sawtooth analysis generally does not because
the associated perturbation is too large.
Finally the inter-action between ECRH and sawtooth heat pulses is also presented and
discussed. The results suggest that this effect can be strong in cases where the ECRH
modulates the sawtooth amplitude inside the q=l surface, but docs not seem to play a role when
the ECRH heat wave is essentially restricted to the domain outside the q=l surface.
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Very High Density Operation and Comparison
of Density Limit Characteristics of Puie Deuterium and
Impurity Radiative Mantle Discharges in ASDEX Upgrade
V. Mortens. P.T. Lang, K. Borrass, K. Bikbl, R Dux-, Cli. Fudis, 0. Gruber, G. Haas,
M. Kaufmann, R. Lang, F. Mast, H,W. Miiller, R. Neu, J. Neuhauser, H. Salzmann,
J. Schweinzer, W. Sultrop, M. Weiulich, H. Zolim and the ASDEX Upgrade and NB1 Teams
Max-Planck-Instil'ul fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D-S5748 Garching
The highest achievable density in a tokamak is restricted by the normally disruptive density
limit DL. This limit is quite successfully described, even on machines of different sizes, by
the empirical "Greenwald" limit h^w connecting the maximum line averaged electron density with the plasma current. Since the ITER (EDA) concept aspires an operation density
significantly beyond the Greenwald limit, one needs scenarios to overcome it. Presently, the
only methode to achieve long lasting phases with nc > h°w seems to be the repetitive injection of pellets. The density constraint may be aggravated by the need of spatially uniform
power removal to prevent thermal overload of the target plates. One promising methode is
the radiative mantle scenario, wherein impurity gases are injected into the discharge aiming
at high radiation losses concentrated at the boundary. This scenario might, however, reduce
the density operational space (i.e. the DL).
Our investigations concentrate on lower single null discharges (K ~ 1.6) with plasma currents
up to 1.2 MA and NBI heating powers up to 10 MW. The corresponding safety factors gg5
vary between 2.5 and 5. The plasma facing vessel components are boronized. The ion VB
drift is directed towards the target plates. Highly radiative discharges are performed by
injecting Ne, Ar or Nitrogen into the maiD chaimber.
The discharges are characterized by the typical sequence : transition from H-mode to L-mode,
X-point marfe formation, marfe expansion and finally disruption. Generally, line averaged
densities are achieved up to the Greenwald limit in purely ohmic and H-mode gas refuelled
discharges. In the L-mode the disruption occurs normally at slightly reduced densities (0.6 0.8 nfw). The divertor is mostly detached under these conditions, but the totally radiated
power normalized to the heating power approaches only with impurity injection 100 %.
The density limit of pure deuterium plasmas exhibits a weak dependence from the heating
power Puat, whereas the impurity induced DL seems to be independent on P\ltai. The two
scenarios, pure deuterium and radiative mantle cases, show significantly different electron
density profiles. Whereas the pure deuterium case exhibits very flat or even hollow profiles,
the radiative case shows markedly peaked ones.
In contrast to pure gas puffing, repetitive pellet injection can lead to densities ne far beyond
the Greenwald limit. Combining moderate gas puffing and deep pellet penetration, we reach
maximum densities of about 2 h°w in type-I ELM'y H-modes and sa 2.5 n f v in OH and
L-mode phases connected with strongly peaked profiles Moreover, long lasting phases of
steady state R; 1.3 ii^w are performed by means of feedback control of the pellet injecting
centrifuge.
The density limit will be discussed in terms of global parameter dependencies as well as
in terms of scalings of local edge parameters. It is, for example, found that the DL cannot
simply be represented by an edge density limit scaling, as successfully done on other machines
like ASDEX and JET. This might hint at an additional degradation of the bulk particle
transport.
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Transport and density fluctuations
experiments

in non-inductive current drive
in Tore Supra.

I.Voitsekhovitch*, P.Devynck, G.T.Hoang, R.Arslanbckov, V.Basiuk, A.BccouIei,
R.V.Budny"1, F.CIairet, T.Hultcr, C.Laviron, X.Litaudon,

F.Nguyen, Y.Peysson.

Ddpartement dc Rccherches sur la Fusion Conuolee, Centre d'Etudes de Cadai.ichc,
F-13108 Saint-Paul-lcz-Durancc, France.
*RRS "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia.
+PPPL, N.J., USA
The density fluctuation evolution was analysed for the shots with fast wave
electron heating (FWEH) (B t =2 T, I p =0.5 MA, P F W <9.5 MW) in a wide range of
additional heating power using CO2 laser scattering technique [ 1 J.This diagnostic which
possesses some spatial resolution was set-up to look at the outer part of the discharge
(between r/a=0.5 to r/a=l) along a vertical chord. The growth of the fluctuation level at
kQ=5 cm"* was clearly demonstrated whereas the smaller scale fluctuations (k0=lO cm'
1) were not affected by additional power. The large increase of the fluctuations at low k
value correlates with the growth in the electron temperature gradient with additional
heating as it was demonstrated previously for the ion cyclotron heating regimes (ICH)
[2]. The sensitivity of the energy confinement time to the fluctuation level is less in the
case of FW in the comparison with ICH.
The correlation between fluctuation behaviour and local plasma transport is
studied using ID code ASTRA [3]. The transport is based on the approach developed in
[4] where Xe is proportional to the Bohm scaling with the correction function to
reproduce the different transport models. Three different scenarios were studied: ICH
minorily heating, FWEH and lower hybrid currant drive (LHCD). In the two last cases
the current profile was strongly modified. It was found that for FWEH Tore Supra shots
the correction function strongly depends on the pressure gradient and safety factor. These
parameters are found to be important for the fluctuations [2]. The influence of llie
convection and radiation at the edge were taken into account in these simulations. The
agreement between the experimental and calculated tempw,:ture profile obtained in this
case quantifies the contribution of the measured density fluctuations to the global energy
confinement.

[1] Devynck P., et al., Plas.Phys.Contr.Fus., 35, 63 (1993).
[2] Clairet F., et al., EPS, Bournemouth, 2-7 July, 1995.
[3] Pereverzev G.V. et al.. Preprint IAE-5358/6, Moscow, 1992.
[4[ Christiansen et al.. Nuclear Fusion, 33, 863 (1993).
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Particle simulation of alpha-particle-driven modes in tokamaks
S. Briguglio
Associazionc Euratoin-ENEA sulla Fusione, C.R.E. Frascati
C.P. 65 - 00044 - Frascati, Rome, Italy
Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE's) and their kinetic counterpart (KTAE's) can play a relevant role in determining the confinement properties of energetic particles in Tokamak plasmas
close to ignition conditions. TAE's and KTAE's can indeed be driven unstable by the resonant
interaction with energetic, ions characterized by velocities of the same order of magnitude of the
Alfven speed and, in turn, enhance their losses. One of the major points in the investigation of
the properties of these modes concerns the mechanisms able to produce their nonlinear saturation
and the fluctuation level at which the saturation takes place. Different saturation mechanisms have
been proposed in literature, related either to fluid nonlinear modifications of the continuous shear
Alfven spectra [1] or to trapping of resonant particles in the potential well of the wave [2]. Each
of these mechanisms could dominate in appropriate regimes. A powerful tool for the investigation of the relative importance of these as well as other mechanisms is represented by the Hybrid
MHD-Particle Simulation Code [3] which allows to fully retain all the relevant kinetic effects related
to the hot-particle population. The code evolves the coupled set of reduced-MHD equations for
the fluctuating (scalar and parallel vector) potentials and gyrokinetic equations of motion for the
energetic particles in tiie perturbed fields.
A very satisfactory test of the validity of the code is obtained by the comparison between the
results of linear simulations (in which only the unperturbed orbits of the particles are followed)
and the findings of an analytical treatment of the stability problem. In particular, the occurrence,
for typical equilibrium parameters, of a nonperturbative regime characterized by stable TAE and
unstable KTAE is shown, with simulation values for the KTAE growth rate in excellent agreement
with the analytical predictions.
Concerning the nonlinear saturation, our attention is focused on the kinetic mechanism. It
is first examined by following the full evolution of the particles in a fluctuating field with given
radial profiles and time-dependent amplitude driven by the resonant wave-particle interaction. The
dependence of the saturation level on the linear-phase growth rate is obtained and compared with
the level expected from the theoretical model.
Second, the effects of self-consistent - "nonperturbative" - field evolution are taken into account.
It is shown that the predictions on the saturation level obtained in the two ways are in good
agreement as far as low values of the energetic-particle pressure are considered. Above a certain
threshold the perturbative approach is no longer adequate. This corresponds to the existence of an
intrinsically nonperturbative mode, called Energetic-Particle Mode [4, 5]. Saturation of this mode
can take place because of the loss of an important fraction of the energetic-particle population. So,
in principle, this mode can be very dangerous for the alpha-particle confinement in ignited plasmas.

References
[1] G. Vlad, C. Kar, F. Zonca, and F. Romanelli, Phys. Plasmas 2, 418 (1995).
[2] H. L. Berk and B. N. Breizman, Phys. Fluids B 2, 2246 (1990).
[3] S. Briguglio, G. Vlad, F. Zonca, and C. Kar, to be published on Phys. Plasmas.
[4] L. Chen, Phys. Plasmas 1, 1519 (1994).
[5] F. Zonca and L. Chen, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 39, 1701 (1994).
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How the Shape Influences the TCV Plasma Properties

J.-M. Moret, M. Anton, R. Bclin, F. BUIilniann, M.J. Dutch, B.P. Duval, A. Fasoli,
S. Franke, F. Hofmann, B. Joye, J.B. Lister, Y. Martin, C. Nieswand, Z.A. Pietrzyk,
R.A. Pitts, A. Pochelon, F.N. Skiff, W. van Toledo, O. Tonetti, M.Q. Tran, H. Weiscn
Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association EURATOM - Confederation Suissc
feole Polyteclmiquc Feddrale de Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

The flexibility of TCV for the creation of a wide variety of plasma shapes has been exploited to
investigate the influence of the shape on the plasma properties in ohmic regime, with special
attention to the confinement characteristics and the transport mechanisms. To this purpose the
following plasma and shape parameters were scanned:
K = l.l
5 = -0.3

1.9
0.7

q a = 2.2-*5.5
n = 2->8xl0r9nV3

The safety factor scan was used to separate the intrinsic dependence on the plasma current from
geometrical effects. A strong influence of die shape on the energy confinement time was found:
a slight improvement with the elongation and a degradation with positive triangularity. Amongst
the possible related mechanisms, sawteeth were observed to be large in D-shape configurations
whilst they vanished with negative triangularity. Also the MHD activity not related to sawteeth,
inferred from external magnetic probe arrays and tomographic reconstruction of the soft X-ray
emissivity, showed the opposite trend, being dominant with negative triangularity.
Dependence of the election
energy confinement time on
triangularity and line average
density affixed elongation
K~ lAandqa3.5.

Electron energy confinement time

•3.2xl0 1 9 m- 3
• 5.0 x 1019 m"3
*6.5xl0 I 9 m- 3
•8.5xl0 19 rn-3

-0.25

0

0.25

Edge triangularity
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Stability of TFTR Reverse Shear Discharges

UA9900026

TC.Hender, C.G.Gimblett, R.J.Hastie and J.Manickam*
UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon OX14 3DB, UK
(UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association)
•Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
By applying moderate NDI heating during the current rise and high power heating (up to
25MW) early in the flat-top non-monotonic q-profiles have been produced in TFTR [1]. In
some discharges there is a transition to improved confinement, in the central inverted shear
region, leading to very peaked pressure profiles. The highest p discharges often end in a
disruption. In this presentation the MHD stability of these discharges is discussed.
Experimentally an n=l mode is observed to precede the reverse shear disruptions. In some
discharges, including non-disruptive ones, an n=2 mode and a sub-dominant n=l mode are
observed which seem to have little effect on discharge evolution. Ideal stability calculations
show the n=l kink is unstable at P-values close to those at which the disruption occurs.
Further the eigenfunction structure of this n=l kink mode is found to be in close agreement
with that determined experimentally from ECE measurements. An analytic theory has been
developed which quantitatively describes the properties of these reverse shear ideal instabilities.
The reverse shear in the core region guarantees stability to the high-n ballooning modes,
though just outside the shear reversal region the ballooning modes can be close to instability.
The resistive stability of these discharges has been calculated with the FAR code [2]. In
particular a discharge (84011) has been studied in which experimentally an n=2 mode (with a
subdominant n=l mode) persists throughout the enhanced confinement period until an n=l
initiated disruption occurs. Stability calculations show n=l and 2 resistive modes are unstable
in this discharge and as discussed above, near the disruption P-value, an ideal n=l becomes
unstable.

n=l and n=2 growth rates as a function of
Pp. For pp>0.95 the n=l mode is ideally
unstable. This sequence of instabilities with
rising p shows a close agreement with that
observed experimentally.

The n=l and n=2 resistive instabilities observed are resistive interchange modes which are
unstable in the reverse shear region for sufficiently high pressure gradients. The location and
structure of these modes appears to be at variance with experimental observations and another
possibility is that neo-classical islands are destabilised in the weakly positive shear region. The
possible influence of neo-classical effects on the stability of these reverse shear equilibria is
being studied and will.be discussed.
[1] F M Levinton et al, Phys Rev Letters, 75 (1995) 4417
[2] L A Charlton et al, Journal of Computational Physics 86 (1990) 270
Acknowledgement This work was jointly supported by the US Department of Energy
(Contract DE-AC02-76-CH03073), the UK Department of Trade and Industry and EURATOM.
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Numerical analysis of the lieat pulses on JET
V.V.Parail, A. Cherubini, M. Erba, P. Galli*. R. Giannella, E. Spimgmann, A. Taroni
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 3EA, UK
Dipartimento di Fisica,Universita Degli Studi di Milano, 1-20133, Milano, Italy.
Predictive modelling of different kind of heat pulses is a powerful tool to test the
validity of transport models. The last experimental campaign in JET gave high quality
information of the electron temperature evolution during four types of heat pulses: L-H
transition, sawtooth crash, giant ELMs and cold pulses triggered by laser impurity
ablation. All pulses triggered from the plasma edge show a fast global modification of
at least the electron heat conductivity which, in principle, allows two alternative
explanations. The first one uses the idea of a critical temperature gradient (or marginal
criticality), the other one is the idea of a global turbulent structures produced by a
toroidal or a non-linear coupling of the unstable modes. In the first case, a deviation of
the temperature profile from the canonical one induces a heat pulse with a large
effective thermal diffiisivity independently on the position of the initial perturbation.
Therefore in this case we can expect symmetry in the propagation of the pulses
induced near the plasma edge (cold pulses) and near the plasma centre (sawtooth
crash). On the other hand, the model which relies on the formation of the global
turbulent structures controlled by the plasma parameters near the separatrix leads to an
asymmetry in the pulses propagating from the centre and from the edge of the plasma
column. We have chosen two examples of the critical temperature gradient model. The
Rebut-Lallia-Watkins model is an example of "weak" profile consistency where the
effective thermal diffusivity induced by the pulse is of the order of the unperturbed XOn the other hand a strong marginal criticality gives x,jf » Zsui • We u s e c ' t n e Bohm
type model, proposed in [1] (with %t a <*,

q2a2 -—'-—-—- ) as an example
nBjTt(r*a)
of a global turbulence model. The result of the numerical modelling show that the
global model reproduces all kind of the heat pulses equally well. The marginal
criticality model, on the other hand, gives a propagation too fast for the sawtooth crash
heat pulses in the case of a strong criticality and a propagation too slow for all kinds
of cold pulses in the case of a RLW model.
fl] A. Cherubini et al., H-mode workshop, Princeton 1995 (will be published in Plasma
Physics and Contr. Fusion, 1996).
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H-mode Confinement Scaling and ELMs on COMPASS-D
M Valovic, M Booth, P G Carolan, A L Colton, N J Con way, S J Fielding, D A Gates,
C Hunt, S J Manhood, A W Morris, R O'Connell, D C Robinson, C Silva
and the COMPASS-D and ECRH Teams
UKAEA, Fusion, Culbam, Abingdon, Oxon OX 14 3DB. U.K.
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)
COMPASS-D, ASDEX-Upgrade, JET and ITER have the self similar plasma
geometry with a linear scaling factor of ~2-3 between each of them. Traditionally the
confinement studies are performed in the so called favourable H mode configuration with
ion-gradB drift towards the X-point. The energy confinement time in ELMy H-modes on
COMPASS-D is in a good agreement with the widely accepted scaling of
0.85XTE, ITERH93P; f° r both Ohmic and ECR heated plasmas. The energy confinement
for ELM-free H-mode plasmas also fits the ITERH93P scaling within the errors, for both
Ohmic and ECR heating. An interesting exception is the collisionless low density, high
electron temperature (~10kcV) plasmas obtained with 2(0^ ECRH, which have an energy
confinement time exceeding the H-mode without the typical signatures of the L-H
transition. Despite (he general agreement of the COMPASS D energy confinement time
with the ITER scalings there is a systematic increase of the normalised confinement time
TEAE. ITERH93P. when the regime evolves from L-mode to ELM-free H-mode. This
seems to confirm previous observations from COMPASS D concerning the gradual
character of the transition from L-mode to H-mode confinement.
Regimes below the H-mode threshold when the ion giatlB direction is away from the
X-point are also studied. Contrary to the traditional H mode, energy is transported
through the plasma boundary more continuously making these regimes more attractive
for a reactor. Energy confinement of such plasmas is compared witli conventional Hmode confinement scalings.
The character of the edge turbulence during L-mode and ELMy regimes has been
studied using fast (1MHz) data from the multichannel FIR interferometer; Langmuir
probes, halo current detectors, Mirnov probes and the fast CCD camera (40kHz) and high
lime-resolution Doppler spectrometer. The observalions seems to indicate that the eriergy
loss at the ELM iisclf is associated wilh a poloidally asymmetric structure at the edge.

This woik was jointly funded by UK Department of trade of Industry' and Euratom
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Beta-Limiting Phenomena in ASDEX Upgrade
+

H. Zoiim. + M . A l e x a n d e r 4 , * R . J . B u t t e r y , *T. C. H e n d c r , + M . M a r a s c h - k ,
+ M. Sokoll, *H. R. W i l s o n , A S D E X Upgrade. T e a m , 1CK1I-, NB1 -Groi.p

+ MPI fiir Plasmaphysik,
' UKAEA

Government

EURATOM

Association,

D-8&?'1S Gnrching,

Divison, Fusion, Culham, Abiny,don 0XU3DB,

Grrwam
l'l\

Oil ASDEX Upgrade, we have studied /^-limiting phenomena in ITER relevant geometry, i.e. lower single null elongated (K 95 = 1.6) plasmas of moderate triangularity (5 « 0.2). One goal was the determination of the. maximum achievable value of
/?AT = 0/(Ip/(aB))

as function of q, another one the exploration of steady stale opera-

tion at high values of PN- Values of /3/v,mai- of up to 2.9 in the 1TER configuration have
been achieved and stationary discharges at flu = 2.5 could be demonstrated. These
studies have been reported in [l]. New experimental results and the relation to /?• limit
scalings (Troyon limit, including the effects of qK and (',) are presented. All studies
reported here have been done in type I ELMy H-niode with good energy confinement
{TE/TITERSSP « 1-85).
Another goal of this paper is a detailed study of the. MHD phenomena giving rise
to the observed /?-limit.

We use Mirnov, Soft-X-Ray and ECE diagnostics to infer

the structure of the MHD modes occurring at the /?-limit. An interpretation of the
observed phenomena with the help of MHD stability analysis in terms of ideal MHD
stability (ERATO code) as well as resistive stability (neoclassical tearing modes) is
given. It is found that the maximum /? is either limited by the occurrence of a (1.1)
central mode or by a cluster of coupled (3,2) and (2,2) modes. Tin: effect of ELMs is
discussed separately.

References
[1] ZOHM, H. ct al., Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 37 (1995) A^J.l.
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The Role of Edge Parameters for L-H Transitions and ELM Behaviour on
ASDEX Upgrade
W. Suttrop, O. Cehrc, H. Reimerdes, F. Rytcr, J. Schwcinzer, J. Slober, H Zohm,
ASDEX Upgrade team, NBI Group, ECP.H group, Max-Planck- fnsiitut fur Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM Association, D-85748' Garching
Current understanding of the L-Mode to H-Mode transition and Edge Localized Modes
(ELMs) indicates that both phenomena are triggered within a narrow region (few cm) at
the plasma edge. Hence, scaling of both the L-H transition threshold and ELM properties
is expected to be governed by local parameters at the plasma edge. Measurements of Tc,
Ti, and nc edge profiles on ASDEX Upgrade at the L-H transition and during the H-Mode
are performed to investigate local parameter dependencies. The observations at L-H and
H-L transitions are compared with the predictions of several H-modc models.
Edge electron temperatures and densities at the time of L-H and H-L transitions
depend on the radiation level and the neutral gas pressure. While for SNu discharges
with favourable magnetic field direction (i.e. ion-VB towards the X-point) the H-L power
threshold is by a factor of 2 lower than the L-H transition threshold, the difference in Te
and tij near the separatrix is much less pronounced, indicating that the H-mode power
threshold hysteresis is owed mostly to the difference in confinement between L-mode and
H-mode. The power threshold difference for the two ion-VB drift directions in SNu
configuration corresponds to a difference of Tc at the separatrix, which is higher by about
a factor of 2 in case of the unfavourable field direction,
ELM behaviour is found conceivably different for type 1 and type III ELMs. Type I
ELMs occur at the critical pressure gradient for ideal balloouii;;> limit, as observed in many
different experiments. First models emerge for the particle and energy loss during type I
ELMs, which are in qualitative agreement with the observed transport enhancement. The
picture of type III ELMs is more complicated, because the stability limit depends on the
heating power and experimentally, the narrow operational region of type III ELMs renders
parameter scans difficult. However, local perturbations such as heatwaves triggered by
sawtooth activity and very localized electron heating by RCRH with resonance near the
plasma edge are found to modify type III ELM behaviour The parameter range for the
various types of ELMs observed on ASDEX Upgrade-: is given and its extrapolability is
discussed.
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Three Dimensional Computation of
~"
Collisional Drift Wave Turbulence and Transport in Tokamak Geometry
B Scott
Max-Planck IPP, Garching, Cermany
EPS Conference, Kiev, 199C

Three dimensional computations of turbulence arising from the nonlinear collisional
drift wave equations are carried out. The flux surface based coordinate system is
aligned with the magnetic field, and the geometry is that of an actual model tokamak
with arbitrary poloidal cross section. The physical periodicity constraint is rigorously
respected. The results show that the dominant process arising from this system is the
three dimensional version of the collisional drift wave nonlinear instability, in which
fluctuation free energy transfer among parallel wavelengths plays an enhanced role.
Poloidal asymmetry in the fluctuations and associated transport is found to result
primarily from the poloidal variation in the ion polarisation drift and not the more
traditional ballooning (magnetic curvature) effects. Magnetic curvature is found to
be very important only in the case of reversed magnetic shear: with it, reversing the
shear causes a drop in the thermal energy flux by a factor of three. The contrast
to concurrent work on ballooning is suggested to result from the latter's neglect of
the electron temperature dynamics. As in previous results of two-dimensional slab
computations, the electron temperature gradient is the principal free energy source.
The turbulence appears to be nonlocal over the radial range of the 4 cm covered by
the computations; the nonlocality is a form of weighted averaging of the free energy
sources and sinks by the turbulence, and is sufficient to explain the rise in relative amplitude with radius since the absolute amplitude is relatively constant. Initial tests
with an isothermal ion pressure suggest that the ion dynamics could make up the
quantitative difference between these results and the experimental observations. Results from new computations in which the ion temperature, gradient and fluctuations,
is self-consistently incorporated will be presented at the meeting.
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Abstract for the 23rd EPS meeting. 24-2.8 June, 1996, Kiev, Ukraine
OCCURRENCE OF SAWTEETH IN ITER AND THEIR EFFECTS ON ALPHA
PARTICLES AND PLASMA STABILITY*
R.V. Buclny, G.-Y. Fu, N.N. Gorelenkov3, J. Manickam, M.P. Petrovb,
M.H. Redi, S. Sabbagh^, R.B. White, Y. Zhao, L. Zakharov, and S.J. Zweben
Princeton University, P.O. Box 451, Princeton NJ, 08543, USA
This paper examines whether sawteeth will occur in ITER, and if they occur, what
will be their effects on the thermal plasma, plasma current profile, and fast ions. The
TRANSP plasma analysis code has been used to analyze plasmas from the ITER
interim design database [1]. Here, the Zakharov-Rogers model force" stabilization of
m/n=1/1 MHD activity [2] is used to assess the sawtooth stability. ITER discharges with
moderately peaked profiles appear to be stable, whereas those with flat profiles
should experience sawteeth. The mixing radius is predicted to be in the range r/a ~
0.2-0.5, depending on the amount of current mixing. We compare these results with
those derived using different sawtooth stability criteria with the PRETOR code [3].
Based on observations in TFTR [4,5], the fast alpha particle density profile will
broaden significantly during sawtooth crashes. This broadening is simulated by
TRANSP [6] using a modified Kadomtsev sawtooth mixing model. Sawtooth crashes in
ITER are predicted to reduce the central heating by as much as a factor of two, and to
increase the ripple loss to about 1%. Results from alternative models of fast ion mixing
will be compared.
Recovery after sawtooth crashes due to reheating of the plasma is necessary to
maintain ignition. The recovery is calculated using various assumptions for the thermal
plasma transport. The MHD stability during the recovery is examined.
'Work supported by US DoE Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CHo-3073.
TRINITI, Troitsk, Russia.
b
A.F. loffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia.
cColumbia University, NY, NY, USA.
[1] R. V. Budny, D.C. McCune, ef al., "TRANSP Simulations of ITER Plasmas",
submitted to Nucl. Fusion.
[2] L. Zakharov and B. Rogers, Phys. Fluids B 4 (1992) 3285.
[3] F. Porcelli, D. Boucher, and M.N. Rosenbluth, 22nd EPS Conference on
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Bournemouth (1995) 19-C Part 111-169.
[4] G. McKee, B. Stratton, .ef al., Physical Review Lett, 75 (1995) 649.
[51 M.P. Petrov, R.V. Budny, era/., Nucl Fusion 35 (1995) 1437.
[6] R. V. Budny, M.G. Bell, ef al., Nucl Fusion 35 (1995) 1497.
a
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Abstract for the 23rd European Physical Society Conference on
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics
24-28 June, 1996 Kiev, Ukraine
Transport Barrier Formation in TFTR Reversed Shear Plasmas
R. E. Bell, S. Batha, M. Beer, C.E. Busht, P.C. Eflhimion, D. Ernst*. T.S. Hahm, G.
Hammett, F. Levinton, E. Mazzucato, D. Mikkelscn, S. Paul, G. Rcwoldl. G Schmidt,
S.D. Scott, G. Taylor, M.C. Zamslorff and the TFTR Group
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P.O. Box 451, Princeton, NJ 08543 USA
lOak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37830
^Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
In reversed shear plasmas on TFTR, two types of transitions to conditions of
improved confinement have now been observed. The type I transition shows an abrupt
increase in the rate of rise ne(0), with moderate increases in Ta and a broadening of the Ti
profile.[l] The type II transitions have been obtained with lower neutral beam (NB)
power and are characterized by an abrupt increase in Tj and Te with a more gradual
peaking of ne. Tj increases by 30% or more in a 70 rns period. The timing of the type II
transition suggests a link with the relaxation of the current density profile. Both
transitions lead to a peaking of the pressure profile.
The formation of transport barriers at these transitions is examined in the context of
ExB flow shear as a mechanism for decorrelating turbulence. The ExB shearing rate [2,3]
is evaluated using measured background profiles of the carbon temperature, density,
toroidal flow, and poloidal magnetic field and calculated poloidal flow. The peaked
pressure profiles across the type I transition yield ExB shearing rates that are comparable
to the calculated linear growth rates of the plasma turbulence, suggesting that the shear in
the quantity Ef/Bg may play an important role in reducing turbulent-driven transport. The
more recently observed type II transitions, for which the co/counter mix of the NB power
can be appreciably varied, offer the opportunity to examine the relative influence of
toroidal velocity shear and Vp on the ExB shear. The lime and radial behavior of
turbulence in the region of high confinement will be presented, and radial profiles of
shearing rates and linear growth rates will be discussed in the context of the Vp-driven
ExB shear-suppression paradigm.
Work supported by U.S. D.O.E. Contract DE-AC02-76CH03073
[1] Levinton, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett, 75, 4417 (1995).
[2] Waltz et.al. Phys. Plasmas 1, 2229 (1994).
[3] Hahm and Burrell, Phys. Plasmas 2, 1648 (1995).
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Aspects of Trapped Confined Alpha Physics on TFTR*
M.P. Petrov+, N.N. Gorclenkov*. R.V.Budny, H.H. Duong*. R.K. Fisher",
J.M. McChesney*. D.K. Mansfield, S.S. Medley, P.B. Parks",

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
P.O.Box 451 Princeton, New Jersey 08543 USA
+ A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia
# TRINITY, Troitsk, Russia
* General Atomics ORAU Fellow
x
General Atomics, San Diego, California

The energy distributions and radial density profiles of the fast-confined trapped alpha
particles in DT experiments on TFTR are being measured in the energy range 0.5 - 3.5 MeV using
a Pellet Charge Exchange (PCX) diagnostic developed in a collaboration involving General
Atomics, the A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, and the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.
A brief description of the measurement technique which involves active neutral particle analysis
using the ablation cloud surrounding an injected lithium or boron pellet as the neutralizer is
presented. In the core of quiescent TFTR discharges measured alpha spectra are consistent with
classical slowing down. Measured Doppler broadening of alphas near the birth energy is
consistent with the effective temperature of interacting deuterium and tritium ions. Outside the core
alpha energy spectra and density radial profiles are influenced by the magnetic field ripple and
appear to be consistent with stochastic ripple diffusion. The sawtooth oscillations lead to the
significant broadening of alpha density profiles. The experimental data are modeled using a
Fokker-Planck Post TRANSP (FPPT) code which includes the effects of the classical slowing
down, magnetic field ripple losses and the sawtooth mixing of alpha particles. The comparison of
the experimental data with the FPPT calculations shows that broadening of trapped alpha density
profiles after the sawtooth crashes can be explained by the influence of poloidal electric field
generated during the crashes.

* This work is supported by US DoE Contract DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073
US DoE Grant DEFG03-92ER54150

and
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Triggering Disruptions in TFTR at High-/?1
L. Zakharov, R. Budny, Z. Cluing
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, PU, Princeton NJ 085{3
B Rogers
Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland, College- Park
In this report, the triggering of disruptions at high-/? in the Test Fusion Tokamak
Reactor is theoretically explained and compared with experimental data.
At high-/?, both minor or major tokamak disruptions can arise abruptly without
(or at best with a very short) precursor. This fact is difficult to explain based on
the concept of crossing some stability limit. Our analysis of TFTR high-performance
(supershots) regimes shows that highly peaked pressure profiles in tokamaks may couple
the internal reconnection m = 1 mode and the ballooning modes. This coupling seems
to be responsible for the onset of the disruptions.
In standard TFTR supershot regimes, the q0 < 1. Although the ideal MHD theory
predicts the m = 1 instability in this case, the sawtooth oscillations are stabilized by
FLR effects. This stabilization is proportional to the density gradient at the 9 = 1
surface. When the pressure gradient approaches the ballooning stability limit near the
q = 1 surface, the excitation of ballooning modes destroys the FLR stabilization of
the reconnection m = 1 mode. In turn, the growing reconnection mode significantly
enhances the local pressure gradient p' = Po(l + f'cos(# — <fi)) at the 9 = 1 surface,
where f ~ 1 , and thus, amplifies the ballooning modes. This consideration reveals a
positive feedback between the reconnection mode and ballooning modes and explains
the abrupt onset of internal disruptions at high-/?. Because of the positive feedback,
the disruptions can start either with or without the m = 1 or ballooning precursors
present as it is found in experiment.
Earlier, our criterion for sawtooth stabilization has been validated for all of TFTR
regimes in both DD and DT plasmas. Now, the same two-fluid model, applied to
ballooning modes, shows good correlation with ballooning mode observation. In par
ticular, it predicts that the central 0fj, calculated within ~ 1/3 of the minor radius,
rather than the global /?/vr is responsible for the onset of internal disruptions. This
explains the fact that depending on the peakedness of the pressure profile, disruptions may occur at unexpectedly low levels of the total 0j\. Also, without involving
interaction with the resonant particles, the model explains the appearance of so-called
kinetic ballooning modes, their localization, mode frequency and the range of wave
numbers. These predictions are supported by an extensive comparison with the experimental data on TFTR for more than 70 high performance DD and DT shots and can
constitute a basis for a real time disruption avoidance scheme in tokamaks.

'This work was supported by the U.S. DOE, Contract No. DU-AC02-7C-CHO-3073
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Simulations of TF Ripple Loss of Alpha Particles from the ITER Interim Design*
M. H, Redia. R. V. Budnya, D. McCunea, C. O. Millerb, R. B.Whitea, S. J. Zwebena
a
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 08543, U. S. A.
b
Richard Stockton College of New Jersey, Pomona, N. J. 08240, U. S. A.
This paper will discuss guiding center code simulation results for the TF ripple loss of
alphas from the new 20 TF coil ITER rnterim Design [1,2]. Effects of collisions, sawtooth
broadening, and reversal of the grad B drift direction are included in the particle following
simulations which are based on sclfconsistent TRANSP simulations [3] of two testbed ITER
scenarios at 2IMA, on which this and other theoretical and modelling studies have been focussed.
Guiding center code simulations of collisional stochastic ripple loss of alpha particles from
the new 20 toroidal field coil predict alpha ripple losses of less than 0.4%, close to the loss
calculated for the full current operation of the earlier 24 TF coil design' [4]. An analytic fit has
been obtained to the ITER ripple data field demonstrating the nonlinear height dependence of the
ripple minimum for D shaped ripple contours [5], Comparison with the Goldston, White, Boozer
[6] stochastic loss criterion, OQVVB= (e/(Nroj))3/2(i/pq'), via a simple ripple loss model installed
in the TRANSP data analysis code requires higher renormalization of the stochastic threshold,
SS/SGWB > 1. Renormalization compensates for the simplifications in GWB which neglects
banana width, collisions and toroidal precession. For TFTR alpha particles 8S/8GYVB ~ 0.5 [7].
The earlier 24 TF coil ITER design had higher TF ripple ranging from 2.1 % to 1.5% at the
plasma boundary associated with alpha ripple losses of 0.63%. Reducing N increases 8GWB ^ d
for the same TF coils would increase 8. In the 20 TF coil ITER design, the TF ripple has been
reduced below 1.8% everywhere in the plasma, so that alpha particle stochastic losses are less.
Potentially serious wall damage issues appear to be avoidable for the 20 TF coil ITER if
the first wall is carefully designed to allow for predicted levels of alpha ripple loss and wall heating
and if MHD and TAE enhanced loss is suppressed. Results of these and simulations at low current
must be integrated with details of the uncompleted engineering design especially incorporating
increased heating due to misaligned tiles or port edges to determine the first wall heat load.
* Supported by the US Dept. of Energy Contract DE-AC02-76CHO3073. C. O. Miller was
suppported by a DOE National Undergraduate Fellowship.
[1] Y Shimomura et al, Phys. Plas. 1 (1994) 1610.
[2] ITER Interim Design Report, July, 1995, ITER JCT, San Diego, CA.
[3] R. V. Budny, et al, submitted to Nuclear Fusion.
[4] S. Putvinski, et al.. Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 1994.IAEA-CN-60/E-P-4
[5] M. H. Redi, et ah, "Simulations of Alpha Ripple Loss from ITER", PPPL #3171 (1996).
[6] R. J. Goldston, R. B. White, A. Boozer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47 (1981) 647.
[7] M. H. Redi, et al., Nuclear Fusion 35 (1995) 1509.
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Enhanced Reversed Shear in TFTR
G. L. Schmidt, F. Levinlon' and (he TFTR Group
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P.O. Box 451, Princeton, NJ0S543
Fusion Physics and Technology, Torrancc, CA USA
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Reversed magnetic shear has been considered to be a good candidate for improving (be
tokamak because it could stabilize both some classes of microinstabilities, and several MHD
instabilities, including ballooning modes and resistive tearing modes. Such a combination of
favorable conditions has been shown computationally can lead to an attractive steady-state tokamak
reactor.
Experimental investigation of this new regime is now possible with the development of the
MSE diagnostic for accurate ij-profile measurements. Experiments on TFTR have demonstrated a
reversed magnetic shear configuration that indeed exhibits greatly reduced particle, ion thermal,
and momentum transport in the reversed shear region at or below neoclassical levels. This
enhanced reversed shear (ERS) regime is characterized by an abrupt transition to an increased rate
of rise of the central density during neutral beam injection (NBI) when the heating power is above
a threshold. Following the transition, the central density has risen as high as.,J.2 x 10 20 m' 3 in a
plasma with 24 MW of deuterium NBI with T;~24 keV and T e ~8 ke V. TFT£is uniquely equipped
to study hydrogenic ion transport using non-perturbing tritium gas puffs into the plasma edge.
Reduced tritium diffusion has been observed using the neutron collimator to follow the evolution
of the tritium into the plasma. The ERS regime has been found to persist even when the NBI
power is reduced below the transition threshold. Measurements made in nearly steady state during
the reduced power phase have confirmed the low diffusi vities in the core and allowed us to exploit
the flexibility of TFTR to inject the neutral beams in both the co and counter directions to
investigate the underlying physics of the transport. These experiments have confirmed that
momentum transport is also reduced in the ERS phase. Recently we have also succeeded in
stimulating ERS transitions at heating powers as low as 12 MW by injecting a lithium pellet at the
start of the heating phase, further increasing our opportunities for studying this confinement
regime.
At high beta a n=l ideal mode develops and results in a disruption. The PEST code indeed
predicts both the beta limit and the calculated structure agrees well with he observations. However,
the resistive MHD activity which does not appear to effect confinement in the ERS plasmas is not
in agreement with code predictions. The low collisionalily in TFTR may be playing an important
role in their stabilization.
Simulations based on the inferred transport coefficients for ERS plasmas, suggest thai a
fusion power, P DT <= 20 MW, could be achieved, and central parameters of the fusion alpha-particle
population approaching those of a reactor. This would be reached within stability limits for modest
increases of the radius of reversed shear and Ip. Prolotype plasmas with the radius of the reversedshear region increased to about 0.5 of the minor radius have recently been produced. Optimization
of the discharge evolution, supplemented by the use of techniques, now under development, for
control of the current and pressure profiles by RF waves, would provide unique opportunities for
assessing the reactor potential of the ERS' regime. Using TFTR, il would be possible to extend our
knowledge of the physics of fusion alpha-particles in a reactor regime.
Work supported by U.S. DOE, Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CH03073
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The Fishbone-Instability in ASDEX Upgrade
T Kass, H S Bosch, F Hoenen*, K Lackner, M Maraschek and H Zohm
Max-Planck-Insiitut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Bollzmannstr. S,
D-857J8 Garching, Germany
"IPP Forschungszcntrum Julich, EURATOM Association, D-52J25 Mlich, Germany
Stability and confinement are important features of tokamak fusion plasmas. It has been shown,
that the fishbone instability directly deteriorates the confinement of the fast ions in a fusion
plasma. As such fast ions mainly contribute to the heating of a future fusion reactor, this
instability can affect the ignition of a fusion plasma. Understanding the fishbone instability is
therefore an essential topic iu nuclear fusion research.
Recent investigations demonstrated the appearence of the fishbone instability in the tokamak
ASDEX Upgrade, caused by externally accelerated deuterium particles (E = 60 keV) injected
into the deuterium plasma (D° —» D + ). A typical feature of the measured fishbones is the
(namegiving) burstlike modulation on the magnetic probes. The measured frequency decrease
within each single burst from a certain fishbone start oscillation frequency down to the plasma
rotation frequency is also a characteristic hint for the identification of this instability. During
each burst an expulsion of plasma ions is detected, which is indicated by a 20%-reduction of
the neutron rate. For the first time, a correlation between the fishbone instability and the ELM
(Edge Localized Mode) instability located on the plasma edge was observed.
The start frequency of the fishbone oscillation in the plasma rest frame is identified as the
toroidal precession frequency of the fast trapped ions, from this, and the observation showing
that the trapped content of the injected fast particles plays the dominant role in destabilizing
this instability, a deeper and more detailed understanding of the basic fishbone mechanism can
be derived. The underlying destabilization mechanism is based on the fact that the deeply
trapped fast ions always stay in the bad curvature region of the magnetic field. Hence they
can cause plasma interchange on the resonant q=l-surface, resulting in a resistive (m=l,n=l)interchange mode. In this case, the gradient of the spatial fast trapped ion distribution drives
the fishbone instability. Because of the precessional movement of the fast trapped ions, the
fishbone instability oscillates with the same frequency. Since the fishbone instability continually
expells the resonant ions it is succesively driven unstable by lower energetic ions in the fastion-distribution. The whistling down of the frequency results from the fact, that the precession
frequency is proportional to the energy of the fast trapped ions.
Furthermore, the experimental results lead directly to a stability diagram. This diagram shows,
that a clear threshold in the fast particle pressure ftfai exists, above this the fishbone instability
can be destabilized in ASDEX Upgrade. Through a transformation of this stability diagram
into an operational diagram it is possible to predict the appearance of the fishbone instability
depending on plasma current, toroidal magnetic field and plasma temperature. One important
result from this investigation is that the destabilizing of the fishbone instability depends only
marginally on the plasma density. This means, that within the flattop phase of a plasma
discharge with constant.plasma current, magnetic field and additional heating power the single
free parameter for destabilizing the fishbone instability is the plasma temperature. Thus in a
discharge, which is very dose to the destabilization region for fishbones, only small changes in
the plasma temperature are necessary to suppress or to destabilize the fishbone instability. This
behaviour is explicitly demonstrated. ••
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Optimization of Radiative H-Mode Operation
A. Kallenbach, R. Dux, S. de Pcna Hcmpcl, H.-S. Boscli, J C. Fuclis, F. Mast, V.
Mertens, K.-H. Steuer, and the ASDEX Upgrade-, NI-, ICR.II- and ECRflTeams
MPI fiir Plasmaphysik, EUR.ATOM Association, Garching &. Ek-rlin, Germany
Radiative boundary/divertor scenarios relying on controlled impurity injection are the
most promising option for the required reduction of the power flow onto the target plates of a next step device. Although radiative L-mode regimes exhibit improved energy
confinement in comparison to conventional L-mode scalings, the narrow margin for ignition and self sustained burn in a reactor calls for the use of further improved, H-mode
confinement regimes. However, a number of restrictions have to be applied to the injec
tion of impurities: First of all, large type-1 or compound ELMs have to be avoided since
they would lead to inacceptable target plate power overload. Secondly, core dilution and
strong bremsstrahlung losses should be kept on a level as low as possible. The remaining,
moderate type-III ELMs have to be buffered by strong divertor radiation and/or charge
exchange losses to obtain complete or at least partial detachment. The value of the H-J-L
threshold power is also a crucial margin, especially for the high density range envisaged
for reactor operation. Therefore, the problem to produce high divertor radiation simultaneously with low core pollution can possibly only be solved by the achievement of a
very high compression of impurities in the divertor.
The operational domain of a number of high-power discharges in the ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak is analysed with respect to the criteria mentioned above for different impurity
species. The results are briefly summarized as following:
• The power flow into the SOL, calculated from the heating power and radiative losses
inside the separatrix, yields a consistent description of the Il-mode behaviour.
• Fine-tuning of radiation feedback control is indispensable for stable operation close
to the H->L threshold.
• Compression of impurities in the divertor improves considerably with the divertor
neutral recycling level.
• However, a high deuterium recycling level destroys the L/H/L hysteresis leading
to the increase of the H~>L power threshold.
The definition of an optimal radiative scenario for reactor conditions turns out to be an
optimization procedure, where trade-off is necessary between confinement degradation,
fuel dilution and target plate protection, with the most intense ELM-type allowed as
a side-condition. Conclusions from ASDEX Upgrade and their extrapolation to reactor
conditions will be presented and discussed.
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Online Confinement Regime Identification for the Fast Control System of ASDEX Upgrade
P. Franzen, V. Mertens, G. Neu, T. Zehetbauer, and The ASDEX Upgrade Team,
Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, E U R A T O M Association, Germany; P O B
1533, D-85740 Garcbing, Germany
The increasing number of developed plasma regimes at tiie present experimental fusion devices
requires a dynamical reaction of the discharge control system to the different plasma regimes
in order to obtain a better plasma performance and to avoid disruptions caused by incorrect
response. An essential condition for this is that the control system 'knows' the actual plasma
regime during the discharge in real time.
For this purpose, we developed a regime identification algorithm for the fast control system of
ASDEX Upgrade with the requirement of a high identification rate provided by a small number
of involved plasma parameters. Generally, the algorithm separates five main plasma regimes at
ASDEX Upgrade: the OH-regime without and four plasma regimes with additional heating.
The additionally heated plasma regimes are divided in two different branches by different radiative fractions: (1) low radiative regimes: the low confinement L-regime and the high confinement
H-regime; and (2) high radiative regimes: the high radiative L-regime (HRL-regime) and the
completely detached H-regime (CDH-regime), respectively.
For the low radiative regimes, two plasma parameters are taken into account: (1) the inner
inductivity, /;, of the plasma being high for the L-regime and low for the H-regime. the absolute
values depending on the safety factor; and (2) the energy confinement time rjr. H-regime is
obtained if rjr exceeds an empirical limit.

As a result of our studies, /; shows the highest

sensitivity to the different low radiative plasma regimes.
For the high radiative regimes, HRL- and CDH-regime are distinguished by the radiated power
profiles provided by a certain combination of line integrated bobmcto signals being below or
above an empirical limit. A further condition for the II- and the CDH-regime is that the input
power exceeds a certain threshold power.
The different threshold values are obtained by fitting the regime identification algorithm to
more than 1000 stationary phases (~(3-4)rg). About 95% of the additionally heated stationary
phases are identified correctly. Although the inner inductivity reacts to regime transitions only
with resistive time scales of about 100 ms to 200 ms, regime transitions are described very well.
The regime identification algorithm was implemented am! is being tested during the actual
experimental period.
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Bootstrap current derived from different
model collision operators
W. Peneberg
Max-Planck-Institut fucr Plasmaphysik,
Euratom-IPP Association, Garching
Germany
The bootstrap current is an important quantity for the cons!ruction of (he advanced
Tokajnak reactor. For this reason it is often studied experiment-ally and theoretically.
The comparison between experiment and theory is always done using the famous formula
of Hirshman and Sigmar (1) which is based on an a.symplopic .solution of the kinetic
equation in the limit of very small collision frequenc}'. Tins calculation was extended by
Kikuchi (2) to the range of higher collisionality. In this theory arc all collisions described
by the Lorentz operator containing only pitch angle scatling.
In order to proof the accuracy of the coefficients entering the bootstrap current the
kinetic equation was solved for arbitrary collisionality describing the collision term with
two different models: The first calculation was carried out with the ordinary pitch angle
model, while in the second calculation the effect of energy scattering was included via
the Krook operator in the like particle collision term.
The Krook opercitor is modelled such that it. conserves self consistently density, momentum and energy. The results of the calculation with the pitch angle model fit perfect
to that of Kikuchi and Hirshman-Sigmar. From the second model one finds for the
coefficient of the pressure gradient in the bootstrap current the same value as known
already. This coefficient is obviously insensitive against a change in the collision model.
But the coefficients proportional to the temperature gradients show different behaviour:
That one proportional to the electron temperature gradient is (in agreement with the
pitch angle model) within the range of small collisionality directed opposite to the
pressure gradient, but with a value larger by a factor of two, while the contribution
due to the ion temperature gradient comes out negligible small. From this calculation
one would conclude, that the theoretical prediction of the bootstrap current holds some
uncertainty which will be further investigated.
References:
|1|

M. Kikuchi etal, Nuel. Fusion, 30. 2 (1990)

|2| Hirshmann. S.P. Sigmar. D.J..Nuc.l. Fusion 21 (1981)
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Measurement and Modelling of Impurity Transport in
Radiating Boundary Discharges in ASDEX Upgrade
R. Dux, A. Kallenbach, K. Behringer, M. Bessenrodt-Weberpals, R Neu,
S. de Pena Hcnipel, K. H. Steuer and the ASDEX Upgrade- and NI Team
MPI fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Garching & Berlin, Germany
Radiative cooling of the plasma boundary by controlled injection of medium Z impurities
has been demonstrated to yield drastic reductions of the power flow onto the target plates
as required for future reactors. An important key number for such scenarios is the fuel
dilution and ceutral radiation loss caused by an increased central density of the added
impurity, which depends on the radial transport parameters of the impurity in the plasma
bulk. When using a transport description by anomalous diffusivity D and drift velocity
Vi the radial equilibrium distribution of the impurity density in the source free region is
purely determined by the dimensionless drift parameter a = VJT/D while transient effects
depend on the absolute values of D and Vd.
Radiating boundary discharges in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak with neon as radiating
species were analyzed and the impurity transport in the plasma bulk was investigated
by several means. The signals of a soft x-ray pinhole camera measuring in the energy
range above 1 keV and the time evolution of bremsstrahlung measurements in the visible
range (A = 536 nm) were compared to calculated radiation fluxes from the 1-D impurity
transport/radiation code STRAHL to get information about the quasistatic profiles of
neon and to deduce the corresponding drift parameter. Charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy was used to measure the time evolution of the radial helium profiles after
a short helium gas puff and the transport parameters were taken from linear regression
analysis of the time behaviour of normalized densities versus normalized fluxes at various
radial positions.
While the measurements on helium show flat density profiles, the neon density profiles are
either peaked or flat depending on the confinement regime. In CDH-mode a pronounced
peaking of the neon density develops. During the development of the peaked neon profile
an m=l mode with increasing amplitude is detected. The mode amplitude and the peaking reach a stable level afler about 1 s. No sawtooth activity can be measured. When
the bulk radiation is too high the plasma falls back into L-mode. Long L-phases with
radiating boundary could be produced for scenarios with high II mode threshold, i. e.
D —> D+-discharges with VB drift away from the X-point or // -+ i7+-discharges, and
in both cases no peaking of the neon density and no sawteeth suppression are observed.
When the impurity puff is not strong enough to cause a transition from the H-mode to the
CDH-mode, that means for an H-mode with high boundary radiation and type-I ELMs
with reduced frequency, the neon density is again flat and sawteeth are present. In order
to decide whether the suppression of sawteeth causes the neon peaking CDH-discharges
with central ICRH heating are planned and will be presented.
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RADIAL CURRENT BALANCE IN ASDEX UPGRADE
DISCHARGES IN THE L AND H-MODE PHASES
H..T. dp Blank, YV Herrmann, .1 Stober, W. Sullrop,
and ASDEX Upgrade and Neutral Injection teams
Max" Plane); Iustilul fur Plasmaphysik
EURATOM-IPP Association, 85740 Gaiching, Germany
The radial electric field E, near the last closed flux surface in tokamak plasmas can
differ markedly between the L-mode and H-mode stales. It has been proposed that.
a. the radial electric field is responsible for the suppression of fluctuations and the
improvement of confinement in the H-mode.
b. the radial electric field near the plasma edge plays a central role in the bifurcation
between L and H-states, because the non- ambipolar radial particle fluxes depend nan
linearly on Er.
This second assertion is tested for specific ASDEX Upgrade- L-niode and H mode plasmas, by evajuating several sources of non-ambipolar radial particle flux as a function
of Br which, because its value is poorly known, is treated here as a free parameter. We
have considered the following fluxes:
1. The ion orbit loss flux, mainly caused by pitch-angle scattering of ions into loss or
bits onto the divertor plates. The vertical drift is essential in explaining the preferential
loss of ions over electrons.
2. The neoclassical radial current in the collisional and plateau regimes, which can be
non-ambipolar in the presence of an electric field.
3. Charge exchange friction between the ions and deuterium atoms.
The ion orbit loss flux was calculated using an analytic model for the ion distribution
in combination with numerical guiding centre orbit calculations of the loss boundaries
in ASDEX-Upgrade geometry in the presence of an electric field. The calculation of the
flux (3) made use of ion temperature and neutral density profiles that are derived from
neutral particle flux energy-spectra using the EIRENE Monte-Carlo neutral particle
code. Electron temperature and density profiles with high spatial resolution necessary
for the calculations are obtained from respectively ECE and Li-beam measurements on
ASDEX Upgrade.
Process (1) drives the formation of a radial potential difference, while processes (2i
and/or (3) provide the balancing return current. All fluxes depend on Er and .m each
flux surface, stable steady state solutions exist only for particular values of £.*,.
In most cases only one solution is found, usually at a low value of Er. Wry close to
the separatrix this is the case because a large charge exchange fiux limits Er, while
far inward the ion orbit )o<s flux simply is too low to generate a substantial field. By
contrast, in an intermediate region 2 4 cm inside the separatrix in H-mode plasmas (but
not in L-mode), two solutions are found. This bifurcated solution may be responsible
for the hysteresis in the heating power at transitions between L-mode. and H-mode.
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Investigations on the behaviour of tungsten
in the central plasma of ASDEX Upgrade
K. Asmussen. R. Neu, A. Thoma, M. Bessenrodt-Weberpals, R. Dux,
W. Engelhardt, J.C. Fuchs, M. Sokoll and the ASDEX Upgrade Team'
MPI fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-Association, D-85748 Garching, Germany
Tungsten is a promising alternative to the frequently used low-z divertor materials
carbon and beryllium because of its comparatively low sputtering rate. Disadvantageous are high radiation losses in the central plasma if the concentration of tungsten
exceeds 10"5. These losses could lead to hollow temperature profiles as observed in
limiter experiments like PLT and could prevent tungsten from its usage as plasma facing material. However, in divertor experiments the plasma temperature in front of the
divertor plates can be much lower than that in front of a limiter structure and therefore
the erosion of tungsten should also be much lower.
In previous investigations tungsten was injected in the plasma of ASDEX Upgrade
by means of tungsten laser ablation. During these experiments a graphite divertor
was used. The known quasicoutinuum and additional single lines of Cu- and Zn-like
tungsten were observed by a grazing incidence spectrometer in the wavelength region
from 4 nm to 7 nra. The tungsten concentration was estimated from the total tungsten
radiation measured by a bolometer camera system to be in the range of 10~5—10"* (cf.
EPS 1995). Now we have overview spectras of the tungsten radiation in the wavelength
region from 4 nm to 140 nm in neutral beam heated discharges.
Because the new tungsten coated divertor of ASDEX Upgrade is a continuous source
of tungsten the total radiation of the element cannot be deduced from the temporal
behaviour of the total radiation. Therefore absolute intensities of the tungsten radiation
observed by a calibrated grazing incidence spectrometer are used to determine the
concentration. The detection limit of this method is about 5 • 10~6 in usual ASDEX
Upgrade discharges. The transport of tungsten and the distribution of the tungsten
ions in the main plasma are modeled by means of the one dimensional transport code
STRAHL. From the comparison of the calculated total radiation with the measured
intensities of the bolometer system the drift velocity and the diffusion coefficient of the
element under different plasma conditions can be deduced.
A measure of the tungsten erosion is the intensity of a W I line at 400.8 nm. Due
to the complexity of the multiple electron system of neutral tungsten it is difficult to
estimate a tungsten flux from the observed intensity. A new methode to calibrate in
situ the W I line for tungsten flux measurements is to sublimate W(C0)6 in a divertor
probe. The disintegration of the molecule in the divertor plasma leads to tungsten-,
carbon- and oxygen-fluxes in the ratio of 1:6:6. From a measurement of the fluxes
of the light elements a relation between the W I line intensity and the tungsten flux
may be obtained. This offers a new possibility to determine the tungsten retention
capability of the divertor. .
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Transport Investigations using "Dimcnsionless Simitar" Discharges in
ASDEX Upgrade
M. Alexander, O. Gruber, O. Gehre, K. Lackner, S. de Pena Hcmpcl, G. Pereverzev, W. Sullrop,
ASDEX Upgrade and NI groups
MPIfiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOMAssociation, D-8574R Garching, Germany
The local thermal diffusivity in fusion plasmas can be expressed in terms of the Bohm
diffusivity %B and a function of dimensionless parameters F (p*. v*, B, q, R/a,....)- In scaling
from present experiments to future larger devices only p* = pj / a changes, while the other
dimensionless parameters can already be achieved now. The scaling of confinement with the
single parameter p* can be examined in so-called "dimensionlcss similar" discharges by varying
just p* while keeping all others fixed. This is done by simultaneously varying plasma current,
toroidal field, density and heating power at fixed plasma shape.
To broaden the database obtained in DHI-D and JET, we examine in ASDEX Upgrade the p*
scaling both in the L- and the H-mode and its behaviour by approaching the L-H and H-L
transition thresholds, respectively, from both the H- and L-regimes seperatcly. Additionally, the
heat deposition profiles from NBI are kept similar by changing the beam energy together with
the varying densities. In an H-mode scan between 1.5 and 3 T a gyro-Bohm like behaviour XB =
JCJJ p* F (v*, 6, ...) is found staying away from the H-L transition threshold with normalized
heating powers Ph / PH-L,th •= 2-3. But a degradation of confinement occurs approaching ihe
transition regime with Ph / PH-L,th •>• 1, as was first observed at JET. Whether this degradation
is due to the proximity of the power threshold, the change of ELM behaviour or a possible
mismatch of the radial profiles of p*, v* or 6 will be discussed. Local power balance analysis
might allow to seperate the behaviour of the electron and ion branches. In addition the scaling of
heat transport with the ion mass will be investigated by changing the ion species from deuterium
to hydrogen.
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Statistical Analysis of the Density and the Energy
Confinement Time at the IVansition from Linear
to Saturated Ohmic Confinement
E.E. Simmet, U. Stroth
Mai-Planck-Institut
/ur Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM
D-85748 Garching bei Miinchen, Germany
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The saturation of the energy confinement time with density in ohmic heated plasmas is
observed in almost all tokamaks. At low densities, T& depends linearly on the density,
while at a machine specific critical density this increase is stopped and a kind of saturation
takes place.
For some experiments (for instance Pulsator [1] with the so-called neoclassical saturation),
the critical point is reported as being caused by a transition from electron to ion transport
dominated plasmas. In most tokamaks, however, neither the critical density nor the
critical TE can be explained by the ion transport contribution, not even with an enhanced
anomalous ion energy transport (for instance ASDEX [2], F T [3]).
To analyze the behaviour of the critical density and energy confinement time for this later
case, statistical regression analysis is performed on about fourty ohmic density scans from
different tokamaks. For these calculations the ohmic power is used instead of t h e current
as an independent parameter, to have a better possibility to compare the resulting ohmic
scaling laws with other auxiliary heated experiments. The ohmic results show that the
critical density depends strongly on the size, the isotope mass and the total power input.
In general, tokamaks with larger size have smaller critical densities. For deuterium the
saturation occurs at a density which is higher than for hydrogen by a factor close to y/2
and the strong power dependence is given by a scaling proportional to \/P.
The resulting scaling law for TE at the critical density is close to the ITER-L-Mode
scaling [4] with a comparable isotope effect but with dependences on the size and on the
power contrary to the scaling of the critical density.
The saturation recently found for BCR-heated discharges in the W7-AS stellarator [5] is
also reasonably well described by both scaling laws. It is further shown that transport
mechanisms similar to those in tokamaks may cause the saturation here. Owing to the
large aspect ratio of about 10 for this stellarator, the collinearity between minor and
major radius as existing for the tokamak database can be resolved.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

0 . Gruber, Nuclear Fusion 22 (1982) 1349.
E.E. Simmet, Report HI/198, MPI fur Plasmaphysik, Garching.
F . Alladio et al., IAEA 1990, Washington, Vol. 1, 153.
P.N. Yushmanov, Nuclear Fusion 30 (1990) 1999.
U. Stroth et al., Physica Scripta 1 (1995) 655.
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Error Fields and MHD at Low Collisionality and High P in COMPASS-D.
A.M.Edwards, D.A.Gates, P.G.Carolan, N.J.Conway, T.C.Hcndcr, B.Lloyd, A.W.Morris,
G.J.McArdle, M.O'Brien, R.O'Coimell, D.C.Robinson, M.Valovic, C.D.Warrick,
G.A.Whitehurst, H.R.Wilson
UKAEA Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire. OXM 3DB, UK.
(UKAEA/Euralom Fusion Association)
The ITER-likc low collisionaliry regime has been explored during recent experiments on
COMPASS-D, with regard to error field sensitivity and operational limits at higli plasma
pressure. COMPASS-D is equipped with 1.8MW of 60GHz ECRI-I and is therefore able to
reach the pMimit at low density (;7~1019rrf2) and high electron temperature (T e -10keV), thereby
simulating the collisionality regime that is intended for ITER. COMPASS-D also has a set of
readily configurable quasi-helical windings, allowing the generation of artificial error fields. These
error fields (gradually ramped up in magnitude to around 0.7mT at the q=2 surface) have been
applied to low density single null divertor plasmas in the presence of strong ECRH (2nd
harmonic, up to ~1MW). The threshold density at which an error field generates a locked mode
has been determined for a range of ECRH powers, providing a scaling of error field sensitivity
with p. There is evidence that the sensitivity to error fields increases substantially (by a factor of
3 or more) in plasmas with p approaching the P-limit. At low collisionality, the error field
appears to cause a transition to a large island which can rotate even with the error field present
and remains when the error field is removed. This would mean that any error field correction
scheme for ITER may have to be improved significantly over that predicted by traditional
scalings. A similar effect has been observed on the DIII-D tokamak, although in that case the
plasma was heated with NBI and was rapidly rotating.

The plasma rotation velocity in

COMPASS-D is measured using Doppler spectroscopy and is nol reduced in general during the
application of ECRH. This seems to refute the possibility that it is merely a reduction in plasma
rotation velocity that assists the error field in generating magnetic islands, providing further
evidence for the suggested P effect.
Recent experiments on COMPASS-D have shown deviations in P-limit from those
predicted by models based on ideal MHD calculations. The observed limit to pN=(aB4P/l|,) is ~2.1
with current drive but the p-limit scaling does not follow Troyon scaling, but has a maximum
when the safety factor, q, is ~4. The limit to p is correlated with the growth of 2,1 and 3,2
islands, with both disruptive and non-disruptive limits observed.

A general increase in

disruptiviiy is observed at low q.
A possible explanation for some of the above effects in terms of neoclassical tearing modes
is compared with data from COMPASS-D.
The work was jointly funded by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and Euralom
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Measurement and Modelling of Light Impurity Behaviour in TCV
H. Weisen, V. Piffl+, A. Weller*. J. Moravec+, A. Krejci+, J. Raus+,
M. Anton, R. Behn, F. BUhlmann, M Dutch, B.P. Duval, S. Franke, F, Hofinann,
B. Joye, Y. Martin, J.-M. Moret, Ch. Nieswaiid, R. Pitts
Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association EURATOM - Confederation suisse
Ecole Polytechnique Fidirale de Lausanne, Switzerland
* Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
*Max Planck Institutfur Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany

Light impurity radiation from the TCV tokamak is continuously monitored using a
four-channel ultrasoft Xray monochromator based on multilayer mirrors, allowing lowresolution (K/AX=30) measurements in the energy range 200-850 eV. The strongest
lines accessible to the instrument are responsible for about two thirds of the total
radiated power of helium- and hydrogen-like ionization stages of light impurities such as
Boron, Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen. Since its components are absolutely calibrated,
the instrument provides a direct measurement of radiation losses from light impurities.
The ionization and radiation code IONEQ is used extensively for modelling of
emission from light impurities in TCV. The code uses measured electron density and
temperature profiles and calculates radiation profiles associated with the main lines of
each charge state of the impurity under consideration. We find that it is necessary to
assume a diffusion coefficient D £ 0.5 m2/s to reproduce the observed power ratios of
He- to H-like lines. H-like line emission, which is only moderately sensitive to
assumptions on transport coefficients, is used for estimates of absolute impurity
concentrations. These are consistent with measured levels of continuum X-ray radiation
at energies higher than 1 keV. The most robust measurement is that of the relative
proportions of light impurities, such as no/(nu + nc + njvj + no), which is used for
quantitative interpretation of soft X-ray emission and bolometry.
Long term monitoring of vessel conditions is achieved by means of a reproducible
'standard discharge' in a Single Null diverted configuration, which is produced at least
once every operational day. The relative proportions of light impurities undergo dramatic
changes as a result of vessel conditioning procedures such as glow discharge cleaning
and boronization. The loss of good vessel conditions correlates with a rise of oxygen
levels. On the first discharge after a reboronization carbon levels are reduced by a factor
of 10, Oxygen' levels by a factor of 2-3, while Boron levels are increased by a factor of 2.
Over the subsequent ~ 10 discharges Carbon and Boron concentrations return to their
pre-boronization levels (-0.6%) while Oxygen levels conlinue to drop by a farther factor
of 2-3 to about 0.1%. The simultaneous drop of Boron and Oxygen levels following
boronization may be due Oxygen bound in the freshly deposited layer as it is gradually
eroded at the strike zone.
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MHD-activity in variably shaped plasmas in TCV
A. Pochelon, M. Anton, M. Dutch, A Fasoli, Ph. Guittienne,
F. Hofmann, J.B. Lister, Y. Martin, J-M. Morel, A. Pietrzyk,
F. Skiff, G. Tonetti, H. Weisen.
Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas,
Association Euratom-Confdddration Suisse
Ecole Polytechnique FSderale de Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
MHD activity and confinement time are observed to be strongly dependent
on shape in TCV. This paper addresses the description of MHD activity - mode
and sawtooth activity - as a function of shape.
As triangularity is varied at constant safety factor q at the edge in ohmic
plasmas, dramatic changes are observed in the sawtooth characteristics and mode
activity. While sawteeth are important in D-shaped plasmas (5>0) and reduced in
inverse D-shaped plasmas (5<0), MHD-mode activity follows the opposite trend,
becoming large for increasing negative triangularity.
Sawtooth activity as a function of shape is investigated using the magnetic
signature of the sawtooth instability analysed with an array of 16 equally spaced
toroidal magnetic coils at the edge. This yields the 0<n£7 toroidal Fourier
component spectrum amplitudes and growth rates of the sawtooth crash
instability. In view of the demonstration that the amplitude of n=l at the edge is
linked to the m=l centroid displacement close to q=l [1], the higher n
components may also be linked to the m structure at q=l, so that the analysis of
the n-spectrum could yield core equilibrium information. With the aim of
elucidating the reasons for the changes in MHD behaviour as the shape is varied,
the fast sampled magnetic data (1MHz) yielding the toroidal moments are
compared with the moments of the shape of magnetic surfaces close to the q=l
surface obtained from soft X-ray tomography, and with data from equilibrium
reconstruction.
[11 P.A. Duperrex el al., Nucl. Fus. 33 (1992) 571.
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Electron Density Profiles during Ohmic H-modes in TCV
Z. A. Pietrzyk, R. Behn, S. Franke, M. Anton, M.J. Dutch, B.P. Duval, F. Hofmann,
Y. Martin, J-M. Moret, Ch. Nieswand and H. Weisen
Centre de Rccherches en Physique des Plasmas,
Association EURATOM • Confederation suisse
Ecole Poly technique Fidirale de Lausanne, Switzerland
ELM-free Ohmic H-modes lasting for up to 0.6 s have been obtained in the TCV
tokamak (R - 0.89 m, a <. 0.25 m, BT SI.5 T) in a variety of configurations, mostly SingleNull and Double-Null discharges in the parameter range 1.05 < K < 1.7,0.3 < 6 < 0.7, 200 <
Ip< 500 kA, 510'9 < ne < 2.21020m -3.
Following the L-H transition a rapid density increase is observed, terminated in the
absence of ELMs only by a return to the L-mode or a disruption, sometimes at the Greenwald
density limit. The electron temperature and density profiles are measured using a 10 point
repetitive Thomson scattering system. Electron density profiles are very flat or slightly
hollow just after the L-H transition. The subsequent evolution however can lead to the
formation of either flat or peaked profiles in otherwise similar discharges as seen in figures 1
and 2 for Single Null configurations.
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Fig. 1 Shot with flat electron density profile
lp = 426kA. xr= 1.67,3 = 0.42

Fig. 2 Shot with highly peaked electron density profile
Ip=420kA, *• = 1.64, S = 0.46

Since the particle source is localized in the periphery the peaking in the case shown
in figure 2 must correspond to an inward convection of particles. In both cases the profile of
Zeff, measured with a multichord Bremstrahlung diagnostic and independently from
tomographically reconstructed X-ray emission profiles, remains flat for the duration of the Hmode. This shows that the observed spontaneous peaking of the density profile is not
concommittant with central impurity accumulation. The overall impurity concentrations do
however increase, with Zeff rising to near 3 after 0.5 seconds of ELM-free H-mode.
A clue to understanding the different behaviour may come from the observed changes
in sawtooth activity. In the case which developed a peaked density profile the sawtooth
amplitude and mixing radius, both determined from X-ray tomography, decrease for reasons
not yet understood as the H-mode progresses. It is possible that some inward convection
exists in both cases, but that in the case of figure 1 effective mixing of particles by sawteeth
prevents a peaking of the density profile. Understanding of these effects may lead to a way of
controlling density profiles without the injection of pellets or energetic neutral beams.
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UA9900049
Shape Dependence of Ohmic H-mode Accessibility in T C \ '
Y. Marlin, B.P. Duval, J.-M. Morct, I! Wtisjii
Centre dc Rechcrehcs en Physique oY.s Plasmas
Association EURATOM-Confedcration Suis.se
Ecole Polytcchniquc Fdclciiile. dc Lausanne, CM-101 5 Laus.'siinc, S-A ii/er'.and
In the TCV tokamak, L-mode to H-niodc transitions have been observed in a lanie \aiieiy of
limited and diverted, Single Null (SN) and Double Null (DN) configurations. All II mode
transitions have been compiled inlo a database containing plasma and configuration parameters
just before the L-H transition. This approach gives a general view of the operational domain
where H-mode has been obtained which is summarised below for the different configurations.
Configuration
Mag. Field (Bt)
Plasma Cur. (Ip)
Elongation ( K 9 5 )
Triangularity (895)

Limited

SN

1.0 & 1.4

-1.4,
200
1.05
0.1

300

H>600

1.55-> 2.0
0.2 H> 0.7

1 & 1.4
-)500
-> 1.75
--> 0.65

1.4
210

-•> 4 5 0

I 2

->

[kA]

1.65

0.35 --> 0.65

In SN configurations H-modes were obtained with ion giad B tiiif; deeded away from the X
point. In these cases, the required Ohmic power was around twice that for discharges with ion
grad B drift directed to the X-poinl. A clear density threshold was also observed which was
found to depend on the plasma configuration and machine conditioning.
Tiiis paper presents the H-mode threshold in the Ip/K95 dorrisii!, fe; ihr- SN configuraiion. The
versatile TCV shaping system was used to change K 9 5 whilst keeping the other shaping
parameters constant. For each elongation, a sequence of plasma discharges were performed
where only Ip (constant within a discharge) was increased until an H-mode transition was
obtained. Fig 1 shows the Ip and K95 for each discharge with the solid squares indicating an
observed H-mode transition. For a given elongation, higher Ip ( lower q95) was required to
Obtain H-mode. Higher elongations required more plasma current. coiTcsponding to a higher
q95, Fig 2. It is interesting to note that an Ohmic H-mode lias been obtained with Ip lower than
200 kA with very low elongation (K - 1.05).
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UA9900050
Breakdown in a Continuous Low Resistivity Vessel in TCV
J.-M. Moret, B.P. Duval, F. Hofmann, J.B. Lister
Centre dt Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association EURATOM - Confederation Sui.ise
Ecolc Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

The TCV vacuum vessel is continuously welded and has a low toroidal resistance (45 uii)
to passively stabilise the plasma vertical motion. Consequently large vessel currents, up
to 200 kA are induced by the loop voltage during breakdown. It is therefore difficult to
compensate the magnetic field created by this vessel currents and to set up the magnetic
null necessary to achieve discharge breakdown. It has nethertheless been possible to
create low poloidal magnetic field null (~1 mT) in ah important fraction of the vessel
volume. In these conditions, discharge breakdown is obtained with low loop voltage (~ 7
V), assisted only with a glowing hot filament. Discharge initiation has also been achieved
at various positions in the vessel and even in two separate simultaneous breakdowns.
The method for deducing these magnetic
configurations from the magnetic measurements,
which implies a precise model of the
electromagnetic properties of the vacuum vessel,
will be presented. The expansion and movement of
the early plasma, inferred also from multi-channel
H a measurements, will be described. The
necessary conditions to achieve discharge
breakdown in terms of stray field amplitude, null
volume and position and gas filling pressure will be
identified.

Field lines (solid lines) and field modulus
contours (dotted lines [mT]) of Ihe magnetic null
just before breakdown.
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UA9900051
O.n the Possibility of Creating Doublet-Shaped Plasmas in TCV
F. Hofmatin, M.J. Dutch, J.B. Lister, Y. Martin, J.M. Morel
Centre dc Reclicrclics en Physique des Plasmas
Association EURATOM - Confederation Suisse
Ecole Polytechniquc Federale dc Lausanne, CH- 10I.S Lausanne, S« ilzcrl.nul
The design of the TCV lokamak allows the creation of
doublet-shaped plasmas. The doublet with its internal
separatrix has several unique features. One of these is
the existence of a large zone of reversed shear outside
the separatrix. This zone is tied to the magnetic
configuration and does not have to be created by
current profile modification. Another important
property of doublets is the fact that vertical instability
growth rates are much lower than in D-shaped
plasmas with the same elongation. Three scenarios
for creating doublets in TCV have been considered:

LJ

(1) Lateral constriction of an elongated
racetrack-shaped plasma: Analysis of this scenario
shows that vertical instability growth rates at the time
when the separatrix begins to form are extremely
high. In fact, the stability margin approaches zero,
and the plasma becomes ideally unstable. For this
reason, no experimental work has been devoted to
this scenario on TCV so far.
(2) Hour-glass scenario: This scenario stalls with a pear-shaped plasma
representing the upper lobe of the doublet. The poloidal flux is controlled in such a way thai it
stays constant on the boundary of the final doublet shape. When the current is gradually
increased under these conditions, the plasma spills over into the lower lobe, an internal
separatrix appears, and finally the currents in the two lobes become equal. This scenario has
been investigated experimentally: Pear-shaped plasmas have been created in the upper half of
the TCV vessel and a constant flux has been produced on a doublet-shaped contour. How ever,
when the current is increased, q drops below 2 before ihe plasma spills over to Ihe lower lobe.
Numerical simulations show that the spili-over phase is only possible when the current profiles
are rather broad. In TCV Ohmie plasmas, current profiles are generally too peaked for this
scenario.
(3) Merging of two droplet-shaped plasmas: This scenario was used in ihe original
doublet experiments at GA. In TCV, the formation of two separate plasmas is possible but
extremely difficult due to the very low resistance of the vacuum vessel. Experiments with the
aim of creating and merging two small plasmas are underway.

UA9900052
Theory of Drift Waves in the Presence of
Parallel and Perpendicular flow Curvature

S. Sen and A. Sen
Institute for Plasma Research, Bhat, Gandhinagar 362424, India

Abstract

It has recently [ SEN and RUSBRXDGE, Phys. Plasma, 2, 2705 (1995)] been shown that,
contrary to the usual belief, parallel flow curvature (Vj(') can stabilise drift-like microinstabilities. Here we extend our earlier work to include the effect of the perpendicular flow
curvature (V'^') which is known to have a stabilising role on the drift-like microinstabilities. Our full analytic stability analysis' showt that the ratio of the stabilising influences
of the perpendicular to the parallel flow curvature scales as £g- where L, and ! „ are the
magnetic shear and the density variation scale length respectively. Thus, at the plasma
edge (since /,, ;j> Ln) the perpendicular flow may play a crucial role in stabilising microinstabilities and turbulence in the improved regimes of confinement (like the high (H)
modes). However, in the core confinement improvement (like the very high (VH) mode)
both the parallel and the perpendicular flow curvatures are important, since L. ~ 2 i n .
Furthermore, as the confinement improvement in the core is usually related to the toroidal
velocity and since Vjj coming from the toroidal flow is much more than Vj_ (Vj_ ~ tVj|, here
i is the inverse aspect ratio), this implies that it is the parallel component of the toroidal
flow and not the perpendicular component, as is usually thought, which is responsible for
ihe core confinement improvement.

PACS Nos 52.35Kt, &2.35Q?.
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Scalings of Resistive Modes for Finite Pressure

D. H, Liu. I L.i and T. Hellsten

Fusion Plasma Physics, Alfven laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology

Abstracts

Stability analyses of internal resistive MHD modes resonating near the rational
surfaces of q=2 or higher values in Tokamak are examined using a numerical code
solving the resistive MHD equation in a cylinder geometry without using any asymptotic
expansions. It is found that the resistive interchange mode which growth rate scales as
TJ"3, can be stabilised with finite pressure gradients. Growth rate of the tearing mode
generalised to finite pressure strongly depends on the beta value and for high beta value
scales also as rfn. Violation of the Suydam stability criterion hardly affects the growth
rate of the most unstable mode unless the resistivity is very small (7j<10"'2). This
behaviour is quite different from that of modes resonating at the q=l surface.

UA9900054
23rd European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics
Kiev, Ukraine, June 24-28 1996

Thresholds for driven reconnection in presence of toroidal field ripples
on JET
E. Lazzaro*, D. Campbell, M. Debencdeiti, A. Santagiustina, P. Savrukhin and A.Tanga
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OX 11 3EA, U.K.
* Istituto di Fisica del Plasma Assoc. EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Via Bassini 15, Milan, Italy
Abstract - The hazard of field irregularities on reactor grade tokamaks is very severe since it
is estimated that the locking of rotating resistive modes,
which leads to pre-disruption
conditions, can be caused by field errors as small as 10"5 times the toroidal field. Recently on
the JET tokamak experiments have been performed with new control saddle coils placed on
the inner surface of the tokamak vessel, fed by power amplifiers with a polarity arrangement
suitable to generate an equivalent helical field either static, oscillating or rotating. The system
is designed to operate eventually as a phase and frequency locked feedback control loop. We
consider some of the first resulls of the JET experimental campaign with the objective of
studying the threshold of field amplitude at which forced reconnection of field lines occurs
with formation of magnetic islands, in Ohmic and NBI heated discharges, with and without
toroidal field ripple. In particular, in JET experiments of driven formation of magnetic
islands, it has been observed that the critical threshold value of the external field at which the
process of forced reconnection starts is higher in presence of toroidal field ripple of amplitude
d. We focus the attention on the theoretical analysis of the possible mechanisms of such
effects. The threshold for tearing depends on the plasma anomalous viscosity (unknown but
believed to be related to the energy confinement time) and to other accelerating and retarding
forces which may be associated with the ripples. The Jattecare mainly the viscous force due to
broken axisymmetry, <*= 8 , and the driving force F^ = JJ?Be °= 5 due to the radial current
associated with the ripple losses of fast ions. This radial current can be estimated as
determining the radial electric field from the ambipolarity condition on the ion and anomalous
electron fluxes. It is shown that the field threshold is enhanced by the factor

c
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that depends on the anomalous viscous time t M and on the ripple modulation amplitude S
through Ihe lime scales Th and Tg associated with the driving and retarding forces. A
parametric sludy with data of some JET shots is also presented.
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Nonlocal response of JET H-mode discharges (o temperature
perturbations induced by impurity injection

P.Galli*, N.Deliyanakis, F.De Luca*, R.Giannclla, G.Gorini*. A.Jacchia",
H.J.Jackel, P.Manlica", V.V.Parail, L.Porfe, A Taroni
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, United Kingdom
"Istiruto di Fisica del Plasma, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, 20133 Milano, Italy
*Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita degli Studi di Milano, 20133 Milano, Italy

ABSTRACT
The injection by laser ablation of a small amount of metallic impurities in the JET plasma
periphery induces a fast drop of the electron temperature. A prompt (about few ms) T e (r,t)
response to the injection is observed in all H-mode cold pulses, well beyond the region where
the radiating impurities are deposited and without any notable change in other local plasma
parameters.
The intensity and the radial extent of the plasma response to the edge perturbation are
investigated by determining the time derivative of the ECE temperature measurements. This
simple analysis allows for a quantitative comparison of a large number of JET cold pulses.
Comparison can also be made between different perturbations in the same plasma discharge,
i.e., cold pulse induced by laser ablation and by ELM instabilities.
A correlation is found between the intensity of the reaction and the quality of the confinement:
a stronger nonlocal response is observed in corrispondence to a phase of higher t g . The plasma
reaction is, on the other hand, independent of the total power P rac j radiated by the injected
impurities (as measured by spectroscopic and bolometric diagnosiics). More precisely, a small
amount of impurities (P r a c i/P t o t = 01)

nas

been observed to induce a strong nonlocal response in

good confinement plasmas: on the contrary, low performance discharges exhibit a less
pronounced nonlocal reaction to an even though very intense (P rac j/P (0( =2.2) perturbation.
A model for the electron heat diffusivity'1" , in which the presence of global modifications
of the heat transport is interpreted as an additional heating power term (px), is assumed as a
starting point for a qualitative interpretation of the results.
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UA9900056
Interchange Instabilities in the Scrape-off-Layer of Diverted
Tokamaks as Giant ELM Precursors
R.A.M. Van dcr Linden, W. Kerner, O. Pogutse and B. Schunke
Jet Joint Undertaking, Culham 0X14 3EA, UK.
Abstract
The edge region of tokamaks is a main factor determining the macroscopic behaviour
and performance of the plasma core. Instabilities in the 'Scrape-off-Layer' (SOL) are
believed to generate micro-turbulence leading to enhanced transverse transport. Thus, a
quantitative analysis of the stability of the SOL is crucial for understanding phenomena
like the L-H transition and ELMs, and for obtaining scaling laws for the typical SOL
width.
In this paper the linear stability of the SOL with respect to interchange-type modes
is studied using the reduced MHD model and applying a ballooning approximation to
the perturbations. In contrast to the traditional ballooning mode calculations performed
inside the separatrix, the SOL field lines are open, so that the periodicity constraint is
replaced by 'line-lying' boundary conditions at the target plates. Employing a metric
determined by the magnetic field geometry, the influence of the X-point on stability
•can be assessed. These calculations have been directly linked to the experiment by
basing the metric on an equilibrium reconstructed (through EFIT) from the magnetic
measurements. A series of JET discharges with differing ELM behaviour have been
analysed with this method. An alternative analytical equilibrium has also been used to
qualitatively determine the effect of relevant parameters like X-point height, magnetic
shear, and plasma shaping. It is demonstrated that the calculations for experimental
configurations and those for the analytical equilibrium model yield very good qualitative
agreement. The advantage of the analytic model is that it allows to treat surfaces
arbitrarily close to the separatrix with high accuracy, and therefore much more detailed
calculations of the role of the X-point can be done.
It is shown that the SOL plasma just outside the separatrix can become unstable
more easily (i.e. for lower pressure gradients) than the plasma just inside the separatrix
where the magnetic well is stabilizing. This finding is applied to propose a model for
the occurrence of ELMs, consisting of three phases. In the first phase (the precursor)
an MHD interchange instability occurs in the SOL. The calculations show that this
mode is mainly localized near the X point, but may also have a strong signature just
above the outer midplane. This instability strongly perturbs the X-point region and
produces an interaction of the hot core plasma with the divertor and the wall. The Xpoint region is thereby filled with cold high-Z plasma, which generates an MHD surface
mode instability just inside the separatrix (the ELM). The final'phase is the diffusive
refilling of the expelled plasma layer. This model therefore explains the occurrence of
three different time scales in a giant ELM, and an estimate for the ELM repetition time
is given. The scaling of the repetition time with power and current is shown to agree
with experimental results.
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Lirit-jd-i a,nd .Nonlinear Dynamics of

Alfven Eigenmodes in JET Plasmas
D. BORBA, J. CANDY, H. DE ESCII, A. FASOI.I 1 , C. GOUMEZANO
VV. KERNER, J. LISTER', D. Munt, G. SADLER, S. SHARAPOV, D. START

JET Joint Undertaking
Abingdon. Oxfordshire 0X14 3EA, United Kingdom
'CRPP. Assoc. EURATOM-Confederation Suisse
Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

The influence of energetic particles on Alfven wave stability in the Joint European
Torus (JET) is analyzed using a three-stage numerical procedure. First, equilibria are
reconstructed in a straightforward manner using the codes EFIT and HELENA. Subsequently, linear properties of the kinetic toroidal Alfven wave spectrum are determined by
the MHD normal mode code CASTOR (Complex Alfven Spectrum in TORoidal geometry)
[1]. The linear stability analysis includes a determination of the principal wave damping
mechanisms — ion and electron Landau damping, radiative damping and collisional electron
damping — as well as the instability drive including effects due to large, non-standard (i.e..
potato) orbits characteristic of alpha particles and radio-frequency-heated (RF) ions in
the JET tokamak. Finally, the nonlinear stage of mode evolution, including amplitude
saturation and fast-particle redistribution/loss, is computed with the Sf particle code FAC
(Fast particle - Alfven wave interaction Code). The inclusion of non-standaid orbits
and nonlinear wave-particle interaction into the numerical modelling scheme represents
a significant generalization of previous simulation methods [?.].
JET discharges characterized by a large fraction of RF and NBi-produced ions are
studied, with distributions generated from Fokker-Planck simulations using P1ON (for RF
ions) and PENCIL (for NBI ions). Results are compared with existing JET data obtained
from active and passive measurement of TAE activity [3], as well as information on panicle
confinement gathered from neutron diagnostics. Possible scenarios for TAE excitation- l>\
alpha particles, supplemented by N'BI and/or RF-produced energetic ions, relovant io J1:T
DT experiments are studied.
[I] D. Borba. J. Candy. H. Hollies. C.T.A. Huysmans, \Y. Keiner and S. Sharapov. pioo.
•-'-'nd EPS conl", on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys., 19C Part II (199~>) 2:57.
•'_>) W. kCrner. el al. proc. 20th EPS conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys.. 17A Pan
i •. l'J'W! 1*3.
':>' A. l'-":isoli, ft ?.\ prof. ilwA EPS conf. on C'onlr. Fusion and Plasma Phys.. 19C P.iri
111 (1<1<).)| SI.
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"MHD Related Transport Analysis in J E T
B.Balet, P.Smeulders, J.Wesson
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, U.K.

The performance of the JET hot-ion H-modes appears to be limited by MHD phenomena [1].
Such discharges are analysed with the TRANSP code to clarify the effect of the MHD
instabilities on the plasma transport. There are 3 classes of MHD events that arc associated
with a limitation in the plasma performance: core modes (such as sawteeth which cause
subsantial drops in the core temperatures ), giant Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) and the
so-called Outer Modes (OMs). Although there is a clear relation between the time of the
deterioration in the hot-ion H-modes performance and the appearance of die MHD activity, it is
difficult to understand how the relatively low level MHD activity (the OM has a typical
displacement of 2-3 cm) can produce the observed losses of heat and particles. The first subject
to address is the role of the MHD event and the second is the question of which parameters
determine whether or not the limitation process is irreversible.
In order to better understand the role of the MHD phenomena, TRANSP analysis of the
discharges during the period that these phenomena occur has been carried out. A pulse where
the OM is present has been chosen because the OM persists for several hundreds of msec and a
proper power balance can therefore be made. It appears that although the OM is localised just
outside the q=3 surface, covering the outer 4-5 cm of the plasma, it nevertheless affects the
outer 25 cm of the plasma transport resulting in an increase of the plasma heat conductivity by a
factor 3 in this region. This then gives rise to a narrowing of the ion temperature profile and a
limitation in the neutron emmission.
A TRANSP simulation of the same discharge excluding the effects of the OM on the ion heat
conductivity by using an extrapolation of the background conductivity allows us to estimate the
part of the reduced performance which is due to the OM and the part which constitutes the
underlying behaviour. The simulation indicates that the mode is responsible for a reduction in
plasma energy of less than 10% but for a loss in neutron rate greater than 30%. It also shows
that the discharge is close to a loss of the hot-ion H-mode, with an ion temperature decreasing
to the level of the electron temperature. Further TRANSP analysis on the effects of ELMs and
large sawteeth on the plasma performance will be presented.
[1] F. Nave et al, to be published in Nuclear Fusion.
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SIMULATIONS O F J E T HOT-ION II MODES WITH A PREDICTIVE CODE
H.P.L. de Esch, A. Cherubini, J.G. Cordey, M. Elba, T .T.C. Jones,
V.V. Parail, D. Stork and A. Taroni,
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, UK.
JET hot-ion H-modes have been simulated with the l'/i-D predictive code PRETOR [1],
which has been modified to include, among other tilings, neutral beams [2], Recent additions
include a mixed Bohm - gyro Bohm transport model, coupled to a model for the H-mode
transport barrier at the plasma edge [3]. This edge model, which plays an essential role in our
simulations, assumes that the ion heat transport through the H-mode barrier is neoclassical.
The thickness of the neoclassical layer is assumed to be one poloida! Larmor radius. It
therefore depends on the edge ion temperature and also on the plasma isotopic mass.
Successful JET Hot-ion H-modes generally exhibit a linearly rising stored energy and
neutron yield, in many cases continuing until termination by a giant ELM [4]. The simulations
reproduced this behaviour well, for both low and high values of plasma current and toroidal
field. Also beam power stepdown cases (where the beam power is reduced from an initially
high level in order to delay the arrival of the terminating giant ELM) were simulated well.
Often JET Hot-ion H-modes suffer the so-called roll over mode [4]. This causes an increase in
the D a and G ^ signals, indicating increased recycling fluxes at the edge. We modelled this by
increasing Z e ff slightly at that point in time, using impurity gas puffs in the code. This gas
reduced the simulated edge temperature, which in turn caused the width of the H-mode barrier
to shrink. Subsequently, the recycling fluxes increased further. In this way it was possible to
model a successful shot like 33643 (JET's highest yield shot) and a shot which performed
significantly less well like 33644. which had the same machine input parameters as 33643, by
making only small changes to Zeff in the modelling. The data confirmed that the plasma in shot
33644 was measured to have a slightly higher Z e ff in the course of the discharge.
Simulations with tritium beams are underway. As the H-mode barrier width scales with the
poloidal Larmor radius, the presence of tritium would increase this width, leading to lower
transport across the H-mode barrier. Also, at elevated edge temperatures, the neoclassical
transport coefficients of the transport barrier itself are lower Initial simulations do indeed
indicate a rather strong isotope effect and results will be presented in the full paper.
REFERENCES
[I] D Boucher and P-H Rebut, Proc IAEA Techn. Comm. meeting on Adv. in Simulation and
Modelling of Thermonuclear Plasmas, Montreal, Canada, 1992. IAEA Vienna (1993) 142
[2] H.P.L. deEsch eta!, Fusion Engineering and Design 26(1995)589 or JET-P(93)103
[3] V.Parail et a!, JET-P(95)49, to be published in Plasma Phys. and Control. Fusion.
[4] T T C Jones and the JET team, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 37(1995)A359
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Simulation of J E T Plasmas with Combined Core and Edge Transport Codes
A. Taroni. G. Corrigan, R. Simonini, J. SpenceandE.

Springmann

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, United Kingdom.
The problem of consistency between transport modelling in the edge and the core plasma
region is addressed by combining the 1 V2D code JETTO simulating transport in the plasma
core and the 2D code EDGE2D/NIMBUS, simulating transport in the boundary region.
The resulting system of codes is both general and flexible, including all features and models of
the separate codes, being linked to the experimental JET and ITER databases, and being able
to simulate not only steady state but also time dependent discharges.
Time dependence is achieved by means of a time splitting technique allowing different time
scales for the core and the plasma edge to be followed when necessary.
Our numerical experiments have also shown that the most efficient way to couple the codes is
by imposing as boundary conditions to EDGE2D at the interface, the power fluxes into the
SOL and the net particle flux (ions minus neutrals), while controlling the density at mid-plane.
The resulting temperatures and ion and neutral fluxes are prescribed as boundary conditions to
JETTO.
This procedure is consistent with the intuitive view that sources of energy are more important
in the plasma core, while particles mainly originate from the SOL and divertor regions via
puffing and plasma wall interaction. In particular it allows the evolution of the total particle
content in the plasma (e.g. following experimental traces) to be controlled in a simple way
using recycling and/or wall neutral puffing as control parameters.
Results obtained so far for JET L-modes are consistent with a continuous transition from the
values of transport, coefficients predicted by models used for core transport to the values that
best fit edge observations Values of these coefficients from separate core and edge transport
analysis reported in the literature indicated so far that there might be a discontinuity.
Preliminary results for H-modes in the absence of ELMs are consistent with the formation of a
neoclassical barrier in a narrow region, of the order of a banana width, inside the separatrix.
Work is in progress to simulate also fast 'non local' phenomena such as ELMs and the L-H
transition, extending to the coupled codes the models so far used in the JETTO code.
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First measurements of gas balance and chemical! composition in the MK I
pumped divertor phase of JET using the Gas Collection System
A Rossi. M L Apicella*, P Kupsclius, G Saibcne
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OXI4 3EA, UK
*Associazione Euratom ENEA per la fiisionc, Frascali, Italy
Gas balance measurements in tokamaks give direct information both on the short and
long term hydrogenic retention, in particular, the vessel inventory is essential to extrapolate to
D-T operations, as required for the forthcoming JET D-T campaign and for ITER
The measurement of the chemical species present in the gas release from the tokamak
wall provides data for the gas exhaust collection and reprocessing plant The JET new Gas
Collection System (GCS) measures the time evolution, absolute amount and chemical
composition of the gas released from the JET vacuum vessel by wall outgassing, after plasma
pulses, divertor cryopump regeneration and during glow discharge cleaning
Measurements of gas balance have been carried out during the 1994-95 Mark I
Experimental Campaign (graphite and inconel wall, with Be evaporated coating), both with C
and Be divertor tiles. The average deuterium recovery after a non-disruptive shot, when the
dtvertor cryopump is not operational, varies from 30 to 50% of the input, depending on the
total gas input, both for C and Be divertor tiles. Within the experimental uncertainties, the
results with both C and Be target tiles are comparable to previous JET results for a Be coated
machine [R Sartori et al., Journal of Nuclear Materials 176&177 (1990) 624-629]
When the divertor cryopump is operated during high performance discharges (at low gas
input, such as for Elmy H-mode NBI fuelling only and Hot Ion regimes) the short term
absolute retention is a factor of 2 to 5 lower both in the C and Be phase. For other types of
pulse, the cryopump increases the amount of gas necessary to sustain the discharge by a factor
of 2 to 5 causing the short term absolute retention to increase by a factor of 3 to 4.
Nevertheless, the recovery fraction is the same for disruptive and non-disruptive cases when •
the cryopump is on, in contrast to pump-off discharges for which the recovery fraction is 20%
higher for disruptive pulses. This indicates that the wall load is always below the saturation
level and almost constant for all kinds of operations, suggesting that the cryopump depletes the
walls both during and after plasma pulses, with a resulting low D (and T) retention in the long
term. Similar trends are observed for pulses with impurity seeding for which on line
measurements of chemical composition of the gas release will be presented.
Our measurements with deuterium fuelling are important for the validation of the multireservoir model successfully used during the last JET experimental campaign [ L D Horton et
al.. 10'h PS1, Monterey, USA 1992]. The model has been upgraded to include the effects of the
cryopump. Initial results" show that the model can reproduce the measured D outgassing for
Elmy H-mode plasmas. The new gas balance data, together with the model are being used to
plan (he coming D/T experiment in JET, for the T inventory and plasma mixture control
prediction.
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Concept of Tritium Breeding by T and Li Fusion
Reactor Plasma
A Tanga, M Erba
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK
This paper discusses the possibility of achieving direct T breeding by producing in a fusion
reactor a Li plasma and by injecting T beams in the MeV energy range.
Efficient Tritium breeding in a fusion reactor blanket requires a neutron multiplier in order to
make up for the lost neutrons.
In the standard scheme it is envisaged to use (n, 2n) reactions in Be or Pb to the rate of 5% of
the total neutron rate.
In this paper it is shown that such a neutron increase could be obtained also by using the
reaction "?Li (T; n, n, a) a + 8.8 MeV where two neutrons and two alphas are produced from
the interaction of the Tritons and ^Li nucleons. Breeding is thus achieved if the two neutrons
produced are then used to breed T in the blanket, by ^Li (n, T) a . The full cycle then in this
case is favourable, producing an excess T equivalent to a multiplication factor of 2.
The operational scheme requires that T is injected by NBI at an energy of around 5 MeV or that
Li is accelerated by ICRF to MeV range. Analytic calculations show that the achievable power
amplification factor is 3.5 when the full reaction breeding cycle is considered.
An ITER relevant simulation has been performed using JETTO code, which confirms the
analytical calculations.
In this mode of operation a reactor would operate at relatively high temperature/low electron
density regimes (Te - 50 KeV, ne - 0.5.I0 20 nr 3 ) with a NB power of 200 MW or a similar
value of ICRF.
In these conditions a T production rate of 2.4.10^0 Tritons/s can be achieved. The plasma
would have a. 10-20% power losses due to bremssirahlung, the conductive losses would be
compatible with normal divertor operations.
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Strong Asymmetries in Impurity Distributions of JET Plasmas
B. Alpcr, A.W. Edwards, R. Giannclla, R.D. Gill, C.Ingesson,
E. Lyadina, M. Romanelli, J.Wesson
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OXM 3GA, UK.
A general feature observed in JET during high, performance, neutral beam healed, divcrtoi
plasmas has been a pronounced asymmetry in the soft X-ray (SXR) emission profile. A
distinct excess emission is observed on the outboard, low-field side by the new multi-camera
SXR diagnostic. A tomographic reconstiuction for one such plasma, shown in the figure
below, clearly demonstrates this feature wilh the peak SXR emissivity well oulsidc the
magnetic axis. A similar phenomenon has been observed, in a less pronounced form, in
earlier JET plasmas [1]. The effect has been altributed to the centrifugal force caused by
toroidal plasma rotation acting on heavy impurities [2]. This feature is strongest when the
toroidal drift velocity approaches or even exceeds the impurity ion thermal speed. These
conditions apply to the plasmas discussed above with rotation frequencies in excess of 20
kHz and nickel impurities wilh temperatures in the range 12 - 15 keV.
A more quantitative study of this effect has been possible during controlled injection of
nickel by laser blow-off during high performance discharges. In one such case where the
nickel injection was performed early
in the high performance phase, a
giant ELM was induced soon after
injection. A very strong asymmetry
in the perturbed plasma emission
profile

formed

within

a

few

milliseconds after the ELM. The
peak emission was centred on the
outboard equator

at a radius of

~3.6m; (the magnetic axis being at
--3.0m).

The

perturbed

profile

remained essentially stationary for
the following 400ms of the dala
acquisition

window.

Tomographic

analysis of this perturbed emission profile is being developed to allow quantitative analyses
lo be carried out on botji the toroidal and radial emission profiles and to compare (he results
with a fluid model of the centrifugal force.
[I] Giannclla R. et al, 19th EPS Conference on Plasma Physics, Innsbruck, Vol. 1-279
[2] Smeulders P.. Nuclear Fusion Vol.26 (1986) 267
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Properties of Giant ELMs in JET
R.D. Gill, B. Alper, S. Ali-Arshad, A. Cheetham, N. Deliyanakis, A.W. Edwards,
G. Fishpool, I. Garcia-Cortez, C. Ingesson, J. Lingenai, L. Mayaux, O. Menicot,
R. Monk, L. Porte, F. Rochard, M. Romanelli and A. Rookes
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., UK
Although the effects of ELMs on the global properties of tokamak plasma
confinement and on the termination of high performance discharges are well known, many
details of their structure and causes remain obscure. In this paper, a multidiagnostic
approach, using a large high time resolution, synchronised data set, has determined the main
experimental features of giant ELMs. Data from the following diagnostics has been
examined: magnetics including the diamagnetic loop, ECE, reflectometry, soft X-rays, D a ,
Langmuir probes and the infrared camera. The giant ELM has a rapid onset with the fast
diagnostics all responding within 10(J.s.
The magnetic diagnostics determine large energy losses in a giant ELM of up to 7%
of the total energy. The mhd coils show a variety of activity, sometimes with n = 3, but no
very clear ELM precursor has been identified. Edge effects and coherent modes, correlated
with bursts of mhd, are also observed by the reflectometer. This mhd activity is not
observed on the other diagnostics which make measurements inside the plasma. In some
cases the plasma moves rapidly during the giant ELM, but only by about- a few cm.
The ECE measurements show a large rapid non-thermal spike implying the presence
of fast electrons. This is followed by a fall in T e , which is largest in the outer regions but
extends well into the plasma interior. The multi-camera soft X-ray system shows complex
behaviour during the ELM with very large fast (10ns) increases in emission observed in
some channels. The divertor channels show large bursts of emission from the inner and outer
strike regions. These can only be caused by hot electrons from within the plasma separatrix
falling onto the divertor tiles. Bursts are seen within the q = 3 surface towards the top and
bottom of the vessel. These may be explained by a rapid influx of impurities into the plasma.
The Langmuir probes and infrared camera both show that the strike points move
outwards by about 5-25cm during an ELM on a timescale of < 200ns. The positions of the
outer strike zones are confirmed by the X-ray measurements. These results are correlated
with the upward shift of the plasma.
From the results it is concluded that the giant ELMs are very rapid events neither
confined to the plasma edge nor localized in the divertor region. They do not seem to be
caused by a unique precursor mode. One possible explanation for the observation is that
currents in the divertor region lead to a movement of, and modification to, the magnetic
structure at tlie X-point.
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Monitoring of Detachment and the Edge using VUV/XUV
Impurity Spectra from the Mk I Divcrtor Phase of JET
M.G.O'Mullane'.R.Bamsley, I.H.Coffey2, R.Giannella, A.C.Maas
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 3EA, England
'University College Cork, Ireland, Queens University, Belfast, BT7 INN, Northern Ireland
Spectroscopic coverage of the VUV/XTJV emission lines of C1I1 through CVI provides valuable
diagnostic information on the Mk I Divertor performance of Hie JET device. Observations from four
spectrometers with three different lines-of-sight are used simultaneously to diagnose various-edge
parameters during the ramp-up phase of the pulse, to obtain a characteristic spectroscopic signature
of detachment and to infer local Tc of the highly radiative detached region.
In the start-up phase, when the spectrometer line-of-sight is exclusively through the SOL, an
unusual Lyman series and intercombination to resonance ratio (G ratio) in the CVI and CV systems
respectively is noted (see fig.l). The prominence of the Lyy line (Ly/Lyp ~1) is indicative of chargeexchange from background edge neutrals. Since the higher Lyman series members (n £ 6) are
produced solely by charge-exchange from excited hydrogen donors, their absence (in contrast to
measurements from the pre-divertor phase [1]) implies an upper limit on the local neutral excitation
temperature (of the order of a few eV). A transient, recombining model of outfluxing CV and CVI
ions from the confined plasma into the SOL, which evolve with a residence time of ~50ms (sufficient
to allow these recombination processes to occur), is iterated to give a self-consistent set of ratios
leading to a neutral D fraction in the SOL of-0.1 of n,. The Tc (and ionisation balance) sensitive G
ratio shows striking departures from the equilibrium value from the confined plasma (typically
-0.45) reaching 2-2.5 in extreme cases putting an upper limit on the local SOL Tc of ~70eV.
The ratio of CV resonance tine to Lya, from a near divertor view (approximately 60-70cm
from the lower target plate), is a measure of detachment (see fig.2). As the plasma approaches
detachment tills ratio rises as the Lya intensity falls while the CV lines rise (the G ratio remains
constant) in contrast to the non-detached case where they both remain constant Full detachment is
often signified by a sudden step-up of this ratio. The G ratio is also significantly different (typically
—I) from the equilibrium case indicating a Tc in the region of 20eV. This is supported by similar
analysis of the analogous NVI/NVH system (N2 is introduced as impurity seeding for the radiative divertor).
[1] Mattioli et al, Phys.Rev., A40, 3886 (1989)
Pre Mk 1 Divertor
_ Q, Bulk plasma l-o-s

2

0

T

Mk 1 Divertor
Edge plasma t-o-s

Fig.l: Comparison of observed bulk and edge
l-o-s plasma CV and CVI spectra.
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Fig.2: Spectroscopic detachment signature.
The modulation of the ratios is due to divertor
sweeping.
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Effects of density and plasma configuration
on the divertor asymmetries in JET
S Clement, A Chankin, S Davies, J Lingertat, A Loarte, R Monk and R Sartori.
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON, 0X14 3EA.
Asymmetric power deposition with more power going to the outer divertor target is
usually observed in single null divertor configurations, and is expected from
geometrical toroidal effects (higher area of outer magnetic surfaces) and higher
anomalous transport towards the outer midplane. The added effect of drift forces in Lmode and high density regimes has been discussed in [1]. The present paper focuses on
the results obtained in H-mode regimes (ELM-free hot ion mode and high plasma
current operation), and presents a study of the effects of density (gas fuelling) and
magnetic configuration on the power deposition at the target and on the divertor
parameters.
In L-mode confinement regimes, the asymmetry in the power deposition (measured by
IR thermography) ranged from a factor »1.5 in the most favourable case (reversed
toroidal field, low q) to values > 3 . In general, the asymmetries in the electron density,
temperature and D a fluxes appeared to be consistent with radial E«xB drifts playing an
increasingly important role as the density and hence the parallel temperature gradient
was increased [1]. However, the effect of increasing the divertor density on the power
distribution was obscured by the onset of detachment occurring at the inner strike zone.
In high power H-mode operation and far from the detached regime, it is observed that
augmenting the density by a factor of two brings the asymmetry factor from 1.1 to 1.6.
This is consistent with the development of a poloidal temperature gradient in the SOL
as the density increases, giving rise to high radial EoxE drifts.
In the low density/low recycling hot ion mode regime, at high and poloidally uniform
edge temperatures, one would expect the strong radial electric field to cause poloidal
ErxB drifts, with quantitative effects on the power distribution at least as important as
those of the radial drfts in the high density case. However, the discharges with long
ELM-free periods and high neutron yields exhibit an asymmetry factor between 1 and
1.2. In high triangularity plasmas, asymmetry factors < 1 suggest that additional
magnetic configuration effects may be important.
Langmuir probe data implies high edge ion temperatures in low density hot ion modes.
There is empirical evidence from other machines that high edge temperatures are
associated with toroidal momentum in the edge plasma. This effect, which has the
correct sign to increase the density at inner divertor, will be discussed.
[1] A Chankin et al, to be published in Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion.
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Plasma movement at ELMs in JET
S. Ali-Arshad, B. Alper, A. Edwards, J. Lingerlat, D. O'Biien, S. Puppin, W. Zwingmann
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. 0X14 3EA
Giant ELMs in JET can irreversibly degrade the. H-mode quality, and in some cases plasma
vertical stability is lost following such events. In this paper plasma movement associated with
ELMs is discussed. Magnetic sensors show an n=0 perturbation at the ELM, accompanied by
n=l,2,3— at lower level. This perturbation is initially found to have a dominant m=l structure,
such that it is principally a downward movement of the plasma column, followed by an
upward movement. The size of the displacement can be estimated from the flux compression
between the plasma and the vessel wall, assuming poloidal flux conservation, which is valid
since the time-scale for this event is of order 1 0 0 ^ , short compared with the ~3ms
penetration time for the poloidal field through the JET vessel. These observations are
supported by the soft X-ray diagnostic. Movement of the main plasma body would also cause
the strike zones to move on the divertor target. Although the IR and CCD cameras have
relatively low time resolution, the time-integrated emission from the target shows that new
peaks appear during the ELM consistent with a displacement of the strike zones from their
original positions. In some cases the movement inferred is greater than 25cm. Further support
for movement of the strike zones is found in divertor Langmuir probe data.
The plasma is seen to move from its equilibrium position on a short time-scale
compared with the response time of the vertical stabilisation system. This motion could in
some cases be the trigger for loss of plasma vertical stability. The size of the initial
perturbation shows a correlation with the size of the ELM and can be comparable to the
clearance between the plasma boundary and in-vessel components, which may therefore
contribute impurity influxes at an ELM. Scrape-off layer currents, measured with Langmuir
probes in the divertor target, also show an abrupt change of the order of lOkA at the ELM, and
a correlation with the plasma movement is suggested by [lie dala. Changes in pressure balance
associated with currents of [his magnitude are consistent with those required to drive the
plasma movement. The forces produced will be calculated using the EFLT equilibrium code.
These results highlight the need for a multi-machine <:<-->l:1

.

"(ermine the

impact on the ITER first wall design, which mav --v_ ^ »•":••• „;».,„am,t IUI .-.ui.ii movements
of the main and divertor plasmas.
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Monte-Carlo simulations of fast particle confinement
. during a sawtooth crash
L. C. Appel', T. C. Hendert, G. T. A. Huysmans and F. Marcus
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, UK.
'UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon,
(UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association).

0X14 3DB, UK

In an ignited fusion reactor the heating efficiency will depend on the containment of the
alpha-particles whilst they thermalize. The most common instability affecting plasma
core confinement is the sawtooth and it is therefore of vital interest to understand the
behaviour of alpha particles during a sawtooth crash. The effect of sawteeth on the spatial
distribution of high energy ions can be deduced from measurements of neutron emission.
Marcus [lj has reported that measurements made of 2.5MeV neutron axial emission
from high-performance D-D plasmas on JET can be severely attenuated, indicating
redistribution of high energy deuterons. However, the observed flux of 14MeV neutrons is
only weakly affected by the sawtooth crash, indicating a negligible redistribution of high
energy tritons. From examination of the neutron flux radial profiles the result appears to
depend on the energetic particle half-width immediately preceding the crash.
Numerical simulations are carried out to understand the factors determining a
redistribution of energetic particle in JET during a sawtooth crash. The HAGIS
code is used to follow the trajectories of particle guiding centres in the presence of
arbitrary electro-magnetic perturbations using straight field-line flux coordinates to
enhance numerical accuracy. The code was used previously to study the energetic particle
response to TAE and KTAE modes [2].
Results are shown using a sawtooth model based on a linear n = l , m = l eigenmode
computed by CASTOR [3] and increased from zero perturbation to obtain a maximum
25% shift of the plasma core at t=100/iS before instantaneously decaying to zero. The
redistribution of energetic particles is shown to be a strong function of the radial particle
distribution prior to the sawtooth crash, in qualitative agreement with the experimental
results. Results also show the extent to which finite orbit widths for both passing and
trapped particle distributions can influence particle redistribution during a sawtooth.
Results will be obtained using various sawteeth models.

References
[1] Marcus, F.B., et al., Nuclear Fusion, 34, 1994, 687.
[2] Appel, L.C., et al., submitted to Nuclear Fusion.
[3] W.Kerner at al., Proc 1993 EPS Lisbon, 1 paper 1-46
UKAEA authors were jointly funded by the UK Dcp. of Trade and Industry and Euratom.
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Effect of s t a t i c e r r o r fields on p l a s m a stability in J E T a n d I T E R .
P Savrukhin 1 , S AH A r s h a d , D J Campbell, G D'Antona 2 , M dc Uencdctti,
A M E d w a r d s 3 , G Fishpool, E Lazzaro 2 , A Sanfagiustina, I' Sartori, A Tanga.

3

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., OXM 3EA.
' Russian Research Centre 'Kurchatov Institule', 123182, Moscow, Russia
2
Association EURATOM-CNR, Instituto di Fisica del Plasma, 20133 Milano, Italy
AEA Fusion, UKAEA Government Division, Culham Laboratory, Oxon, 0X14 3DB, UK

Limitations of stable plasma operation due to static magnetic field errors ('error' fields),
arising from unavoidable misalignment of the tokamak magnetic configuration and non-axisymmetry
of the in-vessel mechanical construction, are expected to give rise to significant problems in the
design of future large tokamaks such as ITER. In fJiis paper, results of experimental sludies of the
effects of error fields on plasma stability and confinement in the JET pumped divertor configuration
are discussed. Quasi-stationary ('locked') mhd perturbations, including those naturally destabilised
in JET plasmas, as well as those driven by externally applied helical magnetic field have been
studied in regimes with plasma parameters approaching those in future reactors (relatively low level
of impurities (Z e f r S 1..8), high electron temperature and density at the plasma edge, relatively
slow plasma rotation). It is found that the critical (threshold) amplitude of the external magnetic
field leading to .destabilisation of mhd modes depends in a complicated way on the plasma
parameters and geometry of the experiments. In diverted plasmas, the threshold for the production
of locked n= 1 modes is at least twice as large as that observed in limitcr plasmas investigated in
previous JET experiments. The dependence of the mode destabilisation on the relative frequency of
rotation of the bulk plasma with respect to the external magnetic field had been studied in
experiments in ohmically and auxiliary heated plasmas (P^ <2.1MW, P^ < 10MW) and a
database for locked modes in the new JET configuration has been initiated.
Results of these experiments have been compared with a phenomenological model of driven
tearing modes. Parameters of the model were determined from the best fit to the experimentally
observed behaviour of the mhd modes. Simulations provide a description of the observed non-linear
dependence of the locked modes on plasma parameters and the resonant dependence on the bulk
plasma rotation. In addition, the observed thresholds of locked modes in JET, together with data
from previous experiments in COMPASS-C and DIXi-D, have been used to establish the parameters
of a phenomenological model for tokamaks of different size and to clarify the predictions of locked
mode stability in ITER. Numerical simulations predict a large variation of the threshold for locked
modes in future tokamaks ( B t . / B , = (0.1-3) x 10"4) subject to the plasma parameters specified
for the machines (Fig. 1). The low threshold value predicted for ITER >mder certain conditions will
necessitate the use of active techniques for compensating error fields.
Initial experiments were carried out at
JET in order to compensate the natural error field
and provide stabilisation of locked modes. The
phase and amplitude of the intrinsic field error
were identified and, in initial experiments with
only partial compensation of intrinsic field errors,
increased
robustness
to
locked
mode
destabilisation was observed. Application of
various methods of error field compensation in
ITER and prevention (stabilisation) of locked
modes will be discussed using the results of
numerical simulations.
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Identification or the physical mechanisms of low-m, n=l MHD mode
control in JET
M do Bcnedefti, S Ali Arstiad, G D'Antona1, D J Campbell, A M Edwards',
G Fislipool, E Lazzaro1, A Santagiustina, P Savrukhin3, F Sartori, A Tanga
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., 0X14 3EA.
Association EURATOM-CNR, Instituto di Fisica del Plasma, 20133 Milano, Italy
2
AEA Fusion, UKAEA Government Division, Culham Laboratory, Oxon, 0X14 3DB, UK
Russian Research Centre 'Kurchatov Institute', 123182, Moscow, Russia
1

Experiments have been performed in the JET pumped divertor configuration to study
the stability of plasmas in the presence of rotating applied fields and to investigate the
possibility of stabilizing disruptions by control of the n=l precursor. These studies involve the
use of rotating helical magnetic field perturbations generated by an n=l saddle coil system
installed inside the JET vacuum vessel. The experiments have demonstrated the possibility of
driving small rotating magnetic perturbations (m=2,n=l tearing modes) without inevitable
deterioration of the plasma stability. In addition, application of rotating magnetic fields allows
rotation of the driven mhd modes to be maintained at amplitudes up to a factor of 2 larger than
for naturally destabilised modes, resulting in a delay of locking of the driven modes prior
disruptions. In addition, a resonant dependence of the critical amplitude of the applied field
for mode destabilisation on the relative frequency of rotation of the bulk plasma with respect
to the applied helical field is observed in the experiments (Fig. 1).
A major objective of the present analysis is to identify the non-linear dynamics of the
magnetic perturbation in order to identify key parameters of the theoretical model used for the
design and analysis of the feedback system for the control of tearing modes. Comparison of
the numerical simulations with the experimentally observed dynamics of mhd perturbations
indicates that such perturbations can be identified as 'driven' tearing modes. Typical
experimental observations are described by a phenomenological resistive mhd model based on
the analysis of electromagnetic, viscous and inertial effects in the plasma around the q=2
resonance surface. The model describes the measured growth rate of mhd perturbations,
locking of the magnetic island with the external rotating magnetic field, and saturation and
decay of the modes after removal of the external field, subject to the experimentally
determined parameters of the bulk plasma.
This empirical model of the driven mhd
perturbations was incorporated into numerical
simulations of the complete control system, and the
complex behaviour of the system was analysed
under various control .conditions in order to reveal ~~> 3
the ranye of stable operation of the system and the
optimal parameters for control. Simulations indicate
that the control scheme can provide suppression
(stabilisation) of the m=2 tearing mode in a wide
range of plasma parameters. The analysis of initial
0.2
0.4
0.6
1.0
experiments with feedback control of the mhd
frequency, kHz
perturbations will be discussed.
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ICRH in Hot-Ion H-modes in JET
G.A.Cottrell, C.Gormezano, A.Howman, T.Jones, PJ.Lomas, F.Rimini, R.Sartori, G.Sips,
D.F.H. Start
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 0X14 3EA, U.K.
Abstract: When axially deposited ICRH is combined with NBI in JET hot-ion H-modc ELMfree plasmas with high-flux expansion, there is an enhancement of up to « 30% in the global
confinement compared with the NBI only case. This improvement occurs whether or not LHCD
profile control was used in the preparation of the target plasma; however, when it is not used, the
ELM-free period is interrupted by MI-ED sawteeth which limit the fusion performance. To reveal
the underlying cause of the improvement we have analysed in detail the thermal transport using
the TRANSP code. One such discharge (pulse 34454: 3 M A / 3 . 1 X ^ = 3.9, 6 M W I C R H + 17
MWNBI) -was compared with a similar control discharge (pulse 34443: 16 MW NBI only).
Both pulses had central ion temperatures, T w , in excess of 20 keV and were prepared with
LHCD. In the confinement region (0.3 < r/a < 0.7), TRANSP shows a low value of the electron
thermal difiusivity (%e ~ 0.5 m2 s'), typical of the hot-ion H-modc in JET, with no significant
difference between the two discharges.
The ICRH power deposition profile is more peaked than that of the NBI: 90% of the
total coupled ICRH power is deposited within radius r/a = 0.4 whereas only 40% of the total
NBI power is found there. Inside r/a = 0.3, equal amounts of ICRF and NBI power (~ 5MW
each) were deposited despite the fact that almost three times as much NBI power as ICRH
power was used. In the ICRH case the electron pressure profile was more peaked and the central
pressure almost doubled showing that the improvement in confinement arises from the higlily
peaked axial deposition of ICRF energy. Enhanced hot-ion H-mode discharges have been used to
extrapolate to 50:50 DT performance, based on TRANSP runs calibrated with the experimental
DD discharge. With lower recycling and improved stability, it is known [1] that longer and
higher performance than in 34443 is possible with NBI only. TRANSP runs suggest that adding
ICRF / LHCD can improve performance of the best NBI plasmas still further.
A quasi-stationary state was reached in the combined ICRH and NBIhot-ion H-mode by
stepping down the NBI power. In pulse 34242 the highest centra! electron temperature, T t0 ~ 15
keV, so far achieved on JET with T o ~ 13 keV has been produced with 5 MW ICRH + 2 MW
NBI. After the step-down and in the confinement region, TRANSP analysis shows that %t is low
(~ 0.4 m2 s 1 at r/a ~ 0.3) In ICRH only H-modes, similar central electron temperatures have
been achieved but at a plasma density approximately half that of the hot-ion H-mode The scaling
of T^, with deposited power per electron will be discussed for each of the modes of operation.
[1] The JET Team, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 37 (1995) p. A359 - A370
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Neoclassical edge transport barrier in JET H modes.
A. Cherubim. N. Dcliyanakis, M Erba, R Giannella, N. Hawkes, V.V. Parail, L. Porte,
A.Rookes, E. Springinann, A. Taroni
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OXI4 3EA, UK
ELM-free H-mode discharges have a strong edge transport barrier which gives rise to a
high pedestal energy and improved global confinement A neoclassical model for this transport
barrier has been proposed by Parail et al. [1]. This model has now been extended to all
collisional regimes and has been installed in the JETTO transport simulation code in order that
it can be '.ested against the experimental data
The model was first compared with a series of hot ion high performance pulses where the
edge is in the banana regime

It is found that the experimental measurements are well

reproduced for a range of currents and fields in this regime. The linear increase of the
confinement time with time, which is a feature of these pulses, is also reproduced by the
theoretical model, being a consequence of the fact that in the banana regime the heat flux
Q-ria (square of the density inside the separatrix), and is independent of edge temperature.
To validate the model further, especially in the plateau regime, a series of discharges was
then carried out scanning na and optimising the configuration for the measurement of edge T,
and Tt, The effects of additional sources of neutrals, known to limit performance and pedestal
growth, were also investigated. The simulations have successfully reproduced these discharges,
including the cases entering the plateau regime In fact additional edge sources lead to a fast
increase of the edge density no. In any regime this results in increased energy losses and
therefore saturation of the thermal energy rise. In the plateau limit, another effect takes place
concurrently, as collisionality increases due to the rise in na and Ztf. Namely, the energy loss
scaling changes to Q~na T,J, thus contributing to a quick saturation of the pedestal growth.
[1] V. V. Parail el al., "The physics of L and H mode confinement in JET", accepted by
Nuclear Fusion

UA9900072
Variation of Impurity Transport During ELMy H-modes
in JET Plasmas
M G O'Mullane 1 , H Chen 2 , C Flcwin 3 , N C Hawkes 4 , M von Hcllermann,
L Lauro-Taroni, N J Peacock4
JET Joint Undertaking, Abmgdon, Oxon., 0X14 3EA UK
'University College Cork, Ireland, ^Imperial College, London, ^University College, London
EURATOM-UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Laboratory, Oxon., UK

4

The existence of stable radiative divertors / detached plasmas in H-mode are
directly relevant to 1TER studies and have been studied with the Mk. I divertor in JET.
This paper examines the changes in ion transport during ELMy H-modes. Newly
calibrated experimental profiles of fully stripped Ne +1 ° and C+ 6 from the core (da -0.1)
to the edge and into the SOL yield information on the evolution of the profiles of
absolute ion densities throughout periodic ELM behaviour. Impurity profiles, from the
bulk charge exchange measurements (spatial resolution -10cm, 0.1< r/a < 0.8), are
matched to this finer space resolution data, ~lcm, from the edge-localised chargeexchange emission diagnostic. The edge charge exchange data now allows for the timevarying measurement of the thickness (typically ~2cm) and position of the edge
transport barrier, just inside the LCFS, during the periodic ELMs. XUV, VUV and
visible spectroscopic measurements of the separate, edge ion charge states of puffed
(Ne and N2) and intrinsic (C and O2) impurities, at time resolution of up to 1 lms, are
used to follow the behaviour of the lower ionisation stages and are correlated in time
with the variation of the edge ion pressure profiles. ECE radiometric measurements of
the electron temperature profile, with improved spatial (>lcm) and temporal (>lms)
resolution, complete the diagnostic information.
Previous work has shown that during the ELM an increase of the more highly
stripped ions (e.g. Ne + 1 °), inside the transport barrier is accompanied by depletion of
lower charge states (e.g. Ne + 5 ) outside the barrier and in the scrape-off layer [1]. The
build-up of ion pressure at the transport barrier during the H-phase is eventually
terminated by the ELM. A 1-D impurity transport model has been used, but now with
faster electron temperate profile changes which can follow the ELM crash and recovery.
The change in diffusive transport coefficient from H—>L->H-mode is confirmed but a
more detailed time variation in the transport coefficients is recovered in this analysis. A
better spatial description of the coefficients in the edge region is possible with the new
data. Comparison between variations in the transport coefficients in ordinary H-mode
(from intrinsic carbon) and radiative divertor discharges (from neon) is employed to infer
a dependence of machine performance on absolute impurity levels.
[1] M G O'Mullane, 22™1 EPS, Bournemouth.
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SIMULATION MODEL FOR RUNAWAY ELECTRON
DIFFUSION IN THE JET TOKAMAJK
R.Martin-Solis, B.Esposilo1, R.Sanchez, F.B.Marcus2
Univcrsidad Carlos III de Madrid, C/Butarque 15, Leganes, 28911-Madrid, Spain
1
Associazione Euratom-ENEA CRE, 00044-Frascati, Italy
2
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, UK
ABSTRACT
Runaway electrons up to a few MeV have been detected in the plasma current ramp-up
of JET low density ohmic discharges, by measuring the emitted perpendicular X-ray
brcmsstrahlung radiation using the 19-channeI fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB)
cameras. A diffusion model to simulate the time evolution of the line integrated X-ray
signals had been previously used to obtain a lower limit on the runaway radial transport
coefficient in the central region of the plasma (r/a < 0.5), Dr > 0.2 m /s [1, 2]. From this
data a lower limit on the level of radial magnetic field fluctuations in the plasma core
was inferred: (b/BJ > 1.2*10'5.
In this work, the radial transport of runaway electrons is modeled with a spatial
diffusion equation that includes collisional losses and electric field acceleration. The
starting point of the analysis is die kinetic Fokker-Planck equation for the fast electron
energy distribution function, including radial diffusion and the high velocity limit
Coulomb collision operator. The equation is integrated to obtain a diffusion equation
for the runaway election density which also takes into account relativistic effects.
The model yields an improved simulation of the temporal evolution of the line
integrated X-ray signals. Comparison of the simulations with the experimental data
allows to set both upper and lower limits for the runaway electron diffusion coefficient
in the plasma core: 0.2 < Dr (in /s) < 0.5. These results aie employed, on the basis of
existing theories of magnetic turbulent transport [3], to oht.iin upper and lower limits
for the radial magnetic fluctuations in the plasma centre: 10 < (bj/BJ < 2*10 ". The
estimated levels of the magnetic fluctuations could explain, within the experimental
uncertainties, the thermal electron transport coefficient, xe as determined by a transport
code from power balance calculations. .
[1] B. Esposito, R.Martin-Solis, P.van Belle et al., Proc. 22nd European Conference on
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Bournemouth, (1995).
[2] B. Esposito, R.MarlinSolis, P.van Belle et al., submitted to Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion.
[3] J.R. Myra and P.J. Catlo, Phys. Fluids B 4(1), 176, (1992).
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NONDIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS ON Dlll-D
AND PROJECTIONS TO AN IGNITION TOKAMAK*
C.C. Peliv and T.C. Luce
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, Son Diego, CA 92138-9784
The confinement properties of future magnetic fusion devices can be extrapolated from
existing experiments using the scaling of heat transport with nondimcnsional parameters such
as the relative gyroradius (p*) and the plasma beta ((3). The p* scaling for ions was found to
vary from gyro-Bohm-like (the theoretically expected value) for plasmas with broad density
and current profiles to worse than Bohm-like for peaked density and current profiles; the p»
scaling for electrons was always found to be gyro-Bohm-like. The p« scaling of
dimensionaliy similar discharges has been compared between DIII-D and JET for H-mode
plasmas in order to test the extrapolation of heat transport between different sized machines.
This extrapolation from DIII-D to smaller p* on JET is complicated by the requirement that
the loss power from core transport remain above the H-mode threshold power along the
dimensionaliy similar path. Experimentally the core transport power scales gyro-Bohm-like
in H-mode plasmas with low safety factor, whereas the H-mode threshold power scales
worse than Bohm-like. Choosing a scaling path at high beta (and low collisionality), along
which the loss power remains above the H-mode threshold to the point of ignition, allows
one to take full advantage of the gyro-Bohm-like scaling of heat transport in H-mode plasmas
in the design of an ignition tokamak. An outline design of such a device with R < 3 m and
Bj< 6 T is presented which does not exceed the Troyon beta limit or the Greenwald density
limit. Experimental results from DIII-D will also be presented on the scaling of heat
transport with P for L-mode and H-mode plasmas.

'Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-89ER5 DM.
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Resistive Instabilities in Advanced Negative Central Shear Tokamaks
with Peaked Pressure Profiles*
M.S.

Cmi,

J.M.

B.W.

GREENE, L.L.
RICE,* E.J.

LAO, A. BONDESON, 1 A. PLETZER,* O. SAUTER,'

STRAIT, T.S.

TAYLOR, and A.D.

TURNBULL

General Atomics, San Diego, California 92180-9784, U.S.A.

Tho negative central shear (NCS) advanced tokamak has been reported as a new operation
regime of tokamaks with a second ballooning stable core and an internal transport barrier with
good confinement [1,2]. Record neutron yield has been obtained in DIII-D in peaked pressure
operations with an h-modc plasma. However, localized MHD bursts were observed in plasmas
with highly peaked pressure profiles in DIII-D within 50 msec prior to final disruption.
A set of NCS equilibria covering experimental operation space with aspect ratio A = 2.5,
elongation re = 1.8, triangularity S = 0.7, and beta normal (%/MA/rnT) /3N between 0.5 and 5.0
with various degrees of pressure profile peakness and shear reversal were generated by TOQ [3].
The resistive interchange stability criterion (Vn) [4] was evaluated and found to be destabilized
by increasing /?N and increasing degree of shear reversal. The n = 1 stability of these equilibria
are then analyzed by using the resistive MHD code MARS [5,6]. A set of localized modes with
the signature of resistive interchanges are computed to exist when JSJJ exceeds a threshold $N C .
The growth rates 7 of these modes decrease as the 1/3 power of resistivity t). With fixed safety
factor reversal, the /3NC has been found to be relatively insensitive to the minimum value of
the safety factor qmin and also decreases strongly with the pressure profile peakness parameter

Experimentally, MHD bursts localized on the inside rational 5 surfaces in NCS discharges
were detected The location and structure of the perturbation were determined through mode
rotation frequency detected by Mirnov probes, motional stark effect measurement of change in
the current profile and soft x-ray reconstruction. The /3N value at disruption has been found
to be independent of q,^ and also decreases with p(0)/(p) in quantitative agreement with the
predictions of resistive MHD theory and ~ 2% smaller than the ideal limit [7]. This constitutes
the first positive identification of the resistive interchange mode in the tokamak plasma.
Calculations with MARS show increased coupling of the resistive interchange mode to a
double tearing mode at high beta, providing a possible means for destabilizing a more global
mode. This mode may be avoided by employing broader pressure profile and weaker shear
reversal [8], indicating possible avenues for the optimization of NCS operation.
"This is a report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant No. DEFG03-95ER54309 and Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48, and supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foundation. 'Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory, Chalmers University
of Technology, Goteborg, Sweden. *CRPP/EPFL, Assoc. EURATOM-Switzerland, Lausanne,
Switzerland. 'Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Liverraore, California, U.S.A.
[1] F.M. Levinton et ai., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 4417 (1995).
[2] E.J. Strait et aj., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 4421 (1995).
[3] R.L. Miller and J.W. VanDam, Nucl. Fusion 27, 2101 (1987).
[4] A.H. Glasser, J.M. Greene, and J.L. Johnson, Pliys. Fluids 16, 1054 (1975).
[5] A. Bondeson et ai., Phys. Fluids B 4, 1889 (1992).
[G] M.S. Chu et ai., Phys. Fluids 2, 2236 (1995).
[7] B.W. Rice, APS invited talk (1995).
F8l L.L. Lao. APS invited talk (19951
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THE WEAK COLLISIONS EFFECT ON THE BOUNCE-RESONANCE
WAVE DISSIPATION IN TOROIDAL PLASMAS.
A.G.Blfiinov. F.M.Nekrasov, C.A, de A/.evcdo and AS de Ar.sis'
Instituto de Fisica, Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, 20550 013, Maraoana, Rio
de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil.
+
Instituto de Matematica-GMA, Universidade Federal Flnminetise, Niteroi, R.J. Brazil.
To study the effect of weak collisions on coiisionlcss wave dissipation in plasmas is very
important in connection with the radio-frequency (RF) plasma heating and current drive
in large tokamaks like JET, TFTR and so on. The theoretical analysis of the effect of
weak collisions on wave dissipation is presented in Ref.jlj whore the limits of tbe electron Landau damping are demonstrated for homogeneous plasmas. Usually the collisions
effect is not important if mean free pass of electrons is longer than the parallel wavelength, which is the projection on magnetic field line, v^ <gfc||»'r<:>a n d this condition is
fulfilled in tokamak plasmas. In reality the electron Landau damping (and ion-cyclotron
damping) is strongly changed (see Ref.[2]) hi tokamak plasmas. Because of a poloidal inhomogeneity of the tokamak magnetic field the parallel velocity of the untrapped particles
suffers the poloidal modulation and trapped particle effect appear. In this case the wave
dissipation is depended on harmonics of electron and ion bounce resonance frequency.
|j|ui « \j\\fr/RoVTe,i/(Ro<i) where | j | = 1,2.. and q is the tokamak safety parameter
To support bounce resonance dissipation phase correlation between wave and bouncing
particles should be fulfilled at list during some bounce periods of particles. The effect of
weak collisions may be destroy phase correlation when collision frequency is the order of
distance (=» u>j) between two bounce resonance frequencies which is much less than k^vrc
Here, using collision operator in Landau-Fokker-Planck form in the Vlasov equation,
we analyze the influence of the effect of weak electron-ion collisions on the electron bounceresonance dissipation of Alfven waves. This equation can be reduced to Airy equation
in the velocity space and the problem looks like boundary layer problem. For waves
with low phase velocity [ui <S k^VTe) we found thai the dissipation stays as collisionless
bounce-resonance dissipation if !/„ <S u>b/j2. In the opposite limit some calculations of
the imaginary part of dielectric tensor are also presented.
Also the ion-ion collisions effect is studied for ion bounce resonance dissipation of waves
when ion-cyclotron resonance zone appears in tokamak plasma cross section.
(1) S.P.Auerbach, Phys. Fluids, 20, 183G (1977).
|2] F.M.Nekrasov, Sov.,1 Plasma Phys., 18(8) (1992) p.520.
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C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of Ice Pellet A b l a t i o n a n d its Effect
P l a s m a P o t e n t i a l in t h e J I P P T-IIU T o k a m a k

on

K.N. Sato, H. Sakakila, I. Nomura, Y, Hamada, K. Ida, K. Narihara, K. Toi, T. Seki,
K. Adachii, A. Ejiri, A. Fujisawa, S. Hidekuma, S. Hirokura, H. Iguchi, Y. Kano, Y.
Kawasumi, M. Kojima, A. Nishizawa, Torus Bxp. Group
National Institute for Fusion Science, Chikusa, Nagoya 464-01, JapanCharacteristics of pellet ablation has been investigated in detail in the JIPP T-IIU
tokamak by utilizing a new scheme of pellet injection system, "the injection-angle controllable
system". A long "helical tail" of ablation light has been observed by using CCD cameras and a
high speed framing photogragh (Fig. 1) in the case of on-axis and off-axis injection with the
injection angle smaller than a certain value. The direction of helical rotation (tail) is found to be
independent to that of the total magnetic field lines of the torus. From the experiments with the
combination of two (CW and CCW) toroidal field directions and two plasma current directions,
it is concluded that the tail seems to rotate, in most cases, to the electron diamagnetic direction
poloidally, and to the opposite to the plasma current direction toroidally.
Spectroscopic measurements have been carried out in order to have informations on the
parameters in the ablation cloud. From the results of analysis on the Stark broadening and its
intensity ratio with continuum, it has been found that the typical cloud density is in the range of
1015 - 1017 cm'3, and the typical temperature is in the range of 1 - 4 eV. Consideration on
various cross sections including charge exchange, ionization and elastic collisions leads us to
the conclusion that the tail-shaped phenomena may come from the situation of charge exchange
equilibrium of hydrogen ions and neutrals at extremely high density regime in the cloud.
The relation of ablation behaviour with plasma potential and rotation has also been
studied. Potential measurements of pellet-injected plasmas by using heavy ion beam probe
(HEP) method have been carried out for the first time. The typical results of relative potential
changes in two cases are shown in Fig.2. In the case of an injection angle to be anti-parallel to
the electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane (Fig.2(a)), the result shows that the
direction of potential change is negative, and consequently the potential after the injection
should be negadve because it has been measured to be negative in usual ohmic plasmas without
pellet injection. Thus, the direction of the "tail" structure seems to be consistent to that of the
plasma potential measured, if it is considered that the tail structure may be caused by the effect
of the plasma potential and the rotation. The case of the injection angle to be parallel to the
electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane (Fig.2(b)) has exhibited the opposite result, and
this may be a cause of complicated behavior (tendency of deceleration of rotation) of ablation
cloud. Consequently, it is concluded from theoretical consideration that the "tail-shaped"
behaviour of ablation cloud may be closely related to the plasma potential ( E x B drift) and the
rotation.
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Fig, 1: Behavior of ablation cloud
observed by a fast framing camera.
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(a) Z=7 cm
(b) Z=-7 cm.
Fig.2: Potential variations at pellet injections with different
injection location (Z). (a) Z=7 cm, (b) Z=-7 cm.
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V.E.Golant, V.K.Gusev, V.B.Minaev, A.N.Novokhatsky, K.A.Podushnikova, N.V.Sakharov,
K.G.Shakhovetz, V.S.Uzlov
A.F.IofFe Inslitute, 26, Politekhnichcskaya, St.Petersburg 19-1021, Russia
V.A.Belyakov, A.A.Kavin, V.A.Korotkov, U.A.Kostzov, E G Kuzmin, V.F.Soikin
D.V.Efremov Institute, Metallostroy, 189631 St. Petersburg, Russia
E.A.Azizov, E.A.Kuznetzov, V A.Yagnov
TRINITI, Troitsk, 142002, Russia

Basic parameters of a spherical tokamak

operational problems for future generation

GLOBUS-M, which is under construction

of spherical tokamaks.

at the Ioffe Phisico-Technical Institute are
presented.

GLOBUS-M is small

scale

The GLOBUS-M project is developed in

spherical tokamak with high plasma current

close collaboration with a number

and RF auxiliary heating system capable of

research centers and industrial enterprises

creating Hmiter and X-point plasma column

in

Russian

Federation

and

of

abroad

configuration in quasistationary discharge

Manufacturing and assembling of basic

conditions with folly automatic feedback

equipment will be finished in the beginning

position,

of 1998.

shape

and

current

control.

Existing at the Ioffe Institute thyrystor
rectifiers power supplies will be used after
some modernization.

GLOBUS-M Tokamak
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At the same time the

Plasma Triangularity, d

1.5-22

Auxiliary Heating Power (MW)

0.3
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0.33
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COHERENT MAGNETOACOUSTIC CYCLOTRON INSTABILITY
IN PLASMAS WITH HIGH ENERGY IONS

V.S.Belikov, Ya.I.Kolesnichcnko, O.A.Silivra
Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Research",
Kyiv, Ukraine

The work deals with both rapid (fXDj,)

and

slow (y<a^

cyclotron

magnetoacoustic instabilities excited by fast ions in a coherent way (y is growth
rate, cSj, is bounce/transit frequency of fast ion).
It is shown that unlike existing point of view (see overview [I] and recent
work [2]) the slow coherent instability with y proportional to f» Q / / 2 is not stabilized
in tokamak by the magnetic field (na is density of fast ions}. Furthermore, the
growth rate of instability can be proportional to (n^1^ > which

makes it possible

to destabilize waves not only when V^>V^, but also when Va<V^ (\ra and V^ is
the fast ion and Alfven velocity, respectively). The instability can arise provided
distribution function of fast ions is strongly anisotropic
The effects of finite Larmor radius (pa) on rapid instability (y>a^) is
investigated. Analysis
magnetuacouslic

takes

into

account the radial structure of Fast

Eigenmodes. It is shown i'aai ilic iuiii-: fja reduces ilie growth

rate, but the change does not exceed a factor which is equal the number of the
excited cyclotron harmonic.
This work was supported in part by the Grant No. UBB0O0 from. the
International Science Foundation.
REFERENCES
[1]. A.B.Mikhailovskij, in Reviews of Plasma Physics, edited by M.A.Leontovich
(Consultants Bureau, New York, 1986) v.9, p.103.
[2]. N.N.Gorclenkov, C.Z.Cheng, Nucl. Fusion 35 (1995) 1743.
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RESULTS OF 3D FOKKER-PLANCK SIMULATION Of RIPPLE-INDUCF.D LOSS OF
ALPHA PARTICLES L\ TFTR

V.Ya.GOLOBOROD'KO, S.N.REZNIK, V.A.YAVORSKIJ
Institute for Nuclear Research of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
S. ZWEBEN
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 0854!! USA

ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this report is carrying out of 3D Fokker-Planck simulation of effect of
ripple induced transport mechanisms on alpha particle behavior in DT experiments on TFTR
The approach of present report is alternative to Monte Carlo one used in Ref.fl]. It extends also
3D Fokker-Planck approach of Refs.[2,3] used for modeling of fusion product behavior in TFTR
in axisymmetric limit. Present calculations take into account ripple induced diffusion (stochastic
[4] and resonant collisional one [5]) as well as slowing down and first orbit loss. Ripple enhanced
loss of alpha particles in TFTR DT discharges is simulated. In this report distributions of escaped
fusion products over poloidal and pitch angles, and their energ)' spectra are obtained Dependence
of alpha loss on plasma current is investigated. The distribution function of confined alphas is
obtained. Comparison of numerical results with lost alpha measurements [6] and pellet charge
exchange ones [7] is curried out. It is shown that simulation of this report and experimental results
are in satisfactory agreement
Acknowledgments
This work was supported by the USDOE under subcontract No S-03691-K and Contract
NO DE -AC02-76-CHO-3073
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ON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF FAST FUSION PRODUCTS IN LOW
CURRENT TOKAMAK PLASMA

V.Ya.GoIoboiod'ko, S.N.Rcznik, V.A.Yavorskij
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
Distribution function of fast fusion products in axisymmetric tokamak plasma with low
and moderate plasma currents is investigated. Presented results could be important for alpha
particle diagnostics using the pellet charge exchange method [1-2] as well as for studies of
alpha-driven instabilities [3]. Investigation of

this report

is based on both analytical

consideration and 3D (in constants of motion space) Fokker-Planck simulation of collisional
behavior of fusion products in

TFTR-like tokamak-reactor. The distribution of confined

fusion products in velocity space is shown to be strongly affected by slowing-down drifts.
These drifts are found to be responsible for steep radial distribution of slowed down alpha
particles with small longitudinal energy in the outer part of plasma column, that is in
agreement with experimental measurements [1], It is shown the significant influence of pitchangle scattering on distribution function of fast alphas (mainly for slowed down fusion
products with small longitudinal energy). A comparison of numerical results and previous
theoretical predictions for distribution function of fast fusion products in tokamak-reactors [47] is carried out.
References
1. Petrov M.P, et al, Nucl.Fusion 35 (1996) 1437.
2. Me Guire K M , et al., Phys. of Plasma 2 2176 (1995).
3. Kolesnichenko Ya.I., Nucl. Fusion 20 (1980) 727.
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UA9900082
Investigation of the Current-Kinetic Instability
in the T-10 Tokamak
I. Poznyak, A.A. Bagdasarov, V.V. Pit.erskii, A.N. Yakovets
Russian Research Centre "Kurcbatov Institute",
Nuclear Fusion Institute,
Moscow, Russian Federation
The plasma-wave processes were investigated in different regimes in the T-10 tokamak
{nc = 0.5 - 4 x 1O':! cm"3, / = 80 - 400 KA, D - U - 2S KGs). In certain part of
experiments, the heating by the oblique EC-waves with input power up to 1.5 MW was used.
Certain dependencies in the profile dynamics of electron density, ECE and high frequency
(HF) plasma waves (0.5-7.5 GHz) were discovered. The stable spectrum of fluctuations h;is
almost bell-like shape with flat maximum around 4-6 GHz and sharp maximum close to a
low frequency boundary. Certain correlation in dynamics of electrons (ECE, SXR, HXR)
and HF oscillations is evident for any plasma instabilities (fan instability under low average
density, saw-tooth oscillations, disruptive and ELM instabilities). Main'source of oscillations
is hot electron component with characteristic energy 15-30 KeV. Noise-like intensity of the
plasma fluctuations increases with current and electron temperature from beginning of any
discharge. Before the time of instability, fluctuations are enhanced essentially (up to several
order of value) and is being regular. Characteristic period of the amplitude modulation
corresponds to the duration of a future instability. Energy of oscillation is concentrated
on the frequencies essentially lower then wpe. Spectrum of the unstable high frequency
mode has tendency to be monochromatic close to a low frequency boundary just before an
instability. For saw-tooth regime, the natural plasma frequencies are determined by the
plasma parameters in the vicinity of the magnetic surface q = 1. Registration of spectrum
dynamics gives the possibility to predict the shape and time of the coming instability.
To explain the nature of the collective processes the. model of electron distribution function conforming in real space to the action of the plasma waves on the anomalous Doppler
effect is consider. Main reason of the plasma waves excitation is a gradient of the kinetic
plasma pressure. It is shown that electron distribution function is being more compact in
phase space with a rise of the Draiser parameter a = E/ ED owing to the reverse impact,
of the electron plasma waves. A local current density reaches its maximum under oc, < 0.1
and decreases for a > <icr. The energy of electric field transferees effectively to the Langmuir
plasma waves. A transition over the point acr is unstable. This instability has tendency to
realised the uniform distribution function inside of the magnetic surface with corresponding
integral numbers q — 1,'2,3 . ..
The comparison of the theoretical and experimental data gives ground to assume that
the known instabilities (saw-tooth oscillations, disruption, ELM- and fan instabilities) differ
by the beginning and boundary conditions, i.e. parametrically, and can be generalised by
the unit term - current kinetic instability (Poznyak V.I. at al., Proc. in Intern. Conf. on
Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion, Sevillia, 1994, A3/5-P-1, IAEA, Vienna, 1995, v.2, p.lG9;
Poznyak V.I. at al., Proc. of the Ninth Joint Workshop on ECE and ECH, Borrego Springs,
California, 1995, World Scientific Publishing Co. Pie. Ltd., p. 137).
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Shear Flow Steady State of Tokamak Plasma with
Anisotropic Pressure*
V. I Ilgisonis, V. P. Pastukluv
Russian Research Centre. "Kurchatov Institute"
123182 Moscow, Russia
A grneiaJ si.nirtux* of sl.'tf jonary shear flows in toroidal plasmas was recently [).}
obtained in the frame of ideal isot.ropic-pressure MHD model. Earlier the steady
state equation for isotropio tokamak plasma that generalized the Grad-Shafranov
equation for a case of shear flows was derived [2]. This equation results easily from
the general formalism developed in [1]. However, the characteristic frequencies of the
stationary plasma motion can significantly exceed the collisional frequencies that is
observed experimentally in present-day tokamaks. Therefore, the collisionless MHD
model is often more adequate than the conventional isotropic-pressure MHD model
to describe the stationary plasma flows. Hence the accounting of plasma anisotropy
is needed to describe the lokamak equilibria correctly.
In this paper we have generalized our approach [l] to analyze the stationary
plasma flows in the frame of the collisionless CGL model. We have found again
that the hidden symmetry inherent in the toroidal topology results in two integral
invariants which depend on two independent surface functions. The structure of
stationary flows for CGL model is still the same as for isotropic MHD, however,
the pressure tensor components satisfy a. condition that two CGL adiabatic functions
have to be surface functions. This circumstance appreciably modifies the steady state
force-balance equation.
These results are applied to describe the generalized equilibrium in tokamak.
The solvability conditions of force-balance equation corresponding to static isotropic
MHD-relations BVty = jV*P = 0 and resulting also in two independent, surface functions are investigated. The generalized Grad-Shafranov equation, which covers the
analogous one for static case [3] as well as Kernel's and Tokuda's one for isotropic
plasma [2], is derived.
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENT LAYER
MODEL OF TRANSPORT IN THE CORE
TOKAMAK PLASMA
M.V. Ossipenko
Institute of Nuclear Fusion, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182 •
Moscow, Russia
To gain some experience in modelling of highly nonlinear self-organized transport in
tokamak plasma one-dimensional model for turbulent transport in tokamak is considrercd.
The turbulence consists of three types of modes: the MHD-like large scale mode driven
by curvature and pressure gradient, which forms the stair like pressure profile; the small
scale shear Alfven waves; and drift-dissipative mode. The stabilization of the large scale
modes of interchange type is due to the energy transfer into the small scale magnetic
fluctuations. In a sheared magnetic field the Alfven waves driven by perturbations of the
magnetic field corresponding to large scale interchange provide the effective phase mixing
with the energy flow to large k. This mode results in transport coefficient of Ohkawa type
scaling, which is observed experimentally for electron thermal conductivity. The large
scale mode results in Bohm-like transport when adjacent modes are close to overlaping.
But when between the large scale modes the unperturbed parts of pressure profile still
exist one can obtain reduced Bohm or gyro-Bohm type of transport.
It looks like transport across a layered medium, which includes regions with low and
high thermal conductivities and diffusivities. The large scale modes produce perturbations on the pressure profile and then these perturbations go down the mean gradient.
The (ravel of the perturbation is possible due to its interaction with the subcrilical drift
wave turbulence, which increase it's amplitude on the forefront of the perturbation, where
the local gradient is high. The model permits to simulate:
- profile resilience effect, because the profile distorted by the large scale mode? must he
marginally critical for them;
- the avalanche-like transport event, when adjacent flat steps on the profile overlap:
- different regimes of tokainak operation depending on the relative contribution of sm<tll
and large scale modes into transport;
- perturbative transport.
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UA9900085^
Numerical simulations of density fluctuations in T-10 SOL "
and O-mode reflection with ID and 2D codes.

7~

Soldalov S.V.,Vershkov V.A.,Tsaun S.V.Dnestrovskii Yu.N.
RRC "Kurchatov Instilute ".Institute of Nuclear Fusion, Moscow, 123182, Russia.
The present work is devoted to investigation of turbulence structure in the SOL
by means of analysis of multipine Langmuir probe and correlation reflectometry data.
In principle the reconstruction of the whole spatial and time evolution of the turbulence
from measurement at several fixed spatial positions, registered with both diagnostics, is
difficult and sometimes even not correct. Usually only two spatial points, separated in
poloidal direction were registered. Thus only restricted number of parameters such as
the form of the signals, Fourier, cross-phase and coherency spectra, auto- and crosscorrelation functions were available to characterize the turbulence. As the direct
reconstruction of the spatial turbulence structure was not possible, so the numerical
model was developed to describe the periphery turbulence. The best fitting criteria were
the coincidence of all mentioned above parameters in experimental and model data.
Due to the fact, that interpretation of probes data mach more certain, then
reflectometry, the turbulence model was developed on the base of probe measurements.
It is supposed, that the fluctuations may be described by the stochastic space
distribution of local density enhancements. The perturbations have spatially
distribution as Gauss function and move in poloidal direction with definite velocity.
The fluctuations rise and decay exponentially with certain times. All turbulence
characteristics in model and experiment were compared for the two types of plasma
density fluctuations previously identified in T-10 SOL.[l].It will be shown, that both
types of fluctuations may be simulated in frame of above model. The characteristic scale
for "edge low frequency mode" is about 30-40 p; and for "broad band" - 3-4 pj. The
typical decay times was found to be 30-50 mks and 3-5 mks correspondingly.
The reflectometer signals were simulated by means of 2D full-wave code [2] for
the case of turbulent plasma in the real T-10 geometry. The turbulence was chosen in
accordance with the developed model. The signals were calculated for the antenna
array. It makes possible to apply holographic approach developed earlier [2]. It makes
possible to scan mathematically the focus position in poloidal and radial directions. The
calculated phases of reflected electro-magnetic wave and local density fluctuations will
be compared. MHD fluctuations-were simulated with ID full-wave code.
References.
1. Vershkov V.A., 22th EPS Conf., Bournemouth (1995), V 19C. part IV, p.5
2. Vershkov V.A., et al, 22th EPS Conf., Bournemouth (1995), V I9C, part IV. p.401
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Investigation of three types of small scale density fluctuations,
identified in T-10 experiments
V.A.Vershkov, S.V.Soldalov.
Nuclear Fusion Institute RRC "Kurchalov Institute", 123182, Moscow , Russia.
Three types of small scale density turbulence were identified in the whole plasma
volume in previous T-10 experiments with Correlation reflectometer and niultipine
Langmuir probes [I], This report will present additional information about the
properties of those turbulence and there response to the variation in discharge
conditions.
First turbulence type is highly correlated quasi-coherent fluctuations, which were
observed in the core plasma inside q=2 radius in the form of several maximums in the
Fourte spectrum of the reflected wave phase. It was suggested, that each maximum may
be connected with the different ion species, presented in plasma. It will be shown, that
each spectral maximum results from time averaging of a few bursts of quasi-coherent
oscillations, presented in this frequency region at any given time. The number of
periods in the bursts vary from 3 to 40, depending on discharge conditions. Knowing
the poloidal velocity of oscillations from poloidal cross correlation reflectometry.
reflection radius from interferometry and frequency it is possible to calculate poloidal
wavelength and .poloidal and toroidal numbers to be 2 cm., 45 and 30 correspondingly.
Thus high rational modes are exited. It will be shown, that the amplitude and the
number of periods in the bursts decrease with the increase of the working gas influx.
The neon puff is also influenced the properties of those fluctuations. Possible physical
mechanism, explaining such behavior will be presented and possible theoretical
candidates for such turbulence will be discussed.
Second type of fluctuations cover very broad frequency region from 10 to 500
kHz and have very short radial and poloidal correlation lengths. It has maximal
amplitude near the limiter, but also exist in the core plasma and hot regions of SOL.
Typical spatial dimensions of "broad band" turbulence of the order of 0.2 cm., which
corresponds to k*pj = 1. It was found, that correlation characteristics are sensitive to
the working gas influx. Possible physical mechanisms will be discussed.
Third type of observed turbulence is typical for the cold parts of plasma SOL
and has typical spatial dimensions of 3 cm. and higher values of auto correlation time
and poloidal correlation length. This instability is very sensitive to neon impurity and
working gas influx, which may indicate its possible physical mechanisms.
References.
I. Vershkov V.A., 22th EPS Conf, Bournemouth (1995), V 19C, part IV, p. 5.
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UA9900087
TRANSPORT IN A TURBULENT MAGNETIZED PLASMA
~
Yu.V.Gott, E.I.Yurchenko
RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
Models representing various types of turbulent transport in the plasma confined by an
external magnetic field are complex set of non-linear differential equations in partial derivatives
within a real space and in a phase one. Complexity of these model sets of equations applied for
obtaining the heat transport coefficients and for predicting the energy confinement time in the
closed toroidal magnetic traps at present makes it necessary to use the methods from the theory
of similarity for a theoretical analysis.
In variance of similarity criteria respective to transformation retaining the initial
equations unchanged allows one to produce these criteria even in case, when real channels of
heat losses have no theoretical grounds. This very situation take place at modern tokamaks.
As known, the set of Fokker-Planck and Maxwell equations used for description of
behaviour of the plasma confined by a magnetic field has four main independent dimensionless
parameters determining the plasma state. In this case, the total number of natural transfer
model is equal 16. Previously, in the studies of the non-linear sets of differential equations 8
kinetic and 2 hydrodynamical ones were analysed. It has been found out that conditions
binding the exponents of a power to the main parameters produced by Connor and Taylor for
a two-parametrical dissipative MHD model differ from a natural dissipative MHD model. It has
been shown that this difference is related with the fact that in Ohm's law a longitudinal electron
pressure gradient is taken into account in case.
In this paper, using algebraic equations represents four natural physical conditions only
: non-collisionality, quasineutrality, electrostaticity and magnetohydrodihamicity, the mode!
kinetic transport coefficients.have been verified and the transport coefficients for all the MHD
models have been originally found.
The real transport coefficients can be expressed in terms of transport coefficients for
various models In this connection, some rules for the "effective" summation of model
coefficients are proposed.
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UA9900088
NEOCLASSICAL ION HEAT TRANSPORT IN
A PLASMA WITH HIGH GRADIENTS OF THE PARAMETERS
Yu.V.Gott
RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
All the relationships used at present for representation of neoclassical transports in a
tokamak plasma are based on the assumption that the characteristic gradient dimensions of
such plasma parameters as temperature and density are much greater than the maximal width
of banana trajectories. In this case, the heat and particle fluxes in the plasma are proportional lo
the temperature and density gradients
Under real conditions these assumption arc not always satisfied therefore the
production of relationships representing the neoclassical transport in a plasma with high
gradients in parameters is of interest.
In a given paper the ion diffusivily coefficient dependence for the banana region of
collision frequencies on ratio of a maximal width of banana trajccloiics, A, to the quantities
Lj =1

y , I

and Ln = I

/

, where 7", is the ion temperature, n is the plasma

density, is produced.
The ratio of the ion difrusivity coefficient, % , to the neoclassical coefficient , xvc . can
be represented in the form :
r

+ 6Z£ + 6{ZTZnfs

Thus the ion diffusivity coefficient depends on ZT = 'V,
and on Z,, = A/, in
/ hr
/ L-r.
a complicated non-linear way. When these parameters tend to unity, the ion diffusivity
coefficient is 10-20 times increased.
In the neoclassical theory the total energy flux, Q , is related with the heal flux,
q, and with the convective energy flux by the relationship:
where T is the diffusion coefficient. The magnitude of y depends on the frequency of
collisions, and in neoclassical theory it is varied from 1.33 in a banana region to 3 in the
Pfirsh-Schlutter one.
In the case under consideration the ratio )'/yNC , has the form:
y/

H-0-MZ,!-"+3(Z,,Z7.)'-5

/•>'.vc
I f 0.162r +ZnZ?
One can see that the value of y depends on Lr , Ln and on their combination
and in banana region is varied from I 33 to ~ 3.
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UA9900089
TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF CHROMIUM LINE EMISSION
DURING ARGON PUFFING IN T-10
V.A.Rantsev-Kartinov, V.A.Shurygin
RRC "Kurchatov Institute", INF, Moscow, Russia
ABSTRACT
This paper presents time-resolved observations of resonance line emission (2p-ls transitions) for Li- , Be-, B-like states of Cr ions with temporal resolution of about 1
ms ( X/AX « 103 ) during argon pulse puffing in the T-10 tokamak. It is shown that for
plasma densities of about 1013 cm-3 and electron temperatures Te<. 1 keV the temporal
evolution of line intensities is caused by the temporal evolution of nonthermal part of
electron energy distribution function. The periphery of the plasma column gives the
main contribution to the line intensities.
The interpretation of line intensities behaviour during 150 ms after argon puffing
has been proposed. At the onset time of puffing, the peripheral changes in plasma
density and temperature result in a suppression of runaway tail generation. Then, 30 ms
later the secondary runaway electron generation becomes significant because of close
collisions between fast tail electrons and- electrons bounded on the shells of injected
argon ions. These electrons gain a considerable transverse momentum p±/ pu »

1.

Then, this population of runaways being trapped in toroidal field is lost due to toroidal
drift.
The observations of the temporal evolution of line intensities can be used to study
of nonstationary phenomena in tokamak plasmas and to analyze the effects of
nonthermal electrons, charge-exchange and assotiated profile distributions on the line
intensities of Ka - spectra of plasma impurities.
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EFFECT OF A FINITE PLASMA PRESSURE
ON THE NEOCLASSICAL ION HEAT TRANSPORT
Yu.V.Gott, E.I Yurchenko
RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
In modern tokamaks the thermal/magnetic energy ralio one attains a few tens percent
In this case, the coefficients of ion diffosivity and. ion diffusion in the central part of a plasma
column may be much smaller than the corresponding transport coefficients predicted by the
neoclassical theory.
The neoclassical theory of transports in tokamaks has been developed without taking
account of the plasma pressure, assuming that the deviation of particles from a magnetic
surface is much smaller than the radius of this surface In this connections, the neoclassical
theory turns out to be untrue at a finite plasma pressure in the vicinity to the plasma column
centre in particular.
In this paper a model plasma equilibrium in the tokamak with a finite pressure, taking
the Shafranov shift of magnetic surfaces respective to the magnetic axis and the ellipticity of
magnetic surfaces due to the plasma pressure into account is used for a successive analysis of
particle motion in the vicinity to the plasma column centre.
The solution of the kinetic equation in the x - approximation proposed by
L.Kovrizhnykh to obtain the distribution function of trapped and passing particles was used for
calculation of the heat transport in a tokamak plasma.
Realised calculations, taking a finite pressure effect on magnetic configuration and the
particle motion in the vicinity to the magnetic axis into account, have allowed us to produce a
relationship for the ion diffusivity coefficient in a banana region of the collision frequencies
It has been shown that a finite plasma pressure and rea! trajectories of particles near the
magnetic axis can noticeably reduce the ion diffusivily in the cential plasma column region and
gives one of the possible explanations for a divergence between the neoclassical theory
predictions and experimental data.
We consider as our duty to express our gratitude to V.Merezhkin who attract our
attention to this problem

Nonlocal Heat Transport by Electromagnetic Waves UA9900113
in Magnetically Confined Plasmas
A.B.Kukushkin
INF RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182 Moscow, Russia
A formalism of an integral equation, in space variables, is presented for describing the
heat transport by transverse/longitudinal electromagnetic waves, which is based on the concept
[1]. Here, the non-reducibility of the integral equation to conventional diflusion-type
differential equation stems from the contribution of the energy carriers (wave quanta) with
mean free path, largerly exceeding the characteristic plasma size 4 , due to their multiple
reflections from plasma periphery/boundary. This results in a divergence of the thermal
difliisivity in the case of unbounded media or its explicit ^-dependence in the case of the
bounded media so that the concept of thermal diflusivities appears to be insufficient to
describing the heat transport. The relationship between integral equation approach and plasma
self-organization concept is discussed.
Global features of the nonlocal transport are illustrated with specific case of a model
kerne! of the transport integral equation It is shown that such a model gives transparent
physical explanation for the observed phenomena of the nonlocal transport of energy: namely,
inward transport of electron energy during off-axis ECRH of D-Ed-D plasma [2]; sudden drops
of transport coefficients everywhere outside q=l surface, not only in a narrow layer near
plasma edge, during L-H transitions in JET [3]; fast jumps of electron thermal diflusivity over
wide range of radii during L-H-L transitions in JT-60U [4], inward propagation of cold pulses
produced by impurity injection in TFTR [5] and JET [6].
The problem of reconstructing the nonlocal mechanisms of heat transport from
temperature correlation analysis is discussed briefly.
:
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Fast processes within the canonical profiles transport model
Yu.N.Dnestrovskij, S.E.Lysenko, K.N.Tarasyan, S.V.Cherkasov
ABSTRACT
of report to the Kiev International Conference
Recent experiments confirmed that the energy transport in tokamaks
is determined not only by the slow diffusion time, but some collection o\
fast times. Most spectacular are experiments with cooling of the plasma
edge by ablation of impurities or gas puffing. In these experiments both
two facts are paradoxical, they are quick change of the plasma behavior at
far distances from the point of the influence, and heating of the plasma
centre as a response to cooling at the edge. The time delay of the
response, x^ « 1-3 ms, is in 1-2 orders of magnitude less than the energy
confinement time Xg, and in 2-3 orders less than the skin time of the
current redistribution, xs.
In this paper we try to describe these experiments using the
Canonical Profiles Transport Model (CPTM). We revised the basic
suggestions of the model, and include an additional equation with the fast
time xc. This equation describes the evolution of canonical profiles which
previously were assumed to be steady state. The main point of modified
model is a revision of the boundary conditions for canonical profiles.
Previously we supposed that the form of canonical profiles depends only
on the values 1^=^(0) and jj,a=u,(a), where /J,= 1 ,/q In the new model
we used the Ohm law at the plasma edge as a boundary condition (or the
canonical profile of |xc(r). As a result, u-Jr) becomes depending on the
value and the profile oi the real electron temperature Te(r) near the
boundary. The change of the Te(r) profile near the edge leads to
redistribution of the u,c(r) profile over the whole piasma cross section
during the time xc, and, as a consequence, (o apparent ciiange of neat
diHuyvities -^ and %;. The developed model is user' lor description o!
experiments conducted on tokamaks TEXT, TFTR. c-ui T 10 Calculations
are reasonably reproduced the experimental values of increments ATe and
spatial profiles of these increments.
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UA9900091
NEUTRAL ATOM DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION BEHAVIOR IN
NONMAXWELLIAN PLASMA
N. T. Besedin
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

In the present work the transport of the neutral particles in plasma has been studied for
the case when the ion distribution function is highly anisotropic. For the isotropic one the
problem being solved earlier [ Besedin N. T., Maassberg H., Sardei F. The influence of the
plasma parameters on the neutral distribution function, XX International conference on
phenomena in ionised gases (Italy, Pisa, 1991) V.2, p. 365)]. The neutral atom distribution
function has been calculated numerically from Boltzmann kinetic equation for one space
variable in two dimensional velocity space by the iteration method. The electron distribution
function is modeled by Maxwellian. Electron density is 10 14 cm"3 and electron temperature is
5 keV in the center of plasma. The anisotropic part of the ion distribution function is modeled by
two high energy tails. Such tails may appear during plasma heating
[C. H. Chang, P.
Colestock Anisotropic distribution function of minority tail ions generated by strong ioncyclotron resonance heating. Phys. Fluids B 2 (2) 1990 ]. Average ion energy is 5 keV in the
center of plasma.
It is shown in this work, that neutrals distribution function and ions one have much in
common. Neutrals distribution function is tail-distributed too. Distribution function of neutral
atoms going to the wall slightly changes in the plasma volume. The outgoing atoms possess in
themselves information about neutral and ion velocity distributions in the most hot regions of
plasma.
An accurate description of the transport of the neutral particles is of primary
importance for diagnostic purposes. Numerical code which was used in the present work can
be helpful for interpretation of corpuscular diagnostics results. This code makes it possible to
calculate neutrals distribution function not only in a two-dimensional velocity space, but and in
a three-dimensional one.
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RUNAWAY ELECTRONS SECONDARY GENERATION
/. M. Pankra/ov, M T. Besedin
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

In present tokamaks with long duration discharges the runaway electrons energy
reaches up to tens of MeV and even more. Due to close collisions these high energy electrons
may kick thermal electrons in the runaway region [I], The runaway electrons secondary
generation process arises, it was experimentally identified in 1993 at the TEXTOR tokamak
[2].
The integral of close collisions was derived earlier [3]. In the present paper the
runaway electrons distribution function analysis is performed taking into account close
collisions for TEXTOR experiment conditions [2]: electron density 1^=0.85xI0 19 m~3,
inductive electric field E = 0.08V/m, confinement magnetic field B = 2 25 T. We supposed
that the maximum energy of the runaway electrons was 25 MeV and electrons with higher
values of the energy were lost from the discharge. The emission losses were taken into
account.
It is shown that the observed intense infrared radiation in the TEXTOR tokamak is the
result of synchrotron instability of the runaway electrons distribution function which is not in
equilibrium with respect to transverse momenta ( compare with [3,4] ). The fast pitch angle
scattering event is explained in this work. The role of the runaway electrons secondary
generation during the disruption is discussed.
References
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CHARACTERIZATION OF CORE IMPURITY TRANSPORT
AND ACCUMULATION IN DIII-D*
MR. Wade.t D.G. Whyte,A R.D. Wood,0 and W.P. West
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784
Impurity contaminants in the core plasma of future burning devices such as ITER are
inevitable and will undoubtedly have a deleterious effect on plasma performance.
Unfortunately, because of the limited amount of information available', the models presently
being used to predict ITER performance simply assume a flat concentration profile for all
impurities with an ad hoc concentration chosen for each impurity. In an attempt to start
closing the gap between present experimental data and these models, experiments have been
conducted on DIII-D with particular emphasis placed on 1) characterizing the buildup of
intrinsic impurities in the plasma core in various confinement and divertor regimes,
2) measuring the steady-state impurity (both intrinsic and seeded) density profiles in various
operating regimes, and 3) determining whether impurity transport properties are dependent on
the charge (or mass) of the impurity.
In the present configuration of DIII-D in which graphite tiles cover ~90% of the plasma
facing surface, spectroscopic surveys show carbon to be the main impurity with the core carbon concentration typically between 1-3% of the electron density. Preliminary analysis has
revealed several interesting phenomena. First, the core carbon content in ELMing H-mode
plasmas is observed to decrease as the input power is increased. Secondly, the core carbon
content is observed to be higher in radiative divertor conditions (produced either by deuterium, neon, or nitrogen gas puffing) in which the peak heat flux to the divertor floor is
reduced by a factor of 5. Finally, observations have shown that in enhanced confinement,
ELM-free conditions (ELM-free H-mode and VH-mode), the total carbon content in the core
plasma increases approximately linearly with time with the electron source rate from carbon
influx exceeding the beam source rate by a factor of -2-3.
Distinct differences in the measured steady-state profiles of various low-Z impurities are
found as the confinement mode changes. In L-mode and in ELMing H-mode plasmas, the
concentration profiles of helium, neon, and carbon are all similar to the electron density profile. However, in VH-mode plasmas, the helium density profile continues to mimic the electron density whereas the carbon and neon profiles are distinctly hollow. To address these
obvious differences in transport behavior of low-Z impurities, experiments to determine the
transport coefficients (namely, particle diffusivity and convective velocity) have been carried
out by introducing perturbative gas puffs of helium, nitrogen, and neon in L-mode, ELMing
H-mode, and VH-modc plasmas. The results of these experiments will be presented*
Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51114 , DE-AC0584OR21400, and W-7405-ENG-48.
*Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tcnnssee, USA
A
1NRS — Energie et Materiaux, Varcnnes, Quebec, Canada.
Lawrence Livermorc National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA.
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MAGNETIC AND THERMAL ENERGY FLOW DURING DISRUPTIONS IN DIII-D'
A.W.Hyatt. R.L. Lee, J.W. Cull)bcrlson,t D.A. Humphreys, A.G. Kellman,
C.J. Lasnier,A P.L. Taylor, and The Dili -D Team
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784
A plasma disruption results in a rapid loss of stored plasma energy to various components
of tokamak hardware in a few milliseconds. Disruptive energy quenches are a major concern
for large devices such as ITER, where the plasma stored energy is expected to exceed 1 GJ
and the thermal quench (TQ) time is estimated to be on the order of 1 ms. The plasma stored
energy primarily consists of the plasma's thermal energy and the energy stored in the magnetic field generated by the plasma current. During disruptions some of the stored magnetic
energy is inductively deposited into the conducting structure and some is converted to plasma
particle energy in the core and in the scrape-off layer (SOL). Particle energy is either radiated
or transported to plasma facing components (PFCs). Extremely large heat fluxes to PFCs
from radiation and particle transport can result.
We report on experiments in DIII-D where disruptions arc intentionally induced in neutral beam heated single-null diverted discharges. We measure the spatial distribution and
temporal evolution of energy flows via the different pathways using bolometer tomography of
a few millisecond time resolution, magnetic data taken at sub-millisecond intervals and a set
of infrared video (IRTV) cameras which measure the spatial and temporal evolution of the
heat flux to PFCs with 8 kHz resolution. Two toroidally separated cameras measure toroidal
asymmetry. Bolometer and IRTV data are used to separate the divertor heat flux into
radiation and particle components. The DIII-D Multipulse Thomson scattering diagnostic
measures spatially resolved plasma temperatures and densities in the core and the SOL at up
to 10 kHz sampling rate. The evolution of the stored magnetic energy through the TQ and
current quench (CQ) phases and an overall energy balance through the TQ phase will be
discussed for various types of disruptions: radiative collapse, high beta, etc. We find that for
most disruptions we can account for the stored energy lost during the TQ phase to within
roughly 20%. We observe that the disruption driven heal flux to the divertor floor shows
significant radial broadening over pre-disruption levels, and in some cases it shifts from outer
leg to inner leg dominated heat flux. In some cases, we observe substanlial heat flux in the
private region far from divertor separatrices. The details of the heat flux patterns with
disruption type will be discussed.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DJ3-ACO3-89ER51114 and W-7405ENG-48.
^University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California, USA.
"Lawrence Livermorc National Laboratory. Livennorc, California, USA.
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TRANSPORT IN HIGH PERFORMANCE WEAK
AND NEGATIVE CENTRAL SHEAR DISCHARGES IN Dlll-D*
CM, Greenfield. K.H. Burrell, T.A. Casper, t J.C. DeBoo, E.J. Doyle,A R.D. Durst,0
L.L. Lao, E.A. Lazarus,# G. Navratil," C.C. Petty, C.L. Rettig,A B.W. Rice.t T.L. Rhodes,A
D.P. Schisscl, K.E. St. John, B.W. Stallard,t T.S. Taylor, M.R. Wade,# and D. Whytc?
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784

In recent experiments in the DIII-D tokamak, plasmas with Negative Central Shear
(NCS) and Weak Negative Shear (WNS) have exhibited improved confinement, increased
beta limits, and record levels of D-D fusion reactivity (RDD^ 4.8 x 10 16 s~\ QDD £ 0.00146).
In such discharges, the core magnetic shear is reversed by tailoring of the current profile
through application of early, low power, neutral beam injection. These plasmas often
undergo a transition to a high performance state, usually following an increase in the applied
heating power. At this time, we observe the formation of an internal transport barrier near the
location of the minimum safety factor, qmin. Formation of this barrier, which can result in
peaking profiles of both the ion and electron temperature and density, is consistent with
suppression of turbulence by locally enhanced ExB flow shear. Beam emission spectroscopy
and far infrared scattering measurements made in the vicinity of the barrier show that at the
time of transition to high performance, fluctuation levels are reduced to below the threshold
of detection (n/n < 0.1 %). Several of these plasmas have been analyzed using the ONETWO
and TRANSP analysis codes, which indicate concomitant reductions in the core ion thermal
diffusivity to levels at or below standard neoclassical. Smaller reductions are indicated for
the electrons. TRANSP was also used to predict the behavior of similar discharges in which a
portion of the deuterium is replaced by tritium. These simulations indicate that the best
discharges achieve equivalent QDT in excess of 0.3. Simulation results will be presented
showing the expected outcome of extending this transient state for longer periods of time in
upcoming experiments. A comparison of the effects of strong vs. weak negative shear in
determination of transport behavior and performance will also be shown.

*Work supported by the U.S. Deparlinenl of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51114, W-7405-ENG48, DE-AC05-84OR21400, and Grant Nos. DE-FGO3-85ER53266, and DE-FG02-89ER53297.
"
t Lawrence Livcnnorc National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA
^University of California, Los Angeles, California, USA.
"University of Wisconsin", Madison, Wisconsin, USA.
"Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA.
"Columbia University, New York, New York, USA.
'lNRS — Encrgie el Materiaux, Varcnncs, Quebec, Canada.
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MODELING OF CURRENT PROFILE EVOLUTION AND EQUILIBRIA
IN NCS DISCHARGES IN THE Dlll-D EXPERIMENT*
T.A, Casper. J, Crolingcr, L.L. Lao.t W.H. Meyer, J. Mollcr, L.D. Pearlstein,
B.W. Rice, B.W. Stallard, and T.S. Taylort
Lawrence Livermorc National Laboratory. Livemwre, California
Recent Dili—D advanced tokamak experiments in the negative central shear (NCS)
configuration have resulted in operation with high normalized |3, PN = p7(I/aB), to 4.2 and
at confinement enhancement factors to H = 4 (H = TE/TITER-89P; TB= energy confinement
lime) and record neutron rates for DII1-D to 2.4 x l O ^ noulions/s. These data were
obtained during high triangularity, double-null, diverted operation using both low
(Iwnode) and high (H-mode) confinement regimes plus the DIII-D ability to control
plasma position and L-H transitions. Modeling of the current profile evolution in NCS
experiments using Corsica, a 1-1/2 D equilibrium and transport code, results in good
agreement between the simulation and experiment with respect to the spatial and temporal
variation of the q-profile. In these simulations, we use a model for the effective charge
state and experimentally measured profiles of electron density and of electron and ion
temperatures which avoids the need to model energy and particle transport in the NCS
regime. The current profile evolution is seif-consistently determined by including current
diffusion resulting from early neutral beam injection (Monte Carlo calculation) to estab
lish the NCS state and variations induced from the ohmic current ramp-up phase of the
discharge along with the bootstrap current drive (Hirshman-Sigmar model) associated
with pressure changes during profile evolution. We are using Corsica to examine the
evolution of the equilibrium and current profiles for these recen! high performance experiments in DIII-D. In these experiments, we observed a sensitivity to the degree of q-profile inversion. Analysis of the experimentally measured current profiles using the multichannel MSE diagnostic and the kinetic equilibria resulting from EFIT reconstruction will
be compared with the Corsica modeling of the q profile evolution. Based on these simulations, issues associated with maintaining this configuration for long times using off-axis
current drive sources will be addressed.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Conlracl Nos. W-7405-ENG-48 and DE-AC0389ER51114.
^General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA
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Thermal Transport of Ohmic and ICRF Heated L-mode Plasmas
in Alcator C-Mod*
W. Daughton, B. Coppi, F. Bombarda*, L. Sugiyama, M. Greenwald
and Alcator C-Mod Team
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139 U.S.A
TAssociazione Euralom-ENEA sulla Fusione, Frascati, 00044 Italy
The observed similarity in the global thermal confinement between the ohmic and ICRF
heated L-mode plasmas opens the possibility that therma) transport in the Alcator C-Mod
machine may be described by one transport coefficient for both regimes. A modified
form of a transport coefficient previously reported [1] has been used to simulate both
ohmic and ICRF discharges over a wide range of parameters. Detailed simulations carried
out by means of the BALDUR code reproduce the observed temperature profiles, loop
voltage and energy confinement time of the Alcator C-Mod discharges. The coefficient
D'J' includes the constraint of profile consistency and is inspired by the properties of the
so-called "ubiquitous" mode that can be excited in the presence of a significant fraction
of trapped electrons; thus it includes a significant dependence on the electron pressure
gradient. The resulting confinement time improves with the plasma current, in agreement
with the observations, and contains only a weak dependence on density. In particular, the
coefficient is of the form

where /3*e = Igfe and p* = (^r)

<*• It has been observed from both the experiment

and the simulations that f)p<. is roughly constant for ohmic discharges while it increases
uilh (Pn/Pon) for ICRF discharges, where Pu is the total heating power. Thus a natural
transition between the ohmic and ICRF regimes is included in the coefficient through the
pressure gradient dependence. The dependences on the main plasma parameters associated with this diffusion coefficient and the resulting global scalings are discussed and
compared with the characteristics of L-mode discharges produced by the machiite.
[1] Coppi B. et al., Proc. of the 21" EPS Conf. on Conlr. Fusion and Plasma Phys.,
Montpellier, 18B III 520 (1994)
" Supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy
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Reversed Shear Ignition for High Field Tokamaks*

L. E. Sugiyama
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139-4307
Toroida[ current and (g) profiles that possess a maximum (minimum) between the magnetic axis and the plasma edge, the reversed shear configuration, have been observed to
trigger a new regime of unproved plasma confinement, in recent experiments in neutral
beam heated tokamaks. The favorable confinement properties introduce [l] the possibility of a new scenario for deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion Ignition at low density and very
low fusion power in high field, magnetically confined plasmas. Previously, it had been
assumed [2] that the most efficient path to ignition was to operate at the highest possible magnetic field and plasma current, and at relatively high density, to minimize the
need for auxiliary, or nonohmic heating and thereby obtain optimal plasma confinement.
Such operation, however, is strongly constrained by the values that can be obtained in
the design of the machine. High field and current also have advantages for ignition under reversed shear conditions, but require less extreme values. Reversed shear profiles
should be attainable with modest amounts of auxiliary heating. The initial phase of
the discharge, when the plasma current is ramped up to its maximum value, plays an
important part in efficient plasma heating towards ignition, as well as in establishing
the radial variation of the current profile. Reversed shear profiles can be established
part way into the initial current ramp, by control of the current rise rate, plasma shape,
and injected heating power alone, and without the need for external current drive. The
optimal path to ignition would take advantage of enhanced energy confinement during
the second part of the ramp, to minimize the external heating requirement and the
fusion power at ignition and to increase the degree and sustainment of shear reversal
after the ramp. Improved confinement during the ramp is not necessary, but relatively
high temperatures by the end of the ramp are desirable for better reversed profiles.
The minimum safety factor q necessarily falls below two, but it can easily be kept well
above unity to avoid instabilities with mode numbers m = 1, n = 1 that can threaten
full field igntion. Machines with higher magnetic fields are likely to gain the greatest
benefit for ignition. Examples are shown for D-T ignition in the Ignitor-Ult [2], Similar
considerations also apply to potential D-3He ignition, where D-T is used to initiate the
heating.
*Sponsored in part by the U.S. Department of Energy.
[lj L.E. Sugiyama, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Research Laboratory of
Electronics Report R.L.E. PTP-95/3 (1995).
[2| B. Coppi, M. Nassi, L.E. Sugiyama, Physica Scripla 4.5 112 (1992).
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Rationale for Ignition Experiments and the Ignitor Program
F. Bombarda, B. Coppi, and P. Detragiache
ENEA, Italy and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139-4307
Ignition has been recognized as the most important objective of fusion research,
stressing that the "the initial model (experiment) need not resemble the one that is
later commercialized" [lj . For reasons of confinement, the plasma current must be
the maximum compatible with the applied toroidal field, corresponding to low values
of the safety factor, (e.g., ga ~ 3), for monotonic shear profiles, or be relatively low
(e.g., qa ^ 6) for a reversed shear configuration. For low qa> the MHD stability
against m° = 1 and coupled m° = 2 modes requires that /3-poloidal be low. Since
the central plasma pressure is prescribed within a rather well defined range at
ignition, high poloidal fields, Bp, are required. For high qa, the toroidal field BT
should be sufficiently high, since there is a limitation on plasma size and on the
minimum value of Bp that is acceptable for stability against ballooning modes. In all
cases, the fields required are well above those permitted by present superconducting
magnet technology. Thus the objective of ignition can be pursued at present by high
field normal conducting magnets ,and by compact experiments igniting at relatively
low temperatures (To =s 12 keV). Note that the collisional current equilibration time
TI oc a 2 T 3 / 2 (a is the plasma minor radius), and that relatively small dimensions
and low ignition temperatures involve small values of TJ .
The Ignitor machine (RQ ~ 1.32m, o =; 0.47m, b =J 1.85a, 6r ^ 0.4) employs
high field magnets [BT(R = Ro) < 13T] to achieve high plasma currents {Ip a
12MA) and high poloidal fields over times that are longer than the characteristic
times of the DT plasmas (e.g. 200 the a-particle slowing down time) which is
designed to produce. The magnets are He-gas cooled to 30K. Full scale prototypes
of the key components of the machine have been constructed. These include l/12th
of the plasma chamber including the major access port, one module of the toroidal
magnet, one C-clamp that is the major structural component of the machine, the
innermost element of the central solenoid, and a section of the machine tensioning
system.
1. PCAST Report of the Fusion Review Panel (O.S.T.P., White House, 1995)
'Sponsored in part by the U.S. Department of Energy and by ENEA of Italy.
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Global Stability and Operational Regimes of Ignition Experiments
P. Detragiache1, F. Bombarda1, B. Coppi', A. H. Glasser', S. Migtiuolo3
1
ENEA, Italy
21
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
3
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545
One of the primary requirements for an ignition experiment is the macroscopic stability of the
plasma column. For two proposed ignition experiments (Ignilor and ITER) we analyze
numerically (using both the PEST and DCON codes, involving the ideal MHD
approximation) the stability for different plasma pressure and current profiles. Since in both
cases the aspect ratio is tight (2.8 and 2.9, respectively), and q(y) < 1 within r&a/2, n = 1
modes, for which the m = 1 and m = 2 poloidal harmonics prevail, involve a major part of the
plasma column (gr(y) = 2 for r3« 3a/4).
For profiles flat up to the <?(r,) = 1 surface and represented by p = po(l - v/)", where y is the
(normalized) poloidal flux variable, pressure driven modes, dominated by the m = 2
harmonic, may be found, depending on the value of Pp = 2 fi,,{p)/i?fJ. These modes are
unstable for the reference parameters of operation of ITER (flr = 5.7 T, n0 = 1.5 x 10" mJ, To
= 20 keV), but arc stable in the case of Ignitor (BT = 13 7", n/"* = 0.8 x 1021 mJ, Tt s 12 keV).
For relatively peaked profiles, represented [1] by p = po{\ - y ) " , the numerical analysis
produces a stability threshold corresponding to extremely low values of P,, but the validity of
the linearized approximation (ld]3/dr!<[dp/oV|, $= perturbed plasma pressure) breaks down
for very small values of I dp/dr I well before threshold.
We have also considered conditions corresponding to the reversed shear configuration, with
reduced plasma currents (q=. 6). In this case, stability against ballooning modes becomes a
concern.
An analysis of the stability of high density plasmas in small (non igniting) high field
experiments with low plasma temperatures, indicates that those plasmas should remain
unstable to resistive internal kinks, according to the theory given in [2] (i.e., the relevant
plasma parameters fall in the regions ni-IV of the \v - co. parameter space).
[1] M. Rosenbluth et al., in Plasma Phys. and Controll. Fusion Res. 1994, IAEA- CN-60/EP-2 (IAEA, Vienna, in press, 1995)
[2] B. Coppi et al., in Plasma Phys. and Controll. Fusion Res. 1986, IAEA, Vienna, 1987,
3 397

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy and ENEA of Italy
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Transport Simulations of Tokamak Parameter Scans Using
the Weiland Ion Temperature Gradient Model*
Arnold H. Kritz, Jon E. Kinsey, Glenn Bateman, Jan Weiland*, Aaron J. Redd
Lehigh University, Physics Department
16 Memorial Drive East, Bethlehem, PA 18015
Using a combination of theoretically derived transport models in a time-dependent
transport code, we predict the temperature and density profiles in tokamaks[l]-[3].
The simulated profiles match experimental data well for more than 50 discharges from
at least 7 different tokamaks including L-mode scans in current, heating power, density, normalized gyro-radius (p,), collisionality {v.) and /?, and a variety of discharges
from the ITBR Profile Database. The transport model in these simulations combines the Weiland Ion Temperature Gradient and Trapped Electron Mode model[4]
together with the Guzdar-Drake resistive ballooning mode model. We found that
the Guzdar-Drake model matches current scan data while the overall theory model
maintains the correct L-mode scaling with density and heating power[2].
Results are presented for simulations of the dimensionless parameter scans from
TFTR, D1II-D, and JET including dimensionally similar discharges from TFTR not
previously used in transport studies. In simulations of the p. experiments, we find
that our fundamentally gyro-Bohm transport models produces the observed non gyroBohm behavior of the experimental data[l]. This is due to changes in the neutral
penetration depth as the normalized gyro-radius is varied, thus altering the collisionality near the plasma edge. While the profiles tend to be robust to changes in the
transport, the scaling of the diffusivities is found to be sensitive to variations in collisionality.
We have also applied a new version of the Weiland transport model that has been
improved to include the effects of parallel ion motion, finite beta, and collisionality[5j. This new model has been implemented in our time-dependent transport code
and comparisons are made with results obtained using the previous version of the
model which was successful in reproducing experimental data from a wide variety of
tokamak plasmas.

References
[1] J. Kinsey and G. Baleman, "Theory-Based Transport Modeling of the Gyro-radius
Experiments," to appear in Phys. Plasmas, 1996.
[2] J. Kinsey, G. Bateman, A. Kritz, and A. Redd, Phys. Plasmas, February 1996.
|3) J. Kinsey, C. Singer, T. Djemil, D. Cox, and G. Baleman, Phys. Plasmas 2, 811 (1995).
[4] G. Bateman, J. Wciland, H. Nordman, J. Kinsey, and C. Singer, Physica Script^ 51,
591 (1995).
[5] J. Nilsson and J. Weiland, Nucl. Fusion 34, 803 (1994); J. Weiland and H. Hirose,
Nucl. Fusion 32, 151 (1992).
•Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE-FG02-92-ER54141.
'Chalmers University of Technology, Goteborg, Sweden
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Self - sustainmcnt of magnetic island
J.H. Chatenet, X. Garbet * and J.F. Luciani
C.Ph.T., Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France
* Association Euratom-CEA
CEN Cadarache, 13108 St Paul lez Durance Cedcx, France
The destabilizing effects of diamagnetic current on a magnetic island have
received a considerable attention in the past years. It lias been claimed that a
magnetic island could be self-sustained in non linear regime (finite width),
although an infinitesimal perturbation is damped (linear stability)[l][2].
The present numerical work aims to demonstrate the existence of such
quasi-stationary states. We focus on the case of single island in the fluid regime,
whose width is smaller than an ion Larmor radius. The ion response is thus
adiabatic, while the electron response is given by Braginskii equations. The model
takes account of particle and heat diffusion perpendicular to the magnetic field due
to coulombian collisions or a small scale turbulence.
The full-time evolution of one island is simulated for various values of the
perpendicular diffusion and of the ratio T)e of the gradient lengths of density and
temperature. Computational results indeed show evidences of self-sustainment of
the island.
As far as rotation is concerned, results are in rough agreement with a single
island theory. Rotation is caused by perpendicular diffusion : without diffusion,
the island does not move. Dispersion can be expressed as a function of T|c and of
the cross coefficient in the diffusion matrix.
In accordance with theory, we find self-sustained islands when
diamagnetism is dominant. However, some cases where the island is damped are
observed in a range of parameters where the theory predicts self-sustainment. The
whole set of results and their dependence on parameters will be presented and
discussed.
REFERENCES
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NONLINEAR AND STOCHASTIC INTERACTION
BETWEEN TAE AND ALPHA PARTICLES
L. KRLIN, P. PAVLO and I. MALIJEVSKY
Institute of Plasma Physics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic,
18S 11, P.O. Box 17, Prague 8, Czech Republic
The toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) can interact very strongly with
thermonuclear alpha particles, see e.g. [1]. The intrinsic stochasticity regime of this
interaction can lead to significant losses of alpha particles [1, 2]. In the paper (1], the
threshold of the stochastic interaction for passing alpha particles has been numerically
estimated, using a simple mapping procedure. In the paper [2], the importance of the
passing/trapped boundary for this interaction has been demonstrated.
This contribution is aimed at a more detailed study of this regime. Numerical
simulations performed are based on a direct integration of the equations of motion.
For this purpose, we developed a new Hamiltonian formalism which enables a more
exact discussion of the interaction of particles in toroidal systems under the influence
of RF fields. It is based on the use of non-orthogonal coordinate system, determined
by the Euler potentials. For the discussion of the interaction of alpha particles with
TAE fields, we used a single TAE mode model and ITER parameters [3].
The simulations performed over a sufficiently broad range of parameters in the
regime of passing/trapping boundary, we have found that the interaction is really
stochastical only for the passing particles. Banana particles move radially rather quasiperiodically. Nevertheless, radial excursions of particles in both regimes are quite impressive. For typical values of ^ ss 10~4 (here, SB is the amplitude of the perturbation
of the magnetic field, caused by the TAE mode and Bo is the toroidal magnetic field),
the radial displacements, either stochastical for passing particles, or quasiperiodical for
banana particles, are as large as 0.5 m. It is therefore to be expected that for a more
realistic case of several simultaneously acting modes, the discussed effect will represent
an important phenomenon for toroidal thermonuclear machines. Moreover, we have
found that for Alfven waves, a phenomenon of energy transfer between waves and alpha particles, similar to that mentioned in [4], can appear. The important difference
is that in the case of Alfven waves, the transfer goes via the parallel velocity.
We have found that the mentioned induced radial excursions do appear not only
for thermonuclear alpha particles, but also for particles with energies closer to the ash
regime (« 300 keV). The results for this regime are also presented.
References .
[1] Berk H.L., Breizman B.N., and Ye Huanchun: Phys. Fluids B 5 (1993), 1506.
[2] Hsu C.T. and Sigmar D.J.: Phys. Fluids B 4 (1992) 1492, 1506.
[3] Tomabechi K. et al.: Nucl. Fusion 31 (1991) 1135.
[4] Fisch N.J. and Rax M.J.: Phys. Rev. Lett. 69 (1992) 612.
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E V O L U T I O N O F E D G E PLASMA PARAMETERS DURING L-H
TRANSITION IN T-11M
E.A. Azizov, A.M. Belov, V.P. Budaev', A.P. Chcrnobai, S.G. Maltsev, S.V. Mirnov
T R I N m , 142092 Troitsk, Moskow Region, Russia
'Institute for High Temperature RAS, Scientific Station, Bishkek , 720049, Kyrghyzstan
Enhanced confinement modes have been observed as in auxiliary also in ohmic heated
tokamaks and physics of these regimes is not understood. The role of

edge microturbulence

suppression and electrical fields change during L-H transition is considered as important aspect
of the reduction of anomalous transport. However, the mechanisms that produce the changes arc
not yet understood.
Edge microturbulence changes during L-H transition in T-l 1M were studied by movable
Langmuir probes in the shadow of rail limiter positioned

at r=19 cm. Edge plasma density

decreased by approximately 20-25% in the shadow of rail limiter. Density fluctuations level
dropped from 0.35 in L-mode up to 0.2 in H-mode. Poloidal electric field does not

change

significantly in L-H transition. R.rrts. of poloidal electric field drops from 5kV/m to 3.5-4 kV/m.
Total drift ExB driven particle flux

decreased from 5 • 1022 m ' V up to 3-4 • 1022 m'V 1
21

Turbulent driven outward flux dropped from 6 • 10 m ' V

21

in L-mode to 2-3 • 10

.

1

m'V in H-

niode. This reduction caused mainly by decreasing of correlative properties of turbulence.
The correlative properties of the microturbulence observed

caused by the internal

structure of the turbulence strange attractor. One of the main characteristic of strange attractor is
its dimensionality that may be estimated by experimental data analysis. Such analysis was made to
observe changes in the turbulence structure during L-H transition and to consider the question: if
the turbulence in L-mode and in H-mode is the results of the same nonlinear system development
or the edge turbulence excitation mechanisms

in these confinement modes is different. The

dimensionality of edge turbulence in L-modc was 3.5. Strange attractor analysis shows that only
the limit number of the nonlinear coupling modes (6-8) caused the turbulence observed. The low
value of the dimensionality in L-modc shows relatively higher order comparably with H-mode
turbulence, where the turbulence dimensionality was about 5. These changes in the internal
structure determine the correlative properties of the turbulence and lead to die reductions of
anomalous transport.
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POST-CRASH RELAXATION OF THE SPACE AND VELOCITY^
DISTRIBUTIONS OF FAST IONS
Ya.I.KoIesnichenko, V.V.Lutsenko, Yu.V.Yakovenko
Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Research", Kyiv, 252650, Ukraine
Experimental [1] and theoretical [2] studies of radial redistribution of fast ions
during crashes of sawtooth oscillations have shown that the redistribution depends on
the particle energy and the pitch angle. Thus, the post-crash velocity distribution
differs from the pre-crash one, being anisotropic even when the pre-crash state is
isotropic. Furthermore, the post-crash spatial distribution of fast ions is likely to be
non-axisymmetric. The aim of the present work is to study post-crash collisional
relaxation of the fast-ion distribution function to the axisymmetric and isotropic state.
It is shown that the population of fast ions enriched with circulated particles
outside the sawtooth inversion radius due to a crash relaxes to the isotropic state with
the characteristic time rmx/(Rv±)

(where rmix is the sawtooth mixing radius, R is the

major radius of the torus, and vi is the frequency of pitch-angle scattering). This time
for the ions with 8 >\ MeV may exceed the sawtooth period in modern tokamaks.
Thus, the crash-produced anisotropy may persist throughout the sawtooth cycle.
The second process studied in this work is relaxation of a helically perturbed
spatial distribution of fast ions to the axisymmetric one. The mechanism of the
relaxation was found to be diffusion enhanced by velocity shear of the ion toroidal
rotation caused by toroidal precession for trapped ions and longitudinal motion for
circulating ones. The time of the collisional relaxation well exceeds the crash duration
but is much less than the sawtooth period, which means that the pre-crash state is
axisymmetric. The time resolution required to observe the spatial asymmetry is
estimated. Post-crash motion of circulating fast ions is shown to depend on q(r),
which may be used for measurements of q(r) provided the time resolution of the fast
ion diagnostics is rather high.
This work was supported in part by Research Contract No. 8924/RO of
International Atomic Energy Agency.
REFERENCES

[1] Jarvis, O.N, et al., Preprint JET-P(95)37, p.137.
[2] Kolesnichenko, Ya.L, Yakovenko, Yu.V., Theory of Fast Ion Transport during
Sawtooth Crashes in Tokamaks. Nucl. Fusion 36 (1996), to be published.
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EFFECT OF SAWTOOTH CRASHES ON FAST IONS WITH VARIOUS
ENERGIES AND PITCH ANGLES
Ya.I.Kolesnichenko, V.V.Lutsenko, Yu.V.Yakovenko
Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Research", Kyiv, 252650, Ukraine
G.Kamelander
Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf, A 24-t-t, Austria
Experiments on tokamaks have shown that crashes of sawtooth oscillations
expel from the plasma core the fast ions- produced due to neutral beam injection,
radio-frequency heating and fusion reactions. They indicate that the crashes affect
particles with various energies and pitch-angles in different ways [1]. Theoretical
explanation of these facts was suggested in Ref. [2], where it was shown that the
ExB drift drives the particle redistribution, and the resulting effect is determined by
the competition of this drift, the toroida! precession, and the longitudinal motion.
The present work deals with a kinetic theory of fast ion transport during
sawtooth crashes based on the approach of Refs. [2,3]. A kinetic equation for the
distribution function of fast ions is derived in a form suitable for numerical solution,
which generalizes the equation of Ref. [3]. This equation is solved for given
evolution of the electromagnetic configuration and given pre-crash state of fast ions.
As a result, the distribution function of fast ions immediately after the crash is
obtained. Calculations were carried for both circulating and trapped ions with
energies from 100 keV to few megaelectronvolts in a JET-like tokamak. In
particular, it was shown that trapped fast ions in the MeV range are not sensitive to
the crash whereas circulating particles of these energies and trapped particles of
lower energies are strongly redistributed during the crash. These results are
consistent with experimental data.
This work was supported in part by Research Contract No. 8924/R0 of
International Atomic Energy Agency.
REFERENCES
[1] Jarvis, O.N., et al., Preprint JET-P(95)37, p.137.
[2] Kolesnichenko, Ya.I., Yakovenko, Yu.V., Theory of Fast Ion Transport during
Sawtooth Crashes in Tokamaks. Nucl. Fusion 36 (1996), to be published.
[3] Kolesnichenko, Y-a.L, Yakovenko, Yu.V., Nucl. Fusion 35 (1995) 1579.
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RAPID CYCLOTRON INSTABILITIES IN PLASMAS WITH
FAST IONS
Ya.I.Kolesnichenko , M.Lisak , D.Anderson

Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Research", Kyiv, Ukraine
Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory,
Chalmers University of Technology, Gb'teborg, Sweden
In the 70-s, it was predicted theoretically that the presence of a small
population of high-energy alpha particles in a fusion plasma can destabilize Fast
Magnetoacoustic Waves with frequencies close to harmonics of the cyclotron
frequency of the alphas, la>B (see e.g. the review [1]}. Recent experimental
observations of superthermal Ion Cyclotron Emission (ICE) from tokamaks and
space plasmas have stimulated new interest in further theoretical studies of fast ion
driven instabilities at these frequencies (see e.g. review [2]). However, a number of
essential features of the observed ICE spectrum remain a mystery in spite of the
fact that several different models for the instability have been suggested.
This work considers rapid instabilities with a growth rate (y) exceeding the
bounce frequency of the fast ions (unlike in recent works [3,4] where slow
instabilities have been considered). It is shown that the dependence of y on the fast
ion density, na,

in general is rather complicated. Only in the special cases

considered previously, are y proportional to na or -Ju^. In particular, y can
decrease with na, which seems to be an important result for the interpretation of
recent observations on TFTR where, in general, the temporal evolution of the
fusion produced

ICE does not follow the evolution of the neutron emission [5].

Another important result is that the magnetoacoustic instability excited by fast ions
can appear at a> = laB ± Aa> with Aco {( a>, which may provide an explanation of
the observed doublet lines in the frequency spectrun).
REFERENCES
[1] Ya.I.Kolesnichenko, Nuclear Fusion, 20 (1980) 727.
[2] R.ODendy, Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, 36 (1994) BU3.
[3] V.S.Belikov, et al., Nuclear Fusion, 35 (1995) 1603.
[4] N.N.Gorelenkov, C.Z.Cheng, Phys. Plasmas, 2 (1995) 1961.
[5] S.Caufmann, et.al., Nuclear Fusion, 35 (1995) 1597.
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UA9900108
(Abstract for the 23rd EPS Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Pliys., Kiev, Ukraine,) 996)
Analyses of Electron and Ion Transport Properties in JT-60U H-mode Plasmas
will) Improved Core Confinement
H. Shirai, T. Takizuka, T. Hirayama
Japan Atomic Energy .Research Institute
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 311 01 JAPAN
H-mode plasmas with good energy confinement property (H factor > 2) have been obtained
in JT-60U. They have improved core confinement (ICC) with T,(0) > 20 keV and 7',<0)/T,(0) >
2 and are called "high 7",- H-mode plasmas" or "high f}p H-mode plasmas".

In sonic ICC

plasmas an internal transport barrier (ITB) was formed [1]. Accross the ITB, the ion temperature
increases by several keV. Distinctive feature of ICC plasmas is thai the ion thermal diffusivity in
the plasma core region decreases to the neoclassical level. The dynamic changes of electron and
ion thermal diffusivities, xc m& X<< a t ^

L-H and H-L transitions have been evaluated by using

the 1.5 dimensional time transient tokamak transport analysis code, TOPICS.
In the previous work [2,3] we have clarified that both xe

anc!

X, decrease over the whole

plasma on the time scale much smaller than the thermal energy confinement time, T£, at the L-H
and H-L transitions. Each change of thermal diffusivity, | 5 ^ | / ^

and \Sx,\/Xi<

al

tlie

transitions increases from the plasma central region toward the peripheral region like xt and Xi
profiles. An interesting result is that |Sx e \l'Xe
shots \Sxt\/Xe

'

s verv sma

'l

and

'"

va

hie changes dramatically shot by shot; in some

otner s

hots\8Xc\/Xc'*Q-5-

I"

order t0

realize the high

performance in ITER, it is the critical issue to clarify the operational condition in which x,
decrease as low as possible at the L-H transition.
We proceed the previous work and examine the characteristics of | Sxe\ IXc

anc

' | $Xi \ • X,

m

a wide plasma parameter region of JT-60U ICC H-mode plasmas. We also study the relation
between thermal diffusivity and the thermal H factor, which denotes the improvement of thermal
energy confinement time, in ICC H-mode plasmas.
[1] Y. Koide, M. Kikuchi, M. Mori, S. Tsuji, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 72 (1994) 3662.
[2] S.V. Neudatchin, H. Shirai, T. Takizuka, N. Isei, et al., "The Time Behaviour of the Heat
Conductivity during L-H-L Transitions in JT-60U", Proc. 22nd Eur. Conf. on Controlled
Fusion and Plasma Phys. (Bournemouth, 1995) Vol. 19C, Part III (1995) 29.
[3] H. Shirai, T. Takizuka, Y. Koide, Y. Kamada, S. Ishida, et al, "Time Evolution of
Transport Properties in JT-60U H-mode Plasmas with Improved Core Confinement", in
Proc. IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on H-mode Physics (Princeton, 1995).
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Behavior of Accelerated Electrons in the Tokamak Tuman-3 Plasma
under the Fast Bz, Ez Ramp up
(Kiev, Ukraine, 24-28, June 1996)
S V Krikunov, S. V.Lebedev, B.M.Lipin, K.A.Podushnikova,
V.V Rozhdestvensky, S.P Yaroshevich
Ioffe-Institute, Russian Academy of Science, S -Petersburg, Russia
Behavior of accelerated electrons in the ohmic heated Tuman-3 tokamak plasma was
studied under the fast Bz, Ez ramp up. Data on accelerated electrons were obtained from
estimations and measurements of frequency spectrum evolution of synchrotron and collective
microwave emission, HXR-intensity
It was shown in the OH plasma of moderate density, N < N* » 6xio 12 cm "3 , the two
component beam of accelerated electrons arises. Specific energy content of the the beam and
plasma are approximatly equal. Some per cent of the plasma current are carried by accelerated
electrons The more dense but lesser energetic slowed and short living beam component
appears in the central plasma region under continuous excitation of the "pitch-angle scattering"
instability by the beam Plasma parameter oscillations typical usually for the "hard" relaxation
type of excitation of the Langmuir turbulence were not observed. The lesser dense but more
energetic and long living component arising in the plasma periphery is in the free electron
acceleration regime. In the plasma with a such beam "sawtoorhes" were not registered. They
appear under larger plasma densities only During the fast Bz ramp up both density and energy
of the beam grow, the plasma compression seems to be nonadiabatic.
In the OH dense plasma, N > Hi, * 6xio 12 cm -! , accelerated electrons practically
disappear But the fast Bz ramp up and especially the simultaneouse Bz, Ez one at the constant
gas puffing initiates the two component beam in the plasma periphery existing longer than in
the moderate density case. Under the fast simultaneous Bz, Ez ramp up at the growing gas
puffing the ring shape current carrying beam arises in the plasma The beam helps the discharge
transit into the H-regime with the improved peripheral and volumic dense plasma confinement.
At the beam appearance MHD-activity and "sawtoothes" are partly stabilized Neoclassic drift
of electrons of the slowed beam component diminishes diffusion particle and energy losses.
Collisional dissipation of the slowed component energy provides some additional heating of
thermal electrons in the dense plasma region
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Relation of Toroidal Current to Radial
Plasma Flux in Tbkamaks, Possible Its
Manifestation in L-H Transition in the
TUMAN-3 Device.
S.G. Kalmykov
A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia
Recently several authors (e.g. S.E.Segre, V.Zanza, Nucl. Fusion, 1992) have proposed to consider a formulation of Ohm's law for tokamaks, j , = ar^Sp(Ez + VrD6/c)
(1), alternative to the conventional one. It; implies that there is a relation between the
toroidal current, j , , and the radial plasma flux velocity, Vr. This form takes place when
a sign dependent poloidal force, Fg, exists. Then its parallel component induces the
current and the transversal one results in the radial plasma flux. Such a situation is
realized, for example, in plasma compression where the poloidal electric field is induced
by toroidal magnetic field increase in time: Eg = —r(dD1/dt)/2c. The neoclassical phenomena are another case, here Fg = — V« p, — en d<j>/89 + ... originates from poloidal
variations of plasma pressure and potential induced by the gradB drift. Ohm's law (1)
is quite equivalent to commonly used j , = crncoEz + jb, (2) if Vr is sum of velocities of
the neoclassical pinch and the neoclassical diffusion, Vr = Vwarr + Vn^o,cn/Earlier in works S.G.Kalmykov et al., Nucl. Fusion, 1995 and S.G.Kalinykov,
V.Yu.Sergeev, Proc. 22nd EPS Conf., Bournemouth, 1995, real plasma flux velocity
obtained from experimental data with the aid of the continuity equation has been inserted in the Ohm law (1) to explain loop voltage time behaviour in experiments on the
pellet injection in the tokamak T-10 (Kurchatov Institute, Moscow). The good agreement between experimental and simulated loop voltages has proved that radial plasma
influx, emerging in transient post-injection phase, was responsible for generation of
the toroidal countercurrcnf. what manifested intself experiineutally through expressed
increase in the voltage.
Chain of dramatic alterations in the plasma potential and also in the value and even
in the sign of fhe radial plasma flux occurring at the L —< / / transition suggests the
same relation. Made for the present publication, the loop voltage simulation for the
process of olimic H-mode development in the tokamak TUMAN-3 (Ioffe Institute, St.
Petersburg) (M.V.Andrejko et al., Proc. 14th IAEA Conf, Wiirzburg, 1992) has shown
that the transitory plasma influx is related to the toroidal current, as well as in T-10,
whereas the anomalous diffusion outflux is not. Obtained experimentally the influx
velocities ranged to —500cm/s; in the simulation they resulted in the additional loop
voltage iiicren.se us high as 20%. '
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Profile dependent signature of the linear MHD spectrum.
H.A. Holties, J.P. Goedbloed
FOM institute for plasmaphysics "Rijnhuizen"
Nieuwegein, the Netherlands
G.T.A. Huysmans, W. Kerner
JET Joint Undertaking
Abingdon, UK
A. Fasoli
CRPP-EPFL, Ass. Euratom-Swiss Confederation
Lausanne, Switzerland
We have been studying in detail the spectrum of linear MHD waves in tokamak plasmas
using the CASTOR code. This spectrum consists of global modes like Toroidicity induced
Alfven Bigenmodes (TAB's) that show up as resonances in active excitation experiments,
and continua of modes that are localised on flux surfaces, in partcular the Alfve'n continuum.
From our numerical studies we have found that several aspects of the spectrum can be
directly related to properties of the plasma equilibrium. From a single measurement it is
possible to relate the continuum response to the plasma safety factor.and density profiles
near the edge. The dependence of TAE frequencies and damping rates on equilibrium profiles
is more difficult to understand, however the dynamical behaviour of the TAB's can reveal
changes in the safety factor profile in the centre and at the edge of the plasma. For some
parameter regimes the signature of the Alfven spectrum changes dramatically. We find
that for an equilibrium with a non-monotonic safety factor profile a series of global Alfven
modes appears. These modes are localised in the plasma centre and have an increasing
number of radial nodes with decreasing frequency. If there is sufficient information on the
mode structure of the excited waves this can give additional information on equilibrium
parameters. This work, that has been given the name MHD-spectroscopy, demonstrates
the possible use of Alfven waves, that can be excited in a straightforward way by a set of
external coils in tokamak experiments and measured by using, for example, the magnetic
pick-up coils. Such measurements can be used for diagnostic purposes to give information
on the same parameters that are of essential importance to global (MHD) stability of these
plasmas. The TAE measurements done in the JET tokamak using the saddle coils to excite
Alfven waves at small amplitudes are especially suited for comparison with linearised MHD
calculations. In this paper we will compare the results of our numerical calculations with
active Alfven measurements performed at JET.
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MHD stability analysis of the KT-2
tokamak plasma
S. Poedts1, A. De Ploey2, J.P. Goedbloed1, J.M. Han3, B.G. Hong3
andS.K. Kim3
1

FOM-Institute for Plasmaphysics 'Rijnhuizon', P.O.Box 1207.
3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
2
Centre for Plasma Astrophysics, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200B,
3000 Leuven, Belgium
3
Nuclear Fusion Laboratory, Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute,
P.O.Box 105 Yusong, Taejon, Korea 305-600

The stability of the KT-2 tokamak plasma has been analyzed in the framework
of ideal and resistive linearized magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). KT-2 is a Korean
tokamak project which involves a large aspect-ratio divertor tokamak with up-down
symmetric plasma cross-section. Three numerical codes have been used for this purpose, viz. CASTOR (for the study of kink modes and infernal modes), HBT (for the
ballooning stability analysis and the calculation of equilibria), and HELENA (as an
interface between HBT and CASTOR).
First, equilibria with monotonic g-profiles are investigated. An aspect ratio «~l
of 5.6 has been considered and the shape of the poloidal cross-section is given by an
ellipticity of 1.8 and a triangularity of 0.6. A total plasma current of Ip = 500 kA
is considered and a magnetic field of 3 T. These are typical parameter values for the
KT-2 tokamak. Starting from four ballooning stable 'reference equilibria' with ever
broader pressure profiles, the effects of the shape of the poloidal plasma cross-section
(ellipticity and triangularity), the aspect ratio, and the total plasma current on the
ballooning and ideal and resistive external kink instabilities are studied.
For the study of 'advanced tokamak scenarios' for typical KT-2 parameters a local
profile optimization study is performed for a lower total current, viz. Ip = 300 kA,
and a magnetic field of 2T. Starting from a given current density profile, the pressure
profile is made marginally ballooning stable. Next, the stability of the marginally
ballooning stable equilibria with respect to so-called 'infernal modes' is analysed. The
effect of the triangularity of the poloidal cross-section of the plasma and the position
of the conducting wall on these instabilities are also investigated. Finally, by varying
9min. which is the safety factor on a pitch minimum, the effect of the hollow current
profile on these instabilities are studied to find out the optimum profiles and operation
regimes for KT-2 tokamak.
Abstract for 23rd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics
June 24 - 28, 1996, Kiev, Ukraine.
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Transition from ohmic to reversed shear profiles
M.R. de Baar, G.M.D. Hogeweij, N.J. Lopes Cardozo, A.A.M. Oomens, F.C. Schiiller
and the RTP-team
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica "Rijnhuizen", Association Euratom-FOM,
P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, the Netherlands.

Recently, tokamak operation in which the magnetic shear is reversed over a significant
part of the minor radius has gained the interest of the fusion community because of improved confinement properties. It has been considered to use this effect in "advanced
tokamak operation."
As a consequence of the relation between conductivity and temperature, j oc Te,
plasmas with hollow T e profiles have reversed shear. At the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project
(RTP, Ro = 0.72 m, a = 0.164m, B^ < 2.4T, Ip < 150 kA), such T e profiles can be made
reproducibly by off-axis electron cyclotron heating of high density discharges. Previous analysis showed that within the region of reversed shear the effective electron heatdiffusion coefficient is small (typically an order of magnitude smaller than with central
heating). Preliminary experiments indicated that the low effective \e is the consequence
of a balancing between inward and outward fluxes.1
In order to study the transition from ohmic profiles to the reversed shear profiles,
measurements have been carried out with a 19-channel interferometer and polarimeter, a
19-channel radiometer, a lOO-point single shot Thomson scattering system and a bolometer. Discharges with qa > 4 and <& S 4.5 have been examined. The power was deposited
at half radius.
In most discharges, vigorous MHD-activity occurs. Fast sawtooth like relaxations of
T, around the radius of heat deposition (period of 1 ms, crash < 40 fis) are modulated
with a reconnection throughout the plasma (time scales of 10 ms). An explanation is
sought in terms of the double tearing character of the discharges. In the more quiescent
discharges a bifurcation into two levels of confinement appears. Sudden transitions from
one level of confinement to the other take place. This transition is an effect in Te- The n e
profiles remain unchanged. The evolution of Thomson T e profiles, BCB T e profiles and
interferometer ne profiles will be presented and the time constants found will be related to
the processes of heating, heat diffusion and current diffusion during the transition towards
hollow Te profiles.

'G.M.D. Hogewcij et al, Phys.Rev.Lell. 76 (1996) 632
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Influence of Magnetic Reynolds Number
on Internal Disruptions in the RTP tokamak
C.P. Tanzi, F.C.Schiiller, A. Frank * and the RTP-team
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Euratom-FOM,
P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
' IOFAN General .Physics Institute
117942 Moscow, Vavilov street, 38, Russian Federation
There is some indication from previous studies that the RTP tokamak operates in
a regime where a change in resisitivity can determine if the m = 1 precursor phase of
internal disruptions is driven by ideal MHD or magnetic reconnection.
In order to see whether the precursor is either of ideal or resistive type depending on
the magnetic Reynolds Number S, dedicated systematic experiments have been carried
out. During the same day, a scan in S has been made, by varying the magnetic field and
the density, while keeping the g-profile and pressure profile fixed, within the operational
constraints. The presence of reconnection during the precursor phase will be analyzed
by soft x-ray tomograms with the method described in [Tanzi et al., 1995].
Preliminary results in ohmically heated hydrogen plasmas indicate that from values
S ~ 1.1 x 10s down to S as 3.8 x 104 there is no indication of reconnection, and the
sawtooth process appears ideal. Because these results suggest that it is the shape of the
pressure profile to drive the ideal MHD instability, a further decrease of the Alfven time,
and therefore 5, has been obtained by creating plasmas in helium, where S « 2.5 x 104.
For one particular pulse, the steepening of the pressure profile at the same phase of
the sawtooth crash is comparable to that of the hydrogen plasmas. An island is clearly
visible on the tomograms, and confirmation of the reconnection process during the
precursor phase before the crash is given by the same analysis as in [Tanzi et al., 1995].
The pressure of this discharge is twice as high than hi the hydrogen case (because of
higher density) than in the hydrogen case. However, by having the same profile shape,
shear effects can be discounted.
Further analysis in this framework is planned for ECRH discharges with higher S
values but different pressure profiles.
C.P. Tanzi, H.J. de Blank and the RTP team, Proc. of the 22ud EPS Conf. on Conir. Fusion
and Plasma Phys. (Bournemouth, 1995), Part 11-029.
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MODIFICATION OF PLASMA CONFINEMENT —
USING RESONANT HELICAL FIELD IN IR - T l
TOKAMAK
. M. GHORANNEVISS. M. MASNAVT A.

KHADEMUN

PLASMA PHYSICS RESEARCH CENTER
OF (I.A.U.)
POONAK .HESARAK, P.O.BOX: 14835-159
TEHRAN, IRAN.
ABSTRACT
It has been known that the tokamak plasma parameters and the energy
confinement time may be reduced by plasma impurity radiation. The
plasma MHD stabilities may also be influenced by the impurities.
Experiments have been performed on the IR - Tl Tokamak to investigate
the influence of magnetic perturbations and impurities radiation on
confinement.
IR - Tl is a small air core transformer tokamak with circular cross section and without copper shell and divertor, ( R = 45 cm , a = 12.5 cm,
Bt < IT, Ip = 20 - 45 kA, ne= (0.7 - 3.0)xl0" cm \ Te(0) =150-250ev,
tibth.nj« = 18 -23 ms. In IR -Tl, the ordinary diagnostics are soft x-ray
detector system, visible spectrometer, electron cyclotron emission (ECE),
HCN far infrared (FIR) laser interferometer and electromagnetic
measurement systems. In this experiments, the main diagnostics used for
the MHD studies are Au - Si diode array, visible spectrometer and mimov
probes. Also for this'purpose, i = 2 and t = 3 helical windings have been
installed on the FR - Tl(the magnitudes of the RHFs are normally about
0.5% of that of the poloidal field Bp around the resonant surface).
Both RHFs can suppress the corresponding 2 / 1 and 3 / 1 MUD modes
and simultaneously suppress all other modes. RHFs could increase the
amplitude, and ramp - up of sawtooth oscillation. Also , the Ha line and
Oil impurity visible line emissions with and without RHFs were
investigated. Furthermore, we also obtained the following experimental
results: inverted sawteeth from chords outside the q = 1 radius, but the Ha
sawtooth oscillation did not be inverted out of radius q = 1.
Detail with be discussed in full paper.
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Pellet disturbed plasmas in the RTP Tokamak
J. de Kloe, J. Lok, M.N.A. Beurskens, D.F. da Cruz, G.M.D. Hogeweij,
A.A.M. Oomens and the RTP team
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen1, Association Euratom-1-OM, P.O. Box 1207,
3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
The evolution of the radial profiles of electron density and temperature has been investigated
following the injection of relatively large pellets into the core of the RTP plasma.
The pellets, with a velocity of ~ 600 m/s, have been injected radially into ohmically heated
target plasmas during the current plateau phase. Most of the measurements were done with
relatively large 'oversized' pellets containing » 1.5 x 10 19 atoms, whereas the total particle
content of the target plasma was in the order of ~ 5xlO 18 atoms. The profiles were measured
with a Thomson scattering set-up, which yields n c , T c and p c along a vertical chord through
the centre of the plasma with a spatial resolution of 1% of the plasma minor radius
(a=0.164 m). Since only one laser shot can be given per discharge, the evolution of the
profiles was measured in series of repeated discharges. Due to the variations in pellet firing
time and pellet velocity a random scan of the ablation process was obtained. The main results
of four of such scans have been reported in Ref. [1].
Since then the following modifications in the experimental conditions have been made:
- The parameters of the target plasma, such as density and plasma current have been varied;
- The time scan now includes the interval immediately following the ablation;
- The pellets are fully ablated in the plasma. Previously the pellets penetrated up to the inner
wall of the vessel;
- The vertical chord viewed by Thomson scattering has been increased from [-60, 120J mm
to 1-125, 175| mm.
- A device to predict accurately the pellet position, based on a real time measurement of the
velocity, has been implemented just now. It will be used for a systematic scan of the ablation.
The main conclusion from [1] still holds, i.e. the energy content of the plasma is hardly.
affected until the pellet reaches the sawtooth inversion radius when strongly enhanced
transport sets in throughout the plasma. This leads to a rapid energy loss during a short period
of

e

40 us. hi addition to this we have observed sometimes a fast (within a ms) recovery of

the pressure profile lo the prepellet profile, albeit with an increased electron density and a
roughly corresponding decrease in electron temperature. Furthermore, the asymmetry in the
density and temperature profiles is now already visible early in the ablation process.
Detailed measurements will be presented in the full paper, in which we will include the
results of the ablation in a plasma with a controlled amount of supra thermal electrons.

[1] D.F. da Cruz et al., Phys. Rev. Letters, 75, (20), 3685-3688 (1995)
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FEEDBACK CONTROL OF THE CURRENT PROFILE ON
TORE SUPRA
T. Wiinandf. X. Litaudon, G, Martin, D. Van Houtte
Association EURATOM-CEA
Departemcnt des Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee
Centre d'Etudes Cadarachc, 13108 Saint Paul-lez-Durance, France
In various large tokamak experiments, modifications of the current density profile
have lead to MHD stable operating regimes with improved confinement. Usually, the
modifications of the current density profile are obtained with external perturbations
like ramping the plasma current, applying RF heating or using non-inductive current
drive techniques. In this case, the actual shape of the current profile is not controlled
and often a certain current density profile cannot be maintained throughout the
discharge.
In this paper, we describe how feedback control of the plasma current density profile,
characterised by its internal inductance /j has been achieved for up to 30 seconds in
steady state, fully non inductive discharges with constant plasma current and
constant eleefron density.
During steady state operation, the flux on the plasma boundary is exactly zero, while
the plasma current is fully driven by Lower Hybrid waves (LHCD). In addition, the
internal inductance // of the plasma is maintained at its programmed value by usirig
feedback control on the total LH power. Increasing the LH power is used to decrease
the value of //.
In the initial Ohmic regime, current ramp techniques are used to start the non
inductive phase of the discharge on different initial current density profiles (peaked,
flat or hollow). For a given electron density, some initial Ohmic profiles in
combination with the appropriate parallel index of the LH waves, N//, provide smooth
access to the programmed steady state current density profile, characterised by its Jj.
In the steady stale phase, variations of ti are used to obtain a wide variety of different
current profiles.
During the transition from one current profile to another, MHD instabilities are
sometimes observed. These instabilities can be changed in their nature or be forced to
disappear completely by changing the shape of the current profile again.
Some current profiles lead to a rapid increase of the central electron temperature,
measured by both the Thomson scattering and the ECE radiometer diagnostics. This
improved confinement regime is accessed in a controlled manner by selecting the
appropriate antenna phasing in combination with a variation of //..
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Parametric Analysis of Internal Magnetic fluctuations
in the TORE SUPRA Tokamak
COLAS L., ZOU X.L., PAUME M., CHAREAU J. M.. CLT/.iOU L., HOANG G. T ,
GRESILLON D.*
Association Euratom-CEA stir la fusion eontiolce, C 1? Cadantche,
13108 Saint Patil lez Durance Prance
* Laboratoire PMI, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiscau - France
This paper reviews the behaviour of the internal magnetic turbulence in Tore Supia when
several plasma parameters arc scanned. Internal magnetic fluctuations are measured in the Tore
Supra tokamak by a cross polarisation scattering (CPS) diagnostic I' •-!. This device is based on
a 60GHz probing polarised beam mode conversion by magnetic fluctuations. The incident wave
cut-off layer is used to eliminate the dominating spurious scalte; ing by density fluctuations, and
provides a spatial localisation for the CPS signal near the cut-off The experiments carried out
can be divided into two sels :
• RF-heating effects. A strong rise of the internal magnetic turbulence at r/c=0.57 is
observed during additional heating (ICRH, LH). This behaviour contrasts with the magnetic
fluctuation measurements at the edge, with either Mirnov coils or CPS with the cut-off at the
edge, and suggests a link between the fluctuations and a local feature of the temperature profile
• Radial variation. By a plasma mean density scan, the cut-off position is swept from
r/a=Q.25 to r/a=0.1. The spatial localisation of the scattered power allows one to estimate from
these measurements a fluctuation profile in the gradient region, once scattering volume
variations are taken into account. The source term is found to decrease as the cut-off moves
towards the plasma centre. Results are qualitatively the same when the cut-off location is shifted
by changing the magnetic field. The profile shows no strong dependence on the plasma current.
To summarise, all ilie.se results are imerpreied by a dependence of the fluciuation levels
on a local parameter at the cui-off position. Several simple candidates are tested over ihe whole
database, and a linear scaling with ihe local value of WC./7C. is observed, wiih a threshold.

f 1) ZOU X.L., PAUME M.. CHAREAU J VI . LAURENT L . GRESILLON D., Proc. 20th
EPS Conf. on Controlled

Fusion and Plasma Physics.

Lisbon

(1993) Part [It, p. 1091.

[2| ZOU X.L., C O L A S L... P A L M E M . C H A R E A U J.M.. L A U R E N T L., D E V Y N C K P..
GRESILLON D. f'lnsiait
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UA9900121
GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT TIME SCALING"
DERIVED FROM THE LOCAL REBUT-LALLIA-WATKINS
TRANSPORT MODEL
J. Johner, J. Villar Colorae
D6partcment de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee
Centre d'fitudes de Cadarache
13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance (FRANCE)
An offset linear expression for the electron energy confinement time Ls derived semianalyticaily from the energy transport equations assuming Rebut-Lalha-Watkins (RLW) critical
gradient thermal diffusivity for the electrons, RLW expression for the ratio of the ion to
electron thermal diffusivities, and "ETi=Tei=cte.
For the incremental part of the confinement time expression, Ip, R, a, Zeir, t ti , and K:
dependences may be derived in closed form. Considering the case of a purely inductive current
dniv^ with SpitEer resistivity, zero temperature at the plasma boundary, and modelling density
and heating power profiles with parabolic functions of the radius with exponents <xr and (XP
respectively, it is found that an extra dependence is introduced in the incremental energy
confinement time via a universal function C,(Oa, ocp, A) where A Ls the torus aspect ratio. It is
shown that the computation of C t may be reduced to the solution of a regular non-linear
second order differential equation with appropriate boundary conditions. The solution of this
equation by a shooting method allows the derivation of an accurate fit for 0,(0^, otp. A). It is
also shown analytically that the temperature profile becomes completely flat whenx^ —> 2.
Comparing with the RLW global confinement time scaling, it is found that the Ip
dependence is the same in both laws but the R, a, Zeff, and K dependences are found to be
different. Furthermore, the incremental part of the scaling obtained shows dependences on t t i .
otn and dp which are not described in the RLW one.
We suppose that the offset thermal energy content is approximately given by the energy
content corresponding to the temperature profile, for which the gradient is everywhere equal to
the RLW critical gradient. With this assumptions, Ip, IT, B,, R. a. and K dependences of the
energy offset may be derived in closed form. An extra o^ dependence is found to occur in the
form of a universal Gv(otn) function for which an accurate fit is proposed.
Comparison with the global RLW scaling shows that the n and Zcff dependences are
the same but the Ip, Bt, R, a, and K dependences are different. Moreover, the offset thermal
energy content of the global RLW scaling exhibits noa n dependence
Finally, an extensive comparison Ls made between our confinement time scaling and the
results of the PRETOR 1.5D code which implements the local RLW transport model. Our law
is shown to describe both qualitatively and qualitatively the results of the code.
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Scaling laws of turbulence in lokam.iks
X. Garbet
Association Eura(om-CEA sur la Fusion, Ba;. 513,
CE Cadarachc.13108 Si Paul lcz Durance, France
R.E. Waltz
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608,
San Diego, California 92186-9784

Recent transport experiments in tokamaks have shown that the scaling of the ion
thermal diffusivity is not always consistent with local gyro-Bohm-like transport but rather
scales worse than Bohm-like. This work is an attempt to understand these observations with
simplified numerical simulations of toroidal ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode turbulence
using a fast two-dimensional (2-D) inhomogeneous full radius turbulence code. It is found
that Bohm scaling or worse is possible when the gradients are close to the ITG threshold. A
Singular Value Decomposition shows that long lived global eigenmodes are present in the
simulation when the scaling is not gyroBohm. The correlation lengths follow the gyroBohm
prediction, i.e. scale linearly with the ion Larmor radius. However the correlation times
increase with increasing gyroradius. This feature can be explained by the decrease of the
global eigenmode growth rates with increasing gyroradius from the effect of larger
diamagnetic rotational shear. Thus at sufficiently large relative gyroradius, the breaking of
gyroBohm scaling results from increased stability. The survival of global modes requires that
the time needed for a global mode to build up is smaller than a turbulence life time. This
condition is fulfilled when the turbulence level is low. This explains why gyroBohm scaling
is broken only close to the threshold. Radial modes play an important role here since they help
keeping the turbulence level small enough to avoid destroying the slow to form global
eigenmodes.
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Diffusive processes in stochastic magnetic field's
M.Vlad, F.Spineanu, J.H.Misguich
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache,

Prance

R.Balescu
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium

A large number of theoretical and experimental studies lead to the conclusion that the fluctuations of the magnetic field observed in magnetically
confined plasmas could provide a major contribution to the enhanced particle
and energy transport. In this context, we present a detailed study of the evolution of the test particles in a spac"e-time dependent stochastic magnetic field.
It is based on an analytical treatment of the Langevin-type equation which describes the guiding center approximation. Particle collisions are modelled by
a random velocity along magnetic lines and by a small cross-field stochastic
velocity corresponding to the classical diffusivity.
First, a time independent stochastic magnetic field is considered. Our calculations confirm the well-known results of Kadomtsev-Pogutse and RechesterRosenbluth. We also obtain a new form of the diffusion coefficient, valid in the
weakly collisional domain. The effect of the stochastic drifts determined by the
gradients of the magnetic field which are always present along a stochastic magnetic line is studied. We show that these stochastic drifts determine an intrinsic
particle-field line decorrelation in any space dependent stochastic magnetic field
and evaluate a new effective diffusion coefficient produced by this mechanism.
A general graph which describes the physical domains corresponding.to the
validity of the various transport regimes is presented.
Next, the influence of an average, macroscopic motion of the plasma (produced e.g. by a radial electric field) is determined. We show that such an average motion commonly found in experiments, superposed on the stochastic velocity of the collisional particle motion in a stochastic magnetic field, has a strong
influence on the effective diffusion coefficient consisting in a significant amplification. The effect is important both in Kadomtsev-Pogutse and RechesterRosefibluth diffusion regimes and, when the average velocity is large enough,
the diffusion coefficient becomes independent on the collisionality regime.
The last part of this work deals with time dependent stochastic perturbations of the confining magnetic field. The diffusion coefficient of the pa/ticles
is determined as a function of the correlation time of the stochastic field, rc.
It shows a maximum, significantly larger than the diffusion coefficient in time
independent stochastic magnetic field, which is located at a value of TC of the
order of the inverse of the collision frequency.
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Similarity Enperiments in Tore Supra
X.L. Zou. C.Laviron, I. Colas, M Paume. F. Clairot, P. Devynck, X Garhct.
G.Leclert*, Ph. Moreau, R. Brecon, C Gil, G.T Hoan», X Litaudon, P.Mnwi,
F. N'giiyen. J.L. Scgui
Association Euralom-CEA stir la fusion controlee, C.E.Cadarachc,
13108 Saint Paul lez Durance France
* Laboratoirc de Physique des Milieux Ionises, URA CNRS 835,
Universile Henri Poincare, Nancy I, BP 239, 54506 Vandccuvre Cedcx, France

A new experimental approach using dimensional analysis has recently been made in
tokamak plasmas for a better understanding of transport mechanisms as well as prediction of
the performance of future tokamaks. The method is to keep constant all non dimensional
parameters describing the plasma, except the normalized Lamior radius p" which is varied. In
die low confinement regime (L mode), four non dimensional parameters are fixed: the tokamak
aspect ratio R/a, the safety factor q, the toroidal beta pr, and the neo-classical collisionaliiy v*
On the other hand, to characterize a similarity state in the ohniic (OH) plasma, p, could be"
replaced by the Hugill number H [ 1 ].
Similarity experiments have been made in Tore Supra in order to investigate the p*
scaling of local transport and global confinement. A simple global analysis shows that the
effective transport x,gis gyro-Bohm like in the L regime, where the electron channel dominates
in the total heat transport. r ~ is rather Bohm like in the ohmic saturation regime, where the ion
contribution is non negligible in the global transport. These results are consistent with the fact
that the electron transport x is gyro-Bohm like and the ion transport x, is not ayro-Bohm in
both OH and L regimes f 1, 2], Moreover, these behaviours are confirmed by local analyses
For these experiments, measurements of associated density fluctuations have been
made by CCH laser scattering and reflectoineity, while magnetic fluctuations have hcen
measured by cross polarisation scattering. The relation between transport and lurbulcnct1 for
these similarity experiments are analysed.

[ 1 | Zou X.L., Hoang G.T., Colas L, Gumcni L, Bracco G . 22ml EPS Cnnf on Cnntr
Fusion and Plasma Phys.. Bournemouth. Vol.l'JC, 1041 (1995)
[2] Petty CC. Luce TC. et a!.. Phys Rev Lett., 74, 1763, (i995)
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IMPURITY CONTENT AND SUSTAINMENT OF THE
TORE- SUPRA SNAKE
PECQUET A.L., MATTIOLl M , CRI-STOFAN1 P., GARBET X,GERAUD A., GIL C.
Association Eunuom-CEA sur la Fusion
Departemem de Recherches sur la Fusion Conltolee
CEA-Cadarache, F- ] 3108 Si Paul-lez-Durance

Snakes are observed in Tore-Supra, after injection of high velocity solid hydrogen
pellets ablated inside the q=l surface. They are detected, immediately after the ablation, as
oscillations on the line integrated densities of the central interferometer channels. The
corresponding oscillations on the soft X-ray signals detach from the noise about 70 ms
later. In several pellet injections, the snake radius r s is clearly smaller than the q=l surface
radius deduced from the sawtooth inversion radius.
Combined simulations of the snake oscillations on both interferometer and soft Xray signals are presented.
The snake has been simulated as an off-axis perturbation superposed to the
unperturbed, previously simulated plasma which is well centred on the magnetic axis. The
snake electron density profile is supposed to be parabolic with a maximum value
corresponding to the snake radius rs and with zero value at its boundary, while the
temperature within the snake is assumed to be constant. Carbon is considered as the main
impurity inside the snake, which concentration is adjusted to fit the soft X-ray signal. The
results of the simulations indicate that, starting about 80 ms after the snake formation, the
carbon density i/iside the snake is much larger than outside. This carbon accumulation
increases until a maximum around 220ms after pellet injection and then remains constant
or slightly decreasing until the end of the snake.
The corresponding variation of Zeff induces a current perturbation through the
change of resistivity. Another current perturbation is due to the modulation of .the
bootstrap current by the m=l n=l snake topology. It is shown that these two current
perturbations are about of the same order of magnitude, but the most important is that they
have the same shear dependency. Taking into account ihese two effects, the time evolution
of the. island is presented and discussed.
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Time-Dependent Transport Simulation Study
for Advanced Tokamak Mode in KT-2 Tokamak*
B.C. Hong and S.K. Kim
Nuclear Fusion Laboratory, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
P.O. Box 105, Yusong, Taejon, Korea 350-600
We present time-dependent simulation studies of advanced tokamak discharge,
i.e., 100 % non-inductive current, drive with high(> 80%) bootstrap current fraction, in a
large-aspect-ratio (LAR), medium-size, diverted tokamak KT-2 [1].
The steady-state current and pressure profiles are oblaincd through the optimization study based on the MHD stability analysis for the ballooning mode, the infernal mode
and the kink mode. Dynamic simulation is necessary to investigate the stable route to
high /?,,, high bootstrap plasma with negative shear over a central plasma region and to
calculate the required auxiliary heating and current drive power. During the simulation,
the current profile is determined through self-consistent evaluation of the bootstrap and
RF driven currents. The fast wave current drive(FWCD) provides the axial seed current
to control q value at magnetic axis, while the lower hybrid current drive(LHCD) controls
qmin to maintain MHD stability.
The calculation of the bootstrap current is important, since in the steady-state,
the bootstrap current is dominant and mainly determines the total current profile. In
this work, we examine the collisionless [2] and collisional [3/1] formula and compare the
effects of the models on the current proflie. Also, the sensitivity on the thermal transport
models are investigated.
[1] I.S. Chang et al., "Concept Definition of KT-2", KAERI/TR-472/94, 1994.
[2j S.P. Hirshman, Phys. Fluids 31, (198S) 3150.
[3] G.R. Harris, EUR-CEA-FC-1436, 1991.
[4] S.P. Hirshman and D.J. Sigmar, Nuci. Fusion 21, (1981) 1079.
s u p p o i t e d by t h e M i n i s t r y of Science a n d Technolof.yfMOS 1').
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SaMtooth Studies on the FTU Tokamak
F. Alladio, G Bracco, P. Buralti, P. Micozzi, O. Tudisco
Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulIa Fusione, Centro Ricerehe Frascati,
CP 65, 00044, Frascati, Rome, Italy
Sawiooth oscillations have been studied in the FTU tokamak under a very wide range of
plama conditions by means of an ECE diagnostic based on a 12 channel grating polychromator.
The most unusual results concern the density dependence of the sawtooth period XK. At low
and intermediate densities, XK increases with density and then saturates (as usual) like the ohmic
energy confinement time, but at higher densities, well inside the ohmic saturated regime, XR
increases again. For example, at fixed safety factor q^^.S, when the volume average density
<n e > is increased from 2.5 to 6 x l 0 1 9 n r 3 , XR increases from 3 to 6.5 ms; a further <ne>
increase (up to 1.3xl0^m*^) reduces XR to 5 ms. At higher <rie>, XR increases again more or
less linearly, up to 12 ms (for simple sawteeth, no compound ones are observed at these
densities) in stationary discharges, and transiently to 25 ms after deuterium pellet injection.
Sawteeth with such a long TR are preceded by a period of complete suppression (lasting for
70-80 ms) during which the q=l surface is still present in die plasma.
A similar <ne> dependence if found at different q a , but the densities at which XK turns over
decrease for increasing q a .
Precursor and successor oscillations have also been systematically studied, and a behaviour
clearly ordered with q a and <rie> has been found:
- at the minimum <n e > obtainable at each q a , m=l oscillations may exist during the entire
sawtooth period and survive the crash.
- At higher densities and qa>4, simple sawteeth with precursor oscillations are observed; in
some cases the precursors can be absent.
- At q a <3 compound sawteeth with postcursor oscillations arc invariably observed.
- At q a =3.5, the postcorsor oscillation is always observed, but compound sawteeth only occur
at low and intermediate <n e >, while simple sawteeth are observed at higher <n c >.
In this paper the experimental observations will be presented, and an explanation based on the
stabilizing effect of low magnetic shear at the q=l.radius will be given.
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Correlation Among Plasma Rotation, Magnetic Configurations and
Improved Confinement Regimes in Present Large Tokamak I Experiments
F.Alladio, F. Crisanli, A. Mancuso, P. Micozzi
KM Burrell, LL. Lao, M.S. Chu, T.H. Osborne '
R. Giannella, P. Lomas, D. O'Brien

2

Associazione EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione, Centre Ricerchc Frascati,
C.P. 65,00044, Frascali, Rome, Italy
An experimental correlation among the shaping of the plasma column, the geodesic
curvature and the improvement of the global energy confinement time can be inferred from the
data of DIII-D. The VH-mode and shear reversed DIII-D discharges show an increased plasma
rotation, that may be explained by a characteristic of the nearisodynamic (geodesic)
configurations: the Pfirsch-Schliiter-like factor 1 + 2q 2 , which multiplies the moment of inertia of
the magnetic configuration. Such a quantity is generated by the compression that the flux lubes
suffer going from the external to the internal part of die torus. Therefore the configurations in
which the modulus of the total magnetic field IBI is more constant upon the magnetic surfaces
show a lower value of the moment of inertia. The radial electric field correlated to the rotation is
invoked by many authors in order to explain the turbulence reduction observed during the VH
phase. The geometric parameter 1 + 2q 2 determines the transient and steady state behaviour of
the plasma rotation under the assumption that the anomalous parallel viscosity vuA is greater that
the neoclassical one V|NC. In this way, also the profile of the v A B part of the radial electric
field E r (and its absolute value) is influenced by the magnetic configuration.
In particular, on the DIII-D tokamak, the highly elongated an

. iangular plasma

discharges which evolve toward the VH-mode show a lower value of the 1 + 2q 2 quantity and a
higher level of the radial electric field; also the shear reversed profiles tend to lower 1 + 2q

in

the central region of the plasma column, driving towards very high values of the electric field
within the reversal region.
In the case of JET, with the Mark-I divertor configuration, the rotation of the plasma
increases by reducing the geodesic curvature, but the global energy confinement time docs not
increase. This could be connected to the minimum value of the global geodesic curvature that in
JET was, during the last experimental campaign, larger than in the Dill D VH mode discharges.
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UA9900129
Modelling the Dependence of Sawtooth
Stability on ICRH Power in Tokamak Plasmas
K. G. McClemcnts, R. 0 . Dendy, R. J. Hastie and T. J. Martin
UKAEA, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 0X14 3DB, UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)
Sawtooth oscillations have been stabilized in tokamak plasmas using ion cyclotron
resonance heating (ICRH), but often reappear while ICRH continues. In the case of
two particular JET discharges with similar plasma currents and edge safety factors,
sawteeth have been observed to be stable at 4 MW ICRH, but not at 6 MW [1].
Several authors, notably F. Porcelli [2], have proposed explanations for sawtooth suppression in ICRH experiments which involve stabilization of the ideal m = 1 internal
kink mode by heated minority ions. In this paper a new, realistic model is proposed
for the distribution function of those ions, which takes into account strong heating of
ions whose banana tips lie in the heated region, is fully consistent with Fokker-Planck
simulations of ICRH, and can account for the observations described in Ref. 1. This
model is incorporated into a calculation of the potential energy SW associated with
m = 1 internal kink displacements. At low frequencies, trapped minority ions have
a stabilizing effect which arises from conservation of the third adiabatic invariant [2j.
This stabilizing effect is described in terms of a kinetic contribution to SW: a numerically tractable expression for this has been obtained. However, the anisotropic
heated minority ion pressure also makes a contribution to the Shafranov shift of magnetic flux surfaces, which is destabilizing. The corresponding fluid contribution to
SW is evaluated for the case of anisotropic plasma pressure. A critical parameter is
the minor radius ri at which the plasma safety factor q is equal to unity: as rt rises,
the stabilizing influence of minority ions tends to diminish, and the elongation of the
plasma cross-section becomes increasingly destabilizing. It is shown quantitatively
that the termination of a sawtooth-free period in the 4 MW ICRH JET discharge
referred to above was correlated with a change of sign in SW. The contribution of
heated ions to the fluid part of SW is such that an increase in ICRH power can, in
some circumstances, destabilize the kink mode: this result is consistent with the observation that sawtooth activity occurred continuously during the 6 MW ICRH J E T
discharge referred to above.. It is found, finally, that the stabilizing influence of heated
minority ions diminishes rapidly as the vertical extent of the ICRH power deposition
is increased.
This work was funded jointly by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and
Euratom.
[1] D. J. Campbell ei a/., Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 2148 (1988).
[2] F. Porcelli, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 33, 1601 (1991).
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Study of Internal Rcconnection Events
on the START Tokamak
R. J. Buttery. M. K. Bevir, A. Caloutsis, D. Gates, C. G. Giniblctt, M. Gryaznevich, T. C.
Hender, I. Jenkins, R. Martin*, C. Ribeiro', A. Sykes, M. Valovic, M. J. Walsh, H. R. Wilson.
VKAEA, Fusion, Culham, Oxon, 0X1J SDB. UK.
1 VMIST, Manchester, UK.
'University of Sao Paulo, Brazil. {UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association).
The absence of current terminating disruptions on the START device continues to be
of much interest. In conventional aspect ratio tokamaks (eg JET) they rapidly terminate
plasma current, possibly causing severe structural and thermal loads in a future reactor.
On START no such event has been seen at tight aspect ratio (R/a < 1.8) in over 28000
discharges. However Internal Reconnection Events (IREs) are common and appear to
exhibit many of the properties of a disruption (rapid increase in plasma current, negative
spike in loop voltage, increase in elongation) but without termination of the current.
Using new diagnostics, including 30 point Thomson scattering, 3 soft X ray (SXR)
cameras (total 38 channels), and a full analysis of magnetic signals, we have measured
accurately electron pressure profiles, plasma position, and studied the formation and
poloidal structure of modes, in order to characterise the various types of IRE seen.
IREs occur under a range of conditions on START, for example when the loop voltage
is falling, or near the Hugill density limit, or
Pressure (kPo) #28470-28'*
at lower gg5 values. The initial current spike
is larger than for conventional disruptions, after which most plasma parameters return rapidly
to their pre-IRE values. Low m and n modes
in magnetics and SXR can accompany the
IRE, sometimes only distinguishable by elaborate causal filtering techniques. Central electron
temperature and density fall sharply with Te recovering faster than nc. The electron pressure is
Fig: Electron "pressure (Thomson scat- shown in the figure, with & falling by ~50%.
tering) during IRE (at t=0) on START.
These new measurements allow accurate
reconstructions of the plasma at various stages of the IRE. Generally, we find these show
a fall in /?, flattening of the current profile, rise in central q and consequent drop in
inductance at the IRE. However, the form of the IR.E varies significantly for different
plasma conditions. Together with magnetic and SXR data, these reconstructions are
used to analyse and discuss the mechanisms and modes involved in the IRE.
Full equilibrium models mapping the parameter space have been constructed to investigate the disruption immunity by examining how the plasma moves at an IRE, comparing
with a conventional aspect ratio disruption and investigating other effects. These models
are based on constraints such as helicity (allowing for plasma motion) or energy conservation, including full image current effects, and predict plasma changes for various
falls in /} and inductance. They are compared with the experimental reconstructions to
determine the appropriate constraint. Initial results indicate that there is little radial
motion during an IRE at tight aspect ratio.
(This work was jointly funded by the UK Depl. of Trade and Industry and Euratom.)
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Poloidal Halo Current Measurements During Vertical Disruption Events in
Single Null COMPASS-D Plasmas
G.G. Castle, D. Gates, A.W. Morris, M. Valovie
UKAEA Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire. 0X14 3DB, UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

A series of experiments were performed on COMPASS-D in a single null configuration
(R = 0.557 rn, a = 0.232 m, b = 0.385 m) to investigate the properties of poloidal halo
currents flowing in the vacuum vessel during a vertical displacement event, or VDE. Both
poloidal and toroidal halo currents are induced during a disruption and these currents can
produce large forces on the vacuum vessel; these forces are a serious design consideration
for ITER. COMPASS-D is equipped with resistive shunts between the divertor tiles and
the vacuum vessel for measuring halo currents at three poloidal locations, and has three
arrays of 24 B$ pickup coils at different toroidal angles. This configuration allows the
poloidal halo currents flowing in the vacuum vessel to be determined with good spatial
resolution. The halo shunt measurements are in qualitative agreement with the poloidal
currents determined from the B^ coils. Peak poloidal halo currents of up to 0.45 Ipo (Ipo is
the pre-disruption plasma current) have been observed. Vertical disruptions were induced
both away from and towards the X-point and scans of B$ (B^ = 1.1 — 1.85 T, Ipo = 180
kA) and Ipo {Ipo = 115 — 195 kA, B$ = 1.2 T) were performed to determine the scaling of
halo current magnitudes and to investigate any differences due to conducting structures
in the vessel or asymmetries in VDE direction. These scalings show that the maximum
magnitude of the poloidal halo current scales like I^o and decreases weakly with B$. The
calculated vertical force due to the measured poloidal halo current distribution in the vessel
wall interacting with the background toroidal field also scales like f£0 but is independent
of BQ The maximum toroidal peaking factor (ratio of peak to average AB^, as measured
at two toroidally opposite locations) typically ranges from 1.2 — 3.4 with an average value
of 1.4 for plasmas that disrupt towards the X-point and is not generally coincident in
time with Uio peak poloidal ha!o current. Scalings of plasma elongation (1.1 < K < 1.6)
were performed to separate the VDE growth rate from the energy and current quench
timescales. The data from COMPASS-D are compared to the results from other machines
and the consequences for ITER are discussed.

This work was jointly funded by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and Euratom
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First Results of Neutral Beam Heating in START Spherical
Tokamuk Plasmas
M J Walsh. R J Akers, R A Bamford, R J Bmiery, P G Carohin, D M Codling,
N J Conway, G F Counsell, M Cox, J Dowling, S K Ereiits, M Grya/.ncvich, T Gunston,
J Hugill'" , I Jenkins, R Martin1'1 M P S Nightingale, Y-K M Pong"1', M N Price,
C Ribeiro(c), D C Robinson, R T C Smith, A Sykcs, I Tsai*", S E V Warder
UKAEA, Fusion, Culham. Abingdon, Onon, 0X14 3DG, UK
(UKAEA/Euralom Fusion Association)

The world's first Spherical Tokamak to obtain high temperature plasmas was the START
device which began operation at Culham in 1991. Although originally a low-budget
experiment based on spare equipment, START has been continually upgraded and can now
obtain large plasmas (R = 0.32m, a = 0.26m giving 'spherical' plasmas of over 1m in
overall diameter), plasma currents of over 200kA and a plasma duration of louger than 40
msec. In 1994, it was decided to augment the programme by testing out the effects of
additional heating by neutral beam injection using a 40kcV, 0.5MW neutral beam injector
lent to Culham by ORNL in the USA. To aid this, the plasma diagnostics have recently
been much improved, with the addition of a 30 point Thomson scattering system, a high
speed video camera capable of 40,000 fps, tomography from three new SXR cameras, 20
channel spectroscopic ion temperature diagnostics and an NPA capable of observing
energies up to 50keV.
Experiments on START have produced stable, naturally elongated D-shaped plasmas at
aspect ratios down to 1.25. The operating space (density, current) of STA.RT is at least as
large as for conventional tokamaks and temperatures of lkcV and densities greater than
10 m' ] have been produced. Energy confinement is as good as or better than H-roode
scalings from conventional devices although ELMs are not observed. A particularly notable
result is that current-terminating disruptions, which could be very damaging in a large
device and which are a key issue for ITER are so far (28,000 discharges) completely absent
in START for aspect ratio S 1.8. Recently, the addition of new X-point coils has enabled
studies of scrape-off layer, confinement and stability in highly triangular diverted plasmas to
be made, enhancing even further the operating space of the device.
It is important to determine if these good properties are retained with strong additional
heating. The ORNL beam, which is injected tangentially and has a full-width-halfmaximum o f - 15cm, has now been installed on the START experiment and is operating in
hydrogen. Studies began in late 1995 with low power injection into START plasmas,
which showed that the good plasma properties were retained, with the beam producing a
slow increase in density, a 20% increase in ion temperature and a redistribution of the
electron temperature. The overall effect was that the total energy of the plasma was
increased by -30% when compared to a plasma with similar electron density and geometry.
Detailed results of the effect of auxiliary heating at power levels ^ POHMIC o n t n e operating
regime, stability, energy confinement and achievable beta will be presented.
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Impurity Content of TdeV Plasmas from Simulations of VUV
Lines, SXR and Radiation Profile Measurements.
E. Haddad1, R. Marchand2, G. Ratel\ B.C. Gregory2, H.H. Mai2,
D. Whyte\ N. Richard', I. Condrea2, C. C6t63, C. Boucher2.

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnitique'
1804 boul. Lionel Boulet Varennes, Qc, Canada, J3X 1S1

The impurity levels in tokamak plasmas, generally deduced from a few specific
spectroscopic lines, can have a large uncertainty due to the accuracy level of
atomic and spectroscopic data (excitation, ionization, ...) and their sensitivity to
the experimental electron temperature. The new approach presented here obtains
the impurity levels by comparing iteratively the measured profiles of line
intensities from tliree absolutely calibrated diagnostics with simulation results
from the MIST transport code and from collisional radiative line intensities. The
VUV spectrometer gives the low Z impurity content from analysis of spectral lines
radial profiles especially in the outer part of the main plasma (C IV, O VH, Ne
Vm,...). The soft x-ray camera, most sensitive to higher ionisation states, permits
the deteraination of the global metallic impurity content. Finally a bolometer array,
used to map total (spectrally integrated) radiated power, is very helpful in the
identification pro'cesses: low Z impurity radiation profiles peak near the edge
whereas those of high Z in the plasma centre. The comparison is used to
characterize impurity transport and levels under several conditions: a) detachment
during ohmic or ohmic with lower hybrid heating, b) neon injection, c) the
evolution of impurity with lower hybrid ramp up.

' MPB Technologies Inc., Dorval (QutSbec) Canada.
3
3

I.N'RS Energie et Makiriaux, Varennes (Qudbec) Canada.
Hydro-QuCbec, Varennes (Quebec) Canada.

* Supported by AECL, Hydro-QuCbec and INRS.
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Enhanced Plasma Confinement after Compact Toroid Fueling
R, Raman 1 . F. Martin, M. St-Ongc, G. Abel, J.-L. Lachambrc, C. Cote,
N. Richard, E. Haddad, N. Blanchard, R. Ddcoste, A. C6le\ J-L. Gauvrcau,
P. Gierszewski1, D. Mwang^, A. Hirose 3 , B. Quirion, H. Mai, H. McLean^,
C. Xiao 3 , B. Stansficld, M. Chartre\ D.Michaud
Centre Canadicn de Fusion Magndtique, Varcnnes, Qudbec J3X 1S1 Canada
We report the first measurements showing improvement in tokamak plasma
confinement following compact toroid (CT) fueling of TdeV (Rp = 0.86m, a = 0.25m,
poloidal single null divcrtor configuration). Early CT injection experiments [1] using
the CTF device [2] produced a rapid increase in the edge and central density indicating
central penetration of the CT. However, the increased density was rapidly lost (on a
lime scale comparable to the particle confinement time).

The centrally viewing

bolometer showed a large increase in the radiated power indicating that, in addition to
fuel, significant quantities of impurities were added to the tokamak discharge, cooling
the central plasma. Enhanced MHD activity was also observed.
In our more recent CT injection experiments (Bx = 1.4 T, I p = 160 kA,
Tco = 800 eV, <ne> = 2 x 10*9 m -3) _ the tokamak particle inventory was increased
by more than 20% without any plasma cooling or rapid loss of particles. The peak
electron density remains high for about 100 msec (x5 particle confinement time) with
the density peaking factor (central density divided by volume averaged density)
increasing from 1.86 (before) up to 2.42. The energy confinement time increased by
20%. The radiated power increased in proportion to the electron density, the edge H a
signal dropped slightly and no enhancement in MHD activity is observed.
In summary, we have demonstrated the use of CT injection for tokamak fueling
without adversely affecting the tokamak plasma parameters. On the contrary, there is
evidence for increased plasma confinement possibly from density peaking following
CT injection. Measured fueling is more than an order of magnitude greater than
necessary for a reactor [3], We are now commissioning a second generation device
(CTF-II) for injection at higher magnetic field.
[1] R. Raman, F. Martin, B. Quirion et al., Phys. Rev. left. 7 3 , 3101 (1994).
[2] R. Raman, J.C, Thomas, D.Q. Hwang et al.. Fusion Tech. 24, 239 (1993).
[3] P. Gicrszcwski, R. Raman, D.Q. Hwang, Fusion Tech. 28, 619 (1995).
1 Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
^University of California - Davis, Livermore, California, USA
^University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
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Plasma radiation in ITER tokamak hard disruption
events
H, Wurz', B. Bazylov2,1. Landman^, V. Safronov^, A. Zhitlukhin3
1 forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, INR, Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe,
Germany
2 Luikov Institute of Heat and Mass Transfer, Minsk, Belarus
3 Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Fusion Research, 142092 Troitsk, Russia
The high divertor heat load during ITER hard disruptions and ELMs results in sudden evaporation of a thin layer of divertor plate material which forms a non-LTE
plasma shield and protects the target from further excessive evaporation. The incoming energy flux is absorbed in the plasma shield and is converted mainly into
radiation. Thus the radiative characteristics of the plasma shield determine the
dissipation of the incoming energy flux, the heat load at the target and the overall energy balance.
Physical properties and spectral radiation fluxes from non-LTE carbon plasma
shields were studied at the plasma gun facilities 2MK-200 and MK-200 UG at
Troitsk under conditions simulating hard disruptions and ELMs. The experimental
data are used for validation of the theoretical modeling of the plasma surface interaction. Such important features of the carbon plasma shield as temperature
and density distribution and its evolution are reproduced quite well.
The radiation from non-LTE carbon plasma shields is dominated by line radiation
from CV and CVI ions. Directed spectral radiation fluxes and total radiation intensities emitted in perpendicular direction from the plasma shield were calculated with a 2D radiation transport code. The paper gives a comparison of the
modeling and the experimental results. Based on this validation a detailed discussion is also given for the real situation of ITER hard disruptions and ELMs.
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INTERNAL CONFINEMENT IMPROVEMENT
DISCHARGES IN HL-M
L. B. Ran', E. Y. Wang, D. M. Xu, J. Y. Cao, X Y. Feng, J Chen, W. Y. Hong, L. W.
Yan, Z. C. Deng, G. Y. Diao, Y Zhou, Z. Y. Cui, G. C. Guo, J. F Dong, K H. Li, C. X
Luo, J. L Luo, M. L. Shi, S. K. Yang, Q. W. Yang, J. W. Yang, L Liu, X. W. Deng,
J Conrads** and HL-1M team

Southwestern Institute of Physics
P. O. Box 432 Chengdu Sichuan 610041 China
Internal confinement improvement, accompanied by formation of a transport
barrier at the plasma edge, has been observed in bias H-mode discharges triggered
by a biased electrode on the HL-1M tokamak with wall boronization, fast rise of
bias voltage and fast ramp-down of the plasma current I,,.
In the internal region, the electron temperature Te(r), measured by ECE
heterodynes interferomter, rises up about 10-20% and its profile becomes
steepend. The largest gradient of Te(r) is in the region of r~lO-15cm(r/a~0.4-0.6)
and the relative diydr increases from 50/cm in L mode to 70/cm in H-mode, from
which it can be derived that the central plasma current density rises up and its
profile becomes steepend, probably being the cause of no increase of the loop
voltage in bias H-mode phase. It also can be estimated that the electron heat
conductivity is reduced in the internal region(r/a<0.6) and reduced even more in
the outside region than that in the inside region from the simulation of a one
dimensional transport code. Also the internal pressure P(r) is risen up and its
profile becomes steepend, estimated from soft X-ray measurement. It seems that
the internal gradients of Te(r) and P(r) at r/a~0.4-0.6 is related to the increase rate
of bias voltage and the decrease rate of the plasma current.
Across the edge transport barrier at r/a~0.9-0.95, the toroidal Mach number M
increases about 20-50%, the density fluctuation reduces about 10-50%, The
poloidal plasma rotation speed Vp, measured by poloidal Mach probes, varies
similar to TEXTOR from 2km/s in co-direction of ion VB drift in L-inode to
8.5km/s(Bt=2.4T) in counter-direction of ion VB drift in H-mode, corresponding
to Er~20kV/m towards the outward direction. By injecting Al impurity inlo IImode plasmas with laser blow-off, measuring A1XI line with VUV spectrometer
and investigating impurity tansport with impurity transport code 'STRTAHL', it is
obtained that the particle confinement time is improved by a factor of two in Hmode, the diffusion coefficient D is reduced from 1.2m'7s in L-mode to 0.60.8m2/s in H-mode and a lowest diffusion coefficient D~0.2-0.3nr/s exists at
r~22-25cm (r/a~0.85-0.95) in H-mode, being roughly consistent with the
measurements of the Mach probes.
* present address: Institut fur Niedertemperatur-Plasmaphysik, D-17489 Greifswald,
Germany
** Institut fur NiedertemperaUir-Plasmaphysik, D-17489 Greifswald, Germany
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ANALYSIS OF SAWTOOTH ACTIVITY IN HL-1M
WITH LASER BLOW-OFF IMPURITY INJECTION
Y. LIU, G.C.GUO, Y.Z.ZHONG , B.Z.FU, E.Y.WANG , L.B.RAN and G.YANG
( Southwestern Institute of Physics, PO Box 432, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041, P R China)

ABSTRACT
Small quantities of high Z impurities have been injected into the HL-1M plasma and their
progression was followed with good spatial and temporal resolution using soft X ray cameras. The
strange behaviour of soft X ray signal during Laser blow-off impurity injection has been studied
using injected impurity as traces of MHD activity. In agreement with previous investigations it is
found that the sawteeth tends to be suppressed or inverted on the central soft X ray chord signal,
during the transition regime after impurity injection. The most conspicuous feature is the persistence
of

the m=l oscillation after the internal disruption of inverted sawteeth, which is not the case

before impurity injection where only precusor oscillation is found.
Our results show clearly that the soft X ray emission profiles exhibit discontinuities at
sawtooth crashes after impurity injection. The impurities are prevented from reaching the central
region of the plasma during the quiescent phase of the sawtooth. At a crash, a significent
redistribution of impurities occurs which causes the peak of

the soft

X

ray distribution to move

inword across the inversion radius, a helical perturbation can be seen with essentially the same
amplitude and frequency before and after the internal disruption. On other hand, for the case of die
peak of impurity distribution inside inversion radius, the m=l postcusor oscillation become faint and
irregular, which accompanies the peak of impurity being

away from nr-=l island. It is only at the

last inverted sawteeth crash that the impurities finally fill up the central region and the postcusor
oscillation disappear.
Using injected impurity as a diagnostic tool, an indirect method of obtaining information of
magnetic structure (and, in particular of die q=l magnetic island) aficr sawteeth crash is proposed.
The experimental results indicate thai Ihe 111=] helical structure always exists after the sawiecth
crash in HL-1M. The usual lack of m=l oscillation on soft X ray signal after the internal disruption
(when there is no impurity injection) is due to the small size of the central region and flattened
temperature gradients. The post disruptive oscillations observed after impurity injection can be
attributed to the deposit of the impurity at the decaying annulus stochastic region around the ni= 1
island after sawteeth crash, and (lie island itself being a iveakly emitting region. A residual m=I
mode persists after sawteeth crash is led to the conclusion that the m=l structure is not destroyed by
the internal disruption, which is consistent with the analysis that the sawteeth pattern in HL-1M
essentially is a partial magnetic reconnection. The H U M tokamak plasma is in the ion kinetic
regimes, and it was pointed out by AJ.Lichtenberg that ion viscosity can lead to mode stabilization
before a cornicle temperature redisrtibution or flux rcconnction has occurred.
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ROTATION OF TORUS PLASMA
PROVIDED IONIZATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM
A.A.Gurin
Institute for Nuclear Research, 252028, Kyiv, Ukraine
Toroidal and poloidal ion flows are determined in the torus ohmically sustained
discharges by using of the overall balance description of the three- component ion-neutralelectron plasma. The steady state is considered while ions losses become balanced with the
ion production in the neutral influx in tlie heavy particles recycling process. Basic conditions
for the existence of plasma steady flows are indicated in the high-symmetry straight cylinder
limit. These conditions define a transitional layer on the plasma periphery where rotation is
decreasing within an extent which can be noticeable when the local ion collisional frequency
and radial outflux are enhanced. The polarizational process which forms a radial E-field while
plasma is setting into the steady phase is discribed with using momctum conservation
equations and taking into account tlie ion-neutral drag. The E-field equalizes ambipolarly the
ion-electron diffusional radial fluxes and provides the annihilation of excessive ion
diamagnetic rotation in such a way that the poloidal ion speed gets a measurable value. In
torus axisymmetrical plasma, this approach necessitates the using of two-dimentional
consideration in order to determine coupled poloidal and toroidal flows. Two-dimensional
analysis is developed on the basis of superiority of rotational velocilies over radial divergent
ones. Three kinds of toroidal corrections for the flow velocities and radial E-field are found
with taking into account the non-constancy of the electrostatic potential and pressure
components on magnetic surfaces: inertial-force contributions, neoclassical terms resulting
from tlie plasma pressure anysotropy and magnetic stress items.
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HIBP MEASUREMENTS OF THE PLASMA ELECTRIC POTENTIAL ON T-10
Melnikov A.V., Zimeleva L.G., Eliseev L.G.,
Russian Research Center "Kunhatoy Institute", Moscow, RUSSIA,
Bondarenko I.S., Krupnik L.I., Khrebtov S.M., Nedzelskij I.S.
Ukrainian Research Center "KhIPT", Kharkov, UKRAINE,
KharchevN.K.
Institute of General Physics, Moscow, RUSSIA
The radial electric field has been considered to have an important effect on the
confinement and anomalous transport in the plasma. The experimental research of the
mechanisms determining the radial electric field in a toroidal plasmas started recently.
The Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HEP) diagnostics is the only technique for direct
measurements of plasma electric potential. HEBP diagnostic was installed on T-IO (R
= 150 cm, a = 33 cm) tokamak to measure the local values of the plasma potential.
and its fluctuations. The Cs + and Tl + ions with the energy up to 210 keV and
intensity about a few dozens uA were used. The measurements have been performed
in the points of the detector grid determined by the calculations of the trajectories of
the probing particles. The detector grid was located in the outer part of the meridional
plasma cross-section close to the equatorial plane. The used energies allow to
perform the measurements at r = 18 - 33 cm. The specially developed high voltage
stabilizer was used. It allowed to keep the analyzer and accelerator voltage stability
on the level AU/U-10-5.
The measurements on T-10 tokamak were devoted to MHD effects on the plasma
potential and the investigation of the plasma parameter fluctuations. Plasma potential,
density and magnetic potential fluctuations were measured in the regimes with various
types of MHD activity. It was obtained the negative electric potential well towards
minor axis in MHD quiet regimes. MHD active regimes have the potential well with
twice smaller depth. The difference in the potential value between of the discharges
with and without MHD activity can reach 400-600 V. In MHD-active regimes electric
field is very low, almost zero, where q - 2 (19 cm < r < 25 cm). Plasma electric
potential, density and magnetic potential oscillations were observed in the frequency
range ~ 1 kHz. The poloidal magnetic field and electron density oscillations are
antiphazed. The region of the iiigh level poloidal field oscillations coincides with q ~
2 zone.
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Toroidal r\\ Mode Stability at Large Temperature Gradients

AJarme'n
Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory and Plasma Physics, EURATOM-NFR
Association
Chalmers University of Technology, Goteborg, Sweden

Temperature gradients in toroidal fusion devices such as tokamaks are supposed to play
an important role in driving m modes (T)i=Ln/LT, Ln=density characteristic scale
length, l/r=temperature characteristic scale length). These modes, in turn, are assumed
to be one of the driving sources for drift wave turbulence causing anomalous particle
and heat transport. For this reason the stability properties of Tti modes have attracted a
lot of attention. It has been shown both by kinetic and fluid models that the r|i stability
threshold (T|iiow) is around one for density scale lengths around the magnetic field
curvature radius LB.
In this work the existence of an upper Tij threshold Oliup) in the range T|iUp~10 or
larger is shown. The mode only exists in a window, 'n,jiow<rli<Tliup- The lowest T|iUp,
i.e the most narrow window is found to occur at wavelengths corresponding to drift
waves, k2p2«i. it is also found that large density gradients (small L n ) are stabilizing lowering the growthrate and narrowing the window.
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Effect of Plasma Rotation on Toroidal rirmode
Global Coherent Structures
Alircza Pakyari and Vladimir P. Pavlenko
Department of Technology, EURATOM-NFR Fusion Association
Uppsala University, P.O. Box 534,
S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden

Model equations describing dynamics of toroidal rij-mode in a rotating plasma arc derived.
We take into account the shear poloidal rotation which is the same order of magnitude as
curvature of magnetic field. New linear and nonlinear terms, beside the centerfugal and Coriolis
terms, appear in the model equation due to the rotation. The origin of these new terms are
Larmor radius effect, shear of poloidal rotation and curvature. We investigated the formation of
glob.il vortices for this problem. The global vortices in contrast to localized vortices which are
concentrated in a small region and their amplitudes vanishes at far field, satisfies realistic
boundary condition at the edge of the plasma and occupies the whole plasma cross section. We
found that the formation of stationary global vortices requires a balance between different
curvature terms i.e. the curvature terms due to pressure and electric field on one side and the
curvature terms due to centerfugal and Coriolis terms on the other side. Then the form of the
solution is defined by a competition between inertial, centerfugal and Coriolis terms. The form
of the solution is verified numerically. Due to the importance of edge plasma and its role in
energy and particle transport, we consider vortices which are mainly concentrated near the edge
of plasma. Stationary solution which looks like dipole vortices are formed at weak shear
poloidal rotation due to the dominance of ineflial term upon centerfugal and Coriolis terms.
However, in strong shear, centerfugal and Coriolis forces destroys this structure and vortex
flow forms instead
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FLUID SIMULATIONS OF TRANSPORT IN TOKAMAKS:
CORRELATIONS W I T H PRESENT
EXPERIMENTS AND PREDICTIONS I'OR ITER
J. Weiland, II. Nordman and A. Jarmen
Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory
Chalmers University of Technology and
Euratom-NFR Association, S-4129C Gothenburg,
Sweden
Fluid models for thermal instabilities and the associated transport have reached a degree of sophistication where most of the experimental trends for tokamak transport have
been recovered. In particular the majority of the empirical scaling properties of the energy
confinement- time are recovered or can be interprerted in terms of drift wave transport.
Some models predict ignition for ITER in H-mode and some not. A possibility for ignition
in the peaked density, supershot regime is found to exist for gyro-Bohm scaling.
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Formation of Transport Barriers
V. Rozhansky, M. Tendler*, S. Voskoboynikov
St.Pctersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg , Russia
* Alfven Lab.,EURATOM - NFR Association, Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
Transport barrier dynamics is the key scientific concern at present. The
interest is enhanced by the fact that a steady state tokamak will never be
static but will necessarily require barriers to be created or lowered from
time to time in different portions of the plasma to faciliate a reactor
operation. Transport barriers will have to be controlled for operation
purposes.
A transport barrier emerges when the cross - field transport is reduced
due to a rotational shear over some portion of the plasma. The issue is
addressed by means of the simple numerical model. The dynamics of
interest consists of threshold conditions for barrier formation, barrier
propagation speed and profile steepening rates, barrier limits and
mechanisms for their relaxation and termination. The model is tested on
the example of the L-H and H-L transitions assuming that the plasma
parameters near the edge are slightly above the threshold of the
transition. Electric field is suggested to be neoclassical with the toroidal
rotation damped by the anomalous inertia and viscosity. Diffusion
coefficient depends on the shear of electric field. The hysteresis arises
naturally. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the diffusion equation
with the diffusion coefficient depending on the second deriviate of density
profile yields oscillatory solutions. Therefore, the effect of dithering is
derived.
Means of barrier control are suggested. Particle deposition and removal
control via pellets, wall conditioning and divertor recycling are offered
to benefit the control of transport barriers. The model appears to be
consistent with experiments carried out on Tuman - 3 and T -10 tokamaks
triggering the H - mode by injecting slow pellets on the perithery.
The flexibility to vary the plasma profiles is brought to light as viable
means to control transport barriers. Specific points addressing
comparison between different transport barrier regimes include
thresholds, boundary conditions, dismptivity and particle control.
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Transverse Current in a Braided Magnetic Field
I. Kaganovich, V. Rozhansky, M. Tendler*
St.Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 Si. Petersburg , Russia
• Alfven Lab. Euratom - NFR Association, Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockhom, 1 )44, Sweden
The conductivity perpendicular to the flux surfaces caused by a
stochastic magnetic field has been calculated. The perturbed magnetic
field is considered as a given quantity created by the currents in the
helical coils. Such configuration is typical for the ergodic divertors in
tokamaks.
The density, temperature, potential perturbations and (lie radial current
are obtained as a functions of the radial electric field, density and
temperature gradients. Both collisional and collisionless cases have been
addressed. It is shown that the radial current is governed by the spatial
derivative of the stochastic diffusion coefficient of the magnetic field
lines. The calculated cross-field conductivity together with the
neoclassicalconductivity can explain the self-consistent radial electric field
observed in the experiments with the ergodic magnetic litniters, in
particularly the fact that the radial electric field is less negative for larger
magnetic field perturbations. The obtained results are applicable to the
determination of the self-consistent electric field in more a more
enviroment relevant to the intrinsic magnetic field stochasticity in the
tokamaks and RFP's ( reversed-field configurations).
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Turbulence Studies in the JET Divertor PLismas
I. Garcfa-Corte's1, C. Hidalgo 1 , J.R. Martfn-Solfs2, S. Ali-Arshad, S. Clement,
S.J Davies, .1. Lingertat, A. Loarte, G.F. Matthews and R.D. Monk 3
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX 14 3EA, UK
1) AsociackSn EURATOM-CIEMAT, 28040 Madrid, SPAIN
2) Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, 2891 IMadrid, SPAIN
3) Dept of Physics, Royal Holloway College, University of London, Surrey, TW20 OEX.UK
It is important to study anomalous transport in the plasma boundary region because it
might play a central role in determining the scrape-off-layer width, and thus the magnitude of
the peak heat flux on the divertor and the effectiveness of the SOL, as a shield for neutral atoms.
Electrostatic turbulence can account for most of the particle transport in the plasma boundary
region in tokamak - siellarator devices [1].
Measurements of broadband electrostatic fluctuations have been made in JET MarkI
Divertor plasmas using a set of four Langmuir probes at the divertor target zone. Two probes
(toroidally separated) were embedded in the inner strike zone of the divertor and the other two
probes in the outer zone. Plasma fluctuations have been characterized by measuring the
fluctuations in the ion saturation current of the Langmuir probes and these signals have been
digitized at 1MHz. High correlation of the fluctuation along or close to parallel to die magnetic
field was found, implying that conditions at the target plates are important
The turbulence spectra as well as their amplitudes are sensitive to the plasma conditions.
It was found that the level of fluctuations in ohmic conditions varied from the private flux
region past the strike point and into SOL region. The SOL fluctuation level in the outer divertor
was in the range of 5% being dominated by frequencies below 50 kHz. Frequency spectra
broaden in the proximity of the strike point In the private flux region this fluctuation level was
found to increases to 15% with frequencies up to 200 kHz.
Significant asymmetries in the measured fluctuation levels at the inner and outer divertor
plates were observed in ohmic, L and H mode conditions. The fluctuation level at the outer
SOL divertor region was nearly a factor of two higher than in the inner one. Furthermore,
frequency spectra at the outer SOL divertor region were significantly broader than those
measured in the inner region. An assessment of whether this result could be explained in terms
of curvature-driven instabilities [2] will be presented.
Fluctuation suppression has been found at the L-H transition; this suppression appears to
be radially non-uniform in the SOL with the strongest modification taken place in the proximity
of the separatiix.
A significant increase in the level of fluctuations (up to a factor of 5) and a change in the
turbulence spectra were measured during the transition from attached to detached plasmas. The
influence of high neutral densities and low temperature plasmas on plasma turbulence will be
discussed.
11] Hidalgo C. Plasma Phys. Control Fusion 37 (1995) A53.
[2] Pogulse O and Kemer W, Proc. 2!lh EPS Conf. on Controlled Fusion anc! PlasmaPliysics, Montjx-.llier, vol
18B. part II, p 882 (1994)
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THE ANOMALOUS FLUXES DUE TO THE GENERALIZED
BALESCU-LENARD COLLISION OPERATOR IN A TOKAMAK
PLASMA.
R-V.Shurj'giu.
Institute of Nuclear Fusion, RR.C "Kurchalov Institute", 123182
Moscow, Russia.

Abstract.

In the present work the anomalous fluxes driven by the turbulent elctrostatic
fluctuations are investigated. The well known expression [1] of the generalized BalescuLenard (BL) collision integral using the action-angle formalism was applied to calculate tie
anomalous fluxes in the unhomogeneous magnetized tokatuak plasma. In comparison with
the conventional quasiliniar theory the BL operator provides taking into account the
"dressed particle" effects and as a result the "djuamic friction" term appears in addition to
the diffusive term.
The BL theory of anomalous plasma transport formulated in the Hamiltonian actionangle variables have been introduced in the article [2], The aualitic expressions of the radial
anomalous particle.momentum and heat fluxes are derived . The ambipolarity condition
including interaction both passing and trapped particles,ro!e the "anomalous pinch" terms
and the orbit-averaging factors are discussed.

REFERENCES:

l.H.E.Mynick and R-E.Duvall .Phys.Fluids B 1 (4), 750 (1989).
7. R.D Hazeltine.S.M Mahajian, and D.A.Hitclicock.Phy&Fluids 24,1164 (1981).
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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF MHD INSTABILITIES
IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS WITH HOLLOW CURRENT PROFILES
E.K. Maschke ,

X. Litaudon,

M. Berroukeche*

Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion
D.R.F.C. , Centre de Cadarache
F-13108 Sairtt-Paul-lez-Durance CEDEX (France)

In
recent experiments on tokamaks with current drive by lower
hybrid waves and with sufficiently high bootstrap fraction, plasmas
with hollow current profiles are obtained. The experimentally
observed MHD activity appears to be very sensitive to details of the
current profile and the associated
q-profile. In particular, for certain
discharges no MHD activity is observed although linear theory
predicts instability. In the present paper we use a one-fluid MHD
code lo investigate numerically the nonlinear evolution of a series of
discharges obtained in Tore Supra with lower-hybrid current drive.
For discharges showing no observable MHD activity although linear
theory predicts instability, we usually find a nonlinear evolution
leading to saturation of the instability at a relatively low level. On the
other hand, in cases where strong MHD activity is observed, we often
find a quasi- explosive nonlinear evolution. In such cases the rotation
of the plasma plays certainly an important role, and we present
theoretical and
numerical studies for particular cases, for which
however experimental data concerning the rotation are not available
at present.

*) Present address: University Blaise Pascal (Clermont-Ferrand), Dept.
dc Mathc'matiques applique'cs. F-63177 Aubiere CEDEX, France
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ANALYSIS OF PELLET FUELLING EFFICIENCY FROM
THE INTERNATIONAL PELLET ABLATION DATABASE
A. GERAUD *, B. PEGOURIE *, IPADBASE Collaboration
* Departement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee
Association EURATOM-CEA
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache
F-13108 Saint Paul-les-Durance

During the last two decades, much effort has been devoted to the
study of pellet-plasma interactions, mainly bearing on ablation and
transport modification caracterization. These studies have yielded an
extensive validation of a NGS-like scaling law for pellet penetration and a
comprehensive description of PEP modes. Comparatively to these well
documented subjects, the question of the pellet fuelling efficiency
(T) = Increase of the Plasma Content / Pellet Content) has been by far
less addressed. This point is nevertheless of crucial importance since it
governs the performances of pellet injectors required to achieve efficient
fuelling and isotopic ratio tailoring with the aim to reduce wall tritium
inventory. Some results have already been published for TORE SUPRA
[1], ASDEX [2], JET [3], and TFTR [4], but no comprehensive study has
been presented yet.
Recently, such a study has become possible using the International
Pellet Ablation Database. Indeed, for each experiment, the pellet initial
mass, velocity, penetration, the additionnal power, the main plasma
parameters before pellet injection and the increase of the plasma content
are reported. In this paper, we present the values of the fuelling
efficiency r\ over a sample of =200 pellets from TORE SUPRA, JET,
TFTR, T-10, DIII-D and discuss its behaviour with pellet penetration and
additionnal power, emphasizing the difference between ICRH and NBI
(i.e. hot ions) on one side, and LHCD (i.e. hot electrons) on the other.
Minimum penetration requirements for ITER are deduced.
REFERENCES:
[1] Geraud A. et at., 19th EPS (Innsbruck, 1992) Vol.160-1, 159
[2] Lang P.T. etal., 22 th EPS (Bornemouth, 1995) Voi.l9C-II, 449
[3] Schmidt G.L. etal., 19th EPS (Innsbruck, 1992) V0I.I6C-I, 255
[4] Owens D.K. et ai, IAEA-TECDOC-534, IAEA, Vienna (1989) 191
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Eigenvalues of Relaxed Toroidal Plasmas of Arbitrary Sharp Edged
Meridional Cross-Sections and Arbitrary Aspect Ratio
SH. M. KHALIL
Plasma 4 Nuclear Fusion Dopl.
Nuclear Research Centre, Atomic Energy Authority

Calm - Egypt
It. is well known that J. B. Taylor has proposed a theory of plasma relaxation towards
a force free configuration. According to the theory of fully relaxed states a turbulent
plasma relaxes, after a very short time, to a force-free configuration of minimum
energy, subject to the constraint of constant magnetic helicity , AT = / A . D C I T .
These configurations are described by : V x B = p B . V \i = 0 . This equation
arises an importance and interest in the field of nuclear fusion. For example, its
solution are perceived to describe the gross features of the reversed field pinch (RFP),
spheromak configuration, current limitation in toroidal plasmas and others. Two
parameters are determining the relaxed state for toroidal system with a perfectly
conducting boundary.

Firstly , is the magnetic heiicity K (gauge invariant) and

secondly is the toroidal flux y/. Also, it is very important to know the parameter p.
since in relaxed states it cannot exceed the smallest eigenvalue (i m / n and that for a
toroidal discharge there is a maximum toroidal current which is connected to this
value.
K ly/

fx and the normalized field profile are determined by the dimensionless ratio
2

. The value of H varies continuously with this ratio but it is always below

the lowest eigenvalue \imin • This lowest eigenvalue satisfies the boundary condition
B . n = 0 , for which the toroidal flux yr vanishes.
Solutions of above mentioned equations seems to be difficult in toroidal
coordinates Therefore, the force-free magnetic field boundary value problem has
been solved in the toroidal coordinates using approximate analytical methods,
considering a large, but finite, aspect ratio . Toroidal force-free equilibrium has been
also considered precisely for tori of rectangluare cross-section and finite aspect ratio ,
and for more general boundaries in the infinite aspect ralio (a = R/d) limit .
Eigenvalues associated with relaxed force-free toroidal plasmas ( F. Cap and Sh.M
Khalil, Nuclear Fusion ; 29, 1166, 1989) are calculated foi toroids of arbitrary aspectratio and arbitrary curved cross section (e.g., ellipse, cassini and Dsliaped) .
The aim of present work is to prove the applicability of the new collocation
method (Cap & Khalil) for calculating the eigenvalues \JL for toroidal plasmas in tori
of arbitrary meridional sharp edged cross-sections and arbitrary aspect ratio. The
lowest eigenvalue p.mjn which satisfy the boundary condition B . n = 0 , for which
the toroidal flux is vanishes, are calculated. These eigenvalues are corresponding to
the zero field eigen-values of V X B = u. B .
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O.Motojima, N.Ohyabu, A.Komori, N.Noda, Ii.Ya1nc17.aki, Il.Yamada.
A.Sugara, J!.Suzuki, N.Inoue, T.Morisaki,

M.Masuzaki

National Institute for Fusion Science
Furo-clio, Chikusu-ku, Nayoya 4fi4 01, Japan
This paper describes the major objectives of an 1.1 ID divorloi oxj <rhiH:.'
which is proposed to produce a currenlless-steady-stale plasma with high
performances and resultantiy to attain a confinement improvcniiMit by Hv?
developed edge control techniques. To ascertain and realize these objectives,
there exist several important issues which relate to both of the physics and
technology areas. These issues should have been carefully investigated and fixed
during the design and construction phases. In this paper, we summarize !:,'•
recent progress of our research on the aspect of the physics issues.
The LHD utilizes the 1 = 2 continuous helical coils which make it possibleto produce a clear and well-defined diverlor field line. The basic scenario to
control the boundary is to depend on the low temperature, high density ar.'i
high recycling divertor The parameter range is supposed T-5 eV, n-4»10 u cm 3
and r-4»10 2 '/sec. We depend on the second choice of the high temperature, low
density and low recycling divertor The parameter range is T-3keV, n-l»10"civ: '
and 1 "6«10"Vsec. In this case a powerful pumping equipment is required
A high recycling operation will enhance the edge impurity radiative power
because a high density cold diverlor plasma with a certain amount of impurity is,
a very effective radiator. Usually the radiative volume is not large enough to
radiate away the total heat flow for a high power discharge in tokamak devices
In the LHD configuration, a fairly large volume of the open plasma region
namely edge surface layer exists and this stochastic region can be utilized as a
radiative zone. We expect that in the divertor channel, including the outer part
of the edge surface layers, the friction due to the plasma flow is strong enough
to sweep the impurities towards the divertor plates. In the stochastic region, it is
difficult lo predict the transport of the impurity But a positive electric field is
expected l<> appear because of high electron transport in this region. It will
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hopefully provide favourable impurity transport

A high temperature diverlor

plasma operation has been proposed directly aiming at improving the energy
confinement of helical devices. In this operation mode, the temperature of the
divertor plasma is raised by an efficient pumping in the divertor chamber.
Simply speakiny, the reduction of the density oisises the incix-nienl of Die
temperature lo satisfy the continuity condition uf the heat and p.»lie|i_> fluxes.
An elevated divertor temperature will lead to an improvement of the core
plasma.

In

the

high

temperature

divertor

plasm.1 operation,

the

edge

temperature is raised up to -5keV by the efficient pumping, which reduce:; Hie
edge recycling resultanlly to enhance the energy confinement

The high

temperature operation requires an efficient hydrogen pumping, motivating Die
development of the pumping schemes for the LHJ.) .
We have also developed a new idea to control boundary plasmas by a local
structure called a local island, divertor (LID). The shape is similar to a tokamak
pump limiter, however, the working mechanism is different. This idea becomes
effective in the combination with an artificial magnetic island and a boundary
stochastic layer. The LID is utilized being inserted lo an m / n = l / l island at the
edge region formed artificially. In the LID magnetic configuration, the separalrix
ot the island ( n / m = l / l ) provides the clear separation between the closed and
open regions. The outward heat and particle fluxes cross the separalrix of the
island by the perpendicular diffusion and flow along the field lines toward the
back of the island, where specially shaped target plates are placed to remove the
heat load. The particles recycled there are pumped away very effectively It is
expected that the overall pumping efficiency of >30% can be obtained The most
different point from the conventional pump hmi'.oi i.-s that the head of LID is
located in the inside of the island. Since it is pr ;t vl-'d from the high heat flux
from the core, there is no leading-edge problem Recently, we get the practical
and encouraging data from the CHS experiment with LID, which indicated the
enhancement of the particle flow control and confinement.
The detail of these control scenarios of th" III!) chvertoi for the steady state
operation is explained in the paper.
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Stellarator Optimization Studies in W7-AS
J.V. Hofinann for the W7-AS Team
Max- Planck-Inslilut fur Plasmaphysik. D-85748 Garching. Germany
EURATOM Association
With a total healing power of 0.9 MV HCRH and moic Ihan 2 M\V of NBI the maximum
parameters obtained at present (in different discharges) are T,(Oj < 1.5 keV, Tc(0) < 3.0 kcV,
n(,(0) •-- 2.5*10 20 n r 3 kcV, <(3> =• 1.8 %, W d i a < 40 kJ, xn < A3 ms.
W7-AS heating power has now been upgraded to 2.4 MW NBI, 1 2 MW ECRH and about 0.2
MW ICRH. NBI (together with non-resonanl startup at low magnetic field) is used for high-beta
operation and the combination of NBI and ECRH yields high ion temperatures around 1.5 keV.
ECRH and NBI also serve in edge confinement studies. Using pure ICRH, plasmas could be
sustained for more than 300 ms; maximum particle cneigics of •= 30 kcV are found in minority
healing.
The dominant plasma wall interaction occurs at ten toroidally symmetric inboard bar limiters
which serve as target tiles for island divertor configurations and for topological and recycling
studies. The increased power flux and the operation in a first slage of an island divertor (without
baffling) enhanced the relevance of the W7-AS studies both with respect to W7-X and a
stellarator reactor. The magnetic topology under island divertor conditions is fully mapped with
2-D profiles of edge density, temperature and potential; even at elevated P, good agreement with
(he vacuum field structure (especially the strike point geometry) is obtained. Edge parameters are
studied both with closed edge islands (i.e. n/m = 5/9) or under divert or like conditions of islands
intersected by the bar liniiters. The efforts to establish high recycling and flux c/ihanccmcni
conditions will be discussed. The experimental findings will be qualitatively compared with 2-D
and 3-D modelling results.
High p operation and limitations of W7-AS are explored in configurations with different stability
characteristics (with respect to resistive interchange). The aspect of configurational improvements of W7- AS due. to reduced PS currents is confirmed up to highest (5-valucs.
The relevance of the high T; studies results from the comparison with the neo-classical level and
the confining role of the ambipolar electric field. Simultaneous measurements of the radial
electric fulil are provided by spectroscopy. Results up to now do no! show any disagreement of
the ion heal fluxes with neo-classical expectations. H-mode induced by NBI will be compared
with the one of ECRH heated plasmas.
Anomalous transport studies revealed differences in plasmas with and without magnetic shear. A
comparison of the W7-AS (low shear) slellaralor results with those of torsatrons (with negative
shear) indicate bettor conrinemo.nl with low shear.
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Edge turbulence and transport barrier associated with the H-modc
in the W7-AS slellarator
E. Holzhauei *, J. Baldzuhn, S. Fiedler, M. Hirsch, R Jaenickc. Ch. Konrad,
W7 AS team and NBI leani
Max-Planck Inxliiuifiir Phismnphysik, EURATOM Ass., D-8574S Carching, FRG
* Instilulfiir Plnsmaforschung, Univ. Stuttgart, 70569 Stuttgart, FRC
In W7 AS tlic II mode is achieved in a nc! currcntlcss plasma with cither ECRH or NBI
healing at Bjoi =2.5T and Bi O r =1.25T O . H mode operation is characterized by narrow
windows of the edge rotational transform la ( e.g. around iu=O.52S and 0.47 ). An increase of
the poloidal plasma rotation in the electron diamagnetic direction is measured with spcclroscopy
corresponding to a negative radial electric field of AErad~- 1 OOV/cin The observed steepening
of the edge ion pressure gradient indicates the possible role of the ions for the L to H transition.
The improvement of global confinement is comparatively small ( AWtfja < 30% ) and achieved
only after a quiescent H-modc of sufficient length is established.
Here the emphasis is on the temporal and spatial behaviour of the edge transport barrier
and the associated fluctuations in density and magnetic Held. In most cases the transition !o the
H mode as characterized by the H a signal originating outside the LCFS occurs through a
sequence of dithers with a typical repetition frequency of 2 kHz. The transport barrier in the
edge is characterized by the so-called pivot-point inside of which density and temperature
increase whereas they decrease outside. Electron density profiles are measured with Li-bcam,
reflectomelry and Langmuir probes. Electron temperature profiles obtained from ECE show the
onset of an edge pedestal inside the LCFS. Density turbulence is measured by rcflectometiy and
collective microwave scattering. Magnetic fluctuations are observed with N4irnov coils mounted
close to the vessel wall. The dithering phase is characterized by a quasi periodic switching
between two slates of the turbulence level lasting a few hundred |js each: In slate (i) fluctuation
spectra arc comparable to the L-mode. In state, (in they are strongly reduced and similar to the
quiescent H-modc. At the drop in turbulence the increase ol the maci-'scopic parameters n c and
T e measured with ECE and refleclomelry in the channels close to but inside the transport barrier
is observed in less than .5 ms, indicating the connection between edge turbulence and
anomalous transport.
Single and quasi-periodic ELMs are found in the 11-mode. During an ELM both density
and magnetic turbulence may increase above L-mode level The hirakdown of the transport
barrier manifests itself by a sudden flattening of electron den-.ity and temperature profiles.
A critical comparison between results obtained with IX'RH and NBI heating will be
presented.
(I) Wagnct ct. al.. Transaction.'; on Fusion Technology 22. 3- ( 19') 11
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Review of Experiments on title Uragan -3 and Uragan-3M
Torsatrons
E.D.Volkov
Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology,
Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract
The results of RF heated plasma confinement experiments in the U-3
and U-3M torsatrons with helical divertors are presented. It is shown, that
plasma confinement regimes are essentially conditioned by the RF power
deposition profile in the plasma in such devices. The energy confinement
time is near to predicted by LHD-scaling in the case of a peripheral power
deposition. The generation of nonthermal ions and electrons in the
perihteral plasma are observed during the RF plasma heating in this case.
The shift of the power deposition profile into the inner part of a plasma
leads to the transition to the improved plasma confinement. This regime is
characterized by a reduction of the Ha line intensity and a high density
gradient in the edge plasma. Beside that nonthermal ions are absent in this
regime. This regime studies are very interesting for stellarator systems.
The plasma relaxation instability was observed with the increase p
value up to p ^ . The instability disappears if the vacuum magneticm
configuration axis is shifted inside the torus. Higher p values were obtained
for such inside shifted configurations.
The profile effects in the RF heated plasma were studied in the
magnetic configuration with an island structure.
Studies on the divertor physics in torsatrons with divertors are
described.
Results of RF discharge wall conditioning studies in unbaked, vacuum
systems are summarized. This experience can be use for the next step
toroidal devices (especially for superconducting magnetic traps).
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Guiding Center Motion of Gollisionlsns a-Farticl«s
in a Hclias Reactor Conngi."."iii.V>ii
A. V. Zolotukhin, F. He.rvne.ggnr, J h'.Pit'r.igrr, II Wobig
Mnx-Planck-Instilut fur Plasmaphysik, IPP-Fvralom Association
D-85748 Garching bei Miinchcu Gr.vwnny
The guiding-center motion of collisionless a-pa.rtic.lcs is studied for the Hclias Reactor
configuration (HSR). The fusion Q-particles have a normalized Lamior radius of pfa Rs
1/30 where a is the minor radius of a last closed majnietic surface. Effects due to the
electric field are not taken into account.
The coil system of the magnetic configuration HSR is described in Ref.l and is characterized as follows: major radius R — 22 [mj, minor radius of a last closed magnetic surface
a — 1.8 [m], average magnetic field on the axis B — 5 (','"). number of field periods m = 5
and 10 coils per field period. The mirror ratio (B-, — /AOA^i -f Bi) is about 10 % at
magnetic axis and about J8 % at the boundary with the aspect ratio A •— B.ja — 12.4; B\
and B? are the absolute values of the magnetic field at </; =• 0 (bean-shaped cross section)
and <j> — 7r/5 (triangular cross section).
The radial distribution of the magnetic field is obtained from the contour plots of B (see
Fig.l.) on several magnetic surfaces and is used for predictions of the particle behavior.
In Fig.2, Bmin and Bmax are the minima and the maxima of B at the magnetic surfaces;
^sep.min and B,ePimaI are the field values at the separatrix contours which are surrounding
the regions of the field-minimum and the field-maximum, respectively. These scparatrices
divide the space (r, Efjt) in regions where particles are passing (E/jx > Bmax), trapped
(£'/// < BSCp) or they are transient particles (Z?se(, < E/fi < BmaI) which can overcome
the local field maximum B3cp max and extend their path over several field periods. Here
E and /x are the energy and magnetic moment of a-particles; the ratio E/[/ has the same
dimension as a magnetic field. The symbols *, • , <> mark the values of E/ji (and of
r) for a-particles which start in three different poloidal planes. It is shown that such
estimations are consistent with the loss cone diagrams which are obtained from testing
particle launching statistics. The action integral / t>||<is is computed for trapped and
passing particles. The comparison of drift surfaces for co- and counter-passing particles
demonstrates the good drift optimization in the Hclias configuration. A similar result was
obtained in [2].
The interaction of thermonuclear particles with the fust wall of the device is of interest
for fusion reactors. A map of the intersection points of lost o particle orbits with the
vacuum chamber will be presented for the vacuum field <••ir;c am! B finite-/? case.
r=105.3cm mirr=R-l % beta = OK
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CD. Bculler, H. Maassherg
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IPP-BURATOM Assor.ialum
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A.A. Sbishkiii
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology
Institute for Plasma Physics
S10WS Kharkov, Ukraine
Large magnetic-field ripple is generally considered as detrimental from tlio point
of view of neoclassical particle, and heat confincmeut. Numerical simulations have
shown, however, that the introduction of a large "mirror* term into the magneticfield spectrum of a sl.ellarator can significantly improve the neoclassical transport
characteristics of the device, both in the collision^] (plateau) and collisionless (longmean-free-path) regimes [Maassberg, et al., Phys. Fluids D 5 (1993) 3728]. The
existing analytic theory, ou the other hand, cither fails completely to predict this
result or describes it inadequately. One such typo of device, referred to here as a
High-Mirror Advanced Stellarator, is of particular interest since it is known to provide
excellent confinement of very energetic particles at finite plasma pressure [Lota, et. al.,
Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 34 (1992) 1037] and has been the basis for stellarator
reactor studies [Grieger. et. al., Fusion Tech. 21 (1992) 1767, and Beidlcr, et. al., IPP
Report 2/330. (1995)]. The fut.ure advanced stellaratoi experiment, W7-X, also has
an operational space including high-mirror configurations
In the present work, an analytic theory of neoclassical transport is developed for
the model magnetic field B/Bu

= 1 + bitoc.os6 + 6 0|J cvs(N,,(/>) + btti co&((0 — Np<f>)

where bio is 'he average toroidal curvature, bo,i is the mirror term, bc,i describes
the stellarator's helical nature and Np is the number of field periods. Although
I.lie introduction of the mirror term leads to no additional radial particle drift, it
is shown to alter substantially the usual resonance condition of the plateau regime,
making significant reductions in the neoclassical transport, coefficients possible. In
the collisionless regime a large mirror term serves to confine the majority of localized
particles in the "straight" portion of each field period, leading to a drift optimized
configuration. In this regime, the analytic theory must provide for the effects of nonzero rotational transform per field period to obtain accurate results.
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3 MW Neutral Injection into the Steliarator Wendelstein 7-AS

- Measurements and Monte-Carlo simulations F.-P. Pcnningsfeld, J. Gcigcr. W. Oil, E. Speih
Max-Planck-Institut fiirPlasmaphysik, FIJI? ATOM Association
D-85748 Garehing, Germany

The upgrading of the NI heating power on W7-AS by doubling the number of beam
sources installed on the two NI boxes of W7-AS now allows access to a wide parameter
space. Furthermore a new method using a 900 MHz non rcsonani RF method of starting
the plasma allows to work at a wide range of magnetic fields (0.8T < B < 2.5T). With
full beam power a maximum central beta of 4.0% at a magnetic field of 1.25 T was
obtained compared to 2.7% with 1.5 MW earlier A beta limit, expected at about 4.5%,
was not yet seen. At even lower magnetic field (1.0 T) no increase in P was seen despite
constant injection power. Consequently, the question arises, why the beta does not scale
as expected. Two possible reasons have been investigated to elucidate (his effect:
(i) deterioration of the neutral power injected into t'"c torus and
(ii) deterioration of the heating power transferred to the plasma.
(i) The transmission of neutral beam power into the torus was verified for one NI
box using a calorimeter, which was installed inside the toius after the last experimental
campaign. The results show that effects of beam blocking i:is;'le the beam duct or power
reduction by misalignment can be excluded
(ii) At lower magnetic fields (B < 1.25 T) the healing power could be reduced
because of orbit losses at decreasing field and the broaduing of heating profiles with
increasing target density. To clarify this behaviour results of further calculations will be
shown, using the Monte-Carlo code FAFNER to calcalute NI healing profiles, including
the Shafranov shift of the flux surfaces for 0 % < (5(0) < 4 % in the operation range of the
magnetic fields 0.8T < B < 2 5T
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Neoclassical Transport Predictions for Stellarators
in the Long-Mean-IVee-Patb Regime
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Max-Planck-Inslitut fur Plasmaphy.sik, IPP-EVRATOM Association
D-85748 Garclting bci Miinchen, Germany
The mono-energetic drift kinetic equation is solved by the DKl'IS code [ij for complex
magnetic field geometries. For each configuration analyzed, the DKES database of (monoenergetic) transport coefficients in the long-mean-frec-path (LMPP) collisionality regime
is fitted based on the traditional analytic theory [2]. Axisymnietric and/or helically
symmetric contributions which an- ii-iport.mt within the plateau regime are also included.
By euergy convolution, a fairly rui:. >u- formulation of the neoclassical transport matrix
for various magnetic configurations is obtained.
The neoclassicaliy predicted "electron root" of the electric field is analyzed. From the
poloidal force balance with a formal "shear viscosity" included, a diffusion equation for
the radial electric field is obtained which is solved in a predictive neoclassical transport
code along with the particle and energy balance equations. By minimisation of the corresponding euergy principle ("generalized heat production r.itc"), the condition for the
position of the poloidal rotation shear layer, i.e. the transition from the "electron" to the
"ion root", is derived [3]. The existence of such a transition is discussed with respect
to the self-consistent solution of the; particle and energy balance equations. A Kelvin
Helmholtz-like instability at the shear layer position may suppress the "electron root"
feature. The "electron root" predicted by the simple energy principle is not observed at.
W7-AS, so far.
Due to the off-diagonal term in the neoclassical transport matrix, very hollow density
profiles are predicted if no particle sources are within the bulk plasma (e.g., pellets or
NBI). The resulting hollow pressure profiles will lead to magnetic well destabilization
and to strong ideal MHD activity. Consequently, within these neoclassical considerations,
density profile control by pellets is essential for larger devices such as the projected VV7X.
The neoclassically predicted outward particle flux driven by the temperature gradients
is experimentally confirmed in W7-AS discharges in the LMFP regime [4]. Additionaly,
the rather strong off diagonal term in the transport matrix will lead to an inward flux of
impurities for the expected ")o:i root* of the ambipolar radial electric field. Within this
picture, no temperature screening effect is expected for stellarator configurations.
[1]
[2j
[3]
[4]

W.I. van Rij and S.I', llirs'.iman, Phys. Fluids B 1 (1989) 563.
C D . Beidler et al., EPS 1991, ECA 18B I I (1994) 568.
H. Maafiberg el al., Phys. Fluids B 5 (1993) 3027
II. Maafiberg et al.. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 35 (1993) B319.
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Stability of W7-AS Configurations with Reduced Vacuum. Magnetic Well
J.Geiger. A.Weller. RJw.nicke
Max Planck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, Euralom-IPP Association,
85748-Garching,Gcrmany
Wendelstein 7-AS is a modular low shear stellarator wilh 5 field periods. It has a major radius of
about 2m and a minor radius of about 18cm. W7-AS is an intermediate step towards an optimised
stellarator, like the project W7-X. The Pfirsch-Sch.lUtcr-currenLs in W7-AS are already reduced
by its smaller average toroidal curvature as compared to a classical slcllurator, although not in the
extent as this has been done for W7-X. This partial optimisation results in better equilibrium
properties (reduced Shafranov shift) and a better stability behaviour since the PS currcms are
driving terms for Mercier- and resistive interchange modes. Stability at low p is usually provided
by a vacuum magnetic well of about 2%.
The magnetic configuration of W7-AS can be varied in a wide range due to the 4
separately adjustable coil currents of the coil system (modular coil current I m , special coil current
Is, toroidal field coil current Ii and vertical field coil current Iv). Therefore, the 3 current ratios
Is/Im, ItAm and Wlm define the magnetic field configuration up to the main magnetic field
strength. They determine the magnitude of the toroidal ripple rt of the magnetic field strength
between f20% (r( = Bin/Boo, with B ^ the Fourier components of B in Boozer coordinates), the ivalue ranging from 0.25 to 0.7 and the position of the vacuum magnetic axis, respectively.
Concerning the stability properties with respect to pressure driven modes it is notable that the
vacuum magnetic well can be reduced to marginal by either shifting the plasma inwards or by
introducing a negative toroidal ripple. A stability analysis with respect to resistive interchange
modes based on free boundary 3D-MHD equilibria shows lower stability limits for these
configurations.
Experimentally, discharges in the above mentioned configurations with different <P>values (up to 1.8%) have been realized. A variety of MHD-activiiy is found (mainly by Mirnovand SX-ray diagnostics) which includes low frequency coherent mode activity (4-10 kHz),
bursting modes and broadband MHD-activity in combination wish profile relaxations as seen in
the diamagnetic energy. There are also fast particle induced MHD phenomena involving
frequencies in the range, of 15 to 100 kHz.
We investigate the different MHD-activities observed wiih respect to the configurations
used, i.e. the effect of the magnetic well reduction, the appcarence of rational values of I in the
finite P equilibrium. The stability will be discussed with respect to ideal and resistive interchange
(ballooning) modes , ideal free boundary modes ("peeling modes") and fast particle induced
modes.
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Radiative boundary studies in the Wendelslein 7-AS stclktrntor
R. Brakel, H. Hacker, D. Hildcbrandt*, R. Burhcnn, A. Eisner, S. Fiedler, L. Giannonc.
P. Grigull, H. J. HartfnC, A. Herrmann*, G. K (inner, A. Wdler, R. Wolf*, W7-AS Team
MaxPlanck

Inslitiit fiir Plasmapliysik, EURA TOM Association, Curetting and *3erlin, FRG

Radiative edge cooling is widely considered necessary for power exhaust of future steady
stale fusion devices in order to prevent target overload by high heat flux densities.
Configurationa! flexibility enables two approaches to radiative power exhaust (o be examined
in W7-AS: (1) A boundary photosphere of the core plasma may be established by injecting
impurities from the edge into limiter bounded magnetic configurations. (2) Impurities may
specifically be injected and eventually confined into magnetic boundary islands in order to
provide a local heat sink, lopologically separated from the core plasma. l;or both scenarios
experiments were initialed to explore impurity source and transport properties, the location of
impurity radiation, its impact on global confinement and on power balance, respectively.
In the first approach a steady state radiation level is adjusted by nitrogen injection from a
valve, feedback controlled via VUV line emission. Nitrogen was chosen, because noble gases
cannot be pumped during a W7-AS discharge at present. Wall pumping of nitrogen proved to
be sufficiently high (Xn*<30ms) for feedback control. The fuelling efficiency was found to be
only 15%. The radiation radially peaked close to the LCMS in accordance with code
simulations. The maximum fraction of radiated power which could be achieved before the
discharges became radiatively unstable slightly increased with heating power. Assuming
toroidal symmetry the total radiation as derived from bolomelry reached 50% at an ECRHpower of 260kW and a plasma density of 6xl0 19 m~ 3 . The plasma energy slowly degraded
during injection and recovered when the injection was stopped. Fromsoft-x radiation a central
nitrogen concentration of 2% was deduced. Thermograph)' indicates a significant drop of the
limiter heat flux during the nitrogen puff, giving evidence of effective radiative edge cooling.
In the second approach the transient response to impurity release from a fast reciprocating
erosion probe in a boundary region with magnetic islands was investigated The probe was
equipped with titanium or carbon bead and could be shifted poloidally to covet island regions
between O- and X-point. The local impurity source strength is calculated taking into account
both, physical sputtering and thermal sublimation. Ti penetrated deeply into the core plasma
at injection near the inner separatrix in low density (n c =l-4xI0 I 9 nv 3 ) ECRH discharges
yielding central concentrations up to 1% at an amount of It) 18 injected atoms. Transiently, the
limitcr heat flux decreased by up to 75% along with a 20% decrease of the plasma energy. In
contrast, penetration of Ti into the core could not be observed spectroscopically for O-point
injection in high density (l-2.\10-°nr 3 ) NBI discharges. A 20% decrease of the plasma energy
is supposed to be mainly due to strong local cooling near (IK1 injection probe.
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Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating Experiments on W7-AS
G. Cattanei, D.A. Hartmann, J.F. Lyon1, D.A. Rasmussen1, V. Plyusnin',
W7AS Team, ICRF Group
Max-Planck-InstHut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass., 857J8 Garclung, Germany
'Oak Ridge National Laboratories, Oak Ridge, U.S.A.
^Institute for Plasma Physics, Kharkov, Ukraine
Ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRII) has, for the first time, successfully been demonstrated on W7-AS. The used antenna is of novel design to excite a narrow spectrum of
kg « 6m"1 fast waves and is located on the high-field side of the torus. Two different heat
ing scenarios were investigated: second harmonic hydrogen heating and hydrogen minority
heating of deuterium plasmas. Both scenarios demonstrated plasma heating without a
significant concurrent increase in plasma density or enhanced impurity radiation loss. In
addition, it was possible to sustain the plasma with ICRH alone.
In the second harmonic hydrogen heating scenario with a neutral beam heated target
plasma, an increase in the diamagnetic energy of about 10 % (0.6 kj) wa.s obtained. This
corresponded to absorption of approximately 60 % of the power radiated from the antenna.
Energetic hydrogen with energies up to 33 keV was observed; however, no significant
increase in the bulk hydrogen temperature was seen. Maximum heating occurred if the
second harmonic resonance coincided with the center of the plasma.
In the H-minority heating scenario with an ECRH deuterium target plasma, an increase
in the diamagnetic energy of about 15 % (1 kJ) was obtained. This corresponded to
absorption of about all of the power radiated from the antenna. The spectroscopically
estimated H/D ratio was about 10%. The deuterium temporal ore rose from 300 eV to
400 eV.
In the H-minority heating scenario, it was possible to sustain an ECRH-created plasma
with ICRH alone. The duration was limited solely by arcing in the transmission lines
or antenna feeders. A steady state condition could be obtained about 200 msec into
the ICRH-only phase of the discharge. Typical parameters were diamagnetic energy of
2 kj, average electron density of 4 x 1019 m~3, central electron temperature of 300 eV,
and central deuterium temperature of 350 eV. The plasma profile was narrower and had
steeper edges than in comparable ECRH heated plasmas TIM- total impurity radiation
and Zefj stayed constant even though an increa.se of the iron and chromium concentration
was observed. A radial electric field of about -1.5 kV/m built up at the beginning of
the ICRH phase of the discharge, presumably due to an enhanced loss of high-energy
hydrogen.
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Global stability of external modes for plasmas with helically
boundary deformation and net toroidal current
A. Ardclea, W.A.Cooper

Centie dr. Rcclicrcbe en Physiquue des Plasmas
Association Euratom - Confederation Suisse
21,Av. des Bains - CH-1007 Lausannc/Sv.-iUcr!and

The global stability of plasmas with helically boundary deformation and non null
net toroidal current is tested against external modes n — 1,2,.. (with n toroidal mode
number) with the aim of seeing whether these modes can be stabilized at values of 0
inaccessible for the classical lokamak. Equilibria are characleiized by parameters such
as S, a measure of the plasma boundary deformation, A',*.,-, the number of equilibrium
field periods, t the inverse apect ratio, J' the gradient of toroidal current, p the pressure
profile. L=2,3 configurations and modes such that n = 1, ..,n ma:r v.'ith nmax < Nper are
considered.
The numerical sudy showed that :
- it is possible to stabilise n = 1,2.. external modes by a helical deformation of the
plasma boundary. For each of these modes a window of stability [5mln, £mar] may exist
depending sensibly on equilibrium parameters. By increasing 6, q becomes lower and
stabilization is lost for S = 5 m a i when q < 1 somewhere in the plasma.
- the representation of these stability windows in a (qaxi,1cdSt) plane gives a stability
zone almost always situated in the qaxis > qcjgr and qcjg<. < 1.5 region. At constant
ji (tested values around ~ ;%) this zone increases with diminishing n and A^^r- L=2
configurations give better results than L=3 configurations and small values of e A ^ are
preferable.
- peaked currents require more deformation for stabilization (bigger 6) but give more
compact stability zones than broader currents. Different pressure profiles produce
roughly the same results.
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Suppression of Pfirsdi-Schlnler Current in the IowMt-ii-SSiifted Hnile-Beta
Stcllanitor Plasma on Heliotror. - f.'
S. Bcsshou, N. Kujiia. K. Rondo, Y. Kurimolo, T. Mizuuchi, K. Nagasaki, H. Okada,
F. Sano, H. Zushi.T. Obiki,
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyolo University
Gokasho, liji, Kyolo,
Japan
This papci describes the experimental observations of dipoh; toroidal plasma current
(Pfirscli-Schliilcr current ) related to the equilibrium of Ihr fiiiite-bcta toroidal plasma
column in the stollarator / heliolron Heliotron E. Aprocr.dine for determining the
djpole moment of the Pf irsch-Schliitcr current in a stellaiatoi by means of external
magnetic field measurements is discussed. Recent experimcnia! results, the dipole
moment as a function of beta arc experimentally studied in detail with the deeply
inward-shifted axis position.
In this cxpcrimr.nl, the additional vertical field is superposed to shift the. initial axis
position inward up to -8 cm. It is found that the reversal of the dipole moment of
Pfirsch-Schliitcr current as well as the free boundary shift at the deeply inward-shifted
position. Probably the suppression and the reversal of the Pfirsch-Schliitcr current arc
one of the results of magnetic hill (bump) in the Heliotron E magnetic configuration. In
other words, the experimental results indicate the combination effects with the
magnetic bump and the inward-shift to the dipole Pfirsch-Schliiter current in a finite
beta stellarator plasma/ 1 ' 2 ' The experiment is performed with F.CRH and NBI at the
magnetic field 1.9T.
In Ihc previous report we have shown that the measured free-boundary plasma shift
depends strongly on the initial position of the magnetic axis at 0.94Tp) With the
initially inward-shifted position, we have observed the case with the configuration
almost insensitive to beta. Therefore this report will be the funhcr extension of the
experimental study on the suppression of the dipole Pfirsch-Schliiler current ,
indicating the overcompensation of P-S current at 1.9'1
References
(1)J. M. Green, J. L. Johnson, K. E. Weimcr , Plasma PhysicsfJouinal of Nuclear
Energy Part C) 3(1966)145
(2)Pustovitov, V.D., NlFS-362(Junc 1995) Nucl Fusion in press
(3) S.Bcsshou, K. Ogata, K. Kondo, T. Mizuuchi cl al. Nucl. Fusion 35{2) (1995) 173.
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Superposition of ECH on NBI Plasma in Heliotron E
T. Mizuuchi, H. Zushi, K. Nagasaki, K. Kondo, F. Sano, S. Besshou, H. Okada, C. Cliristou,
Y. Ijiri, T. Senju, K. Y.^uchi, S. Kobayashi, K. Toshi, K. Sakamoto, S. Sudo (l) , K. Ida'",
B. J. Peterson' 0 , S. Kado (2) , Y. Kurimoto, H. Funaba, T. Hamada and T. Obiki
Plasma Physics laboratory, Kyoto University, Uji, 611 Japan
(1) National Instiiiile for Fusion Science, Nagoya, 464-01 Japan
(2) Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Engineering Science, Kyushu University, Kasuga, 816 Japan
The increase of Te during NBI heating is preferable for ion heating because (1) increase of
kxi

ion heating power ratio, P

electron

/ P

and (2) reduction (enhancement) of power flow from

ions (electrons) to electrons (ions) by collisions when T\ > (<) Tc. The electron cyclotron
heating is one effective method to increase Te. However, the degradation of particle
confinement, which is usually observed during ECH phase in tokamaks, stellarators and
heliotrons, might ca«s<." regalive effect for ion heating if ECH is superposed during NBI. On
the other hand, the enhancement of positive radial electric field, E,, is observed in ECH-only
plasma in Heliotron E. The positive E, during NBI can reduce the loss-cone for beam ions.
Moreover, the neo-classical theory predicts the improvement of ion heat transport in the case
of E, > 0. (E, < 0 for NBI-only plasma in Heliotron E.) This paper will discusse experimental
results to investigate these positive and negative effects of ECH on ion heating during NBI.
Two types of ECH are examined; (a) fundamental ECH with weakly and/or non-focused
53GHz microwaves and (b) second harmonic ECH widi highly focused 106GHz microwaves.
The different effects are observed by superposition of these ECH's with different power
deposition profiles. As for electron heating, the latter is more effective dtie to its highly
focused beam and high one pass absorption rate. In the case (a) with P ^ H ~ 0.45 MW and
PNBI ~ 0.7 MW, the increase in both of Tj and T c were observed. During the ECH + NBI
phase, T| became higher than the empirical scaling value for NBI-only plasma. In this case, E,
shifts to relatively the positive side, which is suggested by a Langmuir probe measurement
and rotation measurements of magnetic and density fluctuations. In the case (b), however, Tj
is decreased. The electron temperature is increased even in this case. The line averaged
electron density n"0 is, however, decreased during the ECH pulse. The electron density profile
for this case becomes broad during ECH phase as observed in the ECH-only plasma. These
are not observed in the fundamental ECH case, where the profile stayed in a peaked one. The
enhancement of Er > 0 was suggested by the Langmuir probe measurement only in the early
phase of the ECH pulse. Then it reduced to the initial value during the pulse. Both effects on
Ti and fi"c by two ECH's become weak as PEcu decreases and/or iTc increases (or as decrease
A key to understand the observed ECH effects on NBI plasma will be the effect of E,
caused by superposed ECH power.
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Parameter Study of 106GHz Second Harmonic
ECU Plasma in Heliotron-E
K. Nagasaki, H Zushi, S. Kobayashi, K. Sakamoto, F. Sano,
K. Kondo, T. Mizuuchi, S. Besshou, H. Okada, C Christou, Y. Kurimoto,
H. Funaba, T. Hamada, T. Obiki, K. IdaA, A. Isayama8, S. Kado C ,
G. Denisov 0 , A. GoldenbergD, V. KurbatovD and V. Orlov D
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan
A. National Institute For Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan
B. Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka 801-1, Japan
C. Interdis. Graduate School of Engineering Science, Kyushu Univ, Kasuga 8)6 Japan
D Institute of Applied Physics, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
A new 106GHz ECU system has been installed in Heliotron-E. The 0.4MW 0.2sec
focused Gaussian beam is perpendicularly launched from the outside of the torus. The
measured 1/e beam radius is 2cm, which is much smaller than the plasma radius 20cm. Ray
tracing calculation results show that the X-mode is fully absorbed in the single pass, and the
deposited power is localized at r/a<0.1. The plasma experiments was performed by 106GHz
ECH and/or 3.6MW NBI. Plasma parameters were improved owing to better power
deposition and wall conditioning by boronization. We present the experimental results, in
particular, the dependencies en density, magnetic field strength and polarization of launched
wave. In the heating experiment using only 106GHz ECH, the accessible electron density
could be extended to rfc" 5 0x10 m , where nc(0) was close to the X-mode cut-off density
7.0x10 m . The electron temperature profile at the core region was more peaked than in
former

53GHz

fundamental

O-mode

ECH.

Te(0)

increased

and

reached

2.8keV

(ffc"O.5xlo' m"J). The global stored energy, Wp, calculated from the measured profiles
increased with the electron density up to

ne~2xlO m" , then saturated around 8kJ in a

similar way as in the SOC regime of tokamaks. The measured Ti was not increased but kept
constant -25OeV wilh the electron density, although the Ti increase was theoretically predicted
because of collisional coupling with electrons. The second harmonic ECH had a strong
dependence on the magnetic field strength. The magnetic field regime for plasma production
and heating was much nanower than in 53GHz fundamental O-mode ECH. The peaking factor
Te(0)/Te(a/2) was changed from 2 4 to 1 4 by only 4% change in the magnetic field strength.
This is because the launched beam does not cross the resonant layer, resulting that the single
pass absorption is changed into (fie multipass one. Polarization control was also performed by
installing a polarizer into the HE 11 waveguide transmission line. Magnetic shear effects on the
wave propagation and optimum heating conditions are investigated.
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EFFECT OF HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLES
OK GAE MODES IN A STELLARATOR

'/At. N . Andrushehenko
Scientific Center "Insl ltute for Nuclear Research",
the National Ukrainian Academy cf Sciences,
Kiev 252G50, Ukraine
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PLASMA EQUILIBRIUM WITHOUT PFIRSCH-SCKLUTER CURRENT
IN CONVENTIONAL STELLARATORS
Pustovitov V.D.
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
In recent experiments .in helical device Heliotron E it was
observed [1] that dependence of plasma column shift on £> changed
dramatically when external vertical field was applied to control
the position of vacuum magnetic axis. When magnetic axis was
moved inward, into the region of stronger toroidal field, pressure-induced plasma shift became weak. In one regime magnetic
configuration was almost insensitive to (3.
The reason of weaker dependence of plasma column shift on |3
is quite clear: the reduction of Pfirsch-Schluter (PS) current.
Existing theory gave, however, only qualitative explanation of
this phenomenon and did not answer the genera] questions
- Is it possible to get plasma equilibrium without PS current
- If possible, at what conditions
- If impossible, how and to what extent can be reduced the
influence of PS current on equilibrium configuration?
These questions and results from Heliotron F are analyzed in the
presentation. It is shown that plasn.a equilibrium without PS
current is possible, but only in shear-free stellarators and in
stellarators with I a 3. All calculations are analytical.
[1] Besshou S., Ogata K., et al, N'ucl, Fusion 33 (1995) 173.
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High-/? Quasisymmelric Stellarators
M.Yu. Isaev, M.I. MikhaUov, V.D. Shafranau, A.A. Suhbolin
Russian Research Centre "Kurchalov Institute",
1231S2, Moscow, Russia
The possibility of quasisymmetry in slellaralors was disc.uvv.rcii by Ni'ilircnborg ami Zilii'
in 1988. In quasisymmetric systems the special choose of the magnetic surfaces gcometrv
with helical a.xis allows to eliminate in some sense the dependence, of the magnetic field
strength on the toroidal coordinate, thus the neoclassical transport is reduced. Alongside
with this, the quasisy/nmetry results in removal of the serious restriction on equilibrium
beta due to toroidal effect. Thus the beta in qiiasisymmelric closed slellarators can be of
the order of those in straight systems with helical symmetry, even at r.ither small number
of periods.
In the present paper the dependencies of equilibrium and stability (Mcrcier) beta-limit
on the number of the system periods is investigated for quasisymmetric stellarators for two
extreme cases: 1) small numbers of periods; 2) with large numbers of periods.
1) The first case considered is of interest for present devices. The results show that at the
condition of quasisymmetry there is mo problem to satisfy Mercier stability criterion even
for sufficient low A' in configurations of type >ij = 0, where nj is the number of revolutions
of near axis magnetic surfaces cross section relative to the principal normal of the magnetic
axis per one period of system. The orientation of cross-section relative the principal normal
to the magnetic axis should not change too strong. For N = 4 our estimations give the value
of averaged beta 0 ~ 8%.
2) To reveal the stellarator with highest beta we consider the ideal straight stellarator
with helical axis (i.e. with large number of periods N). We pay attention to the fact that
equilibrium and Mercier stable beta in these systems can have no restriction if we tend to
minimize the angle between the z-axis and the magnetic one. This opens an opportunity
to achieve in closed magnetic confinement systems rather high beta-values that could be in
interest in future for D — He.3 reactor.
Obtained in the paraxial approximation optimal (for given A') magnetic configurations
are used for choosing the plasma boundary for calculating the equilibrium with the help of
2D and 3D codes. This will allow to specify the geometry of the magnetic surfaces, values
of beta-limit and to establish the deviation from the quasisymmetry.
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Electrostatic Fluctuations and Their Contribution
to Particle Losses at the Plasma Boundary
in the U--3M Torsatron
V.V. Chechkln, S.P. Bondarenko, A.V. Chechkin, L.I. Grigor'eva,
N.I. Nazarov, I.B. Pinos, V.V. Plyusnin, K.S. Rubtsov, V.A. Rudakov,
E.L. Sorokovoj. E.D. Volkov
Institute of Plasma Physics
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
ABSTRACT
In the 7~3 m = 9 Uragan-3M torsatron (U-3M; R= 1 m, a « 0.12 m,
Br = QA6 T, I/2TC e 0.4) with RF-produced and heated plasmas [m^CD^ , P^
« 200 kW; >7, = 4xlO Ii! m 3, TJO) =0.3 keV, TJOJ^OA keV), equilibrium and
fluctuating components of SOL plasma parameters are studied with the help of a
Langmuir probe; array. At the boundary of the confinement region the relative
levels of the density (ion saturation current) and potential (floating potential)
fluctuations attain 0.25 and 0.8 respectively. The static radial electric field Er at
the boundary reverses its sign, thus affecting the characteristics of the low
frequency electrostatic turbulence (the width of the wave number spectrum, the
direction of wave propagation, the correlation dimension of the fluctuations, the
value of the fluctuation-induced particle flux). In particular, at the boundary,
where Er has its maximum gradient, the turbulence possesses a much higher
number of freedoms (the correlation dimension v > 10), than in other points of
SOL (v a 5). These results correlate with the shape of the wave number spectra
taken at different points of SOL. The maximum value of the fluctuation-induced
particle flux, « 6xlO l e cm'2c~' , appears to be comparable with that estimated
from the balance condition for the transversal and parallel average particle
fluxes in SOL [1], as it has been observed in a number of other stellaratorsand
tokamaks under ohmic, NB1 and ECR heating conditions |2].
[1] Chechkin, V.V. et al., Nucl. Fusion 36 (1996).
[2j Tsui, H.Y.W. et a)., Phys. Fluids B 5 (1991) 2491.
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Mercier criterion investigation in the region of the island
magnetic surfaces of stellarators
V.V. Nemov
Institute, of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Inslitule of Physics and
Technology", Kharkov 310108, Ukraine
The Mercier criterion of MHD plasma stability is numerically investigated for
the region of the island magnetic surfaces which arise; al rational values of the
rotational transform,
r, in stellarators. Two variants of the magnetic
configurations arc considered. The first variant represents the region of the
"Uragan-3M" torsatron configuration for r=l/4 and BLjB0 <=\.2% at the
assumption of a slight excentricity (2 mm) in position of the two outer vertical
field compensation coils [1). As the second configuration variant the magnetic
configuration of the "Helias" type [2] is considered whith the boundary
magnetic surface determined by the equations and the parameters given in [2].
For the Mcrcier criterion investigation the method [3] based on the integration
along magnetic field lines is used. The case of small plasma pressure but finite
local piessuiu gradient is considered. For the numerical calculations the vacuum
magnetic field of both systems is approximated by the superposition of the
toroidal harmonic functions containing the associated Legcndre functions!
It follows from the results of the investigation that at decreasing plasma
pressure in the direction of the exterior normal to every considered magnetic
surface the stability Mercier criterion is violated for the island magnetic
surfaces corresponding to t= 1/4 in the "U-3M" torsatron and to t=5/7 in the
"Helias" type configuration. For the non-island magnetic surfaces the Mercier
criterion
is fulfilled
for both considered configurations. The results also
show the significant increase of the equilibrium plasma current component,
parallel to the magnetic field, for the f-1/4 island surfaces in the "U-3M"
torsatron.
References
[1] Lesnyakov G.G., Volkov E.D., Georgievskij A.V., et a!, Nucl. Fusion,
32, 2157 (1992).
[21 Nuhrenberg J., Zille R. Phys. Lett. A, 114, 1291 (1986).
[3] Nemov V.V. Plasma Physics Reports, 2 1 , 5 (1995).
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CONFINEMENT OF CHARGED PARTICLES
IN TORSATRONS AND HELIOTRONS
WITH ADDITIONAL TOROIDAL MAGNETIC-FIELD RIPPLE
M.S. Smimova
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center,
"Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract
Charged particle confinement is investigated for modern
torsatrons/heliotrons with the complicated magnetic-field
harmonic spectrum. In the present work, among a variety of types
of the magnetic field ripple occurring in such a device, the
attention is paid to one of them. Being also typical of a
tokamak, such a ripple (toroidal magnetic-field ripple) leads to
the presence of the high-order N terras s K Q * cos (NM<{>) with N>2
in Fourier expansion of the magnetic field along the field line
B/B Q = £ eNj(r)co3(mi(p--JQ).
J=-a>,'
N=0
For a torsatron/heliotron with the additional toroidal-magnetic
field ripple, classification of the orbits of trapped particles
is done. It is ehown that for such a device, the mostly
dangerous for confinement are the particles which are trapped in
the toroidal ripple wells. The analytical expression for the
adiabatic invariant of motion of the toroldally-ripple trapped
particles is derived. The effect of the TP ripple on the
confinement of the helically-ripple trapped particles is
analyzed. Using bounce-averaged equations of motion of the
helically-ripple trapped particles, analytical expressions for
the radial deviations from the initial magnetic surface for both
,the passing and the trapped helical bananas are obtained.
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Analytical Calculations of the Average Magnetic Well "
in the Uragan-2M Torsatron with Different Profiles
of Plasma Pressure
Yu.K.Kuznctsov.I B.Pinos, V I.Tyupn
Institute of Plasma Physics
National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology,
310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
ABSTRACT
General analytical expressions for the average magnetic well in a stellarator are
obtained, using the averaging over the magnetic surfaces The authors consider three cases of
the
plasma pressure distribution over
the magnetic surfaces:
p = p0;
P

=

PoV ~

,

)'< P - P o C -

f

, where y is the averaged function of the vacuum

magnetic surfaces The distribution of the vacuum rotational

\(r) - \(r,J [a + (1-a) -jj,

transform is

determined

as

where a = ——- is the ratio of the rotational transform on the

magnetic axis to its value at the boundary r = ro.
Calculations of the average magnetic well are carried out for a wide class of stellarator
systems with different rotational transform profiles. It has been shown that for / = 3
stellarators/torsatrons the value of the average magnetic well depends weakly on the plasma
pressure profiles
Using the expressions obtained above, calculations of the value of the average magnetic
well for the Uragan-2M torsatron with different values of the magnetic axis shift are carried
out. The optimum distribution of the plasma pressure from the point of the maximum value of
the average magnetic well has been obtained. This distribution has the form
P

=

PoC

)• I' has been shown that in the Uragan-2tvf case

value of the average

magnetic well can exceed 5% of the last magnetic surface
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INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA STABILITY RELATIVELY TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF QUASI FLUTE RESISTIVE MODES (G-MODES) IN STELLARATORS.
V.N.Kafyuzhnyj, V.V.Nemov, A.Ya.OmcVchenko.
Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
Kharkov 310108, Ukraine.

MHD
modes)

stability

of

nonpotentional

gravitafionally-resislive modes

(g-

[1] in stellarator magnetic field has been investigated. The wcl!

known stability

criterion

of the

above mentioned modes, derived earlier in

flux coordinate system, was transformed to form which is more convenient
for numerical calculations of plasma stability in arbitrary geometry of magnetic
field.
Calculations of g-modes stability criterion in plasma of small pressure,
but finite local gradient of pressure, in the 1=2 torsatron "URAGAN-2M" were
carried out using the numerical method of integration along magnetic field lines
in a given 3-D magnetic field.
G-modes stability zones were determined

depending

on

the value of

plasma pressure gradient for different values of relative vertical magnetic field
Bx/B0

(BL is a homogeneous vertical magnetic field, Bo is a total longitudinal

magnetic field). It was shown that in absence of vortical magnetic field the
central area of

plasma

cord

is

Instability of g-modes takes place
that increasing of the vertical

stable
at

relatively

to

g-modes excitation.

plasma periphery. It was determined,

magnetic field to B^jB^ -2% results i n . total

suppressing of g-mode instability in plasma.

[1]. Furth H.B.,Killeen L.Rosenbluth M.N. Phys.Fluids. 1963, v.6, p.459
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UA9900173
NEW MODULAR HELICAL SYSTEM WITH PROPERTIES CLOSE TO A
CONTINUOUS HELICAL TRAP
K .S Rubtsov , V.A.Rudakov
Institute (f Plasma i'hy.sics, Nation;d Science Center KCPT, Ukraine

Abstract

The numerical code allowing to calculate the 1-2

modular helical magnetic

configurations with fmilc-sizcd conductors and with an arbitrary number of moduli was
developed. The modular design

consists of the ensemble of

one period parts of helical

conductors having vertically located ends which are connected by the connection parts with
two pairs of the poloidal conductors. The design allows to obtain the given vertical fields by
the current distribution in the inner and the outer poloidal conductors. The helical winding law
was so that the modulation factor in the inner and the outer conductors can be changed
independently. An angular size of the gap between modular ends is taken as a parameter.
The flux surfaces calculations for LHD-like ten-periodical system were done. The calculations
show the high quality of the magnetic configuration, close to a continuous helical system if
the gap is not greater than 6 degrees. The magnetic configuration qualities are higher in the
case of

the same modulation factor in both helical poles. The results allow to do the

conclusion about the possibility to use the modular system for creation of the large scale
experimental devices including the reactor.
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Sfudies of the magnetic surfaces in the "Uragan-2M" torsatron
G. G. Lesnyakov, D. P. Pogozhcv, Yu. K. Kuznctsov, N. T. Besedin,
E. D. Volkov, O. S. Pavlichenko
Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center "Kharkov. Institute of Physics and Technology",
310108, Kharkov, Ukraine
Abstract
The vacuum magnetic field of the "Uragan-?.M" torsatron (1~2, m=4, major
radius Ro=1.7 m, minor radius of vacuum vessel ac=0.34 m, toroidal magnetic field
Bo<2 T) was investigated in detail before the beginning of plasma experiments.
Measurements of the magnetic flux surface structure were carried out using both the
luminescent rod method and the stellarator diode method. The mapping of the structure
of the nested closed magnetic flux surfaces was performed by the scanning luminescent
rod method for six regimes on Ktp, covering the Kcp~0.295^-0.38 range. The parameter
K<p characterizes the ratio between the helical toroidal magnetic field and the additional
toroidal magnetic field. It determines the size and the shape of the magnetic flux
surfaces, the radial distribution of the rotational transform i for the given regime. Two
edge regimes for this Kcp range were investigated by the stellarator diode method. The
quality evaluation of the confinement region was performed for these two regimes
measuring the electron emission current in the diode. The computed magnetic flux
surfaces with the averaged minor radius F«22 cm only can be placed in the vacuum
vessel. The confinement region with average radius values from r * 19.5+20.5 cm
(Kcp=0.295, i(0)<0.5) to r*14.5-M5.5 cm (K<p=0.38, i(0)>0.5) wece measured at
Bo=0.1 T. The regimes K(p=0.3I and K<p=0.32 in which there are no magnetic islands
were investigaled at different vertical magnetic field. To explain of the registered new
unwanted island structures (i~l/2,l/3), the calculations of the magnetic configuration
were performed with ihe model which takes into account a detailed helical winding
design including the detachable joints and the currentfeeds. The reduction of the
confinement region average radii as well as the size and the position of the islands
corresponding to the lesonances 1=1/2,1/3 are explained by the effect of the helical
winding detachable joints and curreritfeeds on the magnetic configuration. A good
agreement between (lie experimental data and computer simulation results has been
achieved.
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PROGRESS IN THE REACTOR
EELIOTRON/TORSATRON PHYSICS STUDY.
Motojima 0,, Watanabe K.Y., Sagara A., Xamazaki K.
(National Institute lor Fusion Science, Toki, Japan),
Shlshkin A,A,, Zolotukhln A.V., Sraimova M.S., Sidorenko I.N.
(Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Centre
"Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
Kharkov, Ukraine),
Belaeh K.A., Polunovskij E.I., Shishkin O.A.
(Kharkov State University, Faculty of Physios and Technology,
Kharkov, Ukraine).
A modem project of the thermonuclear reactor of helical device
on the base of 1=3 heliotron/torsatron magnetic system is
developed. The 1=3 system allows one to satisfy both the "force
free" condition and the condition of a large plasma volume. Such
system has got the name "Force Free Helical Reactor" (FFHR).
FFHR has a potential to realize the high-magnetic field (12T)
device. In such a system with the magnetic field period number
m=18 and the helical winding aspect ratio &/&},** ^ ^^e thermonuclear burning condition is satisfied under p=0.7% (with the
Shafranov ehift A/a =0.4). The present paper Is intended to
optimize the configuration from the particle confinement point
of view.
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PARTICLE ORBITS IN THE QTJADRUPOLE
LARGE HELICAL DEVICE CONFIGURATIONS.
Motojima 0.
(National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan),
Shishkin. A.A., Sidorenko I.K.
(Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Centre
"Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
Kharkov, Ukraine)
The

construction

of a helical

device

of the next

generation - Large Helical Device (National Institute of Fusion
Science, Tokl, Japan) stiMilates the study of plasma confinement
in the quadrupole magnetic configurations.. The quadrupolarity of
the magnetic configuration means the elongation of magnetic
surfaces

averaged

along

the

torus

in

the

vertical

(VE-configuration) or horizontal (KE-configuration) direction.
The quadrupole configurations are of th>- interest due to the
possibility to regulate the absolute value and the sign of the
bootstrap-current,

i.e. the longitudinal

plasma

transport.

The present paper ie aimed to study the features of the
transverse plasma transport in configurations with the different
quadrupolarity, namely, the features of the particle drift under
the effect of the enhanced
(HE-configuration)

helical

(VE-configuration) or weakened

ripples

in the magnetic

field

modulation along magnetic field line. The particle life times in
the confinement volume are estimated for I K parameters of LHD.
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APPLICATION OF MAPPING TECHNIQUES FOR THE KINETIC
EQUATION IN THE WEAK COLLISIONS REGIME
S.V.Kasilov, V.E.Moiscenko, M.F.Heyn1, W.Kembichler1
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics
and Technology", Akadwiiicheskaya 1, 3)01088 Kharkov, Ukraine
'Institute of Theoretical Physics, Graz Technical University,
Pefersgas.se 16, A-8010 Graz, Austria
The modelling of the particle distribution function in magnetic traps is needed in studies
of RF heating and particle transport In the general case, this function is described by a fivedimensional (5D) drift-kinetic quasilinear equation (see e.g. Ref[I]) and cannot be accessed
easily by a numerical treatment. Therefore, the problem should be reduced to lower
dimensionality. In the weak collisiona! regime and for systems wilh spatial symmetry such as
tokamaks and axisymmetric mirrors, such a reduction can be performed with the help of
canonical (bounce) averaging (see Ref.[2]). The result is a 3D, or even a 2D problem if one
neglects the spatial diffusion effects. However, for systems with broken spatial symmetry, e.g.,
in slellarators or in tokamaks with toroidal field ripples, canonical averaging is a demanding
task analytically as well as numerically and sometimes progress is not possible at all even in the
weak collisions regime. For such sysienis, the 5D drift-kinetic quasilinear equation needs to be
analyzed. E.g., it can be solved by Monte-Carlo (MC) methods based on a suitable modeling of
the guiding center trajectories (see e.g. Ref [3]).
In the present paper, an alternative to the canonical averaging approach is proposed
The method is based on "ex-ac!" invariants of motion, the Lagrangian coordinates of particles
These, are used in a mapping technique and the kinetic equation is reduced to a differencedifferentia! equation describing the evolution of the distribution function within the magnetic
field minimum surfaces. Generally, this is covered by a 4D equation. In the particular case of a
system with spatial symmetry, the obtained equation is 3D and exactly reproduces the results
of canonical (bounce) averaging. On the other hand, this method never makes use of
"integrability" of the unperturbed particle motion. Therefore, the me!bod can be also applied to
stellarators and other devices with broken symmetry in which magnetic islands and ergodic
layers show up (the case of generically "ncwi-iiitegrable" motion).
The major advantage of the equation proposed follows from ils structure and facilitates
its solution with MC methods This feature allows for a separalion of the problem to find the
unperturbed trajectories and to study Ihe diffusion processes in configuration space like it is
done in the bounce averaging approach. An explicit MC algorithm for the solution of the
equation obtained is presented
[1] S V.Kasilov, A.I.Pyatak, K.N.Stepanov. 22 EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys,
3-5 July 1995, Bournemouth, UK, Pt.III, P.349.
[2] A N.Kaufman. Phys.Fl., 1972, V.I5, p.1063, G.D Kerbe.l, M.G.McCoy. Phys.Fl., 1985,
V.28, p.3629, M.V.Osipenko, R R.Shurygin. Fizika Plazmy, 1990, V.I6, p. 1425; A Becoulet,
D.J Gambier, A.Samain, Phys FIB, 1991, V.3, p.137.
[3] S Murakami, M Okamoto, N.Nakajima et a!. Nucl.Fasion, 1994, V.34, p.913.
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Calculation of electron drift in a magnetic system of ttie DRAKON type
V.V.Kondakov, S.L.Lazarev, S.F.Porerygin, V.M.Smirnov, I.V.Tsvetkov
Moscow Stale Engineering Physic Institute (Technical University), MEPhI
The DRAKON magnetic system consists of two straight parts, that are
connected by two curvilinear elements (KRELs). The equilibrium of the whole system is
determined by KREL's equilibrium quality. In the single particle mode, the equilibrium
means the compensation of the electron vacuum drift, that is at the exit of a KREL an
electron returns to the magnetic line, which it started fioni ai (he entrance of KREL
(KREL consists of two periods of 5-periodical geodesic torus). It has been recently
shown in experiments and calculations that the equilibrium part of tlie KREL is equal
1.5 periods. At the end of that part the drift is less than 0.1 of that in the center of
KREL.
This paper describes results of calculations of drift compensation stability in
KREL and DRAKON relatively to shifts, turns and current perturbations in current
rings. Influence of perturbations in the ring arrangement on the maximum drift
compensation surface in KREL and DRAKON is considered. The obtained results
allow to estimate the ranges of acceptable uncertaintes in design and operation of this
system. The system of the drift surfaces is the most sensitive one to turns of the ring axes
and to changes of the direction of the current in the central ring of the straight part of
DRAKON. Magnetic surfaces have a smaller radius of transition to a stochastic layer in
the case of the statistical shifts and turns of the ring if to compare with the regular ones.
Besides, they have a smaller deviation of the magnetic axis from the geometric one in
the straight parts of DRAKON. A simple analytical model of the drift in the curvilinear
solenoid is proposed. This model allows to estimate the drift if the dependences of
curvature and torsion along the solenoid axes are known Dependence of the drift
vector on the distance along the axis in the (n,b) coordinates is similar to the
dependence of the velocity of the effective charge on the effective time in crossed
effective E±H fields. In this case the effective electric field is proportional to the axis
curvature, the effective magnetic field - to the axis torsion and the effective time - to the
distance along the axis.
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Study of Magnetic Configuration of Hdiotion Produced by Sectored Modular Coils
K.Y.Watanabe, K.Yumazaki a;id O.Molojima
National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464- 01, Japan
Helical devices with continuous helical coils such as LKD provide rather large space for
divcrtor pumping to control fusion ashes, impurities and ncntial particle. However, amoum of
the technological development are required to construct and maintain large continuous coil
system. On the other hand, the modular slcllarator represented by W7-X is designed mainly to
optimize the core magnetic confinement. In this system il is impossible to keep enough
divertor space for heat load reduction and helium asli exhaust. Since one of the most
important issues for helical system is to search for good confinement configurations
compatible with the coil modularity and closed helical divertor, we are investigating the
possible way to add a property of modularity to the continuous system.
The physics optimization of Modular Heliotron concepts with well-defined and efficient
closed helical divertor has been carried out based on three criterion, modularity (gap between
modular coils), closed divertor (thickness of separatrix region and localization of divertor
legs) and plasma confinement (MHD beta-limit, neoclassical flux and particle confinement).
The coil system of the reference Modular Heliotron without one-torn poloidal-field coils was
constructed based on the conventional Heliotron combining the sectored helical-field coils
with the sectored returning poloidal field coils(Fig 1). The connection current field were
arranged to avoid the destruction of the divertor chamber. We improved this reference
concept by adopting a new coil winding with outside-plus/inside-minus modulation. By this
new winding law, Modular Heliotron has good plasma confinement and the closed divertor
similar to the optimized conventional Heliotron such as LHD. Figure 2 shows the dependence
of equilibrium beta limit and particle confinement on the coil gap. In general, optima]
plus/minus pitch modulation is given by the continuity condition of the helical coD on gap;
Ou,= -dot,,— (m/2y)Agi,p (rad). In present analysis based on LHD configuration, pitch
modulation parameters are given by 0^= -OoUt~ 0.04Agap (deg).

CM

E
c

Coil Gap (cfegre?)

Fig. 1 Schematic draw of Modular Heliotron

Fig.2 Equilibrium beta and particle confinement
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Radial Distribution of the Electron Temperature in RF
Discharge Plasma in Torsatron Magnetic Configuration with
Island Structures
A.VArsen'ev, I.Yu.Adarnov, E.D.Volkov, A-E.Kulaga,
I.M.Pankratov,TE.Sbcherbinina
Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology,
Kharkov, Ukraine
Abstract
Measurements of the second harmonic electron cyclotron emission
have been carried out using the radiometer system for RF heated plasma in
the Uragan-3M torsatron in the presence of magnetic island structures.
The nonthermal electrons generated by RF waves were observed at
the quasi-stationary stage of RF discharge. These electrons are mainly
located at the low field side. The nonthermal electron energy deduced from
the frequency downshift is ~30 keV. The nature of the nonthermal electrons
is discussed.
It is shown, that the radial distribution of the electron temperature ID
the core plasma is definitely unsmooth during quasi stationary stage of RF
discharge. Pecularities of the electron temperature radial distribution are
compared with magnetic island structure and RF power deposition profile in
the plasma.
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Studies of electron confinements in Heliotron DR
usipg stellarator tetrode method
S. Morimolo, K. Matsushita, S. Iguehi.T. Hori.T. Yamamoto, T. Obiki
Kanazawa Institute ofTe.clmolujf\;
Nunoiclu,
Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Kyoto University,

h.luka^a 921. Japan
l.ji. Kyoto Oil,
Japan

Magnetic field structures of helical systems have been investigated by using stcllar.itor
diode method ( filament and vacuum vessel ) and tiiode method ( filament, vacuum Vessel
and a screen in a poloidal cross section ). In these methods, small voltages are applied
between filament and vacuum vessel and the impedance between them and/or electron
currents into the screen are measured. Here, we propose a "stellarator tetrode method" in
which the fourth electrode ( anode ) is put before the filament and a known voltage is applied
between them. Thus, we can launch electrons with known energy and can investigate their
confinement as functions of their energy and birth point.
We have applied this method to Heliotron DR ( major radius = 0.9m, average minor radius
= 0.07m, / = 2, m = 15 ) and studied confinement of electrons with relatively large Larmor
radii ( magnetic field : 200-500G, electron energy : 50~800cV ). The figure shows the
measuring circuit. The electron gun is movable horizontal)}' and electrons can be launched
from both inboard and outboard sides of the torus. The anode is a cylinder ( 3.5mm dia. )
made from stailess-steel mesh ( transparency - 5 0 % ). We measure the total electron current
from the filament ( IT ) and the current into the anode ( IA ). Electrons passing through the
anode holes ( estimated from 1 T -! A ) have various pitch angles against the magnetic field.
Confined electrons which circulate the torus are finally captured by the screen ( transparency
= 93% ) which is located in the
VACUUM VESSEL

poloidal cross section al a toroidal
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RESISTIVE INS I All! LI I Y STUDIES UA9900182
IN TJ-IU TORSATRON AND 1J 11 HELIAC
R.Sanchez, I Garcia

UniwmdadCa<los 111, MuJrui, Si'AiS
ABSTRACT
TJ-IU is a six period torsalron (R o =0.6m, a-0 lm) which started operation in 1994 at
CIEMAT [!]- Ils operational flexibility allows for a wide range of attainable values for
rotational transform (0.14 <-> 0.49),magnetic well depth (0% < > 6%) and shear (-5% <- > 3 7%)
TJ-II is a four period flexible heliac device (R 0 ~1.5m, a~0.2m) in an advanced stage of
construction also at CiHMAT [2]. It has the built-in capacity of independently varying its
configuration parameters, with rotational transform at axis ranging from 0 96 to 2 5, and
magnetic well depth from - 1 % to 6%.
The results of theoretical calculations of the TJ-IU and TJ-II stability against resistive
modes will be presented. The plasma stability against low-n modes is studied by applying an
averaging method to a 3-D equilibrium represented in a straight field-line coordinate system
[3j The dominar.i fixed boundary instability is die interchange modi1 which is seen to be
ideally stable However, instability appears when a finite resistivity is considered. The obtained
growth rates and eigenftmctions show the characteristics of resistive ballooning modes.
Resistive ballooning modes have been related to the deterioration of confinement at
relatively modest values of P in tokamaks [4], Because these modes are driven by pressure
gradients, similar effects should be expected in stellaratoi corfijuinitions also To further
analize the ballooning character found in the previous study of resistive modes, a shooting
method is employed to solve the resistive ballooning equation [Vj for the same 3-D equilibrium
profiles Comparison of results from both approaches (ihe averaging method and the shooting
method) will be shown.
[1] C Alejaldre et a!., in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1992 (IAFA
Viena, 1993), Vol 2, 665
[2] C. AJejaldre et al., Fusion Technology 17 (1990) 13 1
[3] L. Garcia et al., Phys Fluids E 2 (1990) 2162
[4] B.A Carreras et al., Pliys. Rev. Lett 50, 503 (1983)
[5] D. Correa-Restrepo, Z Naturforsch., 37a, 84S (19S2)
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Study of the power balance in the V>'7-AS stclhirator by means of
2-dimensional timitcr thermograph^ nnd bolomctry
R. C. Wolf, A. Herrmann, R. lirakel,. A. lluter, I.. Giaimtme, I'. Grigult. I). Hildebrandl
and the W'7 AS learn
Max Planck Inslitulfiir Plasmaphy.vik, I-.URA'I'OSf Ass , (lurching and Berlin, Germany
A 2-dimensional, infrared sensitive cameia has been installed to observe the complete
surface of one of the limilcrs of the W7-AS stellarator. With a frame time of 19.44 msec
typically 30 exposures are taken during a discharge The camera i.s calibrated, which allows
absolute surface temperatures to be calculated. The spatial resolution is 4 mm, compared to the
limilcr dimensions of 120>:231 mm^.
The limitcr observed is one of nine inboaid limitcrs (one is missing for technical reasons),
symmetrically arranged according to the 5-fold toroidal symmetry of W7-AS. Its surface
contour has been designed to achieve a constant power deposition for the standard
configuration (i= 0.34) and a power flux decay length of 1 cm. Each limiter consists of 8
CFC tiles.
The power density on the limiter surface is calculated from Ihc lime evolution of tiie surface
temperature, solving the heat conduction equation by mean*: of the finite differences method1.
Performing the calculations for each of the eight tiles independently, the problem is reduced to
two spatial dimensions by averaging the temperature along the poloida! dimension of each
element. Consequently, the calculated power density is also an average. In addition, it is
assumed that during a plasma discharge, the heat penetration depth is small compared to the
curvature radius of the limiter suiface, thus allowing the curvature to be neglected.
The total power loss Pnid+Plmi+dW'di.v'd1 is compared to the input power. Both, the power
deposited on the plasma limilers Pjini a " J the radiated power Pri|<i are calculated under the
assumption of toroidal symmetry. The radiated power profiles arc locally measured by two
bolometer arrays in a single poloidal plane. In case of ECR healed discharges the total power
loss is close to the input power. Also non-sialionary processes, such as the injection of
impurities like nitrogen or titanium, are well described, where an increase of the plasma
radiation is compensated by a corresponding reduction of the power reaching the limiter. The
investigation of NB healed discharges show s a deficiency in the power balance by up to 30%.
The following aspects may be responsible for this deviation: (1) In case of NB injection the
input power has to be derived from the neutral particle power by calculating the beam
penetration, which introduces an additional error. (2) Higher densities could cause toroidal
asymmetries in both, the power deposited on ihc limilers and the radiation losses.
1

A. Herrmann ct al, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 37 (1995) 17
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Mathematical Model of "Stcllarator-Galateya" and
Boundary Value Problems with Grad-Shafranov Equation.
K V. Bnislilinskii, N.M.Zuev;i, M.S.MikbaJlovn.N B.PetroY.skaya
Kclilysli InnliUitc of Applied Matli«nial iis,
}2bl)17, Mnisskaya sq. 4, Mo.v;ow. Russia

A cylindrical plasma volume with plasma-immersed lielii a] current-carrying conductor:, i.s
considered as a model of new magnetic trap: sU'.llarator -galai.e) a [I]. In such a magnetic trap
the plasma sheaths aie confined by the external magnetic field produced by the conductors. In
that case equilibrium phusmastatic configurations may be described by the boundary problem for
second order elliptic equation with nonlinear right hand side ((he Grad-Sha.franov like equation)
[2]. Detailed investigation of the problem is carried out. using numerical methods. The structure
of magnetic surfaces is shown to depend significantly on the value of certain dimensionlf.ss
parameters: fl — 8>rp///'!, g and a — 2irro/L, where q i.s an eflective diameter of plasma
volume, r0 is the distance from conductors to cylinder axis and L is the helix pilch. [3, 4}.
Special consideration is paid to plasma configurations where plasma is situated inside the region
bounded by separatrix. It. is shown that the increasing of value 0/q2 leads to the solution
bifurcation, solution becoming nonunique and unstable.
The application of traditional numerical methods to the problem is shown may lead Vo
significant difficulties, the reason being in the lionuniqiienrss of the problem solution. The
phenomenon of nonuniqueness is considered in details on the ba^.e of the spectrum of linearized
equation investigation and the following results are obtained [6j:
1. The solutions may be unstable with respect to small two dimcnfinnal perturbations, 111"
evolution of perturbations being described by diffusion-like equation. A criterion of solution
stability and uniqueness is obtained. In the case of solution rtonuniqueness it is not possible to
find all the solutions using standard numerical methods.
2. An efficient iterative method is developed to obtain all the solutions (both stable and
unstable) of the problem. A number of computering experiments arc tarried out in wide range
of the problem parameters value and examples of solution lxmuniqueness are considered.
The results obtained are of general meaning and may be used for various plasmaslaik
problems based of the Grad Shafranov equation.
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• GENERATION O F SEVERAL NON-THERMAL ELECTRON POPULATIONS IN
TJ-IUpgrade TORSATRON
F, Medina. L. Rodrfguez-Rodrigo, F. Casiejon, M. A. Oohando and T7 KJ Team.
Asociacidn fcuratom-Ciem;)! para Fusion
Av. Complulcnsc 22, 28040 Madrid.
Exporiincnis have been earned out in TJ-F Ujjgradc (/ =1. 111=6, R=0.6 m, <a>~ 0.1 in,
B = 0.5+0.7 T). During this experimental campaign the magnetic configuration is
characterised by a rotational transform, t, of about 0.2, with negligible shear, and magnetic
well depth of 6.9%. ECRJH plasmas (X mode, 2nd harmonic, P = 90+250 kW, pulse length <=
25 ms) have been produced at 37.5 GHz [1J. Since power absorption is low (20% in single
pass absorption) and not well localised, absorption by suprathennal electrons at high magnetic
field is expected. Typical line average electron densities, n c , are about 0.2-0.5 x 10

m and

electron temperature, T c , ranges bstwen 100-200eV. X-ray spectra have been recorded using a
Si(Li) detector (1 keV to 20 keV) and a Nal(Tl) one (over 10 keV). The Si(Li) detector views
a radial chord while the Nal(Tl) detector looks at the plasma langenlially through a glass
window. Two additional Nal(Tl) detectors working in current mode arc monitoring total hard
X-ray (HXR) flux.
High HXR fluxes, related to runaway electrons generated during magnetic field rampup and down, have been controlled using appropriate gas puffing rales [2], Nevertheless,
during ECR plasma production and heating, moderated HXR fluxes are also detected.
Different HXR flux behaviours are observed. Depending on the ECRH power absorption,
HXR fluxes present a "tokamak like" time evolution behaviour or right the opposite, with
density. It has been seen that the increase of absorption while the density raise, is
accompanied by an increase in the HXR flux up 10 the cutoff density, due to the
perpendicular diffusion in momentum space caused by EC-waves. But, under other plasma
conditions, for example, when gas puffing is switched off and density decreases, again an
increase of HXR flux appears, related to acceleration in the magnetic field direction.
In the present work, three energies of supraihermal electron populations generated by
off-axis resonant absorption have been measured These energies are typically 0.8 keV, 3
keVand20keV.
The influence of the magnetic ripple and the 1 variation on the generation of non
thermal electrons will be also studied, taking advantage of the flexibility of TJ-IU. .
I-Ascasibar E. et al, Proceedings of the 15

IAF.A Conf. on Plasma Physics and Controlled

Nuclear Fusion Research in Seville (.September 1994). I, 7-19, IAEA Vienna (1995).
2-Ascasibar E. et al, Transactions of Fusion Technology, 27, 198, (1995).
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Electron Cyclotron Emission Measurements in Hie TJ-I I) Torsatron
E. de la Luna, D.K. Akulina*. T. Estrada, J. Sanchez, Yu.I Nccliacv*, V. Tribaldos,
A. L<5pez-Fraguas and E. Ascasibar
Asociacion EURATOM-CIEMAT, 28040 Madrid, Spain
*Gencral Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia
Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) measurements, at the 2nd harmonic X mode, were
carried out in TJ-I Upgrade to provide the temporal evolution of the electron temperature
profile. TJ-1 U [1] is a t =1, m = 6 torsatron with major radius R = 0.6 m and average plasma
radius a= 0.1 m. It is being operated in two different experimental campaigns at B T = 0.5 and
0.67 T. Plasma is started and heated by 2nd harmonic X-mode ECR waves (P=200-300 kW)
The specific torsatron configuration of TJ-I U allows for a wide range of magnetic
configurations and ihe existence of toroidal positions where the central EC emission ranges
far from the ECRH frequency. During the 0.5 T campaign ECE has been measured using a
single channel superheterodyne radiometer. By changing the local oscillator frequency the
radiative temperature profile can be determined in series of repetitive discharges. The
radiometer has two downconversion steps with a final bandwidth of 15 MHz, leading to high
spatial resolution. For the 0.67 T campaign, an 8-channel heterodyne radiometer has been
installed. The radiofrequency range is downconverted to an intermediate frequency of 2-R
Gil/., and the frequency resolution is provided by the IF filter bank of 250 MHz bandwidth,
which corresponds to a spatial resolution of less than 1.5 cm. With this system a full
temperature profile can be obtained in a single shot.
Due to the low optical thickness of the plasma for the 2nd harmonic X-mode emission,
a macor viewing dump was mounted in the vacuum vessel in front of the receiving antenna to
minimize the difficulties associated with multiple reflections. Besides, a numerical code was
developed to reconstruct the electron temperature profile from the experimental radiative
temperature spectra.
The influence of (lie magnetic configuration [2J on plasma confinement has been
studied on the basis of the measured electron temperature profile. Results of Tc profiles for
several magnetic configurations will be presented.

1
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[1]: E. Ascasibar et al. Transactions of Fusion Technology, 27, 198 (1995)
[2]: J. Qin el al. Proc. l()lh Int. Conf. on Stellarators, Madrid, 228 (1995)
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Energy Distribution of Charge Exchange Neutral Particles
and Vertical Asymmetries in the TJ-IU Torsatron
R. Balbi'n, I. Sbimikova*, S. Grcbcnshcliikov*. C. Hidiigo. N. Kharchev', A.
Meshcheryakov', M.A. Pcdrosa, V. Tribaldos and TMU Team.
Asociacion Euratom-C'icmat, 28040-Maetrd, Spain
"General Physics Insiiluic, Moscow, Russia
Charge exchange ncuir.il panicle energy specira have bca:< measured in the TJ-IU
torsatron' (R = 0.60 m, a = 0.10 m, B = 0.67 T, PECRH = 100 - :00 kW, n,, = 0.2 - 0.5 x

tO 19

in'') by means of a passive five channel neutral panicle aiialyiiT. Measurements were done
near perpendicular velocity distribution to investigate trapped panicle effects on charge
exchange spectra for different magnetic configurations having different rotational transform, I
(0.14 < i(0) < 0.40). In order to increase die neutral flux in front of the charge-exchange
collimator, gas was puffed in the same pon of the vacuum chamber during the plasma
discbarge. For energies in the range (100 • 200) eV an ion temperature of Tj « (30 - 40) eV
was deduced, whereas the analysis of fast atoms with energies above 250 eV provides an ion
temperature of Ti = (60 - 80) cV A dependence of ion temperj'.-jres on heating power has
been observed.
Up-down asymmetries in the ion temperature and in the p.f.J'.rai flux profiles have been
observed (fig. 1). The degree of up-down asymmetry in '.!•.•• neutral flux reverses as the
magnetic field is reversed. Measurements have been performed a: the position of the device
where the fraction of trapped panicles is maximum. An assessment of whether this result
could be explained in terms of B x VB drift of trapped panicles and/or plasma rotation effects
will be presented.
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E. Ascasibar et al. plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research. IAEA 1, 749 (1995)
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Polarization effects on ECRH in TJ-II Stelfarator
V. Tribaldos, F. Castejon and B. Ph. van Milligen
Asociacion E URATOM CffiMAT para la Fusion
A vd. CompJutense 22, E-28040 Madrid, Spain.

Ray tracing Elcclron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) calculalions have
been performed for the flexible heliac TJ-II. This device is a four period mid-size helical
axis stcllarator', under assembly at O E M AT, Madrid, with a nominal toroidal field of I
T, a mayor radius of 1.5 m and a bean-shaped plasma cross section with average minor
radius between 0.1 and 0.25 m. From a geometrical point of view, the main difference
between other fusion devices and TJ-II is the possibility of TJ-II to change, within
certain limits, the magnetic field structure and the plasma position, shape and size to a
significant degree. On the other hand these large variations from configuration to
configuration imply some constrains in the design of the ECRH injection system.
Moreover, the calculation of ECRH in TJ-II must take into account another effect,
not usually of importance in oilier devices: the rotation of the wave polarization due to
Faraday rotation and the rotation of the device's magnetic field along the. wave's path.
These effects can be non-negligible in TJ-II, provided that the poloidal component of the
magnetic field is of the same order as the toroidal one.
In this work we present our results, based on the 3D ray tracing code TRECE 2 ,
for the best launching positions of the electron cyclotron waves. The polarization's
rotation is computed for different configurations and operating scenarios and its influence
on the heating efficiency is considered.
Power deposition profiles are evaluated considering different microwave beam
focusing angles It is shown that the effect of the beam focusing is weak, provided the
injection is performed perpendicularly to the magnetic surfaces.

1 C. Alcjaldre et a!.. Fusion Technology, 17, 131 (1990).
2 V. Tribaldos & B. Ph. van Milligen, To be published in Nuclear Fusion.
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OBSERVATION OK TOPOl.OCJICAI. .STKt'Cl UKi:S AM)
ASYMMETRIES IN IMPURITY RADIATION I'KOnU'.S IN A
TOKSATRON

."r

B. Zurro, E. Ascasibar, A. Lopez. K J McCarthy. A. S.ikts and V. Tribakios
Asociaci6n EURATOM/CrEMAT para Fusion. Avii. Comjihiionsc 22. 1.-2^040 Madrid.
Spain
A^itXilii
Spatial profiles of impurity radiation of edge and bulk ions arc being studied in the TJ-I U
torsalron by means of a spectral technique. Line-integrated profiles of selected impurity
ions are obtained using a fast rotating polygonal mirror, attached to a I m
monochromator, which scans the plasma cioss-section in 0 1 ms and every 2 ms. Spatial
resolution is slightly better than 1 cm.
Observation of flattenings and humps on tokamak radiation profiles have been correlated
with the position of rational surfaces (1) and (2), A similar procedure is being applied in
the TJ-I U lorsatron where systematic structure is observed in high, resolution radiation
profiles. The believe thai these structures are of lopologieal nature, and not due to
superimposed light fluctuations, is based on the following criteria: a) the main features
appear at the same positions in successive scans within the same discharge, and for
similar discharges within a sequence; b) the features are symmetric about the plasma
centre. These two restrictive criteria allow us to eliminate any artifact caused by statistic or
plasma fluctuations.
The possible correlation of the position of these feaiiues with resonant iota values
deduced from calculated profiles is being studied. Several cases have been analysed using
radiation profiles of bulk impurities, C V. O VI and O V, and for different magnetic
configurations. The consequences of these observations for plasma confinement will be
discussed. By using similar types of data a search for systematic up/down intensity
asymmetries in impurity radiation is addressed.
(1) V. A. Vershkov ct al., Sov. J. Plas. Phyx 10, 515 (198-4;
(2) B. ZUITO el al.. Rev. Sci. Insmim. 65, 2580 (199-1;
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Equilibrium Beta and Diamagnetic Beta in Stellarators
1. Qin, E. Ascasibar, J.A. Jimenez, A. Lopez-Fraguas, O. Fedyanin* and TJ-fU Term
Asociacion EURAT0M-C1EMAT Fusion, Av. Complutcnse 22, 28040 Madrid. Spain
*Censral Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Science, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT
For stellaxators operated in a net-current-free mode, tJie plasma currents (J±, Jn ) due to
the pressure will appear in order to obtain the plasma equilibrium given by JxB=VP. Using a
flux-loop encircling the plasma column to measure the diamagnctic flux produced by the
perpendicular plasma current J x is a conventional method of measuring average plasma beta
<p>. The obtained plasma <(3> is usually called the diamagnetic beta (<(5>ciia)- Average plasma
beta can also be derived from measurements of the magnetic flux produced by the parallel
current Jn (Pfirsch-Schluter current), using some flux-loops located over the plasma column, and
the obtained plasma <(3> is often referred to as the equilibrium beta (<{3>eqX
These two measurements of plasma <f>> have been compared in application to the ECRH
plasmas in TJ-IU torsatron. The rime evolutions of <(3>dia and <fi>eq during the discharges may
not be the same. The important advantages of using the later method over the former one are:
about two orders of magnitude higher relative signal ratio (the useful signal due to plasma beta
over the total background signal) and easier installation of the diagnostic in any stellarator
device. In fact these two methods are complementary to each other in measuring plasma <P> in
stellarators. Details of these will be presented.
Taking into account the toroidal and helical effects of stellarator plasmas, threedimensional (3-D) plasma equilibrium simulations (VMEC) show that for a given plasma <(}>,
the diamagnetic flux depends on the toroidal position of the loop and the cylindrical
approximation gives out about its mean value. In other words, there is a toroidal asymmetry of
diamagnetic flux in stellarator plasmas. So, for more accurate measurements of plasma beta. 3-D
corrections are required to the diagnostic data. The experiment to check this toroidal asymmetry
of diamagnetic flux is underway in TJ-IU device.
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Plasma collapsing mechanisms in stellarators

UA9900191

F. Casiejon and M. A. Ochando
Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusidn.
Av. Complutcnse 22, E-28040 Madnd, Spain
In a previous work, die dynamics of the thermal collapse has been investigated in ATF
stcllarator1, by comparing collapsing and non collapsing discharges. Using die transport code
PROCTR 2 , we have simulated plasma collapses provoked by injection of different impurity
species and arbitrarily rising electron density.
For the same set of parameters, two impurities have been considered: titanium and
oxygen. The main differences between these two impurities arc the dependence of their cooling
rates on temperature and their transport properties. In fact, Ti concentrates in the cenrer of the
plasma, while O remains mostly at the edge, and radiative instabilities are likely to appear at
very different plasma minor radii, close to the boundary for 0 and well in the plasma core for
Ti contaminated plasmas.
It has been observed that titanium is an efficient radiator at the plasma center and the
collapse induced by this impurity has a pure radiative nature, that is, it is the usual radiative
collapse originated mainly at the plasma core.
In the second case, the collapse is originated at the plasma edge even when the total
radiated power is well bellow the input power. It has been seen that a high amount of energy is
supplied from the plasma core to the radiative region, whose spatial location depends on the
detailed temperature and cooling rate profiles.
These different behaviours suggest that stellarators may also present a limited
operational domain, and whose boundaries could be similar to those that originate the so called
Greenwald and Murakami operation limits for lokamaks^.
Besides, and in order to investigate the role of ihe power density in the plasma
response, we have analysed a series of simulated shots with increasing average density,
starting from a non collapsing discharge. Same injected powers have been supposed, so the
power per panicle is monotonically decreasing. Results of these simulations are also preserved.

1 M.A.Ochando, F.Castejon and A.P.Navarro, "Investigation of low radiation collapses in
stellarator plasmas". 22nd EPS Conf. Controll. Fusion Plasma Phys. 19C-III, 225 (1995).
2 H.C. Howe, Oak Rigde National Laboratory Report ORNL/TM-11521 (1990).
3 M. Greenwald et al., Nucl. Fusion. 28,2199(1988).
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NEW METHOD FOR COLLECTING AND I N T E R P R E T I N G
OF MAGNETIC DATA IN STELI.AIIATORS
S.V. SHCHEPETOV, A.D. KL7AKTS0V
Institute of General Physics
Russian Academy of Sciences
Moscow, Russia

Magnetic measurements to determine the shape and position of plasma boundary together
with the current density and plasma, pressure came into wide u.s<: in modern tokamak experiments. However, a completely different type of situation occurs in stellarators. Usually,
three quantities are measured in modern experiments, namely, the total toroidal current,
the change in the dipole component of the averaged poloidal flux, and the change in the
toroidal magnetic (lux. All these quantities are weak functions of the plasma profiles, and
under conventional experimental conditions give no way to determine nothing else but ft,
where /3 is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the pressure of the magnetic field, bar denotes
the volume average. Surprisingly, but no attempts were made to create a diagnostic system
to be as effective as in tokamaks. This may be explained by the fear that the final result
may be too cumbersome due to the. three-dimensional nature of st.ellarators and by the lack
of detailed information about the. plasma, induced external magnetic fields. Analyzing the
general properties of the plasma induced magnetic fields we found [1-3] that there is no lack
of harmonics that are strongly dependent on the plasma profiles. Thus, it can be said with
assurance that the problem of magnetic diagnostics may, in principle, be solved.
Here we present a new method for collecting and interpreting of magnetic data. We
discuss the properties of magnetic probes system needed for the determination both of plasma
pressure and of current distribution. Considerable attention has been given to the evaluation
of the required accuracy of the magnetic measurements.' Possible ways to simplify general
technic for the solution of the particular problems are also discussed. As an example we
refer to LHD [4] configuration. A brief description of the peculiarities of plasma equilibria in
such a system relevant to the problem under consideration is presented. Emphasis is given
to the cases where plasma induced destruction of the plasma boundary is important.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Kuznetsov, A.B., Shchepetov S.V., Sychugov D.Y., Nuol. Fusion 34 (1994) 185.
Shchepetov, S.V., Nucl. Fusion 34 (199-1) 369.
Shchepetov, S.V., Kuznetsov, A.B., Nucl. Fusion 36 (1996) (to be published).
Iiyoshi, A., et. al., Fusion Technology 17 (1990) 109.

UA9900193
PLASMA EQUILIBRIA L\r A NON-AXISYMMETRIC TOKUS
S.V. SHOIEPIITOV, A.B. KUZNETSOV
Institute of General Physics
Russian Academy of Sciences
D.Vu. SYCHUGOV
Moscow Stale University
Moscow, Russia
The first part of this work is devoted to the investigation of three-dimensional (3-J.JJ
and axisymmetrical (2-D) magnetic fields produced by currents flowing in plasmas that anconfined in stellamtors with nearly planar geometrical axis. Using Green's function method
to solve the 3-D linear equation derived previously [ 1 ], we present here a simple procedure to
determine the structure of plasma induced external magnetic fields in stellarators. A detailed
numerical analysis of the values of the external 3-D magnetic fields and their dependencies
on the plasma profiles is performed. Analytical formulae are derived, which could be useful
for estimations. The possibility to use the measurements of these fields for the experimental
identification of the magnelohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria is considered. We discuss here
also some interesting aspects of the influence of the magnetic hump on the value of PfirschSchluler currents (that became actual due to the recent Heliotron-E experiments [ 2 ) ).
Several analytical models available to study these problems are presented, their validity is
checked with the help of numerical calculations. The results of calculations related to the
modern experiments are presented, the c^se of higher pressures that may by typical for future
experiments is also considered.
In the second part of this work plasma equilibria with magnetic islands are studied with
the help of both analytical and numerical methods. Case of magnetic islands caused by the
externally imposed magnetic fields as well as case of magnetic islands appearing as a result
of pressure-driven modes are considered here.
1. Shcliepetov, S.V., Nucl. Fusion 34 (1994) 3G9.
2. Besshou, S., el al., Nucl. Fusion 35 (1995) 173.
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THE EVIDENCE OF THE DEGRADATION OF PLASMA HEATING
EFFICIENCY DURING ECRH ON L-2M STELLARATOR
O.I. Fedyanin, E.D. Andryukhina
General Physics Institute of Russian Academy of Science
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
The analysis of plasma energy balance in stellarators and tokamaks depends on the
different assumptions made and may give different and even contradictory results.
When assumption full power absorption by thermal pkismas, paradoxical results can
be obtained: degradation of the energy confinement time (TE) with heating power as well
as degradation of plasma thermal conductivity in very short time (i <C TE) during power
modulation experiment are deduced.
On the other hand, assuming that plasma transport characteristics do not change while
main plasma parameters (density and temperature, their gradients, etc.) are kept constant,
leads to conclude that heating efficiency is not unity and that it depends or both, plasma
parameters and heating power.
In this reports the results of the ECRH experiments on L-2M will be presented. The
experiments were aimed to try to answer this important question.
The heating source (ECRH power) heats the central part of the plasma (r < 0.2a) and,
from there a thermal flux goes to the rest of the plasma column establishing the corresponding
density and temperature profiles. Some part of this heating flux is lost by radiation. From
point of view of increasing of confinement after switching off heating power it would mean
that the central flux from the main plasma volume will be decreased and radiation flux
should be react to this process.
Experimental investigation of the behavior of the plasma radiative layer has confirmed
our assumption about its property and provided the necessary evidence to affirm tha* the
energy confinement time does not change during the transition from ECR heated to the free
plasma decay phases.
Analysis of the fast processes occurring during the switch off pha.se of ECR heating,
modulation of the heating power, and specific plasma decay phase, have lead to the conclusion
that plasma transport characteristics remain unchanged during fast variation of the heating
power is correct assumption.

UA9900195
PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN L-2M STELLARATOR
D.K. Akulina, E.D. Andryukhina, G.M. Bafanov, M.S. Bcrezhetskii,
I.S. Danilkin, N.P. Donskaya, O.I. Feehanin, G.A. Gladkov,
S.E. Grebenshchikov, N.K. Kharcliev, Yu.V. Kholnov, L.V. Kolik,
L.M. Kovrihnykh, N.P. Larionova, A.A lotuuov, K.M. I.-ikhi,
A.I. Meshcheryakov, Yu.I. Nechaev, A..E. Pel.rov, K.A. Sarksyan,
I S. Sbitnikova, V.A. Tsygankov
Ceneral Physics Institute of Russian Academy of Science
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
The results of ECRH experiments in the L-2M stollaralor are presented. The main goal
of the experiments is to investigate the physics of ECRU anil plasma confinement at high
values of the volume heating power density (1.5 MW/ra3). A current free plasma is produced
and heated by extraordinary waves at the second harmonic of electron cyclotron frequency.
To have a possibility comparing the experimental data and theory predictions the experiment was running in quite wide region of the plasma and heating parameters. The input
power varied from 200 kW up to 400 kW and the duration of the heating pulse from 6 up to
14 ms, the mean plasma density varied from 1 -4-2 x 1013 cm"3. The carbon limiter (rail-type)
was used to vary the plasma radius from the radius of the soparatrix (ap = 11.5 cm) up to
ar = 9 cm.
The central value of the electron temperature grows in time up to 700-900 cV and then
reduces up to 400-500 eV with the increase the plasma density and radiation losses. The
central ion temperature varied between 100 and 120 eV. The plasma energy W (Wmax =
= 0.5 kj) are increasing with increasing the heating power and absorbed power too. The
increasing of plasma energy has good correlation with the rise of plasma density. The plasma
radius played strong role - plasma energy proportional a'. Efficiency of heating increase with
the rise of plasma radius. The global energy confinement time was about 2 2.5 ms in this
experiments. The efficiency of microwave power absorption by plasma is between 0.45 and
0.6. The question on the mechanism of the power losses is open until now.
Although the absorbed power was increased in the 1,-2M near twice as compare with
L-2 neither new nonlinear effects or degradation of plasma heating was found. The energy
confinement time in these experiments is close to both well-known LHD-scaling and the
computation scaling based on the neoclassical theory of plasma transport in the stellarator
magnetic field.
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T H E INFLUENCE OF LIMITER ON PLASMA AND PLASMA EDGE
PARAMETERS IN THE L-2M STELLARATOR
Yu.V. Kholnov, M.S. Berezhetskii, O.I. Fedyanin
General Physics Institute of Russian Academy of Science
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
Experiments on the plasma production and healing by the A'-mode wave at the second
harmonic of the ECR frequency at high value of volume heating power density (1.5 MW/m3)
were carried out in the L-2M stellarator.
A graphite limiler was used to change the plasma radius. The limitation of the plasma
radius by limiler played strong role on the plasma energy balance in L—2M stellaralor.
PLasma energy, efficiency of the ECR heating, radiation losses are decreasing with decreasing
plasma radius. At the same time the limiter is decreasing recycling and impurity influx.
When the plasma radius was equal 9 cm (the maximum plasma radius, corresponding to
the separatrix, is 11.5 cm), the value of the heat flux on the limiter is approximately equal
to the conductivity thermal flux from plasma.
To study the role of the boundary condition on the global plasma energy balance the
measurements of the edge plasma property have been performed on L-2M stellarator.
The parameters of the peripherical plasma were measured by using two set of the Langmuir triple probes, which placed 3.5 field period (the total number of the field period is 14)
from the liiniter. The one of the probe set (2) was placed in the space region lying inside
the magnetic "force" tube, passing through the limiter.
As follows from measurements, the behaviour of the edge-plasma parameters (the electron
temperature, the ion saturation current, and the floating potential) is similar for both probe
sets. The presence of the limiter affects significantly on the turbulence at the plasma edge.
Moreover, the probe set (2) indicate the higher (by a factor of 2) level of the electrostatic
turbulence.

C. ALTERNATIVE MAGNETIC
CONFINEMENT

UA9900197
PLASMA KEATING BY HIGH-ENERGY CONTENT
MICROSECOND ELECTRON BEAM AT GOL-3-H FACILITY
M.A.Agafonov, A.V.Arzhannikov, V.T.Astrelin, A V.Bobylev, A.V.Burdakov,
M.N.Chagin, Yu.I.Deulin, A.D.Khilchenko, V.V.Khilchenko, V.S.Koidan.
V.V.Konyukhov, A.N.Kvashnin, O.A.I ee, A.G.Makarov, K.I Mekler, P.I.Melnikov,
V.S.Nikolaev, S.S.Pcrin, V.V.Postupaev, R.V.Ra/.ilov, A.F.Rovenskikh, E.P.Semenov,
S.L.Sinitskij, A.V.Tarasov, K.V.Tsigutkin, L.V.Yushkina, R.P.Zotkin

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia
GOL-3 facility is aimed for study the interaction of microsecond electron beam with
a plasma and its fast healing. First stage of this facility, described in [I], was operated
for more than six years (see, e.g., [2,3]). Recently the second stage named GOL-3-II was
assembled and put into operation.
In the GOL-3-II facility the plasma column has 12 m length compared with 7 m for
the first stags. Energy content of the capacitive storage for magnetic field supply has
been increased from 10 MJ to 15 MJ. It allows to have the magnetic field of up to 5 T in
the homogeneous part of the solenoid and up to 10 T in its end mirrors. Key feature of
the upgrading is expected essential increase in the energy content of injected into plasma
electron beam. The high power electron beam generator U -2 is used now for new beamplasma interaction experiments. This generator was shown to produce the beam with
energy content of up to 0.3 MJ.
Results on transport of the high-power microsecond election beam through the 12 m
plasma column, beam relaxation in the plasma, plasma heating and mirror confinement
are presented. At plasma density of ~1015 cm3 the reached electron temperature is
higher than 1 keV.
1. A V.Arzhannikov, A.V.Burdakov, V.A.Kapitonov ei a!. Plasma Physics and Conlr.
Fusion (Proc. 15-th Europ. Conf, Dubrovnik, 1988), vol.30, No.l 1, 1571.
2. A.V.Arzhannikov, A.V.Burdakov, V.V.Chikunav el al, Proc 9-th Int. Conf. on High
Power Particle Beams (Washington, 1992), vol.1, 127.
3. V.T.Asirelin, A V.Burdcikov, V.S.Koitlan et a!., Proc. 21 s! Kurop. Conf. on Contr.
Fusion and Plasma Physics (Monlpcllier, 1994), vol.1, 498.
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Reversed-Field Pinch Operation with a Resistive Shell and Graphite Wall in
Extrap T2
S. Hokin, H. Bergsaker*, P. BrunseU, .1.11. Brareowski, J. Diake, T. Fall", C. Hcdin,
A. Hedqvisf, G. Hellblom, P. Hiirling', D. Larsson1, A. M.Mlcr, K. Raehlew-Kalim:',
J. Sallandcr*, E. Teunfors and A. Wclandcr
Division of Fusion Plasma Physics (Association EUllATOM NFRj, Alfvc'n Latior^fury
'Department of Physics I
'Department of Physics Frcscuti
Royal Institute of Technology, 100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
Continued operation of the: Extrap T2 revcrsed-field pinch has resulted in improved perfor
mance, with loop voltage values below 70 V and discharge duration over 12 nb' (inueli 1<IHJ;'M'
than the 1.5 ms resistive shell time) at 150 kA plasma current. Matched mode startup, in
which the steady-state toroidal magnetic flux is provided before discharge initiation, is hampered by rapid density 'pump-out' which briefly interrupts the plasma current rise, liampod
mode startup, in which the toroidal flux is ramped from a small initial value by the plasma
dynamo effect, does not exhibit this problem and has therefore been the main mode of oper
ation. As the condition of the graphite wall has improved, the number of discharges allowed
before He glow discharge cleaning is required has increased: the hydrogen implanted by 25
RFP discharges can be removed by a 45 minute-long He glow discharge. However many
discharges exhibit a strong influx of oxygen and carbon around the beginning of the current
flat-top phase, along with increased density and plasma resistance and a subsequent current
drop. The impurity influx is usually associated with a growing localized vertical field error.
Glow discharge boronization will be implemented to reduce the impurity influx.
Variation of the external vertical field demonstrates the effect it lias on mode locking al
the shell gap: at large negative values, modes always lock to the gap with negative? Uv\ at
intermediate values, modes rarely appear at the gap position and can have either sign; a I
small values, modes always lock to the gap with positive £<„. The toroidal flux measured at
two different toroidal locations differs by as much as 10%, indicating a significant m -- 0.
n ^ 0 dynamo contribution.
Thomson scattering Tc measurements at three radial positions have begun, and confinement measurements will be presented including impurity ion T, measurements and Zcj/
determined from spectroscopic diagnostics [).].
[1] P. lidding ct al., this conference.
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A. Buffa and the RFX Team
Gruppo di Padova per Ricerche sulla Fusionc
Associazioni Eurutom-ENEA-CNR-Universila di Padova
Corso Stall Uniti, 4 - 35127 Padova, Italy
A Her a nine-month shut down devoted to a number of machine modifications and
implementations, a new period of operation started in November 1995 and it is expected to
proceed up to the end of 1996.
The main modifications and implementations included: short circuit of the outer equatorial
gap and of one of the two poloidal gaps of the shell, insertion of overlapped graphite tiles in the
poloidal gap zones, installation of a multipellet injector, of a diboranc boronization system and
of a SXR/bolomctry tomographic diagnostic.
Moreover, in collaboration with the Elecirotechnica) Laboratory of Tsukuba (Japan), an
Electron Energy Analyser was installed.
The 1996 scientific programme includes the operation at two levels of plasma current; 0.6
and 1 MA.
The first phase of analysis has the following main objectives:
- to determine the effect of the machine modifications on the plasma performances;
- to investigate the effect of machine modifications on locked modes;
- to investigate the possibility of obtaining some profile control by wall conditioning (HeGDC
between pulses and/or hot wall operation up to 280'C) and pellet injection, and to analyse
the effect of profile modifications on confinement and mode rotation;
- to reach, through energy, hot electron flux and power radiation profile measurements, a
clearer insight on the most important loss mechanisms;
- to obtain, through more careful temperature and Zeff profile analysis, better idcrification of
the non-Spiizer portion of loop voltage and its relationship with field errors and
perturbations.
The first results at 0.6 MA show thai, even if the mode locking phenomenon is still present
in each shot, the shell modifications allowed a significant improvement of the shot by shot
reproducibility, resulting in performances which consistently remain very close to the best ones
obtained in the past.
In addition, a wider operability of the machine has been obtained, opening the possibility of
operating with slower setting-up, lower density, higher temperature and more peaked density
profiles.
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Effects of Shell Gap Modifications on RFX Plasma Behaviour
T. Bolzonella, A. Buffa, P. Campostrini, G. Chitarin, F. Gnesotto, E. Martines, S. Martini,
N. Pomaro, F. Trevisan, Y. Yagi*, G. Zollino
Gruppo di Padova per Ricerche sulla Fusione
Associazioni Euratom-ENEA CNR-Universita di Padova
Corso Stati Uniti, 4 - 35127 Padova, Italy
*Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tsukuba (lapan)
Field errors produced both by active and passive inductors are recognized to be an important
factor in reducing confinement in RFP experiments, and the results of RFX clearly confirmed
this fact. During the shutdown period in 1995, provisions were taken to improve the magnetic
field quality. The outer equatorial gap of the thick stabilizing shell was shortcircuited by means
of 96 copper bars. The aims were: first, the reduction of the radial fields through the gap and,
even more important, through the 20 holes for pumping and diagnostic ports; second, an
improvement of the shell stabilizing effect on the torus outboard. One of the two vertical gaps
was also shortcircuited, to reduce the local radial field (vertical gaps are the main source of stray
field) and to ease the feedback control of the radial field through the residual vertical gap.
Moreover, the better stabilizing properties of the shell ease the setting up of the RFP
configuration by a different waveform of the toroidal field ("matched reversal"); this reduces the
toroidal field ripple due both to the discreteness of the coils and to die currents flowing along
the vacuum vessel stiffening rings.
The paper describes the modifications to the machine and the new field programming and
analyzes the consequences in terms of field error level reduction, magnetic fluctuations at the
plasma boundary, mode locking phenomena, thermal fluxes onto the graphite first wall.
The toroidal mode spectrum has been investigated using a high-pass filter; in this way,
evidence is given of m=l mode phase rotation during narrow time intervals of the pulse. The
toroidal and poloidal rotation frequencies have been identified and are discussed in relation to
ExB drift velocity.
The relationship between these mode rotation phenomena and experimental conditions is also
discussed.
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First Results of Hydrogen Pellet Injection in the RFX Experiment
L. Garzotti, P. Innocente, S. Martini, T. Bob.onc-.lla, R. Pasqualotto, R. Pugno, M.Valisa
Gruppo di Padova per Ricerche sulla Fusione
Associazioni Euratom-ENEA-CNR-Universita di Padova
Corso Stati Uniti, 4 - 35127 Padova, Italy
AJI 8-shot injector for H and D pellets has been installed on the RFX reverse field pinch
(R=2 m, a=.46 m, 1=1-2 MA). The injector produces by in-situ condensation 8 peileti with
masses of 1.5+5-1020 atoms and pneumatically accelerates them at velocity of 0.5+1.5 km/s.
The poloidal inclination of the injector is adjustable, so that the pellets can be aimed at plasma
center or up to 16 cm off-axis.
The paper presents the results of the first experiments of solid H pellet injection. Pellets have
been injected in pulses with plasma current between 0.5 and 1 MA with target density between
2 and 6-10 19 rrr^. Pellet ablation rates are measured by CCD camera and H a detectors and are
found to agree with simulation by a NGPS model. Global density increase factors > 3 with a
single pellet are achieved, without causing the plasma to disrupt. With optimized pellet
parameters, the pellets are completely ablated in the plasma coi e and electron density profiles
much more peaked than normal are obtained, which last for several milliseconds. Relatively
small effects are caused on the loop voltage, and the electron lempsrature recovers quickly after
injection, so that significant enhancement of p@ and confinement time are obtained.
For very low velocity pellets, large poloidal trajectory deflections along the electron drift
direction are also observed, which are discussed in terms of rocket effect due to asymmetric
ablation by suprathermal electron populations.
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Study of the Dependence on Density Control of the RFP Setting-up
Phase in KFX
T.Bolzonella, L.Garzotti, P.Innocenlc, S.Martini,
L.Carraro, E.Casarotlo, M.E.Puiatli, F.Scariii, M.Valisa
Gmppo di Padova pbr Riccrche sulla Fusionc
Associazioni Euratom-ENEA-CNR-Universitadi Padova
Corso Stati Uniti, 4-35127 Padova, Italy
In the RFX experiment quite different behaviours are observed during die setting-up of. the
Reversed Field Pinch magnetic field configuration, in particular when the safety factor q(a)
assumes the rational values critical for resonance of MHD modes. The control of the density
plays a crucial roles during this phase: the start-up is much better when the density is kept as
high as possible, by gas puffing, by high influx of gas from the vacuum vessel first wall or by
pellet injection. At high density in particular the current continues to rise even during the most
unstable phase, the amplitude of the modes excited is smaller and lower radiation emission and
impurity content in the plasma are found. On the contrary, at low density strong turbulence is
observed and the plasma current drops so rapidly that in some cases the RFP configuration is
not achieved.
In order to study the above behaviour, a large database of discharges has been analysed,
correlating the measurements of electron density and magnetic profiles, total radiation and of
line emission by impurity ions. The favourable dependence of the start-up phase on density is
confirmed both in terms of higher maximum plasma current, lower magnetic mode energy,
lower impurity content, lower radiation emission and magnetic profiles closer to the minimum
energy Bessel Function Model state.
A possible interpretation is presented which links the enhanced impurity influxes to the
influence of stronger production of runaway electrons caused by larger values of the E/E c
parameter (applied electric filed / Dreicer field). Increased radiation cooling and current density
profile modification would follow, leading to increased MHD activity and RFP magnetic
profiles farther form the BFM state.
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Total Radiation Emissivity Distributions in RFX
L. Marrclli, P. Martin, A. Mtirari
Gruppo di Padova per Riceiche siilla Fusionc
Associazioni Euratom-ENEA CNR-Universitadi Padova
Corso Slati Unili, 4-35127 Padova, Italy
In this paper we report the measurements of total radiation emissivity profiles performed
in the large, high current RFX Reversed Field Pinch experiment (Ro=2 m, a=0.46 m). By
means of multichord bolomclric camera total radiation distributions have been measured and
characterized in various plasma conditions.
From the experimental brightnesses the emissivity profiles of the form
g(r,6) = go(r)+gj(r)cosQ have been reconstructed by means of a generalized inversion
algorithm.
The emissivity profiles are sharply peaked at die plasma edge, where a strong radiative
region is present and the local radiation emission may constitute a considerable fraction of the
local input power. The total radiated power in the explored current and density ranges
(0.5<7<0.9 MA, lxl0- 14 <//W<7xl0- 14 Am, with the linear density N defined as
N=kicr ne(r) dr) is typically between 5 and 40 % of the input ohmic power and increases at
high densities where a radiation limit is found. The behaviour of the radiation losses has been
investigated after the first wall boronization, showing that a lower radiation level is measured
at similar densities.
The shape of the profiles is studied as a function of the density: at high density, profiles
are flatter, whereas at lower densities the emission is more concentrated in the outer edge.
The. emissivity distribution is also influenced by the plasma shape and position: for example
the barycentre of the cmissivity distribution is a strong function of the plasma horizontal
magnetic shift which has been varied in the range 0.5 to 30 mm.
The contribution to the global energy balance of the radiative loss channel as a function of
the discharge conditions is also studied and discussed.
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Studies of the Ion Heating in KFX
L. Carraro, S. Costa, R. Paccagnella, M.E. Puiatti, F. Sattin, P. Scarin , M. Valisa
Gruppo di Padova per Ricerclie sulla Fusionc
Associazioni Euratom-ENEA-CNR ••University di Padova
Corso Slati Uniti, A - 35127 Padova, Icily

Like other devices ( ULQ's and Spheromaks) where self organisation processes through
magnetic reconnection occur. Reversed Field Pinches are generally characterised by ion
temperatures higher than expected from electron-ion collisions! equipartition. The origins of
tliis "anomaly" are still unclear and the subject seems to experience an increasing interest.
This is justified because the ion temperature contributes to the total beta of the plasma but
also because the power source appears to be associated, at least indirectly, to die mechanisms
that sustain the magnetic configuration, which also are matter of deep investigation.
In RFX ion temperatures higher than the electron one are found only during the formation
phase of particularly deep reversed configurations (high Q- Eq(a)/<Bf>), while in normal
operation modes the two temperatures are comparable.
The temperatures of both the protons and the impurity ions are measured, respectively by
means of neutral particle analysers of two types (one Ti;ne Of Flighi and one Charge
Exchange) and the Doppler broadening of emission lines. Several ionisalion states of carbon,
oxygen and boron are monitored and then associated to a radial position by means of an
impurity transport code. The radial distribution of temperature is instead reconstructed by
means of the AURORA code.
This paper summarises the experimental evidences found in RFX in the last two years of
operation, discusses the contribution of Ti to the tola! beta and correlates these findings with
the plasma performances of RFX, dominated by the presence of locked modes.
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Influence of the Hal! effect on the neck development
in Z-pinch discharges

Vikhrev V. V. , Zabaydullin 0.7,.
Nuclear Fusion I n s t i t u t e , RRC "Kurchatov I n s t i t u t e '
123182, Kurchatov sq. 1, Moscow, Russia

Abstract
The results of two-dimensional modelling of neck
formation with taking into account the magnetic field
transport by the electron component are firstly presented.
Numerical modelling of the neck has shown the further neck
development becomes nonsymmetrical with respect to current
direction when number of particles in unit length (N) is
-1 . There are many confirmations for such
less than 1017 cm
type of neck development in z-pinch experiments.
For the case of N < 1 0 1 6 cm" 1 it has been found the
strong penetration of magnetic field into plasma as a result
of Hall effect influence. This phenomenon prevents the neck
formation in z-pinch systems. Simultaneously because of the
sufficient joul heating owing to the anormal resistivity the
expansion of z-pinch coloumn up to a wall chamber takes
place.
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SOME FEATURES OF NEUTRON RADIATION AND DEUTERON
BEAMS GENERATION IN A PLASMA FOCUS KITH
THE FLAT ELECTRODE GEOMETRY
N.V.Filippov, T.I.Filippova, M.A.Karakin, V.i.Krauz
INF, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182, Moscow, Russia
J.R.Brzosko, J.S.Brzosko
Avogadro Energy Systems, New York, NY, USA

Clarification of a role of different neutron generation
mechanisms remains to be one of the urgent problems in the
studies of pulsed - high current - discharges. Assuming the
beam-target mechanism, this problem is closely related with
the charged particle acceleration. In the presence of high
power deuteron beams the neutron radiation parameters are
determined, to a considerable degree, by the parameters of a
target.
The results of studying neutron radiation in a plasma
focus discharge, at the flat geometry of electrodes, under
non-traditional experimental conditions are given in this
paper. Argon with different content of deuterium was used as
the main working medium. The integral neutron yield was
measured
with
an
activation
detector,
neutron
source
localization was determined by combination of a time-offlight analysis with the careful collimation of a neutron
temporal detector (photoelectron multiplier + scintillator).
It has been found out that the main fraction of a neutron
yield at high percent content of deuterium, belongs to a
near-anode zone. With reduction in the deuterium content in
the chamber volume, the facility makes transition to the socalled "current sheath run-away mode", when the compression
of a current occurs without production of a dense pinch.
Nevertheless, the neutron radiation is continued to be
measured at the level ~10 7 -10 8 n/pulse. It has been shown
that the discharge system cathode is a neutron source under
these conditions. In a limiting case, when the discharge
takes place in pure Ar (at the preliminary saturation of the
design elements with deuterium), the neutron yields >10 7
n/pulse are produced. Formation of deuteron beams bombarding
the deuterium atoms absorbed in the cathode is related with
near-electrode processes in the contact zone between "the
current-plasma sheath and the anode. In this case, the
acceleration of the anode material ions and that of the
deuterium absorbed in it occur. The deuteron beams parameters
are estimated and the possible mechanisms of ion acceleration
are discussed.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE X-RAY RADIATION SOURCE PRODUCED
UNDER PF-DISCHARGE PINCHING IN NOBLE GASES
N.V.Filippov, V.V.Mialton, T.I.Filippova
RRC "Kurchatov Inslitulc", Russia
D.Friart, J.Vierne, F.Simonct, B.Villctte, P.Zenther
CEA, France
The experimental studies of soft X-Ray radiation from plasma at the stage of a
dense pinch have been performed at the PF-3 facility, where a plasma focus discharge in
the chamber with flat electrode geometry produced. The used energy storage is 0,31,0 MJ, discharge is up to 3 MA, operating gases are Ne, Ar under pressure of 0,51,0 Torr with additions of deuterium.
As known, the compression of a plasma current sheath in the discharge of noble
gases is enhanced due to radiation effects that results in the production of a dense high
temperature pinch, serving as a high power soft X-Ray radiation source, at the chamber
axis (energy of quanta is within a keV-range).
The configuration dimensions, time of existence, radiation characteristics of the
source depend on the variety of an operating gas and on the magnitude of an operating
current. For neon, in particular, the integral radiation yield is proportional to the fourth
power of a pinch current.
In a given study the following techniques have been used .to study the
characteristics of a focus zone:
- production of the reviewing soft X-Ray spectrum with a spectrograph having mica as
a dispersive element (with an opportunity to realize the measurements at different
angles respective to the chamber axis);
- measurement of the spectral soft X-Ray radiation energy distribution with a four
channel analyzer (by the Ross filtering technique, at the registration with pin-diodes
providing the time resolution better than 10 ns); the same, when integration of signals
is done;
- multiangle photography of a radiating area by the pin-hole cameras with thin filters.
The used techniques provide the soft X-Ray radiation energy distribution
measurement with respect to the spectrum, determination of a soft X-Ray radiation
intensity distribution in space, angular radiation anisotropy in particular, as well as the
determination of a source configuration and dimensions
The statistical treatment of the produced data by the methods of correlational
analysis has been done in connection with the possible pinch axis deviations from the
geometrical chamber axis.
A principal difference in the nature of soft X-Ray characteristics for the focus
zone in the neon and argon discharges has been found:
- a quasi-point soft X-Ray radiation source in the argon discharges is produced, the
angular flux intensity distribution of which corresponds to the isotropic radiation;
- almost under similar conditions, the neon discharge results in the production of an
extended source, at the ratio of its length to diameter of the order of 20-50, Jhat results
in the dependence of a structural soft X-Ray radiation distribution on the angle of
observation, providing an anisotropy in the integral radiation yield.
Possible reasons for the detected features of radiation characteristics for the soft
X-Ray radiation sources produced in a high current discharge, PF-type, are discusses in
the paper.
This research has been partially supported by contract CEA N 3754DIR.
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Surface microwave discharge in multipoU magnetic trap.
P.M.Kosarev, A.A.Skovoroda. V.A.Zhil'tsov
INF, RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia

In work experimental data on research of the stationary microwave
discharge ( 2.45 GHz, 5 kW ) in multipole

magnetic trap PN -1 (permanent

magnets NdFeB, volume of 70 litres ) at low pressure (less than 10 "3 torr) are
indicated.
Excitation of a wave in plasma waveguide (surface of a plasma surface of
a chamber) is found out. This wave causes intensive coliisionless peripheral heating
of plasma electrons. It is noted the necessity of revision of a role of ECR in the
microwave discharge in multipole magnetic fields at large plasma density.
The main physical principles, on the basis of which plasma neutraliser for
ITER neutral beam injector is designed, are confirmed with the received on PN-1
installation results. The creation of larger installation with plasma volume of 1000
lilies is planed.

UA9900494

PLASMA TRAPS WITH [3 =1 *. ALTERNATIVE WAY
A.I.Morozov, RSC "Kurchatov Institute", Mo3cov-r,
Russia,,
Static plasma traps, having B =1, but without any slots,
are some of the natural alternative devices. For these, one
must have conductors, carrying electric current and immersed
into plasma (S,Braginsky, B.Kadomtsev, C.Skorniakov, B.Peregud). It was shown in some papers by the author et al, that
levitating conductors (called "mixinas") do not produce serious technical problems. It was offered to call "galateas"such
plasma traps with mixinas. The world of galateas is really
vast. A series of previous and new interesting conceptions of
galateas and review of theoretical investigations by the author et al are represented in this paper. The fundamental advantages of galateas with B =1 are: a) convection is suppressed; b) magnetic field is used effectively (field 1 kGs confines plasma with n=10 1 ^ cm"-3 and T=T ± + T g =3keV); c) synchrotron radiation is weakened drastically. Galateas with ft =1
are convenient "plasma baths" for technological purposes. It
has already been shown in early works, that, in some cases,
the transfers in galateas are classic. The experiments, carried out by our co-operation on ERL-M traps (MIREA, Kharkov
Phys.Techn. Inst.) and on "Poyas-1" device (Inst. of General
Physics), have also confirmed the possibility of realization
of operating modes, having not only 8 =1, but, also, classic
transfer. The high-power quasistationary plasma accelerators
(QSPA),.created by ours, may be used as injectors for galatea-reacfors with 8 =1.
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RESONANT DIOCOTRON INSTABILITY OF A WIDE ELECTRON LAYER IN
MAGNETIC GAPS OF MAGNETOELECTROSTATIC TRAPS
I. Ya. Gordienko, V. D. Yegorenkov
Kharkov State University, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine

In magnetic gaps of a magnetoelectrostatic trap (MET) the noncompensated electron
layer consists of travelling and trapped electrons (Gordienko I. Ya. et al. (1992)). The space
electron charge in magnetic gaps causes the development of the diocotron instability (DI)
observed in single-slot and multi-slot MET. Levy R. H. (1965) has constructed the DI theory
for the oscillations propagating across the magnetic field. The low frequency long wavelength
DI has been shown to develop if the vacuum gap width exceeds the electron layer halfwidth (
the electron layer is located symmetrically between ideally conducting walls), whereas in the
opposite case the electron layer is stable with respect to the excitation of these oscillations.
Gordienko I. Ya. et al. (1988) have pointed out the importance of travelling electrons in the
development of the instability for the oscillations propagating at an angle to the magnetic field.
Davidson R. C. (1985) has shown that in the domain where the nonresonant instability for
waves propagating across the magnetic field is absent a resonant DI can develop and he has
constructed the quasilinear theory for the electron layer with one of the edges touching the
conducting wall.
This report gives the growth rate of the resonant low frequency DI for a wide electron
layer symmetrically located with respect to conducting walls (the nonresonaiit low frequency
long wavelength DI is absent in the parameter region considered). The waves propagating
across the magnetic field as well as oblique to it participate in the instability development. For
characteristic MET parameters B=1.7T, n 0 = 5 • 1 0 u c m ~ 3 the development time of the
resonant DI comprises T ~ 200 n s whereas for the plasma production with electron injection
Tinj K 4 m s . Therefore the resonant DI has enough time to develop already at the initial stage
and it can influence the process of plasma accumulation in MET.
References.
1. Gordienko I Ya., Yegorenkov V. D., StepanovK. N. Fizika plazmy 1992. V. 18 n 1. P. 9
(In Russian).
2. Levy R. H. Phys. Fluids. 1965. V. 8. P. 1288.
3. Gordienko I. Ya., Yegorenkov V. D., Pokroev A. G., Stepanov K. N. Fizika plazmy. 1988.
V. 14. n. 12. P. 1451 (In Russian).
4. Davidson R. C. Phys. Fluids. 1985. V. 28. P. 1937.
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DEVELOPMENT OF "ANGARA" PROGRAM: INVESTIGATION AND
CONTROL O F TERAWATT INTERNAL ENERGY Fl.t'X INTO IMPLODING
MTJLTILINER COMPOSITIONS
A.V.Branitsky,
S.F.Medovshikov,

M.V.Fedulov,
V.O.Mishensky,

l.N.Frolov,
S.L.Nedosecv,

V.Grabovsky,
V.E.Pidiuijin,

D.V.Kuznelsov,
V.P.Smirnov,

V.V.Smirnov, G.M.Oleinik, I.Zailsev, S.V.Zakharov, M.V.Zurin.
Troitsk Institute for Innovative and Thermonuclear Investigations, 1-42092 , Troitsk.
Moscow reg., Russia.

"Angara" scientific program, being developed in TRINITI, takes the aim lo
produce soft X-ray intensive source for ICF indirect drive and for dense radiative plasma
fundamental

physics and applications. An energetic basis of the program

is a

multiterawati pulsed power technics."Angara-5-1" generator pioduces 3-5 MA at 100 ns
in different physical loads in the current experiments.
The problem is being solved by means of multilincr compositions implosion to
transform a kinetic energy of external liner, accelerated by the current, into soft X-ray
radiation inside of inner liner cavity in the moment o{ their collision, or to increase
abruptly a magnetic energy flux into inner region of the composition, using specific
effects of plasma instabilities.
Experimental results on the energy flux control by means of appropriate liner
parameters choice will be presented. In double liner composition with external gas liner
150-300 microgram/cm an

inner foam liner 250-300 micrograni/cni was used. The

radiation flux in the inner liner cavity was 1.5-3 TW/cm in tlie moment of the liners
collision. External X-ray flux was 10 TW/cm" in the moment of the composition total
pinch. X-ray pulse front was 1-3 ns in some cases.
Using the current instability of external low mass liner (30.-50 microgram/cm), a
current — 2 MA was switched from the exlernal liner lo (lie inner load-radiator and soft Xray pulse of- 1 TW had the front of 1 -2 us.
Above mentioned modes of the energy flux conirol were used in triple liner
composition with external low mass gas corona-preionizer and two coaxial foam liners.
Experimental results referring to the triple composition will be presented as well.
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Physical Principles of D-3He fusion.
V.I.Khvesyuk, D.V.Semenov.A.N.L.yakhov
Moscow Stale Technical University, Power Engineering Institute,.
'" • ,

I07005,MOSCOW P.O.Box 38

D-3Hc fuel has a very important advantage in comparison with DT fuel: absence
of neutrons among fusion products. It could provide more high life service and low
level of induced radioactivity of the reactor firs! wall, and, correspondly less cost price
of unit power output. But reaction speed of D 3IIe is essentially less than DT.
Therefore, now the main problem in justification of D-3He reactor is the calculation of
its power efficiency.
We have developed kinetic/power models for the power analysis of D-3He fusion
plasma in the central cell of a tandem mirror reactor. The models include kinetic
equation for fusion products (protons and alpha-particles) and power balance
equations for other species. The basic criteria of the power efficiency is the power
amplification factor: Q= Pfmf'Preq .
1. Classic approach (this means taking into account only collisional processes,
power losses and power changes between species).
The complete calculations of multispecies plasma have been carried out: all
plasma parameters and all components of power balance have been determined.
Positive power output is provided for the case: T[vtl =60...90keV,§>0.6.
Unfortunately, Q value calculated is less than 10. It is shown that Q> 10 may be
achieved only in the precense of special system of selective pumping of fusion products.
Corresponding method was proposed and its theory was developed too. The using of
such a system makes it possible to reach Q~ 10..oo
2. Plasma stability.
Taking into account of plasma turbulence may change results of the power
balance calculation essencially. Consequently preliminary analysis of the most'
dangerous kinetic instabilities (connected with non-equilibrium distribution functions
of the fusion products) has been carried out. All calculations are presented for the
magnetized plasma of finite radius. For the discrete Alfvcn and Fast modes the
marginal stability has been determined. There exists such a value P <1, at which
instability disappears. Approximately (3* «0.85. ..0.98, depending on plasma
parameters.
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Kinetic stability of D-3He plasma in the central cell of tandem mirror
A.N.Lyakhov, V.I.IChvesyuk
Moscow Slate Technical University,Power Engineering Institute
Moscow 107005 , P.O.Box 38
Kinetic instabilities may cause essential losses of panicles in reactor regime, thus
increasing requirements imposed on the additional plasma healing. So to provide
plausible data on (lie outlook for the environmentally safe D-3IJe fusion one must
estimate the possibility of the appearance of such instabilities, their typical growth rates
and possible techniques of suppression.
In this work the results of the studying of Alfven and fast waves instabilities are
presented. The source of these instabilities is the nonequlibria of the distribution
functions of the fusion products, namely alpha-particles and protons, caused by the
presence of the loss-cone. The method used [1] well describes just as normal modes in
the uniform magnetized plasma of the central cell, so also the growth rates with finite
plasma size taken into account. The method was modified by changing analytical
representation by numerical one. The distribution functions were Maxwellian for the
fuel ions and electrons and were defined from the solution of the linearized FokkerPlanck equation for the fusion products, with only drag velocity term and pitch-angle
scattering.
It was found out, that in the low-frequency range of interest ( co <<<a p/) three
wave branches exist: Alfven wave. Fast wave and Hybrid wave(Qj <co <Q/,)- Here
Orf y, means gyrofrequency of deiterium and helium-3 respectively. Hybrid mode is
suppressed. Alfven and Fast modes are unstable. The most unstable modes are
A.| o>^~> 0 (h e r e m=-l - azimuthal wave number, n=0 - radial wave number). Typical
growth rates are of the order of 0.010^. Such large increments will cause the
turbulence of the fusion plasma as the unstable modes will saturate, strongly modifying
all plasma parameters.
The dependence of the growth rates on the plasma parameters was studuied
carefully. It was shown that this instability can be suppressed in three ways. First one is
to reduce plasma radius from the base value of 50 cm. up to 20 cm. The second is to
reduce partial betas of the fusion products practically to zero. And the last and the
most attractive one is to increas total plasma beta up to 0.88 to suppress Alfven
instability and to 0.97 to suppress Fast instability. Such high beta values still allow us to
reach power efficiency enough to concern D-3He fusion reactor as a very attractive
concept.
[]]. S.K.Ho, G.II.Miley et al. Pins, of Fluids .31(1988) 1656
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Characteristics and Mechanisms of Hot Initial Plasma Creation
in the End System of AMBAL-M
o

T.D. Akhmctov, E.D. Bender, V.I. Davydenko, G.I. Dimov, V.G. Igoshin,
A.A. Kabantsev, V.B. Reva, V.G. Sokolov, S.Yu. Taskaev
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia
Characteristics and mechanisms of hot initial plasma creation in the end
system of a completely axisymmetric ambipolar trap were experimentally studied in
detail. The plasma created in the end mirror has the electron temperature -50 eV,
the ion energy 200 eV and an average density ~610 12 cnr 3 .
For creation of hot initial plasma in the end system, a plasma stream with
the developed low-frequency turbulence is used. The plasma stream is generated
by an annular gas-discharge source of cold plasma, placed in the region before the
entrance throat. Electrostatic oscillations with a broadband frequency spectrum
developing in the plasma, lead to stochastic anisotropic ion heating and subsequent electron heating.
The most crucial factor providing hot initial plasma production, is the existence of longitudinal thermal insulation of the heated electrons in the end system
from the cold electrons in the plasma source. Measurements of plasma potential
indicate that the minimum of the potential constituting a thermal barrier is produced in the plasma.
Longitudinal electron current of ! 2 kA flowing in the plasma along the
magnetic field was detected and studied. This current originally has an annular
structure, subsequently compressing to the axis. The anomalously fast compression
of the current is accompanied by the rise of transverse magnetic field fluctuations,"
which, possibly, also reduce longitudinal electron thermal conductivity.
The plasma is macroscopically stable at the filling stage as well as during
decaying. The measured longitudinal energy losses from the plasma are close to
classical, and the transverse losses are smaller than the longitudinal by a factor of
several tens. The obtained initial plasma has appropriate target properties both for
neutral beam injection and for ECR and ICR heating.
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UA990050Q
ION - ION INSTABILITIES OF THE MULTISPECIES
PLASMA WITH AXIS ENCIRCLING IONS
E.U.Wakim , D.V.Chibisov , V.S.MikhaileDko and K.N.Stepanov
Kharkiv State University , 3LOO77 Kharkiv .Ukraine
Two ion components plasma with high energy ions Larmor radius of
which is of the order of plasma radius was proposed [l] as the base for
the fusion reactor. It was supposed that the dangerous instabilities and
anomalous transport wouJd be absent in such a plasma [l]. In this report
the stability of the plasma cylinder with the Gaussian radial density profile
2nd with axis encircling ions is studied. We show that such a plasma is
stable against the excitation of drift oscillations . The growth rates of the
short wavelength ion cyclotron instabilities are exponentially small.
The ion-ion sound and ion-ion hydrodynamical instabilities which frequency and growth rates exceed the ion cyclotron frequencies axe most
dangerous . That instabilities are excited due to the relative motion of the
ion components which move with average velocities that are much more
than the their thermal velocity . Development of these instabilities results
in fast heating of ions as well as in drastic changes of the equilibrium configuration . The results obtained are valid also for the ring-like density
distribution of the axis encircling ions.
l.Rostoker N., Wessel F., Rahman II., Maglich B.C., Spivey B. and
Fisher A. 1'hys. Rev. Lett. 1993,v.70, p.1818.
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Observable Results from Optical and Electromagnetic
Measurements in SWIP-RFP Device"
Zhang Peng, Li Qiang, Luo Cuiwen, Li Jieping,
Li Kehua, Luo Junlin, Yi Ping, Xue Jun,
Southwestern Institute of Physics
P.O. Box 432, Chengdu, 610041, China
The experimental results of ultra low safefy factor q (ULQ) and reversed field pinch
(RFP) configurations have been achieved with high current density and discharges with a
ramping setup. After siliconization, the impurity concentrations are obtained with visible
light spectra. Typicall. the concentrations are as :carbon about 2 — 4 % , oxygen about
1—2% . nitrogen about 0. 5—\% and other light impurities less than about 0. 5%. The
heavy impurities are less than about 0. \%, normally. The vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
spectra showed that after wall siliconization the radiation of impurities in the plasma was
reduced, i. e. Mo was reduced by a factor of Z0%, F e t Ni. Cr. Cu. etc. were reduced
by a factor of 6 % . oxygen and carbon reduced by the factors of 22% and 20% respectively, but silicon impurity was increased. The ton temperature Ti and electron temperature T, are measured with' a vacuum ultraviolet spectrometer. It is seen that Ti of ULQ
plasma is higher than T.. Because there is anomalous ion heating mechanism. Ti is driven
to about 150eV then T«~65eV. The good saddle-like waveforms of H. spectra and the
saddle-like waveforms of C I 464. 7nm spectra are observed under ULQ configuration.
The line radiation intensities of H., O I . Si I C I ,C,\ and Wl measured with multichannel fibre monooptical spectrometer systems, were decreased as the plasma current rising under RFP configuration. Information about RFP and ULQ configuration is measured with electromagnetic measurements systems. At the plasma edge, the electrostatic
probes give electron temperature T««=20eV and its density n,«=2. 2 X 1 0 " / c m ' , These
experimental results for increasing sustainment time of ULQ and RFP configurations have,
been obtained. ULQ sustaimment time increases from 700f*s to 95OjiS and RFP configuration plasma existing time increases from 600j/s to 82OJIS. In recent experiments, the
plasma current has been increased from 70kA to 120kA.

* This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation and Nuclear
Science Foundation of China.

UA9900502
Impurity ion temperature and flow velocity
measurements at the Extrap-T2 reversed-field pinch
P. H6rling\ P. BnmselP. .!. II. Bnsozowski2, T. Fall 1 , K. Sasaki 3 , E. Tennfors2 and Z.
Yoshida3
' Department of Physics 1,
2
Division of Fusion Plasma Physics (association EURATOM-NFR), Alfve'n Laboratory
Royal Institute of Technology, S-10044 Stockholm, Sweden
3
lnoite lab., Dtpt. uf QUEST, Faculty of engineering, Univ. of Tokyo, Japan
Abstract
Impurity ion temperature and toroidal rotational velocities have been measured at the
Extrap-T2 reversed field pinch [1]. The impurity emission line broadening is measured
along two lines of sight (LOS's): perpendicular to the magnetic field (in a poloidal plane
through the center) and along a toroidal tangent to the magnetic axis, where the LOS
is parallel to the magnetic field in the center, but perpendicular to it at the reversal
surface. These two LOS's have been chosen in order to investigate if the ion temperature
in a purely ohmkally heated ItFP is nonisotropic, which several theoretical investigations
propose [2,3]. The equipment used is arrays of photomultiplier tubes onto which the Highly
magnified line profiles of impurity emission lines are focussed. Cylindrical lenses at the
exit slit plane of high resolution spectrometers are used to reach a lateral magnification
of about 150 times the spectrometer dispersion. The time resolution is 15 /JS. Routinely,
the O'1+ line profile at 2TS1 A is recorded, and single Gaussian fitting as well as moment
analysis techniques (4) have been applied. The emission from O4"1" should reflect central
T, because of the electron temperature Tt (between 50 and 130 eV) in T2 obtained from
VUV line ratios.
O 4 + ion temperatures between 50 and 100 eV are obtained along both LOS's during
the centra! part of the discharge, and can reach substantially higher levels, up to 250 eV,
in the beginning and in she end ol the discharge.
Furthermore, changes of toroidal flow velocity (At; up to 20 km/s) have been detected
during several discharges, an effect which also influences the ion temperature measurement. The change of rotation is clearly seen in the parallel LOS, but no correlations with
other measured plasma parameters have been seen so far. Intensity fluctuations of the
O 4 + emission are different for the two LOS's. This indicates a toroidal mode structure of
the cinissivity. which tomjs uj average out along the tangential direction, but not along
the perpendicular diret t;jii.
Results from correlation analysis of 7',. flow velocities and emissivity fluctuations with
magnetic fluctuation acrivity. spec-troscopic time traces at other LOS's, and relevant
plasma parameters «i!l be reported Also, results from the anisotropy studies will be
presented.
(!) S. Hokin et al. lh,< • onU r, net
'{7} Z. Yoshida ;:ml A H^.-^wa Phys. Fluids B 4, 3013 (1992)
(:.!] Z. Yoshida. A. iLi^-i.-.v.a ;,ud M. W'akalani, Phys. Fluids B 5, 3261 (1993).
(•!] D. J. Den Hartog. A I- \lmagri and S. C. Prager Rev. Sci. Inslrum.

G6, 444 (1995).
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Investigation of the Fundamental Processes of Plasma
Accumulation, Heating and Confinement in the
Multislit Electromagnetic Traps*
O.A.Lavrent'ev, V.A.Maslov, S.V.Germanova, MG.Nozdrachev, V.P.Oboznyi,
B.A.Shevchuk.
Institute of Plasma Physics National Scientific Center Kharkiv Institute of Physics and
Technology, 310108, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Multislit electromagnetic traps can attain very effective plasma confinement, using plasma
surface confinement by both magnetic and electric fields. The magnetic field cusp geometry
ensures MHD stability, and the large central plasma volume is in a uniform, forces free
equilibrium, hence kinetically stable. The "Jupiter 2M" muhislit electromagnetic trap
experiment has confirmed effective plasma confinement, the absence of high frequency
activity, and transport coefficient close to the classical values. This effective plasma
confinement and relative simplicity of the axial magnetic system indicate that multislit
electromagnetic traps have the potential to become economical fusion reactors.
In this report investigation results of neutral gas influence on plasma accumulation, heating
and confinement processes in multislit electromagnetic traps are offered. The measurements
of neutral gas ionizing velocity in plasma and the ionization time values were carried out. The
estimations of time dependence of the neutral gas density during the electron injection
impulse were obtained.
At the initial moment of electron beam injection the neutral gas density increases
up to I0 13 cm' 3 (from the initial value 3 10 1 ' cm"3) as a result of interaction between the
radiation from plasma and vacuum chamber inner walls. Then the equalizetion of neutral gas
density through the whole vacuum chamber volume and "burning down" of a neutral gas (up
to 4 1010 cm ) because of its ionization in a confinement volume takes place. Due to neutral
gas "burning down" there observed the sharp increase of an electron temperature.
The obtained results on neutral gas density time dependence permit to explain the
discrepancy observed earlier between experimental and theoretical coefficients of electrons
transport across the magnetic field with low plasma density (at the initial period of injection).
Taking into consideration the real neutral gas density in a plasma confinement volume, the
experimentally found coefficients of transport across the magnetic field exceed the theoretical
ones no more than in two times. This difference can be explained with incomplete
correspondence of the calculated model and the real magnetic field geometry. The close .
agreement between theoretical and experimental results confirms the correct choice of a
physical model and the possibility to use it for forecasting plasma parameters in the next step
devices.
* The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Giant N. UA 2000
from International Science Foundation.

UA9900504
Modeling of Processes of Plasma Accumulation, Heating
and Confinement in the Multislit Electromagnetic Trap*.
O.A. Lavrenl'ev, V.A. Maslov, S.V.Gennanova, B.A. Schevchuk.
Institute of Plasma Physics National Scientific Center Kharkiv Institute of
Physics and Technology, 310108, Kharkiv, Ukraine.

The material and energetic balance system of equations have been used for modeling of
processes of plasma accumulation, heating and confinement in the multislit electromagnetic
traps. These equations describe time dependencies of total energy contain in electron and ion
plasma component, of total quantities of high energy injection electrons, thermal electrons
and thermal ions accumulated in consequence of neutral gas injection and ionization. Such
description is convenient for traps with a large unmagnetized plasma volume where plasma
parameters remain space constancy. In these equations the features peculiar for processes of
plasma accumulation, heating and confinement in the multislit electromagnetic traps are taken
into consideration. These features are: the collisionless energy transference from electrons to
ions by means of electron's volume charge potential well, the influence of strong electric field
on the electron transfer across the magnetic field, the charge particle's diffusion in the velocity
space.
This material and energetic balance system of equations were being solved by numerical
method in the real time scale. Parameters for calculation were being chosen from the
conditions of experiment on the multislit electromagnetic trap "Jupiter 2M". Experimentally
found time dependencies of neutral gas getting into plasma were being also taken into
consideration in these calculations. Quantitative and qualitative conformity between plasma
accumulation processes in numerical modeling and the ones observed during the experiments
on 'Jupiter 2M" has been obtained. That is: formation of virtual cathode and high negative
plasma potential at the initial moment of electron injection into trap; monotonous ion's
accumulation with the gradual potential barrier lowering; achievement of quasistaitionary
state; exponential plasma density and temperature lowering after injection current
switching off.
The coincidence of numerical modeling results and experimental data along to use this
program for forecasting of the plasma parameters in the experimental device of next step.

* The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant N. UA 2000
from International Science Foundation.
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The Plasma Neutron Source Simulations in the GDT Experiment.
(Kiev, Ukraine, 24-28 June 1996)
A V. Anikcev, P.A. Bagryansky, P.P. Deichuli, A.A. Ivauov, V V Maximov, A.I Rogozin,
I. V. Shikhovtsev, N.V. Stupishin, A.A. Podininogin, and S.V. Murakhtin
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsl;, 630090, Russia
Abstract
The paper reports on the results of recent experiments of the GDT facility which were aimed
on the simulation of the physical processes in a Gas-Dynamic-Trap-Based Neutron Source.
The GDT experiment is an axially symmetric magnetic mirror with a high mirror ratio and
mirror-to-mirror distance exceeding the ion mean free path of scattering into loss cone It
consists of a 7m central cell bounded from each ends by axially symmetrical min-B anchor
cells oi an expander or/and cusp configuration. Initial plasma has been produced by plasma
guns. Central cell losses sustain the anchor cell plasma density which is high enough for
stability of the entire system. Magnetic field at the midplane was 0.22T, mirror ratio was
varied in the range 12.5 - 75. We heated central cell plasma and provided energetic ions
build-up by injection of six neutral beams at 45° to the trap axis. Total injected power of
13.5-15 keV neutral beams was up to 3.5MW in 1.2ms pulses.
The end cell of an expander type [1-3] and cusp [4,5] have been proposed and tested experimentally. In the both cases, the end cell plasma is fed by collisional losses from the central cell through the linking mirror. Having a number of attractive features (compactness, high
neutron flux, etc.) stemming primarily from its axial symmetry, gas-dynamic trap can be used
as a 14MeV neutron source for fusion materials and components lest [5j. To test basic physical principles of the source operation a program of work to study plaiina stability and confinement is being undertaken. The issues related to the simulation of the main operational
regimes of the source were also addressed. In this paper we present the results of development
of plasma start-up scenarios applicable to the neutron source conditions, measurements of the
energetic ion parameters including local measurements of the angular spread and energy distribution function. The paper also contains an analysis and interpretation of the recent experimental results on the stabilization of the MHD modes in GPT by the remote anchor ceils
and projection of the results to the neutron source conditions
References
[I] Mirnov V.V., Ryutov D.D., Sov. Tech. Phys Lett., 5 279 (1979) (in Russian)
[2] Kotelnikov I.A., Mirnov V.V., Nagornyj V P., Ryutov D D , Pioc. of XVI IAEA Conf 2
309 Vienna, IAEA (1985)
[3] Nagornyj V.P., Ryulov D.D., StupakovG V., Nucl Fusion 24 1421 (1984)
[4] Anikeev A.V., Bagryansky P.A., si a!, Proc. !m Cor:f en Open Plasma Cc-r'.f Sys. for Fusion, ed. Kabanlsev A.A., p.303, Novosibirsk (1993)
[5] Anikeev A.V., Bagryansky P.A., E.D.Bender, P.P.DeichuIi, A A Ivaniov, el a/, Proc 22nd
EPS Conference on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys. Contributed Papers, Part IV, p. 193,
Bournemouth, UK, (1995)
[6] Ryutov DD, Plasma Phys. and Controlled Fusion 32 999 (] 990;
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Studies of plasma axial confinement and transverse
transport in the GDT experiment.
A.V.Anikeev, P.A.Bagryansky, P.P.Deichuli, A.A.Ivanov, A.N.Karpushov, G.I.Kuznetsov,
V.V.Maximov, S.V.Murakhlin, A.A.Pod'minogin, I.V.Shikhovtsev, N.V.Stupishin
The Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090, Novosibirsk, Russia
G.Kumpf, K.Noack
Forschungzentrum Rossendorf e.V., Germany
The GDT (Gas -Dynamic Trap) is an axisymmetric high mirror ratio open trap for tlie
confinement of the collisional plasma. The most important practical application of the GasDynamic trap could be the development the GDT-based intensive source of thermonuclear
neutrons (~14 Mev) for material testing and other applications. The experimental program on
the GDT-device is basically oriented to creating of the plasma physical database which can be
used in the development of the neutron source.
During two\last years the GDT facility was upgraded to obtain enhanced capabilities
of the main subsystems, thus providing the substantial increase in plasma parameters.
Axial energy and particle losses in the GDT have been studied experimentally. The
data were obtained with a movable bolometer in the region behind the mirror and a gridded
retarding potential endloss analyzer located at the end wall. The amount of energy carried out
from the trap by an electron-ion pair was measured to be (8.7±1.8) Te, mean energy of the
ions striking the end wall was 65±0.2 Te, electrostatic potential drop between the end wall and
the central cell was 4.8+0.2 Te. These values are in a reasonable agreement with the
theoretical estimates.
The influence of tlie end-wall electron emission on the axial energy confinement has
been investigated. It was shown that 40-60 times decreasing of the magnetic field between
mirror and the end-wall results in strongreductionof electron heat flux independently on the
the electron emission properties of the end wall.The mechanisms undelying the above
mentioned phenomenon is discussed.
Transverse plasma transport was investigated in the GDT using the detail
measurements of the energy global as well as local energy balance. The global power balance
data indicate that in the stable regimes of operation transverse energy losses amount of 2050% of the axial power losses.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE "GALATEYA" TYPE
MAGNETIC TRAPS
AI.Morozov*. A.I.Bugrova", A.S.Lipatov", V.K.Kharchcvnikov", MV.Kozintscva"
V.V.Chebotarev, I.E.Garkusha, D.G.SoIyakov, V.I Tereshin,
Institute of Plasma Physics of the National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics &
Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
*) RNC "Kuchatov Institute " Moscow, Russia
* *) M1R&A Moscow, Russia
The research of plasma confinement in the magnetic trap with p=l not containing slit
in a magnetic field presents large interest both

, from the point of view of plasma physics and

for solving the problem of nuclear fusion.
The main aim of the recent experiments is analysis of parameters of plasma produced and
accumulated in the magnetic trap on the basis of closed quadruple.
The experiments were carried out on installations "GALATEYA" type. The magnetic
fields of them were created with the help of two identical magnetic coils with diameter 30 cm.
The value of the magnetic field in the present experiments varied up to 160 Oe. The thermal
cathode was inserted in the region of a minimum value of magnetic field between the coils
Between this cathode and cases of each coil, being by anodes, a

discharge voltage was

supplied. The total power of discharge varied up to 400 W. Hydrogen, nitrogen, argon and
xenon was used as working gas. The residual pressure into a vacuum chamber was not less
than (8-10) .10- s torr.
It was shown, that with the switching on discharge of power £ 200 W ring plasma bulk
arises in the region of minimum magnetic field. Its small diameter is 2-3 cm and large diameter
about 31 cm. Plasma parameters were measured by electric, magnetic probes and
spectroscopic methods. For bulk of plasma and magnetic field value of 50 Oe they were as
follows: plasma density - 1.5 1012 cm'3, electron temperature - 60 eV, average ion energy - 80
eV. At plasma and magnetic field parameters mentioned above electrons are kept in the
magnetic traps by a magnetic field and ions kept by electrical field potential well. Parameters of
plasma confined in "mantija" (outside the magnetic coils) are essentially less, density is about
109 cm' 3 -, electron temperature 10-12 eV. The plasma energy confinement time is of an order
60-100 (is. It is in good correlated with a time of diffusion of electrons across magnetic field.
Besides, the plasma confinement in more complicative magnetic systems with (3=1 are
discussed as well.
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D. PLASMA EDGE PHYSICS

DIVERTOR DETACHMENT AND EXHAUST
ON THE TdeV TOKAMAK

UA9900508

R. Ddcosle, J.-L. Gauvreau, B.L. Stansfield, G.W. Pacher, '
G. Abel, J. Gunn, J.-L. Lachambre, J. Mailloux, F. Me"o, R, Marchand, N. Richard,
R. Raman, M. Shoucri, B. Terreault
Centre canadien defusion magnitique*, Varennes, Quebec, Canada J3X1S1
Divertors must compromise between the need to retain helium for good exhaust and, at
the same time, be sufficiently detached from the plasma to prevent heat damage. Edge plasmas
and divertor studies have been performed on TdeV for the last few years,' providing unique and
interesting results on divertor detachment, exhaust and biasing simultaneously. Moderate
detachment, observed to reduce efficiently the peak power load on the divertor components, does
not appear to impede the retention and exhaust capability of the divertor, but poor divertor
retention of He compared to D2 remains over the entire parameter range covered so far on TdeV.
This data, however, supports ITER's assumptions about He enrichment and exhaust under
detached divertor conditions.
TdeV is a tokamak (R,,: 0.86 m, a: 0.27 m, I p : 0.25 MA) with closed divertors and a full
complement of diagnostics mostly for the edge plasma and the divertors. The upper divertor
chamber is equipped with cryosorption pumps that can exhaust He as well as D2 (6 mVs). The
divertor geometry, with electrically insulated plates for biasing purposes, allows a good control
of the applied electric field in the scrape-off layer of the plasma. Biasing can.be used as a knob
to control the particle flow to the divertor.1 A flexible 1.3 MW lower hybrid system is available
and a 1.5 MW electron cyclotron system is planned for 1997.
Detachment is well characterized, with a reduction of both the temperature and density
in front of the divertor plate and a lateral spread of the incident power over a larger area of the
divertor. Simulations with B2+EIRENE are used for comparison. Detachment increases
progressively with density from 3 to 7x 1019 m s and is not affected much by auxiliary heating.
Divertor exhaust and retention continue to increase over this density range, but He enrichment
of the divertor remains constant at -0.2 (divertor He concentration 5 times less than the core).
A density of ne: 5x10" m'3 seems to be sufficient both for efficient peak power load reduction
and divertor exhaust, and is also consistent with "advanced tokamak" scenario that will require
moderate densities to maintain an adequate non-inductive current drive efficiency.
New divertors with better biasing capability and aflexibleplasma geometry are presently
being installed for TdeV-96 in order to look at the effect of the divertor geometry on
detachment, retention and exhaust. Ways to lower the edge density, using fuelling techniques
compatible with ITER, are also being developed. Central fuelling with compact toroids could
allow ITER to exceed the Greenwald density limit and simultaneously reduce the gas load on
the pumps.
' Ddcoste R., et al., Phys. Plasmas 1 (1994) 1497; 15th Int. Conf. on Plasma Phys. and
Controlled Nucl. Fus., Seville (1994), IAEA-CN-60/A4-11, Vol. 1, p.593.
* Supported by AECL, Hydro-Quebec and INRS.
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The Tungsten Divertor Experiment at ASDEX Upgrade
R. Neu, K. Asmussen, H.S. Bosch, K. Biichl, S. Deschka, R. Dux, W. Engelhardt,
J.C. Fuchs, C. Garcia-Rosales, 0 . Gruber, G. Haas, A. Herrmann, S. Hirsch,
A. Kallenbach, M. Kaufmann, K. Krieger, P. Mast, V. Mertcns, J. Roth,
F. Ryter, V. Rhode, M. Sokoll, W. Suttrop, A. Thoma, U. Wonzol, H. Zohm,
and the ASDEX Upgrade-, NI- , ICRH- and ECRH-Teams
Max-Planck Institut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-Association
85748 Garching and 10117 Berlin, Germany
At present, one of the most difficult design issues for ITER is the choice of the plasma
facing materials, especially for the divertor components. Up to now beryllium or graphite
are used as divertor materials in most of present day tokamaks due to their low atomic
charge. But both materials show deficiencies which might be unacceptable in a future
fusion device. Graphite shows a large hydrogen retention capability and also the evidence
for chemical erosion, whereas beryllium is eroded by the high physical sputtering yield
and shows in addition a low melting point and a high vapour pressure.
Tungsten, however, exhibits much more favourable properties with respect to erosion,
hydrogen retention and thermal behaviour. The physical sputtering rates may even be
lowered by prompt redeposition due to the gyro motion in the local magnetic field. In
contrast the high self-sputtering rates make the use of W only feasible for low Tc, high
nc divertor conditions. Additionally, due to the high radiation power of W, its fractional
abundance in the main plasma should be kept below 10~5.
Preparatory experiments with tungsten test tiles in the divertor of ASDEX Upgrade
showed the evidence for the redeposition mechanism of sputtered W particles. Laser
ablation of tungsten was performed to collect spectroscopical informations and to
investigate the transport behaviour. Depending on the plasma parameters, lines arising
from different ionization states could be identified in the VUV (ss 5nrn) and in the soft
X-ray ( « 0.8nm) region.
To investigate the feasibility of tungsten in a divertor tokamak under reactor relevant
conditions W coated divertor tiles were mounted in the ASDEX Upgrade divertor. The
coating (thickness: 500 /Jin) was deposited by vacuum plasma spray on graphite. The
layers were tested with ion and electron beams to power densities up to 15 MW/m 2 .
The behaviour of the tungsten divcrtor was investigated under different discharge
conditions. Special emphasis will be given to the comparison with the behaviour of
graphite tile operation as well as to the compability of W-divertor plates with impurity
induced radiating boundary scenarios.

UA9900510
Measurement of Magnetic Fluctuation-Induced Heat Transport
in Tokamaks and RFPs*
G. Fiksel **
Deptartment of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
The local electron energy flux produced by magnetic fluctuations has been
measured directly in the MST reversed field pinch and the CCT tokamak over the radial
range > 0.75. The flux, produced by electrons traveling parallel to a fluctuating magnetic
field, is obtained from correlation between the fluctuations in the parallel heat flux and the
radial magnetic field. The measurements reveal fundamental differences in the nature of
electron energy transport in the RFP and the tokamak.
In the RFP the fluctuation induced energy flux is large (-100 kW/m2, comparable
to the total Ohmic heating power) inside the reversal surface where the magnetic field is
expected to be stochastic and small in the edge. The magnetic fluctuation induced radial
energy flux Q and radial particle flux T (measured independently) are related by a
"convective" formula Q •» (3/2)TT. This feature of the electron energy transport can be ..
explained using self-consistent calculation that account for clumping of electrons
streaming along the magnetic field.
The CCT tokamak measurements reveal that the magnetic fluctuations do not
contribute to the total energy transport except in the vicinity of the q = 2 magnetic surface,
where the transport is associated with large amplitude Mirnov oscillations. In addition,
magnetic fluctuations driven heat transport has been measured in the scrape-off layer of
TEXT-U tokamak and found to be small.
* Work supported by U.S.D.O.E.
** In collaboration with S.C. Prager, M.R. Stoneking, W. Shen, P. Terry,
Dcpt. of Physics, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
P. Pribyl, R.J. Taylor, G.R. Tynan, Institute for Plasma and Fusion
Research, UCLA., Roger D. Bengtson, A. J. Wootton, University of Texas,
Austin.
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The Materials Problem for Fusion
E. R. Hodgson
Euratom/CIEMAT Fusion Association, Madrid, Spain.
It is envisaged that by the middle of the next century the first commercial fusion
reactor will come into operation. Although many problems still remain in the field of
plasma physics, the overriding difficulties will come as a result of the intense radiation
field due to the "burning" plasma and in particular the 14 MeV neutrons. In other words
• one foresees a serious materials problem which has to be solved. For the structural
metallic materials the problem of radiation damage close to the plasma is difficult enough
and will require many years of research to find suitable solutions. However the problem
facing the numerous insulating components is far more serious due to the necessity to
maintain not only the mechanical, but also the more sensitive physical properties intact.
Following a general introduction on the problem of radiation damage in both
metals and insulators, the talk will concentrate on the problem facing the use of
insulators. These will be required in a number of key positions which directly affect the
heating, confinement, stability, and control of the fusion reactor plasma. For these uses,
in addition to mechanical strength and volume stability, the physical properties of interest
will be electrical conductivity, dielectric loss and permittivity, thermal conductivity, and
optical properties (transmission and luminescence, coloration). The effect of radiation on
these properties will be discussed, and the aspects of electrical conductivity and
radioluminescence will be highlighted.
The specific problem of electrical conductivity has received considerable attention
from the point of view of the so-called radiation induced conductivity (RIQ. However
recently it has been shown that while the RIC in itself is a problem, that of radiation
induced electrical degradation (RED), could have serious consequences. Another area of
recent concern is radioluminescence. The intensity of this light emission forlTER optical
diagnostic windows has been found to be comparable to present day Tokamak plasma
emission intensities. Furthermore the light emission shows a complex dose, dose rate,
and temperature dependence. It is concluded that without careful design it will prove
extremely difficult to separate out the plasma emission from the window emission.
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High Density Divertor Operation in JET
L.D. Morton
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON OX14 3EA

The fusion power generated in a reactor, if all conducted to the divertor target plates,
would overwhelm the plate cooling system. In addition, the particle flux in such
circumstances would erode the divertor at an unacceptable rate. It is thus attractive
to operate at high divertor densities so as to maximise volumetric power losses and
to reduce the ion impact energy on the divertor.
The divertor density is strongly coupled to the scrape-off layer (SOL) density
upstream next to the confined plasma. In JET this upstream density is found to be an
approximately constant fraction of the core line-averaged density. In addition, it is
found that the core density in ELMy H-modes is difficult to vary significantly. In
specially tailored experiments, it was only possible to vary the density by 50% in
extreme conditions of fuelling and pumping. On the other hand, the density of
ELMy H-mode plasmas in JET is found to vary approximately linearly with plasma
current and to increase slightly wilh input power.
The extremely poor fuelling efficiency found when trying to raise the core density
with gas puffing is due to a change in ELM behaviour. As the fuelling rate is
increased the ELMs become more frequent until a point is reached where the fuelling
efficiency becomes zero and plasma density no longer rises. In order to improve this
situation in the future, a centrifuge pellet injector is being installed on JET.
In addition to degrading the particle confinement time, strong gas puffing also
degrades the energy confinement time. The 'density limit' in H-modes at JET is, in
fact, a fuelling limit, at which point the plasma confinement has degraded to L-mode
levels. The confinement can be shown to be correlated to the neutral density in the
main vacuum chamber. It is hoped that the new JET Mark II divertor will reduce the
leakage of neutrals from the divertor into the main chamber and thus improve core
performance at high density.
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Investigation of transport processes close to limiter surfaces
in TEXTOR-94
F.Weschenfelder, J. Winter, U.Kogler, H.G. Esser, V. Pliilipps, A.Pospieszczyk, B.
. Schweer, 1. von Seggern, P. Wienhold
Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH, D 53425 Jtilich, Germany,
Association Euratom-KFA
Silane gas (SiD4) has been injected through a hole in the surface of test limiters during
ohmically and NBI heated tokamak discharges in TEXTOR-94. The limiters were observed
tangentially and from the top (spectrometer and 2D-CCD-cameras with interference filters)
during plasma discharges, by colorimetry after each discharge and post mortem by surface
analytical techniques. Calculations with the Monte-Carlo-code ERO-TEXTOR were used to
interpret the data.

The gas injection leads to the deposition of a layer around the injection hole with a pattern
showing a preferential direction (symmetry line) which is tiled by ~25deg relative to the
magnetic field line. This is modelled quantitatively by considering the E x B in a radial
electric field originating from the gradient in the electron temperature profile above the
limiter surface. The deposition pattern allows the "imaging" of the complex plasma flow
close to the surface.
Additional measurements regarding the protective action of the deposited layer, the dynamics
of its erosion and codeposition with impurities from the background plasma, the effects o'
effective sticking coefficients of molecular impurity species and a comparison od CD 4 ano
SiD4 injection and their analysis with ERO-TEXTOR will be presented and discussed.
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DIVERTOR CHARACTERIZATION EXPERIMENTS AND MODELING IN DIII-D*
G.D. Porter, for the DIII-D Team
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California
The design of a viable means of removing llie plasma particle and energy exhaust
continues to be one of the most challenging efforts in the design of the ITER device. Detailed
plasma models which have been validated against extensive experimental data are an
important component in that design effort. Diagnosis of the scrape-off layer (SOL) and
divertor plasmas in the DIII-D tokamak has recently been enhanced with new measurements
of the plasma density and temperature in the divertor area, and an extension of the
measurements of impurity behavior. The new divertor Thomson scattering system [1]
provides detailed measurements of the plasma density and temperature within 20 cm of the
divertor plate. Radial sweeps of the plasma over the detector region permits detailed 2-D
characterization of the divertor plasma. An experimental campaign has been mounted to use
these new operating conditions including operation with additional deuterium and/or impurity
gas injection to induce divertor plasma detachment. We have obtained detailed data which
characterizes plasma operation with attached plasmas, detached plasmas at the inner strike
point of a single-null configuration, and detached plasmas at both the inner and outer strike
points. Data obtained from the new divertor Thomson scattering system, coupled with
measurements of the SOL power (both total power, and emissivity from specific species); and
direct measurements of divertor heating power profiles permit the most complete
characterization of the SOL plasmas yet available. Initial results indicate attached plasmas
are characterized by high electron temperatures (>10 eV) extending to the divertor plate.
Detached plasmas are characterized by a large region extending nearly to the X-point with
very low electron temperatures, 2 to 3 eV. Detachment which is induced by additional
deuterium gas injection is obtained by enhancement of radiation of intrinsic carbon impurities
in the divertor region. The radiation zone is seen to move from near the divertor plate toward
the X point upon detachment. The extensive data which results from these experiments has
been used to examine the physics in several SOL plasma codes, including a 2-D fluid plasma
code (UEDGE), and a Monte Carlo impurity code (MCI). Initial modeling of the detached
state obtain plate electron temperatures comparable to those measured experimentally, but the
low temperature region occurs over a smaller spatial extent than seen experimentally. Details
of the experimental results of these experiments will be described in this paper, together with
the modeling results.
[1]

Carlstrom, T.N., et al., Rev. Sci. Insirum. 66,493 (1995).

*\Vork supported by (he U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51114 and W-7405ENG-48.
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Physical Prospects of the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor

K.H, Rnken1. G. Fuchs1, B.. Giesen1, M. HaBler1, A. Kaleck1, H. Lasaar1, A.
Nicolai1, D. Reiter1, A. Tokar1, G.H. Wolf1, D. Faulconer2, R. Koch2, G. Van
Oost2, A. Montvai3
1 Institut fur Plasmaphysik, KFA JCilich, Association EURATOM-KFA
2 Laboratory for Plasma Physics, ERM - KMS, Brussel, Belgien
3 FOM Instituut voor Plasmafysica, Nieuwegein, Niederlande
General problems for the next generation fusion devices are the handling of the
high peak heat loads on the plasma facing wall components while simultaneously
removing the helium ash. Up to now, no self-consistent solution applicable to ITER
or DEMO has been demonstrated. TEXTOR proposes the installation of a perturbation coil system attached to the high field side which ergodizes the magnetic field
near the q = 3 surface and further outside. In addition, the near field of the perturbation coils causes the diversion of the magnetic field with x-points such that four
separate helically oriented divertors are generated ("laminar zone"). In contrast to
standard ergodic divertors the perturbation currents can be operated both in DC
and AC (50 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz) and four phases will be applied thus providing
a helically travelling perturbation pattern. Aims of the 50 Hz solution will be to
provide a rather uniform distribution of the heat deposition, the optimization of a
radiative mantle during high confinement discharges due to the enhanced shielding
and the improvement of particle, especially helium, removal from the discharge by
the pump limiter ALT-II. The DC case will be a reference for ccmparision with
other devices. The higher frequency perturbation current may open a new operational window for tokamaks, but is also more

peculative: The rotating field

pattern could induce an edge plasma rotation, which may either be stiff or differential. As the rotation velocity is of the order of the diamagnetic drift velocity
effects on confinement, interaction with tearing modes or on disruptions could be
expected.
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First Measurements of Electron Energy Distribution
on RFX Edge Plasma.
Y. Yagi ,V. Aiuoni, M. Bagatin, D. Desideri, E. Martines, G. Serianni
Gmppo di Padova per Ricerche sulla Fusione
Associazioni Euratotn-ENEA-CNR-Universita di Padova
Corso Stati Uniti, 4 - 35127 Padova, Italy
iiiectrotechnical Laboratory, Tsukuba (Japan)
An electron energy analyzer (EEA) with a sweepable repeller voltage capability has been
installed on the reversed field pinch experiment RFX as a joint collaboration between the
Electrotechnical Laboratory in Tsukuba and the RFX experiment in Padova. The diagnostic is
equipped with magnetic coils and has been inserted in the edge region of the plasma. The
electron energy distribution at the edge has been measured and compared with different fitting
models. It is found that the electron flow on the electron drift side due to superthermal electrons
is typically at least an order of magnitude larger than that on the opposite side. The temperatures
derived from the EEA are comparable to the electron temperature on axis and much larger than
the electron temperature at the edge measured by Langmuir probes. The dependence of the
superthermal electron temperature on different collisionality regimes has been investigated.
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Analysis of VUV spectroscopic data during neon injections in JET

R. Guirlct*, R. Oiannella, L.D. Horton, L. Lauro-Taroni, K.D. Lawson ,
A. Maas, C. Maggi,
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, UK
Permanent address: Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion, Cadarache, 13108 Sl-Paul-lcz-Durance,
Fiance
UKAF.A Governincnl Division, [-"iision, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OX 14 3DU, UK

During the last experimental campaign, neon puffing together with deuterium
fuelling was performed in JET discharges at a volume averaged electron density of 4.4x
10 19 m 3 to enhance the radiated power in the divertor and to study the effect ot a forced
flow on the target flux and the impurity retention [1]. The VUV emission of the various
species present in the plasma is observed with an absolutely calibrated double SPRED
spectrometer viewing the inner part of the divertor target from the top of the machine.
Various injection valves (top of the machine or divertor target) were used.
We study the effect of the injection location on the radiation efficiency. The radiated
power increase observed after the injection is independent of the neon injection point and is
entirely due to neon and deuterium. No modification of the intrinsic impurity (C, O) line
intensities is observed. Unlike the case of Nitrogen injection and as shown in [2], only half
of the radiated power increase is radiated in the divertor region.
The analysis of spectral line intensities for Ne III to Ne VIII shows a clear
modulation correlated to the X-point sweeping for the lower ionisation stages (Ne. Ill to Ne
V). This modulation is much weaker or even nonexistent for the higher ionisation stages
(Ne VI to Ne VIII); it suggests mat the latter do not radiate on the legs but above the X
point. This assumption is supported by the fact that the lower iomsation stage line intensities
depend more on the injection point than the higher stages.
Due to the incomplete illumination of the gratings, the instrument lineshapes depend
on the source distribution. From the line position and width modulations during the X-point
sweeping the neutral deuterium and C II source distributions are deduced. The outer
maximum is farther out after the Ne injection, indicating a change in the temperature
gradient. There is no evidence for the same source configuration in the case of C 111 and C
IV, nor for any of the observed Ne ionisation stages.
The ADAS atomic database is used to estimate the electron temperature for the
various ions and the DIVIMP simulation code will be used to study the divertor region
behaviour, the confinement parameters and the bulk contamination taking into account M>r
various species present in the plasma.
[1] P.J. Harbour et al., EiPS 1995
[2] H. Jackel etal., APS 1995
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Electron temperature in front of the target plates in
radiative divertor scenarios

M. Woinlich. A. Carlson, R. Chodura, and the ASDEX Upgrade and
NBI Teams
Max-1'lanck-lnstituL fur Plasmapliysik, EURATOM Association,
D-857/,8 Garching, Germany
Current divertor experiments try to realize a cold, dense divertor plasma
in order to reduce the energy load onto the divertor plates. This could be
reached by radiating a large fraction of the power on open field lines and by
an enhancement of collisions with neutrals. The success of these efforts can
most easily be monitored by Langmuir probes flush mounted into the divertor
plates, provided that the characteristics can be correctly interpreted.
To analyze the behavior of a flush mounted probe the various plasma
sheaths in front of the probe have to be investigated, namely the Debye and
the magnetic sheaths. A simple analytical fluid model dealing with warm
ions and the presence of a spatially varying electrical field will be presented.
The thermal flux will establish a temperature gradient in the plasma in
front of a target plate. Since the mean free path of the upstream "hot"
electrons is larger than that of the bulk electrons close to the target plate,
the distribution function of the electrons in front of the probe will deviate
significantly from a Maxwellian. We will present a ID PIC calculation, which
gives a first estimate of the needed corrections due to such kinetic effects.
These effects will also affect the atomic physics which results in detachment.
Another effect which can be important especially at the low temperatures
of detached diveitors is the plasma resistivity. Since the current to biased
probes flows mainly parallel to the field lines in magnetically confined plasmas, this can result in probe characteristics with an apparent temperature
higher than the real temperature.
The results of probe measurements under various conditions (attached and
detached divcrtot plasmas) will be discussed and compared to other diagnostics.
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Scaling of edge parameters for high confinement, high density
ASDEX Upgrade discharges
J. Schweinzer, W. Suttrop, G. Haas, J. Neuhauser, W. Sandmann, W. Schneider;
ASDEX-Upgrade-Team, ICRH-, NBI-Group
Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, W-85748 Garehing
Knowledge of the behaviour of local edge parameters on fusion-oriented experiments is a
prerequisite for many facets of investigation. Validation of transport codes and derivation of
transport coefficients relies heavily on exact experimental results being available over a
wide range of ITER relevant conditions such as high density L-modes, ELMy-H-modes and
impurity-seeded high recycling/detached divertor scenarios (CDH-mode).
Radial profiles ne(r) and Te(r) are measured routinely by means of a lithium beam probe and
an ECE radiometer. Radial ranges R-RScp = -15 to 5 cm and R-Rsep = -5 to 9 cm are covered
by the ECE and lithium beam diagnostics, respectively. The position of the separatrix Rscp is
determined magnetically within an uncertainty of ± 5 mm. From the radial n<-(r) profile three
edge parameters are derived, the line-averaged SOL (Scrape-Off-Layer) density n e S0L , the
separatrix density n ^ P and the fall-off-length Xne. Similar parameters TeseP and A-Te for the
temperature are defined. The parameter n e SOL was introduced to gain a direct measure both
for the transparency of the SOL plasma for neutral atoms and for the SOL thickness. Falloff-lengths axe determined by fitting an exponential function to the profiles in a radial range
ofR-Rsep = -l to 2 cm.
Comparing different discharges in stationary phases permits to study the behaviour of the
local midplane edge quantities with respect to changing global parameters such as ne, Ip, Bt,
Plieat All parameters are time-averaged over 10 ms, thus smoothing over ELMs of all types.
Local midplane edge quantities and a few of the divertor region in addition to important
global ones for various discharges are stored in a SAS file, which servers as a database for
further regression analysis, thus permitting to discover scaling relations.
First results show, that the fall-off-lengths Xje and the shape of the temperature profile
inside Rsep depend weakly on global discharge parameters. Values of Xne vary in general,
between 1.2 and 6 cm. Furthermore, the neutral particle flux density <t>o in the divertor is
also a decisive quantity for determining the plasma edge. It has turned out that n c S0L and Xnc
values are connected to <I>o as well as to the safety factor qa corresponding to ^,ie <* <&ox • qay
(x > 0, y <= 0.5).
More accurate parametric dependencies of our edge parameters as a result of SAS regression
analysis will be presented.
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Mutual Influence between the ICRF Antennas
and the Edge Density on ASDEX Upgrade
J.-M. Noterdaemc, M. Brambilla, F. Hofmeister, J. Schweinzer, W. Schneider, Ph. Verplancke,
ICRF Group and ASDEX Upgrade Group
Max-Planck-Institut flir Plasmaphysik
Euratom Association
D-85748 Garching, Germany
The SOL (Scrape-Off-Layer) density plays an important role in the coupling resistance of the
ICRF antennas. It is a critical parameter when estimating the coupling capabilities of the
antennas of future machines. Often, a simple exponential decay from the density measured at
the separatrix is applied to estimate the density in front of the antennas.
Measurements on ASDEX Upgrade have shown that under certain conditions, the SOL density
can be higher than the estimate based on a simple exponential decay from the density at the
separatrix.
Our results also show that the RF and the antenna can influence the density, in particular in the
region behind the antenna.
The edge/SOL density is measured in ASDEX Upgrade using a fast Li beam diagnostic. The
radial distance between plasma separatrix and the Ion Cyclotron Resonance Frequency (ICRF)
antennas is 3 to 5 cm. The Li beam allows a radially (spatial resolution: 0.6 cm) and time
resolved measurement in a range R-RSep = -5 to 9 cm relative to the separatrix position RsepThus, radial locations 4 to 6 cm behind the front face of the ICRF antennas are covered by the
Li beam measurement.
By varying the q value, the relative location of the Li beam density measurement can be placed
in the shadow of an antenna, as obtained by mapping that antenna along field lines to the
position of the horizontal beam axis 30 cm below the midplane.
The SOL density profile can be changed by operating at different plasma currents, and, by
activating the antenna, the influence of the RF on the density in the region between the
separatrix and the vacuum chamber, a-nd in particular in the shadow of the antenna can be
determined
The observations are that, at high q-values, with a large density falSoff length £ 3.5 cm and a
high density in the shadow of the antenna, the density is increased considerably in the region
connected along field lines to an active antenna. This change is sudden at the tum-on and turnoff of the antenna.
At higher currents and lower q values a steeper density gradient occurs resulting in a lower
SOL density in this region. Under this conditions the density profile is much less affected.
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The Edge Turbulence in the W7-AS Stellarator:
2 D Characterization by Probe Measurements
J. Bleuel, G. Theimer, M. Endler, L. Giannone, H. Niedermeyer,
ASDEX and W7-AS Teams
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Garching, Germany
In the SOL of the ASDEX tokamak and the edge region of the W7-AS stellarator spatially and temporally resolved measurements of turbulent electrostatic fluctuations were
performed using radially movable Langmuir probe arrays. At W7-AS the correlation of
fluctuations || B was investigated in the edge with two toroidally separated poloidal probe
arrays. Over the available connection length of about 6 m correlations of floating potential fluctuations > 90% were observed similar to former findings for the ion saturation
current at ASDEX. One concludes that in the SOL the interaction between plasma and
target plates must be important for the turbulence and that certain aspects are properly
described in 2 dimensions. In order to get more information on the 2d structure of fluctuations at W7-AS correlations in any direction X B are measured with a right-angled
probe array consisting of 20 tips in poloidal and 8 tips in radial direction. Radial profiles
of fluctuation levels, poloidal correlation-lengths, correlation-times and poloidal propagation velocities of the fluctuations were investigated. Correlation lengths J_ B are in the
order of 1 cm, correlation times in the moving frame of reference are in the order of 10 /is.
Poloidal correlation length and correlation time exhibit minima around the position of
the velocity shear layer.
A 2 d fluid model was developed which includes magnetic curvature, E x B and diamagnetic drifts and takes into account the physics of the sheath [1]. The predictions of a
linearized version agree with experimental observations in a wide range of discharge parameters. New probe measurements are intended to explore the limits of the linearized
model with respect to the plasma region and parameter range of validity.
Correlation functions and spectra are not well suited to get insight into the nonlinear
dynamics of turbulent fields. A representation of the probe data as a superposition of
spatially and temporally localized events seems more promising. Fluctuation data are decomposed into a sum of events with given shape and temporal evolution function whereas
their spatio-temporal positions, velocities, sizes, lifetimes and amplitudes are individually
determined by a special fit [2]. Typical nonlinear effects can be identified by a statistical
analysis of the event database. For example at ASDEX it was found that gaussian shaped
potential events with high amplitude/size ratio were strongly correlated with events of
opposite polarity along the poloidal direction. The dipole-like arrangement of potential
events has an orientation such that the B x B drift is directed radially outwards between
the poles. Because the density has a maximum there these structures are contributing
very efficiently to the radial net particle flux. The event analysis of radially resolved probe
data from the edge of W7-AS will reduce ambiguities and will help to reveal the complete
2 d structure of the fluctuation events.
, [1] M. Endler et. al., Nuclear Fusion 35, (1995) 1307-1339.
[2] G. Theimer et. al., Proc. 22nd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics, Bournemouth 1995, volume 19C, part I, pp. 301-304
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Edge ion temperature profiles in L- and H-Mode discharges of ASDEX
O. P. Ikinricii, R. Schneider, H. Verbeek, D. Reiter* and the ASDEX-Team
Max Planck Institutfiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D-85748 Garching, Germany
* Inxtilutfiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszenmun Jiilkh, EURATOM-KFA Association,
D-52425 Jiilich, Germany
Neulral deuterium fluxes in the energy range 15 to 700 eV/amu were measured with the
LENA diagnostic III at ASDEX with a time resolution of 50 to 100 ras. This neutral (CX)
spectrum, which originated mainly from the plasma edge, is simulated with the help of the
Monte-Carlo neutral particle code EIRENE, including all available data about the plasma and
the geometry near the line of sight. From the fit of the simulated to the experimental spectrum
an edge ion temperature (Ti) profile of the main plasma species from the separatrix to about
10 cm inside can be deduced 121.
With this method for the first time edge T; profiles during the L- and H-phases of ASDEX
are available, which confirm Ti measurements on other machines. A significant difference
between L- and H-phases is found: in the H-Mode, the absolute T; value and the gradient is
much higher than in the L-Mode. The temperature increases from about 50 eV at the separatrix to more than 400 eV within 1-2 cm inside the separatrix. This steepening is already
seen in the CX spectrum, where a sharp bend at low energies (100 eV) occurs. This observation corrects earlier interpretations of the L-H transition at ASDEX /3/, where, due to the lack
of appropriate edge Tj measurements, the trigger has been associated essentially with the electrons. The data also reveal that already the L-phase prior to the H-transition has higher edge
T, than in pure L-Mode discharges. This supports the major role of the ion temperature
respectively the gradient in the L-H transition. For the interpretation of the L-H transition
with the help of the LENA-T; edge profiles the ion orbit loss model of Shaing and Crume /4/
has been used. The critical parameter, the ion collisionalily v*i, is compared about one poloid;il gyioradius inside the scparulrix for different phases. v*i decreases from about 4 in the
pure L-Mode discharge to values <1 in H-Mode plasmas, which is in agreement with the prediction.

References:
l\l H. Vcrbcck (1986), Journal of Physics E: Sciairific Instruments, 19, 964-970
/2/.O. Heinrich (Dec. 1995), report of MPI fur Plasmaphysik, 1PP 111/207
IM ASDEX Team (1989), Nuclear Fusion, 29 (.11), 1959-2040
141 Shaing and Crume (1989), Phys. Rev. Lett., 63 (21), 2369-2372
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Electron Energy Distribution Function in
Strong Inhomogeneous EH Fields
Zykov A.V.. Ushakov A.V., Farcnik V.I.*. Polozhjd K.I.
Kharkov State Unlvsretty
"Scientific Cantor of Physical Tec»*ok>gl«*

31 KurckatavAvt, Kharkov 310108, UKRAINE
The structure and dynamics of the election anode layer of the gas discharge in crossed
electrical E and magnetic H fields at low pressure is in detail investigated in axially
homogeneous systems with uniform magnetic field (Ponning's soil, ion magnetron). At the
MUM time in the axially inhomogeneous discharges the authentic picture of distribution of
parameters of the electron component near the anode is aboent In the paper the results are
submitted of experimental researches of electron energy distribution function (EEDF) in the EH
layer with the help of the probe measuring complex, which was tested at study of ion-beam
plasma and has proven high efficiency [1].
The experiments were conducted on installation with a Hall-type ion source "Radical" [2], in
which (he axial ion flux was formed in anode layer of electrons with strongly non-uniform EH
fields. Use of various electrical probes (single, double, emitting) relocatable along the ion beam
has allowed to develop the technique of determination of parameters of the charged plasma at
the presence of the strongly non-uniform ( E j - 0.1+10000 V/cm) electric field [3].
As a result of researches a general picture of distribution of parameters of charged particles
in the layer, their dependence on H, anode voltage and pressure is received, as well as evolution
of distribution function of electrons, drifting to the anode due to collisions with neutral
particles. On the basis of these measurements a fine structure of the EH layer is investigated
and the legions are allocated with essentially different EEDF and particle balance, such as:
1. Eg < 1 V/cm. Magnetized plasma with Maxwellian EEDF (T e <leV), which is in detail
described in [1].
2. E*=l+300 V/cm. EEDF is close to MaxweHkn with T c ~ 1*20 eV. and there is
significant quantity of electrons with energy, exceeding the potential barrier, trapping the
electrons along H. In this area the intensive escaping of electrons on cathodes of a source is
observed [4].
X E^-300 V/cm. In this region EEDF is essentially non-Maxwell, the value of the electric
field is sufficient for development of electron avalanches. Here main kmization of a working
gas and formation of the ion beam occurs.
In the paper theoretical estimations of the energy and particle balance in these regions of the
EH-Iayer and mechanisms of formation of EEDF are also discussed.
11] S.V. Dudin, Rev.Sci. Instr.,65,Na 4.PartII.p. 1451 (1994)
[2] S.V. Dudin, A.V. Zykov. A.V. Ushalrov, IEEE Int Conf. on Plasma Sci. I C O P S ^ . 1. p.
175 (1994).
[3] S.V. Dudin et aL Features of Application of Electric Probes in Crossed Non-Uniform E and
H Fields, refer this conference.
[4] S.V. Dudin, A.V. Zykov, A.V. Ushakov, Pis'ma v Zhum. Tech. Fiz., 21, No. 2, p. 25-30
(1995) (In Russian)

UA9900524
OBSERVATION OF ELM-INDUCED NEUTRAL PARTICLE CHARGE
EXCHANGE FLUXES IN TCV
W. van Toledo, B.P. Duval, R.A. Pitts and H. Weisen
Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association EURATOM-ConfMiration suisse
Ecole Polytechnique FidSrale de Lausanne, Switzerland
Ohmic H-modes with regular Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) have been
obtained in the TCV tokamak (R = 0.89 m, a < 0.25 m, BT ^1-5 T) in a variety of
configurations, mostly Single-Null and Double-Null discharges in the parameter range
1.05 < K < 1.7, 0.3 < 5 < 0.7, 200 < Ip< 500 kA, 5 1 0 ^ < n,. < 102°m -3, Te(0) - 800 eV,
300 <> Ti(0) < 600 eV.
Simultaneously with the characteristic pulse of D a emission from the edge and
divertor regions produced by the ELMs, strong bursts of charge exchange (CX) neutrals
originating from the main plasma are observed. They have a duration of about 1 ms and
are detected in all 5 channels of the Neutral Particle Analyzer (NPA) on TCV, which
span an energy range from 0.6 to 2.3 keV. During the ELM the measured neutral flux
can exceed the background flux prevailing between ELMs by a up to factor of 5. The
number of CX particles so exhausted is a few 10"' per ELM and corresponds to an
energy loss of order 10 J. These figures are a small fraction, of order 1%, of the direct
ELM losses, which are in the range 2-7 % (net) of the particle inventory and 5-12 % of
the stored energy. The energy spectrum of the neutrals detected during the ELMs is the
same as the one of the background and corresponds to an ion temperature near 400 eV.
This observation shows that the bursts of neutrals originate from main plasma.
The enhanced CX neutral flux can be explained by a transient increase of neutral
density in the main plasma which leaves the shape of the neutral density profile
unchanged. The neutral source responsible for this increase is interpreted as resulting
from prompt recycling and desorption at the divertor strike areas due to the arrival of the
particle and heat pulse expelled by the ELM. The magnitude of the CX neutral flux
observed in the NPA can be accounted for assuming a recycling coefficient of order 1, a
fraction of neutrals undergoing CX in the main plasma of order 10'1 and an escape
probability of die CX neutrals also of order 10"1. Recombination, in the cold divertor
plasma, of particles expelled by the ELM has also been considered, but is insufficient to
explain the magnitude of the observed bursts of CX neutrals: Although CX neutral
fluxes modulated by MHD activity (sawteeth) have been observed on tfe PBX
tokamak, this is to our knowledge the first report on ELM-induced bursts of CX
neutrals.
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Ion Behavior and Electron Distribution Function observed by
Electrostatic Probes in Tokamak Boundary Plasma
K. Uehara, H. Amemiya* , A. Tsushima** and JFT-2M Group
Tokai Annex, Naka Fusion Establishment, JAERI, Ibaraki.Japan
•Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako-shi, Saitama.j'apan
••Yokohama National University, Yokohama, Kanagawa,Japan
The instantaneous measurement of plasma profile is useful to study the transport physics
and the direct measurement of T: > T is not known in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of tokamak.
The formation of electric field is open question to solve the transport physics. In this report,
we want to describe the detail data on the plasma profile by Toothbrush probe [ 1 ] as well as the
Kalsumata probe for measurement of ion behaviors and the existence of non-Maxwellian
distribution function estimated from the first derivative of the probe current.
The Katsumata probe can determine the ion temperature by setting the electron barrier inside
the electrode by using the large difference of Larmor radius between ion and electrons [2]. In
JFT-2M, the barrier height h of the Katsumata probe interrupting the electron orbit can be
controlled shot by shot without breaking the vacuum condition. When h is reduced from zero
to about the ion Larmor radius the electron current I e flowing into the ion collector decreases
and the ion current Ij flowing into this collector becomes measurable.
We directly observed
the fact of Tj > T e by Katsumata probe as shown at JFT-2M in Fig. 1, where the time behaviors
of probe voltage V (top), Langmuir probe characteristics using the electron barrier as an
electrode (middle) I e and Ij (down) are shown. The probe voltage is triangle with 200 Hz.
The dotted line seems to be the voltage position of the space potential V . It has been also
observed that the lime behavior of Ij correlates well with the signal of H line according to the
ion loss in SOL plasma.
The electron distribution function without magnetic field is usually obtained by the second
derivative of the probe current L [3]. However, we estimate this from the first derivative of
the probe current since the tokamak is in the strong magnetic field and the probe current forms
one dimensional electron flow along the magnetic field line. The first derivative of the probe
current obtained at the divertor plate in JFT-2M by the differential circuit is shown in Fig.2.
This figure shows that the electron distribution function forms multi components.
[1] K. Uehara and H. Amemiya, Proc. 22th EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion & Plasma Phys.,
Bounemouth, 1995, part 1,1-397
[2] I. Katsumata and M. Okazaki Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 6, 123 (1967)
[3J H. Amemiya, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 4 2, 1707 (1977)

Fig. 1 Probe characteristics of Katsumata probe.
The scale of Ij (down) is expanded.
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Fig. 2. First derivative of the probe current
against the probe voltage V

UA9900526
THERMAL RADIATION OF SEMIBOUNDED PLASMA WITH TRANSITION LAYER
A.S.Usenko
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev, Ukraine
We found the thermal radiation spectra of semibounded nonisothermal plasma into the external medium in the presence of the
homogeneous transition layer between the plasma and external
media. It is worth noting that the well known results [1] for the
thermal radiation spectra of bounded media were obtained without
taking the proper thermal fields of the external medium into
account. We determine the thermal radiation of the system by using
the approach [2] that takes account of both the proper thermal
fields of the external transparent medium and the field zero point
oscillations in it. The thermal radiation intensity is presented
in the form of generalization of the Kirchhoff law to the case of
the inhomogeneous radiative system, nonisothermal plasma, and
different temperatures of the media. This representation allows
one, in some cases, to draw conclusions about the features of the
radiation thermal spectra without computation. For example, if the
transition region is occupied by the transparent dielectric, the
thermal radiation is independent of the temperature of the
transition layer. As a result, the layer role is only reduced to a
change in absorption properties of semibounded plasma due to
multiple
reflections
of
electromagnetic
waves
from
layer
boundaries. In a particular case of homogeneously heated spaceirjhomogeneous radiative system, it follows from the general
results that the thermal radiation intensity is defined by the
classical Kirchhoff law. The expression obtained for the thermal
radiation intensity in the case of the homogeneous transition
layer enables one to assume that the similar representation of the
thermal radiation intensity in the form of the generalized
Kirchhoff law is also valid in the case where the transition layer
is modelled by any number of layers (both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous) with different temperatures.
References:
1.

S.M. Rytov, Theory of Electric Fluctuations and Thermal
Radiation, Izv.Acad. Nauk, Moscow, 1967 (in Russian).
2. A.S.Usenko, A.G.Zagorodny, and I.P.Yakimenko, Physica Plasmy,
1993, 19, f 2, 147-155.
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WALL CONDITIONING IN T-15
INVESTIGATIONS OF WALL SURFACE STATE BTf _
UA9900527
S.Zvonkov, G . I g o n k i n a , A . S t e f a n o v s k i j
NFI KIAE, Moscow,Kussia
A.Herrmann
IPP BB, B e r l i n , FRG
ABSTRACT
The carbon is practically an unavoidable plasma impurity in
tokomak with graphite limiters like T-15. To diminish a carbon flux
into plasma different methods are used such as boronisation, usage
of composites and so on. A decrease of the influx of another light
impurity - oxygen - can be reached by long term backing of vacuum
vessel and discharge cleaning. Three types of discharges are used
.in T-15 for this aim: inductive discharge in hydrogen (IDCH2) and
glow discharges in hydrogen (GDCH2) and helium (GDCHe). These
methods are widely used for wall conditioning in other tokomaks and
usually RGA gives some information about wall purity.The diagnostic
station WASA II (Wall Analysis with SIMS and Auger) on T-15 was
used for in situ measuring of the impurity content on probe surface
(PS) exposed to cleaning and tokomak discharges (TD).
During a gas discharge cleaning a content of oxygen on the
wall surface is a result of the deposition of oxygen escaping
weakly backed and poorly outgased parts of the vessel (ports) and
desorbtion of oxygen from the wall surface due to generation of
volatile molecules and impact sputtering. The highest concentration
of oxygen on PS (up to 50%) was measured in GDCH2 at low wall
temperature (Tw=40-100°C). It did not practically changed in 40
hours discharge likely to the partial pressure of water. In GDCHe
the oxygen content fell dawn to 20% at the same wall temperature.
The lowest oxygen concentration (<10%) was observed in IDCH2
(Tw=40-230c'C). In contrast to oxygen the carbon content on PS was
almost the same in all three types of discharges - 40-60% but the
state of carbon films was quite different. The tokomak discharges
(TD) with low current ("".25 MA) performed after IDCH2 were
accompanied by continuous density increase and disrupted at the
density limit. SIMS analysis showed that after IDCH2 a great part
of carbon on PS produced methane molecules which could be easily
desorbed during TD. Almost the same spectra of secondary ions were
observed in intensively deposited carbon after such TD. On the
contrary the plasma density of TD with much higher current (~ .9MA)
after GDCHe was well controlled by gas puffing and the carbon
deposition on PS was low. Nevertheless a usage of GDCHe only is .
undesirable while impurity atoms are implanted in near surface
layer during this procedure-

Spectroscopy of molecular hydrogen in TEXTOR edge plasma

UA9900528

S.Sergienko*. A.Pospieszczyk, D.Rusbiildt
'institute for High Temperatures of RAS, Scientific Association "IVTAN", Moscow, Russia
Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentnun Jiilich GmbH, Association EURATOMKFA,
Jiilich, Germany
Abstract
Molecular species can play an important role in the edge plasma of tokamaks. For an
investigation of the particle balance the contribution of molecular hydrogen to the total
hydrogen flux must be known. High resolution spectroscopy is one method to determine
those molecular fluxes. The molecule exhibits a complex spectrum of groups of bands.
Therefore, a number of spectral lines for transitions from rovibrational sublevels must be
taken into account to determine the population of only one of the electronic state of the
molecule. For a light molecule such as H 2 , the measurement is additionally complicated due
to overlapping bands for transitions from different electronic states.
Spectra of the Fulcher-band (electronic transition 3p 3 n u -*2s 3 £ g + ) were measured in
the range 6OOOA-6500A with a resolution of about 0.2A during the injection of H 2 , which
was puffed through an aperture near the top of a graphite test-limiter into the TEXTOR edge
plasma. The intensities of the Q-branch lines of the (0-0), (1-1), (2-2), (3-3), (4-4)
vibrational bands were used to evaluate the populations of the rotational sublevels and the
v ibrational levels of the 3p 3 II u electronic states. The populations of the rotational sublevels
are distributed according to a Bohzmann distribution. The rotational temperature is reduced
with increasing vibrational quantum number.
The Fulcher band spectrum changed with increasing molecular hydrogen flux due to
changes in the rotational temperatures. The rotational temperature for the vibrational level
v = 0 rises from 480K to 75OK when the hydrogen flux increases from 3.9 mbardnrVs to 12
mbar dm'/s. The rotational temperature grows from 449±22K to 544+25K when the plasma
density increases from ne = 1:3 10 13 cm' 3 to ne = 3.M0 1 3 cm" 3 respectively. The rotational
temperatures were used to determine the populations of the vibrational levels. In contrast to
the population of the rotational levels the population of the vibrational levels does not obey
a Boltzmann distribution. There is no effect of a variation of the plasma density and the gas
influx on the population of the vibrational levels.
In ihe same spectral range the bands of the 3d 3 E-*2p 3 n transition could be observed.
The ir-componenis of the Q-branch lines are split strongly. The splitting increases with
growing rotational quantum number.
The results of the investigation are discussed.
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UA9900529
On application oi t,<
reaction for particle removal
by cryopumped diveitor f thermonuclear dcyice
G. G. Lesnyakov
Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract
It is proposed one more variant of the divertor operation in what the functions
of the baffle or the divertor chamber, the gas target at the divertor plate for the
radiative divertor operation and cryopumping can be combined in a new quality for
active particle removal during plasma discharge. At the required conditions (optimized
divertor geometry, baffle elements, divertor plate and cryopumping) the plasma
chemical reaction between the diverted plasma of hydrogen isotopes and the filling
nitrogen (the gas target) in divertor volume must be performed to form of the ND3
(NH3, NT3) product that is easily condensated on the LN 2 cooled surface surrounding
the LHe cooled surface. Usually, in a cryopump the LN 2 cooled surface (shield) is
several times more than the LHe cooled surface. Now, the LHe cooled surface can be
also used for selective pumping of the ash (He exhaustion) by the cryosorption onto
ND 3 layers. '
It was carried out the experimental modeling of the such process in the mirror
trap with the steady-state plasma stream from duoplasmatron gun (the model of the
device is similar to a bandle-divertor) and the LN 2 cooled surfaces surrounding the
plasma stream. The decrease of neutral gas pressure about two order of the magnitude
during discharge was measured in the device at the initiating of the plasma synthesis of
deuteroammonia.
The features of the application of the deuteroammonia plasma synthesis for the
pumping of plasma flux in the divertor system of the large toroidal thermonuclear
devices are discussed.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH EDGE-PLASMA AND A BIASED MOVABLE B4C-LIMITER
INTERACTION: POSSIBLE USE FOR BORONIZATION AND PUMPING DURING
DISCHARGE. CLEANING IN URAGAN-3M TORSATRON
G.P.Glazunov a, E.D.Volkov a, V.G.Kotenko a, A.V.Shtan'a
Yu.K.Mlronov a, N.I.Nazarov a, O.S.Pavllchenko,a
A.Sagara b, N.Qyabu b, O.Moto^lma to
a

Institute of Plasma Physics of National Science Centre
"Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology", 310108
Kharkov, Ukraine
b
National Institute Tor Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01,
Japan

Abstract
The behaviour of the movable llmlter, the head of which
Is made of vacuum hot-pressed boron carbide, has been studied
under the conditions of cleaning and work discharges In the
Uragan-3M torsatron. Some data on outgassing and erosion rates
density, specific resistance and thermal conductivity for the
material of head plates are presented. Measurements of current
-voltage characteristics, edge plasma parameters, spectroscopy
of boron and oxygen, were carried out for different llmlter
positions with- and without bias of the limiter. It is shown
that at the negative limiter potential during work and cleaing
discharges the boron signal Increases with Increasing the ion
current to the limiter. At this-time the oxygen spectral line
Intensity decreases, and this may mean 0 2 and H 2 0 effective
trapping by B,C-plates because carbon line has no changes at
this time. On the contrary, with the positive bias of the limiter the boron signal In the plasma decreases or does not
change, so this regime can be recommended for the limiter head
protection from erosion and also'for the reduction of impurities during work and cleaning discharges. After such cleaning
procedure the movable limiter Is removed from the plasma edge.
So, the regime of negative bias of the limiter at high Ion
currents can be used for wall boronization and for Improving
the discharge cleaning efficiency. Also, the effect of suppression of the ohmic discharge at the stages of magnetic
field increase and decrease was observed when the
negative
power (>40V) was transferred to the llmlter.
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MEASUREMENTS OF DIVERTOR IMPURITY CONCENTRATIONS ON Dill—D*
R.D, Wood.t S.L. Allen,t R.C. Isler,A M.E. Fenstcrmacher.t C. J. Lasnier.t
A.W. Leonard, and W.P. West
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784

In this paper, we determine impurity concentrations and radiative losses in the DIII-D
divertor region with an absolutely calibrated UV SPRED spectrograph. The spectrograph
covers the 100-1100 A region with a temporal and spectral resolution of 20 ms and 2 A,
respectively. The instrument has a vertical view of the lower divertor along the same line of
sight as a bolometer channel and the jght-chord Divertor Thomson Scattering (DTS) system.
The vertical and radial extent of impurity radiation zones are determined from a visible
tangentiaily-viewing TV camera with filters. This diagnostic set enables us to calculate
impurity densities and radiated power in the divertor region.
Line intensities of D I, C II-IV, N II-V and Ne IV-Vin were measured using the UV
SPRED instrument. These measured line brightnesses along with local measurements of the
electron temperature (Te) and density (ne) from DTS and excitation rates obtained from the
literature are used to calculate the area density inj) and the column radiated power (W/cm 2 )
for each impurity ionization state. For strong transitions that lie outside the wavelength region
of the spectrograph, the contributions of the unobserved transitions to the radiated power are
determined from a collisional-radiative model. These data are then compared to the total
radiated power as measured by the bolometers.
Carbon emissions in the divertor during Radiative Divertor Experiments with D2 puffing have been measured and the radiated power and the temporal behavior of the impurity
emissions from spectroscopy are in good agreement with t h ' bolometer measurements.
During these experiments, the Te measured by DTS along the c jter leg of the divertor to the
outer strike point is nearly constant (~5 eV), and the carbon emissions are also nearly constant, CIV being the leading contributor to the total radiated power. Carbon emissions contribute approximately 90% to the total radiated power with the balance coming from deuterium emissions. Results during Radiative Divertor experiments with detached plasmas
induced by injection of neon and nitrogen will also be presented.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. D E - A C O 3 - 8 9 E R 5 1 1 1 4 , W-7405ENG-48, and DE-AC05-84OR21400.
tLarwrence Livermore National Laboratory.
A
O a k Ridge National Laboratory.
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DIMES DIVERTOR EROSION EXPERIMENTS ON Dlll-D*

P.O. Whyte.t C.P.C. Wong, W.P. West, B. Bastasz,A W. Wampler,A J. Brooks*
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784

The DiMES (Divertor Material Evaluation Studies) mechanism allows insertion of
material samples to the lower divertor floor of the DIII-D tokamak. One of the purposes of
these studies is to measure erosion rates and redeposition mechanisms under realistic tokamak
magnetic geometry and divertor plasma conditions in order to obtain a physical understanding
of the erosiori/redcposition processes and to determine their implications for reactor plasma
facing components. Thin metal films of Be, W, V, and Mo, were deposited on a Si 2 9 depthmarked graphite sample and exposed to the steady-state outer strike point (0.7 MW/ra 2 ,
ELM-free H-mode) on DIII-D. A variety of surface analysis techniques (NRA, RBS) are
used to determine the erosion/redeposition of the metals and the carbon after only
5-15 seconds of exposure. These short exposure times ensure controlled exposure conditions
and the extensive array of DIII-D divertor diagnostics provide a well characterized plasma
for modeling efforts. Erosion rates and redeposition lengths decrease with the atomic number
of the metallic species, as expected. Under these conditions, the peak net erosion rate for
carbon is 3.6 nm/s, with the erosion following the ion flux profile. Measured erosion rates of
the metals are smaller (Ymeasured/Ypredicted = 1 / 4 for Be) than predicted for sputtering from
bare metal surface, apparently due to effects of carbon deposition on the metal surface.(postexposure carbon layer >1 nm). This result demonstrates plasma-induced changes in surface
composition on metal erosion rates within a multi-species PFC reactor (as proposed for
ITER).

Visible spectroscopic measurements of singly ionized Be (Bell 4674 A) have

determined that the erosion process reaches steady-state during the exposure. Calculations of
the Be II line integrated brightness using a Monte-Carlo code (WBC) independently verify
the erosion rates measured by the surface analysis techniques within a factor of 2. Additional
exposures of BeAV films at higher particle and heat flux (2 MW/m 2 , ELMing H-mode) will
determine the scaling of erosion rates and redepqsition properties with heat flux and/or ELMs.
First measurements of wall erosion and particle energy to the divertor during a disruption are
also presented.

Work supported by the U.S. Deparlmenl of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-ACO3-89ER52I53, DE-AC0494AL95000, W-3M09-ENG-38, and Grant No. DE-FG03-86ER52I26.
tlNRSA — Energie el Materiaux, Varennes, Quebec, Canada.
^Sandia National Laboratories.
Argonne National Laboratory.
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MODELING OF IMPURITY SPECTROSCOPY IN THE DIVERTOR AND SOL
• OF Dlll-D USING THE 1-D MULTIFLUID MODEL NEWT1D*
W.P.West. T.E. Evans, N.H. Brooks, M.E. Fenstermacher.t S. Hirshman,4 R. Isler,0
A.W. Leonard, G.D. Portcr.t M.R. Wade,0 D.G. Whyte,* and R.D. Woodt
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784
NEWT1D, a one dimensional multifluid model of the scrape-off layer (SOL) and divertor
plasma, and MCI, a 2 D Monte Carlo impurity transport model using a background plasma
generated by UEDGE, a 2-D fluid model, have been used to model the distribution of carbon
ionization states in the SOL and divcrtor. Inputs to the codes, such as flux surface geometry
and power and particle flux into the flux tube, are provided from the basic plasma data from
DIII-D. Output from the codes can be benchmarked against the extensive plasma data gathered during recent divcrtor characterization experiments, including divertor and core
Thomson scattering, and spectroscopic measurements of intrinsic impurity carbon (CII, CUT,
CIV, CVI) in the visible and EUV. This array of diagnostic tools, plus the capability of
sweeping the divcrtor configuration past the viewing chords of the diagnostics, allows a
detailed 2-D picture of the carbon emission and plasma parameters in the region of the
divertor and X-point.
Reasonably good comparisons to the measured poloidal distribution of ne, T e along the
divertor leg and ne, T e , and nj.Tj in the SOL at the midplane can be achieved with both the
UEDGE and NEWT1D codes. The distribution of the various carbon ion densities are predicted by the impurity models, and, along with the electron densities and temperatures, are
then used to predict line emissivities which are compared to the measurements. These
comparisons can provide guidance as to the importance of the various parallel transport terms
(most important, the frictional term due to plasma flow and the ion temperature gradient term)
as well as the importance of the physical sputtering source at the plate, compared to wall
sources along the diveitor leg and SOL. This analysis indicates that even where the primary
ion flow is everywhere toward the divertor plate, the ion temperature gradients can reverse
the impurity ion flow at distances of only =2 cm above the plate. However, NEWT1D
indicates carbon sputtered at an energy of 5 eV is trapped near the plate and a source
distributed along the divcrtor leg well above the plate must be present to explain the observed
spectroscopic data. MCI shows a significant accumulation of low charge states of carbon
along the inner divertor leg, in agreement with the spectroscopic results.
'Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Conlract Nos. DE-AC03-89ER51114, W-7405-ENG48, DEACO4-94AL85OOO, and DE-AC05-84OR21400.
'l.awcnce Livcrmorc Natioi .\\ laboratory.
4
Sandia Naiional Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
*Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
"1NRS — Kncrgic ct Maleriaux, Varenncs, Quebec, Canada.
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CONTROL OF PLASMA EDGE VIA BIASING IN TOKAMAK TF-2
V.P. Budaev
Institute for High Temperatures RAS, Scientific Station
Bishkek 720049, Kyrghyzstan, CIS

Electric fields and microturbulence in edge, as characterized by experimental data obtained
in many tokamaks, play an important role in the confinement mode creations and in the control
plasma losses from the tokamak. The trying to control edge plasma contamination (by creation of
radial electric field in the edge

in the biasing experiments, erghodic magnetic structure

stochastization and others) resulted in the change of confinement modes. Mechanisms of the
mode transitions are not well understood.
Electrostatic biasing experiment have been carried on the ohmic heated tokamak TF-2 with
dual goals of: (a) studying of edge poloidal structure of the turbulence and ExB driven particle
transport changes during forced change in potential radial profile and (b) studying of change in
stochastic structure and correlative properties of edge microturbulence that caused anomalous
transport observed. Inserted in edge plasma electrode has been biased both polarities up to a
maximum of ±700V . The application of a negative bias to electrode produces a barrier to radial
panicle transport in some poloidal regions. In the- other ones radial transports do not changes and
even growths. The application of a positive bias to electrode produces also poloidal asymmetry of
changes. This behavior may be caused by the existing of poloidal inhomogeneous and plasma cells
presented in edge of tokamaks. The width of poloidal k-spectra in SOL came to be broader after
negative bias contrary to that of inside LCFS. The application of a negative bias suppresses the
turbulence in shear region resulting in higher disorder of electrostatic microturbulence and some
increasing of its dimension and reduction of transport. Strange attractor dimensionality some
increases in shear region from ~ 7 up to -10 . Out of shear region the changes in dimensionality
are also observed but they are not so significant.
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FRACTAL FEATURES OF EDGE TURBULENCE IN T-10
V.P. Budacv*, V.A. Verslikov, V.V. Dreval, S.V. Soldatov

RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182, Moscow, Russia
•Institute for High Temperatures of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Scientific Station. 720049, IVTAN, Bishkek, Kyrghyzstan, CIS

Fractal and correlative properties of edge plasma turbulence in T-10 are discussed. The
data of Langmuir probe measurements in T-10 edge in olimic discharges at inner and outerboard
have been processed by the methods of nonlinear dynamic. It was found

in general, that the

Fourier spectrum of the edge fluctuations differently reacts on dynamic change of the discharge
conditions. There are indication about the presence of three type of microturbulence in the tokamak edge that have different frequency and wavenumber range, fractal and correlative properties.
It was found during Ar puff , that the firequency and poloidal wave numbers of the one type is
sensitive to the ion composition of plasma leading to higher frequency (200 kHz) and shorter
waves. Fractal analysis of edge turbulence have shown higher disorder of the turbulence during Ar
puff indicating that more nonlinear coupling modes (>10)

involved in the process. It was ob-

served changes in spectra of the Lyapunov exponents of the different types (measured through radial profiles) of edge turbulence indicating different nature of turbulence driving. The "ion feature"is typical for the "narrow band" modes, because they rotate mainly in the ion diamagnetic
drift direction and depend on ion mass.
T-10 data have shown a radial dependence of turbulence correlation dimensionality as in
outer plasma region (decreasing from 10 at 23 cm to 6 at 30 cm) also in innerboard (decreasing
from 6 at 24 cm to 3.2 at 30 cm) . The remarkable result is the significant difference in dimensionality of inner and outer turbulences at the same radii. This may indicate the different mechanisms and condition of turbulence excitation , namely, drift-resistive ballooning mechanism as
driving forces of edge turbulence. Experimental data fractal properties have been compared with
that of mode! simulated data based on approach of driving by drift-resistive ballooning instability
which manifested itself as a strong resistive interchange convection just near SOL and a weak
drift-resistive turbulence further inside the plasma.
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CLASSIC-LIKE I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF SWEPT 1ANGMUIR
PROBE AND MEASURING EDGE PLASMA ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE
L.M. Bogomolov
Institute for High Temperatures RAS, Scientific Station, Bishkek, 720049, Kyrghyzstan, CIS

Oscillating probe or swept probe technique is proper for monitoring of edge plasma electron
temperature (Tc ). The goals of the paper are, at first, to study effects underlying swept probe
diagnostics and remove some doubts concerning inaccuracy of its results; and, at second, to
optimize the algorithm of T e determination from I-V Characteristics in order to reach the highest
temporal resolution.
Dynamical Current -Voltage Characteristics of Langmuir probe have been studied in edge plasmas
of TF-2 tokamak with the help of powerful capacitor system. Maximum voltage bias and the time
of voltage ramping have been varied in long range (Vm>*= 40 +200 V, z =5+1000 JJ.S, electric
power - up to 10 kW).Using powerful system forming ramping voltage allows to separate two
modes of probe operation: the measuring mode which corresponds to relatively low probe voltage,
V p < 40+70 V, and the biasing mode which takes place at high enough probe voltage. During
biasing mode the plasma density around probe is varied, no variation in density occur during
measuring mode, i.e. at the beginning of voltage ramping. The surprising result has been obtained
that dynamical Current -Voltage characteristics behave quite like to classical Langmuir probe
Characteristics in unmagnetized plasmas. Both I-V Ch have the explicit interval of exponential
current growth; for dynamical I-V Ch

the large ratio of electron saturation current to ion

saturation one is reachable, W I« ~ 2OH-35. This is related to polarization current effect considered
in the present report. Taking into account these effects it's possible to improve probe diagnostics
of T e in edge tokamak plasmas. The transition from dynamical I-V Ch to usual quasystationary I-V
Ch is discussed.
The new method of T c computation from local part of I-V Ch has been proposed. The method
allows to define T c

using nonlinear detector effect (similar to well-known double harmonic

method), but it does not require pure monoharmonic voltage bias. The results of T c fluctuations
measurements in TF-2 have been represented. The comparison of methods of T c measurements by
probes has been made.
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Scrape-off Layer Plasma Measurements
in Lower Hybrid Pleating Experiments on FT-2 Tokamak.
Budnikov V.N., Chechik E.O., Dyachenko V.V., Esipov L A , Its E.R.,
Lashkul S.I.Lebedev AD., Shatalin S.V., Shorikov V.Yu , Sakharov I.E.,
Shcherbinin ON., Stepanov A.Yu , Tukachinsky A S .
A F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute,
194021, St.-Petersburg, Russia.
In the lower hybrid heating experiments on FT-2 tokamak (a = 8 cm, R = 55 cm, B r =
2.2 T, I p = 22 kA, P L H < 150 kW, f = 920 MHz) the effective healing of ions and electrons
connected with the parametric absorption of LH wave, the mechanism of current drive
switch off and the origin of the improved energy confinement mode in the post heating phase
have been studied [1]. This paper concerns the generalization of the scrape-off layer (SOL)
plasma parameters investigations in the above mentioned experiments. Plasma periphery
have been analyzed by visible, UV and VUV spectroscopy, langmuir and magnetic probes,
two (vertical and horizontal) charge exchange analyzers; and movable bolometer. Besides,
the cross-correlation analysis of magnetic probes and

reflectometry

signals, as well as

ASTRA transport code have beeri used.
In these experiments we have found that,
During LH power launching: I) T c and r^ in SOL change significantly, for instance, in the
current drive regime T e rises due to the decreasing of Xcff in SOL; 2) radial electric field
occurs in SOL and the corresponding poloidal rotation shear can be responsible for the
suppression of smallscale MHD and n e oscillations observed up to f a 500 kHz ; 3) fast ions
bombardment leads to the hydrogen recycling increase, in particular in the ion drift direction
In the post LH healing phase: 4) when the improved confinement mode exists, the hydrogen
flux from the wall and largescale MHD oscillations diminishes dramatically and sometimes
ELM's have been observed. For Ihe high plasma current value, Ip = 40 kA and Pm = 100 kW:
5) the transition to the improved confinement mode takes place even in the LH heating phase
The large set of experimental data permit us to create the advanced model of SOL
processes for LH heating regime and confirm the significant influence of these processes upon
energy and particle confinement in the plasma center.
[1] Budnikov V.N. at all, Proc.of the 22-nd Europ Conf on Contr Fusion and Plasma.Phys ,
Bournemouth, part II, EPS, 085 (1995).
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Acceleration of electrons in the near field of lower hybrid frequency grills
M. Goniche*. Y. Demers\ D. Guilhem, J. H. Harris^, J. T. Hogan§, P. Jacquett,
J. Maillouxt, p. Bibet, P. Froissard, G. Rey, F. Surle, T. Hutter
Centre a"Etudes de Cadarache
Association Euratom-CEA
F-13108 Saint Paul lez-Durance, France
On Tore Supra, during lower hybrid (LH) current drive experiments, localized heat
flux deposition is observed on plasma-facing components such as the guard Hmiters
of the LH grill or any object which is magnetically connected to the LH launching
wave guides: modular low-field side limiters, ion-cyclotron heating antennas, or inner
first wall tiles. Similar observations have been made on the divertor plates and
limiters of the Tokamak de Varennes (TdeV)
This heat flux has been characterized for different rf conditions (power level, N11
spectrum, grill positions) and plasma parameters (current, density): with 5.1 MW of
power launched by the grills, a local power density of 3.5 MW/m2 is measured on
first wall components connected to the grill with a connection length of as long as
15 m. Similar heat fluxes are seen on the TdeV divertor plates for shorter connection
lengths (5-10 m). The total power loss by this mechanism is found to be less than 3%
on Tore Supra; higher loss fractions are measured on TdeV.
We have investigated electron acceleration in the near field of the grill using a
collisionless 1-D analytical calculation of the particle trajectories. For a typical
electric field pattern, it is found that thermal electrons can be accelerated up to 5 keV
with an average energy of a few hundred eV. This acceleration, which is analogous to
Fermi acceleration, arises from the discontinuity in the electric field when the particle
travels from one wave guide to another. Computation shows that the acceleration
vanishes when the electric field function becomes smoother. The enhanced heat flux
due to the fast electrons is included in thermal analysis calculations which determine
the variation of the poloida.1 distribution of heat flux as a function of field line pitch.
These results are compared with experimental measurements. We have also examined
the effects of varying the number of wave guides, the electric field strength, and the
frequency. In particular, we find that for a next step machine, increases in the number
of wave guides and frequency do not lead to further enhancements of heat fluxes on
plasma-facing components.

*Present address: JET Join! Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OXI4 3 EA, UK
f
Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnetique, Varennes, Quebec, Canada, J3X IS I
§Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 USA
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IMPURITY PRODUCTION & RADIATION PROPERTIES OF THE TORE
SUPRA ERGODIC DIVERTOR CONFIGURATION WITH RF-HEATING
W.R.Hess, C.DeMichelis, W.Mandl, M.Mattioli, P.Monier-Garbet,
J.T. Hogan*, C.C. KJcpper*, M.Druetta"1" and M.Z.Tokar *
Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion Controlee
CEN-Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance Cedex, France
•Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge Nat. Lab., Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8072, USA
+Lab. TSI, URA CNRS 842, Univ. J. Monnet, 42023 St. Etienne Cedex 2, France
0 Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich, Ass. EUR-KFA, Germany

The radiative boundary plasma situated within the ergodic layer of the TORE
SUPRA ergodic divertor (ED) configuration with additional RF-heating (ICRH) is
studied. The radial extent of the perturbed magnetic field matches the ionisation
region of the main impurities C and O, i.e. the highest ionisation states namely CVI
or OVIII are already in the confined plasma whereas the low ionisation states are
either in the stochastic zone (e.g. CIV) or in the laminar region which corresponds
to the SOL. The brightnesses of the low ionisation states of C,O and of the injected
Neon are measured absolutely at 4 characteristic recycling surfaces by absolutely
calibrated in-vessel optical fibers. Spatial distributions are characterized by means
of filtered CCD cameras. In this ED configuration the impurity sourqes are -in order
of importance-1) the target plates of the ED, 2) the outboard pump limiter (OPL), 3)
the vertical limiter (VL) and 4) the inner wall. The measured brightnesses are then
converted into local ion fluxes using recently updated models. A problematic step is
to estimate the global fluxes and to link them to the impurity content of the plasma
core. The latter has been determined from XUV-spectroscopy, bremsstrahlung data
and 1D-impurity transport modelling. The global edge fluxes are calculated with a
3D scrape-off layer impurity transport code (BBQ) incorporating the description of
the ergodic magnetic field given by the MASTOC code. The brightnesses of high
ionisation states are measured with a grazing incidence spectrometer. An important
ingredient for a coherent simulation of the total radiated power is the neutral
deuterium density n0. We use CX-sensitive intensity ratios of CV in order to
estimate n0 within the edge layer. Using the experimental temperature and density
profiles, the total radiated power is calculated with a 1D impurity transport code and
compared to the measured radiated power with and without additional ICR-heating.
The results show the enhanced radiation properties within the ergodic region and
the different recycling behaviour of C and O and the injected Neon.
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Ion Surface
Cyclotron
Waves
in Edge Plasma of the Fusion Devices
Girka V.O., Pavlenko I.V., Sporov A.E.
Kharkiv State University, Svobody sq.4, Khaikiv, 310077,
Ukraine, e-mail: azarenkov@pem.kharkov.ua
The problem of interaction between plasma particles and wails of fusion devices with
magnetic confinement becomes actual due to using more powerful sources of energy in modern
thermonuclear investigations. At present there are some experimental data (see e.g.[1,2])
which testify that the surface modes are the most possible cause of the plasma edge heating
and it contamination by admixtural ions during all regimes of ion cyclotron resonance heating
(ICR) which is often used for additional heating.
The report presents the results of theoretical research of the new type of surface waves
propagating on the harmonics of ion cyclotron frequency (SCW). We consider two possible
orientations of external magnetic field. Magnetic field is usually parallel to the plasma-metal
interface of fusion devices. Under this condition SCW can propagate across magnetic field
along metal wall with dielectric coating and without it. In the divertor region the magnetic
field is rectangular to the plasma-metal interface and dispersion properties of SCW in such
geometry essentially depend on dielectric coating characteristics.
We use Vl&sov-Boltzman kinetic equation for the description of plasma particles motion
and Maxwell equations for the SCW field. Parametrical excitation and dispersion properties of the SCW are under the consideration. Dependences of the SCW frequency upon
the transverse gradient of plasma density, the value of external steady magnetic field, the
transverse plasma dimension and value of dielectrical permeability of the metal construction
coating are studied.
We have obtained the simple analytical expressions for the SCW frequency and the values
of SCW parametrical instability increments in the limits of long and short wavelengths. The
numerical investigation of the problem has been carried out in the whole range of wavelength.
The present results are useful for understanding of the plasma edge processes in the divertor
region of fusion devices so far as the resonance cyclotron heating is widely used as additional
plasma heating method.
[1]. A.B.Murphy Fusion Engineering and Design. 1990. v.12. Nl,2. p.79-92.
[2]. O.Pogutse, J.G.Gordey, W.Kerner 22-nd Europ. Phys. Soc. Conf. on Control. Fus.
a/id PI. Phys. Abstracts of Invited and Contributed Papers. UK. July 1995. p.362.
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Finite element modelling of TdeV edge plasma and beyond
M. Simard, R. Marcliand, C. Boucher, J. Gunn, J. Mailloux, B. Stansfield and TdeV team.

Centre Canadien do Fusion Magne'tique*
1804 boul. Lionel Boulet, Varennes Qc Canada, J3X 1S1

The finite clement code SIGMA is used to model the edge and divertor plasma in
TdeV. Two physical effects are examined, which are of particular importance in TdeV. These
are ExB drifts and the influence of divcrtor baffles on the SOL.
The model is based on Braginskii's fluid equations for the conservation of particles,
parallel momentum, as well as ion and electron energy. Perpendicular transport is treated
empirically with anomalous transport coefficients. For simplicity, neutral particle and energy
transport are treated in the diffusion approximation. All transport equations are discretised with
finite elements on an unstructured triangular mesh. This approach offers considerable
advantages compared with more usual transport models based on a finite volume discretisation
on structured quadrilateral and nearly orthogonal meshes. In particular, it remains valid near
divertor plates even when those plates are not orthogonal to the local flux surfaces. Its main
advantage, however, is its ability to model domains of arbitrary shapes and complexity. Electric
fields are calculated from standard sheath conditions at the divertor plates, from the generalized
Ohm law in the direction parallel to the magnetic field, from an anomalous conductivity in the
perpendicular direction, and from the condition Vj=0 for charge conservation.
Parallel velocities arc calculated and compared with experiment. The influence of field
reversal is determined for its influence on the relative powers deposited to the inner and outer
divertor plates. Finally, the influence of divertor baffles is considered. Accounting for these
structures in TdeV is important because of their relative proximity (often within one density
decay length) to the separatrix. Their inclusion in the simulations yields results which are much
less sensitive to the specific boundary conditions imposed on the outermost flux surfaces.

* Supported by AECL, Hydro-Quebec and INRS.

UA9900542
Interpretation of the Carbon Line Emission in the
ASDEX-Upgrade Divertor
U. Wenzel, B. Napiontek, A. Kalleubach, A. Tboma, D. Naujoks, M.Laux

Erosion of the carbon target plates in ASDEX-Upgrade was studied by a scanning mirror
spectrometer viewing the plates nearly in normal direction. Spatially resolved carbon
line emission was recorded in Ohrnic discharges (grad B drift toward the X-point) in the
VUV (CII-CIV) and visible (CII, CHI, CD band) spectral range. Strong deviations in the
line emission of one species were observed implying different electron temperatures in the
inner and outer divertor. Applying a collisional radiative model we found the following
line ratios to be a sensitive function of the electron temperature: CII 658nm/133nm,
85.8nm/80.0nm (up to 15eV) and CIII 465nm/97.7nm (up to 40eV). These line ratios
showed correspondingly that the inner divertor is cooler than the outer at a line averaged
density of 3 * 1019m"3 or higher. From the line ratio in the VUV we found in the inner
divertor 5 eV and in the outer divertor 15 eV. At very low densities the temperature
asymmetry vanishes. A comparison with the results of the in-vessel Langmuir probe is
presented.
For the interpretation of the emission profiles in terms of a fiux the temperature dependence of the atomic physics factor S/XB must be taken into account. It is less temperature
sensitive for the visible lines in the range mentioned above than for the VUV lines. Therefore, the spatial visible emission profile (CII line at 65Snm) is a good approximation for
the released carboa fiux. There is a much higher flux from the outer plate. For an estimation of the particle flux the deuterium line radiation profile (Lp) was measured. The
emission profile of CD was also evaluated as a flux. From a comparison of the CD flux
with the C flux determined from the visible CII line at 658nm we estimate that part of
carbon which originates from CD and therefore from chemical sputtering.
Contrary to the chemical release of methane which is only weakly temperature dependent the sputtering yield exhibits a strong dependence on the election temperature. In
a more quantitative evaluation the question will be discussed whether the in-out temperature asymmetry offers an explanation of the observed carbon profiles and conclusions
concerning the release mechanism will be drawn.
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B2 - Eirene Simulations for a Deuterium Plasma at P S I 1
H. Kastelewicz, D. Reiter(*), R. Schneider, D. Coster, H. Meyer
Max-Planck Iustitut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Germany
(*) IPP, Forschungszentrum JUlich GmbH, EURATOM Association, Germany
PSI-1 is a linear, axisymmetric device for generating a plasma column of about 1.8m
length and about 5 to 10 cm diameter by means of a high current arc and confined by an
axial magnetic field (0.05 < BjT < 0.1). The plasma is modelled in the region between •
the anode exit and the target plate limiting axially the column. In the radial direction
tills region is bound by diaphragms for differential pumping (10~2 < p/Pa < 1) and by
walls of different radii (r < 20cm). Plasma density and temperature are in the ranges
10 11 < ne/cm~3 < 10 w , Tc < XOeV. Under such conditions a correct kinetic description
of the plasma-neutral interaction (including the geometry of the vessel) is necessary.
The B2 2d plasma code and the Eirene 3d neutral Monte-Carlo code have been
adapted to the cylindrical geometry of the device; the B2 calculational grid is defined by
the magnetic flux surfaces. The boundary conditions for B2 are essentially given by (i)
die plasma parameters (density, temperature, ion velocity) at the anode exit, (ii) Bohm
conditions at the target plate and at the outer anode surface and (iii) a prescribed decay
length for the plasma profiles at the wall side. Eirene considers the neutrals recycling
from the surfaces (ions and atoms) and the atoms streaming in from the anode (partially
ionized plasma) as well as the gas pumping; all essential interaction processes with the
surfaces and the plasma are consistently included.
First calculations have been done for a deuterium plasma. It was found that the plasma
profiles are largely determined by plasma-neutral interaction effects and depend very
sensitively on the anode boundary conditions (in particular on the electon temperature).
While the latter are determined by the arc parameters, the plasma itself is, to a large
extent, actually produced after the anode exit.
Since the mean free path of the atoms is usually much larger than tile dimensions of
the system, practically the whole plasma is involved in the recycling process. Thus, strong
"recycling zones" where the radially integrated ionization and electron energy loss rates are
maximum, may appear in the main chamber and between the anode and the diaphragm,
and hence, far away from the places of neutralization ( target and outer anode surface).
In these zones the plasma density can be much higher than at the anode exit and strong
axial temperature and pressure gradients may occur. This density enhancement increases
with the boundary temperaiure at the anode exit.
A pecular recycling effect due to enhanced ionization cooling near the axis (in particular
in front of the target plate) is the formation of a hollow radial electron temperature profile.
Moreover, depending on the anode electron temperature (X, ^ > lOeV) and the assumed
radial diffusion coefficient (0.2 < D,/m2s''
< 1.0), some kind of hollow density profile
with the minimum apart from the axis may occur. Both effects were obtained for radially
constant profiles at thu anode exit. They are also observed experimentally.
The paper presents some scans of the axial and radial profiles for the density
and temperature of electrons, ions, atoms and molecules and the velocity field of
the ions in dependence on the boundary conditions at the anode exit. The essential
processes are discussed.
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Characterization of the Power Deposition
Profiles in the Divertor of ASDEX Upgrade
A. Herrmann, ASDEX Upgrade team, Nl team, 1CRH team
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM
Association, Garching and Berlin; Germany

Handling the high energy flux passing through the plasma boundary is an important
problem for ths realization of reactor-size fusion devices. Especially, the maximum heat flux
onto the target plates in divertor tokamaks has to be kept below a material dependent critical
value. That's why, different scenarios for the controlled dissipation of the energy flowing
into the boundary layer are investigated at ASDEX Upgrade
The heat flux onto the divertor plates in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak is routinely
measured by a thermography diagnostic. The high time resolution makes it possible to
investigate the power deposition not only during quiescent periods of a discharge but also
during highly dynamic events as type-I ELMs and disruptions. The spatial resolution is well
below measured heat flux e-folding lengths.
The measured heat flux profiles across the divertor plates are characterized by e-folding
lengths into the private flux region and into the scrape off layer, respectively. Additionally,
the peak height and width at half maximum, and the total deposited power are calculated.
In this paper we will present these characteristics for a wide range of ASDEX Upgrade
discharges including ohmtc, H- and L-mode, as well as CDH- and CDL-mode shots. The
measured e-folding lengths varies at the outer plate between 20 mm in low density H-mode
discharges and more than 100 mm in CDH-phases. A significant drop of the maximum heat
load is found in the CDH-mode with strong edge radiation.
The dependence of peak characteristics on different discharge parameters is investigated
and a scaling of e-folding lengths and maximum heat fluxes with this parameters will be
given. The results will be discussed applying a simple theoretical model of the boundary
layer.
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Scrape off layer behaviour in ASDEX Upgrade OH and
L-mode density scan
V. Rohde, M.Laux, A. Herrmann, B. Napiontek, G. Haas, S. Hirsoh,
M. Weinlich, U. Wenzel and ASDEX-Upgrade-Team and NI-Teain
Max Planck Tnstilut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass.,
Garching and Berlin, Germany

The transport of particles and energy along the scrape-off layer (SOL) into the divertor
and the influence of the divertor conditions on the edge region of the tokamak are crucial
issues for the physical understanding of the interaction of SOL and divertor, which in
turn is a key problem for the design and operation of ITER.
Radial profiles of plasma density, electron temperature, streaming velocity, and plasma
potential are routinely observed using the fast reciprocating probe carried by the manipulator in the outer midplane of ASDEX-Upgrade. As expected, those profiles are
influenced by inner structures in the scrape-off layer and the associated lengths of the
flux bundles as well as the line averaged central density.
In ohmic and L-mode shots some of the properties of the profiles seem to change
their principal behaviour at a critical density (eg. the decay lengths for Tz a.nd ne at
the separatrix). At comparable densities a dramatic change of the overall pattern of the
divertor plasma is documented by various diagnostics and interpreted as a detachment
from the divertor plates, the developement of a radiation zone in the divertor, or the
on-set of a MARFE at the X-point.
At low densities the power decay length at the separatrix observed by the midplane
probes is comparable to that deduced from thermography of the plate whereas at high
densities the power profiles seem to be decoupled. On the other hand, a pronounced
correlation between midplane profiles and the flux of neutrals in the divertor is observed.
To what extend these complex relations between midplane and divertor can be explained
by the development of a divertor regime with a remarkable spatial structure will be
discussed using all available diagnostics.
From the plasma parameters at the midplane it was found that the mean free path for.
electrons is almost independent of radius but shows a variation over two orders of magnitude with changing central density. Thereby, a mean free path length comparable to
the connection length between outer midplane and- divertor is reached at densities which
are again comparable to the critical one. The relevance of analytic models describing the
influence of the mean free path on the parallel transport and leading to currents flowing
in the SOL is discussed in terms of experimental results for AUG. These investigations
can shed new light on the physical processes underlying the coupling between midplane
and divertor.
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Investigation of D 2 , He, and Ne exhaust influenced by transport mechanisms in the
ALT II limiter thro;it

G. Mank, M.Z. Tokar1, K.H. Finken, J.A. Boedo*, T. Dcnncr, J. Hobirk, R. Jaspers, U. Samm
Institut filr Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich, Ass: Euralom-KFA, Germany
FERP, University of California, Sun Diego, USA

In order to get an extended understanding of the transport of intrinsic gases ( I ^ . r y and
seeded impurities (e.g. Ne, He) after the collection and neutralization of the ions, either on
divertor plates or on a limiter, the removal efficiency has been studied independently from
the transport in the plasma confine region and compared with theoretical calculations.

Small amounts of D 2 , He, and Ne have been continuously injected into the limiter throat of
one of the toroidal belt limiter blades at TEXTOR-94. The electron-density inside the throat
varies between 5 10 !I cm"3 and 6 10

cm"3 and the electron temperature between 8 and 18

eV. The removal efficiency is determined directly by measuring the total flux of the
additionally injected gases and the neutral pressure of the pumped amount. This technique
directly reflects the influence of the streaming plasma in the throat onto the neutral gases.
Without plasma the measured removal efficiency confirms the theoretical values within the
experimental errors. With plasma, the removal efficiency increased for all gases investigated
through different processes in the scoop as e.g. the interactions of charged and neutral
particles during ionization, dissociation, excitation, charge exchange, and non-locality of the
energy transport which influence the pump limiter operation. The difference in the removal
efficiencies for D 2 and He can be described by different ratios of the neutral density in the
limiter throat and the ion density at the

ooop entrance [1]. The experimental results,

including previous measurements by other techniques [e.g. 2], have direct impact on the
plasma confine region and are compared with calculations including edge radiation cooled
discharges, done by the RITM code [3],
LI] M.Z. Tokar', D. Reiter, Europhys. Conf. Abstracts, Vol 16C, (1992) 741.
[2] D.S. Gray, et al., J. Nucl. Mater., 196 - 198 (1992) 1096.
[3] M.Z. Tokar1, Phys. Scripta, 5! (1995) 665.
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Characteristics of the impurities Mo and W in discharges with neon edge
radiation cooling in TEXTOR-94
J. Rapp, G. Bertschinger, L. Konen, H.R. Koslowski, A. Krdmer-Flecken, K. Ohya ',
V. Philipps, A. Pospir.szczyk, M. Rubel 2, U. Samm, B. Schweer, T. Tanabe 3
M.Z. Tokar', B. Unterberg and G. Van Oost *
Institut fiir Plasmaphysik ASS-Euratom, Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH
D-52425 Julich Germany
High-Z materials as tungsten are intended to be used as a divertor material in future
fusion reactors due to its low sputtering rates and high melting points. One of the questions
is, wheather the use of high-Z materials is compatible with the concept of a cold radiative
boundary - at present the most promising solution for power exhaust. To investigate the
local release and transport behaviour of the impurities, Mo and W testlimiters were used in
auxiliary heated discharges (Ip — 350kA, NBI-Co, P,n = 1.6MIV) under different radiation
scenarios with neon seeding. In addition in a few experiments laser ablation was performed.
The impurity density in the plasma is monitored by bolometric, SXR and spectroscopic
measurements. With the toroidal pump limiter ALT-II at r = 46cm the test limiter was
exposed to heat fluxes at r = 45cm absorbing 5% of the convective energy. For medium
densities n7 = 3 x lOl3an~3 and a radiation level of PradlPheat ~ 0.7, W accumulates and
leads to peaked concentration profiles with central values of C,(0) = 8 x 1CT4, as obtained
by bolometric data. Accumulation was not observed with higher densities while keeping
the radiation level. The combined effect of the reduced impurity generation (about 50%)
and different nc- and 7,-profiles is discussed. Laser ablation experiments confirmed, that
the confinement time of injected W in Ne seeded discharges can increase dramatically in
contrast to discharges without radiation cooling.
'University of Tokushima, Japan
Royal Institute of Technology Physics Department-Frescati, ASS- Euratom-NFR, Stockholm, Sweden
3
Center for integrated research, Nagoya University, Japan
^Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas- Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica- ASS--Euratom-Be!gian State,
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium
2
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A Predictive Study of .he JET Mark II Gas Box Divertor
R Simoni/ii, G Corrigan, G Radforcl, J Spence, A Taroni, G Vlases
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 3EA, United Kingdom
A principal aim of divertor studies at JET is to develop and verify solutions that are relevant
for )TER power exhaust and particle control. Both experimental and modelling studies show
the importance of the divertor geometry on influencing these problems. The Mark IIA divertor,
which is more closed than Mark I, will begin operation in April 1996. It will be followed by the
even more closed Mark II GB, which was designed specifically to test the ITER Gas Box
concept, in mid 1997.
The Mark II GB divertor incorporates a flexible design which allows several configurations to
be tested. These include horizontal and vertical targets, and an optional septum of as yet
unspecified conductance to neutrals. This feature, when coupled to the capability of
independent gas puffs on the inner and outer legs, provides a degree of control of both the
inner and outer divertor leg neutral pressures and pumping rates. A third possible variant is one
which uses a broad, opaque septum to form a double slot divertor. This version alters
considerably recycling patterns, thus altering the radiation distribution and approach to
detachment.
The EDGE2D/NIMBUS modelling reported in this paper was undertaken to compare the
various configurations from an overall performance standpoint. A key feature of the model is a
greatly improved neutral panicle description of the bypass leakages and the associated reflux
of particles to the main chamber. Leaks reduce the divertor closure and have an adverse effect
on main plasma confinement. Work is underway at JET to control these leaks. A preliminary
study for a detached plasma, where the recyclable impurity nitrogen is injected into the private.
region to attain 6 MW of radiation, has showed that the bypass deuterium and nitrogen flows
can amount to 6% and 5% of the respective fluxes to llie largct. Although the bypass leakages
have only small effects on the deuterium temperature and density profiles, they induce larger
changes in the flow fields and thus in the impurity retention. Opening the leaks results in an
increase in the deuterium flow from the SOL into the divertor region from 3.6x10

& to 5.5x

10"" s . As a consequence, while the impurity radiation pattern is little affected, the fraction of
nitrogen ionised in the SOL increases from 3% to 10%. On the other hand, the enhanced
friction with deuterium produces a reduction in the impurity inventory (from 2.3% to 1.4%).

In this paper we present more detailed results on the various configurations of Mark II GB
with emphasis on the effects of septum opacity, septum shape, and reduction of bypass
leakages for both attached and detached (radiative divertor) operation. We also examine the
effect on intrinsic sputterable impurities such as carbon.
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Statistical Properties of Turbulent Transport and
Fluctuations in Tokamak and Stellarator devices
M.A. Pedrosa, C. Hidalgo, B. van Milligen, E. Sanchez, R. Balbih, I. Garcia-Corte's
Asociacidn Euratom-Ciemat, 28040 Madrid, Spain
H. Niedermeyer, L. Giannone
IPP Asociation, Garching, Germany
The radial dependence of the statistical properties of plasma fluctuations and turbulence
transport have been investigated in the plasma boundary region of tokarnak (TJ-I) and
stellarator devices (TJ-IU, W7-AS). The statistical properties of the turbulent flux has been
computed neglecting the influence of electron temperature fluctuations (TJ-I, TJ-IU) and
taking into account the effect of Te fluctuations (W7-AS). Fluctuations induced fluxes have
an intermittent character and, as a consequence, significant part of the total particle flux is due
to the presence of sporadic and large transport bursts [1-3].
The statistical properties of fluctuations and turbulent transport are different in the plasma
bulk side and SOL side of the velocity shear layer [fig. 1], In particular in the TJ-I tokamak,
both the ion saturation current (Is) and the floating potential (<I>f) signals have a near gaussian
distribution function in the edge region of the plasma (r<as) whereas Is-fluctuarions deviate
from the gaussian distribution in the SOL region of the plasma. The local flux PDF presents a
systematic variation as a function of the radial location (Fig. 1).
There is a strong similarity between the statistical properties of the turbulent fluxes in
different devices (TJ-I, TJ-IU) which supports the universal character of plasma turbulence
in magnetic confinement devices. This result emphasizes the importance of comparative
studies between the structure of plasma turbulence in tokamak and stellarator plasmas to
critically test edge turbulence models.
Comparative studies between the radial correlation of turbulent fluxes and fluctuations are
under way in the TJ-IU torsatron. Wavelet analysis techniques have been used to characterize
fluctuations and turbulent transport [4]. Significant correlation between signals measured
with probes located radially apart up to 1 cm has been observed for the low frequency range
(<50 kHz). Preliminary results have shown propagation of fluctuations with a radial velocity
in the range of 103 m/s.

r/a s = 1.07
r/a, = 1.00
r/a , = 0.95
r/a. = 0.92

Fig. 1.- Distribution function of the turbulent flux at different radial positions in the
TJ-I tokamak. Positive values of r n mean flux in tlie outwards direction.

[1] C. Hidalgo, Plasma Physics and Control. Fusion, 37, A53 (1995)
[2] M. Endler, H. Niedermeyer, L. Giannone et al., Nuclear Fusion 35, 1307 (1995)
[3] B. Can-eras, C. Hidalgo, E. Sanchez et al., (1996) to be published in Plasma Physics .
[4] B. van Milligcn et al., (1996), to be published in Rev. Sci. Instruments.
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Tc Fluctuation Measurements in TEXTOR
J.A Boedo 3 , D. Gtay 3 , J. Scwelberger 3 , R. S. Ivanov 2 , A.V. Chemilevsky 1 , G.Van
Oost 4 ,K. H. H. FinkerP, G. Mank 5 and (he TEXTOR Team.
1
Scientific scalion IVTAN, Bishkek, 720300 Kirghizstan, CIS, 2 [nslitute for High temperatures iVTAN, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russian Federation, CIS
•* Fusion Energy Research Program, University of California, San Diego, San Diego, California, United States of
America 4 Laboraloire de physicue des plasmas - Laboratorium voor Plasmafisica Association Euratora-Etat Beige Associate Euratom- Belgische Stoat Ecolc roya! militaire - Koiklijke Militaire school Brussels, Belgium.

The Langmuir probe technique based on high frequency activation [1] of a floating probe
has been implemented in the TEXTOR tokamak using the UCSD fast scanning probe.
We can evaluate the electron temperature in the TEXTOR boundary plasma with high
spatial (about 1 mm) and temporal (100 kHz) resolution. The results are compared with
measurements from double probes.
The turbulent particle transport has been measured in TEXTOR up to 250KHz by using twa
fast reciprocating probes located at different poloidal locations. Typical values are r y = l x l 0 1 7
sec"' cm"2 and results for a variety of discharges will be presented. Most of the power is
below 250KHz, point at which it has fallen 3 orders of magnitude.
The possible influence of the Te fluctuations on the turbulent fluxes is evaluated. We use the
harmonics technique to perform the measurements up to 200KHz and the results obtained from
a custom made sample and hold circuit are compared to the harmonic contents of the raw
signals. We also characterize the Te fluctuations in TEXTOR for a variety of discharges.
Values of Te/Te of the order of 20% have been found. Since the quantity that enters in the
flux calculations is Es it is important to measure the correlation of the temperature fluctuations
over the poloidal distance separating the probe tips typically used in this experiments. Such a
measurement seems to yield almost unity [2] although corroboration by other groups is
necessary.
References
[2] R. S. Ivanov, A. Chernilevsky, private communication.
[1] R. S. Ivanov et al, Physics Letters A 173, 288 (1993).
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UA9900551
CHARGED-PARTICLE DENSITY PROFILES NEAR THE WALL
IN THE PRESENCE OF STRONG ELECTRIC FIELDS
I.Rogal', A.Zagorodny
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
252143, Kiev, Ukraine

The kinetic theory of many-particle systems is applied to derive
a
self-consistent
set of equations for the
equilibrium
distributions of electric field and charged particles in a
semi-bounded plasma. The kinetic equations contain the stationary
part of the Balescu-Lenard-type collision terms which describe
the influence of specifically screened image forces on the
charged particle distribution near the boundary.
Various algorithms are employed to perform numerical studies of
spatial particle distributions allowing for their nonlinear
dependence on the self-consistent electric potential of the
double layer. The influence of the outer-medium dielectric
properties and strong external electric fields on the particle
density profiles is studied in detail. A special case is
considered of a plasma with large-charge particles. The results
obtained can be applied to analyze the distribution of dust
particles near the wall.

UA9900552

Unstable Plasma-Surface Interaction as Edge Turbulence Driving
Mechanism
I.V.Vi/galov, G.S.Kirnev, V.A.Kurnaev, D.V.Sarichev
Moscow Stale Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow 115409, Russia

In previous experiments [1] it was shown that the surface composition and structure
generated during interaction of plasma facing components (PFC) with incoming plasma
flows play the principal role in dynamics of edge Debye layers. In particular, stable thin
dielectric layers can appear on the surface contacting with hydrogen plasmas in presence of
minor quantity of impurities. They crucially enhance PFC emission of secondary electrons.
An unstable plasma-surface charge exchange during interaction of non-equilibrium and
spatially unhomogencous SOL flows with PFC is considered as one of the possible
mechanisms driving the edge turbulence. The origin of free energy sources and the
processes providing the intrinsic feedback for amplifying or attenuation of electric field
fluctuations in plasma-surface sheath are discussed in this paper.
The study of conditions revealing these effects has been performed for different
collector plate materials in imitation experiments with an electron beam driven discharge in
the linear magnetic field facility. The most pronounced instability of the sheath potential
drop is observed in hydrogen plasmas in the presence of small admixtures of oxygen for
materials which form oxides with enhanced emissivity of secondary electrons (W, Be, Al,
Mg). The behavior of thin dielectric oxide layers on the surface of PFC materials (as in
case of Be) has been modeled using samples made of aluminum alloy. Due to competition
of sputtering and growth of oxide layers the stepwise hysteresis change in the sheath
potential drop and bursts of its auto oscillation activity are seen during varying of plasma
How intensity or collector plate negative biasing. The surface currents which appear
between zones with different cmissivily and are closed by the bulk of the incident plasma
Dow have been studied with the use of the differential two-plate collector. It is shown that
these currents crucially influence the plasma turbulence.
The model describing observed experimental effects is presented. Appropriate
feedback mechanisms for plasma turbulence control are discussed. The results of imitation
experiments arc supposed to clarify the origin of some SOL instabilities in full scale
lokamak devices. In particular, they can be applied

for

interpretation

of

certain

discrepancies in edge prtjbe measurements.

1. Vi/galovll.V., Kinicv O.S., Kurnacv V.A., Sarichcv D.V., Chcrnyatjev Yu.V. 22 Eur
Conf. on C o n t r a i l {fusion and Plasma Physics, Borncmouth, 1995, v.III, pp.285-288.
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UA9900553
INVESTIGATION OF THE EROSION COEFFICIENTS OF BORON
CARBIDE AND TUNGSTEN IRRADIATEDkBY THE HIGH POWER
PLASMA STREAMS
V.V.Chebotarev, I E.Garkusha, O.E.Kazakov, D.G Soiyakov, V.I Tereshin,
N.T.Derepovskij, N.S.Poltavtsev
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center
"Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
The most attractive materials for divertor plates are materials with low Z on the basis of
carbon and beryllium. Besides, as possible material may be consider also tungsten, which has
recordly low ion erosion. In this paper the influence of pulsed hydrogen plasma streams
with density n «10 14 cm ' 3 and specific power up to 10 MW/cm2 on the erosion coefficient of
boron carbide B 4 C was investigated. Irradiation
streams, generated

of tungsten

was realized

by

plasma

by quasistationary plasma accelerator QSPA Kli-50. Duration of pulse

was t ;> 200 |is, plasma density 3-6 • 1016 cm " 3 , average specific power W « 16 MW/cm 2 .
Comparison of obtained results with the sputtering coefficients of these materials by
protons were made. It was shown that erosion coefficient of boron carbide grew up from S =
6-10'2 atom/ion to S = 15 atom/ion with increasing incident plasma particle average energy
from E = 0.3 keV up to E = 2 keV. Thus obtained values of erosion coefficients essentially
exceeded the sputtering coefficient of boron carbide by protons of similar energies.

Such

result may be explained by radiation-stimulated sublimation of boron carbide.
The value of the tungsten erosion coefficient was evaluated as S = 6-10'2 atom/ion. This
value was sufficiently higher of the sputtering coefficient for tungsten (4-10"4 atom/ion ).
X-ray analysis of tungsten irradiated surface has shown decreasing of its crystal lattice
spacing down the a = 3.1627 A as compare to the nonirradiated tungsten lattice spacing ao =
3.1653 A. This result can be explained by arising of stretching stress of the 1st kind 'and
macrotensions accompanied by plastic deformation of material. There existing of the
macrotensions is confirmed by the cracks on the tungsten surface that appear after saniple
irradiation. The latter may be the reason of sufficient increasing the tungsten erosion.
These results are of interest for the problem of divertor plate material choice.
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E. PLASMA HEATING
AND CURRENT DRIVE

UA9900554
J letting and Current Drive Regimes
in Hie Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency.
A. BECOULET
Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion Contr61c~e,
13108 St Paul Icz Durance ceclcx. FRANCE.

Abstract

The fast magnctosonic wave, launched in the ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) is
one of the main heating schemes in tokamak plasmas. A large flexibility of the heating and
current drive scenarios is possible, both playing on the various wave-particle interaction
mechanisms and on the mode conversions the fast wave can experiment. When properly
designed, an ICRF system can thus propose ion or electron heating, and current drive, with the
asset of localised deposition profiles. Almost all the existing tokamaks are now using heating
and current drive in the ICRF, and such a system is being studied for ITER.
The various heating and current drive regimes are thus reviewed, giving the theoretical
keys and relying on the existing ICRF experiments:
i) Minority heating and current drive: based on the ion cyclotron fundamental resonance.
ii) Higher harmonic heating, based on second, third,... harmonics.
iii) Fast wave electron heating and current drive, directly coupling the fast wave to electrons via
Landau damping and transit-time magnetic pumping effects.
iv) Mode conversion heating and current drive, based on the fast wave/Bernstein wave
conversion inside the plasma.
v) Syncrgctic effects with various waves or ncutra] beam injection, both in phase space arid in
configuration space.
vi) Start-up assist and wall conditioning, based on non-resonant processes.
Illustrations with recent experiments are given on the various existing tokamaks:
ASDEX-U, C-MOD, DIII-D, JET, JT-60U, TEXTOR, TFTR, Tore Supra... Considerations
for the ITER ICRF system are also deduced.
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NONLINEAR PARAMETRIC PHENOMENA IN PLASMA UNDER RF
HEATING IN ION CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY RANGE
K. N. Stepanov
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology", Akademicheskaya sir., !, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
For ICRF heating plasma in fusion devices one applies conventionally the waves with
sufficiently small amplitudes for which the linear mechanisms of absorption arc valid and
nonlinear parametric phenomena are inessential. But in some cases these phenomena may play
a dominant role in plasma heating and absorption of RF fields.
This report reviews theoretical studies of the ion cyclotron turbulence and the
experiments in which such a turbulence has been observed.
1. The kinetic ion cyclotron instability arises due to the excitation of ion Bernstein waves by
resonant electrons with parallel velocity coinciding with the phase velocity of beats formed by
the pumping wave and the unstable oscillations. For weak pumping fields in which the relative
velocity of oscillations of electrons and ions u is considerably below the ion thermal velocity
VTi these instabilities are saturated due to nonlinear broadening of cyclotron resonances.
Numerical simulation of such an instability for moderate pumping fields (u < V T i ) and of
arising cyclotron turbulence performed by the macroparticle technique has permitted to
determine the rate of turbulent heating of ions and electrons, the oscillation level, its spectral
characteristics etc.
Application of expressions obtained for the rate of turbulent heating has permitted to
determine the energy deposition profiles in RF experiments in the Uragan-3M torsatron and to
perform numerical simulation of particle and energy transport in these experiments. The results
of simulation agree with measured data.
2. Ion-ion and ion Bernstein parametric instabilities and turbulence arise in the strong
(U > V T j ) pumping field with Hie frequency order of ion cyclotron one in a plasma with two
ion species. Simulation of such instabilities by the macroparticle technique has shown that the
instability saturation occurs after the turbulent heating stage when the thermal velocity
becomes order of the relative velocity of two ion species. At the same time at the nonlinear
stage there also appear the lower hybrid oscillation of large amplitude.
3. Numerous decay processes in the ion cyclotron frequency range (u < V T j ) are saturated
due to the nonlinear frequency shift These instabilities do not lead to the turbulent heating if
the waves propagate across the magnetic field For decays with participation of quasimodes
(for oblique waves) the turbulent heating is possible These decays have been observed in the
plasma edge of the tokamaks ASDEX, TEXTOR and others, however their role in heating is
insignificant.
4. A cascade of parametric instabilities arises in plasma under conditions of RF plasma
production by the pumping field with the frequency order of ion cyclotron when the density
increases from very small values with ( W ^ e up to the values when o)pj » u> The role of these
instabilities in experiments has not been clarified yet
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Current Amplification in the SPHEX Spheromak operated as
a Helicity Injected Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak
S.J.Goc, S.Woodi-ulT, JCSatideman, R.C.Duck, K.J.Gibson, M.G.Rusbridge,
G.Cunningham, J.Hugill
Physics Department, UMIST, Sackville St., P.O.Box 88,
Manchester, M60 1QD, U.K.
Previously we have reported [1] the results of modifying the gun injected spherbmak
SPHEX [2] at UMIS T to include a current carrying rod along the geometric axis of the
device. Here we present the effect of an improved rod and rod circuit design which allows
a maximum rod current of 200 kA, four times greater than previously attained and with
a time constant longer than the 1 ms plasma duration. The resulting ratio of toroidal
plasma major radius to minor radius is 1.07.
In this paper we 'liow that the current amplification ratio (Itor/Igun) rises from 2 to
7 (for 0 < /rod < 100&.4,/sun = 60kA), but that the plasma current density measured
in the annulus by an insertable Rogowski loop is largely unaffected. Measurements of
the poloidal magnetic field along the geometric axis and of the floating potential show
that the observed change in (/<or//s,m) is mainly due to the wavelength of the helical
open flux tube (OFT) (3), which is assumed to carry all the injected current, decreasing.
Consequently the OFT passes through the measurement plane more than once, increasing
the effective (/,„//„„„).
As reported in fl) increasing the rod current allows plasma ejection at higher gun flux
('Ajun), however we now find that the associated simple linear increase in edge poloidal
magnetic field previously observed is limited, reaching a maximum beyond which it decreases despite the increased gun flux. By considering internal and edge magnetic fields
we show that the contours of {li,jrjlsun) and edge Bpoi mapped as functions of ipsun and
I,ei do not coincide, and this is shown to be the result of a changing current profile.
v

v

inal!y because ihe current density in the annulus is unaffected by the action of the
'=is the magnetic field density increases, a strongly hollow n (/jo-J/B) profile
'"'arcly spans the eigenvalue, suggesting that relaxation [4] becomes less

hrrf..
[1J P.K.Brov.

-'irrent increases.
ys.Rev.Lett.,68, 1722, (1992)

[)] P.K.Browning el u. .-'hys.Rrv.Lell., 68, 171S, (1992)
[3] R.C.Duck tt al 21." EPS Conf. on Cont. Fus. and Plas. Phys. (1994)
[4] J.B.Taylor Phys.Rev.Lett., 33, 1139, .(1974)
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UA9900557
RESONANT AND NON-RESONANT ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING
AT DENSITIES ABOVE THE l'LASMA CUT-OFF BY O-X-B-MODE
CONVERSION.
H P. Laqua, V. Erckmann, II. i. HailfuB, A. Wcllcr, W7-AS Team
Max I'lanckln.slitiiifiirPlasmaphysik,

EURATOMAss.

D-S574S Curdling. FRG,
E.Holzliaucr, ECRH-Group
Institulfiir Plas/nafoi-sdiiing, Univ. Stuttgart, D-70569Stuttgart, FRG
H. Laqua
Imtituifiir Mefi- wid Regehmgstedmik, Univ. Karlruhe, D-76128 Karlsruhe, FRG
The extension of the experimentally accessible plasma densities with electron cyclotron heating
(ECRH) beyond the plasma cut-off density and the removal of the restriction to a resonant
magnetic field was investigated and successfully demonstrated at W7-AS in view of the
advantageous high density and non-resonant operation scenarios at W7-X:
A possibility to overcome the density limitations for ECRH is heating via mode
conversion from an O-wave to an X-wave and, finally, to Electron Bernstein Waves (O-X-B)
as proposed by PreinhaeUcr and Kopecky III in 1973. An optimum efficiency of the mode
conversion is predicted near an certain oblique launch angle of the incident O-wave. The
angular dependence of the heating effect was measured at W7-AS and was used, among other
criteria, to identify the mode conversion process. After the O-X-conversion the X-wave
propagates towards the upper hybrid resonance (UHR) layer, where it is converted into an
' ElectronBernsteinVVavc (EBW). The LBW moves towards the plasma centre and is
completely absorbed near the ECR-layer. Typical for X-B conversion at the UHR is the
parametric instability and both high and low frequency decay waves wcce measured in the
experiments.
Tiom the theoretical point of view (he mode conversion scheme also works in a non-resonant
situation, which was verified in experiments at 2.0T wilh no EiC-resonance inside the plasma
(70 GHz. (wo beams in O-niode, 110 kW power each). A significant increase of the plasma
ener-:> of 1.5 kJ was measured at an oblique launch angle of 40° in an NBI sustained target
plaxua. In this case of non-resonant healing the F.BW's may still be absorbed after some
icfkviions at the UHR-layer. Note, (hat EBW's experience a cut-off layer (W - 4 0 ) at the
L'llR and ihe radiation is trapped like in a hohlraum.
Tlu:> re>onant and non-resonant O-X B mode conversion healing was identified, further
iiiveMigation is envisaged to explore the potential of O XB-hcating for routine high density

Ill I Premhaclter and V.Kopecky, J. Plasma Phys. 10(1973) 1.
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Extension of (he ray equations of geometric optics
to include diffraction effects
A.G. Peeters
Max Planck Insf-itut fur Plasmaphysik, Boltzmannstrasse 2 Garching Germany
In many experiments in thermonuclear fusion focused wave beams arc used for
either heating or diagnostic purposes. For a correct description of the wave beam
' diffraction effects which are not included in the geometric optics approximation
have to be taken into account. In the literature different ways to treat these
effects have been suggested. This paper focuses on the method that uses a
complex eikonal function, where the imaginary part (which leads to a complex
wave vector) describes the beam profile effects.
It is assumed that wave length, width of the beam, and scale length over
which the plasma parameters change can be ordered 1 : i " 1 : <5~2, with S being
a small parameter. A consistent treatment of the diffraction effects requires
that the dispersion relation is derived including terms of the order P\k\, with k
being the wave vector. It is shown that this requires that gradients of the wave
vector enter the dispersion relation. This has so far not been recognized in the
literature.
• From the obtained dispersion relation ray equations which include diffraction
effects are obtained. They are formulated such that they allow for a complex
wave vector but that the ray path lies in real space. These equations include
additional terms when compared with expressions in the literature, which are
due to the corrections to the dispersion relation. They can be interpretated as
being due to unequal focussing or unsymmctric beam profiles.
For a Gaussian beam the expressions reduce to equations given in the literature. In this case one can reduce the equations further to find a set which
allows for fast numerical computation.
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Diffractive Broadening of EC Wave Beams in Tokainak Plasmas
G. V.Pcccverzcv, F.Lcutcrer
Max-Planck ItisLiti.il fiir Plasmapbysik, D-85748 Carolling, Germany
EURATOM Association
Narrow microwave beams are of great interest in lokamak plasmas. They are used for
heating and current chive as well as for diagnostic purposes. In most of these applications
a strong collimation of waves in the plasma interior is desirable. However, it is well
known that the diffraclive spreading of collimated wave beams prevents such a localisation.
Even for the short wavelengths A satisfying the condition A/£ < 1 (L is the plasma
inhomogeneity length) with a large margin the diffraction may play a dominating role
in the vicinity of a beam waist or a focal point. A precise knowledge about a wave
beam behaviour is, therefore, necessary for planning and interpretation of experiments.
Influence of the diffraction on the electron cyclotron (EC) wave beams broadening is a
subject of the present paper.
The geometric optics or ray tracing (RT) is usually used for estimating of the EC
wave propagation in plasmas. Describing correctly fhe refraction of the waves the RT
approach fails to describe the diffraction phenomena. The appropriate technique which
takes into account all significant features of the wave behaviour was developed in [1]
and recently applied for the description of the RF waves in a tokamak in [2-4]. This
technique greatly simplifies the general problem reducing the full wave equation to a set
of two coupled first order partiai differential equations. In the present report, further
elaboration of the approach is employed which takes advantage of the additional small
parameter A/L >C 1 where A is a wave beam width [5]. This yields a set of the first order
ordinary differential equations similar to that of RT. The numerical implementation of
the technique is developed which is by a factor of ten faster than that used before. Such
a fast code can be used not only in a stand alone version but also as a part of a transport
code for a time evolving plasma when multiple solutions of the wave propagation problem
are required.
riiree-dimensional Gaussian wave beam propagation in an anisotropic inhomogeneous
tokainak plasma is studied. Numerical calculations are made for ASDEX-Upgrade tokaniak. It is shown (hal the oflccl ol diffraction is of importance for the characteristic
parameters of the tokamak and that the power deposition profile can be considerably
broader than that given by the ray tracing approach.
References
1) S. Ohoudhary and L. B. Felsen, Proceedings of Die IEEE, 62, 1530, (1974).
2) E. Mazzucato, I'hy.i. Fluid*. B l , 1S55, (1989).
•i) G. V. Percvrrzcv, .\uclcar Fusion 32, 1091. (1992).
•I) S. Xowak and A. Orifice, I'liys. Plasmas ](">), 1242 (1994).
b) <.',. V. I'ereverzei', in Uivuus of Plasma Physics, ed. by B. B. Kadomlsev, Vol. 19,
Consultants l'Siircaii, New York. 1995.

UA9900560
Microturbulence behaviour study during LH heating in FT-2 tokamak by
CO2-lascr scattering

V N Budnikov*, V V Bulanin, V.V.Dyachenco*, E.Z Gusakov*, L A Esipov*. E R Its',
A.VPetrov, A.V Vers
St Petersburg Technical Universily, 195251, St Petersburg, Russia
* A F lode Physico Technical Institute, 194021, St Petersburg, Russia
During last years the detail study of the transition from the 1,-H current drive to the ion
heating regime has been perfqrmed in the F1T-2 tokamak. The experimental data evidently
show that this transition is connected with parametric decay bf the oump RF wave.
In the present paper small-scale fluctuations hav4i been studied with the use of
collective CO2-iaser scattering for this transition regime. The laser diagnostics was able to
detect simultaneously fluctuations at four different K-values; in the range from 10 to 40 cm"'
and in the frequency band upto 2 MHz. Just after the current drive switch off the drastic
increase of the microturbulence has been observed. The fluctuation rise up is strongly
correlated with the beginning of the fast ion generation. The observed turbulence was found to .
be excited only in the narrow range of plasma densities preceded the RF pulse. This plasma
density interval corresponds to the conditions of the current drive switch off. The rate of the
small-scale fluctuation increase is higher in comparison with the long wave fluctuation one.
Thus the K-spectra were observed to be greatly broader as compared to the ohmic regime. The
experimental data set pioves that the fluctuation excitation is correlated with the process of
incident wave parametric decay

The reasonable model of this correlation is discussed The

model is based on the assumption that the parametricaly driven RF waves are followed by
small-scale-plasma density perturbations which are detected with the laser collective scattering.
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UA9900561
Investigation of the Decay Wave at / = f0 - n • fci in
LH Experiments on the FT-2 Tokamak.
V.N.Budlukov, V.V.Dyachenko, L.A.Esipov,
l-.R.Its, K.M.Novik, A.Yu.Stepanov.

IOFFE Physico-Technical Institute, 194021, St. Petersburg, Russia

In previous I.M experiments on the FT-2 tokarnak parametric decay instability was
discovered in the plasma core with daughter wave frequency /,• ~ 0 . 7 / 0 , where / 0 is
frequency of pumping wave, / 0 = 920 MHz. As a result, fast ion generation and central bulk
ion heating were observed. In some LH experiments (JFT-2; FT, FT-2) parametric spectra at
frequencies / 0 - n • fci (fcj

- is the ion cyclotron frequency) were registered by RF probes.

Lack of bulk ion heating and fast ion generation at the plasma periphery are accounted for by
exitation of this parametric instability.
On the FT-2 tokamak the similar decay was observed by the enhanced scattering
diagnostics. Waves were found at frequencies / 0 - fci,
(fci

/ 0 - 2 • fci,

and / „ - 3 • fci

= 30 MHz - is the ion cyclotron frequency corresponding to the low magnetic field side).

These oscillations are localized at radius r = (5 + 1) cm at nt - (0.6 -T- 1.5J • 10 cm" .
Plasma region at higher density was inaccessible for the probing wave /
fast ion generation from central plasma region,
vi

ns(0) ~ (1 -T- 3) • \Q cm

i

= 60 GHz. The

£, = 1 keV, was also observed at

by CX measurements.

That is it was shown experimentally that RF power launched into the plasma ai
frequency f0 can achieve central plasma regions at frequencies fi = fo~n-

fci.

Daughter

waves are more slowly then the pumping wave. Their LH resonance is localized at
n

ut<fo ~ nfa) <
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UA9900562
LOWER HYBRID WAVE DAMPING*
S. Bcrnabei, A. Cardinal*, G. Giruzzi # , G. T. Hoang # , D. Ignai, R. Kaita, M.
Okubayashi, F. Paoletti* and S. von Goeler.
Plasma Physics Laboratory. Princeton University, Princeton NJ 08543 USA.
Lower Hybrid current drive experiments on PBX-M have shown that the current profile
can be changed by varying the phase velocity of the waves. The radial profile of the current
carrying electrons is directly measured by 2-D hard X-ray tomography. A clear correlation
is found between the peak of the fast electron profile and the launched wave spectrum,
despite the presence of a wide spectral gap. A model is proposed to explain how first-pass
damping is possible in such plasmas, where there is a wide spectral gap. For waves with
moderate phase velocity, part of the RF power is used to form the electron tail and part is
directly damped on this tail, leading to the definition of a 'weighed upshift' of the refraction
index nn; the current drive efficiency is found to be linearly dependent on the electron
temperature. For waves with very fast phase velocity, the entire nu spectrum must upshift
in order to damp. Implications for TFTR will be discussed.
+Work supported by USDOE under contract AC02-76-CHO-3073
* Laboratori Gas Ionizzati, Frascati Italy.
* Departement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee, Cadarache, France.
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Effect of the radial drift of trapped supratliermal
electrons on I.he ll'CRH power deposition profile
M^Rome, U. G<ixparino, H.J. HurlfuB, 11. Manlibcrg, N. Murushchnnko t
Max 1'lnnck Inntilut, fur Pl&smnphysik
EURATOM Association, 0 85748 Girdling, Germany
f Institute of Plasma Physics, NSC-KhPTI, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

The ECRH is usually described in the frame of the linear or quasi linear theory. In
particular the power deposition profile is estimated from a a ray-tracing analysis, using the
assumption of a Maxwellian electron distribution function. In case of high power ECRH,
the quasi-linear theory predicts the formation of a suprathermal tail and a flattening
of the electron distribution function in the perpendicular velocity direction close to the
resonance zone. This leads in general to a degradation of the heating efficiency and to
a modification of the absorption profile. Moreover, a broadening of the thermal power
deposition profile is expected due to the radial transport of locally trapped suprathermal
electrons, determined by the VS-drift.
This is simulated by means of a Fokker Planck convective model. The central power
deposition profile is described by an initial value problem. Both an analytical model
and the solution of a 2-D bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck code are used for the initial
distribution function. The suprathermal electrons, generated by highly localized on-axis
ECRH, drift vertically in the local magnetic ripple, being slowed down and becoming
passing particles by pitch angle scattering. The detrapped particl<••: are assumed to slowdown on the flux surfaces contributing to the thermal bulk heating. Further particle
trapping is disregarded.
In order to investigate the role played by suprathermal trapped particles, low density, high
temperatures plasmas, have been studied at W7-AS. Different magnetic configurations
have been considered, where either a minimum or a maximum of B on the axis is placed
in the RF injection plane. In the former case, a significant fraction of the power is absorbed
by ripple trapped electrons. The power deposition profile is estimated from the analysis of
propagation of the heat wave stimulated by power modulation of the ECRU. The electron
temperatures Te(r, t) are obtained from ECE measurements. In general the peaked power
deposition profiles as predicted from a 3D ray tracing code are obtained, but with an
additional much broader contribution. The theoretical predictions are consistent with
these experimental findings.
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UA9900564
First ECRH Experiments in ASDEX-Upgrade

F. Lculcrer, M. Munich, H. Brinkschulte, F. Monaco, A. Peelers, F. Ryler, W. Sultrop, M.
Zouhar; ECRH groups IPF-Stuttgart and IAP-Nizhny Novgorod; ASDEX-Upgrade group
Max Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, 85740 Garching, Gennany

At ASDEX-Upgrade we are presently installing an ECRH system with a total power
of 2 MW for a pulse length of 2 sec, generated by 4 gyrotrons. The frequency is 140 GHz,
the working mode is the second harmonic x-mode. The power is transmitted partly
quasioptical, and partly via a HE-11 waveguide transmission line. The first part includes beam
correcting mirrors, polarization mirrors and a mirror directional coupler. The waveguide
section includes a mitre bend directional coupler. The launching is at midplane from the low
field side. Steerable mirrors allow to vary the direction of the beam both in poloidally and
toroidally as necessary for off axis power deposition and current drive.
In a first step we started experiments using one gyrotron with 0.5 MW / 0.5 sec of
which 0.4 MW arrive at the torus input. Experience gained in adjustment and commissioning
of the transmission line will be described. The power can be modulated up to 30 kHz. In
olunically heated plasmas we observe that up to 50% of the launched ECRH power is
compensated by a decrease in the ohinic heating power due to the electron heating. Global
confinement scales as P~0-5.
From the radial profile of the time derivative of the ECE electron temperature (45 channels) at
the beginning or at the end of the rf-pulse we get an upper limit for the width of the power
deposition. This upper limit is 3 cm FWHM in the case of off-axis resonance at midplane on
the high field side, while it is 9 cm for central resonance but off axis deposition by poloidal
beam deflection. Although these profiles are considerably wider than the deposition profiles
obtained from ray tracing, their relative width in both cases agrees with the calculations.
Estimates on the basis of heat diffusion in plane geometry show that diffusion is already
important for time intervals over which we can determine the tune" derivative. Nevertheless
the measurements show that ECRH is very .locally absorbed, leading to clearly measurable
heat waves in case of modulation. In particular we can deposit the power very close to the
scparatrix with a corresponding influence on the ELM's.
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Simulations of Fast Particle Generation by LH
Waves near the Grill
K. M. Rantamaki, T. J. II. Pattikangas and S. .1. Kartlunen
VTT Energy, Association Euratom-TEKES, P.O. Box 1604, FIN-02044 VTT, Finland
X. Litaudon and D. Moreau
Departcment de recherches sur la fusion controlee, Association Euratom-CEA,
Centre d'etudes de Cadarache, Saint Paul-lcs-Durance, France

In recent lower hybrid (LH) current drive experiments, generation of carbon impurities in
the grill region has been observed [1]. The CII and GUI emission was found to depend on
the phasing of the grill: for 0° phasing essentially no carbon emission was observed, but
for +60° and —60° phasing strong emission was found. The amplitude of the CIII emission was also found to depend significantly on the plasma current, which was tentatively
interpreted as reflecting the magnetic connection geometry. A possible explanation for
the impurity production is the sputtering caused by the fast particles generated by the
LH wave.
In this report, the absorption of LH waves and the generation of fast particles near the
waveguide mouths is investigated with particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. A model of
a lower hybrid (LH) grill included in the two-dimensional electrostatic particle-in-cell
simulation code XPDP2 [2] is used for this purpose. The generation 6f hot electrons is
investigated when the power and the phasing of the LH grill is varied. The effect of the
density gradient at the edge plasma on the production of fast electrons is studied, as well
as the role of high n^ spikes of the LH spectrum. Possibilities for impurity production by
the fast particles in the present day experiments is discussed.

[1] J. H. Harris, J. T. Hogan, M. Goniche, X. Litaudon, et a]., Europhysics Conference
Abstracts, 19C, Part IV (1995) 397.
[2| V. Viihedi, C. K. Birdsall, M. A. Lioberman, G. DiPeso and T. D. Rognlien, Phys.
Fluids B 5 (1993) 2719.
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A Study of ICRF Plasma Production for Tokamak Start-up and
Wall Conditioning Purposes in TEXTOR-94
A.I.LyssoivanU), H.G.Esser<2>. B.Giesen<2>,R.Koch<D,G.Van OostO), J.WinteK2),
J.A.Boedo^.F.Durodie'O), P.HiittemannO), H.R.KoslowskK2), L.K6nen(2>, A.MessiaenO,
V.E.MoiseenkoW, O.Neubauertf), H.Rcimer<2), J.SchwelbergerW.G.TelescaC2'.
' M.VervierW, G.Waidmann<2>
O - Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas - Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica,
Association "Euratom-Belgian State",
Ecole Royale Militaire - Koninklijke Militaire School, B-3000 Brussels, Belgium
2
< ) - Instirut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich Gmbh,
Association Euratom-KFA, D-52425 Jiilich, Germany
P) - University of California, San Diego, CA, USA
W - Institute for Plasma Physics, National Science Centre
"Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
Two applications of ICRF produced plasmas are studied on TEXTOR-94, with a view
to reactor scale fusion devices, like ITER. The first one is non-inductive pre-ionisation and low
loop voltage start-up. The second one is wall conditioning. The presence of permanent
magnetic fields produced by superconducting coils is not compatible with the application of
standard glow discharge for cleaning or conditioning between discharges. An alternative
conditioning technique is therefore needed
The initial and successful attempts of ICRF plasma production in TEXTOR-94 [1] have
been pursued. Discharges have now been performed in 4 He2 instead of H2 and D2
(f=32.5MHz, B T =2.25 T). Higher total power levels (PKp=350-450 kW at generators) have
been coupled with antenna-plasma coupling efficiency ri=Rpi/(Rpi+Rv)=60%. The features of
the RF discharges are the following:
1) The RF pre-ionisation of helium for start-up experiments has been performed at gas
pressures ranging from 7x10" 5 to 1x10 3 Pa. The RF discharges in the presence of stray and/or
correction poloidal fields were found to be more reproducible in helium than those in deuterium
(W=2C0CD) or in hydrogen (u>=0.7a>cH) because the pressure is better controlled due to -100%
recycling of helium. ICRF assisted tokamak start at the conventional loop voltage value (-12V)
gives a significant reduction in the volt-second consumption: -10% in the plasma and current
start-up phase and up to 20% during plasma build-up and current ramp-up. RF assisted plasma
current formation at low loop voltage (< 5 V) is under investigation.
2) Moreover, to investigate the technical potential of ICRF for conditioning purposes,
the RF production of He-plasmas in the presence of a pure toroidal magnetic field ( B T = 2 . 2 5 T)
was studied. Higher plasma densities and temperatures than in H2 and D2 have been achieved
(n~ c o=3xlO I2 cm- 3 ,T e =10-30 eV), A bright vertical layer was observed in the RF produced
plasma near the ion cyclotron resonance. It moved toward the high field side when the Bj was
decreased. Both density and temperature of these plasmas depended on gas pressure and RF
power. A progressive reduction of residual gas pressure was observed when successive RF
discharges were performed after intentional initial loading of the walls with an H-glow.
In a view of ICRF assisted coating of the walls, 1CRF plasmas have been produced in a
gas mixture of He and a minority of reactive gas (SiH4). The plasma production was seen to
depend on SiH 4 concentration.
References
[1] Lyssoivan A.I., Giesen B., Koch R., et al., Proc. 22nd EPS Conf. on CFPP,
Bournemouth 1995, Vol,19C, Part III, 341
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ELECTRON AND ION TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO LOCALIZED ECRH
AT

140 GHZ, 0.5

MW, FUNDAMENTAL

RESONANCE,

OF THE

FTU

TO KAMA K
S.Ctrant, A.Bruschi, G.Granucci, S.Nowak, A.Simonetto, C.Sozzi, lstituto di Fisica del
Plasma, EURATOMIENEAICNR Association, Milano, ITALY
G.Bracco, P.Buratti, O.Tudisco, Centro Ricerche Energia, Associazione EURATOMIENEA
sitlla Fusione, CRE Frascati, C.P.65, 00044 Frascati, ITALY

The time behaviour of the electron temperature profile during additional he'ating at the
fundamental electron cyclotron resonance of 140 GHz on the FTU tokamak (ENEA Frascati) is
analyzed and discussed. In all cases the maximum pulse length of 15 ins is shorter than the
electron energy confinement time of the ohmically heated target plasma. Although the total
additional heating power of 400 kW is comparable with the ohmic heating, the local EC power
density can be more than 20 times higher than the ohmic heat production, due to strong
localization of wave absorption.
The experimental data are analyzed with the aid of a transport code, using the results of an
equilibrium reconstruction code to take properly into account the contribution to the time
evolution of the signal on each ECE channel due to plasma displacements following the increase
of the stored energy.
The total energy increase during ECRH predicted by the code under the assumption of
unmodified thermal diffusivity is, in general, consistent with the experimental kinetic energy
build-up. In some cases the heating rate is lower by 20+30% of the estimated absorbed power.
For a more detailed description of electron thermal transport in FTU, different models of the
scaling of the election thermal diffusivity with plasma parameters and with the heating power
are compared with the measured electron temperature profile evolution. Particular attention has
been devoted in comparing the experimental data with the expectations of local and non-local
effects of ECRH on transport. The analysis of the power deposition profile has been performed
to assess the possible causes of the apparent missing power.
Given the electron temperature evolution, the effect on the ion temperature is modeled under
different assumptions on the anomaly factor in the ion thermal diffusivity with respect to its
neoclassical value. A good agreement with the experimental measurement of the neutron yield
from D-D reactions is achieved with an anomaly factor in the order of 2.
Both central and half-radius heating experiments are analyzed, the average electron density
being varied from 0.5 to 1.4 x 10 20 m~3.
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Numerical simulations of the coupling properties of advanced
Lower Hybrid wave launchers

UA9900568

S. Berio, Ph. Bitxt
Dt-partemcnt de Recherche sur la Fusion Controlee
Association EURATOM-CEA
13108 St Paul lez Durance (France)

New concepts of Lower Hybrid (LH) waves launchers, such as the "active-passive"
waveguide array [1] have been developed to simplify the design and improve the robustness of
launchers for present .md next step machines. Such launchers may use oversized waveguides as
power transmission elements inside the antenna or even as plasma facing components.
Together with these new concepts, a new computational tool called ALOHA code
(Advanced LOwer Hybrid Antenna) has been developed to study theoretically the coupling of
electromagnetic power to the slow LH-wave in the plasma.
This code is able to treat the various elements of the power transmission line in the
antenna (taper, mode converter, poloidal junction, multijunction) with their finite respective
widths and heights.
Similarly, the finite height of the apertures facing the plasma is taken into account to
compute the coupling (only the slow plasma wave is considered in the plasma admittance).
Poloidally stacked waveguide arrays - each facing a given electron density and/or density
gradients - can also be treated.
After a description of the theoretical formulation used at the interface plasma-antenna,
numerical results will be given relating to :
- agreement between SWAN [2] and ALOHA codes results.
- coupling of oversized waveguides in front of the plasma.
- study of the influence of poloidal plasma electron density and density gradient
inhomogeneities. Preliminary results indicate a small sensitivity to these
iuhomogenehies on the coupling coefficient between propagating modes in an
oversized waveguide.
New results on the behaviour of active-passive waveguide array fed by multijunction
will be presented for various plasma characteristics and phase shifts inside the multijunction.
They confirm the large flexibility of these new advanced launchers, allowing preionisation,
ramp-up, current drive and heating, and thus appearing as a good candidate for present and
future LH experiments.

[I ] Conceptual study of waveguide, array for launching IOWCT bybrid waves in reactor grade plasma.
Ph. Bibet, X. Lilaudon, D. Moreau, Nuclear Fusion vol.35, n°IO (1995) pp 12(3-1223
[2] Couplage de I'onde tente au voisinage de la frequence h>teide basse dans les grands tokamaks.
D. Moreau, T.KNguycn, Rep. EUR-CEA-FC-1246, Centre d'etudes nucliaires de Grenoble (198"))
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UA9900569
TURBULENT HEflTING OF MAGNETIZED INHOMOGENEOUS
PLflSMA BY LOWER HYBRID RADIATION
U.N.Pavlenko, U.G.Panchenko, I.N.Rozua
Institute for Nuclear Research,
252 028, Kiev. Ukraine.
In the report on the base of the Kliaontovich-Silin
approach we develop the kinetic theory of fluctuations in the
spatially inhoiogeneous nagnetoactiv plasaa in the presence
of an HF puip wave field with frequency C 0 0
near the lower hybrid resonance.
The density of the electric field energy absorbed by the
plasaa when the paraietric decay of puip wave into daughter
lower hybrid and electron drift waves occurs have been found.
Me have calculated the effective absorbtion length and
found its dependence on the density gradient, plasma temperature, frequency and amplitude of the pu»p wave.
It is shown that for typical therionuclear plasiia paraseters the effective absorption length is of saie scale as
plasia dimension that ensures effective dissipation of the
HF puip power.
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Modelling of Electron-Ion Parametric Turbulence for Ion Bernstein Waves
V.V. Demehenko1 . G. Kamclander 2 . V.V. Olshansky3 , K.N. Stepanov
1
!
i

3

Technical University" Graz, Austria
Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf. Austria
Institute of Plasma Physics National Science Center
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology,
310108. Kharkov, Ukraine

The election-ion parametric phenomena cased by RF field with pumping field
frequency close to ion cyclotron one have been simulated by means of macroparticle technique
[]]. For numerical simulation the 2D3V macroparticle Vlasov code has been used [2]. The
nonlinear stage of the electron-ion parametric turbulence in plasmas consisting from electrons
and one species of ions was investigated in the case of moderate pumping fields for which the
velocity of relative motion of electrons and ions is of the order of thermal velocity of ions. It is
shown that in this region the parametric excitation of ion cyclotron oscillatioas ( ion Bernstein
modes ) takes place. These modes are strongly modified by the relative velocity of electron and
ion oscillations caused by the pumping wave and the arising parametric instability. The
considered unstable oscillations strongly interact with electrons moving along the magnetic field
when the conditions of Cherenkov resonance is met. that leads to the waves excitation. In the
other hand, they interact with ions under condition of cyclotron resonance that leads to
saturation of the oscillations level and turbulent heating of ioas due to nonlinear broadening of
the resonances.
The dependencies of intensity of the oscillations, their spectral characteristics,
temperatures of electrons and ions, distribution functions of particles on time and relative
velocity amplitude u have been obtained. It is shown that the nonlinear estimates of turbulence
level and growth rate of the turbulent heating obtained earlier [3] for the weak pumping fields
(U «

V T . ) hold well also in the considered case of the "moderate" pumping fields

( u < 0.4V T i ). These estimates are based on the assumption that the parametrically unstable
oscillations are strongly nonlinear. The effect ol cession of turbulent heating of ions is found
when the ion temperature approaches' some critical value. The performed analysis is important
for interpretation of the experiments in L"ragan-3M torsatron where the ion heating can be
explained only by the arising of electron-ion parametric turbulence."

[1] RAY. Hockney, J.W. Eastwood Computer Simulation Using Particles, K-V, 1981.
[2] V. Olshansky KC-A Kinetic Computer Code for Investigation of Parametric Plasma
Instabilities. Seibersdorf Report, July 1993. OEFZS-4752. Seibersdorf.
[3] Mikhailenko V.S., Stepanov K.N. Zh. Exp. Teor. Fiz.. 1984, Vol. 87, P. 161.
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Splitting the Eigen frequencies of Fast Magnclosonic and Alfvcn Waves
with Bumpy Magnetic Field
l.O. Girka, V.I l.apshin and K.N Stcpanov.
Kharkiv State University, 3 10077, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
The report is devoted to studying the propagation of imignetohvdrodynamic (MHD)
waves with u> ~ <o,., in cylindrical plasma placed in bumpy external steady magnetic field
B = (B,,

0,

fij.

The main axial component of

fl

is et|ual

By = Bo •[/ + f.(r)'x

xcos{2 • a • z / i ) ] . Inhoinogcnciiv of B is supposed to be weak, | e ( r ) | << i- Ii> homogeneous
magnetic field, e = 0, eigen frequencies of MHD waves are degenerated at the respect to
sign of axial wave number k^, too (—j/c^ |) = o > o ( | ^ | ) . It is shown in the report presented that
splitting of cigen frequencies, o> = too + 8o>, where 8t>> ~ t e • » 0 , arises in bumpy magnetic
field if axial period of MHD waves is double to that of B (in resonant case, kx • L = it).
Kiccn modes have a form of beat waves in this case. Measurements of the frequency of these
beat waves can be used for diagnostics of plasma density or magnetic field. In nonresonant
ease (k., • L is not close to a ) the splitting of eigen frequencies docs not take place, and shift
caused by inhomogencity of B is by the order 8<o ~ e 2 • <»„ [1].
It was shown in (2j that additional (satellite) Aifven resonances (SAR) can exist along
with the main AJfven resonance in cylindrical plasma placed in bumpy magnetic field. In
these SAR small satellite hannonics grow and are converted into small scale kinetic Aifven
waves. The value of RF power absorbed in SAR is proportional in nonresonant case to e 2
and to the plasma density in the resonant region. SAR for both satellite harmonics of the
waxes with kk - z/L

have the ?ame location in the region where plasma density is 9 times

greater than in the main Aifven resonance That is why plasma heating in SAR can be
••••.ifficiont in thi? c:if?

[i]

Girka 1..V. Siepano\ K.N.

Ukrainian Ph\sieal Journal. 1992. Vol. 37. P.69. (in

Russian;
(:]
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UA9900572
QUASILOCAL APPROXIMATION FOR ELECTRON CHERENKOV
ABSORPTION OF MHD WAVES IN TOKAMAK
S V.Kasilov, A l.Pyatak 1 , K.N.Stepanov
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics
and Technology", Akademicheskaya 1, 3101088 Kharkov, Ukraine
'Kharkov Stale Technical University of Automobile and Road Engineering,,
Petrovskogo 25 , Kharkov 310002, Ukraine
The solution of the problem of Cherenkov absorption of small-scale {fi>a./VA » 1) fast
magnctosonic and Alfven waves by electrons in plasma of large scale tokamaks has been
determined through antihermitian part of dielectric permittivity tensor eAl{ (T.D.Kaladze,
A I Pyatak, K.N.Stepanov, Fizika plazmy, 1982, V.8, p.823). These quantities were presented
as a scries over bounce resonances for the trapped and passing electrons and contained the
integrals over the particles velocity and over the magnetic surface from the electron
distribution function and elliptic functions. As a result the general expressions for zAH and
absorption coefficients (imaginary part of the refraction index Im N ) were complicated enough
and needed the numerical computation. These difficulties are connected with nonlocal nature
of Chcrenkov absorption.
It is shown in the present report that for the waves short enough along the magnetic
field (knqR » /, where q is the safety factor, R is torus big radius) very simple expressions
can be obtained for e / l " and Im N with the help of quasilocal method. (Note that the condition
of short waves is usually realized at RF heating.) In this case the velocity component parallel to
llie magnetic field is considered to be constant during the effective time of interaction with the
wave and the condition of Cherenkov resonance ^yV|((9) = to formally has the same form as in
the uniform plasma, however the parallel velocity in it is the function of poloidal angle G in the
observation point. The quantities zAfl and Im N are expressed tlirough the error fUnction from
the argument C, = ii>'2k^>Tfitm, vTe = (Te /me ) 1 / 2 , z, = r/R . This allowed to perform the
detailed analysis of the relative role in absorption of the passing and trapped electrons which is
characterized by parameter (,. At "high" (Q »
I) and "low" (C, « 1) frequencies the
absorption is determined only by the passing or trapped particles respectively. (Note that the
total wave absorption by both passing and trapped particles is independent on £ and is the
same to the uniform magnetic field case.)
At very low frequencies (w << vTe(zJcf'qR )' 7 ') the main contribution to absorption
comes from the electrons which experience Cherenkov resonance near the turning points. For
these particles the variation of parallel velocity during the resonance is taken into account. The
shape of the resonance in this case is determined not by 5(o - ty^B)) bul by some "broadened"
function of V||(0).
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UA9900573
SUPRATHERMAL ION GENERATION AT FUNDAMENTAL MINORITY
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING
S.V.Kasilov, N.B.Maruschenko, A.I.Pyatak', K.N.Stepanov
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics
and Technology", Akademicheskaya 1, 3101088 Kharkov, Ukraine
'Kharkov State Technical University of Automobile and Road Engineering,,
Petrovskogo 25 , Kharkov 310002, Ukraine
The generation of high energy tails of minority distribution function is a common
feature of fast wave ICRF minority heating. Usually this effect is modelled by local quasilinear
kinetic equation, with the assumption that different spatial harmonics of the RF
electromagnetic field contribute to quasilinear diffusion independently [1,2], This assumption
reproduces the correct result if the module of the left hand side polarized component of the RF
electric field |E + | slowly varies with poloidal angle in the resonance zone cyclotron (CRZ), that
is valid if minority density n' is less than the critical density n' cr = i^co / kjV*T, which is typically
small (n' cr / n e < 1%). At the same time n 7 n^ is usually order of 10% or more and minority
concentration is supercritical. In this case only the module of the right hand side polarized
component -|E-| is slowly varying in CRZ, while variation of |E + | « [E"| is strong due to the
influence of resonance particles. The distribution of |E + | is governed in this case by the integral
equation [3]. The corresponding nonlocal quasilinear diffusion coefficient has been obtained in
Ref.[4].In contrary to subcritical minority case, this coefficient is increasing with parallel
velocity in the suprathermal region.
In the present paper the results of numerical modelling of minority distribution function
at supercritical minority concentration are presented. The results show the substantial
difference between the supercritical minority RF diffusion model and usually used in this case
subcritical minority model. The obtained distributions have a distinct "two-temperatures"
structure with noticeably higher effective temperature of the tail than predicted by subcritical
minority model for the same level of applied power density.
[1] T.H.Stix. Nucl.Fusion, 1975, V.15, p.737.
[2] G.D.Kerbel, M.G.McCoy. Phys.Fluids, 1985, V.28, p.3629.
(3] S.V.Kasilov, A.I.Pyatak, K.N.Stepanov. Nucl.Fusion, 1990, V.30, p.2467.
[4] S.V.Kasilov, A.I.Pyatak, K N Stepanov. Fizika Plasmy (Sov.Journ.of Plasma Physics),
1990, V.16,p 959 (in Russian).
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CURRENT PROFILE MODIFICATION AND HEATING USING FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE
IN NEGATIVE CENTRAL SHEAR PLASMAS IN Dlll-D*
CO. Forest, C.C. Petty, K.H. Burrcll, J.S. deGrassie, A.W. Hyatt, R.I. Pinsker,
R. Prater, B.W. RiceAt and E.J. Strait
General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-9784

Fast wave current drive (FWCD) lias been used to change the current profile evolution in
plasmas with negative central shear, resulting in clear improvements in confinement and
stability. These plasmas are created by injecting neutral beams during the current ramp of
D1II-D discharges. After current flattop, up to 2.7 MW of rf power has been coupled to the
plasma core, providing central electron heating and either co- or counter-directed noninductive current drive in the central region of the plasma. The profile of FWCD, which has
been measured and found to be in good agreement with theory, is centrally peaked, inside p =
0.2. Up to 250 kA of current of has been driven, with the fast wave driven current density
exceeding the local current density by a factor of 3 on some discharges. Comparing co- and
counter-F"WCD discharges, we find that counter FWCD enhances the shear reversal, and that
these counter FWCD discharges have better confinement and stability properties than the
corresponding co cases. Power balance transport analysis of these co/counter comparison
shots shows the local thermal diffusivities correlate with the degree of sheaf reversal, and that
the confinement improves as the centra! current density increases. With counter FWCD, a
mode of improved confinement was observed in which both the ion and electron thermal
diffusivities decreased in the region of negative central shear. Analysis of the rotation
measurements indicates the confinement improvement is consistent with microturbulence
suppression by changes in the rotational shear, d/dp (Ef/p Bp). The change in rotational shear
has comparable contributions from the change in radial derivative of E r and of Bp. This
illustrates a new positive feedback mechanism by which increasing off-axis bootstrap current
and counter lAVC'D increase the magnetic shear, modifying the transport.

Work supported by ilic U.S. Department of Encrsy under Compact Nos. DE-AC03-891LR51114 and W-7'105HNG-48.
-'
' larwrence l.ivcrmorc Na:;oruil Laboratory
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Efficient ICRF heating of D+-H* plasma containing small boron
admixture on T-11M tokamnk.

Kovan I.A., Monakhov I.A., Petrov Yn.V, Mirnov S. V.
Troitsk Institute of Innovative and Thermonuclear Investigations (TRINITT),
142092, Troitsk, Russia

Ion heating with efficiency up to T| D =ATD' ne« 10"i:i/Prf =15eV«cm"3/KW was
registered

during ICRF

heating

of D^-H* plasma in conditions of L-H-like mode

transition on T-l 1M tokaniak (R 0 =0.7m, a p =0.19m, Bo= 1 15T, I p «100KA, n<;<7 • 1013cnV3,
Teo(OH)iB400eV, T;o(OH)=150eV). Fast waves (FW) F=l 7.5MHz were injected from the lowfield side of the lokamak by poloidal loop antenna. The attained efficiency is 4-5 times
higher than typical values for

hydrogen minority ICRF heating regimes, which were

observed earlier on a variety of tokamaks including T-11M. New results were obtained on
T-11M after the vacuum chamber wall boronization and coating of the main limiter and
antenna Faraday screen with boron-containing films. Under these conditions an evident
presence of a small boron admixture in D+-H* plasma can lead to a strong cyclotron damping
of Ion Bernstein waves (IBW) near the layer of the second harmonic cyclotron resonance of
nally ionized boron i.ionization potential 340eV) with subsequent efficient energy transfer to
the bulk ion component. Important role iu tliis case plays the choice of tJje optimum
hydrogen content, which makes it possible to locate FW-EBW conversion layer in the vicinity
of B " second harmonic layer and to avoid IBW electron damping.
Experimental conditions of high ion heating efficiency observations with input RF
power Prf ^300K\V will be discussed in the paper together with results of numerical
simulations of the naves' propagation and absorption iu T-l 1M plasma containing (he small
boron admixture.
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Effect of a Nommiform Radial Electric Field
on Sheared Toroidal Rotation and Bootstrap Current
Audrey A.Kabantscv
Budkcr Institute of Nuclear Physics
Lavrcntyev avenue 11, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia
Noninductive current generation has important applications to future tokamak reactors like steady state operation and current density profile control. This paper presents a
new current drive mechanism generated by a sufficient shear of the radial electric field. The
physical origin of the mechanism lies in the difference of the mean toroidal drift velocities
Er/Bp between the trapped electrons and ions due to the effect of the ion finite banana
width coupled to the plasma pressure gradient and electric field inhomogeneity. The published theories of this process neglect the radial electric field inhomogeneity encountered
by the ion along its banana orbit. The neglect of the impact of this inhomogeneity on
the ion toroidal drift velocity Er/Bp is valid if the scale length £jr = | \/\nEr |~' over
which the velocity shear occurs is large compared with the width of the ion banana orbit, Aj = qpit'1!2. Here q the safety factor, />, the ion Larmor radius and e = aj R
the inverse aspect ratio. If LE is comparable with ion banana width At, the shear will
strongly modify the toroidal rotation velocity and cannot be neglected. Since the ion
banana width greatly exceeds the election banana width, the impact of the shear on the
electron toroidal rotation velocity is therefore reduced. This change in relative velocity
of electron and ions in their toroidal flow seems to be sufficient to produce a significant
bootstrap current variation.
To evaluate the cflect of the nomtniform profile Er(r) on bootstrap current distortion
we apply a simple model integrating t he radial electric field along the ion banana orbits. It
was obtained that the additional current term Sjt,;,, correcting the neoclassical bootstrap
current _;'(,», is
,

c d£r

.

whore a is constant on t h e order 1. 1 c: [i)E,jdi)
< 0 the ions drift in the direction of
the b o o t s t r a p current in iJie K, x B p '!; :!i ing frame of the electrons. It can be seen t h a t
in t h e case of r/r,A(, ~ 7' llio shear a r n ' i i t UTIII Sji}i can be comparable with _/j, s . T h e
expected value of this term for M..me pio^ent devices and its experimental evidences are
considered.
An i m p o r t a n t component of the con-idered current drive mechanism is the source of a
thin shear layer (/.;.; ~ A;,) of a nonuniform radial electric field. T h e r e are presently two
plausible mechanism which have the stioug influence on the radial electric field distribution and so they have the potential lo provide a spal.iallv tunable current source. Some
recent experiments, showing that both ihe neutral beam injection and t h e gyrotron pulse
can t.o create a sufficient radial shear, are discussed. However, t h e detailed analysis of
these processes, as well ,is the oilier iViocesses determining toroidal rotation, is beyond
the scope of t h e present report.
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LOCALISED GLOBAL EIGENMODES AND MODE CONVERSION ZONES
IN ICRF
V.E.Moiseenko and E.Tennfors
The Royal Institute of Technology, S-IOO 44 Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
Based on the approach developed in Ref[l], the expression for the rapidly altering
part of the electric field in the direction normal to the magnetic surface is evaluated. This
expression describes both

local resonances (mode conversion

zones) and

localised

eigenmodes. These two cases could be separated by the behaviour of the denominator of the
expression. The local resonance (wave continuum) takes place when the determinant has a
simple zero. If the determinant never turns zero, but has a near-zero extremum, localised
eigenmodes can exist.
The expression is analysed for the three cases with the respect of the character of the
continuum wave propagation along the magnetic field lines. The first one is the zero-reflection
(WKB) case. It implies that neither ion cyclotron layer nor ion-ion hybrid resonance layer
intersect the magnetic surface under investigation. No gaps exist in the continuum here. At the
edge of the continuum,

global eigenmodes which are similar to GAE (Global Alfven

Eigenmode) are found.
The second case covers weak and moderate continuum wave reflections It appears
when the magnetic surface touches ion-ion hybrid resonance layer. Gaps in the continuum
occur here. The existence of them result in split local resonances or localised eigenmode
depending on the magnetic shear. This eigenmode being classified as TLE (TAE-like
eigenmode) [I], is the result of the mode coupling what is its common feature with TAG
(Toroidicity induced Global Eigenmode). Unlike TAE, it can be found for the coupling of
modes with very different poloidal mode numbers.
The third case comprises strong continuum wave reflections and implies the
intersection of the magnetic surface and ion-ion hybrid resonance layer. The gaps in the
continuum are veiy large in this case. However, no TAE-like mode can be found here. At the
continuum edge

new mode can exist — the OHE (original hybrid eigenmode) [1], Its

properties are studied and compared to GAE ones.
REFERENCES
[1] MOISEENKO V.E. 21st EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys.,Montpellier,
France, 1994, V0I.I8B, part I, P.50.
Present affiliation: Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of
Physics and Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
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PLASMA PRODUCTION BELOW THE ION CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY WITH
CRANKSHAFT TYPE ANTENNA.
,

V.E.Moiseenko, A I Lyssoivan , V.V.PIyusnin, E.D.Volkov, N.I.Nazarov ,S.V Kasilov,
A.P Litvinov.
Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology",.! 10108Kharkov, Ukraine
Laboraloire de Physique des Plasmas-Laboralorium voor Plasmafysica,

Association

"Etiratom-Belgian State", Ecole Royale Militaire-Koninklijke Militaire School, B-JOOO
Brussels, Belgium
The first experimental results on ICRF plasma production by a crankshaft antenna in
the URAGAN-3M torsatron being compared to the results of numerical modeling are
presented.
The crankshaft antenna proposed recently [1] is a modified variant of the three-halfturn (TOT) antenna [2] used for dense plasma heating in the range of frequencies below the
ion cyclotron frequency [3]. Unlike the THT antenna, the crankshaft antenna has the central
strap of a curved, like a crankshaft, form. This modification is done in order to enable not only
plasma heating, but also the reliable production of dense plasmas in fusion devices (stellarators
and tokamaks) without any assistance. The optimization of crankshaft type antenna to the
URAGAN-3M conditions has been done by numerical modeling.
In the experiments, a hydrogen plasma with density about 10'3 cirr^ was successfully
produced by the crankshaft antenna alone in a wide range of confining magnetic field and gas
pressure values.
The experimental data is currently analyzed in the frame of self-consistent numerical
model. The model includes calculation of the RF field distribution in nonuniform plasma and
antenna loading resistance by means of a 1-D RF code. Then, RF power value as a function of
plasma density is substituted into a 0-D particle and energy balance code for the calculations
of plasma parameters temporal evolution.
The numerical .modeling results were found to be in satisfactory agreement with
experimental data if the radiative losses due to the light impurities are assumed
Using the optimization technique [1], a crankshaft antenna version is proposed for
ICRF assisted start-up in ASDEX-UPGRADE tokamak
[ I ] V E Moiscenko et al, 21 st EPS Conf on Contr Fusion and Plasma Phys., Montpellier,
1994, V 1813, p.9S0.
[:] V E Moisecnko 8th Int. Wokshop on Stellarators, Kharkov, 1991, IAEA, Vienna, 1991,
p 207.
[3] A 1 I.ysoivan, V E Moiscenko, V.V.PIyusnin et al. Fusion Engineering and Design 26
(1995) 185.
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ICRF Antenna Coupling, Fast Alpha Heating and
Current Drive for Fusion Plasmas*
J. Scharer. M. Bettenhausen, N. Lam, and R. Sund
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
University of Wisconsin, 1500 Engineering Drive,
Madison, Wl, USA 53706
Analysis and computer simulation is presented for coupling Ion Cyclotron Range of
Frequency (ICRF) waves to tokamak plasmas using phased coil antenna arrays. The model
accounts for 3-D antenna and feeder current effects, an antenna cavity which is finite in all
three dimensions and coupling between fast waves and ion Bernstein waves in the steep
density gradient warm edge plasma region'. The effects of the coupled power spectrum and
radiation resistance on heating and current drive performance for current experiments and
possible current drive applications on TFTR, JET and ITER are considered. The influence of
the edge density gradients and profiles is examined for supershot, H-, L-mode and divertor
regimes. We find that low parallel wave number fast waves can couple substantially to ion
Bernstein waves during minority ion heating in large density gradient edge regions. We also
consider the problem of fundamental deuterium heating2 and current drive for ITER and
second harmonic tritium heating mode conversion current drive for TFTR plasma
experiments, in the presence of a population of fast alpha particles. The SEMAL code^ is also
used for large kj_pa cases. We find that under appropriate ITER conditions, the presence of
the two-ion (D-T) hybrid resonance near the axis can give rise to a substantial enhancement
of the local fast alpha particle absorbed power density (Pa = 80% PjnC) and provide a
substantial core seed current for high bootstrap scenarios. For TFTR and ITER off-axis
current drive for reversed-shear modes we consider a D- T- (5% Li) plasma. A directed
ICRF wave operating at the D-Li two-ion hybrid resonance on the low field side which can
trap directed lower energy (E s 200 keV) alphas can produce net current. We evaluate these
processes for the above machines and compare with experimental results for current drive
and alpha channelling on TFTR.
•Research supported by U.S. DOE Gram Nos. DE-FG02-86ER53218 and DE-FG02-93LiR:54196.
1
M. Bettenhausen and J. Scharer, "Simulation of Parasitic Edge Ion Bernstein Wave Coupling during Fast
Wave Healing," Accepted for publication in Nuclear Fusion, (1996).
!
N. Lam, J. Scharei and R. Sund, Nuclear Fusion 34, ] 161-1167 (1994).
!
O. Sauterand Vaclavi'k, Nuclear Fusion, 32, 1455 (1992).
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Bipolar Modification of Bootstrap Current Density by
_ Localized RF Heating
J.A. Heikkinen1 and S.K. Sipila2
'VTT Energy, P.O. Box 1604, FIN-02044 VTT, Finland
'"Helsinki University of Technology, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland.
Modification of the current density profile by off-axis radiofrequency heating with intense
localized absorption is investigated by Monte Carlo simulations and by analytical methods
for tokamaks. Intense heating of minority ions at the ion cyclotron resonance creates a
diamagnetic source of current (Hellsten et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 74 (1995) 3612], which
can dominate the conventional minority current drive for high heating power and small
minority concentration. Similarly, for a localized lower hybrid wave absorption on fusiongenerated or ion cyclotron heated fast ions, a strong fast ion bootstrap current density
modification is created [Heikkinen & Sipila, Phys. Plasmas 2 (1995) 3724]. In both cases,
a bipolar modification of current density is formed, which appears attractive for reverse
shear generation for enhanced confinement in tokamaks.
Analytical expressions, based on double expansion to the small ratios of poloidal Larmor radius to the gradient scale lengths and of bounce time to the collisional time, and
based on isotropic fast ion distributions, are found to give a satisfactory agreement with
the current density profiles obtained from fully toroidal Monte Carlo simulation of ion
heating by RF waves. For optimized parameters, the power efficiency in creating the
bipolar current exceeds the efficiencies of conventional current drive methods. The efficiency scales favourably with the increase of electron temperature and is found to grow
as 5/2 power of inverse aspect ratio, which is faster than the 1/JR dependence on major
radius predicted for current generation based on momentum transfer. For the lower hybrid wave interaction (JSi = 62000 V/m, k± = 3000 m"1) with the fusion born alpha
particles in a reactor with R = 4.6 m, a = 2.8 m, T,,D? = 20 keV, nc = 0.84 x 1020 m~3,
/ = 15 MA, and relatively flat profiles, a localized (within 80 cm) total absolute current
of 700 kA is predicted with PLH = 48 MA.
R/a = 7.75m/2.8m
For hydrogen minority heating (71/7 = 2 x
1018 m~3) at riC — 0.4 m (inboard) with
1.0E5
ITER-sized parameters, a total absolute
current of 1.2 MA with 98 MW of abn e = 0.84E+20 m-3
-1.0E5
= 0.42E+20 m-3
sorbed power is found. The bipolar bootTC.D.T = 20 keV
strap source current density profile of hydrogen ions, obtained from simulation, is
-3.0E5
ki=30m-i
shown in Fig. 1.
Eic,+ = 4000 V/m
pic = 0.40 m, inboard
-5.0E5
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
P (m)

-

Fig. !.
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ECCD Experiments in RTP
R.W. Pol man, J. Lok, J.H. Rommcrs, E. Westerhof, and RTP Team
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Euratom-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.
The RTP tokamak (Ro - 0.72 m, alim - 0.165 m, B o - 2.5 T) is equipped with two
60 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms gyrotrons, and a single 110 GHz, 200 ms, 500 kW gyrotron for
Electron Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ECRH) and Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD).
One of the 60 GHz gyrotrons is connected by a wave guide transmission line to the high field
side of the tokamak to achieve ECCD in the down shifted resonance scheme. The waves are
launched from a flat steerable mirror, movable in both the toroidal and vertical directions. The
polarization of the waves is linear. For the experiments reported here, this system has been
operated at a power level of about 130 kW and pulse lengths of up to 100 ms. The injected
power couples for 80% or more to the X-mode. In some discharges the other 60 GHz gyrotron,
injecting 0-mode perpendicularly from the low field side, is used to get higher temperatures.
The EC driven current is derived from a comparison of the residual loop voltages for co- and
counter-drive discharges.
First results on ECCD in RTP have been reported in [1]; driven current fractions were
found up to 20%. Since then the parameter range studied has been expanded. The results scale
approximately like IECCD ~ Te/ne, and depend very sensitive on the toroidal magnetic field, i.e.
the resonance position. The maximum driven current is obtained at B^ - 2.33 T, which is
consistent with the largest possible resonance downshift at the plasma centre while still retaining
efficient central heating. The efficiency falls off rapidly when the magnetic Field is increased
further, as the heating shifts off-axis and becomes ineffective. Further, the dependence of the
current drive efficiency on the injection angle and on the plasma current will be studied. The
current density profile during ECCD will be measured by polarimetry.
Detailed Fokker-Planck code simulations are performed for the parameters of these
experiments. The experimental results are roughly consistent with the Fokker-Planck code
predictions. When radial transport is not accounted for in the simulations, large local nonthermal electron populations are generated, which locally may have as much or even more
energy than the thermal plasma. This local non-thermal population is largely suppressed when a
finite level of radial transport is included. Globally, however, the contribution of non-thermal
electrons is almost unaffected and the total EC driven current is found to drop by at most 20% as
a consequence of radial diffusion.
[1] E. Westerhof et al., 22nd EPS Conference, Bournemouth, 1995, Vol 19C, 1-385.
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Propagation of a Wave Beam through Cyclotron Resonance
E. Westerhof
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen'
Association Euratom-FOM
Posrbus 1207. 3130 BE Nicuwegcin - Nederland
Around the electron cyclotron resonances the standard dielectric expressions for the
wave energy density and wave energy flux become questionable. Directly related to tins
is the problem of the wave trajectory and ray-tracing through the cyclotron resonance.
Although methods have been proposed for ray-tracing in dissipative media (e.g. [lj),
their applicability to the propagation through cyclotron resonance remains uncertain.
In a first step towards resolving these issues, a simplified problem of the propagation of an 0-mode wave beam through a 2D plasma slab is studied within the
WKB approximation using the weakly or full}' relativistic dielectric tensor. The
plasma is homogeneous in the c-direction along the magnetic field. In analogy to
the group velocity of a wave packet, the wave beam trajectory is expected to be given
by dx/dz = -(dk^/dk^)'1,

where k'x is the real part of the complex perpendicular

wave vector that follows from the local dispersion relation. This is confirmed by numerical calculations, provided the /^-spectrum of the beam is sufficiently narrow. In
comparison to the cold plasma trajectory the following effects are observed around the
cyclotron resonance: 1) for small but finite A^ the trajectory exhibits a clear wiggle; 2)
for a perpendicularly propagating beam the wiggling trajectories of rays at the edge of
the beam lead to subsequent periods of defocussing and focussing. The power deposition profile in x, which is determined solely by the imaginary part of the perpendicular
wave vector, is idependent of the derailed beam trajectory. Only the z position of the
power de-position is-changed by 'he deviation of the beam trajectory from the cold
plasma approximation. In a more realistic, tokamak geometry this might well cause
the power to be absorbed at a significantly different minor radius. Finally, the results
appear inconsistent with d:r,/d; = FL/Fp where F± ^ are the dielectric wave energy
fluxes. A comparison will be made uith the predictions of ray-tracing according to [1].
[]] L. Friedland, I.B. Bernstein. PLys. Rev. A 22 1680 (1980).
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Transition From Chaotic to Regular Motion Via Autoresonance Entrainment:
Application to Current Generation
Y. Cell
CET.P.O. B. 39513, Tel-Aviv 61394, Israel
R. Nakach
Association Euratom-CEA sur la Fusion Concrolee, CEN Cadarache,
13108 Saint Paul Lez Durance , Cedex , France
ABSTRACT

It is well known that the efficiency of the present days current drive schemes is too low for a
reasonable extrapolation towards fusion reactors. Thus, it is of prime importance to*
investigate new schemes yielding better efficiencies. For this aim, we have considered the
motion of a particle in a configuration consisting of two circularly polarized electromagnetic
waves and a constant magnetic field. From this analysis emerges a novel mechanism for
stabilizing chaotic motion, based on autoresonance entrainment of the particle by one of the
waves. For a single wave configuration the question whether one should expect a
considerable acceleration or not is answered by the initial conditions once and for all. But for a
two-wave configuration one could start with initial conditions which do not allow for an
autoresonance interaction of the particle with any of the waves, however, due to the
interaction of the panicle with the two waves, it can get " pushed " into an autoresonance
condition with one of the waves. Once it gets into this condition it might remain under this
condition for a rather long time, resulting in a considerable acceleration of the panicle. The
second wave seems to go out of effectively participating in the interaction process leaving the
system to behave essentially as a single wave system under autoresonance condition. By
choosing conveniently the parameters of the system, it is possible to push a large class of
particles into autoresonant condition and thus generating a unidirectional current. This
mechanism is robust and could provide very efficient current generation.
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STUDY OF THE 2D FAST ELECTRON MOMENTUM
DYNAMICS DURING LHCD

UA9900584

Y.Peysson, R.Arslanbekov, G.T.Hoang, X.Litaudon, E.Sebelin,
I.P.Shkarofsky* and M.Shoucri*
DRFC, CE Cadarache, F-13108 St-Paitl-Lez-Durance,
"CCFM, Varennes, Canada.

France,

The knowledge of the two-dimensional (2D) fast electron dynamics
in momentum space during Lower Hybrid (LH) current drive experiments is
of great importance in view to control accurately the non-inductive current
density profile in the plasma and to achieve a significant enhancement of
tokamak performances in a steady-state regime. Moreover, in combined
scenarios with Fast Wave Electron Heating (FWEH), 2D effects on the nonthermal electron population are expected to be large, according to the
theoretical predictions.
The fast electron dynamics is analysed in detail from the superthermal
bremsstrahlung emission, which is measured on TORE SUPRA along five
radial directions between 50 and 500 keV. It provides a quite direct insight of
the non-thermal electron distribution function in both real and momentum
spaces. For plasma conditions corresponding to a poor wave accessibility for
the main fraction of the launched LH power spectrum, it is shown that nonthermal bremsstrahlung spectra have a much more steep dependence in
energy as compared to usua! operating modes. This evolution in momentum
space combined with a strong modification of radial profiles is studied using
a toroidal ray tracing coupled with a 2D relativistic Fokker-Planck code
which enables to describe accurately the dynamics of fast electrons scattered
out of the quasilinear plateau by pitch-angle. Calculations are carried out
using the full reiativistic Beliaev-Budker collision operator, taking into
account of the first harmonic correction term of the truncated electronelectron contribution.
A good quantitative agreement is found in various plasma conditions
at zero loop voltage between the predicted and measured bremsstrahlung
emission, both for the spatial and energy distributions. In particular, the
variation in energy dependence of the spectra with the parallel refractive index
accessible to the center of the plasma is well recovered, even if the dominant
contribution arises from electrons whose energy is well beyond the
quasilinear plateau region.
A detailed study of the perpendicular dynamics of fast electrons in
momentum space above the quasi-linear plateau region is carried out for a
validation of the simulation results, by solving the Langevin equation. It is
possible to reproduce by semianalytical means the strong rise of the
perpendicular temperature predicted by numerical calculations, and to identify
possible errors due to finite size effects of the grid, over which the FokkerPlanck equation is integrated.
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Study of flic Waveguide Antenna Coupling of the Ion Bernstein Wave
Experiment on FTU
R. Cesario, O. Sauter*
Associazione EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Frascati,
C.P. 65, 00044, Frascati, Rome, Italy

Theoretical and experimental results showed that parametric instabilities, observed during
the experiments of ion Bernstein wave (IBW) heating of tokamak plasmas and responsible of the
absorption at the plasma periphery of the injected rf power, can be avoided by operating with
high plasma density in the antenna region, compatibly with the launch of electron plasma waves
(EPW).
Considering the parameters relevant for the next IBW plasma heating experiment on the
FTU tokamak (operating frequency: fflo/2n = 433 MHz, total rf power: 1.5 MW, toroidal
magnetic field: 8 T corresponding to the 4th hydrogen ion cyclotron harmonic), the results of a
numerical code which evaluates the optimum coupling conditions for a double waveguide
antenna, are shown in the present work. Due to the high Qc; harmonic number and the presence
of the mode-conversion of the electron plasma wave into IBW in the antenna coupling region, a
full wave analysis has been performed, and a non local model has been employed for the plasma
field computation. For the condition of EPW propagation: (Ope local > coo, t n e calculated rf power
reflection coefficient is found mainly dependent on the scrape-off plasma density near the
antenna mouth, and increases by increasing the density. For low density values, so as: C0pi local S
0.5 Mo, the reflection coefficient is less than 10%. In operating regimes with higher scrape-off
plasma density, so as: 1 > 00nC local/w0 ^ 0.7, in which no parametric instability activity is
expected, a marginal condition of antenna coupling has been found, with the rf power reflection
coefficient exceeding 35 %.

Hcolc Politechnkme Federate de Lausanne
Centre de Redierches en Physique desPlasmas
Lausanne, Switzerland

UA9900586
Bounce Averaged Fokker-PIanck Code
for the Simulation of ECB.H at W7-A.S
U Gaspaxino, H Maafiberg, M Rome
Max-Planck Institut fur Plaemaphysik, EURATOM Association
D-85743 Garcliing, Germany
N Marushchenko
Institute of Plasma Physics, NSC KIPT, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
A self-consistent treatment of the ECRH would require the solution of the quasilinear Fokker-Planck equation in a 5-dimen6ional phase space (gyro-averaged). At
sufficiently low collision frequencies, the phase space dimension can be reduced by
bounce-averaging of the kinetic equation. In the axisymmetric (tokamak) case,
the conservation of the toroidal momentum allows a further reduction, and the FP
equation can be solved in a 3-dimensional phase space of invariants (energy, magnetic moment, and toroidal momentum). Fox a general magnetic field configuration
in a 8tellarator, on the contrary, a bounce-invariant has to be calculated numerically for every particle population (trapped and passing), and trapping/detrapping
mechanisms have to be formulated by suitable boundary conditions.
In W7-AS, the toroidal mirror term dominates close to the magnetic axis. For the
theoretical treatment of the central (on-axis) ECRH, radial and poloidal variations
of B close to the axis are disregarded. A time-dependent non-linear 2D bounceaveraged Fokkei-Planck code has been developed to simulate ECR.H heating scenarios in this simplified stellarator geometry. The non-linear collision operator
conserves the total energy. The ECRH is described by the quasi-linear diffusion
term, where the diffusion tensor is computed from a 3-D Hamiltonian ray-tracing
code. The conservation of the particle flux between trapped and passing electrons
represents the boundary condition in velocity space connecting the different populations. The code has been bench-marked with the FPPAC code [J. Killeen at
al. Computational Methods for Kinetic Models ot Ma-gnetically Confined Plasmas,
Springer, 1986] where a homogeneous magnetic field is used. Full agreement has
been obtained.
The deviations of the stationary electron distribution function from the Maxwellian
for the different populations is discussed in terms o{ the field ripple (loss cone
size), the heating power density (quasi-inear degradation), the heating scenario
(fundamental O-rnode and 2nd harmonic X-mode), and the electron density.
The radial electron energy transport, which is the main loss channel in the low collisionality regime, has to be formulated as a power siuk in phase space. The resultant
distribution function from Fokker-Planck calculations depends sensitively on the
form of this power loss term. In general, however, the formation of a suprathermal
tail is predicted by the FP simulations for the trapped particle population which is
directly RF heated. A heating effect can be observed in the other toroidal ripples
as well, due to the collisional energy transfer. The numerical simulations reported
here refer to W7-AS parameters.
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Characterization of LHCD Suprathermal Electron
Distributions on TdeV1
P. Brooker, D. Boycl', C. Cold, V. Fuclis, M. Slioueri, I. Shkarofsky,
A. Cold, R. Cairns', Y. Demcrs, Y, Peysson", F. Skiff
Centre canadicn de fusion magndtique, Varcnnes, Canada J3X 1S1
'Univ. of Maryland, USA "CEA-Cadarachc, France 'Univ. of St-Andrews, U.K.
Results from a sot of diagnostics and from detailed numerical simulations of the
.suprathcrmal electron population in lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) plasmas have been
combined in order to establish a consistent picture of suprathermal electron behaviour. The
diagnostic set consists of an Electron Cyclotron Absorption diagnostic (ECA), a hard X-ray
camera and a filtered soft X-ray tomographic array. Two different coupled ray tracing
Fokker-PIank (FP) codes are used for simulations. The first one, the ACCOME code, has
a FP module that is IVi-D in velocity space, with non circular flux surfaces permitted. The
other code available has a FP module that is 2D in velocity space and includes spatial
diffusion, but assumes circular flux surfaces.
X-ray photon temperatures predicted by the 2D Fokker-Planck code are close to the
values measured by the hard X-ray diagnostic. The hard X-ray camera measures the energy
distribution in the [20,80] JccV energy range at up to 4 radial positions simultaneously. Trie
emission produced by lower energy suprathermal electrons tends to be either peaked on
axis or only slightly hollow, as measured by the hard X-ray camera and the filtered soft
X-ray detector array covering the [10,20] keV energy range. Simulations give better
agreement with these experimental emission profiles if the negative peak in the injected
N,, spectrum (between -4 and -2) as predicted by the SWAN antenna coupling code for our
conditions, is included in the calculations. Furthermore, radial emission profiles and edge
losses from suprathcrmals diffusing out of the plasma are also better reproduced in TdeV
if spatial diffusion (Dwpi,= 1.5 m2/sec) is taken into account.
The asymmetric part of the parallel electron velocity distribution function is
measured for two chords through the plasma by the ECA diagnostic. The measurement
system is able to discriminate against refractive losses and reflections. The distribution
functions calculated by the codes and the plateau distribution width predicted by theory
can be compared directly to the ECA signal. It is found that for the off-axis channel, the
suprathermal distribution plateau can persist well beyond the N,, resonance energies
permitted by the k,=0 wave propagation boundary. The average value of the residual
toroidal electric field is small and calculations show that a steady push by this field cannot
account for the off-axis extended tail. Another intriguing aspect of the measured
distribution functions which was not predicted by the codes is the existence of strong time
fluctuations (on msec time-scales), indicating non steady state electron distributions.
'Supported by AECL, Hydro-Quebec and INRS
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STRONG liffURITiT OUTFIUX WITH MODERATE POWER

OFF-AXIS

ICRF

HEATINC IN RIPPLED TOKAMAK
Marchenkc V.S..
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine
It Is shown, that when resonant vertical chord u> - w
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CoJd front propagation and fast non-local temperature
response in pellet injected Heliotron E plasma
H.Zushi, Y.Kanda, T.Okamoto, K.Kondo, S.Sudo*, M.Hosotubo,
F.Sano, T.Mizuuclii, H.Okada, K. Nagasaki, T.Senju, C.Christou,
Y.Nakarnura, M.Wakatani, T.Obiki
Plasma Physics Laboratory Kyoto University, Gokasho Uji Kyoto 611, Japan
'National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan
An ice-pellet injection experiment is conducted to investigate the eleclron(ion) temperature response during the pellet ablation phase. The size of the ice pellet is lmm <jix
lmm corresponding to 6 x 1019 particles and the injection velocity is about 400m/s. The
pellet is injected from outside the torus along the longer axis of the elliptic plasma.
A 48 channel radiometer is installed ~ 40cm from the pellet injection port. The
cyclotron emission is detected along the vertical direction where the race-track shaped
chamber is vertically oriented.
A high density plasmoid is found to propagate almost along the magnetic field lines
from the pellet ablation position. This is measured with a FIR interferometer located half
a turn from the pellet port, and soft X-ray arrays a quarter turn from the pellet port.
From this observation and the field line tracing, we believe that a plasmoid does not affect
the detection of the cyclotron emission.
Two typical aspects are found for a radial temperature response. A fast non-local drop
was found for the central region, although the pellet propagated only 4-5cm inside the
last closed surface. That is, the global temperature profile can change over a fast time
scale (~ 100 ps ) even for limited edge cooling. This was observed in both ECRH and
NBI plasmas.
On the other hand, when a pellet is injected after the BCRH pulse has been turned
off, the temperature profile changes in a "cold-front propagation" manner. The difference
between the two aspects seems to depend on the existence of heating sources. A relation
' with a fast change in particle transport in both cases will be discussed.
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UA9900590
Integrability of electrostatic lower-hybrid ray trajectories in rippled
cylindrical plasmas and the spectral gap of lower-hybrid current drive
J. P. Bizarro and J. S. Ferreira
Centro de Fusao Nuclear, Associacao Euratom-IST, Institute Superior Tecnico,
1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal
R. Nakach
Departement de Recherches sur la Fusion Contrdlee, Association Euratom-CEA,
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache, 13108 St. Paul lez Durance Cedex, France

It has recently been shown [J. P. Bizarro et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 1308 (1995)], that
the magnetic ripple caused by the discrete nature of the toroidal-field coils in a tokamak can
have a significant effect on lower-hybrid (LH) wave propagation and, consequently, on LH
current drive. Indeed, magnetic ripple may induce Hamiltonian chaos in the ray motion and
thus lead to strong variations in the component of the wave vector parallel to the equilibrium
magnetic field. Therefore, magnetic ripple can be effective in bridging the spectral gap typical
of LH current drive and can greatly affect the LH wave accessibility to the plasma center.
Such work has taken into account the electromagnetic effects in the LH dispersion relation.
In this communication, the frequencies of the unperturbed ray motion are obtained
analytically to show that electrostatic LH ray trajectories are integrable in cylindrical plasmas
with magnetic ripple for parameters typical of LH current drive. The analytical predictions,
which are the first quantitative analytical results ever obtained concerning the nonlinear
dynamics of LH rays, are confirmed by numerical calculations. Electromagnetic effects have
thus to be retained in order to have ripple-induced ray stochasticity, which is linked to the
existence of a separatrix for the ray motion defined by the accessibilty condition. As a
consequence of this study one concludes that, for electrostatic LH propagation in weakly
toroidal plasmas, where the poloidal mode number remains essentially zero, the spectral gap
characteristic of LH current drive cannot be bridged by Hamiltonian ray stochasticity, an
important result that is confronted with experimental data. In particular, the capability of ray
tracing to provide a universal mechanism to fill the gap is seriously questioned.
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A Plasma Entrainment by Nonrcsonant Field of an Electromagnetic Wave.
A.V.Buts and V.A.Buts
National Scientific Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, 310008 Kharkov
Ukraine, Akadcmicheskaya st 1
A new mechanism of plasma acceleration has been proposed. This mechanism follows
from the rigorous solution of the problem of a charged particle movement in a field of a plain
electromagnetic wave with an arbitrary field strength. The solution obtained goes over into
the well-known solution when one pass to the coordinate system where (lie particle is on the
average at rest.
It has been shown, that in spite of the absence of conditions of a resonant interaction of
a wave with a particle, the particle can be quite efficiently entrained by the wave, (z ~ £2 rX
where £*eE/me<o — the parameter of a wave strength, r=<sX, X.co.E- wave length,
frequency and strength of the electric field of a wave.)
The problem of the entrainment of electrons of a rare {co» cop) plasma has been
studied too. A current drive arises as the result of the entrainment of the electrons. The direct
part of this current one can write in the form 1 = ;zR2nec£2/4, where n is the density of
electrons of the plasma and sR2 - the area of the cross section of the irradiation.
It's discussed a possibility to use this current for plasma confinement and plasma
heating. The entrainment of the plasmas electrons leads to charges' separation in the plasma
layers when electromagnetic wave propagates trough plasma. As the result of the separation a
coulomb field is formed. This field retards the electrons and accelerates the ions. It has been
shown, that when the inequality £2 <4mai'p/cJ'A is satisfied, the coulomb field not allows
to the electrons escaping from the ion frame. The intensity Eq of the coulomb field that
retards electrons and accelerates ions has been estimated. This evaluation yields Eq ~ E£. It
means that longitudinal coulomb field may exceed (when £>1)

the strength E of the-

transverse electromagnetic wave. This mechanism of ion and plasma acceleration has the
particular interest when a laser radiation is used for acceleration.
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UA9900592
Self-consistent currents on ICRH antenna and screen parts
taking into account magnetic shielding
S. P&oul, S. Heuraux, R. Koch* and G. Leclert.
Laboratoirc de Physique des Milieux IonisiSs, URA CNRS 835,
University Henri Point-arc", Nancy I, BP 239, 54506 Vandauvre Cedex (France)
*Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas - Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica, Association
"Euratom-Elaf Beige" - Associate "Euratom-Belgische Staat",
Ecolc Royale Miliiaiie -Koninklijke Miliuu're School 1040 Brussels (Belgium)
The ICANT code has been used previously to compute self-consistently the currents on
different parts of the central conductor and screen of ICRH antennae in vacuum [1] and in the
presence of plasma [2]. At that time, the choice of antenna elements was limited to thin straps
with unidirectional current. This allowed nevertheless to compare the idealised model of infinite
anisotropic screen with a more reah'stic array of finite blade elements. The unrealistic features
found when using the idealised infinite screen model were removed by the consideration of
discrete screen blades. Additional cases have now been considered and additional finite current
elements have been implemented. The new version of ICANT can now solve cases with fully
metallic conductors, i.e. with isotropic conductivity on the surface. In particular, currents loops
thai prevent the magnetic field penetration accross the surface are now considered. This allows
the investigation of the so-called "magnetic shielding" (by the screen) and to consider thick
conductors.
More complicated antenna shape, like "trombone-type" antennas, can also be
investigated with the present version of ICANT. In the conventional models, the question of
how lo chose the current distribution un the different parts of the trombone is always
problematic. For example, on that antenna part with a return conductor, two TEM coaxial
modes exist that need to be appropriately combined. The self-consistent solution will be
analysed for different antenna geometrical parameters. This type of structure is of particular
relevance to antennae like thai used in JET or ASDEX-Upgrade.
The most basic effect of "magnetic shielding" is to distribute the current on the central
conductor, as opposed to the conventional model where the current on the strap is assumed
unidirectional. Examples of such current distributions, that prevent field lines to cross the strap,
will be shown. Similar current loop distributions exist on individual screen blades that exclude
the magnetic field from the conductor area.
The influence of the position of the screen - above or below the strap - on the current
wave slowing down lias been studied. It was found that both when the screen is between the
central conductor and the plasma and when it is located between the central conductor and the
back wall, the self-consistent 6 values agree well with the classical formulae in the plane
capacitor limit. The variation of coupling to the plasma with screen position, taking or not into
account magnetic .shielding will be discussed. It is also planned to run cases witb thick strap
atid/or screen blades.
[1] Pdcoul S, Heuraux S, Koch R and Leclert G, in / / ' * Radiofrequency Power in plasmas.
Palm Springs, A1P Conf Proc.355, 409 (1995) .
12] Pccoul S, Hcuraux S, Koch R and Leclert G, 22nd EPS Conf. on Controlled Fusion and
plasma physics Bournemouth 19C, 11-337, (1995) .
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UA9900593
Profile Control in JET with Off-Axis Lower Hybrid Current Drive
A. Ekedahi*. Y. Baranov, J. Dobbing, B. Fischer, C. Gormezano, M. Leimholm,
V. Pericoli-Ridolfmi**, F. Rimini, J. Romero, P. Schild, F. Soldncr.
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX 14 3EA, UK.
* Electromagn. Field Theory, Chalmers Univ. of Technology, S-412 96 Goleborg, Sweden.
** ENEA, Centro Riccrche Encrgia Frascati, Via E. Fermi 27, 00044 Fvascati (Roma), Italy.
Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) experiments in the 1994/95 campaign in JET have
resulted in sawtooth suppression and full current drive, i.e. zero ohmic flux consumption, up
to 3MA. LHCD in the low density phase during the current ramp-up has provided conditions
for efficient central electron heating (Tc0 up to llkeV) and development of a reversed
magnetic shear configuration. For Ip>2MA the LH driven current profile is broader than the
olirnic profile, due to the off-axis deposition of the LH power. High power LHCD
(P LH >5MW) before the neutral beam heating phase has resulted in suppression of the
sawteeth during the subsequent hot ion H-mode, thereby improving its reliability. In LHCD
experiments in the density range n e >1.2xl0""m" 3 the current drive efficiency reaches
vjCD=C.3xl020Am'2W~', which is in accordance with the requirements for advanced tokarr.ak
scenarios in ITER. However, at n e <1.2xl0'"m" 3 both the current drive efficiency and the
hard X-ray emission from fast electrons appear lower than expected, especially at high LH
power. A plausible explanation for the observed result is the local overdriving of the current
in discharges with excessive LH power. A negative DC electric field, which counteracts the
LH wave field, is then induced in the plasma region around mid radius where the LH power
is deposited. Analysis of the loop voltage profile has been carried out by evaluating the time
derivative of the poloidal flux, as obtained from equilibrium reconstruction including
polarimetry measurements. A reversed loop voltage of 0.15V in a 2MA discharge in the
region 0.5<y<1.0 suggests a total driven current in excess of 4MA. Ray-tracing + 2D
Fokker-Planck calculations are in qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
Methods for avoiding the overdriving of the current, for example using a slow ramp of the
LH power, will be examined in modelling work and future experiments. Further scenario
optimisation and experimental effort will aim at profile control with LHCD to improve the
MHD stability and confinement of high performance hot ion H-modes. LHCD in reversed
magnetic shear configurations will be exploited further.
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UA9900594
Dynamics of ECRH Current Drive in the Presence of Source
Frequency Tuning
1

H. Mndslev1, 0. Dumbrajs2, and J.A. Heikkiuen3
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON 0X11 3EA, U.K., 'Helsinki University of
Technology, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland, 3 VTT Energy, P.O. Box 1604, FIN-02044
VTT, Finland.

The fast frequency tuning in electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) can provide
an alternative way (to the launching angle adjustment) to control and adjust the power
deposition profile in the plasma beneficial for discharge stabilization and for heating and
current drive efficiency optimization. The fast change between different heating scenarios
or even between heating and current drive can also be envisaged. The analysis of such
schemes calls for a detailed ray-tracing method for the ray tracking and power deposition
calculation, 3-D simulation of the electron interaction with the launched RF power, and
evaluation of the driven current density profile in the presence of fast electron diffusion
in radius. The requirements of frequency tuning (tuning rate, tuning range, and power)
obtained from such an analysis should be contrasted to the present stage of art of tuning
technology with microwave sources.
In the present work, the problem of modifying the ECRH driven current density
profile (and power deposition profile) with fast tunable gyrotron sources is addressed for
ITER reactor tokamak configuration. Quasilinear diffusion coefficient for the electron
iuteraction with the microwaves is obtained from a relativistic ray tracing model for
the ITER relevant localized current generation conditions for discharge stabilization or
confinement enhancement. With a dynamical change in the wave frequency, the electron
diffusion is evaluated from the 3-D relativistic time-dependent Monte Carlo calculation
including the trapping effects, finite aspect ratio, poloidal asymmetry of the interaction,
and various models for the radial anomalous diffusion of the fast electrons. The various
time scales of electron radial diffusion (a few milliseconds), electron velocity diffusion
(hundreds of microseconds), and frequency tuning (> 1 — 100 fis) make the resulting
current density profile evolution nontrivial. Of particular interest is also the comparison
of the fast electron bootstrap current from the localized heated electrons with the current
ensuing from the conventional electron cyclotron current drive mechanism for various
radial diffusion models. In the Monte Carlo analysis, special care is needed to include
a sufficiently accurate model for the electron-electron collisions determining the details
of the electron distribution in velocity space. The results of the analysis are discussed
to determine the feasibility of using fast frequency tuning for the current density profile
modification in plasma stabilization or confinement improvement.
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UA9900595
Anomalous resistivity and energy release
in the low-/? electromagnetoplasma
Yurii M. Voitenko
Department of Space Plasma Pliysics, Main Astronomical Observatory,
Golosiiv, Kyiv-22, 252650, Ukraine
We discuss anomalous dissipation of the intense field-aligned currents in a low-/?
magnetoplasma, where considerable electric field Eo || B o may develop (here /3 < 1
is the plasma/magnetic field pressure ratio and Bo ' s the background magnetic field).
Quasi-steady Eo and current density, j 0 , should be related by Ohm's law with an
anomalous resistivity, the nature and magnitude of which in many cases are uncertain
today. The problem of anomalous transport mechanisms is of particular importance for
both laboratory and space plasmas, because it is that which allows - or doesn't allow rapid energy release in the plasma with rare collisions. It is believed that the fast energy
release onset occurs as soon as current density exceeds a threshold, determined by the
turn-on condition for the favourable instability, producing anomalous dissipation of
field-aligned currents. Ion-cyclotron, ion-acoustic, and lower-hybrid-drift instabilities
have been adopted as most appropriate.
We propose a current driven instability of the kinetic Alfven waves (KAW) as
the anomalous heating mechanism for the intense field-aligned currents in a low-/5
plasma. Also, a new mechanism of the KAW's excitation by the external electric field
EQ is investigated. In any case threshold of KAW instability, Eocr/Eor < 0.1, is well
below that of the ion-acoustic, EOcT/Enr = 0.8, and ion-cyclotron, EOcr/Ei)r = 0.3,
instabilities, discussed before.
We have obtained an analytical expression for the anomalous resistivity produced
with the scattering of current electrons by KAW:
Bj
2

'

where ~/c is quasilinear increment and (B/Bo) is the normalised energy of KAW's.
The nonlinear three-wave interaction of KAW was investigated by use of the VlasovMaxwell set of equations, and the saturation level of the KAW turbulence was calculated.
The instability of kinetic Alfven waves may be operative for the cases of fast energy .
release in discharges and current sheets in the tokamaks, spheromaks, and in the solar
and earth's magnetospheres. In these plasma heating-associated processes Eo varyes
from the sub-Dreiccr values Eo/Eo, < 0.1, up to the Eo/Enr ~ 105. In the former
case we obtait T)CJ/ « 2 X 10"' 7 S, a few times classical resistivity; in the latter case
)7,//=s2x 10-"s.
1 he results obtained in the present work show that current driven KAW instability provides an efficient friction mechanism for current electrons, and KAW-induced
anomalous resistivity should be self-consislently included in the models of plasma heating by the field-aligned currents in low-,3 plasmas.

UA9900596
Measurement of (d+ (J~>3IIe + n) Cross Section at Ultra-Low Energy Using Z-pinch
Technology
S.Bystrilsky, V. Grebenyuk, S. Parzbitsky, B. Sabirov, V. Slolupin
Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia, 141980 '
T. Bulgakov, G. Mesyats, A. Sine.bryukhov, V. Sincbryukhov,
Institute of Electropliysies, Ekaterinburg, Russia, 620049,
A. Luchinsky, V. Mahrin, N. Ratakliin, S. Sorokin, S. Chaikovsky
Institute of High Current Electronics, Tomsk, Russia, 634005, .
V. Bystrilskii, University of California, Irvine, CA, USA, 92717
Ya. Voznyak, M. Fillipovich, Institute for Nuclear Physics and Technology,
Krakov, Poland
The report is dedicated to first direct measurement on d + d —> 3He + n reaction's cross
sections at ultra low collision energy in the sub kilo electron volts range. The knowledge on the
cross sections of light nuclei reactions in this energy range is of importance for verification of
fundamental symmetries (charge symmetry, parity, etc.) in strong interactions and for solving
key astrophysical problems related to abundance of elements in stars and the Galaxy, such as
deficiency of light nuclei, (except for ^He), as compared with the theoretical predictions. The
theoretical estimations for the cross sections in question at sub-keV/keV energy range are too
low for use of conventional accelerators.
In the experimental effort we used an alternative novel approach based on Pulsed Power (PP)
technology, specifically- on radial convergent nanosecond current carrying plasma flow,
^cr.craJcd i." ths high power Z-pinch during run-in phase of the latter. The first experiment on
(dd) reaction with liner current amplitude of
0.75 MA and total number of accelerated particles per pulse of 1,7x10^ provided the average
energy of 400 ± 160 eV for deuterons flow 400 eV and upper limit of measured cross section of
< 10'34 cm^- Analysis are given on main limiting factors implications (liner stability and
pertaining generation of fast particles, heavy electromagnetic environment and need for proper
shielding of the diagnostics), together with recommendations for significant enhancement of the
upper limit (down to
K)-38-40 cm 2) and accuracy for measured cross section (enhanced amplitude of the currentup 5-10 MA, heavier liner with enhanced stability in the axial magnetic field, time resolved fast
spectroscopy to measure the ion velocity distribution in the liner, etc.).
The program was supported by Russian Foundation for Fundamental Study
(grant #95-02-05689) and International Soros Foundation (grant #RGN000).
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ON PLASMA ROTATION DRIVEN BY PONDEROMOTIVE FORCES
Julio J. Martinell
Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares, UNAM
A. Postal 70-543, 04510 Mexico D. F., MEXICO
When high-power radio-frequency (RF) waves are injected into a toroidal plasma, the
nonlinear ponderomotive forces become important and are able to influence the plasma
dynamics. This forces are the result of time-averaging the momentum equation over the
fast oscillation time-scale, and different expressions have been obtained for them, including
effects of spatial and temporal variation of the wave field amplitude. Il has been proposed
[1,2] that ponderomotive (PM) forces may give rise to plasma rotation, by a non-resonant
mechanism, in two different ways: (a) the drift due to a radial PM force [1], and (b) the
radial convection of momentum given by the angular (toroidal or poloidal) PM force [2].
Given the importance rotation has in the L-H transition, it is of interest to understand
the actual role PM force may have in producing a sheared poloidal rotation. In this work
we evaluate the conditions under which PM force driven rotation can be produced, for the
different types of RF waves commonly used in toroidal devices in heating and current drive.
Particularly, we focus in lower hybrid waves, as they are the ones that have been observed
to produce plasma rotation. A comparison is made with the resonant mechanism that also
drives rotation from the fluctuating wave fields [3]. The results are then discussed in relation
to the possible production of an L-H transition.
[1] Q. Gao, L. Bai, X. Peng, J. Zhang, S. Wang, C. Liu and X.M. Qiu, Proc. 15th Int.
Conf. Plasma Phys. and Controlled Nucl. Fusion Res., Seville, D-P-I-10 (1994).
[2] R. Van Nieuwenhove, V. Petrzilka and J.A. Tataronis, J. Plasma Phys. 54, 245 (1995).
[3] I.A. Voitsekhovitch, M. Coronado and J.J. Martinell, Phys. Plasmas 2, 36G7 (1995).
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UA9900598
ECE fluctuation measurements at the W7-AS stellarator
comparison of two techniques -— correlation with density fluctuations
M. Hisc, H. J. HartfuC, M. Ilirsch
Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass., 857'jfi Carolling, Germany
Two ECE correlation techniques for the measurement of electron temperature fluctuations
in the plasma core are compared at the W7-AS stellarator.
The "crossed siglitline correlation" diagnostic developed at W7 AS is based on the
spatial coherence properties of ECE. Corresponding signals of two identical heterodyne
radiometers focusing a common plasma volume are being correlated. An alternative approach based on the incoherence of ECE at different frequencies is the "single sightline
correlation" technique as developed at TEXT. Closely spaced bvit disjoint spectral channels of a single radiometer are being correlated.
At W7-AS a 2 x 4 channels "crossed sightline" radiometer with an additional 8 channels closely spaced in one of the sightlincs is covering the high field side {rcg ~ 5 - 10 cm) of
the plasma with a bandwidth of 300 kHz and a poloidal resolution of about 25 mm. This
allows simultaneous comparison of A radial positions of the "crossed sightline" technique
with 11 positions of the "single sightline" technique. Broadband fluctuations are observed
up to about 100 kHz, both techniques matching within statistical errors. Relative fluctuation rms values have been found in the order of 10~5 - \0~i 1/vHz. Radial phase
velocities are in the range of 100 m/s for low frequency (< 10 kHz) spectral components
and, with reversed sign, of some 103 m/s for components above.
Correlations of electron temperature and density fluctuations are measured using the
"crossed sightline" correlation diagnostics in combination with reflectometry both sharing
a common antenna system: a pair of focusing antennas designed to work simultaneously
at the reflectometry frequency range (70 - 110 GHz) and the ECE frequency range (135 M0 GHz) provides a plasma-volume to be diagnosed along a line of sight at the low field
side of the plasma core accessible to both diagnostics.
Temperature fluctuations are measured at 8 radial positions. Simultaneously the reflectometer phase signal is measured at constant frequency of the probing beam corresponding to a constant, radial position determined by the density profile. Different radial
positions have been scanned o» a shot to shot basis by reflectometry in order to cover
the radial range of the corresponding ECE channels. Correlations have been found in the
frequency ranges below 5 kllz and above 50 kHz. The low frequency correlations show a
phase shift of 7r/2 between density and temperature. The anlicorrelated .high frequency
components lend to show a radial outward velocity. Analysis is still carried out.
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Suprathermal Electrons in Versator,
Tore Supra and TdeV as seen by
Electron Cyclotron Absorption Diagnostics
D.A. Boyd
Institute for Plasma Research, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD 20742 USA.
Over the last seven years there has been considerable progress in diagnosing suprathermal
electrons in tokamaks, using electron cyclotron absorption diagnostic systems. Principally
the diagnostic systems have been used to measure the suprathermal electron distribution
function produced during Lower Hybrid-Current-Drive experiments. The amplitude of the
distribution function, integrated over perpendicular momentum, is measured as a function
of parallel momentum.
Two different approaches have been taken. On Versator and TdeV, the method pioneered
by Kirkwood(l), has been developed. In this approach an extraordinary mode electron
cyclotron wave, propagating vertically, but inclined to the toroidal magnetic field, interacts
with the suprathermal electrons through a doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance, w — k.v =
= UC/T- The waves in this beam are refracted by the bulk plasma electrons as well as
absorbed by the suprathermal electrons, so that the power received opposite the launching
antenna is reduced by both processes. A second beam with oppositely directed is used to
measure the refractive power losses. The refractive losses are the same for both beams and
for a one sided suprathermal distribution only one beam suffers absorption. Time of flight
discrimination is used to reject power which is reflected within the vacuum vessel and other
parts of the diagnostic system.
The second approach has been developed on Tore Supra. The basic idea is proposed by
Fidone et al.(2). Here an ordinary mode wave propagates in a vertical plane perpendicular
to the toroidal magnetic field and interacts with the suprathermal electrons via a relativistic
cyclotron resonance, w = u>c/-y. Strictly, the system measures the distribution as a function
of electron energy, but if the assumption is made that the parallel momentum is much
greater than the perpendicular momentum, the energy can be fully ascribed to the parallel
momentum. Refractive losses are computed by ray tracing calibrated with measurements at
frequencies at which there is no absorption, i.e. above. The system is designed to reduce
the effects of reflections.
The diagnostic systems will be reviewed, the results obtained, presented and future extensions to the technique described.
Acknowledgments: F. Skiff, my partner in these experiments; collaborators at Versator
and TdeV; colleagues on Tore Supra, and funding from USDOE and AECL, Hydro-Quebec
and IRNS.
(1) R. Kirkwood et al., Nucl. Fusion 30, 431 (1990)
(2) I. Fidone et al., Phys. Fluids 27, 1704 (1991)
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UA9900600
Determination of the D/Tfuel mixture using two-photon laser """
induced fluorescence in combination with neutral beam injection
D. Voslamber and W. Mandl
Ass. EURATOM-CEA, DRFC-SPPF, CEN Cadarache, F-13108 St. Paul-Iez-Durance

In nuclear fusion experiments which use a D/T fuel mixture and in future fusion reactors
the control and therefore the measurement of the D/T isotope mix is indispensable'for the
optimisation of the fusion rate. For complete information, isotope-specific knowledge is
required on the ion density profiles in the plasma bulk as well as on the neutral density profiles
in the plasma edge.
In the present contribution we investigate the possibility of extending to deeper plasma
regions a spectroscopic method which has been suggested previously for measurements of the
isotope mix in the plasma edge. The method is based on two-photon induced laser resonance
fluorescence in the Lyman-cc lines of the different hydrogen isotopes Owing to the use of two
counterpropagating laser beams the technique is unencumbered of (linear) Doppler broadening
and thus isotope-selective. Without need for absolute calibration it allows the spatially and
temporarily resolved determination of the neutral isotope density ratio at riiinimal densities of
the order of 10"-10"

m'1.

A means of extending this diagnostic well beyond the edge-layer is the observation of
neutrals which result from charge exchange reactions in a diagnostic neutral beam. Through an
optimisation of the beam parameters the minima! neutral densities required can be generated
rather far in the plasma bulk (although not in the centre of large machines). Under typical
tokamak conditions the optimal beam energy turns out to be on the order of 20-30 keV/amu.
With a few MW beam power it is thus possible to probe plasma regions up to 40 cm away
from the edge. As- a further advantage in comparison with pure edge measurements this
method yields information which actually concerns the intrinsic isotopic ion densities rather
than the intrinsic neutral densities, i.e. it provides the more relevant ratio nOr ' n. rather than
the ratio no / nT of passive (i.e. beam-independent) neutral densities.
Further diagnostic output, such as Ihe neulrals' temperatures or Ztjr, can in principle be
inferred from the two-photon absorption profile. Supplementary information (e.g. on the beam
attenuation and on the q-profile) is also obtained by exciting the fast beam atoms besides the
atoms generated by charge exchange.
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UA99Q0601
AN ADVANCED HEAVY ION BEAM DIAGNOSTIC FOR TFIETJ-II
STELLARATOR
L. Knipnik, I. Nedzelskij, Yu. Trofimenko
Institute of Plasma Physics, NSC "KhIPT", Kharkov, Ukraine
C. Varanclas, A. Malaquias
EURATOM / 1ST, Centre de Fusao Nuclear, Lisbon, Portugal
A. Melnikov
Institute of Nuclear Fusion, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
C. Hidalgo, I. Garcfa-Corte's
EURATOM / CJEMAT, Madrid, Spain
An advanced Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HiBP) diagnostic- has been developed
based on the simultaneous utilization of two detection systems for the secondary ions: a
multiple cell array detector and the 30 degree Proca-Green electrostatic energy analyzer.
The multiple cell array detector contains intermediate space between its cells from which
part of the secondary ions will pass to the energy analyzer. This innovative design aims to
spread the HIBP capabilities in measurements of plasma potential, density and electron
temperature profiles as well as their fluctuations. Particularly, such a double detection
system allows to conduct the plasma parameters measurements along two different
detector lines in one shot of the plasma facility.
The optimized ion trajectories using the active beam control approach and sets of
the detector grids are presented for the different modes of TJ-II operation. These detector
grids cover almost the whole plasma cross section and are three dimensional in
accordance with complexity of TJ-II magnetic field structure. The energy range of Cs+
diagnostic beam is 80-200 keV. One of the peculiarity of die HIBP energy analyzer
implementation in TJ-II experiments consists in the impossibility of only one collection
point establishing for all the modes of TJ-II operation. However, a collection line was
found, requiring new approaches in the HIBP design.
The expectable secondary ion currents on both die multiple cell array detector and
energy analyzer calculated with the probing beam attenuation are presented also. These
results are obtained by the computational code which include the real electron density and
temperature profiles as well as the cross sections of beam ionization by plasma electron
impact. The processes of Cs+ to Cs2+, Cs+ to Cs3+, Cs2+ to Cs3+ are considered. A
strong attenuation of primary and secondary beams restricts the HIBP measurements by
plasma density not higher than 2E14 cm-3. The influence of the tertiaries (Cs3+) ions
collected by multiple cell array deiector is analyzed. This influence manifests in the
overlaping of the secondary and tertiary currents in the cells of the detector. It is shown
that this influence is strong in a regimes with high density plasma. The optimization of
the multiple cell array detector position is considered including the minimisation of this
effect. The possibility of plasma electron temperature measurements by mixed Cs+ and
Ba+ diagnostic beam isconsidered on the basis of the methodic elaborated in the HIBP
experiments on ISTTOK tokamak.
Finally, the technical characteristics of TJ-II HIBP installation are briefly reviewed
and the ranges and accuracies of plasma parameters measurements are analyzed.
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TFTR D-T Neutron Spectra Investigation
Using Natural Diamond Detectors
A.V.K.rasilmkov1, N.N.Gorelenkov1 R.V.Budny, L.C.Johnson
and A.L.Roquemore
Princeton PJasma Physics Laboratory
P.O.Box 451,Princeton NJ 08543-0451, USA
'Troitsk Institute of Innovating and Fusion Researches
142092 Troitsk, Moscow region, Russia
Natural Diamond Detectors (NDD) have been used for D-T neutron spectra
measurements during Lritium experiments on TFTR. Such NDDs outstanding properties as:
2-3% energy resolution for D-T neutrons, big enough (~2 MeV) counts free range in pulse
height spectrum between useful 12C(n,ao)^Be line and other reaction shoulder and high
radiation resistance (2*1014n/cm2) made it possible to measure D-T neutron spectra in
radiation conditions of TFTR experiments with high power neutral beam heating. Very
compact sizes gave possibility to place one NDD in one channel of TFTR vertical collimator
with several other detectors. Two other NDDs were placed in TFTR Test Cell without any
collimation. Application three detectors in such configuration made it possible to measure the
anisotropy of D-T neutron and consequently ion distribution function.
D-T fusion neutron product energy spectra are calculated based on TRANSP
simulations of distribution functions of Neutral Beam Injected (NBI) Deuterium and Tritium
ions and bulk D-T plasma. Calculated pitch angle distributions and profiles of D-T fusion
fusion neutron source are presented. The fusion neulron source is essentially anisotropic in
pitch angle. The main contribution to anisotropy comes from the interaction of tritium beam
ions with thermal deuterium ions because of the larger momentum carried by the tritium beams
as compared to deuterium beam ions and because of tangential injection with respect to the
plasma axis. The calculated width of D-T neutron source energy spectra AE is compaied with
measurements made with NDDs.
Good agreement of simulated and measured D-T neutron energy spectra AE was
obtained. Typical'value of AE in the case of perpendicular neutron spectrum is AE =1 MeV,
which corresponds to 32 keV effective plasma temperature.
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UA9900603
A 2-D Code for the Analysis of Microwave Rcflectometry Measurements in
Fusion Experiments
M.T. Grossniann, M. Hirsch*, E. Holzhauer+, M.E. Manso, F. Sorra, P. Varola
Cunt.ro dc Fusao Nuclear, Associacao EURATOM/IST, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal
*Max-Planok Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D-85748 Carching, Germany
+

Institut fiir Plasmaforschuug, Universitiit Stuttgart, Germany

Microwave reflectometry is an important diagnostic to measure the electron density profile
and density fluctuations in fusion plasmas, with high spatial resolution.
Several numerical codes have been recently developed (in 1-D and 2-D geometries) to
analyze the effect of density fluctuations on reflectometry signals (phase and amplitude) in
order to study the characteristics and location of the fluctuations /1,2/.
Such codes use a finite difference method to solve the full-wave equation (for 0 mode
propagation). Here, we present a 2-D numerical code based on spatially distributed RLC
networks to model the full-wave propagation in the density fluctuating plasma, with the
advantages of being easily adapted to different antennae-plasma configurations and to both
the O and X modes. We have applied the code to analyze the effects of turbulence in VV7-AS
stellarator and also to characterize its influence on profile measurements in ASDEX Upgrade.
In W7-AS the plasma turbulence studied with AM and carrier phase reflectometry shows
an anomalous increase of the phase ("phase runaway") in some plasma regimes (namely during ELMs and L mode) / 3 / . The numerical simulations performed for X mode propagation
and two poloidally separated antennae (emitter/receiver) reveal the influence of the poloidal
rotating structures and the effect of plasma tilting (2.6 deg with respect to the symmetry
axis of the two antennae) on the observed phase runaway phenomena.
In ASDEX Upgrade the code was applied to study the perturbations of the broadband
signals from ultrafast (20 /'«) FM-CW ieflectomerrv. The numerical studies for L to H mode
density regimes are used as a basis for the selection of the adequate consecutive sweeps for
data averaging, resulting in average profiles with high spatial resolution in both regimes.
/ I / J 11. Iiby, S. Home, 1. Hutchinson. P. Stek. Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion, 35, 601 (1993).
12/ C. Fanak, I Boucher, F. Clairet et al., Proc. 22'"' EPS Coiif. (1995).
j'ij D. Braiias, M. Hirsch, V. Zhuravlev ct al.. Proc. 22'"' EPS Conf. (1995).
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UA9900604
The Fast Scanning Interferometry of High Density Plasma
IX.Balnch, A.N. Vcklich, V.A. Zhovtyaiisky
Radiophysics Dept., Taras Shevchenko Kiev University, 252033, Kiev,Ukraine

It is well known a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) makes it possible to measure the
width af plasma radiated spectral lines. It yields a high spectral resolution. The preliminary
monoohroinatizntion of radiation in this case is need. As a rule for this propose the compact
monockromator is used. The combination of above-mentioned spectral devices coupled with
au image dissector tube allows to carry out the fast scanning (~1 us) of the space distribution
of spectral line shapes. The representative experimental interferogram of spectral line Cul
515.3 nm radiated by free-burning copper vapour arc at 50A is shown in Figure.
In real situations the maximum width of spectral line which is able to measure is limited
by the free spectral interval of the FPI (AX). Beginning with some value of spectral line width
8X comparable to AX (8X ~ AX), the ratio Imu/Imix becomes grater than 0.5 (see Figure). It
makes the determination of spectral line width difficult.
In this abstract the method of the determination of spectral line width 5X comparable to
AX is proposed. The range enhancement of recording widths will allow to measure parameters
of high density plasma, such as plasma of free-burning electric arc as well as laser produced
plasma.
We consider two neighbouring interference maximums of different intensity and width
8X|

and 8X2. Stark broadening

of

spectral lines is supposed i.e. Lorentzian
profile is realized: h--U(X2+SX2/4). lz(X)
- is the total profile. At the specified*
conditions method permits to calculate
8X for any plasma section with the ratio
y = Imi» / Im« obtained in the experiment.
At the value y = 0.8'the percentage error
of the width measurement may not
exceed 25.
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Frequency shift of reflectometry signals due to rotation
of density turbulence in W7-AS
B. Branas*, M. Hirsch, J. Bald/.uhn, T. Geist , H.I. Harlfuss, J. Sanchez*, V. Zhuravlcv*
Max-Planck Instiiiiifiir Plasmaphysik. EURATOM Ass., D-8574S Garching, FRG
*Asncmci6n EURA'IOM C1EMAT, 28040 Madrid, Spain
The phase fluctuations of a reflected mm-wave contain localized information about the
density fluctuations at or close to the probed cut-off layer. Under turbulent plasma conditions
rcflcctometers able to follow phase excursions exceeding +7t observe an unipolar drift of the
measured phase, i.e. a net frequency shift of the reflected signal. This so-called "runaway"
phase has been explained cither by sudden radial outward fluxes of mass, by poloidal or
toroidal rotation of turbulent structures or has simply been addressed to recording method
imperfections. An understanding of this phase drift is essential for an interpretation of the
measured properties of the mm-wavc in terms of density turbulence level and spectrum.
At W7-AS the magnitude of the observed runaway phase drift shows a characteristic
radial profile: Inside the LCFS the received signal typically is red-sbifted by about 100 kHz;
this value decreases to zero if positions towards the plasma center are probed. The phase drift
strongly depends on changes of plasma conditions such as the heating scenario or fuelling. The
most clear effect is the sudden disappearance of the phase drift in the H-mode; ELMs and
dithers again are accompanied by rapid phase excursions. The phase drift is composed of small
steps that coincide with drops in the amplitude of up to 20dB. The high dynamic range and
bandwidth of the rcflectometer at W7-AS nevertheless exclude intermediate signal losses to be
responsible for the phase changes.
Two dimensional simulations of the interaction between the mm-wave and the turbulent
plasma show that sudden unipolar phase changes combined with drops in the signal amplitude
can arise from poloidal or toroidal rotation of the turbulence structures. The large amplitude
fluctuations arc due to intermittent destructive interference of the wavcfield at [he antenna. In
order to explain the unipolar character of the drift some type of asymmetry is required. It can be
caused by asymmetric turbulence structures or non-normal propagalion of the probing beam to
the turbulent reflecting layer.
To test the validity of such a model the dependence of the phase drift on poloidal plasma
rotation has been inveMiL'ated the radial profile of the phase drift qualitatively corresponds with
the poloidal rotation profile (jf the plasma as obtained from the Doppler shift of impurity lines
and pressure driven rotation. The observed phase drift is inverted when plasma rotation is
reversed by inverting the toroidal field. From the latter result radially moving density bursts can
be excluded to be the main origin for the runaway" phase. The disappearance of the phase drift
under quiescent conditions (e.g. H-mode) may be explained by the absence of turbulence
siruclnies that contribute lo the two dimensional effects.
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UA9900606
Investigation of the Neutral Gas Distribution on W7-AS Using the MonteCarlo Code EIRENE in Combination with The Li-Beam Diagnostic
S. Fiedler, O. P. Heinrich, J. Das, K. McCormick and the W7-AS-Team
Max-1'lunck-I/istitul fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D-85748 Garching, Germany
The Li beam diagnostic on W7-AS / I / allows the measurement of neutral density outside the
plasma column as well as electron density profiles of the main plasma by observation of the
collisionally induced Lil line radiation (671nm) from an injected high energy neutral Li-beam
(2.0-66keV/0.5-3.0mA). The neutral density is registered in the injection port at a point 0.55 m
from the pJasma surface, thereby minimizing any interference from background light at the
Li(2p) wavelength while maintaining a good vacuum conductance to the main vessel.
Additionally, H a intensities are recorded along a line of sight approximately parallel to the
beam.
For peak densities n c 0 < 4xlO 1 9 n r 3 profiles spanning the entire outer radius can be reconstructed by the Li beam diagnostic. Central profiles for higher densities are achieved by incorporating data from Thomson, reflectometry and the HCN interferometer. Thus highly accurate density profiles from the plasma middle to the walls, absolutely calibrated H a light intensities, and neutral densities are available at the same toroidal position.
The neutral density distribution is calculated with the Monte-Carlo code EIRENE 121, taking
into account the n e (r) profiles and the H a intensity measured at the Li beam port and the H a
distribution at the inboard limiters. Sinee the distance of the Li beam to the inboard limiter is
about 0.5 m toroidally and 150° poloidally, it is a priori not clear, which source dominates the
local neutral density, i.e. the limiters or the global plasma-wall interaction. This also depends
on the plasma shift towards the limiters. With three independently measured quantities (n 0
and H a from the Li beam diagnostic, H a from the limiters) it is possible to check the
consistency of the EIRENE modelling with respect to neutral sources or different magnetic
field configurations and to determine the absolute neutral density profile.
n e profile data encompassing all possible diagnostics on W7-AS, H a measurements, and
neutral densities from the Li diagnostic are presented. Using n e (r) and H a as EIRENE inputs,
the derived neutral density profiles are discussed for different plasma conditions and crosschecked against the Li-beam measurements. These efforts comprise a further step in a general
realization of neutral distributions/source terms for the particle balance in the plasma edge;
hence they serve as the basis for further-carrying studies involving density limits, L-H
transition, particle exhaust, plasma transport, etc.
References:
III K. McCormick, 2 1 s t EPS International Conference on Plasma Physics, Europhysics
Conference Abstracts Vol. 18B, Part III (1994) 1268
121 D. Reiter, report of KFA-Julich, Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Nr. 2599 (1992)
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Measurement of Fast Density Profile Changes hy
FM Broadband Reflectometry on ASDEX Upgrade
B. Kurzan. W. Sultrop, A. Silva [. P. Varela }, M. E. Manso t, F. Sena {, ASDEX Upgrade Team
Max-Planck-Institut fiir I'lasmaphysik. EURATOM Association, D-85748 Garching, Germany
} Centro de FusSo Nuclear, EURATOM / Institute) Superior Tdcnico, P-1096 Lisboa, Portugal

Fast density profile changes as occuring e.

g.

during the transition from L- to H-mode

confinement, Edge-Localised Modes (ELMs) or Marfes can only be observed by a diagnostic
capable of measuring profiles with a high temporal and spatial resolution.
On ASDEX Upgrade a FM broadband reflectometry system in 0-mode polarization has been
installed at the low and high field side of the tokamak which allows to study these fast
density changes: This system is capable of sweeping the frequency of the launched microwaves
between 16 GHz and 75 GHz within a time down to 20 /is determining the temporal resolution.
This frequency range corresponds to probed electron densities between 0.4 * 1019 m~ 3 and
6.9 * 10 19 m ~ 3 . From the group delay history of the microwaves reflected from the plasma
the electron density profile is calculated.
To determine the group delay two algorithms are presently used: The digital frequency discriminator [1] by which the group delay for each of the 1024 launched frequencies per sweep
is obtained and an algorithm where trie group delay is obtained at only a fraction of the 1024
measured points by counting the zero crossings of the raw signal combined with a statistical
analysis. The results of the two methods will be discussed.
The electron density profiles obtained during type I El .Ms exhibit a sudden expulsion of plasma
beyond the magnetic separatrix when the Dn light measured near the divertor is peaking,
followed by a slower recovery of the profile to tiie pre ELM shape.
During Marfes a fast steepening of the density gradient outside the scparalrix is observed on
the High Field Side of the tokamak.
[1] A. SUva et al., 22nd EPS Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Bournemouth,
19C, IV-413 (1995)
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UA9900608
Investigation of Ion Dynamics in the ASDEX Upgrade Divertor
by High Resolution Spectroscopy
J. Gafert', K. Bi-hringcr, O. Cretcr, G. Dodel', C. Dorn, K. Hirscli', S. Hirsch, B. Napiontck,
M. Nielliammer', S. de Tcfia Hernpel, U. Schumacher', NI-Team and ASDEX Upgrade Team
Max-Planck-Jnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D-857J8 Garching, Germany
f

Institut fiir IHasmaforscliung, Universila't Stultgart, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany

The behavior of the boundary plasma in divcrtor tokamaks is strongly determined by the ion
dynamics in the diverlor region. For determination of the ion temperature and drift velocity distributions in the diverlor of ASDEX Upgrade the emission profiles for various lines are measured
using high resolution spectroscopy. Spatial resolution is achieved by a matrix-like arrangement of
30 lines of sight in a poloidal plane and 44 recently installed chords viewing tangentially to the
toroidal magnetic field, half of them in field direction and half of them opposite to it. The poloidal
and toroidal lines of sight cover the area between the outer divertor tiles and the X-point.
The spectra are recorded using a 1.5 m-Echelle spectrometer (A/AA ~ 10s) equipped with an
intensified 2D CCD-camera. The system allows for the simultaneous acquisition of the spectra
of up to 32 chords which can be selected by fiber coupling amongst the 74 lines of sight available. For an unambiguous determination of line shifts selected poloidal lines of sight were always
taken as an internal reference. The spectroscopic and data acquisition system was tested by
comparing experimental profiles of singlet transitions of species not expected to drift (e. g. the
667.815 nm He I line) with numerical simulations where the influence of the magnetic field was
accounted for. Drift velocities down to a few km/s can be determined reliably, the limitation
being imposed by the spectral resolution.
Preliminary results of BII- (345.141 nm), BIV- (2S2.1G8 nm), CU- ( « 658.0 nm) and CIII(229.687 nm)-profilcs can be interpreted by taking into account the geometry of the individual lines of sight and assuming — when appropriate — two contributions to the experimental
spectrum originating from different emjssion regions. The observed Doppler shifts demonstrate
that B + - and C2l"-ions radiating in the inner divertor region drift in the direction opposite to
the magnetic field linos, i. e. towards the inner diverlor tiles. Depending on the plasma current
and density on the one hand and on the specific ions and sightlines on the other hand, the drift
velocities range between ~ 1.0104 m/s and 3.010"1 m/s.
The experimental results of the 1996-campaign of ASDEX Upgrade are compared with numerical
simulations using the B2-EIRENE code with the aim of better understanding the physical processes in the divcrtor, and in particular Hie production and transport of ions.
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UA9900609
Impurity Production and Exhaust Investigated by
Mass Spectrometry on ASDEX Upgrade.
W. Poschenriedcr and the ASDEX Upgrade Team, Max-PJanck-Institnt fur Plasmaphysik,
857'I8 Garcliing, FRG, Euralom Association.
Recently, part of the original graphite collector tiles of the ASDEX Upgrade divertor have been
replaced by tungsten covered tiles. These new tiles also comprise the locations which mainly
contribute to the particle exhaust via the (orus pumping system. This exhaust flow is monitored
by mass spectrometry to investigate its composition and to deduce the respective particle fluxes
in the divenor. Preliminary results show that the change from carbon to tungsten has hardly
changed the local hydrocarbon production there. Since about half of the plasma facing surfaces
in the plasma chamber stil! consist of carbon tiles, this is not unexpected but serves to show the
effects of carbon transport onto the collector plates. The production of higher hydrocarbons with
respect to methane appears to be somewhat diminished. More obvious, however, is now a
stronger contribution of CO and especially CO2 under comparably boronized conditions. These
preliminary results still have to be correlated with the data from optical spectroscopy.
In high density NI-heated discharges and especially in the detached H-mode, divertor exhaust
pressures in the. high 10"^ rnbar range and even up to several 10"^ mbar are obtained. With a
panicle mean free path around lem, neutral particle transport becomes essentially governed by
neutral/neutral and neutral/ion collisions and simple molecular flow based models, as used
before, fail. This not only affects the quantitative interpretation of the specific plasma/neutral
interaction in the divertor but also the transport in the exhaust system and thus, the neutral
panicle flux balances. With the gradual transition from molecular flow to laminar flow, a
significant increase in exhaust speed occcurs, as long as the pumping speed of the Uirbomolecular pumps is still high. And even more impact is then found on the transport of a minority of
heavier impurities in the D2 matrix flow. (Molecular flow speed scales with the inverse square
root of mass independently of other gases present, however, in the laminar range the flow
speed of a minority is practically determined by the majority flow speed.) Theoretically, these"
phenomena can only lie treated by codes, as no analytical description exists especially for the
transition range. Up to now, the problem can only be handled by measurements and calibration
procedures which simulate the actual conditions in the divertor exhaust during high density
discharges. Such data, as will be presented, are mandatory to interprcte particle balances over
the whole range of actual divcrtor conditions, e.g., to determine the exhaust pumping speed of
neon as function of the deuterium pressure in the divertor, or to investigate the question of a
fiux dependence of hydrocarbon production yields under 1TER relevant conditions.

UA9900610
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF q-PROFILE
MEASUREMENT BY OBSERVATION OF PELLET
ABLATION BY A FAST-FRAMING CAMERA AT
ASDEX UPGRADE
U.VI'. Miillar, M. Uo.-.tchrodt-Wubc.rpa.ls, K. Buchl, M. /um/inami, P.T. Lang,
P. McCarthy, V. Mullens, I Miroshuikov*, W. Schneider, 11. I'. Zchrfcld,
11. Zohm, ASDEX Upgrade Team
Max-PIa.nck-Instit.ut fiir Plasmaphysik, EVRATOM-Assozintion
* Technical Univvrsity Si. Petersburg
Knowledge and control of the current-density profile in a tukamak is of groat
importance for interpretation and future active control of improved stability
and confinement. Another aim of fusion research is the control of bootstrap
current with respect to advanced tokamaks. We report on Hie possibility of
^-profile measurement by observation of pellet ablation clouds using a fastframing camera at ASDEX Upgrade.
When injecting a pellet into a hot plasma, the ablating material forms a
spatial sequence of flux tubes following the magnetic field lines. Inside the
flux tube, a cold, dense, high collisional plasma, containing a small fraction of
neutrals, emits visible light after undergoing collisional excitation. Therefore,
it is possible to observe the flux tube. Observation along the pellet path by
means of a fast-framing camera, enables to measure the inclination angle of
the magnetic field with respect to the torus midplane. For our investigations,
we used a. fast-framing camera with rotating mirror, developed at the TU St.
Petersburg. The temporal resolution of the sequence was 4/is. During one
pellet ablation, we got up to 63 frames.
The measured inclination angle is a local quantity in contrast to the safetyfactor being a flux surface quantity. Therefore, further information about the
flux surface from an equilibrium code is necessary to obtain the safety-factor
from the inclination angle. The results of our q-profile measurement by pellet
ablation were compared to the results of other diagnostics for (/-profile measurement at ASDEX Upgrade. There was good agreement with the results obtained
by the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction, but, towards the plasma center,
some differences appeared, reflecting the fact that the magnetic reconstruction
fares ini reasing uncertainties when progressing to the inner flux surfaces. By
varying the current profiles used for themagnetic reconstruction, an equilibrium
producing the measured profile of inclination angles could be found.
We analysed the precision of the reported measurement and the resulting
error bars on the ij-profile.
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Profiles of Ion Temperature and Neutral Density from the simulation of
charge exchange measurements and additional experimental data.
J. Stober, D. P. Coster, II.-U. Fahrbach, G. Haas, W. Herrmann, 0. Kardaun,
A. Khutoretsky ', S. dc Pena Hernpcl, D. Reiter', R. Schneider, H. Vcrbeek,
and the ASDEX-Upgrade and Nl-Team
Max Planck Instilut fur Plasma Physik, EURATOM-Association,
D 85748 Garching, Germany
' RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182, Moscow, Russia
J
IPP, Forschungszentruin Jiilich GmbH, EURATOM-Ar.sociation,
D-52425 Julich, Germany
At ASDEX-Upgrade a method to evaluate the ion temperature profile has been developed
that uses the energy distribution of the neutral hydrogen and deuterium fluxes measured
over a wide energy range [15 eV, 20 keVJ on three differeut lines of sight. The parameter
ized ion temperature profiles are varied to fit all experimental data. The fitting procedure
uses the neutral gas code EIRENE to obtain neutral densities for the measured (T t> Dr,
Z5/y) and parameterized (Tj) plasma profiles. A linear spline parameterization ensures
that single parameters affect limited radial intervals only. So the errors of the parameters
relate to the amount of information obtained from the corresponding radial intervals. As
an additional parameter the isotope ratio is determined by the fit. The simultaneous fit
of all parameters to all experimental data proved to be effective to reveal unexpected
correlations of the parameters. It turns out that variations of the fitted position of the
steep T, gradient zone at the plasma edge can be compensated with variations of the
total neutral flux outside the plasma. Since the position of the gradient zone is of special interest, the total neutral flux has to be obtained from additional data. This was
achieved by including data from an ion gauge and/or Ha measurements in the fit. The
general difficulty in inverting neutral-flux energy spectra into temperature profiles is the
overlap of the birth regions of the particles with different energies. This overlap increases
towards the plasma center, thereby reducing the radial resolution. The information from
the central region can be increased by including local ion temperature data from charge
exchange recombination speclrosopy (CXRS) in I he lit routine in the case of neutral
beam heating. On the other hand we can check the compatibility of the outer CXR.S
data with the neutral flux data by including the CXRS data in the fit and comparing the
goodness of fit.
A second important result of the fitting procedure is the density of neutrals along the
lines of sight. These profiles, thai are not accessible by direct measurements, show strong
variations in shape and absolute values depending on plasma temperature and density.
They are important for the edge physics, e. g. the L/H transition and the density limit.
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UA9900612
Interpretation of Mirnov Measurements
in ASDEX Upgrade
M-Jcchilkrj.hdm, U. Zohm, ASDEX Upgrade-Team
Max-l'lunck-Imditul fir Plasmaphysik - EURATOM Association, D-857J0 Garching
Most MHD instabilities are connected with perturbations of the equilibrium field. The
evaluation of the perturbative field would be one of the direclest methods to investigate
the mode structure. Unfortunately, measurements of the perturbative fields are only
passible outside the plasma without any resolution in the radial direction. Due lo this
reason the analysis of coupled modes is difficult.
In ASDEX Upgrade, the modulation of the poloidal field due to a rotating mode structure
is measured by a poloida.1 array of 30 pick up coils and by 4 coils in a toroidal plane. For
a detailed analysis of the modes, the Mirnov probe measurements are compared with
simulations of the perturbative field at the probe locations. In the simulation, the current
flows along field lines on the resonant flux surface and the current density is proportional
to the magnetic field. The location of the resonant surface and the current density are
computed from equilibrium analysis. The induced eddy currents in vacuum vessel and in
conducting structures close to the Mirnov probes are taken into account while computing
the perturbative field.
By increasing the plasma current in a circular limiter discharge, a (m = 3, n = 1)
kink mode is destabilized when the q = 3 surface comes close to the edge. Simulations
done by assuming a perturbative current on this surface show good agreement with the
measurements.
In elongated single null plasmas a dominant (m = 2, n = 1) mode develops before
disruptions. The measured amplitude of the mode increases on the low field side much
faster compared to the high field side, although there is no significant change of the
equilibrium position of the plasma. This indicates the development of additional modes
coupled constructively at the low field side. Considering more surfaces with the simulation
code, a fit lo the measurements gives the value of the perturbative field or the assumed
currents on the different surfaces. A simple analysis of the measured phase would only
give a dominant (m = 2, n = 1) mode, although the current of the coupled (;n.= 3, n = 1)
mode reaches up to 50% of the dominant mode. The development and the coupling of
glands before the density limit are described. The influence of errors in the equilibrium
on the mode analysis is discussed.
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Measurements of Impurity Tiansport in SPHEX Spheromak
and START Tokamak.
V. Johnson. K. Gibson, (i. Cunningham.
Physics Department. UM1ST, Sackville St., P.O.Dox 88,
Manche.-.ier, MGO 1QD, U.K.
Measurements of particle transport are presented for the UMIST spheromak SPHEX and
t he START tokamak at I'KAKA, Fusion, using a novel "spark plug" method of injection.
This approach was developed as an at tempt to overcome the problems of cost and lack of
spatial control encountered in conventional laser ablation techniques. Impurity injection
occurs via an arc discharge between two coaxial graphite electrodes. When the discharge
is fired the tip of the probe produces a short (IO/IS), spatially localised ( « 0.5cm), burst
of impurities suitable lor transient particle transport studies.
On SPHEX (Te « 30cV,ne % >t x lO' 9 m~ 3 ) analysis of the decay of injected carbon
has determined a particle confinement time of up to 250 /is. There is also evidence for a
change in the confinement properties between driven and non-driven spheromaks, which
»c relate to changes in global magnetic fluctuations. Results from the START tokamak
(Tt = 300eV>, = 2 - S x 10l''m":1) <.oufi/m the applicability of the technique to high
Te devices. Initial results suggest a value of rp of around 3-5 ms, a factor of 2-3 greater
than the energy confinement time. In addition, visible COD pictures of the localised
CIII emissions record the pitch of the edge field lines. This permits calculation of the
outboard poloidal field for use in equilibrium reconstruction.
A full analysis of results from both devices will be presented using the ID impurity
!: .-'.n-poil code S IK A III,, with a lurih"i discussion of the implications of using a ID code
to ana!} se a 3D problem. We also discnvs briefly lho possible application of the technique
'•;, >i udie< of edge impurity transport and in particular to transport in a tokamak diver tor. Ai 'know ledgemenls: \\V are guileful ;>• ! ! : e s l \ R l '.cam foi operation oi their device for
th;< Mudy and for the support of U \ \Y \ I u-i..;i
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X-Ray Tomography on TCV
M. Anton, M.-J. Dutch, H. Weisen,
F. Buhlmann, R. Chavan, B. Marletaz, P. Marmillod, P. Paris
Centre de itecherches en Physique des Plasmas
Association EURATOM - Confederation Suissc
Ecole Poly technique Federate de Lausanne, 1015" Lausanne, Switzerland
An important feature of the Tokamak TCV is its outstanding variability of the
plasma shape. X-ray tomography offers a way to reconstruct the shape of a poloidal
cross section of the plasma, including transient deformations due to MHD activity. We present the hardware as well as the software of the 200 channel system
devdopped for TCY.
We use a new, 'dynamical' calibration, in which the actual plasma temperature
as well as some global profile parameters are taken into account to determine the
spectrum-dependent efficiency of the photodiodes. Compared to a 'static' calibration
with constant calibration factors, an enhanced quality of the reconstructed images
is observed.
The tomographic inversion is performed using a variety of methods such as tjie
Cormack-Granetz method, a Classical Maximum Entropy algorithm, Bayesian Maximum Entropy, linear Regularisation of different orders as well as a new method
making use of the" Fisher information of the emissivity distribution. We discuss the
merits of the different algorithms which have all/been implemented as MATLAB
functions.
The tomographic inversion results are analysed with the help of the biorthogonal
decomposition, allowing identification of MHD modes without using any a priori
information on the nvirumber.
Recent results on the dependence of MHD modes and sawtooth activity ?~n the
plasma shape are presented to demonstrate the performance of the soft X-ray tomography system.
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IIe halo formation during neutral beam injection
into magnetically confined plasma.
A V.Khudoleev, V.I Afanassiev, M.I.Mironov
A F lofle Physical-Technical Institute, 194021, St.Petersburg, Russia

High energy neutral particle diagnostics has been recently implemented on several
large tokamaks for measurements of fast hydrogen or helium atoms escaping from plasma
[1] To infer fast

ions

distribution function from atomic fluxes accurate

modeling

neutralization processes in plasma is required. It has been found that fast
mostly neutralized by H-like ions created during neutral beam injection
paper we consider specific mechanism

of

neutralization

[2,3].

of

protons are
In present

target formation in plasma

containing helium ions which can be called "ion halo" of neutral beam. It is related with
significant influence of charge-exchange reaction
He2* + He* - He* + He2*

(1)

on He* density in !he vicinity of ihe beam. Since ionization time for He* in typical cxperimenta!
conditions i;-(n,<o,v c >)''~ 10''s is smaller than their flying time around the torus
t = 2jtR,V3/vT ~ 10"1 S they will not reappear in the beam injection area However due to
process (1) He* ions can change direction of their motion to the opposite and appeal in beam
area without tiaveling around the torus. If He 2 ' concentration in plasma is high enough so
that Xcx «

2TLR,, He* ions

will

participate

in

the diffusion-like process similar to the

iclay charge exchange of neutrals. For typical plasma parameters it happens when i W >
ID1' c m ' We can find "ion halo" density from analytical solution of kinetic equation

The

results show that "ion halo" effect gives substantial enhancement of He' density and may be
as high as - 10 for K l.x.,,n < ).^s This effect is important and should be taken into account
tot ITl'.K where helium ash density is nn-' = 2 • 10 n cm".

11) A I Kislyakov et al , to be published in Fusion Engineering and Design
[1] M PPeltovet al , I9;h EPS Con/, on Conlr. /•'us. and Plasma Phys., I6C(1I) 1031 (1992)
| j j A A Korotkov et al , 2/st EPS Con/ on Conlr. Ens. and Plasma Phys, 18B(I) 266 (199<l)
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Possibility of using Li fraction of lithium atomic beam
for fusion alpha-particle diagnostics.

M.I.Mironov, V.I.Afanassiev, A.V.Khudoteev
AF.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, 194021, St.Petersburg, Russia

Several years ago the method of active alpha-particle diagnostics based on chargeexchange of the confined alphas on fast Li or He neutral beam was proposed [1]. In this
method observation of neutralized alphas flux is to be carried out at a small angle to the beam
injection direction. This layout allows to benefit by high charge-exchange cross-section at
small relative velocities. At the same time the method has some intrinsic disadvantages such as
poor spatial resolution and strong beam attenuation in the experimental layout mentioned
above.
However, in the case of Li beam injection there is another possibility to neutralize the
alphas produced by charge-exchange on Li* ions confined in plasma. Accumulation of Li* ions
is expected in vicinity of the beam due to the difference between ionization rates of Li° and
Li*. For E.. »

Tp the ratio n^J r^o can be as high as - 10 .Velocity vector of these ions is

isotropically distributed in the plane passing through beam injection line and perpendicular to
the magnetic field line. That means that in any direction of the observation laying at the same
plane we can measure fluxes of neutralized alphas. It allows to improve spatial resolution of
the method and to launch the beam along optimal line. In the paper the model used for IA
density calculation is described and the expected neutralized alpha particle fluxes are estimated
for ITER conditions.

[l]D.E.Postet. al., PPPL-1592
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UA9900617
Development of a Spatially Resolved,
Steady-State Bolometer for
LHD Core and Divertor Plasmas
B. J. Peterson and S. Sudo
National Institute for Fusion Science
Nagoya 464-01, Japan

Bolometer diagnostic development activities at the National Institute for
Fusion Science are directed towards title realization of a spatially resolved (in
two dimensions) steady state (30 minute) bolometer for use on the Large
Helical Device (LHD) which is currently under construction in Toki-shi,
Japan. LHD is a heliotron/stellarator device having a major radius of 3.9 m
and a minor radius of .5 - .65 m. Superconducting helical and poloidal coil
sets will be used to provide a 3 - 4 T confining magnetic field.

Heating

power up to 30 MW for short pulse (10 seconds) and 3 MW for long pulse
(30 minutes) operation will result in maximum power densities of 10 W/cm
and 1 W/cm2 respectively at the the detector radius. Taking these high heat
loads into consideration, research and development is being carried out on
bolometer cameras capable of making continuous measurements of the
radiated flux during long pulse measurements. These designs incorporate
pairs of cameras which take turns experiencing actively cooled blind phases
and thermally isolated measurement phases using fast rotating shutter/filter
wheels and detector cooling. Details of this innovative camera design will be
shown, demonstrating how they can be used for reactor-relevant steady-state
detection.

In addition, plans will be shown for arrays measuring the

radiation profile along the divertor leg and measuring the two dimensional
distribution of the radiation from the core plasma.
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UA9900618
Measurement of X-Rays Between 15 ~ 150Kev Using
Mercuric Iodide Detector In the HL-1M Tokamak
J.W. Yang C . i . Zhang W. Zang Q. X. Zeng L. Y. Chen
L. B. Ran J . F. Dong E. Y. Vang
(Southwestern Institute Of Physics P. 0 Box432 Chengdu Sichuan
610041, P. R. China)
Z. II. Li W. T. Li
(Union University Of Sichuan Chengdu Sichuan 610064,
P. R. China)

A new type iodide mercury (Hg12) semiconductor has been used to
detect the hard X-rays which come from the core of tokamak plasma
with energy in between 15-150KeV. This detector is possessed ^of
low noise, high detection efficiency, high count rate , higher
energy resolution and working in room temperature. The results of
experiment show that the radiation flux
are decreaseiin the
perpendicular direction of plasma current during low Hybrid Current
Drive (LHCD), but the bremsstrahlung radiation detected by Na I
detector ( in the energy range of 0.5-3 MeV ) which come from the
limiter are increased. The measurement of X-rays spectra shows
that there are energetic tail electrons in the non-maxwelIian
distribution during LHCD, therefor, we can get the perpendicular
temperature of tail electron which is about 15-30KeV, The maxium
perpendicular energy of energetic electron is approximately
150KeV. Meanwhile, the measurement of X-rays flux and
spectra using Hg 12 detector under the conditions of Ohmic
heating , external radial electric field, and laser gas puffing
di scharges are given.

This work granted by Foundation of Nuclear Science in China.
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UA9900619
Submillimcter laser interferometer-polarimeter for
plasma diagnostics
Kamenev Yu E , Kiscliov V K., Kuleshov E.M., Knyaz'kov B.N.,
Kononenko V.K., Nesterov P.K., Yanovsky M.S.

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
12 Acad. Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine.

Abstract
There are presented the results of investigation of the homodyne laser
interferometer-polarimeter 1 = 0 195mm made on the quasioptical element basis. The
interferometer

-

polarimeter

is

combined

with

Tokamak-15

multichannel

interferometer and provides the synchronous determination of the plasma electron
density Ne and the poloidal magnetic field Bp across anyone of the seven vertical
probing channels without

disturbance for working of the others channels. The

electron density responce threshold is 3,4* 10"cm'3, the polarization resolution is not
worse than 0,1° and the phase difference measurement error is +4°.
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UA9900620
A Set of Quasioptic Submillimetcr-Wave Devices for
Thermonuclear Plasma Diagnostics

V.I.Bezborodov, Yu.E.Kamcnev, V.K.Kiseliov, B.N.Knyaz'kov, V.K.Kononenko,
E.M.Kuleshov, P.K.Nesterov, V.N.PoIupanov, M.S.Yanovsky

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of the National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
12 Acad. Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine.

Abstract
The research and development results in the design of quasioptic submillimeter
- wave measuring devices and systems for diagnostics of high - temperature
magnetoactive plasma in contemporary machines for thermonuclear fusion are
presented here. A multichannel HCN-laser interferometer operation at a wavelength of
0337mm has been created for electron plasma density measurements for (lie values of
density Ne up to 2 • 10" c/?r3 and investigation of Ne radial profile in the
TOKAMAK - 1 5 machine. Also created is a ZXW-laser interferometer-polarimeter
operating at a wavelength of 0.195 mm for plasma electron density and azimuthal
current to be synchronously determined from the phase sluft and Faraday rotation of
the probing wave. Quasioptic instrumentation for the wavelength range from 0.8 to 2.5
mm has been developed to measure local temperatures of plasma elections and
investigate the electron temperature profile by making parallel measurements of the
cyclotron radiation spectrum at nine equally spaced places along the outer radius.
Quasioptic quadrature mixers for the use in homodyne analyzers of asymmetrical
spectra have been designed for investigation spectral distributions in submillimeterwave scattering on.plasma density fluctuations. A superbroad band waveguide system
covering 60...600 GHz for the use in low-tempeiature Josephson ieceiver for plasma
radiation have been developed on the basis of metal - dielectric waveguides.
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UA9900621
Three-mirror laser interferoineter for diagnostics of thermonuclear plasma
O.A. Basliuiin, E.D. Vovchcnko, G.I. Kozin, A.S. Savjolov
Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute (MEPhI), ! 15409, Moscow, Russia
The modern tendency in evolution of laser interferometers for large tokatnaks is
determined by two main conditions. First, when heavy hydrogen isotopes are used as
working substance, the diagnostics must be placed outside the biological shield of the
thermonuclear installation. Second, increase of electron density up to 1015 cm-3 needs
substitution of the submillimeter probing wavelenghts for the infrared ones. However,
in this case the quality of mirrors, must be higher, but there quickly degrades due to
neutron radiation. Moreover, the sensitivity of the diagnostic device to external
vibrations is higher in die infrared range. This is why the classical types of diagnostic
interferometers can not be used for those purposes.
The decision of this problem is proposed by using an original three-mirror twomode laser interferometer (X=3.39 am), that has been developed in MEPhl. This device
is based on the effect of influence of intrinsic radiation reflected from an external
reflector on parameters of the two-mode He-Ne laser (\=3.39 um), that works in the
region of "soft" competition of orthogonal modes. The main elements of the
interferometer, except the external reflector, are located in a compact unit, that can be
placed far, up to 10 m, from the plasma object under investigation. The interferometer
has high sensitivity (nJ = 10" l -l0 17 cm':) inherent in multipass designs, but unlike them, it
can work with low reflecting and diffusive external reflectors. The modification of the
surface of such reflector sliglitfy affects working characteristics of the three-mirrow twomode inteiferomeier. Moreover, the use of the diffusive reflector reduces influence of
external vibrations. These facts give rise to suggestion, that the surface of the tokamak
first wall can be used as a reflector of this interferometer.
The [icifonii.ince of the three-minor two-mode interferometer and its applications
for plasma investigations are given.
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UA9900622
SOFT X - RAY TOMOGRAPHY ON Hi - Tl TOKAMAK
M. (iliORANN£l7SS, M.F.AGHAMIR and M.MASNAVl
PLASMA 1'UYSICS RESEARCH CENTER OF(l.A.U)
POONAK, HES.ARAKJy.O.BOX:l'ISS5-159
TEHRAN, IRAN

ABSTRACT
Measurements of soft x-ray ( SXR) emission from the IR - TITokamak
plasma have been analysed with tomographic reconstruction methods.
1R - Tl is a small air core transformer tokamak with circular crosscross section and without copper shell and divcrtor ( R = 45 cm, a = 12.5 cm
, Bt < IT, Ip = 20 - 45 kA, nc - ( 0.7 - 2.5 ) xlO13 cm'1, Tc(0) = 150 - 200 ev
and safety factor q = 2 - 4 ).
The detector system is on a circular arc view IR - Tl Tokamak plasmas
through a thin beryllium window (in a fashion similar to that of a pin - hole
camera ) , to provide poloidu) imaging of soft x - ray emission in the 900 ev 20 kcv range. The horizontal x - ray imaging system (XIS) is an array of 23
silicon surface - barrier diodes, with a 1 cm spatial resolution. Each detector
has an active area 3x20 mm2. The signals are digitized every 4JIS or 8u,s by
use of 8 bit transient recorders and the frequency response of detectorpreamplifier system is from 10Hz - 200IIz.
Cormack's method ( Analytic solution ) is used for reconstruction the
images of SXR emissivity distribution in the poloidal cross - section of I R Tl Tokamak. Because there is a detector array, one - dimentional images of
SXR emissivity are obtained with having to resort to rotation models. The
XIS system is primarily used lo study internal disruptions and m = 1
fluctuations. XLS diagnostic of the sawtooth oscillation have tended to
emphasize the coincidence between magnetic surfaces and the contours of
equal x - ray emissivity. X - ray tomography work has been done on IR -Tl,
directed particularly to the study of the sawtooth crash instability.
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UA9900623
II3GII STABLE MILLIMETER-WAVE VECTOR ANALYZER
G.P. Ermak, I.D. Revin, M.Yu Dcmchenko, B.K Skrynnik
Institute <>j Radiophysics and Electronics NAS of Ukraine
12 Ak. 1'roshira Sir., 310085 Kharkov, Ukraine

A number of microwave plasma diagnostics working in the short part of the millimeter wave
band require the high stable sources with output power about 0.5-1 Watt and the high
resolution receiving system. New opportunities for the collective scatteiing and interferometry
can provide a new type of electrovacuum devices - Diffraction Radiation Oscillators (DRO)
and locked measuring systems based on the DROs
The high stable Vector Analyzer of the superheterodyne type with coherent heterodyne was
developed and investigated in a short part of the MM band. The source of the band is the DRO
locked in by PLL-system with frequency standard. That allowed to increase the long-time
instability up to SxlCH0.
The DRO is the source of high-stable electromagnetic oscillations of the average level of the
output power of the EHF band. A series of the small-sized packetized DROs in the frequency
band 30-250 GHz with output power 50-0.5 Watt and with the frequency instability up to 10 7
in CW mode has been designed.
The scheme of the Vector Analyzer is as follows. The signal from the harmonic mixer
contained in the PLL-system is directed to the reference channel of the vector receiver. The
probing signal passed through the investigated object or plasma is mixed in the receiving mixer
with the signal coming from the coherent heterodyne. The measurement of the probing signal is
carried out on an intermediate frequency by spectrum Analyzer with a transmission band ~ 3
Hz or by Vector voltmeter.
The Vector Analyzer can be operated with electrical frequency tuning with a frequency step
of 5 Hz. The sensitivity of the receiving system is of 90 dBm., and the dynamic range of 120
dB.
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UA9900624
W.TRAFAST MJLLIMETER WAVE AMPLITUDE MODULATOR
FOR REFLECTOMETRY OF PLASMA
G.P. Ermak
Institute ofRadiophysics and Electronics NAS
of Ukraine, 12 Ak. Proskura Sir., 310085 Kharkov,
Ukraine. E-mail: ermak@ire.kharkov.ua

In modern pulsed radar and amplitude modulation reflectometry of fusion plasma the high
speed PIN switches and PIN attenuators are used . They provide the amplitude modulation to
several hundred MHz and pulses with a pulse duration of 1-3 ns. The resolution in the
mesurement of the distances to the plasma strongly depend on the speed of the modulators.
An ultrafast varactor amplitude modulator has been designed for the use in pulsed radar and
AM reflectometry in all millimetei band. The modulator provides the speed of the amplitude
modulation of 5 GHz and pulses of 0.2 ns with ON/OFF ratio of 25-30 dB for a single diode
and 35-40 dB for the two diode modulator. Insertion losses of 1.5-2 dB. It can operates with a
sources which have got an output in CW mode to a few Watts.
The modulator has a narrow frequency band < 1 GFIz, but in reflectometres which use the
sources working at the fixed frequencies it is not regarded as a disadvantage, because each
source can be supply with an individual modulator.
The modulator provides the linear change of the output signal in changing of the bias voltage
from zero to 15 Volts and can be used as an electrical tuning attenuator.
The further investigation of the modulator will be involve to broadening of the operating
bandwidth Author expresses his gratitude to Dr. A. Hugenhoks and Dr. S. Heijnen from
Institute of Plasma Physics RJjnhuzcn, the Netherland for the assistance in testing of tiie
modulator in the pulsed mode.
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UA9900625
PLASMA CURRENT 1'ROFILE DIAGNOSTICS ON FT-2 BASED ON THE
CORRELATION RFFl.ECTOMETRY MEASUREMENTS O F MHD MODES.
A.Yu. Stcpanov. V.N Budnikov, E.Z. Gusakov, L.A.Esipov, E.R Its, V.Yu.Shorikov
1OFFE Vhysico Technical Institute, 194021, St. Petersburg, Russia

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the possibility of plasma current
profile estimation by (he correlation refleetometry. The method is based on the determination
of the MHD mode oscillations localized in the vicinity of resonant magnetic surfaces by the
correlative analysis of multichannel rcflectometry signals.
MHD density perturbations were studied by fixed frequency O-mode microwave
reflectometry on the Ff-2 tokamak. Two rcflectometers operated simultaneously at the same
frequency 35 GHz, corresponding to cut-off density n e = 1.5* 10^3 cm'-'. Experiments were
carried out at two different relative positions of the emitting-receiving systems. In the first,
"poloidal" case both rcflectometers were situated in the same poloidal cross-section and
separated by - 1 8 ° . In the second, "toroidal" case the poloidal separation was ~72° and the
toroidal one was 180°.
In the poloidal case the diagnostic system registered noticeable peaks on the
coherence spectrum at MHD frequencies when the radius of the cut-off layer coincided with
that calculated for magnetic surfaces q = m/n = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0. The fundamental, first
and second MHD harmonics were also observed (for example, m/n = 2/1, 4/2, 8/4). We found
a fairly good agreement between observed cross-phase data and values expected for modes
m/n = 2, 3. The obtained data also correlated well with magnetic probes results.
In the toroidal case selected plasma current permitted the reflcctomelry probing of
the magnetic surfaces q = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5. Detectable peaks were observed only for q •- 2.0, 2.5.
A good agreement between the cross-phase data and expected values was observed only for
calculated magnetic surface q ~ 2.5.
However, the above results were obtained inspite ol'seveial complexities typical
for small FT-2 tokamak: unsteady-state q-profile during time intervals of analysis (512 niks).
and the lack of radial, poloidal and toroidal resolutions. It should be stiessed that these
complexities are not essential in devices vvilh longer discharge time and larger scales, where
the profile scan can be performed by the frequency sweep of the reflectomoter.
Thus, the described diagnostic technique allows one lo make estimation of the
location of different magnetic surfaces, which can provide information on the plasma ainvn:
profile. Besides, the diagnostics gives frequency spectra and poloidal rotation velocities of the
MHD perturbations on rational magnetic surfaces.
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UA9900626
Two Colour Interferometer for Density Measurements on FTU
D. Phgione, AA. Petrov*, V. G. Petrov' and O. Tudisco
Associaziono EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Rjcerchc Frascaii,
C.P. 65, 00044, Frascati, Rome, Italy

At present, a five channel DCN (X.=195 jim) interferometer provides the electron density
measurements on FTU and is successfully working at almost all density of the FTU operation
range. Some problems arise at a density larger than 2 x 1020 nr^ due to refraction. Furthermore
during pellet injection fringes are lost after the fast density perturbation.
In view of higher density operation and multi-pellet injection experiments, we have
developed and tested a single channel two colour interferometer (TCI) employing a CO2 (k =
10.6 |im) laser as main wavelength and a visible HeNe (X.=0.63 Jim) for compensating the
vibrations.
A Mach-Zender scheme with a double pass in the plasma has been used in order to double
the sensitivity of the instrument. The length of each interferometer arm is about 24 m, and the
beam cross section diameter is kept below 14 mm for HeNe and 20 mm for the CO2 using two
concave mirrors in both scene and reference beam. An acousto-optic modulator is used for each
wavelength to produce a 40 MHz frequency shift for the phase detection. Such a fast modulation
should allow to measure density variation with a maximum rate of 7xlO27 n r V 1 .
Laboratory test on stability and sensitivity will be presented together with a detailed
description of the diagnostic. The interferometer can be easily modified to measure density on
two chords.

Tioisk Institute of Innovation and T!iemtoriik*Ica/ Research, TRINJTI, 142092 Troislc, Moscow Resion, Russia
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A Comprehensive Analysis of Impurity Transport in ITU Plasmas
D, Pacella, M. Mauioli °, R. Bartiromo, KB. Fournicr t, M- Finkenthab
Associazione EURATOM- ENBA sulla Fusione, Centre Ricerclie Frascali,
C.P. 65, 00044, Frascali, Rome, Italy

Impurity content in Tokamak plasmas is obtained with impurity transport codes which
simulate the available experimental data, using two radial-dependent parameters, namely a
diffusion coefficient D and an inward convection velocity V. In FTU both Ni,Fe,Cr K-lines and
Mo L-line brightnesses are available with an absolutely calibrated rotating flat crystal
spectrometer (0.6- 5.5 Angs). Given the FTU central Te-Ne values, the Mo L-lines arc emitted by
highly ionised Mo ions of the Ne-, Na-, and Mg-like isoelcctronic sequences. It is possible, with a
steady state collisional-radiative model developed at LLNL and JHU, to interpret the
molybdenum experimental spectral features and to characterise the charge state distribution of the
central plasma. With the impurity transport code il is then possible to recover the latter by
varying the central D-values. Using the same D-values for the simulations of the elements
emitting K-lines, their central contents are obtained. The impurity radial profiles (sensitive to the
V(r) function) can be obtained subsequently from the experimental brightnesses of a SPRED
spectrometer. For the latter only a relative wavelength sensitivity is available and normalisation is
based on the simulated brightness of a strong line, like the 247 Angs NiXVn line. The content of
light elements, not emitting central lines, (intrinsic O andVor injected Ne) can also be obtained
from lines detected by the SPRED spectrometer. As an "a posteriori" check the obtained impurity
content is "verified" by simulating the 5235 Angs visible bremsstrahlung emission (usual Zcff
diagnostic), the underneath lines crystal spectrometer continuum, the global soft X-ray camera
signal and the Abel-inverted total radiated power bolometer profile. To simulate the peripheral
peak of the latter increased D-values near the limiter radius are necessary. Two different
experimental situations, with and without sawtooth activity, are compared.

° EURATOM - CEA Association , Cadaracht , France
t Lawrence Liverniore National Laboratory , USA
• Johns Hopkins University , Baltimore . USA
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UA9900628
Interpretation of Measurements of ICRF—Heated
Minority Proton Distributions in JET
K. G. McClements', S. Dalla2, R. 0 . Dendy1, A. Gon.dhalekar2
1

UKABA, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 0X14 3DB, UK
(UKABA/Euratom Fusion Association)
* JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, UK

In the JET tokamak a neutral particle analyzer (NPA) has been used to measure
the perpendicular velocity distribution function of minority ICRF-heated protons,
integrated along a vertical line-of-sight through the plasma centre. In particular,
the best-fit perpendicular tail temperature Tx of the line-integrated distribution can
be measured to high accuracy. We have obtained a simple relationship between the
measured value of Tx and the peak perpendicular tail temperature Tx(0) of the heated
ions at the position of maximum ICRF power deposition. If the measurements are
made at ion energies E well above Tj_(O), the values of Tx inferred from the NPA
measurements are only slightly lower than 7j_(0). In the opposite limit E -C Tx(0),
it is shown that Tj_ -C Tj.(O). When this model is applied to observations of Tj_ [lj, it
is found that the scaling of T_i_(0) with ICRF power in the 2-10 MW range is almost
exactly linear, as expected in the widely-used Stix model. Moreover, the inferred
values of Ti(0) are consistent with diamagnetic measurements of the ICRF-heated
proton stored energy. The NPA measurements thus give access to a fundamental
property of the high energy minority proton energy distribution, which plays a crucial
role in theories of sawtooth stabilization.
This work was funded jointly by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and
Euratom.

[l] A. Korotkov and A. GondhaJekar, Europhysics Conference Abstracts 1SB (1994)
1-206. Submitted to Nuclear Fusion.
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UA9900629
The research of charged component of controlled fusion installations
constructive materials sputtering products
A. G. Koval, V. A. Lilvinov, S. V. Gritzaenko
Kharkov State University, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine
The work is devoted to the study of differential characteristics of secondary ion emission
from stainless steel, beryllium and boron samples surface. The results can be of the interest as
from inverted to plasma chambers surfkcea erosion effect, as from effect of plasma parameters
deterioration with impurity particles penetration in plasma.
The studied samples were bombarded by the primary ions of inert gases He* and Ar* wilh
energy 18 keV under 60° to the normal and with current density, corresponding to ~210 1 8
part/s'm 2 flux. Measurements were produced as in pure conditions (high vacuum), as under
simultaneous surface influence of thermal energies clicinit-ui-active particles (oxygen).
In the result of energy spectra measurements of the secondary single-charged atomic
matrix ions, which are the main part of sputtered ions flux, it has been shown, that spectra of
similar forms are correspond to clean, or near the clean surface. The main structural features of
such spectra are, as a rule, two maxima •— low-energy (16--20 eV) and high-energy (100300 eV). The average energy of secondary matrix ions is some hundreds eV.
The studied surface oxygen influence results in significant changes of energy spectra
shape. The amount of low-energy ions grows significantly (for metal targets especially), the
amount of ions with some hundreds eV energy grows in considerably small degree. For
example, during beryllium surface oxidizing the amount of Be* ions with energy -10 eV grows
on three order, but ions with energy -1000 eV — less than on one order. Total amount of
sputtered from the oxidized surface Be* ions 80 times increases. The average energy of ioim is
reduced to 90 eV.
On semi-conductor boron sample die oxygen influenced in smaller degree In this report
the some sputtered particles ionizaXioo mechanisms are discussed and the quantitative data
about sputtered matrix atoms ionizalion probability are presented Thin information can be of
interest for controlled fusion reactors creation.
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UA9900630
Double P u l s e T h o m s o n Scattering System at RTF
M.N.A. Beurskens, C.J. Barth, C. C. Chu, J.A. Herranz, H.J. van dor Meiden,
F.J. Pijper, and the RTP-team
FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Fluratom-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwogein, Thn Netherlands
At RTP, the Rijnhuizen Tokamak experiment (R/a=0.72m/0.1Gm, B--2.2T), a double
pulse multi position Thomson scattering system is under construction. This system will
be able to record two Tt and ne profiles in rapid succession, with a time separation of 10
to 800 (is. The profiles are measured along a vertical chord of 300 mm at 115 positions
simultaneously, with a spatial resolution of 2.6 mm. The Doppler broadened spectrum of
the scattered light is recorded in 85 channels of 3.6 nm from 530 to 850 nm, i.e. on either
side of the Ruby laser wavelength (694.3 nm).
The main goal of this project is to study the high frequency dynamics of small scale
structures on the Tc profiles: structures in Electron Cyclotron (EC) heated plasmas like
Tc peaks, called filaments, up to 1 keV, with a size down to 5 mm, and high Tc gradients
up to lMeV/m (Fig. 1). Furthermore, steps in the profiles of purely ohmic discharges
are of interest (Fig. 2). These structures, and the dynamics involved, may play a role in
anomalous transport pocesses.
To obtain two profiles a Ruby laser is triggered twice during one period of its flash
lamp (max. 12.5 J per pulse). The scattered light is analysed by a Littrow polychromater
and subsequently detected by means of a blue enhanced GaAsP image intensifier. This
intensifier is gated open during 40 ns for every laser pulse. The P20 phosphor image of
this tube is coupled to two CCD cameras equiped with S25 image intensifies, which act
as fast shutters in order to separate the two pulses. Due to the short time separation
down to 10 jj.s and the relatively long emission decay time (30 us to a level of 10 %) of the
P20 phosphor screen, there is cross talk of the first to the second recording. This cross
talk is accounted for by subtracting the appropriate fraction of the first from the second
recording, using the measured decay time of the phospor.
It is expected that the system is operational in May 1996. In the paper a detailed
description of the system will be given and the performance of optical components will
be discussed. Furthermore the measurements of the decay time of the P20 phosphor will
be shown, as well as an evaluation of the 'cross talk effect' based on simulations. Finally,
the calibration procedure and some first results will be presented.
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Figure 1: Te profile in an EC heated
plasma. Note the central filaments and
the steep gradients a'ound z-± 45rriffi(Single pulse Thomson scattering)
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Figure 2: T,, profile in a high density
ohmic discharge with steps around the rational surfaces y - | and q-2. (Single
pulse Thomson scattering)
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UA9900631
Fast ion losses during neutral beam injection on Tore Supra :
experiments and simulations
V. Basiuk, PI). Lotte, G. Martin, R. Whire#
DRFC, CE Cadarachc, F-13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durancc, France.
# PPPL, Princeton University, NJ 08543

Tore Supra is well equiped to understand and predict ripple related
phenomena, which is an important issue for next generation of tokamaks.
Direct losses of fast ions trapped in the toroidal field ripple of TORE SUPRA,
during neutral beam injection (NBI, up to 1.5 MW) were studied, using two
diagnostics (electric probes):
- one collects directly the flux of fast ion entering a vertical port
(DRIPPLE I)m,
- the second (DRIPPLE II)[2] is a Faraday cup positioned in a vertical
port and filtered so as to select fast ions by their Larmor radius (thus their
energy). The energy range (100 keV -> MeV) of the detector depends on two
parameters : the magnetic field and the injected fast ion mass (D^ or H^). For
low magnetic field (toroidal field Bt = 2.2 T), the D° beam energy injection
(Einj = 70 keV) is accessible. Preliminary results are useful and gives access
to the energy spectrum of lost fast ions. It allows a direct calibration of that
type of collector which has been constructed to study fast ion losses during
ICRF heating.
The fast ion losses (direct or stochastic losses) and the shine-through are
also calculated by means of:
-a Fokker Planck code which simulates the neutron flux,
-a Monte-Carlo code which simulates quite well the current
collected by the collector DRIPPLE I during NBI experiments and the energy
spectrum.
The estimation of the ripple losses rate during NBI experiments is quite
similar with the two codes. It gives confidence in these codes which can be
used to calculate the heat flow of lost fast ions on inner or outer wall,
limiters... and to design a new type of protection against ripple losses on Tore
Supra.

[1] Basiuk V. et al, 19th EPS Conference on controlled Ft-.ion and Plasma Physics,
Innsbruck, Vol 16C, pan I, p 175-178
[2] Basiuk V. et al, Fusion Technology, vol 26. 222, (no\ 19v i)
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FAST ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG TO.VfOGRAPHfC

UA9900632

SYSTEM OX TORE SUPRA
Y.Peysson
DRFC, CE Cadarache, F-13108 StPaul-Lez-Durance, France,
The non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission observed during Lower
Hybrid (LH) experiments provides a quite direct insight of the fast electron
distribution in real and momentum spaces in tokamak plasmas. It is therefore
a stringent test on the validity of models describing propagation and
absorption of the LH wave, a critical issue for current density profile control
experiments in relation with the advanced tokamak concept. Furthermore, the
dynamics of these electrons enables to probe the level of stochasticity of the
magnetic topology, which could be responsible for (he anomalous electron
energy transport in tokamaks.
For this purpose, a new multichannel x-ray spectrometer is designed
for the tokamak TORE SUPRA, in order to study die photon emission
between 30 and 180 keV, with the requirement of both space (Ar - 5-7 cm)
and time (At ~ 3-5ms) high resolutions, and high count rale capability (up to
1-2x10$ count/s/Iine-of-sight). As a consequence of the continuous energy
dependence of bremsstrahlung spectra in the energy range of interest, only a
coarse spectromefry per line-of-sight is necessary (up to 8).
The diagnostic is based on solid state room temperature CdTe X/y
ray detectors, which are able to operate in regions of intense and variable
magnetic field. Their high stopping efficiency enables to consider compact
size cameras, an important feature for neutron shielding against 2.5 MeV
neutrons produced by fusion reactions in a reduced space close to die
tokamak. Using a test-detector, it is experimentally shown that operating
requirements are fulfilled even in deuterium plasmas when the neutron rate is
large. The main characterictics of the new diagnostic which is made of 60
detectors arranged in three independent cameras are presented. It is shown
that the high redundancy between neighbouring chords enables to recover
accurate details of the local non-thermal bremsstrahhnig emission by Abel
inversion using the maximum entropy reconstruction technique, even if the
photon count rate is low.
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Measuring of Parameters of Gas-Discharge Plasma under Arbitrary Gas
Pressure
Dudin S.V. and Ushakov A.V.
Kharkov State University
SI Kurchatav Ave., Kharkov310108, UKRAINE
So far measurement of parameters of a gas-discharge plasma remains a complex problem,
which each researcher solves as a rule independently. It requires large labor consumption for
creation of a measuring complex. Besides, the probe data can be quite complex and are not easy'
to interpret, so that accuracy achievable by frequently used simplified techniques is insufficient
as a rule. To overcome these problems the author developed versatile meter of parameters of
gas-discharge plasma - TlasmaMctcr" (I'M). PM is designed for measurement of key parameters of a laboratory or technological low-iempcraturc stationary plasma such as: plasma potential, floating potential, electron and positive km density, electron temperature, EEDF.
PM is based on the method of Langmuir probe supplemented with combined electronic and
numerical processing of probe signal. The primary data captured by a probe and its associated
electronics are both current-voltage characteristics and probe current derivatives being measured immediately by enhanced modulation technique. Use of this technique allows to reach
high sensitivity (up to 3-4 orders of magnitude) when measuring EEDF tail even in noisy
plasmas. PM includes also system of motorized motion of the probe on two coordinates that
allows to perform spatially resolved measurements throughout the plasma. Probe precleaning
by negative bias is available too. Parameters of PM:
Range of probe voltage
-400*400 V;
Range of probe current
10 nA+10 mA;
Range of measured T e
0.01+100 eV;
Range of measured plasma density
10'-f-10'* cm"';
Range of moving of a probe
0-r30Q mm;
PM is able to work in connection with a PC computer used to process the probe data.
However, despite a plenty of work devoted to calculation of current on probe inserted into
plasma, a theory does not at present exist which would permit to calculate parameters of
plasrna at any size of a probe and pressure of a working gas. To fill in this gap the author has
developed (on the basis of experimental researches) numerical model of ion kinetics in a nearboundary layer of a Langmuir probe, inserted into a weakly-ionized gas-discharge plasma, in a
range of intermediate pressure of a neutral gas (the length of tree path of charged particles has
the same order, as size of a probe*, as well as at any ratio between thickness of the layer of"
space chaise and mdius of the probe. The solution of the problem is reduced to the joint selfconsisted solution of a system of Poisson's equation and kinetic equation with boundary
conditions on values of potential, electric field nnd density of plasma
()n the base of results of modeling, practical technique of processing of probe
characteristics at intermediate pressure is developed i) a technique of calculation of density of
ions, ii) u technique of division of a probe euireut on electron and ion part.
For verification of the model comparison with different limiting cases (collisionlcss case,
case ofa large probe), with Ihc results n!other authors, as wcli as comparisons with experiment
in different types of the discharges and check l>y tndqiewient techniques are conducted.
PM is tested in different types of DC ami RF plasmas and may be useful both for scientific
investigations and for R&D activity, technology process monitoring, end-point detection, etc.
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UA9900634
HIGH-PERFORMANCE THOMSON SCATTERING DIAGNOSTICS
FOR PRECISE MEASUREMENTS OF
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE EVOLt I ION
AT FAST TRANSIENT PROCESSES IN PLASMA Ol- FT-2 TOKAM\K

M.Yu.Kantor. D.V.Kouprienko, V.M.Zavadsky

Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, ftAS
Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Recent results on the development of high precision Thomson scattering diagnostic system
are presented in the work. The system is based on the laser multipass and intraresonator plasma
probing.These principles make it possible to increase significanlly probing energy in plasma and to
obtain multipulse operation mode for probing laser. The total energy of the ruby laser probing
beam exceeds 500 Joules in plasma. The laser generates a dozen or more laser pulses during
interval of 1 ms scale. This provides the detailed measurements of electron temperature evolution
at fast transient processes' in plasma within a wide range of plasma densities. The diagnostics is
applied for the study of evolution of lower hybrid heating in FT-2 tokamak.
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UA9900635
Electromagnetic Wave Scattering
from Turbulent Fluctuations in Fusion Plasma
P. Sosenko*, A Siteuko* and D. Gresillon**
* International Centre of Physics & M.M. Boholiubov
Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252130, Kyiv, Ukraina;
** LPML Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiscau F 91128, France
Electromagnetic wave scattering is routinely and successfully used for diagnosing both
fusion and space plasmas, in particular thermal plasmas [1, 2j. However experiments (for
instance tofoimak microwave and infrared scattering, or radar backseattering in ionosphere
and magnetosphere) reveal frequently non-thermal and low-frequency features in plasma,
fluctuations [3]. This means that real plasmas can be of in turbulent states, possibly with
fluid-like random motion. Such a. motion, associated with large-scale and low-frequency
electromagnetic fields, can be produced by internal non-equilibrium factors or by external
sources. Thus, the spectrum of electromagnetic wave scattering is of considerable value
for measuring turbulent, plasma properties in a non-perturbative way [3, 4]. It is especially
worth int.erpre -\ tliis "u>lleclive scattering" si) nal since it might directly show the plasma
diffusion and i of c jnfinenient across the magnetic field
This report, studies the electromagnetic wave scattering from density fluctuations in
the magnetized plasma, which arise in turbulent plasma convection across the magnetic
field. The stationary spectrum of density fluctuations in a. strongly turbulent plasma state
is calculated Iv, mea.no of the renormalized statistical approach [4, 5], and related to the
spectrum of the fluctuations of the convective-cell type electric field in the plasma. The
spectral shape in frequency is governed by the anomalous diffusion coefficient. Therefore,
the latter can be deduced from the "collective scattering" signal. The anomalous diffusion coefficient, is calculated in a self-consistent, way, unlike in the model [3, 4], from the
turbulent convcctivc-cell spectrum. Conditions for the spectral shape to be Loretzian or
Gaussian are analyzed. The auisotropy of the spectral intensity is determined. The spectral intensity is found to be {(<5")~)^/"2 ~ l/^iU"4) which corresponds to the mixing length
level for the integral intensity. (Here n is the mean plasma density, Sn is the fluctuation of
the electron density, Ln is the characteristic length scale of plasma inhomogeneity across '
the magnetic field).
|1] I. Hut.chinson, Principles of Plasma Diagnostics, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge
etc. (1087).
12] A. Silenko, Electromagnetic Fluctuations in Plasma), Academic Press, New York London (1907).
13] D. Grcsillon, B. Cabrit, J P. Villain, C. Hanuise et al Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion
, 34, 1985 (1992).
|'l] P.P. Sosenko, D. Civsillon. In Proc. 20th EPS Conf. on Contr, Fusion and Plasma
Phys. (26-30 July 1993, litboa, Portugal), Contr. Papers, 170(111), 1239.
[5] A. Silenko, P. Sosenko. In Proc. I.9SJ, Int. Conf. on Plasma Phys. (Lausanne.,
Switzerland), hunted Papers/Ed, by M.Q. Tran, and 11..J. Verbeelc (CRPP, Ecole
Polytechnique Fcdc-rah- dr Lausanne, 19S4), 2. 921.
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PROPAGATION OF THE MICROWAVE BEAMS
IN MAGNETIZED INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS
D.L.Grekov
Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
310108, Kharkov, Ukraine
Previously the propagation of the microwave, beams in vacuum have been carried out
intensively in connection with the problems of the transmission lines, the resonators and (he
laser beams [1].
This paper concerns the microwave beams of RF frequency band (10 - 200 GHz)
propagation in the magnetized inhomogeneous plasma. At the plasma boundary (at launcher)
the initial electromagnetic field was expanded into the series of the Hermitian polynomials
Each harmonic was studied separately. The paraxial approximation have been used to get the
analytical expressions for the microwave beams magnitude distribution through the plasma
Analyzing this expressions we observe the great deference between the beams
propagation in plasma and in vacuum.
- Essential discrepancy between the phase front curvature in the direction of the
external magnetic field and one in the direction perpendicular to the external magnetic field
takes place.
- As penetrating into the plasma the beam dimensions in the parallel and perpendicular
to the external magnetic field directions change differently.
- Plasma presence results in the beam amplitude increase as compared to vacuum This
efiect doesn't depend on the plasma density profile.
•• The difference in the separate harmonic phase (and group) velocities leads to the
alternation of the total microwave beam profile.
It is interesting to point out that plasma presence results in the ordinary and
extraordinary wave astigmatism, the ordinary wave astigmatism doesn't depend on plasma
gyrotropy value.
The results obtained could be applied to the problems of the microwave diagnostic and
the problems of the electron cyclotron plasma heating.

1. Kogelnik H., Li T Applied Optics, 5_, (1966) 1550.
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The sensitivity of the algorithm of ion
temperature profile determination by charge
exchange neutral spectra to different
disturbances.
Yu.N. Duestrovskij, A.V. Khutoretsky, A.P. Smirnov, A.O. Verbitskij
Abstract
The algorithm for ion temperature determination by charge exchange
neutrals spectra is proposed. The algorithm is based on a mathematical model to calculate the neutral flux outgoing from plasma. This llux
strongly depends on the ion temperature profile. This profile is varied until the best match between model and experimental spectra is obtained.
The effect of the following factors is investigated: noise in the experimental data; choice of ion temperature profile parametrization; uncertainty in
bulk neutral density. It was shown that a stable work of the algorithm and
its sensitivity to the noise in experimental data strongly depends on the
choice of class for ion temperature profile representation. The classes were
found for which spatial resolution is reasonable and accuracy of temperature determination is rather high - about 1015% in the central part of
plasma and few percents in the area where most of detected neutrals are
bom. It was shown, that an exponential dependence of high energy neutral
flux on the ion temperature makes the algorithm rather insensitive to lite
uncertainty in bulk neutral density; an error by far tor of 5 in bulk neutral
density results in about 15% error in central ion temperature for a plasma
density 6 • lO^cm" 3 . Real data processing is started The calculations are
carried out for conditions typical for ASDEX-U device
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X-Ray Spectroscoplc Set Study lor ITER

UA9900638

V.A.Bryzgunov
Kurchatov I n s t i t u t e

RRC, Moscow, 1 cii-i\ Be Russia

A.B.Gil'varg
Shubnikov I n s t i t u t e of

Crystallography,

Moscow, 117333 Russia
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EFFECT OF PLASMA, NEUTRON IRRADIATION AND HEATING
ON THE CARBON GRAPHITES ELEMENTS OF MM AND SUB-MM DIAGNOSTICS
FOR A FUSION PLASMA
V.L.BerezhnyJ. V.V.Chebotarev, I.P.Fomin, V.L.Ocheretenko,
A.I.Skibenko, V.S.Voltsenya
• Institute of Plasma Physics, NSC KPTI, Kharkov, 310108, Ukraine
Earlier we proposed diagnostic elements In sub-inm and mm
wave ranges (antennas, wavequldes, reflectors) made of carbon
graphite materials (CGM) as an alternative to metal ones [1,2]."
In this paper results are presented of Influence of plasma, neutron Irradiation and heating on working characteristics of
diagnostic elements. The results of testing with the use of a
high energy quasistatlonary plasma accelerator show a noticeable
Improvement of graphite antenna characteristics after such a
test. At the same time for a stainless steel antenna a change
of the shape was observed, and there were many tracks of melting
and arcing on the inner surface, resulting in reduction of the
radiation in the mm wave range. A similar test of plane reflectors made of different types of CGM revealed a tendency of Improving the reflectance both in mm and sub-mm ranges, due to
decrease of the surface roughness.
Also results of study of neutron irradiation effects (flu- .
ence s$ 2*1 Cr 6 nf 2 ) on thermal conductance (ae) of several CGM
and on their reflectance at X=337 um are presented. After the
Irradiation ae felt down by a factor of 7-10, At the some time
the decrease of reflectance was ^ 15 %.
When studying the temperature dependence of UHF characteristics of diagnostic graphite elements, they were heated above
1000°C by the curre2it In a vacuum' vessel at a pressure ol s 60
mTorr. With vacuum heating of the wares, a slight graphite dust •
was observed. The electroconductlvity of the graphite elements
Increased with temperature, although the amplitude of passing
and reflecting waves at the frequency 75 GHz somewhat decreased.
All results show the possibility of using CGM for diagnostic elements If CGM are used as first wall protection.
1. V.L.Berezhnyj et al. Abstracts, 3d Intrn. Conf. "Irradiation
Effects on Fusion Reactor Materials", St.-Petersburg 1994, p.47.
2. V.V.Chebotarev et al. J.Nucl.Mater., v.212-2(5, 1994, p.f157.
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UA9900640
The microwave diagnostics for the investigation of density fluctuations on
Uragan-3M torsatron.
O.S.Pavlichenko, A.l.Skibenko, I.P.Fomin.
Institute of Plasma Physics, NSC KhPTI, Kharkov, Ukraine.
The paper contains tile results of the measurement of the plasma density
and plasma density fluctuation profiles in the confinement volume of U-3M
torsatron by means the multichannel interferometry and dual polarization two
frequency reflectometry; the microwave cavity method has been used for
investigation of average density and density fluctuations in the divertor fluxes.
The reflectometry measurements were carried out by using of
and

extraordinary

mode

probing:

at

Bo

=0.46T,

ordinary

12

n = 10 ...8.10n cm"3

measurements were made at frequencies of F= 17..26 GHz for both polarizations,
at B o = 1.2T at frequencies of F = 17...26 GHz - for O-mode and F = 36...4O GHz for X-mode. For the case of n = 5.1013 cm'3 and B 0 = 0.7T (expected parameters for
torsatron U-2M) was modeled operation of Zh dual polarization reflectometer for
O-mode and F = 37-43 GHz and for X-mode and F = 59-75 GHz.
The use of the dual polarization single channel reflectometry is more
advantageous for correlation measurements in the thin plasma layer rather than
single polarization one because the separation of reflected signals on Af «10
GHz are more simple than in the second case when Af => 1 GHz.
The special waveguide design was worked out for the combination of the
different frequencies and polarization modes in single probing channel and
separation them after plasma probing.
For the investigation plasma density fluctuations in the divertor fluxes
(B o =0.4-lT, n = lO'-lO" CM'1, Al= 1CM) the Fabry-Perot resonator

(F= 3.6,7 GHz)

has been used, which was used usually for the measurement of plasma density
by means the determination of the resonant frequency change. On U-3M
torsatron resonant method has been developed for studying density fluctuations,
which were determined by means measurement of the resonant curve expansion
and it's breaking down.
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UA9900641
Test of Mirrors for Optical Diagnostics iu ITKR

W. Bohmeyer, G. FuBmann, H Giotc, P. Korncjew, II.-D. Reiner
Max-Planck-Institui fur Plasmapliysik, Berlin Branch,
EURATOM Association, Berlin, Germany

In fusion experiments - especially in H E R - mirrors arc necessary for all optical
diagnostics. The first mirror will be strongly influenced by fast neutrals generated by
charge exchange. Furthermore, a damage by neutrons and a redeposition on the mirror
surface can occur dependent on the position of the mirror. Both effects influence the
reflectivity. We studied the first one in PSI-1, a stationary plasma device.
Starting from the generally accepted assumption that energetic neutrals will have the same
influence as ions with same mass and energy, we complied different materials in
deuterium discharges.
The ion flux density was varied up to 10' 7 D + /cm 2 -s and the impact energy from 10 to
100 eV. The experiments show that the reflectivity of aluminium-mirrors decreases more
than that of copper-mirrors.
Furthermore the total reflection does not change so drastically but the directed reflectivity
strongly depends on fluence.
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UA9900642
USE OF RAMAN SCATTERING WAVES FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF
NONEQUU.JBRIUM SEMICONDUCTOR PLASMA
O.Yu.Semchuk, L.G.Grechko and V.M.Ogenko
In.-ijtute of Surface Clicmistry National Academy of Sciences Ukraine
Kiev 252022, 31 Nauka Avenue, Ukraine
Y.A. Shederovskii
Institute of Physics National Academy of Sciences Ukraine,
Kiev, 252022, 46 Nauka Avenue, Ukraine
Iii the process of interaction trie electromagnetic waves with fluctuations take place
tlioir scattering and transformation . The intensity of the scattering (transformation)
wave is determined by intensity of the falling wave and the level of fluctuations in
semiconductor plasma. In the semiconductor plasma the intensity of fluctuations
depends to great extent on the an external electric field, the scattering mechanisms
and the energy band structure. Therefore, the wave cross-section in the
nonequilibrium semiconductor plasma will be differ from the Tompson cross-section
f

2

V

the electromagnetic waves by free electrons <x = — —^_- j (e /ML -charge and mass
3
W
)
of the free electron).
In this work we the field dependencies of the cross-section for the electromagnetic
waves on the fluctuations for the same case of the orientations external electric field
F, wave vector of the fluctuation wave q and wave vector of the falling wave \

for

the region <w0 > <»V,A<2>< a\, have been found, where &a>- m+m, <2?0,a?-are the
frequencies of the falling and scattering waves, respectively.
It has been shown that for

ft0TT/,

n=5-l0'ssm3,

q = 5\Q!sm~' the scattering

coefficient in the n-InSb at the field strength region 310-315 V/sm take place the
essentially decreases In the other case when Ao 1 \F

as the field strength increases,

ll'-i cross section in Us value first rises, reaching a maximum at the field 630 V/sm,
in.'d ihcn drops tcriding to the (70.
W e have not observed the decrease in the transformation coefficient at ihe beginning
of (he heating as Aa>< OJ0 and essentially contribution to the wave scattering give
Clio bandstructure addition.
I horcfore, the analysis of the Raman wave scattering and transformation coefficients
ru iy be very good method for the diagnosis of the nonequilibrium semiconductor
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TWO DIMENSIONAL THEORY OF REFLECTOMETRY DIAGNOSTICS
OF PLASMA FLUCTUATIONS

E.Z. Gusakov, MA. Tyntarev

Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute
Politechnichescaya 26, St Petersburg, Russia

The reflectometry diagnostics provides valuable information on the plasma density .
tuations and global MHD modes in fusion plasma and is developed intensively during
decade. Unfortunately in spite of the virtue of simplicity it suffers from poor spatial
wavenumber resolution. Strictly speaking, in the present day form it is rather qualitf
than quantitative and still needs a theoretical considerations for interpretation of the ex;
mental data and determination of the resolution. The theoretical analyzes of this diagno
has attracted a considerable interest recently and is usually performed numerically, espec
in the case of investigation of more realistic case of scattering from 2-D density fluctuar
[1]. The present paper is devoted to the analytical study of reflectometry diagnostii
density fluctuations.The backscattering of the ordinary probing wave is investigated ii
Born approximation, taking into account both radial and poloidal dependencies of the
sity fluctuation amplitude. Simple analytical expressions are obtained for crossection o
scattering talcing place both far and close to the cut off surface of the probing wave. Ui
the 1-D case it is shown that for 2-D fluctuations the scattering in the vicinity of the pro
wave cut off dose not possess maximum crossection. The amplitude of the backscatf
signal is analyzed analytically in rue case of gaussiau antenna pattern and quasi harn
density fluctuation. The expression for the backscattered power in the case of stoch
density fluctuations is obtained as well. The correlative reflectometry is also analysed fo
case of two poloidally separated reflectometer and for probing with different frequencies
problem of the diagnostics localiry is discussed in detail.

References
1 Irby I.H.,Horne S.,Hutchinson LH.Steck PC. Plasma Phys Controlled Fusion vo:
p.602

UA9900644
A Temporal Study of CV Line Ratio Variations across the TJ-IU
. .
Torsatron
K.J. McCarthy and B. Zurro
Asociaci6n EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion, E-28040 Madrid, Spain

Significant differences in the ratio between the helium-like carbon triplet lines 1S2S 3 SJIs2p3p2 (2271.59 A) and ls2s 3 S r ls2.p3p, (2277.63 A) have been reported previously in
spatially resolved spectroscopic measurements across (he TJ-I tokamak plasma [1,2], It has
been shown how such variations cannot be accounted for by electron collisional excitation,
de-excitation, and transition probabilities alone, while also ruling out effects due to line
blending arid recombination, but can be explained by the process of charge exchange
involving slow collisions between hydrogen-like carbon and neutral hydrogen atoms.
Equations that show how this process can create a non-statistical population among the 2p3P
levels were developed and were used in a model to reproduce the variations seen across the
plasma radius. Here we apply this model to new measurements made across the TJ-IU
torsatron.
In our work on the TJ-I tokamak, the UV line intensity measurements were centred about the
peak of the tokamak discharge. Hence no temporal information was available which allowed
us to trace the growth of the line ratio variations. In the present work, we describe an
experiment on the TJ-IU torsatron to obtain both temporally resolved as well spatially
resolved measurements for these line intensities. The torsatron is operated here using a 37.5
GHz gyrotron so that central electron temperatures of the order of a couple of hundred eV can
be achieved. These measurements are important as they may provide a better understanding of
the processes involved, especially that concerning the growth of the helium-like carbon line
ratio variations with the presence of hydrogen-like carbon in the plasma and the sensitivity of
these variations to the neutral hydrogen. Using the model developed previously we analyse
the results obtained from the experiment and we present a more comprehensive understanding
of the processes involved.
[1] K.J. McCarthy and B. Zurro, 22nd EPS Conference, Bournemouth, 1995, ECA Vo!
19C, H-417.
12] K'.J. McCarthy et al , Phys. Rev. E 52 (i995) 6671.
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UA9900645
APPLICATION OF CR-39 AND PM-355 NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTORS
FOR MEASUREMENTS OF FAST IONS FROM HIGH-TEMPERATURE PLASMAS

M. Sadowski, A. Szydlowski, M. Jask6!a, and T. Czyzcwski
Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 05-400 Orwock-Swierk n. Warsaw, Poland

Abstract
In many high-temperature plasma experiments there are observed energetic streams of
primary ions and intense bursts of fusion reaction products, i.e., fast neutrons, protons, and alphas.
These particle streams carry valuable information about parameters of a plasma and its behaviour
Among various corpuscular diagnostic methods applied, such as nuclear activation techniques,
nuclear emulsions, Faraday-cup collectors etc., very useful ones are solid-state nuclear track
detectors (NTDs). Their high efficiency for ions, insensitivity to electrons and electromagnetic
radiation (at reasonable doses), ability to register high particle fluxes, and endurance to vacuum
conditions, make NTDs very convenient tools for diagnostics of high-temperature plasmas [1-5].
In particular, modern plastic NTDs are very sensitive to ions within a wide energy range. In order
to use such detectors for quantitative measurements it is necessary to know their characteristics,
i.e., a dependance of track diameters on a particle type and energy for different etching conditions.
Such studies have been performed at SENS for several years [5-8]. This paper reports on the
calibration of modern CR-39 and PM-355 plastic NTDs, which make possible the accurate
registration of fast ions emitted from hot plasmas.
In order to perform the calibration several samples of the CR-39 and PM-355 plastics
were exposed to fast proton-, deuteron-, and alpha-beams extracted from various accelerators. For
the purpose of accuracy the use was made of quasi-monoenergetic beams, whose energy was
changed in 0.2 MeV steps within a range from 0.3 MeV to 4.5 MeV. After the irradiation the
samples were etched under standard conditions (in a 6.25-N water solution of NaOH, at a
temperature of 70°C) during periods lasting from 2 to 20 hrs. Every two hours the etching
procedure was stopped, and track diameters were measured by means of an optical microscope.
The paper presents detailed calibration diagrams for CR-39 and PM-355 plastic NTDs
which one can use for accurate measurements of fast primary deuterons and/or fusion protons and
alphas. There are also presented some new examples of the application of these detectors. The
results demonstrate that the PM-355 plastic is better for proton- and deuteron-measurements than
the CR-39 plastic used previously, because it shows larger tracks and it can be applied within a
wider particle energy range.
References
1. M.Sadowski, H.Schmidt, H.Herold; Phys. Letters SM, 435 (1981).
2. M.Sadowski, et a!.; Proc. 11th EPS Con/. CF&PP, Aachen 1983, Vol.1, p.547.
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One-dimensional fluctuation reflectometry:
Enhanced cut-off response due to
large amplitude localized fluctuations
I. Boucher, P. Clairei*. C. Fanack, S. Hcuraux, G. Lcclcn, XL. Zou*.

Laboraloire de Physique des Milieux Ionises, URA CNRS 835,
University Henri Poincare, Nancy I, BP 239, 54506 Vandueuvre Cede* (France)
*DRFC, CEA Cadarache, 13108 Si Paul-lcz-Durance Ccdex, France

The effect of large amplitude density perturbations on die phase response of an Omode reflectoraeter is studied with a 1-D model. It is shown that the overall behaviour of the
phase response is very different, both qualitatively and quantitatively, from the small
amplitude case.
The backscattering response, which occurs when die perturbation of wavenumber kf
is near the point where the incident wave of local wavenumber k{x) satisfies the Bragg
resonance rule k/= 2k{x), is both distorted and displaced. The maximum phase shift and the
displacement value are computed for different values of the system parameters, the density,
gradient length L, the relative density perturbation 8nolncr, the perturbation half-widthivy and
the fluctuation wavenumber kf. As in the small amplitude case [1], two distinct regimes are
found according to the width of the pertubation w/.
More important, even for moderate amplitudes (8no/ncrk

15%), the phase response

near the cut-off, which is very weak for a small amplitude Gaussian perturbation, becomes
larger lhan the backscattering response. Furthermore, the phase response exhibits quasiphase jumps due to a resonance-like behaviour of the incident wave in the density wells of
the large amplitude perturbation. The dependence of the phase response on the system
parameters is determined numerically and also analytically in some limit cases.
The. fact that the cut-off response is dominant at moderate amplitudes implies Uiat, in
the outer region of a tokamak plasma, where turbulent fluctuations of relatively large
amplitude can exist, the reflcctometer response will be mostly sensitive to

fluctuations

localized near the cut-off layer.
[1] - C. Fanack ct al, tins conference.
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Spectral effects in 1-D fluctuation reflectometry:
Analytical and numerical investigation of the phase shift
due to small amplitude localized fluctuations.
C. Fanack, I. Boucher, F. Clairet*, S. Heuraux, G. Leclert, XL Zou*.
Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux Ionises, URA CNRS 835,
Univcrsit6 Henri Poincare\ Nancy I, BP 239, 54506 Vandceuvre Cedcx (France)
*DRFC, CEA Cadarache, 1310&St Paul-lez-Durance Cedcx, France

Ordinary wave reflectometry in a plasma containing a localized density perturbation is
studied with a 1-D model. The phase response is studied as the position xj of the perturbation
moves along the density gradient. In a previous study [1] it was found that the phase response
(especially at the cut-off) depends upon the shape of die fluctuation envelope (for instance,
either a Gaussian or a square). It it shown that the phase response is also greatly modified by
the perturbation spectrum. Analytical expressions of the phase shift are given in terms of the
vacuum wavenumber kg, the density gradient length L, the relative density perturbation &io/ncrt
the perturbation half-width ivy and the fluctuation wavenumber k/.
For the Bragg backscattering response, two very distinct regimes are found. When the
perturbation is broad enough, the phase response reproduces its spatial features, that is ; it has
the same width as the perturbation[2], with its maximum at the usual Bragg position x$ where
the local wavenumber k(x) is such that kf= 2k{xs). The maximum phase shift is

For a narrow perturbation, the phase response is rather an image of die perturbation spectrum,
that is, it is much larger than the perturbation iiself. The maximum phase shift is now given by

The transition between the two regimes occurs for a critical half-width such mat w/ =
For the particular case of a perturbation with a square envelope, it is shown both
numerically and theoretically that there is always a significant response near the cut-off layer.
The maximum phase shift near the cut-off is

p

For lokamak plasmas it turns out that, for the fluctuation spectra usually obscivcd, the
phase response comes primarily from those fluctuations that are localized ai the cut-off.
[1] C. Fanack el al, Proc. 22nd EPS Con}. Control Fusion Plasma Phys. (1995) 19C, IV-409
J2] A.E. Chou etal. Plasma Phys. Control Fusion (1995) 37, 315
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Transient current density profiles with the triple hiscr pokirimctcr at KIT
F.A. Karelse, J.H. Rummers, A.J.H. Donne, G.M.D. Hogcwcij. J. Howard*, I-'.C. Schiillcr
and the RTF-Team
FOM-lnstituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizcn', Association i:uiatom-FOM
P.O. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nic.uwcgcin, The Netherlands
*) Plasma Physics Laboratory, Australian National University, Canberra A C T . 0200, Australia

At the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project RTP (Ro=0.72 m, a»0.164 m, Bt<2.4T, Ipias
kA) tlie 19-channel heterodyne interferometer has recently been extended with a polarimeter.
The probing beam consists of two co-aligned frequency-separated waves. These waves are
counter-rotating circularly polarized and thus experience slightly different refractive indices in
the plasma (Faraday effect). The phase of the mixing product of tlie two probes is determined
by this Faraday rotation only, whereas the interferometer phase is derived from the mixing
product of one of the probes and a LO beam. The RTP polarimrter reaches an angular
accuracy up to 0.2 degrees with a temporal resolution of 0.5 ms.
The reconstruction of the electron and current density profile from the phase delays and
Faraday rotations is done with tlie help of function parametrizatiort. This is a statistical
method to invert the dependency of measurements on physical quantities.
The current density profile in RTP has been measured during ohmically heated discharges,
during relaxation after pellet injection and during and after current ramps. Also,
measurements have been performed during on- and off-axis ECH. Will) strong off-axis ECH
in high density discharges, a regime with hollow electron temperature profiles has been
found. In such plasmas the current density has been measured to be hollow as well, and the
central safety factor (q"o) has risen to 3-4.
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DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE
OF NON-HOMOGENEOUS AND NON-STATIONARY PLASMA
B. Gross, V. Zdrazil
Dcpl. of Physics, Faculty- of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, TU Brno, Czech Republic

The radiation emanating from the internal parts of the plasma passes through its external
cooler layers. As a consequence of this occurs a partial absorption which manifests itself by a
reduction of intensity in the centre of certain spectral lines. This phenomenon was called selfreversal and can be utilized for the determination of temperature in the individual locations
of the plasma.
The procedure requires only the measurement of the radiation intensity emitted from the
peaks surrounding the self-reversal minimum. It does not require the knowledge of further
quantities. The temperature determination method from the self-reversal of spectral lines
was theoretically elaborated by Bartels. The method requires, however, the solution of
relatively quite complicated mathematical expressions. Therefore under practical conditions
is used the iteration method with the aid of a computer.
The presented method has so far been applied for non-homogeneous plasma in a stationary state. The utilization of this method also for plasma in a non-stationary state was
considered impossible. In the course of our work we have succeeded in extending the application of this method also onto non-homogeneous plasma in a non-stationary state,i.e.
onto plasma of an electric arc fed by A.C. current. During the measurements stroboscopic
aquipment was used which allows the photographing of the arc spectrum in short intervals
of time. The relevant spectral line was then photometered in various locations of the plasma
transversal section. From the results of the individual evaluations was determined the radial
waveform of the plasma tempereture. It is possible to determine also the time development
of the plasma temperature. Evident is also the hysteresis of the plasma temperature.
The aim of our work was to prove the applicability of the Bartels method onto nonstationary non-homogeneous plasma and to determine the radial distribution of the temperature, including the lime development of the plasma temperature of an electric arc fed by
an A.C. electric current.
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Plasma Boundary Determination from Magnetic Measurements
in Eddy Currents Presence for Tokamak
(Kiev, Ukraine, 24-28 June 1998)
V. F. Gubarev, N. N. Aksenov
Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
40, Acad. Glushkov Prep. 252650 MSP, Kiev 22, Ukraine
Phone: (044) 266-2128 Fax: (044) 266-4324
E-mail:gvfQd310.icyb.Jriev.ua
aks@d310.icyb.kiev.ua
The approach of solving the plasma configuration reconstruction problem from external
magnetic measurements in eddy currents presence is developed. The filamentary currents
model is used for substitution of the real plasma and eddy currents distribution. Since
the eddy currents are passive contours with short time damping it is proposed to UBe the
substitution model for transient regime of eddy currents as follows

where Ic ia the filamentary eddy currents vector; L is the electromagnetic coupling matrix; T
is the diagonal matrix of resistances; K is the matrix electromagnetic coupling with plasma
and poloidal field coil currents expressed by the vector J.
Unknown coefficients of the matrices L, X, K, the filamentary coordinates and currents
are determined from minimization of the cost function

+«[iwii + ii/.iii,+liuf+imp+ii* ii2)] •
Here y is the vector of values measuared by magnetic sensors; yc is the calculated vector
of the same values; /?, f and Q are are the weight coefficients and weight diagonal matrix
respectively; a is the rcgulamation coefficient; Lj ^ ^he space of functions defined on the
observation interval [tj, tj + j.
The Euler equations for variational problem (1) were obtained. The suitable computational scheme of their solving including the convergent iterative loop for calculation matrices
£, T, K was developed. Numerical simulations were carried out to study the dependence of
the boundary reconstruction errors from a, ft, 7 coefficients and noise. The exislance of the
optimal otoptl ftopt, 7oj>t correlated with noise characteristics and substitution model choice
was shown.
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BEAM-PLASMA INTERACTION AND CORRELATION
PHENOMENA IN OPEN VLASOV SYSTEMS'
Yurii S. Sigov and Vadim D. Levchenko
M.V. Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics,
125047, Moscow, Russia
New results on collisionless beam/plasma dynamics in open systems with non-equilibrium
electron velocity distributions are demonstrated via computer simulations based on VlasovPoisson equations, using the grid splitting technique (GST). It is shown that instability of
quasilinear theory (QLT) for sufficiently high wave amplitudes (in respect to enhancement
of wave-particle correlation and formation of space-time coherent structures) leads to its
invalidity for description of plasma dynamics and turbulent transport in majority of open
plasma configurations. A typical example is the classical problem under consideration on
a diffuse electron beam steadily injected into Maxwellian plasma half-space, where the selfconsistent relaxation picture happens to be dramatically different from that predicted by
QLT.
The new points here, as compared with our previous particle simulations of a similar
problem [1] are the following.
- Extremely high resolution and flexibility of GST enables just as to check the previous results, so also to establish new significant facts using the precise data processing,
very weak electron beams (10"1 > n^/no > 10~3), a variety of boundary conditions,
prescribed initial low noise spectra etc. The main general conclusion is the evident
principal difference between relaxation picture observed in kinetic computer simulations and the corresponding QLT results. In particular, the new relaxation/saturation
mechanism and the fine non-linear structure of down-stream region, originated from the
coherent nature of the wave packet near the injector and capturing the bulk Maxwellian
thermal electrons and their following coherent acceleration up to maximal beam velocities are established.
- For the first time the detailed kinetic simulation for the case of mobile ions has been
carried out. We observe here the strong space modulation of the ion density profile
as result of the modulation instability. It either appears in the form of the ID soliton
(Tc = T<), or works as a source of ion sound oscillations [Te S> 7",-).
- The specific picture of the beam relaxation in equal mass species' (say, electronpositron) plasmas is investigated as well.
The discovered fundamental deviations from QLT and their macroscopic consequences
can be very important for a dce'p understanding of plasma transport processes, and are
worthy'of a special-purpose laboratory experimental testing. A short review of the present
state of the problem and a situation around is given.
[1] A.S.Bakai, O.V.Batishchev and Yu.S.Sigov, in book "Nonlinear phenomena in Vlasov
plasmas", ed. F.Doveil, Edition de Physique, Orsay, 1989, pp. 163-192.
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FLUCTUATION-INDUCED PARTICLE AND HEAT T R A N S P O R T
RESULTS FROM A LARGE GLOBAL 3D GYROKINETIC
PARTICLE SIMULATION MODEL
R.D. Sydora, V.K. Decyk, and J.M. Dawson
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1547
USA
In a toroidal magnetically-confined plasma, a large fraction of the anomalous particle
and heat loss can be explained by electrostatic turbulence arising from pressure gradientdriven trapped electron drift waves and temperature gradient-driven trapped ion convective
cells. The physical processes involved in the transition from linearly growing drift waves
to fully developed turbulence, and the resultant fluxes, is the subject of this presentation.
We show that a breaking of the gyroradius-reduced Bohm scaling, which is an inherent
feature of drift-type fluctuations, is possible by nonlinear interactions between short and
long wavelength scales. Nonlinear simulations are used for this study and are based on the
particle-in-cell method applied to the gyrokinetic-Vlasov equation. A Poisson- type equation
is used to computer the self-consistent electric field from the charge particle motion and the
simulation model integrates the particle trajectories, using gyro-averaged drift equations of
motion in the given toroidal and poloidal magnetic field equilibrium.' The high resolution
particle-in-cell simulations required for this study are possible only because of the enormous
amount of memory available on distributed memory (MIMD) parallel computers. The results
presented here are based on the parallel implementation of our toroidal gyrokinetic model
using a domain decomposition for the particles and fields. Currently we have been able to
perform production run simulations on a 128 node IBM SP2 with plasma cross-section minor
radius equal to 500 gyroradii, toroidal model numbers ranging from n = 0-50 and over 100
million particles. This improved resolution has allowed us to investigate the interaction of
short and long wavelenth scales in detail, which was not possible earlier.
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PERCOLATION SCALING LAW
FOR TURBULENT DIFFUSION.

UA9900653

J. H. Misguich+, J.-D. Reuss*.
Association EmatomCEA sur la Fusion, DRFC,
Centre d'Eludes de Cadarache,
F-13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance Cedex (France).

Scaling laws for anomalous transport appear of primary interest for fusion research.
Many works have been devoted to the study of scaling laws for the diffusion coefficient D
due to electrostatic turbulence, as function of the control parameter A cz B/wB (proportional to the ratio of the r.m.s. electric field to the magnetic field strength time an average
frequency w). It is well-known that for weak amplitudes or large frequencies, the reduced
diffusion coefficient D c± D/w ^ A7 lias a quasi-linear (or gyroBohm-like) scaling (7 = 2),
while for large amplitudes or small frequencies it has been traditionally believed since 20
years that the scaling is Bohm-like (7 = 1). Only recently a percolation critical exponent
(f = 7/10) has been predicted by Isichenko [1]:
The aim of this work consists to test this prediction for a given realistic model by
direct simulation of particle trajectories. Guiding centre diffusion in a spectrum of electrostatic turbulence is computed for test particles in a model spectrum, by means of a
new parallelized code RADIGUET 2 [2j. The spectrum involves only one frequency ui but
a large number of randomly phased electrostatic plane waves, propagating isotropically
in the plane perpendicular to the confining strong magnetic field. This insures chaotic
trajectories. This set of waves represents standing waves. Their amplitudes depend on
wavelength in order to reproduce the k~3 domain ol the observed spectrum in Tokamaks.
The results for the diffusion coefficient indicate a continuous transition for large amplitudes toward a value of 7 = 0.704 ± 0.030. This result is compatible with the Isichenko
percolation prediction, and constitutes a first numerical check of this important prediction
D c± a; 03 ( g )
in the domain of low frequencies or large amplitudes.

Electronic address: mi.sguichlUUfc.cad.cea.fr
Electronic address: reuss®drfc.cad.cea.fr
[1] MB. Isichenko: Rev. Mod. Phys. E4, 1)61 (1992).
[2] J.-D. Reuss, J.H. Misguich: BUR-CEA-FC Report 1564 (C.E. de Cadarache, 1996), to be published.
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FLUID INVARIANTS FROM GEOMETRICAL METHODS
T.J. Scbep*, B.N. Kuvshinov", F. Pegoraro"*,
* FOM••Instituut voor Plasmafysica, Association EURATOM-FOM,
Nieuwegein, the Netherlands
** Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
*** Dept. of Theoretical Physics, University of Turin, Italy
Differential geometry based on the Cartan calculus of differential forms is applied
to investigate invariant properties of the motion of continuous media. The advantage
of geometrical methods is that they provide an universal approach to the problem of
invariance in hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics.
In this approach physical quantities that characterize the fluid, like density and momentum, are treated as geometrical objects. Their invanance is formulated in terms of
the vanishing of their Lie derivative along the fluid flow.
The solutions of the resulting equations for the invariant fields can be written in terms
of Lagrange variables. This gives a generalized Cauchy formulation. The operations of
differential geometry lead to a natural procedure for the construction of a hierarchy of
invariant fields.
Particular attention is paid to systems that conserve an exact 2-form. Magnetized
barotropic plasmas belong to this class. Tliis theory is applied to one- and to twofluid plasma models. Magnetic flux, magnetic helicity and cross helicity are among their
geometrical invariants.
Our formalism can be seen as a first attempt to extend fche theory of canonical 2-forms
to continuous media.
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Relaxation of electron oscillation in bounded non-neutral plasmas
with dust particles
Yu I Chutov, A.Yu.Kravchenko, P.P.J.M.Schram*, R.D.Smirnov
Department of Physical filocironics, Radiophysical faculty, Taras Shevchenko Kiev
University. Volodymyrska Sir. 64, 252017 Kiev, Ukraine
* Department of Physics, f'indhoven University of Technology, P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB
F.indhoven, The Netherlands
Strong electron oscillations appear in bounded non-neutral plasma clouds due to the
initial uniform distribution of electrons in the potential hole created by the bounded nonneutral plasma cloud. These oscillations are accompanied dy a slow ion motion due to a
bounded plasma expansion into a vacuum. This means that electron oscillations take place in
a non-stationary potential hole so that interaction of electron oscillations with the slow ton
motion takes place.
The computer modeling of the relaxation of these strong electron oscillations in
expanding non-neutral plasma clouds with dust panicles is carried out by means of the onedimensional PIC method taking into account the dynamics of the dust particle chargewithout
the assumption about the equilibrium of electrons and ions. Coulomb collisions were taken
into account in the framework of the method of stochastic differential equations.
The obtained results show that the initial frequency of the electron oscillations as well as
the oscillation amplitude depend on the relative plasma charge, on the system geometry and
on the initial electron temperature. The frequency and amplitude of the electron oscillations
decrease in time so that a relaxation of the electron oscillations takes place. This relaxation
depends on the plasma parameters indicated above as well as on the density and the zize of
the dust particles. The analysis shows that it is the result of the evolution of the non-parabolic
potential well during non-linear strong election oscillations as well as the result of the
electron and ion collection by Just particles located uniformly in a plasma cloud. The first
reason is a particular case of the general cause of plasma turbulence, namely: the interaction
of the fast electron motion in electron .oscillations with the slow ion motion due to Ihe slow
expansion of a bounded plasma into a vacuum. The second reason causes the decrease of the
mean ion density and therefore a corresponding change of the frequency and amplitude of the
electron oscillations.
This work was supported by INTAS in the framework of contract No 94-2959 and by a
grant from the Urainian Committee of Science and Technology.
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Some properties of plasmas with dust particles
Yu.I.Chutov, A.Yu.Kravchenko, P.P.J.M.Scliram*
Department of Physical Electronics, Radiophysical faculty, Taras Sbevchenko Kiev University,
Volodymyrska Str. 64, 252017 Kiev, Ukraine
*Dcpartment of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O.Box 513, 5600MB, The
Netherlands
Plasmas with dust particles can be realized in space, for example in rocket or meteorite traces
in the ionosphere, as well as in laboratory and technological impulse devices, for example in
controlled fusion devices where dust particles are high Z-impurities.
Plasmas with dust particles are investigated usually under the assumption that the electrons
and ions are in equilibrium because the characteristic relaxation times for dust particles are much
larger than those for electrons and ions. However this assumption is not always correct because of
the role of the dynamics of the dust particle charge.
In the present work various parameters of relaxing plasmas including the electron and ion
energy distributions function were numerically simulated at various parameters of the dust
particles using the PIC method and taking into account the dynamics of the dust particle charge
without the assumption about the equilibrium of electrons and ions. Coulomb collisions were taken
into account in the framework of the method of stochastic differential equations. Two different
cases of relaxation plasmas were investigated, namely: the relaxation of bounded plasma clouds
expanding into a vaccuum and the relaxation of a uniform plasma in which dust particles appear at
some initial time.
The computer modeling shows that the relaxation of plasmas expanding into a vacuum can be
accompanied by a deviation of the ion distribution function from equilibrium due to the
dependence of the collection of ions by dust particles on the ion energy. The rate of this deviation
depends strongly on the parameters of the plasma and thedust particles.
In the second case, that of the uniform plasma relaxation, the collection of electrons and ions
by dust particles causes the monotonous decrease of the density of electrons and ions as well as of
their total energy. However this decrease is accompanied by a non-monotonous change of the
mean electron energy. This means that an effective electron cooling or heating takes place at
various stages of the plasma relaxation.
The indicated results show that the assumption about equilibrium of electrons and ious with
constant temperature can not always be used in investigations on non-stationary plasmas with dust
particles or in investigations on strong waves in dusty plasmas.
This work was supported by INTAS in the framework of contract No 94-2959 aud by a giant
from, the Ukrainian Committee of Science and Technology.
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An Experimental Study on Intense Rclativistic Electron Beam Driven
Strong Turbulence
M Masuzaki, H. Koguchi, H. Yoshida, M. Yoshikawa, R. Ando, K. Kamada and C. Y. Lee
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa 920-11, Japan
We observed, by using spcctroscopic and particle diagnostics, that an unmagnetized
plasma became a strong Langmuii turbulence state when an intense relativistic electron beam
was injected into it. From Stark shift measurements the high frequency electrostatic fields of as
high as about 100 kV/cm were found to exist in the plasma. Using a plasma satellite method to
measure the high frequency electrostatic fields at the same time, we found that the strong field
regions occupy a few percent of the beam volume. Measurements of the energy broadening and
the angular spread of the beam electrons after passing the plasma supported the results of the
spcctroscopic measurements.
We also observed high-power broadband microwave radiation with frequency abov« the
plasma frequency. We found that the strong Langmuir turbulence was a necessary condition for
the radiation, and that the wider the energy and angular spreads, the stronger the microwave
radiation. It was also found that a ratio of the plasma density to the-beam density was an
important parameter for the microwave radiation, although the reason is not yet clear.
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Shorrvvavelenght Langmuir and Upper Hybrid Solitons.
T.A.Davydova, A.I.Fishchuk
Institute for Nuclear Research, 252022, Kiev, Ukraine
Short wavelenght Langmuir And upper hybrid (UH) solitons can
bedescribed by modified nonlinear Schrodinger equation (MNSE)
taking into account nonlocal interactions of the UH waves with other
waves [1,2]. Aswell known [3] if nonlocal interactions are of focusing
type the solitonsare unstable and have a tendency to collapse. In this
case higher order dispersion effects should be taken into account [4].
In this report we have found analytically and numerically several
new kinds of solitons described by one- and two-dimensional MNSE
equations with higher order dispersion corrections being taken into
account. We have shown that they may be stable under certain
conditions. We have also shown that the electron-electron nonlinearity
gives a strong stabilizing effect on two-dimensional axially symmetric
Langmuir solitons.
1. Porkolab M. and Goldman M.V., Phys.Fluids, 19, 872,(1976),
2. Sharma R.P. and Shukla R.K., Phys.Fluids, 26, 847, (1983).
3. Litvak A.G. and Sergeev A.M., Pis'ma Zh.Eksp.Teor.Fiz., 27, 549,
(1978).
4,Davydova T,A. and Kargin A.Yu., Sov.J.Plasma Phys., 19, 119,
(1993).
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Nonlinear three-wave interaction of kinetic alfVen waves (KAW)
in the
very low
pressure plasma.
P.P.Mabvichko
Main Astronomical observatory of the NASU, 252650, Ukraine

The resonant interaction of three KAW in the very lowb plasma (b
«
Me/Mi, b - the ratio of gasokinetic pressure to the magnetic field pressure,
Me - electron mass, Mi - ion mass) is investigated by using the kinetic
approach. The nonlinear equation is obtained, which describes the amplitude
evolution of the kinetic aifven waves packet. The parametric decay of KAW
into another two KAW is considered. The parametric instability increment is
found. It is shown , that such interaction is very efficient, when kinetic effect
exert considerable influence on the kinetic aifven wave dispersion.
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External Kink Mode Stability of Tokamaks with Finite Edge
Current Density in Plasma Outside Separatrix
L.Degtyarev, A.Martynov, S.Medvedev
Keldysh Inslitutc of Applied Mathematics
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
F.Troyon, L.Villard
Centre de Rcchcrches en Physique dos Plasmas
Association Euratom - Confederation Suisse
Ecole Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne
Plasma outside the separatrix can influence the stability of tokamak configurations
as previous studies of doublet and single null divertor configurations have demonstrated.
The axisymmetric n = 0 modes can be considerably stabilized when the outside
conducting plasma is taken into account [2, 4]. External kink beta limit studies for
doublet configurations [1] showed a little effect of the plasma outside the separatrix.
However the presence of separatrix at the plasma boundary in a divertor configuration
is favorable for external kink stability and enhances the beta limit especially for H-mode
cases when the current density is finite at the plasma boundary [3J.
The present paper deals with external kink modes driven by a finite current density
at the plasma boundary (so called peeling modes). In a usual model when a single
axis plasma is embedded into vacuum the separatrix approaching the plasma boundary
stabilizes the peeling modes: low-n vacuum rational surfaces close to the boundary fall
into the plasma in this case. A finite current density at the internal separatrix does not
lead to external kink instability when the current density vanishes at the boundary for
example in doublet configurations.
However 'a finite current density at the plasma boundary outside the separatrix can
drive the "outer" peeling modes. The stability properties and structure of these modes
depend on the plasma equilibrium outside the separatrix and can significantly differ
from that of usual peeling modes. The influence of plasma shear at the boundary and
pressure gradient on the stability of this new branch of peeling modes in doublets was
studied.
The stability of kink modes in divertor configurations with plasma outside the
separatrix is very sensitive to the boundary conditions set at the open field lines. The
choice of the boundary conditions and the kink mode stability calculations for the
divertor configurations are presented.
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MHD equilibrium and stability of doublet configurations.
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4' Degtyarev L.M., Martynov A., Medvedev S., Troyon F., Villtud L. Influence of
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MECHANISMS OF SELF-INTERACTION OF MAGNETOPLASMA SURFACE
WAVES AT THE PLASMA - METAL INTERFACE
N.A.Azarenkov, K.N.Ostrikov
Kharkov State University, 310077, Kharkov, Ukraine
e-rnail:azarenkov@pera.kharkov.ua, fax:(0572)353977
The nonlinear self-interaction effects which are realized under a propagation of finite
amplitude magnetoplasma surface waves ( SW ) at the interface between a low-temperature
plasma and a metal plane are considered. In the framework of the third order nonlinear
susceptibilities formalism and the multiple scales technique the nonlinear dispersion equation
and the nonlinear Shrodinger equation describing the studied process are obtained. The
concrete results of the SW envelope amplitude evolution are defined by the chosen model of a
plasma medium and the predominant nonlinearity mechanism. We consider the situation
when the SW phase velocities are supposed to significantly exceed the electron thermal
velocities and the electron free tracks are supposed to be less than the SW wavelengths. In
this case the quasihydrodynamical approach can be used to define the nonlinear
susceptibilities of the medium and the SW nonlinear frequency shifts. The following
mechanisms of nonlinearity are studied: the nonlinearity caused by the nonlinearity of basic
set of quasifaydrodynamical equations and the nonlineariry which is due to electrons hearing
in the wave field ( heating nonlinearity). The conditions providing the possibility of the SW
self-interaction due to each mechanism are discussed in several definite cases. The impacts of
these mechanisms of nonlinearity into the SW nonlinear frequency shifts are compared in
s'arious situations. It is shown that the impact of heating nonlinearity is usually the most
significant near the source of the SW excitation. It is also shown that the comparison of the
SW nonlinear frequency shifts obtained in the framework of the third order nonlinear
susceptibilities formalism with that obtained under assumptions about the predominant
nonlinearity mechanism can provide the values of the effective third order nonlinear
susceptibilities of the plasma medium.
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On the Gafidynamic Theory of Plying off of Fast Electrons in Plasmas
V. N. Md'nlk
RadioMtronomy Iiulituta of National Academy of Sciences, 310002)Kliarkov)Ukrainc
A conuiatejit going from the kinetic description to a gnsdynamk otic in the problem of
flying off of the fast electron flux in plasmas at the approximation when the qunsilineat
relaxation time Tqo is small compared to the flying off time t w presented. At this
. approximation a plateau p(x, t) of electron distribution is formed "instantaneously"
(daring TQU ) at velocities v < u(z, t) [1]. A system of gasdynamic equatiors ig got.It
conajats of a continuity equation, two conditions at the boundary v — u(x, t) and an
equation that expresses the spectral energy density of plasmono through plateau p(i, t)
and boundary velocity u(s, t).
Possible gasdynaxuic movements in this problem are dlscur^ciJ..
It is specifically shown that if there is a monoencigetic electron beam at i = 0 then
elections propagate in the form of beam-plasma structure in semispace x > 0 [2]. This
structure consists of fast electrons and plasmons and moves at a constant velocity. If
at * = 0 electron distribution function }{v) is auch that dfjdv < 0 then the primary
electron flux desiategr&tes into tne total combination of beam-plasma structures thai
move one after the other with the different constant velocities,
Solutions of gasdynamic equations in Ihe case when there are urbitrary profiles u(x)
and p[x) at i = 0 are discussed. We lake attention to the solutions with overturning.
References
l.Rutov, D.D. and Sagdeev, R.Z.,Zh.Ek8p.Teor.Fiz.l974,vol.67,p.9C9.
2.MePnik,V.N.,Pla8m», Physics Reports 1995,vol.21,Nl,p,89.
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MEAN FIELD ELECTRODYNAMICS OF TIUBULF.NT
DYNAMOS IN COMPRESSIBLE TLASMAS
E.Fedutenko, V.Lapshin M.Volkov
Kharkov State University, 4
Svobody sq., Kharkov 310077, Ukraine

Creation and ai iplificution of steady magnetic field in a plasma, often called a
dynamo effect, is considered as one of the most important physical phenomena in
astrophysical and laboratory plasmas. It is Mel! known that there are two
assumptions in classical dynamo theory: the kinematic approximation, and the firstorder smoothing one. Recently these classical models have been improved in order
to include nonlinear effects that were shown to adjust ;iplasma convection in such a
way to inhibit further field generation. All these theories treat the magnetically
driven flow as an incompressible one. It is well known, however, that compressibility
plays an important role in turbulence dynamics of solar plasma, particularly in the
convection zone of the Sun. This fact provides the neccessity of developing and
numerical analysis of a parametrized model incorporating compressibility that
becomes an usual nonlinear dynamo model in the incompressible case. The present
paper studies the dynamo effect involving the generation of large-scale magnetic
fields and shear flows by small-scale compressible MUD turbulent motions in the
sular plasma. The seJf-consistent dynamo model for compressible media is
constructed. The new expression is given fur the alpha effect that is valid for
arbitrary magnetic fields. It is shown that starting from some threshold value of the
turbulent helicity small scale turbulence breaking the mirror symmetry may
generate not only the magnetic field but large scale MHD flows as well.
Comparisons will be given with recent observed results concerning of the solar
magnetic field topology and the dynamics of the differential rotation of the Sun.
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GLOBAL STRONGLY NONLINEAR STRUCTURES
IN BOUNDED PLASMA-RELATIVISTIC BEAM SYSTEMS
E.Fedutenko, A.Kozyrev, V.Lapshin
Kharkov Slate University, 4
Svobody sq., Kharkov 310077, Ukraine

The paper studies strongly nonlinear structures that are created as a result of a
relativistic electron beam interaction with an unifonn plasma column immersed into
the external magnetic field and bounded by the metallic cylindrical chamber. A
beam is assumed to propagate along the external magnetic Held. A beam density is
supposed to be much smaller than plasma's one and to change significantly in the
radial direction. The set or nonlinear equations is obtained that governs the
propagation of three-dimensional potential waves in the considered system. The
characteristic velocity of perturbations is supposed to be non-rclativistic. At the
linear level the obtained system describes the well known plasma-beam instability in
plasma waveguides. It is shown that at the strongly nonlinear stage (that may be
considered as the final stage of the nonlinear evolution of a plasma-beam
instability) stationar global nonlinear wave structures propagating along the
external beam may be treated and sustained. Dispersion and polarization
properties of such structures are studied. Possible applications in relativistic plasma
electronics are also discussed.
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Observation and control of a steady-state, non-monotonic
double layer in a triple plasma machine*
J C Bak 1'2. JongGu Kwak '•2, C W Park 3 , J M Han ', H I B a k \ and S K Kim '
1

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI), POB 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-000, Korea
2
3

Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea

Korea Research Institute of Standard and Science(KRISS), Tacjon, Korea

Steady-state, non-monotonic double layer potential structures, as well as monotonic double layers, are produced in a triple plasma device and investigated in a controlled way. The three plasmas in the triple plasma device can interact with neighboring
plasma(s)' through a pair of control grids which separates the two plasmas electrostatically. Transitions between the two types (monotonic and non-rnonotonic) of double layer
structures could be precisely controlled externally by controlling the grid bias voltages.
This also results in the change in the potential structures. The behaviours of the potential
structures could be well explained by a simple double sheath model where initial particle speeds entering the sheath are controlled by grid biasing. This results in changes in
charge density distributions necessary for the formation of the observed potential structures. Data and discussions will be presented.

"Research supported by the Ministry of Science and Techi)ology(MOST).
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Numerical Studies of Dipole Drift-Vortices
E. Weslorliof, J. Rom
FOM-Iustituut voor Plasinafysica 'Rijnhuizen'
Association Euratom-FOM
Postbus 1207, 3-130 BE Niouwcgein - Nederland
The stability and interaction of two-dimensional dipole drift-vortices in the HasegawaMima equation are studied by means of numerical simulations. The numerical code
is based on a 'Particle in Cell' algorithm, in which fluid elements carrying specific
amounts of 'generalized vorticity' (6 — A x $ + v,x) are followed. Here, <j> is the electric
potential or streamfunction and t, is the drift velocity. Special attention is paid in the
code towards the conservation of momentum, energy and enstrophy.
Although dipole collision may appear almost soliton-like, the numerical calculations show that fluid is both lost and captured by the vortices, and that some fluid is
exchanged in the collision of two dipoles.
Two branches of the dipole solution exist depending on the dipole velocity u. One
branch, u > 0, may be called stable with respect to the tilting instability (see e.g. [1]).
When slightly tilted, dipoles on this branch execute a regular oscillation in x. The other
branch, u < — v,, is known to be unstable. These dipolcs are expected to perform a
cycloidal motion when tilted. Calculations for dipole vortices on the unstable branch
that are initialized with a finite tilt, indeed show the tendency to perform a cycloidal
motion. Very soon, however, an asymmetric loss of vorticity makes the vortex turn
and move in the opposite direction performing a Weakly damped oscillation in x as if
to approach the stable dipole vortex branch.
[l] J. Nycander, Phys. Fluids A 4 467 (1092): J. Nycander, M.B. Isichenko, Phys. Fluids
B 2 2042 (1990).
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Drift Waves Des(abilisa(ion in a Toroidal Plasma

C. Riccardi, D. Xuantong*, L. Gambcrale, M. Salicrno, D. Caspani and M. Fonlancsi
'

Dipariimcnlo di Fisica, Universita' di Milano
Via Celoria 16, 20133 - Milano, [TALY
•Istimto di Fisica del Plasma, CNR
Via Bassini 15, 20133-Milano, ITALY

Low frequency density fluctuations have been invoked to explain anomalous transport
in toroidal plasma devices. Recently it has been proved that, in most cases, the
interactions and couplings between spontaneously excited fluctuations can lead to
turbulence so that turbulent fluctuations can be regarded as nonlinear wave-wave
interactions of unstable modes of drift type. To obtain a clearer picture of the
mechanisms leading to broadband fluctuations the analysis of nonlinear wave
interactions has been examined by measuring the three-wave coupling coefficient.
However, these experiments were devoted to the analysis of wave-wave interactions in
presence of turbulence rather than on the development of turbulence itself. In facts, in
many experiments it is not possible to tell the kind of instability that is responsible for
the turbulent spectrum.
Our experiment concerns the analysis of the generation of turbulence starting from
quasi-coherent drift modes; this analysis has been performed by evaluating wavenumber
and frequency spectra and bicoherence coefficients of the density fluctuations related to
the quadratic wave-wave interactions.
We have investigated the development of turbulence in a toroidal device in which it lias
been possible to change the plasma parameters (electron density and toroidal magnetic
field) over a wide range. In this work we have characterised the nonlinear wave-wave
interactions in different plasma conditions, when quasi-coherent and non-coherent
modes are present in the plasma. By changing the toroidal magnetic field we were able
to properly analyse (he kind of instability, the presence of quasi-coherent modes and the
way in which they destabilise until they generate turbulence.
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Experimental analysis of wave propagation
in presence of ponderomotivc effects

C.Riccardi, D.Xuantong*, L.Gamberale and M.Fontanesi
Dipartimento di Fisica - Universita degli Studi di Milano
Via Celoria, 16-20133 Milano, Italy
•Istiluto di Fisica del Plasma C.N.R.
Via Bassini 15, 2013 3 Milano, Italy

Several experimental and theoretical studies on ponderomotive effects caused by
injection of electrostatic waves in linear devices can be found in literature and
reveal a density modification along the magnetic field, as well as a modification of
the wave envelope. Experimental studies on the variations of the electron density
profiles, due to high power electrostatic waves, showed a density decrease in front
of the launching system when the wave energy density is of same magnitude of
the mean kinetic energy of the involved particle species (for instance, for electron
plasma waves, when e^E^ / (41X^0)^) ~ T e ).
This work concerns the analysis of the spatial envelope of the electrostatic wave
with particular emphasis to its spectrum in frequency and wavevector. By means
of this analysis, during the application of an high power signal, the presence of
density depletions at the plasma edge and a modification of the wave spectrum
have been revealed. The broadening of the k|| spectrum is related to a strong
modification of the wave envelop along the magnetic field lines and is responsible
of the strong electron heating via Landau damping. The experiment has been
carried out on a steady-state magnetized hydrogen plasma and involves the •
excitation of the Electrostatic Plasma Waves (EPW). The typical plasma density is
5 1 0 9 cm"3 at the edge and 1 0 " enr 3 on the torus axis and the electron and ion
temperatures are of the order of 1 eV. In our experiments we varied the injected
power in the range lQ"3-f 5 W and the wave frequency between 6 and 50 MHz.
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Interaction of Ultra-Short Electromagnetic Pulses with Plasmas
Kazuhiro Akimoto and Haruyuki Irie*
F'RESTO, Research Development Corporation of Japan, Kawaguchi 332, Japan
and
School of Science and Engineering, Teikyo University, Utsunomiya 320, Japan
*Inforfnation Processing Center, Hiroshima University, Higashi-Hiroshima 739, Japan
Nature of ultra-short (pico- to femto seconds) electromagnetic [em] wave
packets propagating in and interacting with non-magnetized plasmas is studied. The
emphasis is on ultra-short em impulses, which have a small number of oscillation
periods such as one or less, being in contradistinction with ordinary wave packets.
There are typically two types of em impulses, i.e., sub- and mono-cycle waves.
The dispersion relation for em waves of frequency CO in a non-magnetized
plasma is well-known: a2 = co2 + k7c2; here it is the wavenumber, c is the speed of
light in vacuum, and COe is the electron plasma frequency. Therefore, the dc and quasidc components, which are contained in sub-cycle waves cannot propagate. Thus, subcycle waves tend to modify their forms while traveling through plasmas. Should the
frequency spread A(0 of the wave, nevertheless, be sufficiently high, i.e., Aco » Q)e,
the modification becomes negligible, and thus it can essentially propagate in such
plasmas. This condition may be easily satisfied by ultra-short waves.. After some time,
however, those sub-cycle waves eventually transform into mono-cycle ones, and later
info shock-like structures. It is well-known that as the length of a wave packet is made
shorter, dispersion effects become clearer. In contrast, ultra-short pulses show an
opposite property, which is quite remarkable, i.e., shorter pulses may travel longer
distances, maintaining their forms. This is because shorter pulses contain more high
frequency waves that are almost dispersion free. An analytic expression is derived for
the propagation distance, which is in good agreement with numerical results.
With respect to wave-particle interaction, sub-cycle waves are also unique
compared with other wave packets. Results of theoretical as well as numerical analyses
for arbitrary wave packets of Gaussian profile are presented. In particular, it is found
that quite interestingly the velocities of the particles interacting with general wave
packets can be expressed by a combination of the plasma dispersion function and
exponential function. Analytic results show excellent agreement with numerical results
unless relativistic effects become significant. It is also shown that after the interaction
particles are easily accelerated to nonzero values by sub-cycle pulses even when
essentially no net acceleration is achieved by pulses of other forms. It is simply
because the sum of electric fields present in sub-cycle pulses is non-zero, while those in
other pulses are almost zero. Therefore, the present study demonstrates that ultra-short
sub-cycle waves are quite unique compared with other forms of em waves.
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Study of the Two-Plasmon Decay of Lower Hybrid Waves
by Enhanced Scattering Techniques
B.Brusehabci*, E.Z.Gusakov, N.M Kaganskaya, M Kramci*, V.L.Sclcnin
lofle Physico-Technicallnstitute of Russiat '
Polytekhnicheskaya 26,194021 St Pck

'. my of Science
. ,n, Russia

* Institut fur Experimentalphysik II, Ruhr-Uimotsitat Bochum,
D-44780 Bochum, Gennany

The decay of the lower hybrid wave into two plasmons with comparable frequencies has
been applied recently to explain the density limit for LHCD and the fast ion generation in
tokamakRF heating experiments [1]. The present paper is devoted to the detailed study of this
parametric decay in laboratory plasma experiments on linear devices. The decay of the lower
hybrid wave, excited by a ring antenna, is investigated by different modifications of the
enhanced microwave scattering technique utilizing the backscattering effect of the incident
microwave in the upper hybrid resonance [2].
The parametric instability, which was observed on two devices for different gases (H, He,
Ne, Ar), is shown to occur in the vicinity of the lower hybrid

resonance for both excited

plasmons possessing nearly the same frequencies. The dependences of the plasmon frequency
splitting and the unstable pump frequency on atomic number are studied.
The perpendicular wavenumbers of the pump wave and the decay plasmons, which were
measured by the RADAR enhanced scattering technique, are shown to satisfy the decay
conditions. The wavenumbers of the decay plasmons are consistent with the predictions of the
theory taking into account the warm plasma corrections to the wave dispersion in the lower
hybrid range.

The plasmon wavenumber

parallel to the magnetic field and its radial

localization is estimated by various correlative enhanced microwave scattering techniques.

REFERENCES
1. BudnikovV.K Nuclear Fusion 1991, 31, 611
2. NovikK.M., Piliya A.D. Plasma Phys. Control Fusion 1993, 35, 357
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Modulational Interactions of Lower-Hybrid Waves and
Plasma Stochasticity
S.I. Popel

Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Ltminsky pr. 38, Building 6,
117979 Moscow, Russia

The stochastic properties of a plasma are taken into account in the consideration
of the modulational interactions of the lower-hybrid (LH) waves. The limits of applicability of the theory of weak plasma turbulence in description of the modulational
processes are found. U is demonstrated that the development of the modulational
instability of waves with frequencies at the LH resonance results in a rapid decrease
of the stochasticity. This effect is associated with the process of formation of coherent structures due to the modulational interactions. Eventually the state with local
minima of entropy in places where the coherent structures are located is formed. The
problem of description of the interaction between waves and particles in the coherent
structures is discussed.
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BALLOONING VORTICES IN A PLASMA
WITH HOT PARTICLES

Zh,N.Andrushchenko, O.K.Cheremnykh
i

Scientific Center "Institute for Nuclear Research",
the National Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
Kiev 252650, Ukraine
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The Exact Analytical Solution of Linearized Boltzman
Kinetic Equation with Instantaneous, Pointed, Monodirectional Source for Heavy Scatterers Moving with
a Constant Velocity
B.A.Shakhov
Main Astonomical observatory,252650,Kiev,Ukraine
Based on the properties of Green functions for linearized
Boltzman kinetic equation in the case of moving medium and
using the exact analytical solution for nonmoving medium one
have obtained the exact analytical solution. This solution
describes the situation,when the particles from Instantaneous,
pointed, monodirectional

source

are

scattered

on the heavy

scatterers moving with constant velocity.
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DECAY INSTABILITIES OF TWO ION SPECIES PLASMAS
D.I.MasIennikov , V.S Mikhailcnko and K.N Stcpanov
Kharkov Stale University, Svobody sq. 4, 3 10077 Kharkov , Ukraine
The decay instabilities of the two ion species plasmas immersed in strong electric field
of the pumping wave with a finite wavelength are studied in the case when the oscillatory and
thermal velocitiesof ions may be comparable. There are considered the three-wave decays of
the pumping wave on:
1) two ion Bernstein waves ,
2) the ion-ion hybrid wave and the ion Bemstein wave ,
3) lower hybrid and ion-ion hybrid waves,
4) lower hybrid and ion Bernstein wave .
These decays are studied in the range of wave numbers of unstable oscillations of the order of
wave number of the pumping wave that has not been studied previously. The growth rates of
these decay instabilities resulting from the relative oscillatory motion of two ion components in
the pumping field and from the nonlinear collective response of ions on the pumping,wave of
the finite wavelength are determined. The nonlinear stage of instabilities has been studied and
their saturation levels resulting from nonlinear frequency shifts have been estimated.
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WAVE-TURBULENCE INSTABILITY IN SYSTEM "BEAM-PLASMA"
V.M.KUKUN, A.V.KlRICHOK, S.V.KlRICHOK

Department of Physics and Technology, Kharkov University,
4 Svobody Square, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine

Over a period of years the problem of interaction between large-scale wave
and small-scale turbulence in nonequilibrium systems near-below threshold of
turbulence arising is discussed by many authors. This interaction can lead to mutual amplification both the wave and turbulence, physical mechanism of which is
clear from next considerations. Let the nonequilibrium system has a threshold describing by control parameter Rc, above which arising instability leads to developing of turbulence. At initial moment the system is near-below of the threshold (R
< Rc) and only spontaneous noise present in it. The large-scale wave with amplitude A propagating through the system can modify control parameter R(A), so that
R(A) > Rein some spatial regions (turbulence spots) and conditions for growth of
turbulence are take place. Because of turbulence spots a periodic with wave
number fro, inverse resonant influence of turbulence on the wave can amplify the
wave at the expense of energy of nonequilibrium.
In this work we attempt to find analogous mechanism in nonisothermic
plasma with electron beam. Beam-plasma instability can excite Langmuir turbulence in the system but at initial moment control parameter s ~ ap is less its
critical value. Large-scale ion-sound wave locally modifies this critical value and
creates conditions for turbulence growth. It was derived dimensionless equations,
describing dynamics of turbulence-wave interaction:
dx

z0WQ +

- ^ = -z0Wx + iaaW0 +laW0,

(!)

dx
da
Ox

where Wo , W\ — zero and first harmonics of
turbulence energy, a — wave amplitude,
e.,-- helow-threshold level, a,X,j.i— numerical parameters connected with pa-%
mneiers of plasma and beam. Numerical solution of (1) (Fig. 1, E0 = a = \x = 1,
A. - 0.1, dynamics of JJ o is similar to dynamics of W\) demonstrates that growth
of turbulence energy and wave amplitude is possible in the system. It is shown
that system (1) lias universal character and may be applied to description of
wave-iurbiilence interaction in other nonequilibrium systems, in particular in hydrodvnamics.
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THE ANOMALY OF THE ELECTRON HEAT TRANSPORT
IN A WFAKLY COLLISIONAL PLASMA
V.P.SILIN
Lebedev Physical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Leninskii Prospect 53, Russia, Moscow
e-mail: silin@sci.lpi.ac.ru

• Plasmas usually are considered as collisionless. when the
thermal electron mean free path is larger than the space
scale of the particle distribution. Really in every case
there are the collisional electrons in such collisionless
plasmas because of the four power velocity dependence of the
electron free path. The detailed analytical description of
the cold collisional electrons and the warm collisionless
electrons permits us to construct a theoretical approach that
gives the way to understand the old phenomenon of the
electron heat flux inhibition in a plasma which is heated by
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. The nonlinear phenomenon
of the suppression of the electron heat flux inhibition by
intensive pump radiation is discussed.
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SIMULATION OF LANGMUIR WAVE TURBULENCE
BY CELLULAR AUTOMATON

A.E.Dubinov, V.D.Selemir, V.E.Valrunin

Russian Federal Nuclear Centre All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(607190, Russia, Arzamas-16)

A two-dimensional rectangular cellular automaton for simulation of Langmuir wave turbulence is designed. We can simulate some aspects ofplasmon components dynamics in Langmuir
wave turbulence (in particular, high-frequency lowscale fluctuation absorption by regular Langmuir
oscillations, inverse cascade of energy propagation on plasmon spectrum and so on).
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CHAOS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RAYS IN LOW-RIPPI.ED WAVEGUIDE PARTLY
FILLED WITH PLASMA

A.E.Dubinov, S.A.Sadovoy

Russian Federal Nuclear Centre All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(607190, Russia, Arzamas-16)

In the work chaos of electromagnetic rays in low-rippled flat wavequide partly filled with
isotropic plasma is investigated.
The method of analyses of 2-dimension discreet iteration maps will be used for the research
of that problem. The distribution function for the direction angle relatively to the waveguide axis is
obtained, as well as the periodic trajectories with small period is found.
The decision of that problem can be used for the development of new types of plasma-beam
generators; for the investigations of radio wave propagation in the 'ionosphererippled surface'
waveguideand the stability of rays in gas laser cavities.
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Experimental Control of Chaos in a Glow Discharge
Using Spatial Autosynchronization
A. AUpo, Th. Pierre and G. Bonhomme
Laboratoire de Physique des Milieux Ionises, U.R.A. 835 du C.ii.RS.
Univorsite Henri Poincare, Nancy I
BP 239 F 54506 Vandoeuvre Cedcx, France
Phone: +33-83 91 20 63, Fax: +33-83 27 34 98, email: atipo@Lpmi.u-nancy.fr
Amongst the large number of experimental works carried out on the control of chaotic
regimes of nonlinear dynamical systems, (i.e. the stabilization of unstable periodic orbits
(UPOs) embedded in a chaotic attracfor) only very few results have been reported in
the field of plasma physics despite the occurrence of numerous chaotic situations and the
crucial role of chaos and turbulence in plasmas. We are reporting here on the stabilization
of a spontaneously chaotic glow discharge in the case of strongly nonlinear ionization waves
by means of a new autosynchronization method.
The experiments arc carried out in a neon discharge under pressures between 1 and
4 mbars which is unstable for ionization waves. The existence of several eigenmodes with
strong couplings leads to self- excited chaotic dynamics. The main idea in controlling
chaos is to use the high sensitivity of the system to small perturbations to change the
dynamical state. The Occasional Proportional Feedback (OPF) method [1], which is easy
to develop when the system is periodically externally driven and forced into the chaotic
regime, was used to control a chaotic externally-driven discharge tube [2]. In autonomous
chaotic systems, the basic idea is to realize an active continuous control of the dynamical
system by applying a signal continuously processed from a state variable of the system to
the control parameter, achieving thus the stabilization of the targeted UPO with a proper
choice of the feeback loop parameters. The signals obtained from two distant axially
movable photodetectors are substracted through a conventional differential amplifier, and
the resulting signal is amplified up to a level of a few volts and applied to the anode.
Due to the intrinsic propagating character of the ionization waves the controllability of
the system has been shown to be very sensitive to the position of the detectors along the
plasma column. Nevertheless by using a properly chosen distance between the detectors,
i.e. one wavelength of the mode to be stabilized, we show the possibility to get the
control with an efficiency comparable to that obtained previously with the time delayed
autosynchronization method [3].
[1] E. R. Hunt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 1953 (1991).e
(2] K. D. Weltmaim. T. Klinger, and C. Wilke, Phys. Rev. E 52, 2106 (1995)
[3J Th. Pierre, G. Boahomme and A. Atipo, Phys. Rev. Lett, (to appear)
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Bernstein Modes in a Weakly Relativistic e~e+ Plasma
D.A. Keston, E.W. Laing, and D.A. Diver
Kelvin Building, Department of Physics &s Astronomy,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ
The behaviour of an equal-mass (electron-positron), homogeneous and quasineutral
plasma is examined in the presence of a constant magnetic field. Two sets of comparisons are made: between e~e+ and e~-ion plasmas and between treatments of a
progressively more relativistic nature. An 'equal-mass, opposite charge' plasma has
useful symmetries.
The interest in a weakly relativistic plasma stems from the wish to observe the
transition between the existing nonrelativistic and fully relativistic kinetic treatments.
The relativistic nature of these treatments is governed by the parameter a = !^jy
Ihus 10 < a < 100 corresponds to weakly relativistic conditions. The (electrostatic)
Bernstein modes propagate perpendicular to the magnetic field and resonate at electron
cyclotron harmonics (w ~ rcfie). In an electron-ion plasma, there are seen to be gaps
in the frequency spectrum away from nftc where these modes may not propagate.
e~e+ plasmas are different: the theory leading to frequency gaps is exact and not a
consequence of approximation. For e~ ion plasmas, the introduction of a weakly (or
fully) relativistic treatment sees a broadening of the frequencies at which resonance
occurs and a downshift in those frequencies. Additionally the waves occurring at nfie
become increasingly damped.
Classical kinetic theory deals with the propagation of waves when velocity distribution is modelled by a nonrelativistic Maxwellian distribution function. Whilst in a fully
relativistic kinetic treatment, the relativistic Maxwell Boltzmann-Jiittner distribution
replaces the classical Maxwellian. The aim here has been to develop a hybrid weakly
relativistic treatment. Whereas in e"-ion plasmas waves at resonance frequencies were
damped as a result of the effects of electrons alone, in e"e+ the positrons cancel this
damping. In the ultrarclativistic limit (i.e. a -» 0) of the weakly relativistic dispersion
relation for e~e+ plasmas, the Bernstein modes arc not present and only the plasma
oscillation remain?, just as predicted by work on the fully relativistic case. As a —> oo,
this dispersion relation is shown to relax to its usual nomelativistic form.
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UA9900681
Observation of Spiral Structure in a Plasma

M.Y. Tanaka, H. Iinaizurui*, K. Taniguchi* and Y. Kawai*
National Institute for Fusion Science, Chikusa, Nagoya 4H — 01, Japan
' Department of High Energy Engineering Science, Kyushu

University

Kasuga 6 — 1, Fukuoka 816, Japan

We observed a stationary spiral structure in an argon plasma generated in a
linear device with 8 magnetic coils. A microwave of frequency 2.45 GHz was used
to excite an electron cyclotron wave, and the plasma was generated by the Dopplershifted electron cyclotron resonance. The density me.asured with a Langmuir probe
was 1 x 1012 cm~3: and the electron temperature was typically 5 eV. The dimensions
of plasma were 20 cm in diameter and 30 cm in axial length.
The spiral structure appeared in a narrow pressure range (1 - 3 x 10~2 Torr),
and was observed with the visible light measurement. Remarkable characteristic of
this pattern was that there was always two arms (m=2) and the arm was stationary with respect to the laboratory frame. When the magnetic field direction was
inverted, the spiral structure changed its rotation of scroll, suggesting that the E x
B drift of the back yound plasma is responsible for the spiral pattern formation.
Using a directional Langmuir probe, we found that the plasma flow velocity was
v/Cs < 0.4, where C3 is the ion sound velocity. The spectral line measurement of
Arl and Aril indicated that the observed pattern was possiblly a density wave in
rotating back ground plasma.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMICAL CHAOS UNDER NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF WAVES IN MAGNETIZED BEAM-PLASMA
SYSTEMS
V. A. Bulfl, 0. V. Mauuilenko, A, P. Tolotoluishsky
National Science Center "Khaikov Institute of Physics and Technology"
Abadnmicbcskaya.BtJ, Kharkov 310108 Ukraine
In the present report we formulate conditions if being fulfilled the dynamics of the
wave-to-wave type of coupling in the beam-plasma systems turns out to be chaotic. It is
investigated the process of chaos arising at nonlinear interaction of waves in magnetized
plasma and magnetized, compensated by charge electron beam and obtained necessary
value of the pushing wave amplitude for chaos arising.
As it was obtained in [1] the dynamics of wave-to-wave coupling will be chaotic when
parameter K = 2G/6 becomes greater then unity (K > 1), where 8 is the distance between
resonances of different waves, G growth rate of three wave instability.
Let us consider the decay of HF ("i") electromagnetic wave with frequency u>;, wave
vector hi and amplitude Si which is propagated in magnetized compensated by charge
electron beam, on the HF electromagnetic wave ("s") (u>,, k,, &,) and LF beam wave
("p"). The basic system of equations consists of the MarweHian equations and hydrodynamics equations for plasma electrons. We neglect the movement of ions, assuming that
background ions Berves for compensation of electron charge. The averaging over the time
to (*/ >> to >> T -periods of slow and fast variables, respectively) leads to following
system of coupled equations:
i£i = e,pexp(iAr),

i£, = £p*exp(-iAr), p + Q7p = -£;£? exp(-tAr),

where: N(t) = nc(t) cxi>(ikp,vot); Sne = \nc(t) exp(ilcpr) + c.c?

i

5* = 6 — ftpsVo;

8 = u>i — u>,\

u>'t — u>ilt —

(1)

4

kp,vg;

To obtain the set of equations ( ]) we assume that there is a space synchronism between
coupling waves, l r. the following conditions have be satisfied: fci — kt :•- kF. According
to the foirmslateci abovt criterion wo have following exprofsiou for value of amplitude of
pushing wave at winch the dynamics of the fiecny becomes chaotic:

Assuming v0 = 0 one may obtained following expression for dynanuV;J <lmcis arising under
decay of HF declroinagnelic wave in magiictined plasma. As it following from expression
( 2) the value of amplitude of electromagnetic wave necessary for clioos outcome in case
of the decay under magnetized electron beam is smaller then in ca«e oi the decay in
magnetized plasma. Note that computer simulation confirm these results.
References
[)]. V.A. Buls, O.V. Mauuilenko, A.P. Tolitoluzhsky. Developmeiii of Dyuuiriical Chaos
under Nonlinear Interaction of Waves in Unbounded UumagDetized Plasma. (This coii-

UA9900683
DEVELOPMENT OP DYNAMICAL CHAOS UNDER NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF WAVES IN UNBOUNDED UNMAGNETIZED
PLASMA
V. A. Bute, 0. V, Maauileiiko, A. P. Tolstoluzhsky
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology"
AhiSamicbeslsaya st.l, Kharkov 3W108 Ukraine
It is well established now that nearly all dynamical systems which describe plasmas
phenomena and based on wave-io-particle and wave-to-wave type of coupling, in their
extended phase space have regions of chaotic behavior. There exist a few criteria of
transition to stochostiBity. The most simple and effective is a Chirikov's criterion [1] widely used in the investigation of processes comprising wave-to-particle interaction. In
the present report formulate conditions if being fulfilled the dynamics of the wave-to-wave
type of coupling turna out to be chaotic.
Let the wave of amplitude ai wave number ki and frequency cjx decay into two waves
(02, k2, W2) and (a3, &],&»)). One more wave is assumed to exist with the following parameter (04, kit u>«), k+ —fc3>Wj — Wi « u>i. Suppose at first that forth wave do not influence
on the decay. Then the amplitudes of three interacting waves change with time according:
ax = t'Vi'aaeu, a2 = -iVxaxal,
d3 = -tViaiaJ,
(1)
where Vj is the matrix element of interaction. On the linear stage (|ai|=conBt) of decay
the amplitude |a^| and |aj| growth exponentially with increment G — |ai||Vi|. The phase
$ = 2$j + 2$3 changes obeys equation of mathematical pendulum:
$ + (2|a 1 j|V i |) : l 8m*=0

(2)

It is seen from (2) that the half width of nonlinear resonance equals 1G. If we replace
third wave by forth wave we obtain that on the linear stage phase $ = 2$j + 2$« + 2Sr
satisfies Eq.(2) too, where G2 = l a i||%| > 5 = w\ — u*i — w<. This means, that the distance
between nonlinear resonances is equal to 25. Assuming the width of nonlinear resonance
for forth wave is small G2 «
G we obtain the condition of the nonlinear resonance
overlapping and, coneflpoiidingly, the criterion of stochastic instability: K = 2Gf6 > 1 .
Let us consider the decay of the HF wave (t) in plasma on langmuir (p) and EF (s)
waves. The equations for coupling modes are
i£i =£lP expO'Ar), it, = £iP* exp(-iAr), p + ffp = -££* exp(-iAr),

whore: f.t == JB,/^0; £, = (JS 1 /£,o)v / ^M; p = ^
2

1

6 --- [£?0 cos oicySm )^;/^)]

1 1

^TI
2

(3)

K\
2/3

; r = iff ' ; Q = (<^F/l9) ; A = (^ -

()u ibe linear elage of the decay | £i |= const we can obtain from (3) the following
expression for maximum vulue.6 of the growth rates: G = Imw = l/V^fl,fi a >> 1;
G = Irnui = \/3/2, Q'; << 1. In the first case parameter K « 1 (5 = fi) and dynamics
of the decay must be regular. At large amplitudes of the incident wave K » 1 thus decay
must be chaotic. We may obtain following conditions for arising of the chaotic dynamics
of ! lie drcav: E\ >

7=—-—•——• from tliifi expression one may determine the value
ea 3\/3 coo2 a
of amplitude of electromagnetic wave necessary for chaos outcome. Computer simulation
confirm this criterion.
References
(11. Chirikov B.V. Tlivs. Rep. 3979, v.52, p,265.
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UA9900684
DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMICAL CHAOS UNDER NONLINEAR
INTERACTION OF WAVES IN BOUNDED MAGNETIZED PLASMA
V. A. Bats, 0. V. Manuiienko, A. V. Tblstoluzhsky
jVationaJ Science Center "Khaikov Institute of Thymes and Technology"
Akudcmicheska.ya,st.l, Kharkov 310108 Ukraine
In the present report we formulate conditions if being fulfilled the dynamics of the waveto-wave type of coupling in the bounded systems turns out to be chaotic. It is obtained
necessary value of the pushing wave amplitude for chaos arising at nonlinear interaction
of waves in plasma wave guide with strong magnetic field.
Let us consider the decay of HF ("i") electromagnetic wave with frequency wn, longitudinal wave number kti and amplitude At/ which , is propagated in metal wave guide
completely filled by plasma and placed in a strong magnetic field (wj, >> u), directed on
axis of wave guide, on the electromagnetic wave ("J") (u>n, kn, An) and LF plasma ("/?")
wave (wi, k/,, $*) . In other words we consider the process t—*t + L The basic system of
equations consists of the Maxwellian equations and hydrodynamics equations for plasma
electrons. The general solution may be represented as an expansion in eigenfunctions
of the magnetized plasma wave guide. We neglect the movement of ions, assuming that
background ions serves for compensation of charge. Assumming that the phase velocity
of pushing wave is positive and averaging over the time to (tj > > to > > r -periods of
slow and fast variables, respectively) leads to following system of coupled equations:
"* + a^(4/« 2 )n A = - ( ^ / 8 j r m ) ^ o ^ ' ' " v ( 4 K ^ ) ^ w ^ ; e x p ( - { A 7 - ) ,
(3)

iAN =

(^/

where the summation is conducted on indexes, satisfying conditions of space synchronism
(for simplicity are not here adduced addeudums, appropiate to waves with negative phase
velocity), K2 = K^ + *cjj, K^ - transverse wave number, A = u>n — wn, n/, - slow pera

a

turbations of plasma density, <xf!kn — fJc{KXf>)Jc(Kj.k)J<>{KxM)rdr/fJo{K±k)rdr, a - is
o
o
the radius of the wave guide, no - unperturbed plasma density. If the space synchronism
is take place only for one set of wave vectors, one must select from (1) only terms which
saliirfying conditions of such synchronism. In the case of wave guide the distance between
two wave resonances is determined by distance on lreqiioncies between two nearest radial
harmonics. This distance can be enough small one. So, assuming, that the radius of wave
guide considerably kss than its length, on basis of obtained criterion [!], we have the
following expression for the value of amplitude of pushing wave at which the dynamics of
decay becomes chaotic:
As if following from ( 2), this quantity cam bt enough small for not very high numbers
of radial harmonics, At a = 2.5cm, svave guide length /, = 200cm , u>p — 3 • lO^Ez,
Vppk = 3 • Hfcm/ser., ayi/wj, = 30, the chaos arising value of amplitude h 8 • }0''V/cm
at decay of third radial harmoiu'cs. At smaller field valuea the process of decay will be
regular. Computer simulation confirm these vi'tfulis.
References
[]]. V.A. Buts, O.V. Manuilenko, A.P. Tolsto)u?.hsky. Development of Dynamical Ohac*
under Nonlinear Interaction of Waves in Unbounded t'nmagnetized Plasma. (This conference).
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RADIATION SPECTRUM BROADENING IN
BEAM-PLASMA INTERACTION, CAUSED B^
INDUCED SCATTERING
V.BaJaHrev, M.Masuzaki, I.Oflishchenko, G.Sotnikov, D.Sidorerjko
NSC "Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology"
310108, Kharkov, Ukraine

Kinetic theory of plasma oscillations excitations by intense relativislic electron beam
and their conversion into broad band electromagnetic radiation are represented. Mechanism of electromagnetic spectrum broadening is induced scattering of plasma oscillations
on particles of nonmonoenergetic electron beam. Besides the possibility of spectrumbroadening due to essentials interaction of wide frequency band oscillations with intense
electron beam under the condition of comparativity of growth rate and plasma frequency.
These theoretical and computer investigation are the explanation of the experimental
results, obtained in [?].
[3] JLSando, M.Masuzaki, K.Kobayasbi et.a}. //Proc.10 Int.Conf. on High Power Particle Beams. San Diego 3994. V.2. P.933.
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INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY DRIVEN BY THE
FREQUENCY MODULATED PUMP

Arkhipenko V.I., Simonchik L.V.
Institute of Molecular and Atomic Physics Minsk, Byelorussia

Budnikov V.N., Gusakov E.Z.. Selenin V.L., Yakovlev B.O.
A.F.Ioffe Physico-Tcclinical Institute St Petersburg, Russia

ABSTRACT
The pump wave frequency modulation, as well as the plasma nonstationarity, are \
known to stabilize the parametric decay instabilities due to violation of the decay condit
for wave frequencies. The plasma inhomogeneity has the similar effect associated with
decay condition for the wave numbers. In the present paper the simultaneous influence
these two factors on the decay instability of the lower hybrid wave in magnetized plasm;
studied. The strong increase of the amplitude of decay waves is observed in a narrow rang<
the pump frequency modulation rates. The decay point motion due to the pump freque
modulation is shown to be responsible for this effect, which occurs when the decay pc
velocity is equal to the group velocity of one of the parametrically driven waves. Eliminat
of convective losses is proved to occur under these conditions. The dependence of the de
wave amplitude on pump power and on the pump frequency modulation time is studied
different frequency modulation rates close and far from this resonance. The theory of
inhomogeneous plasma decay instability driven by frequency modulated pump is develoj
The growth rate and the saturation level in the resonance are estimated. The possibility
an absolute instability excitation is demonstrated.

UA9900687
Manifestation of w a v e collapse in developed strong L a n g m u i r
t u r b u l e n c e in a magnetic field
V. S.Burniasov, I. V. Kandaurov, E. P. Krugiyakov, O. I. Mcshkov,
A L. Sanin, and L. N. Vyachcslavov
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

Experimental study of Langmuir turbulence that is well above the threshold of
modulational instability is presented. Broad spectrum of Langmuir waves is driven by
relativistic electron beam in a magnetized plasma where magnetic contribution to the
dispersion relation of Langmuir waves exceeds the thermal contribution in the interval
between pumping and damping regions in a momentum space. Dimensions of observed
turbulent plasma volume and the time scale of the experiment are much greater than the
size and the life-time of a single caviton, which allows the study of

developed

turbulence regime. Two effects of the collapse occurrence under the above stated
conditions are observed for the first time: generation of tails of plasma electron
distribution function and

high level of short-wavelength low-frequency density

perturbations. The later phenomenon is enhanced due to Weak damping of ion-acoustic
waves in nonisothermal (Te » T i ) plasma used.
Plasma electron distribution function is resolved by noncollective scattering of Ndglass laser light. Two simultaneously operated receiving systems are employed: 90°scattering for measurements of the electron bulk and 8°-scattering for studying high
energy tails. Observations detect electrons heated up to 150Te that store a substantial
portion of the total plasma energy. In this paper the results of observation of the ionacoustic turbulence are also shown. These low frequency fluctuations are studied by the
method of collective scattering with a pulse CO2 laser. An analysis of the a>- and kspectra measurements shows that the spectral density of the low-frequency turbulence is
by several orders of magnitude higher than the thermal one. The estimation of the
'minimal size of collapsing caviton based on the k-spectra analysis gives a value
lmin<30 r D -
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UA9900688
Nonlinear Surface Waves in Electronic Plasma
V. V. Giimalsky, N. Ya. Kotsarenko, and Yu. G. Rapoport
Kiev University, Phynics Faculty, Astronomy Dept,, j>r. Glushkov 6, 252022
Kiev, Ukraine
The possibility of propagation of envelope Langmuir solitons along the interface between plasma and vacuum in frequency region u> < w p /\/2 was studied
in [1,2] (where wp is the electronic Langmuir frequency). But in these works
the nonlinearities in boundary conditions connected with the existence of surface
current, and charge were neglected. Also the possibility of temporal resonance for
second harmonic should be taken into account. The last factors may essentially
determine the dynamics of nonlinear waves.
In present report the propagation of nonlinear surface waves in semi-infinite
cold electronic plasma is theoretically investigated. Both volume concentration
nonlinearity and nonlinearity of surface charge are taken into account. Two cases
are under consideration: the electrostatic waves with w = u>p/\/2 and electromagnetic waves in frequency range 0 < u> < w p /\/2. In the first case the existence
of solitary nonlinear localized excitations which are analogous to [1] is demonstrated but the influence of surface nonlinearity is much larger than the volume
nonlinearity (~ 4 times). As a consequence, the characteristic scales differ from
these obtained in [1]. The more interesting is the propagation of nonlinear surface
electromagnetic waves. Here the temporal resonance takes place: 2w c± wp and,
therefore, the dynamics of second harmonic is described by additional equation.
Within the framework of equations for first and second harmonics the next results were obtained: 1. Bright envelope soh'tons can propagate ouly in narrow
resonance frequency range OJP/2 < w < wp/2 + Aw (Aw << wp ), in the case
of long initial wave packets and very small dissipation. 2. The modulational
instability is possible in resonance region ui ~ wvj1. Out of resonance region the
modulational instability is absent.
1. O.M.Gradov and L.Stenflo, Phys. Fluids. 25, 983 (1982).
2. L.Stenflo. M.Y.Yu, and I.Zhelyazkov, Beitr.Plasmaphys. 23, 621 (1983).
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Evolution Equations for Nonlinear Waves in Plasma with Higher Terms
V.P. Lukomsky
Institute of Physics, National Ukrainian Academy of Science
pr. Nauky 46, 252650 Kiev 22, Ukraine
Yu.G. Rapoport
Kiev University, Physics Faculty, Astronomy Dpt., pr. Glushkov 6, 252022 Kiev, Ukraine
The new method for derivation of the model evolution equation including higher nonlinear and dispersion terms is suggested. The first derivative of perturbation of considered
physical value is expressed as a power series in small amplitudes and their space derivatives with undetermined coefficients. Therefore, in distinction to known methods (the
method of multiple scales [I] and reductive perturbation method [2]) we use two independent small parameters, one of which corresponds to slow coordinate and the other to small amplitude. The regular procedure is presented to yield the terms with arbitrary
degrees of both small parameters.
The method is applied for analysis of evolution of ion acoustic waves in ion-electron
plasma with cold ions. The following equation for ion velocity v in hydrodynamics approximation is obtained:
1
v, - c,vx -r vvx - -D2c,vxxx
Z

3
- -iD*c,vxxxxx + V2 + V-j,
o

V* = l\v> - D\vvxt - 5-vl)}x, V3 = g[(»»2 - !„*„«), + i»3
Here c, = (T/M)1/2 - the velocity of ion sound, jD-Debay length, T-electron temperature, M- ion mass. In the case Vi = V3 = 0 we obtain the known equation for ion acoustic
waves with higher dispmsion term. The analysis of exact solution of this equation in the
view of the solitary waves shows the possibility of existence of coupling states of solutions
of the KdV type.
The higher Shredingur type equation for the envelope evolution of ihe main harmonic
of hydrodynamics velocity potential A is of the form:

'(.4, + V-t* - jArxr) -V ~ / l « + qM?A + i(<?!|A|M, + ftA2A;.) = 0
Here us is Uie group velocity of ion acoustic wave and the prime means the derivative
•>>iih respect to the wave number. The expressions for the coefficients go><?i,<?2 are obtained. The comparison of the expression for qa with those obtained by known reductive
methods [1.2] liave been clone for the ion acoustic wave of arbitrary wavelength.
riifset of equation;, for I he description of interaction between high- and low- frequency
perl urbaiions is obtained as well.
1. T. Tanhiti. Suppl. Piogr. Theor. I'hys., N 55, p.p. 1-35, 1974.
2. A.1L Nayfeli. Introduction to Perturbation Techniques. J. Wiley Publ., N.Y., ] 9S1.
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Nonlinear Structures
N e a r M a r g i n a l Stability B o u n d a r y in T o k a m a k s .
T. A. Davydova, A.Yu. Pankin
Institute for Nuclear research, pr. K'auki, 47, Kiev - 22, Ukraine

Formation of coherent long-lived large-scale structures is often considered [1] to be
one of the main reason of transition in the regime of improved confinement in tokamaks (L-H
transition). In the present work we examined the possibility of self stabilization of explosive
instability and showed that coherent localized structures of soliton-like type can appear. As an
example, we considered the interaction of ion temperature gradient driven modes (r\[ - mode)
in tokamaks near the boundary of marginal instability [2]. These modes are expected to explain
many features of tokamak confinement. Density n(r) and temperature T(r) profiles in plasma of
tokamaks often nearly satisfy conditions for marginal stability of strong reactive unstable
modes such as r^-mode [3], Below the linear stability boundary there still exists rather high
level of turbulence, so called "subcritical turbulence." In [4] the nonlinear explosive instability
due to interaction between modes with positive and negative energy was proposed as the
driving mechanism for the turbulence.
We have shown that in the process of nonlinear interaction two different rir m c K ' e s
:

aie

"merging" and, interacting with other modes, are forming two solitons, corresponding of the
each mode. One could say therefore, that the double nature of the mode of "zero" energy
manifests itself in the process of two solitons formation.
It has been shown that the system has also solutions of the form of nonlinear periodic
waves. Hence, the modified explosive instability can be stabilized by means of the formation ol"
spatial coherent structures.
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UA9900691
Influence of small-scale fluctuations on coherent structures in iontemperature-gradlent-driven turbulence

V. M. Lashkin
Institute for Nuclear Research ,252022, Kiev, Ukraine

The ion-temperature-gradient-driven drift wave turbulence (t]t • turbulence ) is an important
mechanism for the transport of ion thermal energy across a confining magnetic field. The linear
instability and the early nonlinear stages of the turbulent fluctuations have been extensively
studied. The simulations show that in the late stages of nonlinear evolution large-scale coherent
structures arc formed.
la the present work we investigate the influence of surrounding small-scale turbulence on the
large -scale regular structures. By separating the dynamics into regular and turbulent
component one can obtain an equation for the large-scale mean field and to close it in the
weak-turbulence limit. It turns out that the self-organization instability takes place, that ia the
growth of the regular structure due to turbulent fluctuations. The growth rate of the instability is
calculated.
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UA9900692
Formation by Ions the Plasma Channel at Propagation of the Finite Sequence of
Ri'liitivistic Electron Bunches (REB) in Underdense Plasmas

V.] Karas'1, Ya B.Fainbcrg1, V D l.evchcnko2 and Yu S.Sigov2
1

National Scientific Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology", 310108,
Kharkov, Ukraine

2

Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics Russian Academy of Sciences, 125047,
Moscow, Russia

2.5-dimcnsional particle simulation results on the wake-field excitation with the
programmed

finite

sequence

of REB

in underdense

plasmas

are

presented.

The

REB/background plasma configuration is described by full set of 2D3V relativistic Vlasov
equations for each plasma species and Maxwell equations for self-consistent electromagnetic
fields. The computer simulation showed the transversal dimension of the bunch, propagating in
plasma, to vary a wide range at the our conditions when its transversal and longitudinal sizes
are smaller than the skin-depth. In these cases significant nonlinearities" in both plasma and
beam behavior have been observed. The ions form the plasma.channel due to their transversal
motion in self-consistent fields. This phenomenon plays significant role in the REB propagation
in the plasmas. The amplitudes of the longitudinal electric field component and the radial one
increase with injection of each additional bunches. However, these amplitudes are not
proportional to the number of injected bunch as this should be in the case of "rigid" bunches.
The shape of bunches is not close to Bennett equilibrium case However, the REB expansion is
appreciably retatded by the formation of the plasma channel with the ion radial motion.

(100

UA9900693
-Collective Wave Scattering in Collisional P l a s m a
A.G. Sitenko and S.M. Zinevycli
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
252143 Kiev, Ukraine

Wave mixing and electromagnetic wave scattering in plasmas are considered in collisional
plasma. Plasma fluctuation are analyzed with account taken of Coulomb binary particle
collisions. The Coulomb binary collisions are described within the framework of the
kinetic equation through the use of the Landau collision integral. Involving fluctuations
into consideration requires adding the Langevin source to the collision term in the
kinetic equation. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem is used to find a general expression
for the kinetic coefficients which determine the correlation function for the random
sources. The correlation in the collisionless plasma are associated with the self-consistent
electromagnetic interaction of plasma particles.

Taking account of Coulomb binary

collisions between particles results in an additional correlation of the random forces in
velocity space. General expressions are obtained for the spectral distribution of the particle
density fluctuations and tlie temperature fluctuations. The dependence of the shape of
the particle density and temperature fluctuation spectra on the magnitude of the effective
frequency of pair collisions is investigated. The relation between kinetic fluctuations and
fluctuations in hydrodynamics is considered. Using the kinetic correlation functions and
making a comparison with the hydrodynamic formulas it is easy to determine the plasma
coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity.

It is shown that particle collisions

appreciably affect the? collective electromagnetic wave scattering in plasmas.
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Diffusion influence on the electron-density fluctuations
in turbulent magnetoactive plasmas
I.F.Goutych, A..G.Sitenko, A.G.Zagorodny
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
Mctrolohichna Street, 14b, Kiev Z5S14S, Ukraine
and
P.Schram
Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O.Box 513, 560 MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands
A new approach to the kinetic description of electromagnetic fluctuations in a plasma
with large-scale random motions is proposed. General relations are derived for the correlation functions of particle number density fluctuations in such plasmas[l|. These relations
reproduce the results obtained by other authors for the special cases of convective random
motion and diffusive motion of large-scale volume elements [2,3].
A detailed numerical analysis of the correlation functions of electron density fluctuations in turbulent magnetoactive plasmas was carried out for the case of volume-element
diffusive motion. The intensive diffusion is shown to cause considerable modifications and
enhancement of fluctuation spectra in the low-frequency domain. The central spectral line
near the zero frequency, associated with the screened ion fluctuations, is found to be transformed into the Lorentzian line whose linewidth is determined by the diffusion coefficients.
For the case of isothermal turbulent plasmas, a resonance maximum is proved to exist and
its intensity is shown to grow due to the influence of the fluctuation ion-sound waves.

REFERENCES
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and Plasma Physics. Contributed papers, Part4, p.272.
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Enskog Landau kinetic equation for moderately dense one-component system of charged
hard spheres, which has been obtained in [1], is considered. Normal solution for this
equation is found with use of boundary conditions method [2], This method is different
from other methods for solving of kinetic equations (Chapman Enskog, Grad methods)
because it afford to obtain a nonstationary solution, and in a such way it may be used for
description of nonstationary processes. To perform this local conservation laws were used
in general form. It made possible to lake into account both kinetic and hydrodynamic
effects. The necessity of joint description of kinetics and hydrodynamics for dense systems
has been highlighted in [3,4].
Stress tensor and heat flow vector of the system has beeen calculated on the basis of
obtained correction for trivial solution. The influence of long-range part of interparticle
interaction potential, which is new in comparison with previous papers, is pointed out.
Limiting case of stationary process is considered and kinetic coefBcients are obtained:
viscosities and heat conductivity. New transport coefficients reduce to alresdy known ones
from [1] (obtained with using of Chapman-Enskog method) if one neglects interparticle
long-range correlations (g? —t 1) and takes approximation of small angles of scattering.
Normal solution found may be used for hydrodynamic description of fast processes.
[1) D.N.Zubarev, V.G.Morozov, I.P.Omelyan, M.V.Tokarchuk, Teor. Mat. Fiz. 87(1991)113.
[2] D.N.Zubarev, A.D.Khonkin, Teor. Mat. Fiz. 11(1972)403.
[3] D.N.Zubarev, V.G.Morozov, I.P.Omelyan, M.V.Tokaichuk, Teor. Mat. Fiz. 96(1993)325.
[4] Yu.L.Klimontovich, Teor. Mat. Fiz. 92(1992)312.
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HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS AND FLUCTUATIONS
IN SUSPENSIONS IN COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
P.P.J.M.Schram and I.P.Yakimenko*
Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands
' Bogotyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252143, Kiev, Ukraine
The theory of hydrodynamic interactions and fluctuations in the system of N
spherical particles suspended in compressible fluid is developed starting from
the linearized Navier-Stokes equations reformulated within the framework of
the induced force density formalism [1]. To close these equations the linear
relation between the hydrostatic pressure and the density of fluids has been
put (generally, this relation takes the non-local form as, for example, in the
Ornstein-Zernike theory for critical density fluctuations).
For the purposes of the above-mentioned theory an alternative technique [2]
of direct series expansion of the Green's functions involved has been used. To
perform this technique the surface and volume moments for the fluid density
and velocity fields have been introduced and the set of equations for these
moments has been written in terms of surface and volume moments of the
longitudinal and transverse Green's functions. As a result, the hierarchy of
equations for the irreducible force multipoles has been obtained and the mobility tensors have been found from this hierarchy as a power series expansions
(in principle, of arbitrary order) in a natural parameter which defines the ratio
between a typical size of the particles and a typical distance between spheres.
As an application, the behaviour of the system under consideration is studied
in the cases if this system is influenced (i) by the sound wave field and (ii) by
the stochastic field stemming from the random source in the stress tensor. In
the latter case ttie correlation functions for the density and velocity of fluid
have been calculated and the generalised Langevin equations for the velocities
of spheres in compressible fluid have been derived.
References
[1] P.Mazur and D.Oecleatix, Physii a 76 (1974) 235.
[2] P.P J.M.Srliram and I.P.Yakiinciiko. i'roc. of Workshop on Complex Fluids and
Plasmas, 18 21 September 1995, Eindhoven, The iWtlicrlands.
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FLUCTUATION THEORY OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG
IN PLASMAS WITH FLUID-LIKE RANDOM MOTIONS
T.Chmyr, A.Zagorodny
Bogolubov Institute for Theoretical Physics,252143,Kiev,Ukraine
The theory of electromagnetic fluctuations in a plasma with random motions of large-scale volume element is applied to work out a theory of bremsstrahlung in turbulent plasmas. Correlation functions of bremsstrahlung
sources generated in course of fluctuation field scattering by electron density fluctuations are calculated and spectral distribution of bremsstrahlung
intensity is found. The limiting cases of random convective and diffusive
motions of large-scale volume elements are studied in detail. The convective
turbulent motions are shown to cause an increase of electron and ion effective
temperatures which in turn results in the enhancement of the "resonance"
bremsstrahlung. In the case of diffusive large-scale motions the "resonance"
bremsstrahlung is strongly damped while the non-resonance part can be enhanced by the turbulent diffusion.
•'
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K i n e t i c Alfven t u r b u l e n c e e x c i t a t i o n by t h e e x t e r n a l electric field
E o || B(, in a Iow-,9 m a g n e t o p l a s m a
Yurii M. Voitenko
Department of Spare Plasma Physics, Main :Astronomical Observatory,
(Jolosiiv, Kyiv-22, 252650, Ukraine
Kinetic Alfven wave (KAW) is the Alfven wave with a large transversal wave vector
component, k± 1 Bo, t j . > kz, Bo is the ambient magnetic field. In that ca.se the finite ion
gyroradius, p,- = VVi/fl;, and electron inertia effects produce a parallel wave electric field,
Ez II Bo. which brings about the wave particle Cherenkov resonant interaction. KAW's play
an important, often majore role in the dynamics of both laboratory and space plasmas.
We have derived the linear and nonlinear responses of the distribution function to a lowfrequency electromagnetic waves with fcj. ~> kt in the uniform low-/3 magnetoplasma under
the presence of external electric field Eo || Bo- Sub-Dreicer electric field, Eo < Er>r, results
in the two processes of interest: (macroscopic) bulk electron motion with the velocity VOs =
VTr.(Eo/EDr), and (microscopic) individual electron acceleration, Vz = eEo/mc, between
collisions. Considered wave dynamics the first one produces a well-known destabilising effect,
leading to the resonant current-driven instability of the kinetic Alfven waves. We call this
as a Steady-Motion Eo Effect (SME). At the same time the influence of the second process
on the plasma waves is less known. Here the influence of ambient electric field on the KAW
dynamics through the free particles acceleration between collisions is investigated for the first
time. We call this as a Asselerated-Motion £o-Effect (AME). An analytical expressions for
the therms describing both SME and AME effects are derived. It was shown that in the case
Tc/Tj < Q.TV'A/^TI dominating are election therms. Analytical investigations also show that
AME electron effect
1) supports current-driven instability of the KAW, caused by SME;
2) usually less important than SME for the KAW instability, but
3) may lead to KAW growth if VQC for the some reason has not developed.
The turn-on condition for instability is roughly Eo > Ecr, where threshold of the driven
by £ 0 KAW instability is

T

EE
or + E^'

Ifpre \l = U.-/A-; * I',i(l -f- 2h2)^2 is the phase velocity of KAW along fla. K = £'.Lp,, and \\
and 1 jf are Alfven and election thermal velocities correspondingly. The electric field scales
of the instabiliiy. determined by AME and S.ME processes, are E^e — \ A / ^ ' ; 7 e / e and /Vr>
correspondingly. Tlie threshold of the KAW instability in a low-J plasma is well below iluit
of tlie ion-acoustic and ion cyclotron instabilities, discussed before.
The saturation level and weak turbulent spectra of the cuirent-driviui KAW's turbulence
;ire calculated. Contrary to the MHD Alfven waves, KAW's undergo strong three wave
interaction, determining their amplitudes and spectra. We obtained power-law Kolmogorovtype spectra of the weak KAW's turbulence ~ [k±)~4 and ~ (A-j.)"5 in Ihc- long-wave limit,
and - {kL)~3 and ~ (kj.)" 3 5 in the short-wave limit.
As it follows from our consideration, the £o-driven turbulence of KAW's should be the
favorable turbulence in many canes of the space and laboratory eli'climuagncloplasmas.
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THE MACROSCOPIC THERMOELECTRIC FIELD IN
A COLLISIONLESS NON-EQUILIBRIUM PLASMA
V.P.Krainov, V.A.Rantsev-Kartinov, E.E.Trofimovich
INF RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 123182, Moscow, Russia
e-mail kuka@qq.nfi.kiae.su
Microscopic approach to the calculation of a
macroscopic field in a weakly inhomogeneous, collisionless
plasma is proposed. The explanation of the mechanism of that
formation is proposed too.
It was shown that the electric field has a
thermoelectric origin connected with distinction in the
shielding of electrons and ions of inhomogeneous plasma.
Expression for the thermoelectric potential of nonisothermal
plasma was obtained taking into account the condition of
quasineutrality. The conclusion has been made about
essential role of dynamic shielding of plasma particles both
for formation of the macroscopic field and for the possible
influence of local non-equilibrium on this field.
It was shown that the features of electric field space
distribution can be explained by means of competition of the
electron and ion contributions to the thermoelectric
coefficient.
Numerical results of the electric field space
distribution are in a good agreement with experimental data
on the laboratory plasma.
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Investigation of anomalous diffusion during
development of drift instability in electromagnetic
trap.
A.A.Bizioukov, A.Y.Kashaba, K.N.Screda, N.N.Yunakov.
Kharkov State University, Department of Plasma Physics, 31 Kurchatov
Street, 310108, Kharkov, UKRAINE.
Results of experimented investigation of anomalous electron diffusion
during drift instability development in electromagnetic trap with crossed
electric and magnetic field axe presented.
The method of independent control of oscillation amplitude based on
change of conduction of walls surrounding the plasma volume is suggested
for study of influence of drift oscillations on electron transfer. The passive
exciting system that permitted to change the resistance of the discharge
gap walls on the frequency of drift oscillations by using the resonant properties of a parallel oscillatory circuit. The exciting system consists of a
passive oscillatory circuit with changed natural frequency which is loaded
to additional electrode-cathode cut along diameter.
The relative change of discharge current as a function of a working gas
pressure on conditions of constant value of change of drift oscillation amplitude was investigated. It was founded that collective interaction mechanism plaied an essential part in electron transfer across magnetic field
and could be compared with collisional mechanism under a low pressure
(p < 5 • 10~5 Torr). In the case of pressure increase (p > 5 • 10~5 Torr)
the electron diffusion across magnetic field because of collisions is a major mechanism of electron transfer and the part of collective interaction
mechanism is negligible.
Therefore, excitation of drift instability leads to electron anomalous
diffusion across magnetic field and change of current characteristic of discharge, especially in the range of low pressures. Calculation of change of
current characteristics of the discharge, because of collective effects, is necessary for design and performance of devices on the basis of discharges with
crossed electric and magnetic field, namely: pressure indicators, sputterion pumps, SHF-generators and SHF--amplifiers.
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Suppression of drift instability in electromagnetic
trap.
A.A.Bizioukov, A.Y.Kashaba, K.N.Sereda, N.D.Sereda.
Kharkov State University, Department of Plasma Physics, 31 Kurchatov
Street, 310108, Kharkov, UKRAINE.
In this work we present results of experimental investigation of drift
instability stabilization in electromagnetic trap with crossed electric and
magnetic field.
A drift instability stabilization occurs under conditions of synchronism
intringement between wave and electron drift, for example, because of space
inhomogenity of a drift velocity in direction of wave propagation. In the experiments, to suppress instability the inhomogeneous velocity distribution
of electron drift was realized by space modulation of electric field strength
in direction of drift. The modulation of drift velocity was carried out by
supply of potential difference across the electrodes surrounding the plasma
volume.
The a.)>ii>'i1.>ide of di ift oscillation as a function of modulation amplitude
of drift velocity was studied. It was founded that the dependence had a
threshold character. If the modulation amplitude is more than the certain
threshold value, the suppression of drift oscillations is observed (the amplitude of drift oscillations decreases more than 4 times). The threshold value
of modulation amplitude changed in proportion with amplitude of drift oscillations and did not depend on the oscillation frequency. The change
of amplitude-frequency characteristic of drift oscillations as a function of
system parameters was studied.
Therefore, It was shown that, the space modulation of electron drift
velocity suppressed drift instability.
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H. HIGH INTENSITY LASER
PRODUCED PLASMAS
AND INERTIAL CONFINEMENT

UA9900702
Laser Particle Acceleration
A Review of Beat-Wave and Wake-Field Experiments

F. Amiranoff
Laboratoire d'Utilisation des Lasers Internes
Unitt mixte CNRS - Ecole Poly technique
91128 Palaiseau France

Is it possible to/use lasers and plasmas to generate high electric fields and accelerate
particles to ultrarelativistic energies ? A few experiments already give some interesting
and very promising answers on these techniques.
In a plasma different mechanisms can transfer a part of the energy of the tranverse
electromagnetic field of a high-power laser to plasma waves with relativistic phase
velocities. The longitudinal field of these waves can in turn accelerate relau'vistic particles
over long distances up to very high energies.
Two main schemes have been proposed : the beat-wave and the wake-field. In the first
case the electron plasma oscillation is resonantly excited by the beating of two laser beams
with slightly different frequencies, when the plasma frequency is close to the difference
frequency between the two beams. In the case of wake-field , the ponderomotive force
pushes the electrons forward then backward by the rising part and the trailing part of a
very short laser pulse.
Experiments on beat-wave have evidenced electric fields of 1 to 10 GV/m over a few mm
and relativistic electrons have been accelerated with an energy gain up to 30 MeV. Some
preliminary experiments have shown electron acceleration in wake-field experiments. An
other mechanism called self-modulated wake-field can also accelerate electrons in high
density plasmas and electrons have been observed up to 50 MeV.
I will discuss all these mechanisms and try to discuss the predictable evolutions in this
promising field.
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NONLINEAR MODULATION O F STRONG ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
IN WEAKLY INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMA
G.N.Burlak, V.V.Grimalsky, K Islikabulov, and N.Ya.Kotsarenko
Kiev National University named after T.Shevchenko 252022, Kiev, Ukraine
Under nonlinear interaction of strong electromagnetic (EM) radiation with real plasma, it is
important to take into account long-living, comparatively with duration of electromagnetic
pump pulse, inhomogeneities of density. The plasma region between peaks of density (local
well) becomes resonator-like with semi-transparent boundaries, where, as a result of
parametric interaction with EM pump, the growth of amplitude of Langmuir wave takes place
with fast storage of nonlinear effects. Let us assume that in the vicinity of smooth bottom of
well with the length L the EM waves with frequencies m,^ resonantly interact with Langmuir
one with difference frequency fi=<ai -<D2, l o ' ' | k i - k j - K | d z < l . Suppose that £!><Dp where (Bp is
the plasma frequency; in this case, out of the region of well the parametric coupling conditions
are not satisfied, and passed Langmuir waves are quickly dissipated. In boundless system under
overcritical conditions, the instability occurs here, and, because the velocities of waves arc
sharply different, this instability leads to amplification of slow excitations and forming of threewave solitons. The dimensionless equations for complex amplitudes are:
l d i ; + a T + i g d \ + i a ( ! A 3 P + 2 i A < | 2 ) + Y ] A 3 = A,A2*; S^A, = - A 2 A 3
(1)
l-di+dT+ ig3« + i a ( 2 | A 3 | 2 + | A 4 | 2 ) + y]A 4 = 0; 9 ? A2 = A,A 3 ";
with boundary and initial conditions A3(0,T)=f3(T)+RoAj(0,t), A4(1,T)=R 1 A 3 (1,T), A3(C,,0)=0,
Ai(0,x)= fi(x), A 2 (0,T)= 0. Here d<; -dldQ, 9, =S/dx, A] and A2 are amplitudes of pump and
idler EM waves, Aj and A4 are amplitudes of direct and reflected Langmuir ones, C=z/ln and x
= tv/ln are spatial and temporal variables, respectively; 1 = L/l n , flt30O are determined by input
amplitudes in £=0, y ^Iin, T is the dissipation coefficient, l n is nonlinear spatial scale, g is
dispersion parameter, a is parameter of own Langmuir nonliriearity. Absorption of EM waves
in the region of transparency is assumed small. In this problem, the parameter y has the sense
of overcriticity parameter. Because it is in complicated way to derive the analytical solution of
nonlinear set (1) with boundary conditions, in our work the computer simulations of equations
(1) were made under various parameters. This gives the possibility within the unified approach
to investigate all stages of interaction, starting from initial instability and then including the
developed nonlinear regime.
Because the boundary values are quite small, in our calculations the Langmuir wave noises
with small amplitudes are established in undercritical conditions (y>yth ) in the output of the
system. But already under weak overcriticity, the output signal begins to be increased fastly,
and wide soliton-like pulse of Langmuir wave is formed in medium. This pulse moves slower
during the passing to the output and it is stopped near the boundary. Under further increase of
overcriticity, the stationary regime becomes unstable, and the more complicated dynamics is
developed in the system. After the birth, with the increasing of amplitude, the pulse is
decelerated, then it tends to the stationary shape and fastly leaves the region. Because of
dissipation, non-ideal reflection, and own nonlinearity, the stationary shape of Langmuir pulses
does not preserve, the process of forming of solitons starts from new phase and, for the first
view, it must lose coherency. But our calculations show of soliton temporal repetition in the
system. As a result, the regular oscillations of amplitudes appear in the output, and pump pulse
is subjected by the giant periodic modulation. Under greater overcriticity the self-action
mechanism (NSE) dominates and modulation of pulse of pump wave demonstrates the chaotic
feature.
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A G e V Laser Wakeficld Accelerator driven by a T 3 Laser
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National laboratory for High Energy Physics, Oho, Tsukuba, 305 Japan
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T. KOBAYASHI, T. KOZAWA, T. UEDA, M. UESAKA
Nuclear Engineering Research Laboratory, The University of Tokyo,
Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-11 Japan
A. ENDO, K. KOBAYASHJ, M. WASfflO*, T. HORI*
Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd., R&D Center, Hiratsuka, 254 Japan
•Laboratory for Quantum Equipment Technology, Tanashi, 188 Japan
B.CROS
Depeartment of Electric and Electronic Engineering, Utsunomiya University,
Ishii-machi, Utsunomiya, 321 Japan
N . E. ANDREEV, V. I. KIRSANOV
High Energy Density Research Center, Moscow, 127412 Russia
Recently there has been a great progress in laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA)
promising a compact high-energy accelerator due to super-high field particle acceleration.
In the LWFA, a high-power laser pulse with pulsewidth approximately equal to the
plasma wavelength, ionizes a gas and excites a plasma wave therein. The longitudinal
electric field (wakefield) of the plasma wave accelerates charged particles. An ultrahigh
gradient accelerating field of the order, of 100 GeVAn has been confirmed through recent
experiments using large lasers. The energy gain is however limited below lOOMeV,
because the acceleration length is limited either by diffraction of the laser beam or by the
dephasing between the plasma wave and the particle beam.
A compact terawatt laser system referred to as T° (table-top-terawart) lasers is
presently available for the LWFA as a laser driver providing intense ultrashort laser pulses
with a reasonable repetition rate. Our current research is focused on achieving a high
energy partcle acce'cration to energies more than GeV in a table-top scale by the use of
100 fs, 2 TW T 3 laser system. The laser will be channel-guided to provide a long
acceleration length. This paper reports the current status and theoretical expectation of the
project. In addition experimental results on laser-plasma interaction will be presented.
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DETERMINATION OF APPEARANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
CONDITIONS FOR PLASMAS PLUME-SOURCE PRODUCED BY HIGH
INTENSITY LASER: THEORY AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
M.A.Razumova and A.D.Suprun
Department of Physics, Kyiv T.Shevchenko University,
prospekt Ghishkov 6, 252022, Kiev, Ukraine
The first task arising on the way of solving these problems is a task of
threshold determination for the material corrosion destruction. It is the exceed
of

the

stimulating

power

flux above the threshold that ensures the

realization of the plasmas plume appearance
with

conditions. The heat equation

the corresponding boundary conditions is known to be a basis for the

problem. However taking into account the rate of surface heating, the flux
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point) it
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nonlinearity
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thermal conductivity;
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coefficient on power flux). We have succeeded to consider all these factors in
general case and to analyze separately each of them. It has been found that the
second and third factors can be neglected in some cases while the material
parameters dependence on temperature

should not be removed

in

principle

in the considered temperature range. We have concentrated our attention on
this

problem

in detail because it has an independent importance in the

problem of controlled melting and heat processing.
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when the power flux level in stimulating pulse exceeds aforesaid threshold.
We have obtained the system of two connected differential equations, one of
which describes the development of corrosion crater and another describes
the plume-source
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Enhanced Propagation Rate of the Magnetic Field in Plasmas,
due to the Hail Effect, for Arbitrary Plasma Inhomogeneity
K.V.Cherepanovand A.B.Kukushkin
INF RRC "Kurchatov Institute", 223182 Moscow, Russia
The mechanism of the enhanced propagation rate (as compared with ordinary
difffusion) of the magnetic field in plasmas, due to the Hall effect, is analyzed in the frame of
the electronic MHD (EMHD), under conditions of arbitrary inhomogeneity of the plasma. The
analysis is aimed at derivation of analytic results for the dynamics of the magnetic field front
and its effective width in the 3D two-fluid MHD. This will make it possible to derive scaling
laws for compressing the plasma by the magnetic field in high-current gas discharges under
conditions of short-scale plasma-field mixing. The approach used extends the qualitative model
[1] which reproduced a number of rigorous analytic results in the EMHD theory.
The formalism is developed for the determination of the basic characterisitcs of the
magnetic field propagation for the arbitrary profile of plasma density n along the (plane)
boundary of the magnetic field at time t=0 (with electric current flowing along z-direction
within the above-mentioned plane). The results for the magnetic field front and its effective
width give, in limiting cases, the following EMHD results: namely, formulae for (i) small [2]
and (ii) large fJJ^alues of the parameter n = (d\nn/

dt)^Dat

(Dg is the coefficient of

ordinary diffusion of the magnetic field in plasma, expressed in terms of Spitzer electrical
conductivity); and (iii) step-like profile of the density [4]. The analytic result for the front
dynamics is in close agreement with the scaling law for arbitrary \i, proposed in [5] on the basis
of the 2D two-fluid numerical modelling.
References
1. Kukushkin A B , AIP Conf. Proa, #299, 3rd Int. Conf. Dense Z-pinch (London, U.K.,
1993), p. 154; Kukushkin A.B., Cherepanov K.V., Preprint of the RRC "Kurchatov Institute",
IAE-5832/6, Moscow, 1994 (in Russian).
2. Kingsep A S , Mokhov Yu. V., Chukbar K.V., Sov J, Plasma Phys. 10 (1984) 854.
3. Gordeev A.V., Grechikha A.V., Kalda Ya.L., Sov J. Plasma Phys. 16 (1990) 95.
4. Vikhrev V.V., Zabaidullin O.Z., Rcf. [la], p. 165.
5. Zabaidullin O.2., Preprint of the RRC "Kurchatov Institute", IAE-5828/6, Moscow, 1994.
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Investigation of the expansion of an aluminum
micro-pellet cloud in a hot plasma
S. Zoletnik1, J.S. Bakos1, B. Kardon1, S. Kalvin1, G. Kocsis1, G. Mank2,
G. Petravich1, A. Pospieszczyk2, G. Veres1, I. Veres1
1) KFKI Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics,
P.O.B. 49, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary
2) Iristitut fiir Plasinaphysik. Forschuiigszentrum Jiilich,
Association Euratom-KFA,
P.O.B. 1913, D-52425 Jiilich, Germany
Aluminum micro-pellets serving as a well localized - both in time and space - source of
impurities were injected into tokamak plasmas and the expansion of their cloud was observed
using a two dimensional framing CCD camera (with about 0.2mm spatial resolution) and
other optical diagnostics. The aim of the investigations was to get knowledge on the local
radial and toroidal transport of impurities. The experiments, were performed on the MT-1M
and TEXTOR tokamaks.
The pellets of 10x30x30/im3 size, accelerated upto 1 km/s velocity by an intense laser
pulse[l], were injected radially into the plasma. Line radiation of the ablated aluminum
atoms and ions (Al+, Al2+) was detected using interference filters. The CCD camera that
detected the radial and toroidal distribution of the emitted light was triggered by atomic
line radiation, when the pellet crossed a certain preselected radial position. The exposure
time could be as short as one microsecond. Besides the single pictures with short exposure
times, we made time integrated pictures of the pellet cloud as well.
The typical size of the atomic cloud was less than a millimetre both in toroidal and
radial direction, the maximum of this distribution was considered as the position of the
pellet. The cloud of Ihe difiVteut ions is elongated along the magnetic field lines, but their
radial (Bi) size was only slightly larger than the atomic cloud size. Their radial position
coincided with the atomic cloud position. Bol.h the radial penetration of the pellet and
toroidal expansion of the cloud can be described by simple models. In some cases the Al ++
cloud deviated from the usual size and shape and it was as large as 10mm in the radial
direction. Surprisingly, there were cases when the bulk of the Al ++ cloud radiation was
ahead of the pellet. This observation indicates that for short time periods and millimeter
scales the local transport across the magnetic field lines can be as fast as along them.
[1| S. Zoletnik, G. Kocsis, G. Biirger, P.N. Jgnacz, B. Kardon, S. Kalvin and J.S. Bakos,
Rev. Sci. lnslrum. fig 2904 (1995)
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INTERACTION OF INTENSE ASYMMETRIC RELATIVISTIC LASER PULSES
WITH INHOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS
Garuchava D.P., Murusidze I.G., Suramlishvili G.I.,
Tsintsadze N.L., Tskhakaya D.D.
Institute of Physics, Georgian Academy of Sciences
6, Tamarashvili St.. 380077, Tbilisi, Georgia

Abstract
Propagation of an intense asymmetric relativistic laser pulse
in an inhomogeneous plasma is studied. The asymmetry is provided
by a sharp cutoff of the pulse rear front as compared to its
leading front. At the same time, three.qualitatively different
regions are distinguished: the leading front, the rear front, and
the region behind the laser pulse which contains the trace in the
form of an ion channel and wake fields. Radiation self-focusing
and self-guiding, which occur at the leading front, are
accompanied by the formation of an ion channel and generation of
rather strong electrostatic field. The sharp cutoff of the rear
front of the laser pulse favours the effective removal of this
field and preservation of the ion channel behind the pulse.
Selecting the plasma density distribution profile makes it
possible to control the radiation group velocity and thus to
increase the efficiency of %*he accelerating—longitudinal-field
effect on accelerated particles. In the frames of the model
suggested, the electron bunches will gain the energy of -10 Gev
at the distance of -lcm. The ion channel following the pulse is
sufficiently large and favours the radial focusing of the
accelerated electron bunches".
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High-Current Compensated Ion Beam Acceleration and Stability in Two
Accelerating Cusps of Induction LINAC
V.I.Karas'1, and N.G.Belova2
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National Scientific Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology", 310108,
Kharkov, Ukraine
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Institute of Physics & Technology, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117218, Moscow,
Russia

At present, several methods of obtaining high-current ion beam, which are based on the
use of induction accelerators and are applied to inertial controlled fusion (ICF) research, are
being considered. One of these methods of obtaining a high current in the beam at a low kinetic
energy is to avoid the conventional vacuum beam-transport systems (quadruples and solenoids)
and turning to techniques of collective focusing In these techniques the forces of space charge
are compensated by neutralizing the ion beam charge with electrons and suppressing the
electron current by magnetic insulation of the accelerating gaps.
Results of the 2.5-dimensional numerical simulation of the hollow high-current ion
beam (HHCEB) dynamics in two magneto-isolated accelerating gaps separated by the drift gap
are presented.
The previous study has shown that the good charge and current compensations of the
ion beam by both the specially injected in acceleration gap electron beam and the thermal
electron injection into drift gap of the induction linac. With the aim optimization of ion beam
acceleration in the two cusps linac we have studied a search of the optimal values of both
accelerating electric field and electron beam energies To describe the collisionless plasma
dynamics of beams the set of relativistic Vlasov's equation for the distribution function of
particles and the Maxwell's equation in the axisymetric cylindrical geometry has been used: The
calculations were continued in during about ten reciprocal Larmor ion frequency The results
have shown that the ion beam is effectively accelerated and has high biightness in certain
relationship between the electric field and the electron beam energy. The most widespread and
very dangerous instability in high-current ion diodes with applied magnetic field, which is
designated as transit-time instability, in our conditions owing to the use for ion beam charge
and current compensations of the specially injected electron beam is nonexistent.
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Variations in the Ionospheric Parameters During the
Periods of Minimum and Maximum Solar Activity
V. I.Taran
Institute of the Ionosphere, 310002, Kharkov, Ukraine
The ionospheric parameters such as the electron density
profiles - Ne(h) ..electron temperature Te(h) and ion .temperature Ti(h) are measured over a wide altitude range using the incoherent scatter ( IS) method. This technique is based on the
well-known Thomson scattering phenomenon. The IS theory was
evolved by a number of Ukrainian and foreign scientists
(A. G. Sitenko, E. E. Solpeter, D. T. Farley,etc.). The ionospheric
studies involving this technique could only be made following
the construction of the Ukrainian IS radars and a heating facility with the large-size antennas. This radars made it possible
to investigate the ionospheric behaviour under the natural and
artificially disturbed conditions over Ukraine. During the
previous solar activity (s. a.) cycle of 1985-1996 the seasonal-diurnal Ne(h) ,Te(h),Ti(h) variations were obtained, which
indicates that the probability of Fl layer appearance is greater in the years of low s. a and in summer it occurs in the
afternoon hours. The F2 layer peak height changes from the minimum value of -240 km in the winter afternoon at low s. a. to
the peak value of ~440 km at night in the winter at high s. a
The ionospheric observations that were simultaneously made in
the Millstone Hill Observatory and in Kharkov showed that two
Ne afternoon and evening maxima occurred incross the Europe
while a single Ne evening maximum couid be observed over the
American continent. During the magnetic storms the Ti is seen
to rise with both an increase and decrease in Ne. In the ionosphere the quasi-periodic Ne variations ranging from 15 m m to
3-4 hours are frequently observable. If the quasi-periods are
short there is an in-phase Ne and Te variations and if these
periods last more than one hour the Ne and Te variations appear to be opposite of phase. The processes occurring in the
ionospheric plasma with Ne and Te variation can be studied by
making use of the effects resulting from the ionosphere being
exposed to the high-power short-wave radiation.
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To the Theory of Decameter Jovian Radioemission S-Bursts
with Positive Drift
A.G.Boev, T.E.Shcherbinlna
Institute of Radio Astronomy of Ukrainian National Academy of Science
Kharkov, Ukraine

Abstract
The mechanism of a generation of short-periodic decameter Jovian
radioemission S-bursts with positive frequency drift is proposed. The
explanation is made on the basis of Cherencov's emission mechanism of
plasma vawes with an anomalous dispersion.
It is shown that S-bursts with positive frecjuency drift can arise if electron
density oscillations of certain type take place in the Jupiter's ionosphere.
Experimentally observed bursts with —— >0 are analysed. Estimations
cI
of electron density inhomogeneity parameters are carried out.
The possibility of S-burst with positive drift rise is predicted at high
frequencies.
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Propagation of Electron Beams
in the Solar Magnetic Loops

UA9900710

V.N. Mel'nik, E.P. KontarRadioastronomy Institute of National Academy of Sciences,
310002, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
It is considered that release of energy takes place in the tops of the solar magnetic loops.
Electrons are accelerated to high energy there and then they are injected into the loop
plasma. It appears (ij that the single electron beam propagate through plasma in the form
of beam-plasma structure that consists of electrons and Langmuir waves.
In this paper we show, that at the simultaneous propagation of beam-plasma structures,
electrons of the slow structure are accelerated by Langmuir waves of the fast structure
and go over into the last. As a result the forms of the beam-plasma structures and their
phases change, but their velocities remain the constant values. A character of this specific
"interaction" of beam-plasma structures is defined by densities and velocities of the primary
electron beams.
Seeing that there is an external electric field in the loop plasmas the problem of electron
beam propagation in this condition arises. The special feature of the problem is the fact
that the quasilmear relaxation time TQU is smaii compared to both the flying off time t
and the acceleration time TE- (Earlier this problem was considered by Rutov [2], but at
the condition that TQU KS rg). That is why we go from the kinetic description to the
gasdynamic one in the problem [1]. A system of gasdynamic equations is solved for the
boundary monoencrgetic beam. It appears that electrons propagate in plasma in the form
of beam-plasma structure as in the case of electric field absence. But in the electric field
beam-plasma structure moves with an acceleration. Moreover fast electron number increases
when electric field is accelerating one and it decreases in the opposite case. In the first case
electrons are pulled out from the thermal plasma and in the second one they are absorbed
by this plasma. In the latter the beam-plasma structure disappears at some distance from
the place of injection because it is absorbed completely, hi (.his consideration we succeed to
understand the observational data in the framework of the united model.
References
1. V.N. MePnik, Plasma Phys. Reports, 1995, vol.21, Nl, p.89.
2. D.D. Rutov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz., 19C7, vol.52., p. 1378.
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On the Steady States of Pulsar Electron-Positron
Charged Plasma
A G. Boev, Ya. ML Sbbolcv
Radioastronomical Institute, NAS, 310002, Kharkov, Ukraine
Steady states of the electron-positron plasma in the region of open magnetic field
lines of aligned rotator is considered. Emission cone filled with the relativistically
moving plasma in dipole magnetic field B is simulated a;; a divergent circular cylinder.
The plasma moves with Loreutz factor 7 ~ 102 -4- 104 and even •) ~ 106 — for primary
particles and there is a space charge p = —f2B/27rc as a consequence of star rotation
with angular velocity £1 Both primary particles and secondary electrons and positrons,
which can have slightly different bulk velocities, take part in producing of longitudinal
current. Plasma cylinder is contiguous to the corotation region of closed magnetic field
lines. Relativistic mass increasing leads to the necessity of consideration the mass force
influence on the steady state of the moving charged plasma
We have found a new steady state with essential influence of centrifugal force. In
contradistinction to the known corotation state when all particles rotate with the same
angular velocity the new steady state is characterized by differentia; particle rotation.
Moreover the nature of rotation is considerably different for electrons and positrons.
Specifically, a spatial seperation by positron energies takes place in the vicinity of the
cylinder boundary. The steady state may be realized in pulsar magnotosphere not far
from the rotation axis at sufficient distances from the star surface.
The different regimes of particle motion correspond to different mechanisms of their
emission: curvature radiation and undular radiation, in the case when emission is gathered along the considerable part of particle trajectory.
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Nonlinear Mechanism of Electromagnetic Radiation Generation in UA9900711
Space Plasmas
'

•"

A. K. Yukhimuk

Dept. of Space Plasma Physics, Main Astronomical Observatory, NANU.
V. A. Yukhimuk, O. G. Falko
Dept. of Astronomy and Space Physics, Kiev University.
Satellite observations show that there is a wide spectra of plasma waves and
oscillations in space plasmas. Electromagnetic waves with frequency about upper
hybrid frequency were registered by satellite [1,2] in the magnetosphere of the Earth.
Electrostatic waves with the frequency that was also close to upper hybrid frequency
was observed near the source of this electromagnetic radiation. According to satellite
data obtained by Akebano (EXOS-D) satellite upper-hybrid waves are the most stable
electrostatic mode waves in the magnetosphere of the Earth [3].
We suggest parametric decay of upper-hybrid wave into electromagnetic wave
and kinetic Alfven wave (KAW) as a possible mechanism of electromagnetic radiation
generation in space plasmas. The evolution of the upper-hybrid wave decay instability
in

time

and

two

spatial

dimensions

is

studied

analytically.

Two-fluid

magnetohydrodynamics is used for describing of three-wave interaction. We consider
two cases: 1) the decay of upper-hybrid wave into KAW and ordinary electromagnetic
wave; 2) the decay of upper-hybrid wave into KAW and electromagnetic wave of left
polarization. We evaluate the growth rates for both cases. For the evaluations we use
the usual parameters of magnetosphere plasma obtained by satellite GEOS1. For the
first case the time of the instability development is teO.5 s. For the second case the
time of the instability development is t«0.05 s. That means that the generation of
electromagnetic wave of left polarization develops faster than that of ordinary
electromagnetic wave.

Suggested mechanism can be used for explanation of S-

radiation of Jupiter, were upper cut frequency can be considered as upper hybrid
frequency.

The similar processes can take place in Solar Corona, where charge

particle flows generated as a result of solar flash generate upper-hybrid waves which
can decay into electromagnetic wave and KAW, and the radio bursts of type 3 will be
observed.
References
I D A . Gurrent, R. R. Shaw. J. Geophys. Res. 1973, 78A, 8136.
2. W. S. Kurth, Ashour-Abdall M., L. A. Frank. Geophys. Res. Lett. 1979, 6A, 437.
3. H. Oya, A. Morioka, K. Kobayashi. J. Geomag. Geoelectr. 1990, 42, 441.
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Interaction of the Own Atmosphere of the Spacecraft Moving in the
Vicinity of the Sun with Solar Wind
I.K.Konkashbacv, A.I.Konkashbaev, L.B.Nikandrov,
Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Thermonuclear Research, 142092, Troitsk, Russia
V.D.Kusnetsov, V.N.Oraevsky , V.V. Fomichov
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, 142092, Troitsk, Moscow Reg., Russia
The problem of the inherent atmosphere of the spacecraft moving in the vicinity of the Sun
and their probable influence on in-situ measurements of the solar corona plasma is a purpose
of the report including theoretical and numerical study of the problems of the vapor cloud
formation and its interaction with the ambient natural plasma. Spacecraft measurements of
the solar corona plasma parameters allow better understanding of the processes that occur in
the Sun and in the wind. In 2001-2003 years the jointed USA-Russia project "Fire and Ice"
is planned. The Solar Probe mission of the Sun at different heliocentric distances comprise
two space vehicles with the perihelion R => 4-R& (USA Probe) and R » 10-RG (Russian Probe)
traversing the intermediate vicinity of the Sun and combining in observations of the Sun.
Realization of the Solar Probe mission depends on problem of protection of on-board
scientific complex against the powerful solar radiation S - 60, 400 W/cm

for the USA and

Russian Probes, correspondingly. In order to protect the payload a protective shield screen
made from high vaporization temperature materials as the graphite is used that would block
the solar flux and reject to space the intensive thermal radiation at a shield temperature
T = 1500, 2000 K. As the shield size (more than 1 meter) is large the spacecraft inherent
atmosphere forms due to vaporization and sputtering. The vapor cloud will became ionized
by the solar corona plasma electrons and photoionization. High velocity of the Probe V- 100,
300 km/s corresponding to the relative energy of interacting ions (the H and He of the corona
plasma and carbon of the, vapor cloud) E = 1 keV require that the spacecraft atmosphere
interaction with the environment be taken into account and methods of in-situ measurements
be thoroughly analyzed. The turbulent processes can take place because of generated cloud
ions move across the magnetized natural corona plasma at high velocity resulting in twostream situation and electromagnetic/electrostatic waves excitation. Parameters of the
spacecraft atmosphere, mass losses and temperature of the shield and plasma space
distribution had been obtained.
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UA9900712
Generation of Large-Scale Structures in Gradient-Drift and Rossby Wave
Turbulence.
A.V.Chechkin, A.V.Tur*, V.V.Yanovsky
Laboratory Cor Turbulence Research, Institute for Single Crystals National Acacf.Sci.Ukraine,
Lenin ave.60, Kharkov 310001, Ukraine
*Observatoire Midi - Pyrenees, 14, avenue Edouard-Belin, F31400 Toulouse, France
New effects of generation of large-scale structures are studied, those appearing in gradientdrift wave turbulence in plasmas and Rossby wave turbulence in atmosphere and ocean. The
physical reason for them to appear is related to change of the sign of effective (turbulent)
viscosity in large-scale motions of the medium ("negative viscosity"). Therefore, the damping
of large-scale motions is replaced by their amplification which is limited due to nonlinear
effects. The small-scale wave field is stationary and maintained by an external source. Such a
formulation is fruitful for studying the effects (characterized by the turbulent viscosity) of
smaller scale motions upon larger scale motion. The results obtained are as follows:
1. With the use of two-scale expansion the equation is obtained which describes the evolution
of the mean stream function in the presence of a small-scale wave field. The general
expressions are obtained for the terms describing -the influence of small-scale motions,
namely, the viscous-type terms, the dispersive terms and the nonlinear large-scale terms.
These expressions allow one to study the evolution of large-scale motions with the
assumption that the spectrum of stationary small-scale wave field is known.
2. The results obtained admit a transition to the hydrodynamics of viscous incompressible
fluid. The previously known results on the eddy viscosity of large-scale motions are
recovered.
3. The qualitative reason for the negative viscosity effeci to appear is the transport of smallscale vouicily by mean flow. This effect leads to the negative viscosity contribution into the
effective viscosity governing the large-scale motions.
4. It is shown that the coherent wave motions lead to the negative effective viscosity. The
criterion of large-scale instability due to the negative viscosity effect is derived. The analysis
of nonlinear stage of large-scale instability demonstrates that the soliton-like structures can
appear.
.5. Opposite to the case of small-scale isotropic motions of a viscous incompressible fluid,
small-scale isotropic gradient-drift and Rossby wave motions can lead to the negative
effective viscosity. This difference is due to the dispersion of the waves. It is demonstrated
that the effective viscosity can be. negative if the broadening of spectral lines is greater than
the linear damping rale associated with the molecular viscosity.
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A NONSTEDY MAGNETIC LATERAL SHOOK WAVE IN COSMIC PLASMA
A.A. fioova •
Kharkov State University, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine

In the paper presented a problem of a shock wave propagation in noiiltomogeneoiiH
plasma medium in considered. The theory of such waves is un important brunch of
liigh-temperature gas dynamics. Tlic propagation of uliocL wuvcx in pluiicl uiiil nlar
atmospheres, in solar wind, in sun bursts and a number of other phenomena calla fur
taking into account magnetic effects and inhomogeniely of the medium. Besides tliat,
the effects of magnetic field and radiation influence on shock waves motion can be of
practical interest in connection with the opportunity of explosive processes* control under
laboratory conditions.
In the paper the case of a lateral magnclogasclynaniic.fi wave ( in which the vector
of the magnetic intensity /? is perpendicular to tlie track of. its propagation ) in plasma
being at equilibrium under the action of external magnetic field and gravity wua studied.
In order to solve the problem the analytical approximate Wliitham's method was generalized for inagnelogasdynamical wave with radiation, fn the fmiblcin tliu iiiagncltF'
intensity and the density of the inhoinogcncous medium arc related a.t
— = coiut ,
P
Under such conditions a differential equation wan obtained for the Much number variation
along the path of the Bhock wave propagation. The equation being complicated w:is
solved numerically. The distributions of gas parameters behind the wiive front ( g;is
density, velocity, pressure, thermal radioeiiiuibioii spectrum ) were found depending tlie
radiatioual and magnetic parameters ( respectively I lie ratio of radiuliouul and maguclix:
pressure to the thermal pressure ). The law of magnetic radiational shock wave motion
was compared to the motion luw of ordinary shock wave.
It was shown that on 7 = | ( the ratio of specific licnts ) the case of magnetic
radiational wave can be rcducqd to the case of inngiiclogaiidynamic chock wave without
radiation.
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Large-scale Structure Formation in the Cometary
Ionosphere due to Plasma Streams
OP. Vcrkhoglyadova
Space Physics Lab., Dept. of Astronomy and Space Physics, Physics
Faculty, Kiev University, Gluskova av.6, Kiev 252022, Ukraine
The electromagnetic formation mechanism for plasma envelopes and ray
structures in the cometary ionosphere is considered. It is likely that the above
plasma structures are caused by interaction between the cometary plasma
and the solar wind [l,2j. Given plasma stream along the cometary tail in
the extended outer regions of the cometary ionosphere, an aperiodic filamentation instability enn result in formation of separate envelopes in cometary
head and a straight ray system in the plasma tail [3]. The study is carried
out within framework of paraboloidal geometry, namely the plasma streamlines and magnetic fieldlines are directed along the surfaces of two sets of
orthogonal paraboloids of revolution in the region of interaction.
The linear 3D problem is studied in the curvilinear geometry in terms
of hydrodynamic equations for 4 components with taking into account electron scattering on plasma waves. We consider stratification in the orthogonal direction to the surfaces of undisturbed magnetic fieldlines' and plasma
streamlines.
When consider small disturbances o( the physical values, one obtains that
plasma density is represented in Coulomb wave functions of the zero order
and depends on k that is a parameter defined from the dispersion equation
and acts as a wave number. Near the cometary head the instability development gives rise to formation of a set of paraboloidal envelopes. Moving along
the cometary tail one can obtain the system of quasiparallel rays directed
along the tail axis.
The numerical simulation by CIC method is undertaken to study nonlinear filamentation processes. The simulation results for different plasma
parameters are presented. Shape, thickness and formation time of huge-scale
plasma structures in the cometaiy ionosphere are discussed.
1. Verkhoglyadova O R , Kotsarenko N.Ya., Pasko V.P., Churyumov K.I.
(1993) Sov. Aifron. Luil., 19(9), 823-867.
2. Verkhoglyaduva O P , Kotsareuko N.Ya., Churyumov K.I., (1994) Planet.
Space Sci., 42(9), 733-736.
3. Verkhoglyadova OP. (1996) Planet. Space Sci., 44 (in print).
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Jovian decametric emission modulated by Io.
I. The energy source*. II. The spectra.
A.G. Boev, N.N. Gerasimova and N.A. Tsvyk
Institute of Radio Astronomy of Ukrainian National Academy of Science
310002, Kharkov, Ukraine
I. The question discusses: why do the moon Io stimulates Jovian decametric emissic
more actively when it is outside plasma torus? The tilt between Io orbital plane and tl.
plasma torus plane is about 10 degrees. The point of view exists that the main energy sour'
of decametric emission is the .Alfven waves generated by the Io ionosphere. The electric fiel
associated with Alfven waves, accelerates the electrons, which generate radiation. Perhaj
a single essential difficulty of this conception is the dependence of radio activity against tl
Io position on its orbit. It seems that Io generates the Alfven waves more intensively, whe
it "cornes to surface" of the plasma torus.
The spectrum of own low frequency plasma oscillation for the Jovian magnetic field line
which connect Jupiter and Io is calculated. It is considered that in rotated plasma under tl
influence of Coriolis force the non-zero transverse component of the wave vector for Alfv*
wave appears. This circumstance qualitatively changes the spectrum of emission.
The calculations showed if the profile of Alfveu velocity has "the hump" in the perpei
dicular to magnetic lines plane, the oscillations may be "locked" in local volume. As a resu
the energy of Alfven waves doesn't reach the regions of generation. Such inhomogeneo;
region is plasma torus. Io modulates the energy jet by coming up and down the surface
torus.
If the decametric emission is stimulated by the Alfven waves, then in such aspect tl
existence of so-called active Io longitudes gets a natural explanation.
II. One of the mechanisms proposed for the formation of dynamical spectra of Jovia
S-radioemission is based on the "pulse" linear transformation of upper-hybrid plasma wav
into electromagnetic ones on condition that Io-Jupiter flux tube and their surface resonam
layer are perturbed by low-frequency oscillations.
An estimation of transformation efficiency is obtained and dynamic effects are studii
related with the processes of changing the plasma parameters in the resonance layer und
wave moving of tube perturbation that leads to set up of tlie pulse changing of the efficien
to radiate the Cerencov emission out the Io-JupiU-r flux tube.
The angles of 5-radioemission lobe, 60 — 90°, and a number of dynamical spectra of ma
types distinguished by periodical repetition in time and frequency are explained.
Within the scope of this investigation, the parameters of low-frequency oscillations pc
turbing the Io-Jupiter flux tube, such as periods (T = 2 nis; 30 ms), velocity and othe:
was determined, and their physical types was predicted as being of the fast magnetosoui
wave type, propagating with Alfven velocity (v = 20,000 km/s), and/or a ion-sound tyi
propagating with velocity v = 10 km/s.
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A model for the high-energy emission from pulsars
Yu.E. Lyubarskii
Itiul.itutc of fUidio Astronomy, 310002 Kharkov, Ukraine
Almost 0.11 pnlnare arc observed only in tiie radio band but tliere are exceptions among whort period pulsars. The best known ones are the Crab and Vela
pulsars, which are observed, apart from the radio band, in a wide frequency
range from optics to gamma rays. A model for such energetic emission from
pulsars is developed here.
According to the most widely accepted view, pulsars produce huge amounts
of electron positron pairs, which form a magnetized relativistic wind. The open
magnetic field liiicc are wrapped backwards and beyond the light cylinder the
magnetic field is predominantly toroidal being oppositely directed in the two
hemispheres. A current sheet separates the hemispheres; inside the light cylinder it separates the closed part of the magnetosphere from the open one. The
oppositely directed magnetic fields must reconnect through the equatorial current sheet. Due to reconnection the current sheet becomes an active region
where magnetic energy releases and supplies energetic emission in the form of
a fan beam. The current sheet is supported against the magnetic pressure by
the thermal pressure of the ultrarelativislic electron-positron plasma. In rapidly
Kpinning pulsars the synchrotron cooling rate is high for particles in the sheet
because the magnetic field streugth is large at the light cylinder distances. In
this case the tearing instability, which growth rate rapidly increases with the
decrease of the sheet width, provides continuous reconnection and energy release
in the sheet to keep it against collapse. The plasma parameters in the current
sheet are evaluated and synchrotron radiation from the sheet is considered.
It is shown that the primary sheet emission is in the gamma-ray band.
Gamma rays give rise to electron-positron pair production around the sheet
and these low-energy pairs emit in tie infrared and optical bands. Growth of
the plasma u umber deusity around the sheet due to pair production yields an
increase of the particle flux into the sheet and, as a resultj a decrease of the
particle energy inside the sheet. Then the energy of emitted photons decreases
and, provided the number of the produced pairs is large enough, the sheet generates X rays. Luminosities in the gamma-ray, X-ray and IR-optical bands are
shown to be consistent with those observed from rapidly-spinning pulsars. The
fan beam produces a double peaked pukes observed from such pulsars as the
Crab, Vila or Gominga.
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Modificatioa of Slow- and Alfven Resonance Frequency,
by the Hall term, in a Non-Uniform Plasma with Non-Zero Pressure
A.Snoecx
Center for PUv;-na Astrophysics, K.U.Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200B,
B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium
Ideal MHD is a macroscopic and low frequency theory of plasmas which is used for
studying global stability and waves. In addition to ignoring effects due to finite electrical
conduction, ideal MHD also neglects finite frequency effects: the ratio of a frequency u>
of a global motion to the ion-cyclotron frequency OJC, is put to zero, and the Hall-term is
dropped.
Plasmas in Tokamaks and in the Solar atmosphere might present situations where
the Hall-term is an important factor, so that the Hall-term should be included: in large
Tokamaks the wave frequency used for heating can be close to the ion-cyclotron frequency.
The Alfven continuum and the slow continuum are two continuous spectra in MHD. The
shift in the resonant frequency for Alfven waves by the Hall-term is already known for a
pressureless plasma (Appert K.,Vaclavik J.,e.a.):

We calculate the shift in the resonant frequency for Alfven waves and slow waves, by the
Hall- term, in a non-uniform plasma with pressure. That gives us a formula which is a
modification of (1):

In the denominator we get an extra factor which is proportional to ki2/(vA7 — r,'). So
the contribution of this term depends on the sign of t,\|2 - vs2, where v,\ is the Allw'-n
speed and u, the sound speed. The formula for the shift in the resonant frequency lot i.he
slow uave, by the Hall term is:
*

Here we only have a positive contribution of the Hall-term and pressure in the formula.
The differential equations that we have are singular, and so resistivity is introduced
to remove the singularity.
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Strongly Nonlinear Electrostatic Waves
in Electron-Positron Plasmas
S.I. Popcl'-"), ? K . ShuklaW, J. SrinivasC'.aiid S.V. V!adimirov<:>
(a) Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Leninsky pr. 38, Building G,
117979 Moscow, Russia
(b) Institute of Theoretical Physics, Faculty of Physics and Astronomy,
Ruhr University Bochum, D-44780 Bodiurn, Germany
(c) Theory Department, General Physics Institute, Vavilova 38,
117942 Moscow, Russia

Strongly nonlinear electrostatic waves are investigated in electron positron plasmas for
two different situations: three-component plasmas whose constituents are the electrons, the
positrons, and singly charged ions; electron-positron plasmas with two distinct groups of
positrons. For the first situation it is found that the presence of the positron component
can result in reduction of amplitudes of ion-acoustic solitons. The positron component also
hinders the propagation speed of the solitons. The small- amplitude limit is discussed. For
the second situation the existence of novel electrostatic solitary pulses is demonstrated. It is
found that the soliton potential can assume both the rarefactive and compressive polarities.
The results might be useful in understanding the properties of low phase velocity localized
electrostatic perturbations that may appear in astrophysical plasmas, such as those in the
early universe and active galactic nuclei.
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ON THE POSSIBLE GENERATION OF
GAMMA BURSTS IN THE PLASMA PINCHES
Trubnikov B. A., Vlasov V. P., Zhdanov S. K.'
R. R. (Viil..-r "Kun:halov institute", Moscow, R.USSIA
" Moscow Kngeiieering Physics Institute, Moscow, RUSSIA
We are suppose that the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) are generate (as a proton component) in the plasma cosmic pinches at I he same time, as well as gamma-bursts (GB)
(as an electron component producing the bremsstrahlung). As it is known, the power
Wp — 2 • lO40 erg/s is rn-odod for sustaining GCR. In case of a "pinch mechanism" the
power of an electron fraction would be ine/mj = 1/2000-times smaller \Ve = 1037 erg/s
from all the GB-sourccs, the number of which in Galaxy can be estimated in the following
way.
Approximately one GB, S s long, with the energy fluxes in the range from the minimal
10~6 erg/(crn2s) to the maximal 10"3 erg/(cm2s), is registered per 24 hours. However, the
distances to them unknown. It is natural to assume that weak GBs are the most remote
ones, at the distance Rmai, and to assume that one GB releases the energy Ei[crg] —
6 • \d'h{Rmax[cm\)'i per 24 hours within the ball with the volume Vi = (4/3)?r/&„.,.
In the vicinity to the Sun, the star substance density is equal p — 0.05MQ])S"3, thus
the number of stars in the mentioned ball is equal N = pVi/M& = 7.4 • 10" s7{Rmax[cm]):l.
Therefore the GB power per one star is equal iKli( = 1047/(/?mar[cm]) erg/s, and, since
the Galaxy includes 10" stars, their total GB power is equal W7 = 1058/(i?max[cm])
crg/s. If one assumes that W.y = We, one will find Rmax = 330 ps, and i? m , n = 10 ps. The
number of stars within a ball having Rmax is equal 10 millions that provides the observed
GB source distribution isotropy in all the directions.
The produced estimates allow one to assume that the GCRs and GBs emerge simultaneously in the "cosmic lightnings" which occur, from time to time, in the magnetized
outer space plasma clouds which are probably produced from the plasma "star wind", at
the distances /?„,,„ ~ 10 ps around each star.
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"SEMI-H.ELAT1YISTIC" MODEL OF THE COSMIC RAY
GENERATION IN A PLASMA PINCH
Tnibnikov B. A., Vlasov V. P., Zhdanov S. K.*
ft. K. (.'•I-C.(.I-;- ''Ku;cliatov institute", Moscow, RUSSIA
* Moscow Knginec.ring Physics Institute, Moscow, RUSSIA
Abstract
Previously we nave considered the generating the galactical cosmic rays in the outer
space plasma pinches in the [irocess of hydrodynamic plasma extrusion from necks developing as a result it the instability. In a given study we propose the "composed" pinch
model in which some ultnirdaiivistic and non-relativistic expressions lor the adiabates
and for the enthalpy are used to represent necks and bulges in the pinch, respectively,
meanwhile the intermediate zones between the necks and the bulges are represented by
approxirnatkmal relationships.
In the long wavelength approximation a precise analytical solution representing a nonlinear stage in the development of the necks has been found, as well as the energy spectrum
of accelerated particles which is represented by the relationship:
dN/dE <-- T 2 (ln Y)- 3 ' 2 ,7 = E/Mc7
(1)
being close to the observed spectrum of cosmic rays:
dN/dE ~ 7-",
(2)
for which vcr :-- 2.74 in the energy range 10'° < E < 1015 eV.
Previously it has been shown that when ions and electrons in their own coordinate
system are assumed to be non-relativistic, the spectrum is represented by the relationship
(2) with the index u = 1 + \/2 which is rather close to the observed one. In a given study
it is shown that the due regard for the relativism in the equations of $tal,e is important
for ions, not for electrons. If one represents the relationship (1) in the form (2) with the
"effective" index ucJ1 — 2 + 3 loin7/2In7, one will find the maximum of ucfj = 2.55 at
7 = e' = 15.15 so that the spectrum (L) - taking account of the relativism of ions within
the framework of the represented "composed" model - is rather close to the observed
spectrum of galactical cosmic rays.
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UA9900716
Radioemission of the modulated electron beam
in the accidentally inhomogeneous plasmas
I.O. Anisimov
T.iras Shevcbenko University, Radiophysics Dpi., 64 Voiodirairska St., 252017, Kyiv, Ukraine
The discussed mechanisms of the radioeniission of lion-modulated electron beams in
the ionospherical plasmas arc: die beam- plasma discharge burning [1], the development of the
radioemission instabilities in a beam-plasma systems [2], the excitation of injector potential
oscillations by the fronts of die injection current pulses [3]. In all thasa cases the radioeniission
parameters aie caused by the beam-plasma system, and the frequency spectrum is rather wide.
For modulated beauis die radiation frequency (or spectrum) is caused by the character
of the modulation. The mechanisms of the radioemission in this case are the Cherenkov excitation of the eigenmodes of the background plasmas that are in the synchronism with a beam [4]
and the transitional radiation on die regular plasma iuhomogeneities [5]. The ionospherical
plasma is accidentally inhomogeneous, so the transitional radiation may be caused by tliis accidental inhomogeneity.
The radioemission of die half-infinite dun modulated electron beam in die accidentally
inhomogeneous planarly stratified cold isotropic plasma was calculated. Electromagnetic radioemission was caused by the longitudinal restriction of the beam and by the scattering of the
cigen electromagnetic field of (he modulated electron beam on the background plasma iuhomogeneities (Le. the transitional radiation). According to our estimations the transitional radiadon may be registered in the experiments on die electron beams injection into die ionospherical
plasnia in the aurora! regions.
References.
1. E.B.MHUTHJI, IO.il.PyjKmi, B.A.TOAOI-UH. ByauMOAeifcxiuie SAoKTpoinmx IIOTOKOB c

jionocipepiioH jiAaxMofi. M., riJApoMcneoHnAar, 1989. -264c.
2. A.C.BOAOKJITHH, T B.AinyHoB. //On3HKa riAaaMbr. 1993. T.19. N<f6. C.723-731.
3. B.A.OcAopoa. //rcoManu<Tn:iM H aapoiioMtm. 19S'l. T.24. N?2. C.205-210.
4. H.JI.KouapeitKO, 1 R.AnDynon, A.A.CiiAiiiipn

//Koc.MH'iecKiie HCCAOAOBaHHH. 1988.

T.'iO. N»6. C.874-879.
5. H.A.AIIHCHMOB, C.M.Aoiiiri-L-KHH. //Oii:iiiKa nAajMU. 1994. T.20. Na9. C.824-027.

UA9900717
On the possibility to observe the whistler modes transitional
radiation in the beam-plasma experiments in the ionosphere.
I.O. Anisimov, O.I. Kelnyk
Taras Shevchcnko University, Radiophysics Dpt.,64 Volodirajrska St., 252017, Kyiv, Ukraine

The detection of electromagnetic waves radioemission of electron beams
that were injected from the spacecraft board was one of (.he well known results
of the active plasma-beam experiments in the ionosphere. Waves in the band
between the high hybrid and electron cyclotron frequencies were registered in
ARAKS, STS-3 and some other experiments [1]. These waves may be identified
as the whistler modes. The transitional radiation of the modulated electron beam
is proposed in this paper as a possible mechanism of such radiation.
The model treated contained the thin modulated electron beam that
moved across the plasma density jump along the constant magnetic field. Such
situation may be realized in the active ionosphere experiments when the plasma
cloud is injected from spacecraft board for its neutralization during the electron
beam injection. Transitional radiation of the whistler modes for this model was
calculated. It contained two modes with the different directions of the wave
vectors and the same Pointing vector direction. The directivity diagram of the
radiation had a form of the narrow funnel with the maximum on small angles to
the beam axis. Estimations of the full radiated power for the typical conditions
of ionosphere beam-plasma experiments show that transitional radiation may be
one of the main mechanisms of radioemission and may be registered by onboard devices.

REFERENCES.

1.

H*oisKHHa H. H., riyAHHeii C. A., TpyuiKHHa E. II.

CpaBiienne paccMH-

TaHHUX H H3Mf;peKHMX CneKTpOB CEHCTOB AAH DKCnepHMOHTa "APAKC" . / /
HCCAeAOBaHHH. 1986. T. 24. N° 1 . c 139-142.
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TROrOSFIIERE-IONOSPHERE MECIIANISM OF EXCITATION O F L O W E R
IONOSPHERE PLASMA

S.l.Musatenko, A.L.Pasternak
Kiev State University, 252022, Kiev, Ukraine

The main source of Eaith atmospere ionization is solar radiation ( X-ray, UF,
particles) and precipitation of magnetosphere particles. For maintenance of a ionosphere
state, particular during night period, the power of sources is not enough. During recent
years one more important source of ionization was discovered: upward (through
troposphere-stratosphere-ionosphere)

discharges

over

large

thunderstorm

systems

propagated to 60-90km altitudes. The phenomena lead to formation of irregularities with
n t ~ 103 - 1 0 4 C M 3 .

Characteristics of

plasma

are in agreement with parameters of

sporadic E-layer . Process of excitation and relaxation the plasma formations is diagnosed
well by radionoises background change during the thunderstorm's activity
( wavelength X = 1.5m).

The main mechanism of radioemission is bremsstrahlung

(breaking of electrons during process of collision with atmospheric molecules).
Characteristics of upward dicharges:

morphology of dicharges as plasma source is

classified :"Red sprites", "Blue jets", "Palm trees", "Candles", enhancement of airglow
emission; existence time - 10msec; velocity of propagation -lOOkm/sec; heights - 4080km, optical intensivity - 10-lOOOkR; total energy ~ 10MJ; optical power - 10-1000MW;
emission volume - 10000 km 3; emission in broad spectrum of electro-magnetic waves
takes place (VLF-emission , X-ray and others).
Questions about generation sufficient for dicharge electric fields and total charge
and it sign, if there phenomena have discharge nature, are discussed.
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Evolution of the Relatlvistic Proton Spectrum
in the Interplanetary Medium
Yu.I. Fedorov
Main Astronomical Observatory, 252650, Kiev, Ukraine
The interaction of relativistic charged particles with
cosmic magnetic fields was studied on the basis of kinetic
equation. The
Inhoraogene1ties

cosmic ray scattering by magnetic
was

described

by

Boltzmann

field

collision

Integral. An analytic solution of the kinetic, equation has
been derived under assumption of spherical geometry. It was
found that the duration of particle injection, which was
caused mainly by propagation of accelerated particles in the
solar corona, affect significantly the evolution of cosmic
ray Intensity. The energetic spectrum of solar cosmic ray
intensity was calculated on various gellocentric distances.
Using the derived solution it was shown that the dependence
of the proton scattering

mean free path on particle

rigidity has a significant effect on the shape of proton
energy spectrum-.
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To the problem of generation mechanism
of solar type III bursts.
A.N.Kryshlal
Main Astronomical Observatory of NUAS, Goloseevo,252650, Kiev, Ukraine

A rise and development of plasma wave instability of certain type is the
initial stage and one of the most important elements of scenario in practically all
known theories of type 111 burst's generation. The reasons, wluch give rise to
instability, as well as dispersion of generated waves, can be various, but electron
stream's (or electron beam's) existence in generation area is the necessary
condition. Possible presence of large-scale electric field in two-ribbon flares and
loop prominences allows to propose a new mechanism of instabihty development.
This mechanism of "direct initiation" of instability by the electric field permits to
obtain so called "fast" instabilities. Times of their development are essentially less
than that of known beam-type instabilities in solar loop structures. It has been
shown that necessary conditions of instabihty rise for the first two harmonics of
weakly-obliqued Bernstein modes are the following : !) electric field's "weakness" ,
i.e. a field amplitude has not to exceed the local Dreiser field value ; 2) quasistatic character of field temporal variation, i.e. a time of instabihty development
has to be much less than time of field's amplitude increasing up to the maximum
value. These conditions' satisfaction allows to consider the instability development
in the framework of stationary scenario, when charged particle (electron)
distribution function does not depend directly on time. LandVu damping and pair
Coulomb collisions' influence on the process of instability development have been
taken into account. Numerical simulation of process- has been carried out for
plasmas in lower coronal, chromospheric and subphotospheric regions of current
circuit of loop structures.

Nonlinear Low-Frequency Waves in Magnetized Space Plasma
N. Ya. Kotsarenko, Yu.G. Rapoport, A.A. Shvidkij
Kiev University, Physics Faculty, Astronomy Dept., pr. Glushkov 6, 252022
Kiev, Ukraine
The problem of nonlinear wave and structures in magnetized plasma is considered. For cold plasma witli zero electron mass integrals of automodal equations
with arbitrary amplitudes are obtained. Two possible types of sob'tons (compressive and rarefactivo) and three types of structures are obtained. Comparison
of exact solution with solution of nonlinear problem with small amplitudes has
been done. It is shown that for intermediate values of angles between wave vector and magnetic field the range of validity for small amplitude solution could be
wider then one excepted beforehand. At the same time regions of parameter exists where traditional small parameter method (reductive perturbation method
by Taniuti) gives invalid results even for small amplitudes. The possibility of
registration of nonlinear structures by devices on satellites used in space project
" INTERBALL" is appreciated. The influence of geomagnetic field pulsation of
formation of nonlinear structures is considered.
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PLASMA-CURRENT-FRODUCED CHARGING OF A DUST PARTICLE
V.P.Kubaichuk, A.G. Zagorodny
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
Metrolohictma lib, Kiev 252143, Ukraine

The cross-section of dust particle charging by currents
occurring in an equilibrium plasma is calculated. Ail
electrons and ions which collide with the dust particle are
assumed to be absorbed by the latter. Electron and ion
trajectories are calculated taking into account both the
dust-particle charge and the induced image charges. Allowance
for the image charges is shown to be important at the initial
stage of the dust particle charging and thus to influence the
charging dynamics.
Stationary values of the dust-partic]e charge are
calculated for a wide range of plasma parameters. The
influence of plasma environment on the charging cross-section
and stationary values of the dust particle charge is
analyzed.
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EFFECTIVE FORCES
IN DUSTY PLASMAS AND COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS
O.Bystrenko and A.Zagorodny
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252143, Kiev, Ukraine
K.Heinzinger
Max Planck Institute for Chemical Physics, 55020 Mainz, Germany

A series of Monte-Carlo simulations is carried out in order to investigate
the nature of effective interaction between colloidal particles in plasmas. The
model includes two or more charged colloidal particles fixed near the center
of an isolated Monte-Carlo box. The neutralizing plasma background is simulated by a single component consisting of up to 100 small particles. Average
energies and radial dust-plasma distribution functions vs. distance are obtained. The results of the calculations indicate that increasing the coupling
in such a system gives rise to a sharp change in the nature of effective forces
between colloidal particles from repulsion to attraction.
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ON THE RESTRICTIONS OF PARTICLE ACCELERATION
IN SOLAR FLARES
L.I. Miroshnichenko
1ZM1RAN, Troitsk, Moscow Region, 142092, Russia
Based on recent observational and statistical findings, the problems of initial acceleration
of solar cosmic rays (SC"ii) and their high-energy limits are discussed in the framework of
reconnection theory of the flare. It is shown that the distribution functions of solar flare
events on various parameters (peak fluxes and/or energy flueuces in X-ray and radio wave
bursts, in proton and electron emissions etc.) allow to interpret some scale and time flare
parameters in terms of expected threshold effects. However, these functions are still deficient
to evaluate the relative sh*.re of different emissions in global energy budget of the flare.
In this context, an attempt seems to be more promising to derive a direct ratio between
the quantity of accelerated protons and total flare energy within the framework of a certain
acceleration model. It is argued that an absolute threshold for proton production does not
exist, however, the flu* and threshold energy of accelerated protons overcoming Coulomb
loss maximum (~ 1 10 MeV), in fact, may depend heavily on the global output of flare
energy.
Several key features of different acceleration mechanisms in solar flares (particle energy
gain and release rates in the form of SCR, maximum energy of accelerated particles and their
source(s) location in the solar atmosphere, SCR spectrum peculiarities etc.) are compared.
The data on temporal, spectral and pitch-angle characteristics of relativistic SCR at the
Earth's orbit and near the Sun are analyzed over the period of 1942-1992.
Some evidences were obtained that two relativistic components (prompt and delayed
ones, PC and DC) may exist in certain solar proton events (SPE). As a physical reason for
the origin of two particle populations we consider a magnetic bottle (and/or coronal shock)
interacting with extended magnetic arcade (or streamer) at high level in the corona. The
particle acceleration is realized by direct electric fields produced in the processes of magnetic
reconnection, the DC being arise in the flare site (source I), and the PC - some later in the
extended coronal structures (source II).
A model of two acceleration sources is suggested to interpret the results of observations
for two largest relativistic SF'E of February 23, 1956 and September 29, 1989. In the first
case, maximum energy of solar protons about 65 CeV was recorded, meanwhile pertinent
theoretical estimate is about 250 GeV. During the second event, solar flare protons with
the energies above 100 GeV seem to be observed (for the first time) by underground muon
telescopes. Some evidences exist that relativistic protons with the energies of several hundreds GeV can be produced in the extended coronal structures. Very low intensity of the
multi-GeV protons, significant steepening of their spectrum at extremely high energies, and
galactic cosmic ray background prevent of strict determination of the upper capacities of
solar accelerators.
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Cyclical Variations of (he F2 Region Parameters from
ihc Incohereut Scatter Radar Data

D.A D/iubanov,V"e.I.Grigorenko,V.A.Pulayev,V.N.Lysenko
Irtstitvite of Uie Ionosphere.3 ]0002,Kliarkov>Ukraine

Trie incoherent scatter (IS) radar of the Institute of Ionosphere is currently fJie unique
facility located nt midlatitudcs of the European region. Since the ionosphere of the Earth does
not exJiibit the spherical symmetry

because of the discrepancy between the geograpliical

and geomagnetical poles the data obtained from die Kliarkov radar cannot be (lie close replica
of the data collected from the similar fasilities in other areas. It goes without saying that these
data can be primary employed in the creation and elaboration of global ionospheric models.
A comparison was made between the experimental data and the International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI-90) model. The experimental data corresponding to lu'gh (W=150) and low
(W=10) solar activity were utilised . The diurnal electron density variations in the F2 layer
peak and the electron and ion temperatures at 300 km were compared. In general there is an
agreement between the results of the model computations and the observational data.
However, in some instances, there is a tangible difference between the model and
experiment. An example of such differences when die solar activity is low is given below.

(, A -= IS value - IR.I-90 value)
W=10

month

M.ueh

lg No

lunl- 2 .kin

To,K

TiJC

- -100

- 100

0,3 night

(2<> .'•',> 1: U g l l l

June

UlSlgliit".

msignit.

-200mgiit
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ScplemWr

msignjf.

insigmf.

- 400 night

- 100

Decoinbci

0.2 niglU

•(3O--lO)7iiglH

- 500 7iighl

insigr

Tlic icsuHs of the comparison indicate t)ial in Kpecific cases the IS data derived in
Kharkov can !>c iwr.i ten die dcvelopmeni of tlio IRI-90 model.
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The Phase Relationship of Electron Density and Ionospheric Plasma Temperature
Variations in the Gravity Wave Propagation
Yu.I.Podyachy
Institute of tlie Ionosphere, 310002, Kliarkov, Ukraine
Die magnitude of ionospheric electron concentration (No) in tlie internal gravity wave
propagation is dependent upon the frequency of ion-neutral collisions and the mutual
orientation of Lhe wave vector and geomagnetic field. Die wave-induced clianges in electron
temperature (Te) also depend on the heat input and cooling rate wlu'ch, in their turn, are
attended with the variations in the photoionizations
photocleclron heating;

rale

arid

the effectivity

of

the latter being tlie electron density function. At the present

time one of the basic sources of infomiation ontlieNeand Te variations providedly the
onground radioplu'sical incoherent scatter tecnique.
Die spectral analysis of tlie electron concentration and electron temperature measurement data enables one to determine the coherence spectra and pliase spectra of their
variations.
, MHH.

Die coherence and phase spectra of
the variations electron concentration
and electron temperature in

the

internal gravity wave
0.4

0.6 UacTOTa.Mtu,

Die figure shows an example of the data obtained. As evident from tlie coherent spectrum, the wave wlu'ch is responsible for the electron concentration and temperature fluctuations being observed lias a period of 100 min. It gives rise to the opposite pliase Nc and
Te variations (the pliase spectrum is 180 ). As the frequency increases the phase opposition of the variations is reduced to zero.
Diis is due to the fact that as neutral particle concentration in the positive wave halfperiod increases, there is increase in heat input Q. If with a built-up in Q the electron
concentration does not tend to rise or its relative increase is insignificant, then 'he
temperature Te is seen to increase. In case the relative rise of Ne is greater tlian that
of Q, then the electron temperature decreases.
Thus, gravity the waves having the periods of up to 30 min bring about the Ne and Te
in-phase variations whereas 1.- 1.5 hour period waves appear to be in opposite phase.
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The Role of Excite Molecular Ions in the Variation of
the E- layer Peak Height with Changeable Solar Activity
T. G. Zhi volup
Institute of the Ionosphere, 310002, Kharkov, Ukraine
The investigations into the E-layer peak height (hmE)
variations is a matter of great interest, since they are
useful in specifying some theoretical aspects involving the
E-layer formation. In terns of excited molecular ions it
is possible to make a theoretical prediction of a hmE de
crease with an increase in solar activity: a slight monotonous decrease throughout the solar cycle.
A comparison was made between the theoretical inferences and the hmE measurement data The rocket measurement data are ineonsistet t and make it impossible to draw a final
conclusion that the hmE variations are dependent on solar
activity. Therefore, of great value are the data obtained
from the measurements of hmE which had been conducted for
many years with the aid of the same procedure using the
incoherent scattering (IS) Kharkov radar.
As seen from the Kharkov IS radar data there is a
smooth linear hmE decrease in the transition from low to medium solar activity. It should be stressed that according to
the simple layer theory the E-layer peak height can be
expected to rise slightly as the solar activity increases
due to the rising atmospheric temperature.
Using the theory that allows for the excited ions [1]
made it possible to account for the effect of the smooth linear decrease ;n the E-layer peak height. According to this
theory the hn£' is being formed near the peak heigt of the
excited ion concentration [NO (h^)], which decreases with a
rise in the exospheric temperature and, consequently, with
an increase in solar activity.
A comparison between the predicted data and those obtained from the Kharkov IS radar showed that they were in
good agreement.
l.Antonova L A. , Ivanov -K'nclodny G. S. Solar activity and
ionosphere (at heights of 100-200 km)/ M. : Nauka, 1989, 168p.
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Irregularities created by the neutral gas turbulence
In weakly ionized collisions! plasma
Yu.V. Kyzyurov and S.P. Nosov
Main Astronomical Observatory, 252650, Kiev, Ukraine
In the presence of a background charged particle density
gradient and (or) magnetic field, turbulent motions of neutrals
can produce irregularities In a weakly Ionized plasma, even
though such motions are Incompressible. The power spectrum of
such Irregularities obtained in the framework of quasi-hydrodynamic approach, taking into account the effects of diffusion
and recombination, and restricting the consideration of the
neutral gas turbulence by the inertlal subrange of scales where
the random velocity field of neutrals Is described by the Kolmogorov spectrum, is discussed. The one-dimensional integrated
power spectrum is close to a power-law dependence (P (fe)<x k"p,
p>0). However, there are some departures from simple power-law
behaviour with a constant power Index. These departures may be
explained by the changing relative importance of the interaction of the turbulent velocity field with a background plasma
density gradient and magnetic field for the creation of irregularities of different length-scales, and, on the other hand, by
changes In the relative role of such dissipation processes as
diffusion, recombination and eddy decay la the turbulent cascade process, I.e.' the shape of the irregularity spectrum
depends on the plasma parameters. Temperate zone conditions of
the lower ionosphere are considered throughout. The predicted
spectral forms and rms level of the density fluctuations are
quite consistent with data of observations.
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UA9900722
Therinodynamic, Kinetic, and T r a n s p o r t Properties of Hot Dense Plasmas

Werner Kbeling1, Andreas Forster', and Helmut HeB1

Institut fiir Physik, Humbokll Universitat zu Berlin, InvalidenstraBe 110, D-10115 Berlin
2

Institut fiir Niedertemperalur-Plasmaphysik e.V.

an der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universiliit Greifswald,
Robert Blum-StraBe 8-10, D 17489 Greifsvvald
Germany

A survey of theoretical and experimental results on plasmas with strong Coulomb interactions
is given. The investigation of such plasmas is important for astrophysics, for plasma
technology as well as for the fundamental understanding of matter.
First, the basic theoretical concepts describing nonideality, degeneracy, and screening
are introduced. The general structure of the thermodynamic functions and the phase diagram in
the density-temperature plane is explained. The existence of high-pressure and highlemperaiure phase transitions is discussed. Next, a discussion of the degree of ionization, the
equation of stale, the conductance, and of other transport properties is given. The rates and the
dynamics of electron transitions leading to excitation/de-excitation and ionization/
recombination are investigated.
The second part covers experiments by shock waves, exploding wires, interaction of
laser beams and heavy particle beams with different targets and other pulse produced plasmas.
Experimental results on the critical data, thermodynamic, and electric properties around the
critical point and in supotcrirtical states are discussed. The importance for technical
applications is outlined.
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STATISTICAL PROrEETIES AND RELAXATION OF DUSTY PLASMAS
A.G.SITENKO, A.G.ZhGORODNY
Bogolyubov Institute Cor Theoretical P}iysics, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine
Yu.I.CHUTOV
Shevchenko Kiev University, 252017, Kiev, Ukraine
P.SCHRAM
Eindhoven University of Technology
P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
V.N.TSYTOVICH
Institute of General Physics, 117942 Moscow, Russia

The talk gives a review of recent results concerning the
general statistical theory and numerical simulation of dusty
plasmas obtained by the joint team of Ukrainian, Dutch, and
Russian researchers. Various analytic and numerical approaches to
the study of dusty plasmas are analyzed. Main results of the
theory
of
electromagnetic
fluctuations
and
fluctuation
bremsstrahlung
taking
into
account charging
dynamics
are
presented; the effect of charging processes on the electromagnetic
wave propagation is discussed in detail.
A variety of results concerning the nonstationary processes
in dusty plasmas are analyzed and compared. The modified
PlC-method is employed to the computer simulation of dusty plasma
relaxation within the orbit-limited-probe theory taking into
account charged particles collection by grains. Both electron and
ion energy distribution functions and other plasma parameters are
shown to strongly depend on the charging processes produced by'
election and ion collection by dust particles. Specific evolution
of electron and ion distribution functions and other peculiar
features of relaxation processes in dusty plasmas as compared to
ordinary plasmas are considered.
Much attention is paid to•the description of dusty crystal
formation. Parameters of dusty crystals and critical plasma
characteristics, calculated by means of the charged-hard-sphere
model and Monte-Carlo numerical simulation, are discussed.
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UA9900724
Expo.rirnetiUil Study and Modeling
of a Pulsed Helicon Discharge
M. Kramer and Th. Enk
Institut Kir Experimentalphysik II, Ruhr Univcrsitat Bochum,
D 44780 Bochum, Germany
Helicon waves are widely used to produce high density magnetized plasmas /1,2/.
To achieve a better understanding of the helicon discharge, we employ a simple selfconsistent model taking into account the most important processes in the discharge.
The necessary experimental data are obtained from measurements carried out on a
pulsed helicon wave discharge both during the plasma-producing rf pulse as well as in
the afterglow of the discharge.
The plasma is produced by rf power pulses (P r / = \.5kW, frf = 'ihMHz, Tpuiae =
2ms, f?ui.it. — 25Hz) through a modified Shoji type antenna (4 helical current paths)
/ 3 / . The plasma and experiment parameters are nc < 7 x 10 19 m~ 3 ,r,; « 4eV, Bo <
0.16T, p = \Pa Argon, tube radius and length = 2.8cm and 100cm, respectively.
Electric probes (ne (in rel. units) and Te), 4mm-interferometry (line-integrated density)
and diamagnctic loop (thermal energy nc Tc integrated over the cross section) are used
to determine the plasma parameters, while, with magnetic probes inside and outside
the plasma, the spatial distribution of the rf magnetic fields are measured.
Reasonable agreement between the main discharge characteristics and the
expectations inferred from the simple model is achieved. The model includes the three
balance equations:
- Particle balance: Due to the high ionizatiou degree radial diffusion losses predominate
and are balanced by iouization. This is confirmed by the density decay in the afterglow.
- Energy balance: The absorbed rf power is balanced by the energy losses of the electrons
due to inelastic collisions (ionization and excitation) predominate as compared with heat
conduction and elastic collision losses.
- Wave energy balance: 1 he wave power deposition along the plasma column is related
to the axial rf power flux and the wave damping. For simplicity (and supported by the
experimental findings), it is assumed that only one helicon mode with specific azimuthal
mode number m = 11 and axial wave-number ka is excited.

/ I / Bos well R \V 19S-1 l'li::nr<n Physics 20 1147
/ 2 / Chen F F 1091 1'hsm.i I'hys. Conlr. Fusion 33 330
/ 3 / Kramer M, Fischer B ami fink Th 1994 ltd. Con(. Plasma. Pliys., Brasil 3 37
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Electron emission from materials processed by pulsing
gas discharge plasmas
Yu.l.Chulov, T H.I.isitehenko, V L.Meluichenko, N.S.Baranchuk, P.L.Daii'ko
Department of Physical lilectronics, Radiophysical faculty, Taras Shcvcheuko Kiev University,
'VoJodytnyrska Sir. 64, 252017 Kiev,Ukraine
Electrical breakdowns are the main reason of a destruction of protection coverings in
thermonuclear reactors. These breakdowns are mainly caused by both the electron emission from
the protection coverings and the induced electric voltage. Investigations of this emission allow to
compare the breakdown stability of various protection coverings including materials processed
first by plasmas as well as to choose the most suitable protection. That is especially important for
the dielectric materials width emission properties essentially depend on the plasma processing
degree, in partially on a number of electrons collected from plasma on their surface.
Investigations of emission properties of dielectric materials require to use impulse
measurement methods because of a influence of their surface charge created during the electron
emission. Controlled charging of these materials by a pulsing discharge is one of the possible
research methods. The pulsing discharge is a special type of altering current discharges which
basic parameters essentially change in a time, unlike high frequency discharges. However these
changes, unlike low frequency discharges, essentially differ from the applied voltage change. Such
pulsing discharge can be realized under the condition that the external voltage is essentially
modificated in a gas-filled gap by a charging of the internal dielectric surfaces (the barrier
discharge) or external capacitors in cases of metal electrodes.
In this work, the electron emission from various materials is determined from the statistic
experimental measurements of the deiay time of a gas single bicakdown between eleotiodes
covered by TiN or BN film. This single breakdown was generated by the single impulse voltage
applied La some time after the finish of the pulsing discharge used for the plasma processing of
materials. The pulsing discharge was generated by the "meander" voltage applied to the external
metal electrodes.
The relative stability of materials relating to breakdowns was established from measurement
results of electron emission taking into account the dependence of this emission oo a gas, the ion
and light flux intensity on materials as well as on the over voltage depended fiom the breakdown
potential at the given experimental conditions.
This work was supported by a grant from the Ukrainian State Committee of Science and
Technology.
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COMPUTER MODELING OF A PLASMA JET EXPANDING
INTO VACUUM VESSEL
Yu.I. Cluitov, A.Yu.Kravchenko, V.S.Yakovetsky
Department of Physical Electronics, Radiophysical faculty, Taras Shevchenko Kiev University,
Volodymyrska Str. 64, 252017 Kiev, Ukraine
Plasma jets are applied to many laboratory and technological devices, for example to MHD generators and plasma dynamic lasers, to the plasma processing of various materials and the
plasma etching etc. In all these cases, plasma jets interactions with solid state surfaces take place
so that essential changes of plasma jet parameters can take place, especially at ionization recombination processes in plasma jets. Experimental difficuJties cause the necessity of theoretical
simulations of these parameter changes, especially close to solid state surfaces. Therefore the
theoretical simulations of such plasma jet parameters are necessary.
The aim of this work is numerical calculations of parameters of the supersonic qusineutral
argon plasma jet expanding into the cylindrical vacuum vessel and interacting with inner surfaces
of this vessel. The set of hydrodynamic equations are used for electrons as well as for heavy
particles (ions and atouii) with taking into account some elementary processes, namely: the atom
ionization by a electron impact, the three body electron-ion recombination, the surface
recombination as well as the heat conduction and the viscosity of electrons and heavy particles.
Some difference between die electron temperature and the temperature of heavy particles is
assumed in these calculations.
Spatial distributions of main plasma jet parameteis were obtained at different times, namely:
the jet spread, the full plasma pressure, the electron temperature, the temperature of heavy
particles as well as tlic.ionizjtion degree. These results show the essential influence of the plasma
jet interaction on plasma parameters. First of all, shock waves can be appeared-due to the plasma
jet interaction with vessel walls. Besides, the rotate motion of plasma is appeared near the inner
vessel ancles.
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UA9900726
Energetic Opttanizatioa of an RF Sputtering System
Farertik V I.', Zykov A.V., Dudin S.V., Ushflkov A.V., Polozhiy K.I.
Kharkov Slats University
'Sclani!te Cant'jf of Physical Technotogtos

31 Kurchatov Ave, Kharkov 310108, UKRAINE
At present the inductive RF discharge is widely used for creation of a laboratory or technological plasmas. In technological systems (ion sources, plasma-chemical reactors) for acceleration of ioos the DC bu.3 is (usually used appearing after application of the AC voltage to electrode owing to diode effect.
From the point of view of physics of such combined inductivts-capacitive discharge the
question is of special interest about distribution of power between ionization of a working gas,
acceleration of ions, losses in electrical circuits, as well as comparison of energy consumption
on creation of ions at inductive and capacitive input of energy.
In the paper the results of experimental researches of distribution of power in the combined
RF mductive-capftcilive discbarge and energetic efiSciency of ion creation are presented. The
experiments were conducted in a system, representing a single-grid source of low-energy ions
(beam diameter 250 rain) Math s metal discharge chamber and internal shielded inductor
(Patent of the Ukraine N 2426, Patent of Russia N 1570549). A feature of the system u that
the energy ft* creation of the accelerating field moves on the electrode from that RF generator
(frequency 13.56 MHz, RF power up to 1 kW) as on inductor. The distribution of power in the
system was determined by measurements of electrotechnical parameters in external circuits and
by measurements of parameters of fluxea of charged particles from the discharge. The main parameter of interest was the energetic cost of creation of one ion.
As a result of experiments it is obtained, that tho energetic cost ui'ian is minimal in a range
of pressure 0.5+10 mTor and is reduced monotonously from 80+100 «V per ion (80+100 W /
A) in the pure induction discharge down to 30 eV per ion (30 W / A) at the increase of the RF
voltage on tho electrode from 0
up to 300 V. In the paper dependencies of the energetic cost
of ion and distribution of power
in the system depending on
pressure
(0.2+100
mTor),
power (0+1000 W), voltage on
the electrode (0+300 V), kind
of a gas are presented. Conclusions about the optimum range
of parameters, geometry of discharge chamber and of ionoptical system are made for
QQS
maximum power efficiency of
the described system.
Sputtering wtc dependence
vs. system parameters is shown
on ilie figure.
-tSecf^. ,
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UA9900727
Elastic charge partible scattering by centers with Coulomb and
short-range potentials.
A.G. Sitenko, O.I. Gerasimov, M.N. Khydyntsev
The amplitude and cross-sections for elastic scattering of charge
particles are calculated exactly for the case when scattering occurs at
composite target (multicuntered potential). The potential of the first center
is assumed to be of the coloumb-type (attractive or repulsive), that of the
all other centers lo be short-ranged (zeroth radius potentials). It is shown
that the variation of the amplitude for scattering by a short-ranged
potential (due to configuration of the target centers relatively each other,
and especially - with respect of long-ranged potential) could be observable
experimentally in particularly in low-temperature densitive plasma. The
asymptotic limits and expressions for the amplitudes of scattering from the
target which consists of one-centered short-ranged and long-ranged
potentials are investigated.
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Surface helicons in plasma-like media
and their collisonless damping
V.M.Yttkovenko") and I.V.Yaiovenko*)
a) Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of National Academy of Sciences,
12 Acad. Proukura et., Kharkov 310085, Ukraine
b) Research and Design Institute "Molina" of the Kharkov Polytechnical University,
47 Shevchenko st., Kharkov 310013, Ukraine
It is known that the surface electromagnetic waves can exist at a boundary of
plasma-like media (for example, semiconductor - vacuum) placed in a dc magnetic
field parallel to the boundary . They were called the surface helicons. They exist
in the wide frequency range at the classic and quantum magnetic fields and have
small phase velocities in comparison with the fight velocity'1'. The feature of the
polarization of these waves lies in the fact that the projection of the wave electric field
to the direction of the external magnetic field Ho is equal to zero but the &c magnetic
field component along J7 0 is nonzero. In such a case the interaction of helicons with
the magnetic dipole which moves along Ho with a constant velocity becomes possible.
Using the Maxwell equation with the magnetic dipole, material equations for plasma
and boundary conditions, the authors have discovered the losses of the dipole energy
on the excitation of the surface helicons (or a spontaneous radiation of the helicons
by the charged particle which moves in a spiral with an axis parallel to Ho)- Using
the expression obtained for the losses the kinetic equation has been set up describing
the change in the number of the surface helicons as a result of the processes of their
emission and absorption by the conduction electrons. The collisionless damping of
the surface helicons has been found, and its dependence on the wave vector has been
analyzed.
References
1. N.N.Beletskii, V.M.Svetlichny, D.D.Khalameida, V.M.Yakovenko. Electromagnetic phenomena of SHF-range in inhomogeneous semiconductor structures, Naukova
Dumka, Kiev, 3991 (in Russian).
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Surface polaritons .in semiconductor films
with depletion transition layers
N.N Beletskii and E.A.Gasan
Institute (or Radicfhyaici and Electronic! Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
12 Acad Proseura atr., S10OSS, Kharkov, Ukraine

A theory of TM type surface polaritons in semiconductor films possessing depletion transition layers, in which electron concentration changes according to the
law of hyperbolic cosine, was built. The influence of collision as well as collisionless
damping, caused by plasma resonance in transition layer, on dispersion properties
of normal and tangential modes of surface polaritons was determined. It was shown
that in the absence of collision damping two dispersion branches both for normal
and tangential modes of surface polaritons exist, parted by a frequency gap. Taking
into consideration collision damping leads to vanishing of the gap and existence of
only one dispersion branch both for normal and tangential modes of surface polaritons. The damping of tangential mode therewith exceeds considerably the damping
of normal mode.
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EXCITATION AND ABSORPTION OF WAVES
IN A HELICON PLASMA SOURCE
K.P.Shamrai, V.P.Pavlenko and V.B.Taranov
Institute for Nuclear Research, 47 prospekt Nauki, Kiev 252022, Ukraine
Department of Technology, Uppsala University, Box 534, S-751 21, Uppsala, Sweden
Among a variety of inductively coupled low-pressure sources of dense plasma the helicon
one was shown to produce highest plasma densities, up to 1013 cm' 3 . Devices of this type
were suggested for various applications including plasma materials processing, gas laser
pumping, plasma generation in magnetic traps and plasma particles accelerators.
The operation of helicon sources is governed by diverse wave processes which are
responsible for the rf power input, plasma production etc. In the present report we describe
the physical picture of wave arrangement in helicon sources driven by various antennas.
The plasma waves of two types can be excited in a frequency range typical for helicon
sources. An external antenna drives only electromagnetic helicon waves which are strongly
coupled to antenna rf current while low-coupled electrostatic waves can not be excited
directly. The further destiny of helicon waves depends on conditions at the edge of a plasma
column. If the plasma makes rather good contact with a conductive sidewall, helicon and
electrostatic waves are practically independent. One can realize in this case the resonance wave
discharge based on pure helicon waves. Provided the plasma boundary is non-conducting,
lonely helicon waves turn out to be uncapable of existing near the plasma edge and so are
compelled to generate electrostatic waves.
Arising due to such specific mechanism of surface mode conversion, electrostatic waves are
found to accumulate a principal fraction of rf power feed and thus to determine the distribution
of power release. The fraction of the power supply transferred to the plasma via helicon
waves turns out to be rather small within a parameter e = (v/u) B )(/l/a), where cuB, v are
electron gyro and collision frequencies, X, a are helicon wavelength and plasma radius,
respectively. For typical experiments, the estimations of the heliconic fraction in a total power
input are in a good agreement with the value of £. Thus, to make a power balance in a helicon
source with helicon waves only one should introduce into consideration the effective collision
frequency verf = V/E which is normally much higher than the binary one.
Helicon and electrostatic waves are responsible respectively for volume and surface rf
power release. The fraction of the rf power deposited in a bulk plasma by helicon waves
increases in anti-resonance regimes when electrostatic waves are suppressed. This results in a
considerable redistribution of the power input in favour of the volume heliconic channel. The
further increase in volume input may be achieved using axially-symmetric >n = 0 antennas
instead of routinely used antisymmetric ones. The estimations show that combining both
factors one can obtain a few-fold gain in the power deposited in a bulk plasma.
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UA9900730
WAVE SPECTRA AND IMrEDANCE OF ANTENNAS
DRIVING HELICON PLASMA SOURCES
K.P.Shamrai, V.P.Pavlenko and V.B.Taranov
Institute for Nuclear Research, 47 prospekt Nauki, Kiev 252022, Ukraine
Department of Technology, Uppsala Utiiversity, Box 534, S-751 21, Uppsala, Sweden
Helicon plasma source is a conventional name for an inductively coupled radio-frequency
(if) source with resonance excitation of helicon waves. It permits generation of overdense
plasmas at low magnetic fields and moderate specific power inputs and so has good prospects
for numerous applications, especially for plasma materials processing.
Various antennas of different but rather simple design were suggested to drive helicon
sources. Their efficiencies were shown experimentally to vary within a factor of 2. In the
present report we show this difference to originate in specific wave spectra which are excited
in plasmas by these antennas and indicate the principal ways for improving antenna design.
The variety of antennas may be devided into two essentially different classes. The first is a
class of so called straight antennas combined of rf carrent-carrying parts which are directed
strictly along or across the external magnetic field. Three types of straight antennas are used in
experiments, that is single-loop (Kiev), double-loop (Boswell's) and Nagoya ones. All these
antennas are shown to be topologically equivalent and reducible to the simplest (Kiev) one by
either longitudinal or a/innilha) doubling. At equal dimensions the impedance of Nagoya
antenna is shown to make doubled that of Kiev and one half of Boswell's ones.
The straight antennas turn out to be "pure" driving systems with reference to wave spectra
excited in plasmas. Theii harmonical compositions are rather simple and may be easily
regulated. Thus, antennas of this kind seem as convenient for controlling rf power input.
The second class includes so called helical antennas. Their longitudinal current-carrying
parts are twisted along tie magnetic field either clockwise (R-antetmas) or counter-clockwise
(L antennas). Antennas of this type were designed originally in the hope to refine their
coupling to cither right or left circularly polarized waves, the R-anlennas having been
supposed to effectively excite helicon waves. We show this hope to be unrealizable in two
respects First, in bounded plasmas of helicon sources the polarization of helicon waves vary
across the plasma column. Second, pure azimuthal current-carrying parts which are inevitably
included into antenna design as closing circuit are equally coupled to the oscillations of both
polarizarions. Thus, helical antennas are found to excite effectively the odd azimuthal modes
of both signs. Some difference between R- and L-aniennas arises in long aspect-ratio devices
concerning the preferential direction of wave radiation.
The helical antennas turn out to be "non-pure" or "mixing" ones. Their wave spectra are
father complicated Giving to twisted parts which hare the symmetry incompatible with that of
plasma cavity. In this respect, helical antennas seem to be rather hard as controlling elements
although present some possibilities for homogeni/ation of the rf power input.
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On Fractal Dimension of Plasma Leader Channel under Electrical Breakdown
Kononov A.V., Poritoky P.V., Starchyk P.D., and Voitenko L.M.
Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Research", 252022 Kyiv, Ukraine
Electrical breakdown of gases, liquids and insulators frequently occurs by means of
the narrow plasma streamer channel that inhibits a strong tendency to branching into
complicated stochastic pattern [1,2]. In order to describe these structures it is usefull to take
into consideration the fractal formalism. In that way a number of interesting results have
been obtained with the using of computational simulation [2].
The leader type of streamer channel is characterised by bright radiation and nonregular motion. In this paper we propose an analytical approach to the description of the
branching properties of the leader tj'pe of streamer channel on base of the theory for the
reaction-diffusion growth on fractal clasters [3,4], In that case the spreading of a leader is
described by the equation of the reaction-diffusion growth in fractal geometry where the
diffusion coefficient is used in the form of the diffusion coefficient of the channel plasma
and the reaction order parameter y corresponds to the type of ionisation reaction. It is
considered the two ionisation processes: both the ionisation by means of electron strike and
photoionisation.
Having reduced and solved the studied equation, it is obtained the relation
between both the fractal dimension D of channel pattern and parameter y which is
determined by the type of the dominating ionisation process. In that way we have that
under prevail ionisation by electron strike D=2.15 and under photoionisation D=2.25. It
should be pointed that the fractal dimension is the value which is characterised the
discharge channel pattern on the whole. The sense of this result in that the process of
electrical breakdown is more intensive by means of photoinisation mechanism. Also, it is
shown that the growth of a leader channel should be non-regular and the velocity of its
spreading is variable in time.
Thus, under electrical breakdown the character of growth and the parameters of
the structure of the plasma leader channel are depended on the dominating ionisation
process.

[1] Meek J.M., Craggs J.D. Electrical Breakdown of Gases (Wilcy.New York,1978).
[2] Niemeyer L. , Pietronero I..., Wiesmann H..I. Phys.Rcv. Lett. (1984) -82.-p. 1033.
[3J Clement E., Sander I..M, Kopclman R. Phys.Rev. (1984) -A39.-p.2305.
[4] MBovanov A.V., Zelenyi I..M. Phys.Fluids (1993) •BS.-p.2609.
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UA9900732
Frequency-Resonant Behaviours of Plasma Density
in the "Helicon" RF Plasma*
JongGu Kwak", .) G B.ik12, 0 VV Park 3 , H I Bak'2, Suwon Clio*, and S K Kim 1
1

Korea Atomic Enorjy Rtsr-ardi Institulo(KAEfU), POB 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-600, Korea
J

S"oul National University. Seoul, Korea

J

Korea Rfscardi Institute of Standard and Science (KRISS), Taejon, Korea
11

Physks Department, Kyung-Ci University, Suwon, Korea

Radio-frequency magnetized plasmas are produced in a linear machine, utilizing
whistler wave in a bounded plasma, i.e. the "helicon" wave. Discharge properties, especially response to RF frequency scanning, have beerfstudied in detail. Plasma diagnosis
was done with electrostatic probes, TOGHz heterodyne interferometer, magnetic pick-up
coils. Most outstanding is the almost step-like density increase during the scan. This
transition separates two frequency region: before the transition(lower frequency region)
the plasma is unstable and noisy. After the transition, the plasma is stable and quiet,
with densities equal or somewhat higher than predicted by the dispersion. The helicon
wavelength exhibits similar, abrupt decrease across the transition (longer to shorter wavelength). Observed behaviours are interpreted in terms of the dispersion relation and power
balance considerations, the transitions being the result of switching between adjacent helicon axial modes which arc supported by the power balance. Data and discussions will
be presented, including comparison with results from numerical calculations.

' Rt:so;ni-Ji sujipoitixl !>y ttu> Ministry vi Science and Teduloiogy(MOST).
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UA9900733
ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ELECTRIC FIELD PATTERN IN A
COLLISIONAL LOW PRESSURE RF DISCHARGE
Lisovskiy V.A., Yegorenkov V.D. (*)
Scientific Center of Physics and Technology,
(*) Kharkov University, Department of Physics,

31 Kurchalov street, Kharkov, 310108, Ukraine
Mechanisms of many phenomena occurring in the RF discharge can be clarified if one
known the distribution of e-)ei trie fieJJ in different parts of discharge. This report presents the
model describing the electric field pattern in the electrode sheathe Eo and in the quasLneutial
plasma Ep In a low pressure RF discharge. Here we consider the collisional RF discharge
{yj <C fcn,-<*> = 'lirj , v*n 's the frequency of electron neutral coUisiona) burning between two
plane endless electrodes with the. spacing L. The layer of the uniform plasma I - S thick is
located symmetrically between the electrodes. The RF voltage V is applied across the electrodes
from a supply generator. For the normal component of the electric induction D to be continuous
the following condition should be met
<•„£<! = «<,<£,,,

s= l - - ^ r T « l - ^ A

(I)

where to is the vacuum dielectric permeability, c is the relative dielectric permeability, u>p is
the electron plasma frequency. In the quasistatic approximation V = / Ed? therefore V —
5£ 0 + {L - S)EP. Then we find Ep and Eg

Uaing relations (2) together with the plasma density .".,, electron temperature T, and electrode
nheath thickness d ~ .9/2 values measured by us we have obtained the real and imaginary parts
of the electric field £0 fc"d E? as well as their moduli |B 0 | and \E?\. Experiments have been
performed in argon at spacings L =• ] — 5 cm, / = 13.56 MHz and pressures p = 0.01 — 2 Torr.
The field in the sheath £0 Lins been observed to lead in phase the RF voltage, this lead decreasing
fast to zero with V iucrea.-jing. The field in plasma Ev falls behind V in phase approximately
by T / 2 . With r> increasing at low V this falling behind may amount to T/3 and less, however,
with V increasing it. tends to T/2. One sees from relations ('2) that at low RF voltages V the
quantity \Er\ possesses the clear-cut maximum that appears on increasing the RF voltage V
due to the decren.se cjf the term (l — "f T ) with the fnrmiltanooufi inrrcn.se of (T"^^-). Thf1 second
maximum at V = 2-W V appears in the range where the plasma concentration exhibits the
noimniforcu pattern (L'woviikiy V.A. vl al - Pis'ma v Zhurn.T«fchii Fiz.,10W,V. l9,N.21,p.D0).
The. amplitude of the Rf field iu the sheath Eo increases uniformly with V growing. The
quantity Ep has been raJculaled also according to formulas of O.A. Popov and V.A. OodyaJc
l,J.Appl.Phys.,1986,V.59,p. 1759)

£, = —»„!/,

va = VriU/e'K^K,n,(Q)

(3)

where /"« is the RF current amplitude in plasma, e. and m are the electron charge and maxs,
respectively, R us the chamber radius, nr(0) is the concentration value at the discharge center,

is the form factor. Iu thctie CiJcuIatioua we have used our measured value* of /„, rt, and K,
{K, « 0.9 under our conditions). The \Ey\ values measured in such a way agt«« satisfactorily
with j EF\ values calculated from (2) and with \EF\ values measured
with the double probe
technique.

UA9900734
DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT
COEFFICIENTS FROM BREAKDOWN CURVES OF RF AND
COMBINED DISCHARGES
Lisovskjy V.A., Yegorenkov V.D. (*)
Scientific Center of Physics and Technology,
(*) Kharkov University, Department of Physics,

SI Kunhatov street, Kharkov, S10108, Ukraine
This report presents the results of calculating the electron drift velocity V4, and the ratio of
the electron diffusion coefficient to the electron mobility D^p* from the breakdown curves of
the RF and combined (RF+DC) low pressure discharges measured by us. These quantities give
the general description of the electron motion in gases: the measured ratio 0*1(1* is directly
connected to the average energy of the chaotic motion of electrons whereas vj, describes the
electroconductance of a weakly ionised gas. We have calculated vjt from the locations of the
turning point of the drift-diffusioual branch of RF discharge breakdown curves. Aa is known ([l]
Levitnkii S.M. - Sov. Phys.-Tech. Phys., 1957, V.2, p.887; [2] Lisovsky V.A. and Yegorenkov
V.D. - J. Pbys. D, 1994, V.27, p. 2340 ) at this point the amplitude of the electron displacement
in the RF field A = c£/(rm/,.nai) {ym is the effective frequency of electron-neutral collisions,
w = 2ir/) equals one half of the uiterelectrode spacing L. At the same time A = tUr/u/,
consequently, from the location of turning points one can easily determine the dependence
Vir = v^E/p). From the equation of the RF breakdown ([3] Kihara T. - Rev. Modern Phys.,
1952, V.24, p.45) and the breakdown equation in the combined field [2] we have obtained the
formula permitting to determine D</p« from the dependences U,j — Urj{Ui^) (U,j are the
RF breakdown voltages &t fixed DC voltage U<u and pressure p values). As a result we have
got the Vdr values ia the range E/p » 50 - 1000 V/(cm Ton) and Z?«/p« values in the range
E/p w 1 - 1000 V/(cm Torr). Our results agree satisfactorily with those of other authors ([4]
Puech V. and Torchin L. - J. Phys. D, 1986, V.I9, p.2309; [5] Naidu M.S. and Prasad AM. J. Phys. D, 1972, V 5, p.983). Experiments have been performed in argon, air, Hi, CF\ and in
the SFt in pressure range p = 0.001 — 20 Torr, / = 13.56 MHz, plane stainless steel electrodes
of 100 nun in diameter were spaced by L = 6 - 54 mia apart.
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THE EFFECT OF SLIGHTLY EXCITED ELECTRON PLASMAS
ON PHASE TRANSITIONS IN SOLIDS

G.E.Chaika*, V.G.Levandovskii**, V.P.Siomyk***

*Ukrainian State Academy of Communications, Kiev, Ukraine
**Institute of Surface Chemistry, Kiev, Ukraine
***Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev, Ukraine
Free energy of a solid is calculated for the case when
transition between two states of atoms corresponds to the
appearance of lattice dipole momentum and depends on the
concentration of free carriers. The method of investigation
has been successfully applied to the nonlinear problem of
defect formation, being self-consistent with electron system
excitations [1,2]. The order parameter can be either
continuous or discrete function of the temperature of the
first-type transition.
The model was specified by the example of the superionic
state [3,4], Unlike the results of Refs.[3,4], the influence
of electron distributions over local levels in the model of
Frenkel pairs was considered in detail.
Comparison studies and calculation of the electron
subsystem influence on the order parameter, unstable pairs
concentration, and phase transition temperatures were carried
out. The results obtained make it possible to justify the
transition temperature variations for a number of materials
exposed to external influences (particle and photon
irradiation, etc.).
l.Chaika G.E., Vinetskii V.L. Phys.Stat.Sol.(b), 08, 727-734
(1980)
2.Chaika G.E., Grechko L.G., Levandovskii V.G. Functional
Materials 2, No.2, 169-172 (1995)
3.Gurevich Tu.Ya., Kharkats Yu.I. Fizika Tverdogo Tela 27,
1977-1983 (1987) (in Russian)
4.Zabrodsky Yu.R., Reshetnyak Yu.B., Koshkin V.M. Fizika
Tverdogo Tela 32, 69-96 (1990) (in KussJan)
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UA9900735
Kindic cooling of neutral component of gas discharge plasma and its
turbulent properties iu a field of powerful coherent radiation
V.V. Azharonok, I.I.Filatova, V.D.Shimanovich
Institute of Molecular and Atomic Physics of Academy of Sciences of Belarus
220072, Minsk, Belarus
Plasma of electric discharges in a flow of molecular gases is widely used in
materials treatment technologies as well as in high temperature plasma chemistry and
in quantum electronics. The present work is concerned with experimental
investigations of a fast turbulent flow with a glow discharge interaction and study of
plasma's neutral componeut heating in a field of powerful coherent radiation with
the wavelength 10,6 |.im.
The transverse glow discharge was initiated in a rectangular discharge
chamber with the cross-section 80 x 4 cm in a flow of air, nitrogen and its mixtures
with CO2 and He at pressure P=10-40 Torr. Flow velocity was equal to 100 m/s.
The velocity profile along the electrode gap and turbulence, parameters of the
gas flow was determined by the method of laser Doppler anemometry. It was
established that a mean-mass velocity did not depend on a pressure and a mixtures
composition. At P>.10 Torr the velocity profile of neutral gas flow is typical for
turbulent gas flow with the turbulence degree e~0,06. At POO Torr e decreases to
0,01. It was determined that an amplitude of velocity pulsations was increased when
the glow discharge in the chamber took place. In this case the value of e was
amounted to 0,09 and 0,08 in the near-electrode zones and at the center of electrode
gap correspondingly. Most probable cause of the change of gas flow turbulent
properties under the discharge is the local heating of gas in turbulent vortexes.
The plasma's neutral component heating was determined by the emission
spectroscopy method. Il was shown that the coherent radiation with the wavelength
10,6 nm got through the glow discharge in the flow of Nz+CC>2+He gas mixture gave
rise to the cooling of the gas mixture. The degree ATg of the gas mixture cooling was
depended on the specific energy contribution W/G. At W/G~150 J/g value of ATg
was amounted to 10 K and at W/G-250 J/g - ATg~50 K. The causes of the observed
effect of the gas mixture cooling has been discussed.
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LIMITING PROPERTIES OF THE RADIAL DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION IN ELECTRONIC LIQUIDS
I.M. Tkachenko l , P. Fernandez de Cordoba, M. Urrea
Dapartainento de Matc.imitica, Aplicuda,
Univeisidad Politecnica, de Valencia.,
Apldo. 22012 , R46071 Valencia, Sp.iiu

The static dielectric function of electronic liquids is studied in a wide range
of thermodynamic parameters. The local-field correction to the RPA permeability
is modeled to satisfy the. compressibility sum ride and the short-wavelength exact
relation to the zero separation value of the radial distribution function [1]. The latter is determined iiy a self-consistency procedure and is shown to verify all known
asymptotic conditions,(and to coincide with available data [2]), see Fig. 1, where
P = Pe2/a , 0 = (PEf)~\ a is the Wigner Seitz radius, EF is the Fermi energy and
/3" 1 is the temperature in energy units.
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[1 j S.V. Adamjan, I.M Tkacheuko, J.L. MunozCobo Gonzalez, G. Verdu Martin,
Phys. Rev. E 48. 2067 (1993).
[2 ] S.Ichimaru Statistical Plasma ]}hysics. Vol. II: Condensed Plasmas. (AddisonWesley, 1994).
' E - m a i l a d d r e s s : iniik *S
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UA9900736
REFLECTIVITY OF COLD MAGNETIZED PLASMAS
J. Ortn.-r", V.M. Rylyuk\ I.M. Tkachenko'
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lnstitut iuv I'hys'ik, Li:hr.-tuhl fur Slat/stisciie l'liysik und Nichtlincarc Dynamik,
HumhoUlt Universil&l ?.u Berlin,
D 10099 Berlin. Germany
6
Department of Theoretical Physics,
University of Odessa.,
270)00 Odessa , Ukiaine
c
Dcpartumeiito de Maternities. Aplicada,
Vnivursidud Politecnica dc Valencia,
ApLdo. 22012 , E-460T1 Valencia., Spain

The experimental investigation of magnetized strongly coupled plasmas poses
a problem of providing a theoretical basis for consistent interpretation of upcoming
results []].
Three related problems are resolved. First, the reflection characteristics of cold
magnetized plasmas arc found; second, the dielectric tensor of strongly coupled plasmas is studied and constructed on the basis of exact relations ans sum rules; third,
the latter (the conductivity tensor Hernntiau part frequency moments) are estimated,
particularly, the average kinetic energy of charged ferrhions in an external magnetic
field is evaluated.
Some numerical estimations are carried out.
[1 ] J. Ortner. V.M. Rylyuk. I.M, Tkaclieiiko. Phys. Rev. E, 50, 4937 (1994).
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EVOLUTION OF THE SPACE CHARGE WAVES OF ELECTRON BEAM IN THE
OVERCRJTICAL FLASMA BARRIER
l.O.Anisimov*, S.V.Dovbakh*. I.Yu.Kotlyarov*, S.M.Lcvitsky*,
G.V.Lizunov", O.V.Opanasenko**, D.B.Palets**, L.I.Romanyuk**

*Taras Shevchenho University, RadiopJiysics Dpi.,
64 Volodimirska St., 252017, Kyiv, Ukraine
**Scientific Centre "Institute for Nuclear Researtfies of tfie
National Academy of Sciences", 47NaukiAve., 252650, Kyiv.Ukraine
The mechanism of electromagnetic waves transport through the barriers of overcritical plasmas
by means of electron beams was proposed ir. [1]. The significant element of this mechanism is
the amplification of the slow space charge wave (SCW) of the electron beam inside the barrier.
Tliis report is devoted to the theoretical and experimental study of the SCW evolution in the
electron beam that moves across the overcritical plasma layer. The evolution of the longitudinal SCW in the electron stream moving along the density gradient of the planarly stratified cold
isotropic plasma is treated theoretically in the linear approximation. The coupling between the
slow and fast SCW appears due to the plasma inhomogeneity. It can cause the amplification of
both SCWs in the undercritical plasmas and the growth of the fast SCW in the overcritical
plasmas. Maximum of the electric strength and minimum of the electric induction are reached
in the local plasma resonance regions (LPRR). The concurrence between the slow SCW and
the beam exited Langmuir wave seems to be the non-linear effect that limits the amplification
of SCW in overcritical plasmas and consequently limits the width of a barriers that can be
transilluminated by means of electron beams (for the barriers with rectangular concentration
profile and monoenergetic electron beam). The experimental device is described in [2]. The
existence of the SCW intensity maximums in the LPRR's is shown. The dependence of the
SCW amplification on the parameters of the beam-plasma system in the beginning of the barrier qualitatively matches to the theoretical predictions. But the monotonic growth of the SCW
intensity in the overcritical plasma that is predicted by the linear theory often does not take
place. In tliis cases the additional maximum is formed between two LPRR's. The work was
supported, in part, by the Ukrainian Fund for Fundamental Researches and the International
Soros Science and Education Programm (ISSEP) through grant No APU 052007.
REFERENCES:
I.H.A.AHHCHMOB, C.M.JIeBHTCKHft / / }KypH.TexH.cj)H3. 1989. 5 9 . N*7. 50 54.
2.H.A.AHHCHMOB, C.M.JTeBHTCKHH, A.B.OnaHaceHKo, JI.H.PoMamoK.

1991. 61. J63. 59-63.
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UA9900738
THE PENETRATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE INTO THE PLASMA WITH FASTRJSING CONCENTRATION

A.E.Dubinov, Yu.B.Nizlicgorodtsev, V.D.Selemir, A.V.Sudovtsov

Russian Federal Nuclear Centre All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(607190, Russia, Arzamas-16)

In the report a frequency up-shift of electromagnetic wave during its propagation through an
isotropic plasma layer with fast-rising concentration is described. This shift is a consequence of the
Mikhel'son effect, as a Doppler-like effect, when optical length between source and a receiver fastly
changes and there is a imaginary motion of the source relatively the receiver.
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STOCHASTIC RESONANCE IN RUNAWAY ELECTRON KINETICS.

A.E.Dubi.-.uv, K.E.Mikheyev, V.D.Solcmir, A.V.Sudovtsov

Russian Federal Nucleai Centre All-Russia Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(607190, Russia, Arzamas-16)

It is well known ihat in gases breakdown there are some electrons with considerably high
energies ( so called runaway electrons). This phenomenon occurs due to non-monotone behavior of
the electrons friction force in gases in dependence of electron energy. In sucli situation elections
impulses have two stable values to which electrons drift in the impulses space.
Theory of stochastic resonance can be applied to such system. It is demonstrated that electrons oscillates between two stable state in the impulses space under the influence ofnoi.se. The
frequency of those oscillations was calculated.

UA9900740
ACCELERATION OF QUASI-NEUTRAL PLASMA BUNCHES
IN CROSSED EH--UNDUI.ATED FIELDS
Victor V.Kulish, Peter B.Kosel*, Oleh B.Krutko
Sumy State University, Sumy, 244007, Ukraine
•^University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, 452221-0030, USA
To create accelerators of quasi-neutral plasma bunches is an
urgent problem cf modern electronics. The EH-undulated systems
seem to be the most promising model of such a device [1). They
possess peculiar properties which make it possible to accelerate
plasma beams with wide particle velocity distributions and hence
may be made use of for plasma-assisted processing and doping of
materials, etching of surfaces, and many other technological
processes.
In this paper, a method of acceleration of quasi-neutral plasma
bunches is proposed and a theory of accelerator of the type
mentioned is developed. Averaging the kinetic equation by means
of the approach described in [2], we obtain asymptotic solutions
for the electron and ion energies and of inherent generated field
intensities. The generation of additional transverse undulated
magnetic and longitudinal electric fields strongly influences the
bunch
acceleration. Moreover,
longitudinal
electric
field
generation is governed by two physical mechanisms. The first one
is produced by the spatial separation of plasma components, and
the second one is associated with the redistribution of plasma
particles in the accelerator. The two generation mechanisms are
associated wit.h the two relevant acceleration regimes, namely,
the collective mode and the two-stream mode.
The collective mode occurs under the conditions of electron-ion
dipole formation. Since the difference between electron and ion
masses is large, electrons leave ions behind and the initial
bunch is transformed into a plasma dipole with the relevant
longitudinal electric field. This field decelerates electrons and
accelerates ions. The competition of the two processes results in
the acceleration of the bunch as a whole.
The two-strnam mode occurs when the electron-ion-dipole formation
conditions M re not satisfied. In this case, the two plasma
components are accelerated
independently and their mutual
influence is inessential.
1. Kulish V.V., KrutVo O.B. JTP Letters 1995, 21, 52
2. Kulish V.V. Ukrainian Physical Journal 1991, 36, 1318
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T H E MECHANISMS OF THE DRIFT-DISS1PATIVE INSTABILITY
EXCITATION IN A MAGNETIZED PLASMA
Vladimir E. Bondarenko:
Institute of Biochemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Kosygin Street, 4, Moscow 117S34, Russia
and
Boris N. Shvilkin
Physics Department, Moscow Stale University,
Moscow 119899, Russia
It was shown theoretically and experimentally that in nonequilibrium gas-discharge plasma, with the density gradient across a homogeneous axial magnetic field, at low electron
density the one of the drift-dissipative instability types, so-called the oscillations of a lowdensity plasma, was arised due to non-quasineutrality in perturbations [1]. The plasma
instability caused by this factor is appeared when the wavelength of oscillations A = 2irjk is
considerably greater than the Debye radius Tr>e = (Te/47re2n)1/'2, where Tc, n are the electron
temperature and density, respectivelly, e is the electron charge.
For this type of instability to develop the Debye radius rr>c must exceed the ion Larmor
radius calculated with the electron temperature p, t = Uj/u>,-; here v, = (7',/m,-)1'' is the ionacoustic velocity, u>; is the ion cyclotron frequency. The frequency of this unstable oscillations
a) is lower than the frequency of the ion-neutral collisions i',o, the ion cyclotron frequency u>;
and the drift frequency u;* = kgKcTt/eB, where k) — 2x/\s, A« is the azimuth wavelength,
K'1 is the characteristic length of the plasma inhomogeneity, B is the magnetic field. The
properties of the oscillations of a low-density plasma essentially depend on the electron
density.
The other type of the drift-dissipative instability, the ion-acoustic and the drift oscillations [2], is excited due to the second predominated destabilizing factor - the ion inertia.
It is necessary that the opposite inequality p le > rc e must be realized in this case, but for
the instability frequency Ko < w < vc*\ here vca is the frequency of the electron-neutral
collisions. The ion-acoustic and drift oscillations caused by the factor of the ion inertia are
excited in plasma at low gas pressures and high electron density, depending on the value of
the magnetic field. The instability properties do not depend on the electron density.
In the case when pu w rpe for the theoretical description of the drift-dissipative instability
both destabilizing factors should be taken into account. This leads to the extension of the
plasma instability region. For the theoretical description of the cylindrical plasma we use
the differential equation. The theoretical calculations are in a good agreement with- the
experimental results.
REFERENCES
1. Bondarenko V.E., Shvilkin B.N. Fiz. Plazmy, 13 (1987) 876.
2. Timofeev A.V., Shvilkin B.N. Usp. Fiz. Nauk, 118 (1976) 273.

UA9900742
Quantum Wave Packets Molecular-Dynamit: Simula I inn of loui/ation
in Dcns~C~ Plasmas

Werner Oheling, Andreas Forsler. ami Viklor Yu. Podlipclmk
Tn.sliti.it Cur Physik, I IIIIIIIKIUII Univeisilat /u Berlin, invalidenMraf.'.e I 10, 0-101 IS ficrlin
Germany

We study the impact ioui/.ation of one liv Juigon atuni In thermal plasma electron*, on the basis
DI 'quantum wave-packets simulations. The wave packets'arc characteri/fil by Imir parameters
which define the position of the centre., iis velocity, the width of the wave packet, and the
\ elocity of its spreading. By using the vnri.itioual lorm of the Si'hrndinger equation, I lauiillon
type equations of motion are derived. The nioleeuiar-dynainie" simulations of this equations
yield temperature- and density -dependent ioni/ulion linics of ihe hydio^en aivui. The
corresponding ioniy.ilion rates are in good agrc'iiKiSl with tlieoietical predieliciiis from
C|ii.iiuLiiii->iaii.siies of chaigctl particle system.s The ii'ielhod uf wave-packets mi.leeular
dynamics could be extended to the simulation <if theniKklynamic as well «h of iiaiisjviri
quantities.
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Investigations of High-Pressure Glow Discharge
with High-Speed Pumping
V.A.Anlxmov, A.A.Bruev, V.I.Golota, V.V.Mukhin,
I.A.Pashehcnko, G.V.Taran and S.N.Shilo
National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology",
310108, Kharkov, Ukraine
Plasma-chemical processes in air are important in a number of problems in physics and engineering, such as: the description of the top of atmosphere, ozonizers, high-voltage switches,
etc.
The results of investigations of ozone generators on high-pressure glow discharge are
represented in the current report. This device consists of: a system of air preparation,
pJasma-chernicaJ reactor, high-voltage supply unit, measuring devices. The glow discharge
was produced in a cylindrical system of electrodes with a gap of 5-30 mm and volume of
discharge zone up to 0.025m3. The cathode consisted of metal cylinder and anode was an
array of uniformly spaced needles. The air input and output in plasma-chemical reactor
was executed tangentially that supplied the most favorable proceeding of plasma-chemical
reactions.
The electrodynamkal parameters of ozonizer were determined. The discharge voltage
was 8-15 kV and power was 8-12 kW. The volt-ampere characteristic of plasma-chemical
reactor is described by following dependence / = AU(U — C/o)> where A is the constant
coefficient and Uo — the potential of discharge beginning.
Also the study was conducted on the stand enabling to investigate radiation spectrum
of glow discharge in air of atmospheric pressure. The discharge radiation fell on grating
monochrornator located on optical axis of plasma-chemical reactor and was registered by
F'EM. The received signals were subjected to mathematical processing. Based on radiation
spectrum of glow discharge we can say that alongside with ozone making mechanism which is
stipulated by electron-excited molecular oxygen with its subsequent dissociation the following
mechanism is possible: molecular oxygen is excited on the channel
Nj --> Ni{v) -> N3(v = 4) -> O2 (a'A,)
with further its dissociation and ozone making.
The ozone concentration was registered optically on a wave length 253.7nm. The specific
power dependence of ozone concentration is given by form n = n(>(l — cxp(--aw)), where no
is the concentration of saturation, I/a is required power for lg O3 production, w is specific
power.

UA9900743
INVESTIGATION OF THE QUASISTA1IONARY PLASMA FLOW IN
THE AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD AND MODELING EXPERIMENTS
ON THE CURRENT DISRUPT ION
V.V.Chebotarev, I EGarkusha, V.V.Garkusha, N.V.Kulik, V.A.Makhlay, N.l.Mitina,
D.G.SoIyakcv, V.I Tereshin, S.A.Trubchaninov, A.V.Tsarenko, H.Wuerz
Institute of Plasma /'.-V'/cv :>fihe National Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics &
Technology", 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine
*) Forschung Centrum Karlsruhe, INR, Poslfach 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe, Germany
The plasma streams generated by powerful quasistationary plasma accelerator QSPA
Kh-50 can be used for filling the magnetic confinement system (of special type [1]) as well as
for carrying out the modeling experiments on power loading the divertor plates of tokamakreactor [2].
The main goal of recent experiments is analysis of characteristics of the plasma
penetration and flow in '-he external axial magnetic field as one of the element of the magnetic
trap.
Experiments were carried out on full block quasistationary plasma accelerator QSPA
Kh-50 device, described in [3]. Homogeneous axially-symmetric magnetic field was produced
by four large in size magnetic coils. The first magnetic coil was located on the distance of 200
cm from accelerator output. Total length of the magnetic system was 150 cm and magnetic
field strength was up to 2 T. The inner diameter of small vacuum chamber inserted into coils
was 38 cm.
Experiments were carried out in different modes of accelerator operation. The ultimate
plasma parameters were as follows: plasma power - up to 400 MW/cm', plasma energy density
- up to 5 kJ/cm 2 , energy of protons - 0 9 keV, plasma density -£ 1016 cm', pulse duration - 0.10 15 ms.
It was shown that plasma density has been increasing with increasing the magnetic
field value. It particular, it was varied from 2-3.1013 cm'3 for zero magnetic field up to 2-3.10'"
cm"3 for B «1 T. The total energy of plasma stream measured at the magnetic field output was
about 100-150 kJ. It was about 25-30% of total energy of the'plasma stream (350-400 kJ)
generated at the accelerator output. Plasma energy density evaluated for the near axis region of
plasma stream in magnetic field achieved 4-5 kl/cm2.
Plasma streams with such parameters were utilized for modeling experiments
mentioned above. Graphite targets were irradiated by plasma streams propagating along the
magnetic field. Characteristics of the transient plasma layer formed close to the graphite target
surface as well as erosion characteristics of target were measured in these experiments.
1. V I.Tereshin, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion, 1995, Vol.37, Suppl 11A,
p.177-190.
2. V.I.Tereshin, et al, Proc. of the 7th Int. Conf. on Fusion Reactor Materials, Obninsk, Russia,
1995, paper 080035.
3. V.I.I'ercshin et al, Plasma Devices and Operations 1992, Vol 2, p. 155.
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